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YEAR 

8!0 

8!3 

8!4 

DATE 

Chronology of Kiikai's Interaction 

with the Nara Clergy 

EVENTS 

Donated to an anonymous priest at Todaiji his 

imported copies of the Avatamsaka Sutra and its 

related commentaries and ritual manuals ( Koya 
zappitsushu, KZ n89 ). 

Composed tor the priest Eichii of Bonshakuji a letter 

to the court requesting Eichii's resignation from the 

post of shosozu at the So go ( Seireishu, KZ n22). 

2/23 Composed tor the abbot Nyoho ofToshodaiji a letter 

to the court expressing his gratitude tor the imperial 

patronage given to his temple (Seireishu, KZ 3:448). 

12/? Upon the request of the priest Shiicn of Kofukuji, 

composed the Konshookyo himitsu kada (KZ 1:825), a 

series of verses each of which summarizes a chapter of 

winter 

the Golden Light Sutra. 
As betto of the Otokunudera monastery at Nagaoka, 

north of Nara, sent a letter to a certain sozu in the 

Sogo requesting support tor the restoration of the 

monastery's buildings ( Koya zappitsushu, KZ n9o ). 

7 j26 Composed a letter to the court requesting imperial 

pardon tor a crime committed by the Hosso priest 

Chiikei ofGangoji (Seireishu, KZ 3:444). 

The dating in this chronological table indicates dates and months according to the 
Japanese calendar. For example, "8r3 r/3" does not mean January 3 of the year 8r3, 
but the third day of the first month of Konin 4, which corresponds approximately 
to the year 813 in the Western calendar. 
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8!5 4-/I Composed the Kan'ensho, a letter to lay and clerical 

leaders of several provinces soliciting their cooperation 

in copying and circulating Esoteric Buddhist scriptures 

( Seireishu, KZ 3:526 ). 

4-/5 Sent the Kan'ensho to the Hosso priest Tokuitsu in 

the province ofMutsu (Koya zappitsushu, KZ 3=565 ) .  

8r6 7/? At Takaosanji, gave abhi�eka to the master Gonso and 

other priests of the Daianji monastery ( Seireishu, KZ 

3=54-2 ). 

8!7 8/2 Upon the request of a certain Kegon master at Todaiji, 

composed the ]isso hannya haramitakyo toshaku (KZ 

r:74-7) ,  a commentary on the Prajfiii-piiramitii-naya 

(Jpn. ]isso hannyakyo), a chapter in the Greater 

Prajfiii-piiramitii Sutra. 

820 In Nara (Todaiji?), copied the eighty-fascicle edition 

of the Avatamsaka Sutra and performed a rite of 

dedication to the siitra ( Seireishu, KZ 3:4-85) .  

822 2/II At Todaiji, erected the Abhi�eka Hall ( Todaiji 

zokuyoroku, ZZG rr:287a-b ). 

Also in Nara (Todaiji?), gave abhi�eka to the cloistered 

Emperor Heizei (Heizei tenno kanjomon, KZ 2:150 ). 

823 ro/ro At Toji, designated the reading of the vinaya of 

the Sarvastivada tradition, whose authenticity was 

recognized by the Nara clergy, as a prerequisite for 

the study of Esoteric Buddhism ( Sangakuroku, KZ 

1:120-121) 

824- 3/2 At Todaiji, hosted a rite of dedication to the three 

jewels ( Seireishu, KZ 3:4-85) .  

3/26 Was assigned to the post of shosozu in the Sogo ( Sogo 

bunin, DBZ 65:9a) .  

Gave abhi�eka to the Kegon master Doyii (Kobo daishi 

deshifu, KDZ ro:96b ). 

825 7/19 At the imperial court, composed and delivered the 

opening address at a special rite dedicated to the 

Virtuous King Sutra hosted by Emperor Junna 

( Seireishu, KZ 3=514-) .  

826 3/IO At Saiji, composed and delivered the opening address 

at a commemorative service for the former Emperor 

Kanmu (Seireishu, KZ 3:4-64-) .  



828 

829 

5/? 

CHRONOLOGY XV!l 

Was assigned to the post of daisozu in the So go ( Sogo 

bunin, DBZ 65:9b ). 

9/? At Tachibanadera, Asuka, together with leading 

members of the Sogo and representatives of the 

Hosso, Sanron, and Shingon Schools, performed a 

service for the deceased Prince I yo ( Seireishit, KZ 

8/!3 

7/I8 

3:466). 

At Kyoto (Saiji?), to commemorate the former Sogo 

member Gonso, who had passed away a year earlier, 

gave a lecture on and performed a service dedicated 

to the Brahmiijiila Sittra ( Seireishit, KZ nos, 539 ). 

Gave an abhi�eka to the master Dosho of the Sanron 

School ( Seireishit, KZ 3:485). 

At Nishidera, Nara, gave a lecture on the Lotus Sittra 

(Hokekyo kaidai, KZ r:792). 

9/II Composed for the Hosso priest Chukei a poem 

celebrating the eightieth birthday of his master 

Gomyo ( Seireishit, KZ n45). 

9/23 Hosted a reception to celebrate the eightieth birthday 

of the Hosso master Gomyo of Gangoji, who was 

the incumbent sojo, the highest officer of the Sogo 

rr/5 

2/II 

( Seireishit, KZ 3 :s43). 

Was appointed to the betto at Daianji, a major center 

of Sanron studies. ( Toji choja bunin, GR 4:622b; Kobo 

daishi gyokeki, KDZ 2:rr6a-b). 

In response to the court's request to the leaders 

of the Six Schools (Ritsu, Kusha, Sanron, Hosso, 

Tendai, and Shingon) to present treatises explicating 

their teachings, produced the Himitsu mandara jitjit 

shinron (Kobo daishi gogyojo shitki, KDZ r:r68a-b ). 

Requested that the court exempt him from duty as 

daisozu in the So go. Request denied ( Seireishit, KZ 

n2o-52r). 

At Toshodaiji, attended a siitra copying service hosted 

by abbot Nyoho. Composed the opening address tor 

Nyoho ( Seireishit, KZ 3:497). 

2/? At the Abhi�eka Hall, Todaiji, gave a lecture on the 

Lotus Sittra (Hokekyoshaku, KZ r:78r). On the same 

occasion, Dosho delivered a lecture on the Hannya 
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shingyo hiken, Kiikai's treatise on the Heart Siitra 

(Todaiji engi, KDS:763). 

Requested that the court construct the Mantra Chapel 

in the inner palace where esoteric rituals might be 

performed concurrently with the Misaie, the lectures 

by eminent Nara priests on the Golden Light Siitra 

held annually at the court during the second week of 

the first month (Seireishii, KZ J:SI8). 











Introduction 

Esoteric Buddhism, or mikkyo in Japanese, consists of 

complex systems of icons, meditative rituals, and ritual languages, all of which 

aim at enabling practitioners to immediately grasp abstract Buddhist doctrines 

through actual ritual experiences. IdentifYing itself as Vajrayana (lightning

fast vehicle for enlightenment), it distinguishes itself from other Buddhist 

schools in the traditions of Mahayana (greater vehicle) and Hlnayana (lesser 

vehicle)-the schools that rely primarily on ordinary language, rather than 

ritual systems, for understanding Buddhist doctrines-by classifYing those 

traditions as exoteric. 

Contrary to the forbidding image associated with the term esoteric-which 

may explain why this important subject has largely been neglected in mod

ern academic literature-Mikkyo (literally, secret teaching) enjoyed a wide 

diffi.tsion throughout all walks of medieval Japanese society. At imperial coro

nations, for example, it was necessary tor the emperor to participate in Es

oteric Buddhist rituals that gave authority to the new ruler by imparting 

to him the attributes of a cakravartin (Jpn. tenrin shiiii), the legendary uni

versal monarch described in Buddhist scriptures. Because the emperor was 

also the supreme priest in the worship of kami-indigenous Japanese Shinto 

gods-the notably Esoteric Buddhist characterization of rulership was key 

to the rise of the Shinto-Buddhist amalgamation,' in which kami were un

derstood as local manifestations of the Buddhist divinities described in the 

ma�Jrfala, the Esoteric Buddhist art form portraying the realm of enlighten

ment inhabited by numerous Buddhas and bodhisattvas. In large part, the 

Buddhism that was disseminated to every stratum of medieval society2-not 

only by priests and nuns but by traveling mountain ascetics, holy men, story

tellers, and entertainers-was neither a recondite philosophy nor a sectarian 

dogma, but rather a distinctly Japanese system of beliefs to which Esotericism 

was integral. 
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In this belief system, it was assumed that Esoteric Buddhist rituals were 

capable of influencing the interaction between the six great elements of the 

universe ( rokudai i.e., earth, water, fire, wind, space, and consciousness), which 

determined the course of events in both nature and the human realm. At 

times of national crisis, such as foreign invasions or civil strife, the court and 

shogunate employed as an alternative to military action or diplomacy esoteric 

rituals designed to destroy their enemies. When an epidemic broke out, the 

court summoned specialists in esoteric rituals, who took counsel with imperial 

physicians and diviners to determine its cause and who prescribed meth

ods for containing it. Various other esoteric rituals, employed for controlling 

droughts, pests, typhoons, earthquakes, and other natural disasters, became 

indispensable to medieval society for maintaining and increasing economic 

production. 

Esoteric Buddhism also made a seminal contribution to the development of 

medieval Japanese art and literature. For example, one of the most influential 

theories on waka, poetry in Japanese, understood waka as a manifestation 

in Japanese language of mantra and dharal).l, Esoteric Buddhist incantations. 

According to this theory, just as Buddhist divinities in India revealed their 

secrets of enlightenment in (and as) mantra in their language, Japanese gods 

manifested their secrets in waka. Written in Sanskrit, mantras were understood 

as symbols of the six elements and their movements, reflecting within their 

letters all sorts of events in the entire span of the universe. Waka was treated 

as an analog of mantra, a ritual language in Japanese, and composing it was 

regarded by both Buddhists and Shintoists as an act as sacred as the ritual 

manipulation of mantra. In the late medieval period, a tradition developed in 

which the art of waka was transmitted from one generation of court poets to 

the next by a ritual replicating abhi!eka (Jpn. kanjo), or Esoteric Buddhist 

ordination. Not surprisingly, many of the most eminent waka poets were 

Esoteric Buddhist priests-among them Henj6 ( 816-890 ), Saigy6 ( m8-1190 ), 

Jien (1155-1225), Ton'a (1298-1372), and Sogi (1422-1502). 

These examples suggest that Japanese Esoteric Buddhism, and its ritual 

system in particular, functioned as a practical technology that had a direct 

bearing on medieval politics and economy as well as literary production. It 

served as a pivotal matrix for the integration of medieval society's diverse fields 

of science, art, and knowledge in general; an integration that, in turn, gave rise 

to the religious, political, and cultural discourse characteristic of the medieval 

Japanese intellectual constellation. 

The Priest Kiikai (779-835), who was responsible for the introduction to 

and initial dissemination of Esoteric Buddhism in early ninth century Japan, 

was indisputably the single most popular Buddhist saint in medieval society. No 
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other Buddhist figure has been more intensely legendized. Countless anecdotes 

about Kiikai-or Kobo Daishi ("Great Master Who Spread the Dharma") 

as he is referred to in medieval literature-portray him as a miracle-working 

mendicant who trod every corner of the islands of Japan, healing the sick, 

punishing the wicked, and rewarding the righteous. One of the numerous 

legendary claims for Kukai is that he discovered and made public the hidden 

identity between the Sun Goddess Amaterasu, the ancestral deity of the im

perial house enshrined at the grand Shinto complex of Ise, and the Buddha 

Mahavairocana, the central divinity of the Mikkyo maQ.�ala.3 Kiikai was also said 

to have invented kana, the Japanese phonetic orthography, and the Iroha, the 

kana syllabary. In the Iroha table, the kana letters are arranged in such a manner 

as to form a waka that plainly expresses the Buddhist principle of emptiness. 

These two legends, respectively, point at the two cultural passages through 

which Buddhism grew into the dominant ideology of medieval Japan. First, 

Buddhism legitimized the authority of the emperor and the imperial lineage 

around which formed the order of medieval society. Second, Buddhism justified 

writing in Japanese, a medium considered more effective in describing and sus

taining the medieval social order than the learned yet foreign classical Chinese 

language and its ideographic letters, which had been relied upon in earlier 

periods. A case in point is the aforementioned "waka-mantra" theory, which 

was the counterpart in the realm of writing of the belief in Shinto gods, the 

progenitors of the emperor's pedigree, as avatars of Buddhist divinities. That 

is, just as the emperor ultimately descended from Buddhist divinities, Japanese 

language also "descended" from Buddhist ritual language. The legendary 

invention by Kukai-who was said to have discovered the emperor's Buddhist 

ancestry -of the kana syllabary as a Buddhist poem appears to be the critical 

link for unveiling/inventing this hidden parallel. 

In short, the Kiikai of medieval Japan was a major cultural icon illustra

tive of the deep cultural assimilation in which Buddhism constituted, almost 

transparently, the nucleus of Japanese society. That assimilation would have 

been impossible without Esoteric Buddhist ritual tor communicating with and 

manipulating Buddhist and Shinto deities and the ritual language of mantra, 

whose phoneticism (in contrast to the hieroglyphism of Chinese characters) 

encouraged the development of the native syllabary. In this sense, some of the 

legends about Kiikai, as mentioned earlier, seem to convey certain metaphorical 

force (what Gianbattista Vico has described as "poetic logic") in that they 

point to the relevance of Kiikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism to the 

development of medieval Japanese society. 

Curiously, modern scholarship on Kiikai-carried out principally by 

Japanese Buddhologists whose approach on the whole has been sectarian-has 
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neglected the importance ofKiikai in Japanese cultural history. Rejecting out

right traditional characterizations ofKiikai as myths and fabrications, the con

ventional studies portrayed Kiikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism in the 

form of his foundation of the Shingon School (Shingonshii). Arguably, these 

scholars regard the Shingon School as an exclusive sectarian institution that, 

together with Saicho's (767-823) Tendai School, constituted the Buddhism of 

the Heian period ( 794-rr92 ), the age of the aristocracy whose life centered 

on the imperial court in Heiankyo (Kyoto). The immediate implication of 

their argument is that, with the arrival of the Kamakura period (rr92-1333), 

the age of warriors and their shogunate in the city of Kamakura in the east, 

the Shingon Sect declined together with the aristocracy, which patronized 

it, and was replaced by what historians have referred to as Kamakura New 

Buddhism, new sectarian schools consisting of Pure Land, Zen, and Nichiren. 

As a result, their picture of Kiikai fails to explain either the continued growth 

of Esoteric Buddhist institutions throughout the medieval period, the far

reaching integration of Esoteric Buddhism beyond the walls of the Shingon 

monasteries into medieval cultural life, or the reason for the rise of a massive 

legendary literature centering on Kiikai. 

This study presents a picture of Kiikai that is radically different from the 

conventional one just sketched. I argue that at the heart of Kiikai's effort 

to disseminate Esoteric Buddhism in Japan was not the establishment of a 

sect but the creation of a new type of religious discourse grounded in his 

analysis of the ritual language of mantra. Kiikai lived in an age that was the 

final maturing phase of the ancient regime, which had solidified its power 

by promoting Confucianism as the ruling ideology for Japanese emperor and 

through the strict enforcement of ritsuryo, the body of law adapted from 

the T'ang administrative (Jpn. ritsu; Ch. lii) and penal (Jpn. ryo; Ch. ling) 

codes. The core of the ritsuryo regime consisted of literati-officials of the 

imperial court, who were trained in the Confucian educational curriculum at 

the Daigaku, or State College. These officials treated the Buddhist clergy as if it 

were a government bureaucracy subordinate to their own, in accordance with 

a division of the ritsuryo termed the Soniryo, or Rules for Priests and Nuns. 

The Soniryo guaranteed the clerics the state's patronage by providing them 

with stipends and legal privileges similar to those given to court officials. In 

exchange, the state demanded that the clerics engage in even their principal 

activities-ordination, ritual services, proselytization, etc. -only if they were 

authorized by the state. In other words, through its Confucian rationale, 

the ritsuryo deemed the clerics-who severed family tics for their religious 

pursuit-to be loyal subjects whose goal was to serve the ruler faithfully as 
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if he were their benevolent father. In this manner, the ritsuryo state expected 

all aspects of the clerics' life-religious training, scriptural studies, and, in 

particular, services performed for the state-to be acts of devotion to the 

ruling class through which the clerics generated merit for the nation. Cultural 

historians refer to this period, extending from the mid-eighth to the mid-ninth 

century, as the "age of statecraftism" (Keikoku jidai), the age of Confucian 

pragmatism during which the raison d'etre of all intellectual activity, even 

the writing of literature, was the contribution it made to the management 

of the state. In short, the promotion by the state of Confucian ideology

which legitimized the emperor's rule, shaped the education of literati-officials 

at court, conditioned their interpretation of the ritsuryo, and controlled the 

intelligentsia and its production of discourse in general-kept Buddhism on 
the defensive. 

I shall argue that the Esoteric Buddhist discourse invented by Kukai pro
vided the early a Heian intelligentsia (consisting primarily of the clergy and 

court officials) with an alternative to hegemonic Confucian discourse, a set of 

"Buddhist" theories explaining the meaning of religious, cultural, and political 

activities and of the relationship between these activities and authority-e.g., 

in what way ritual can become effective; in what manner the efficaciousness of 

a ritual can be explained; what text is and is about; and how rulcrship should 

be legitimized by means of ritual performance and textual production. Kiikai 

accomplished this by advancing a general theory of language, which derived 

in turn from his analysis of the two principal forms of the Buddhist ritual 

language of incantation: dharat:tl and mantra. The former occurs prominently 

in both exoteric and esoteric scriptures, and numerous dharai!IS were known to 
and popularly chanted in the Buddhist community of the Nara and early Heian 

periods. On the other hand, the latter is unique to esoteric scriptures. Although 

a small number of texts containing mantras had arrived in Japan before Kiikai's 

day, they escaped the attention of the clergy; and it was Ktikai who first made 

the word mantra known in Japanese, especially through its Japanese translation 

shingon (literally, "words of truth"), the term he chose to refer generically to 

his new form of Buddhism. 

The word dhiiratJi, which derives from the Sanskrit verb root dhr, meaning 
to hold, keep, maintain, can roughly be translated as "that by which to sustain 
something." It is generally understood as a mnemonic device, containing 

within its short passages all the meaning of a section or chapter of a siitra, or a 

particular teaching discussed therein. Dharat:tl is also believed to be endowed 
with mystical power that protects those who chant it against malign influences 
such as demons, evil rulers, thieves, and diseases. As tor mantra, there has 
been perennial, seemingly endless debate as to what the term means and how 
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it can be defined.4 Many experts believe that it consists of two parts-the old 

Vedic root man, to think; and the action-oriented (krt) suffix -tra, indicat

ing instrumentality. Thus it is possible to understand mantra as a linguistic 

device for deepening one's thought, and, more specifically, an instrument for 

enlightenment. However, it is also true that there are numerous mantras whose 

chanting is purported specifically to realize mundane effects, such as causing 

rain to fall, attaining health and long life, and eliminating political rivals. 

It is often said that of the two forms of incantations, mantra tends to 

be shorter and more strongly contextualized in ritual procedures-that is, 

its chanting is associated with particular breathing, visualizing, and other 

meditative exercises. Yet from the point of view of linguistic structure alone, 

the distinction between dhara1fl and mantra is not always clear. For example, 

both dhara1fls and mantras frequently contain a large number of unintelligible 

phonic fragments (which are often chanted in rhythmic refrain), such as phat, 

miim, trat, hiim, and hrim, which have encouraged many to hold a view that 

mantras and dhara1fls are devoid of meaning: mumbo-jumbo.5 

By contrast, Kiikai distinguished mantra from dhara1fl in their semantic 

and semiotic functions, i.e., in terms of the different manners through which 

they produced meaning or became meaningful. He defined mantra as a spe

cial class of dhara1fl, capable of demonstrating that every syllable used in 

dharary.l was in fact a manifestation of the working of the Buddhist truth of 

emptiness. For example, Kiikai interpreted the syllables of the root mantra 

of the Buddha Mahavairocana, A Vi Ra Hum Kham, as representing the five 

essential forces of emptiness, respectively: stability (earth), permeation (water), 

purity (fire), growth (wind), and spacing (space). That is, even before syllables 

arc put together to form a word, they arc already the sources of countless 

meanings capable of illustrating the truth as it is explained in the writings 

of Buddhist scriptures. In other words, mantras show that dhararyls are not 

devoid of meaning but, on the contrary, saturated with it. It is through their 

semantic superabundance that Kiikai attempted to explain why dhararyls were 

impregnated with the power to condense the meaning of scriptures, to protect 

chanters, or to bring about supernatural effects. 

Furthermore, since there is no difference between the syllables used in 

mantras and those in scriptures or even nonreligious texts, as long as they arc 

written in the same language, Kiikai asserted by extension that if one possessed a 

secret knowledge of mantra, any word in any language could manifest its power 

as mantra. In other words, language in general is an exemplary realm where 

the Buddhist ultimate truth of emptiness manifests its working. Kiikai also 

suggested that in order to illustrate this inseparability between emptiness and 

language, a phonetic writing system, as in Sanskrit or J apancsc, is more effective 
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than a hieroglyphic system, as in Chinese, the language that dominated the 

intellectual production of his day. For him, therefore, it was the responsibility of 

the clergy to preserve and develop the science of language and, by their taming 

of the secret power inherent in language, to take command in constructing and 

maintaining social and political order. Their role in society could not merely 

be a passive subordination and service to the Confucian literati. Kiikai's new 

discourse can thus be understood as a divergence from that of the ritsuryo 

authorities, a counterdiscourse that paved the way tor the rise of Buddhism as 

the nation's prevailing ideology. In order for him to trigger these changes, the 

ideas centering around the ritual language of mantra were essential. 

It was, of course, by means of his own writings that Kukai advanced his 

mantra-based language theory and worked to weave Buddhism deep into the 

texture of Japanese intellectual discourse. This study otTers a new reading of 

Kukai's texts, which demonstrates that they represented a critical innovation in 

the technology of writing, textual interpretation, and ritual language. Kiikai's 

writings and the new type of discourse they spawned were among the de

velopments that marked the transition in Japanese history from the ancient 

order to the medieval world. As if to provide a fertile ground tor the growth 

of the numerous legends that would surround him, Kiikai's own lite seems 

to anticipate this momentous shiti: toward the cultural dominance exercised 

by Buddhism: in his youth Kiikai left the Confucian State College where he 

had been trained as an elite candidate for ritsuryo government service; later 

in his lite he emerged as one of the most powerful leaders of the Buddhist 

community. 

I hope my analysis will show that Kiikai's works, which sectarian scholars 

have treated as the crystallization of timeless doctrines, in fact reflect various 

historical conditions that surrounded him. I also hope that my rereading 

of Kiikai will suggest that many issues that have until now been discussed 

within the confines of Japanese Buddhology-e.g., whether instantaneous 

enlightenment is possible or how an esoteric interpretation of a siitra can be 

made compatible with an exoteric one-have both direct and indirect bearing 

on topics essential tor understanding medieval Japanese history, such as the 

development of new imperial mythologies, the growth of Shinto and Buddhist 

institutions as feudal powers, and the rise of the native Japanese poetic and 

aesthetic theories. 

My discussion in this volume is divided into mne chapters, which I have 

organized in three parts. In chapter 1, I establish the factual foundation for a 

new reading ofKiikai's texts by laying out my basic paradigm: first by locating 

Kiikai's life in the historical context of the ritsuryo state and its policy toward 
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the Sangha, the community of Buddhist clerics, and second by identifYing in 

that historical context major events in Kukai's life that shaped his formation 

of Esoteric Buddhist discourse. Previous studies on Kukai have postulated 

that Kukai's swift success in propagating Esoteric Buddhism was due to the 

phenomenal growth of the nascent Shingon Set. They have also presumed 

that Kukai's Shingon Buddhism was aimed at reforming the established yet 

debased Buddhism of his day, at forming a new sect destined to supersede 

the antiquated monastic institutions in the former capital, Nara. It was for 

this reason, they suggest, that Kukai enjoyed the personal patronage of the 

early Heian emperors and their courts in the new capital of Kyoto, and of the 

emperor's ministers, who were working to contain the Nara clergy and bring 

an end to their interference in court politics. 

There is no evidence, however, that Kukai ever promoted Esoteric Bud

dhism as either a sect or a reform. That he established a reform sect is a modern 

myth. On the contrary, I argue that Kukai's success was made possible only 

by the alliance he built with the Nara Buddhist establishment, which initially 

viewed his new form of Buddhism as heretical but eventually came to accept 

and support it. That is, many of the achievements with which modern sectarian 

studies credit Kukai, in truth, were due to his collaboration with the Nara 

clergy. I also suggest that underlying that alliance was a common interest in 

loosening the tight grip the state maintained on the Sangha. These observations 

make it possible to identifY the main objectives that Kukai pursued throughout 

his writings: to demonstrate an affinity between his new Buddhism and the 

Buddhism represented by the great Nara monasteries; and to eviscerate the 

ritsuryo state by stripping it of its Confucian ideological underpinning, thereby 

creating a cooperative or even symbiotic relationship between the state and 

the Sangha. 

In part I -Origin, Traces, Nonorigin- I begin my reading ofKukai's texts 

by probing the early phase of Kukai 's writing career, in which he struggled to 

create a discourse distinct from the norm for writing set by the ritsuryo state for 

the early Heian intelligentsia. The discussion in chapter 2 revolves around the 

analysis of Kukai's first major piece of writing, Demonstrating the Goals of the 

Three Teachings (Sango shiiki), which he composed at age twenty-tour, at the 

turning point when he abandoned the elite education at the Confucian State 

College and became an ubasoku, a privately ordained novice mendicant, whose 

practice was banned by the ritsuryo. In that discussion I strive to illustrate 

that, both in its content elevating Buddhism as a philosophy far superior to 

Confucianism and in its unorthodox format of fiction aimed at ridiculing the 

rigidity of the Confucian classics, Demonstrating the Goals was Kukai's first 

attempt to challenge the ritsuryo regime and its control over the production 
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of discourse. I also suggest, however, that it represented a failed attempt to 

resolve the personal crisis Kukai himself was experiencing at the time as a result 

of his disillusionment with not only the political elite but also the state of the 

Buddhist clergy. 

Chapter 3 examines Kukai's journey to China, which extended from 804 to 

8o6, as a critical moment during which Kukai extricated himself from many 

of the restraints imposed on intellectual activities by the Japanese ritsuryo 

state and discovered an utterly new way of studying, practicing, and writing 

about Buddhism-the path through which he was introduced to Esoteric 

Buddhism. There I read Kukai's account of his training in Esoteric Buddhism 

with his Chinese teacher Hui-kuo ( 746-805) side by side with scriptural texts 

he studied with the teacher. These readings illustrate the procedure followed 

in the abhi�eka, the Esoteric Buddhist ordination ritual, which represented 

the completion of Kukai's training in Esoteric Buddhism. I suggest that the 

integration of ritual practice and textual studies achieved in the Esoteric Bud

dhist system studied by Kl"1kai in China, and hitherto impossible tor Japanese 

Buddhist practitioners under the ritsuryo regime, not only enabled him to 

unblock the impasse in his own religious pursuit but also provided him with 

the key to develop a new religious discourse that was to effect a change in the 

relationship between the early Heian state and the Sangha. 

In chapter 4 I oftcr a general survey of late Nara and early Heian Buddhist 

culture in order to assess the impact on the Japanese intellectual community 

of Kukai's return, when he presented to the court the Catalog of Imported 

Items ( Shorai mokuroku ), the official report of his study in China, consisting 

of a lengthy list of the scriptural texts, scrolls of religious paintings, ritual 

instruments, and other items he brought back to Japan. Even during the 

Nara period, Esoteric Buddhist scriptures, incantations, and sculptures were 

carried back to Japan by elite Nara scholar-priests who studied in China. 

Is it fair, under the circumstances, to single out Kukai as the progenitor of 

the Esoteric Buddhist tradition in Japan? I suggest that, despite the broad 

diffi.1sion of certain clements of Esoteric Buddhism, Buddhist practitioners of 

the time lacked the perspective necessary to enable them to see these esoteric 

elements as being different from their exoteric counterparts. On the other 

hand, in his Catalog, Kukai introduced tor the first time in Japanese history 

Esoteric Buddhism as a concept, an independent category. Thus the weight of 

the influence of Kukai's importation of Esoteric Buddhism can be located in 

Kukai's invention of what I refer to as the taxonomic knowledge distinguishing 

between the Exoteric Teaching ( kengyo) and Esoteric Teaching ( mikkyo)

rather than in Kukai 's importation of new scriptures, rituals, and icons. I also 

suggest that the control exercised by the ritsuryo state over the Sangha in Nara 
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and early Heian Japan worked against the growth of such a knowledge within 
Japanese Buddhist scholarship. 

Part II -Cartography-is a study of Kukai's interaction with the Nara Bud
dhist intelligentsia, which was seminal to Kiikai's development of a distinctively 
Esoteric Buddhist discourse. The discussion in part II corresponds to major 
events in the second half of Kiikai's life, such as the abhi�eka he granted in 
816 to the priest Gonso ( 758-827) of the Daianji monastery, one of the most 
prominent Nara scholar-priests; his establishment in 822 of the Abhi�eka Hall, 
the first permanent structure in Japan for performing esoteric ordinations, at 
Todaiji, the central monastic complex of the Nara Buddhist community; and 
his induction in 824 into the government's So go, or Office of Priestly Affairs, 
the elite institution responsible for implementing the ritsuryo for the clergy, 
to which until then only elders of the Nara monasteries had been appointed. 

Kiikai declared that his Esoteric Buddhism was the direct manifestation of 
the teaching of the cosmic Buddha Mahavairocana and that the meditative prac
tices prescribed in Esoteric Buddhist scriptures enabled one to attain enlight
enment instantaneously. For the doctrinal schools of Nara, which Kukai saw 
as representing Exoteric Buddhism and inferior to Esoteric Buddhism, it was 
axiomatic that all Buddhist scriptures were preached by the historical Buddha 
Sakyamuni and that, according to his teaching, it would require at least three 
eons of countless transmigratory lives of training before anyone could reach 
enlightenment. Kiikai's new system, which initially appeared aberrant to the 
Nara Buddhist establishment, could have been rejected in its entirety as heresy. 

Some of Kukai's texts are known to have been written in response to 
questions posed by Nara scholar-priests. I contend that, in fact, most ofKiikai's 
major works, particularly those essential to his construction of the category of 
the esoteric, were addressed principally to the Nara clergy. They are evidence of 

Kiikai's successful struggle to legitimize his new Buddhism, which eventually 
led to his alliance with the Nara Buddhist leadership . These writings demon
strate Kiikai's unique approach, which I describe as the "complementarity of 
the esoteric and exoteric." It was this approach of complementarity that won 
not only recognition but adoption by the Nara Buddhist community of Esoteric 
Buddhism. 

In chapter 5, I first take up Kukai's own usage of the term shingon, the 
Japanese translation of mantra, the principal term Kiikai chose to refer to his 
Esoteric Buddhism, and show how it provided the conceptual foundation for 
the esoteric-exoteric complementarity. I then analyze his works Distinguish

ing the Two Disciplines of the Exoteric and Esoteric ( Benkenmitsu Nikyoron) 

and Record of Dharma Transmission of the Secret Ma1Jrfala School (Himitsu 
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mandarakyo fuhoden ), the first works in which Kukai explored the concept of 

complementarity. In chapter 6, I discuss Kiikai's commentaries on scriptures 

whose recitation constituted the heart of those services the Nara clergy con

ducted for the state-in particular, Homage to the Secret of the Golden Light 

Sutra ( Konshookyo himitsu kada) and Interpretation of the Reality of the Prajiiii

piiramitii Uisso hannyakyo toshaku). 

In these works Kiikai seems to suggest that although the Nara Schools 

were highly developed intellectual enterprises, their range was limited to the 

academic study of scriptural texts. That is, the exoteric schools of the Nara 

institutions failed to develop theories capable of explaining the meaning as well 

as the efficacy of their own religious services-namely, rituals built around the 

recitation of scriptures-whose success was essential if the Nara clergy were to 

maintain its cooperative relationship with the state. Esoteric Buddhism, Kiikai 

suggested, was capable of bridging the epistemic gap between textual study 

and ritual practice that was impairing the Nara Buddhist system. That was true 

because, even if the Nara clerics were unaware of it, mantra, dhararyl, and many 

other distinctly Esoteric Buddhist elements were already parts of scriptures they 

had been reciting at their public services. It is on that power of mediation

perhaps on that power alone-that Kiikai's claim for the superiority of Esoteric 

Buddhism over the Nara exoteric schools seems to rest. In other words, Kiikai 

presented his claims of superiority in a manner that was acceptable to the 

Nara clergy because he maintained that Esotericism already inhered in Nara 

Buddhism and yet was beyond the grasp of their doctrinal enterprise. 

The Esoteric Buddhist discourse that Kiikai was developing can thus be 

understood as mediating between on the one hand the canonical literature 

of Nara Buddhism and on the other the hitherto unknown textual and ritual 

traditions of Esoteric Buddhism imported by Kiikai.6 That is, Kiikai's writings 

were intended to regulate the pace at which his new Esoteric Buddhist sys

tem was being integrated within the then orthodox Nara Buddhist system, 

so as to generate a stable structure for a new type of Japanese Buddhist 

discourse consisting of both the esoteric and exoteric systems. This regu

lating function of Kiikai's texts made it possible to introduce Esoteric Bud

dhism without threatening the Nara Buddhist establishment, thereby averting 

the possibility either that Nara would reject Kiikai as representing a form 

of heresy or that Kukai would have to entirely deny the authority of Nara 

Buddhism as inferior to his esoteric system. This point seems of particular 

historical significance, because another attempt-by Saicho-to introduce a 

new Buddhist school into early Heian society resulted in the hostile secession 

ofSaicho's Tendai School from the institutional structure of the Nara Buddhist 

establishment. 
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Yet another implication of the discussion in part II is that the concepts of 

the esoteric and exoteric did not spring to life of their own accord. They had 

to be constructed if they were to become legitimate categories in Japanese 

intellectual discourse. In Kiikai's construction (which, though not the only 

one, set the standard for subsequent constructions in the history of the Shingon 

and Tendai Schools), the distinction between the two categories is far more 

fluid than has been assumed by existing modern studies. The esoteric and 

exoteric are relative to each other at best. That is because, as noted earlier, what 

ultimately determines whether something is esoteric or exoteric for Kiikai is 

not necessarily a particular constituent element but a perspective. The Japanese 

experience of the introduction of Esoteric Buddhism therefore suggests that 

if modern scholars truly insist on determining the historical origin of Esoteric 

Buddhism, their common method of identif)ring the earliest existing text, ritual, 

or icon that they regard as esoteric according to their own modern criterion 

is destined to fail. The more assured method would be to trace the historical 

processes through which emerged a system of indigenous discourse capable of 

constructing the Esoteric and the Exoteric as separate categories for a society 

or culture. 

Perhaps the simplest way to understand Kiikai's construction is to examine 

the distinction he resorted to most often, the one based on textual intention

ality (which I adopted as a working principle for this study). That is, exoteric 

texts are oriented toward doctrinal interpretation: they are those texts that are 

to be read, recited, and studied in the ordinary sense. In contrast, esoteric 

texts, which are in the nature of ritual manuals, cannot merely be read. If they 

are to be mastered, their content has to be transposed through ritual to the 

experiential realm of practice. Esoteric texts are to be grasped not through 

intellectual operations alone but through somatic exercises. 

Mantras, which often consist of seemingly meaningless successions of syl

lables, or of a single syllable-such as A�; Om A Hum; A Ra Pa Ca Na

exemplifY the esoteric language. They deny the possibility of rational reading 

and direct the reader to the ritual (that is, physical) acts of chanting-complete 

with specific movements of lung, vocal cord, tongue, lips, etc., framed in a 

certain bodily posture-which is the only way, according to esoteric scriptures, 

that each syllable is to be experienced as a manifestation of a certain Buddhist 

divinity's power of saving beings. Therefore, the mere reading or recitation 

of an esoteric text is still exoteric. The opposite is also true: if an exoteric 

text can be read as a guide for the practice of meditative rituals, that reading 

of an exoteric text can be esoteric. In fact, Kiikai wrote many of his treatises 

on exoteric scriptures to serve as their ritual commentaries. In these works 

he strives to interpret the seemingly straightforward doctrinal statements in 
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exoteric scriptures as metaphorical expressions of the meditative experiences of 

the Buddhas and bodhisattvas through which they generate their powers. In 

that sense, even the prosaic language of exoteric texts can be esoteric, serving a 

ritual function analogous to mantra. Therefore, according to Kiikai, by reading 

exoteric scriptures side by side with esoteric texts, which identifY the ritual 

actions necessary to replicate the meditative experience of a divinity, one can 

unveil the secrets hidden in deep levels of the exoteric texts. 

In short, exoteric texts provide the doctrinal foundation to esoteric ritual 

practices, while esoteric texts make it possible to translate the doctrinal state

ments in exoteric texts into religious practices. Yet Kukai held the esoteric to 

be superior, inasmuch as it was through the esoteric that one understands that 

the two are complementary. In this manner, Kiikai integrated the discussions 

of both esoteric and exoteric subjects into his Esoteric Buddhist discourse, a 

completely new way of classifYing, describing, and interpreting texts, rituals, 

icons, and their mutual relationship. It appears that Nara Buddhist leaders 

recognized the urgency of adopting Kiikai's discourse because they saw in 

it a new language that would enable them to explain in their own terms

rather than relying on the language of the ritsuryo state-such central issues 

as what aspects of their canonical scriptures generated the power of protecting 

the nation, in what way their ritual services were made efficacious, and what 

constituted the ideal relationship between the Sangha and the state. 

In the final three chapters-which together torm part III, Writing and 

Polity- I study Kiikai's invention of a Buddhist theory of language and the 

strategy, based on his new language theory, to replace Confucianism with 

Buddhism as the ideology of the state. In 827, Kiikai was promoted to senior 

priest general ( daisiizu ), the highest post in the Office of Priestly Affairs, in 

which capacity he presided over official services tor the state, the emperor, 

and the imperial family. Kiikai was also employed by the emperor to draft 

formal proclamations. In 834, Kiikai founded the Mishuho, the first Esoteric 

Buddhist annual service to be held at court. And in accordance with a request 

he made immediately before his death in 835, the court erected the Mantra 

Chapel (Shingon'in), the first permanent Buddhist structure at the imperial 

palace, tor the performance of subsequent Mishuho. These events suggest that 

during the final years of his lite Kukai had become one of the most prominent 

leaders of the early Heian Buddhist community and that he was exercising his 

influence in shaping the relationship between the state and Buddhism. 

Chapter 7 consists of a reading of Voice, Letter, Reality (Shoji jissiigi), On the 

Sanskrit Letter Hum ( Unjigi), and Transforming One,s Body Into the Realm of 

Enlightenment (Sokushin jiibutsugi). In these works, Kiikai elucidates mantra 
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as manifesting the primordial mode of language in which voice, the pristine, 

amorphous vibration of the six great elements, metamorphoses itself into 

"pattern-letters" ( monji) and then into signs. Based on this interpretation of 

mantra, Kiikai created for the early Heian intelligentsia a distinctly Buddhist 

theory of signs, writing, and text, in which he argued that language in general is 

the manifestation of the Buddhist philosophy of emptiness. Although some of 

the most essential Indian Buddhist works on linguistic analysis had been known 

to Nara Buddhists, those texts were primarily concerned with logic. The Nara 

scholars remained utterly silent in their own intellectual efforts on the questions 

of what text is, how signs function, and above all, what language is. This appar

ent reticence on the part ofNara scholar-priests seems to have resulted from the 

fact that the ritsuryo system urged the Nara and early Heian intelligentsia to un

derstand the working of language only within the framework of Confucianism. 

I show in chapter 7 that Kiikai's language theory provided the Buddhist com

munity a conceptual tool with which to challenge the ideological control Con

fucianism exercised over writing as a technology for intellectual production. 

The discussion in chapter 8 revolves around a reinterpretation of Kiikai's 

magnum opus, Ten Abiding Stages of Mind According to the Secret MalJtJalas 

( Himitsu mandara jujushinron ), which he composed in response to a request 

from Emperor Junna (r. 786-846) in 830 to explain his new form of Buddhism. 

It was therefore written, first, for the perusal of the emperor and, second, for 

Kukai's peers in the Office of Priestly Affairs, the elite Nara scholar-priests, who 

were charged with interpreting Kiikai's work for the emperor. The conventional 

view, which has made this work famous, holds that it is Kiikai's manifesto of 

"doctrinal judgment" ( kyoso hanjaku ), in which he ranked his Shingon School 

in the tenth and highest stage and the other major Buddhist schools ofNara 

and Tendai in lower stages. However, as I shall make clear, Kukai had already 

announced this system of doctrinal judgment in earlier works and on such 

extremely public occasions as his granting of an abhiseka to an abdicated 

emperor. 

In light of the historical circumstances under which it was written and the 

fact that its primary audience was the emperor, Ten Abiding Stages is most 

striking in its lengthy exposition on the subject of ideal rulership, which is 

framed in the ten-stage structure of the text, a structure which Kiikai designed 

to replicate the cosmic Buddha Mahavairocana's royal palace. In this discussion, 

Kukai does recognize merit in the Confucian characterization of the Japanese 

emperor's role, namely, to reign peacefully over his domain, relying on his 

virtue to maintain a harmonious balance between nature and society. However, 

Kiikai adds, in order for the ruler to be truly successful in this mission, he must 

model his rule after that of the cakravartin, the legendary universal monarch 
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described in Buddhist scriptures who pacifies the world with his knowledge of 

the Dharma. In this sense, Ten Abiding Stages is first and foremost a memorial 

urging that the Japanese emperor ground his rule in Buddhism. 

The text of Ten Abiding Stages also exemplifies one of Kukai's central 

theses on language: anything that distinguishes itself from other things by 

its own pattern (mon)-by shape, color, or movement-is a letter (ji). That 

is, a letter's identity derives from differentiation (shabetsu), the way in which 

it differentiates itself from other letters; and dit1erence holds primacy over 

identity. Each letter therefore embodies what Buddhist philosophers refer to 

as "emptiness," for there is no such thing as essence inherent in every letter 

that is prior to its dit1erence from or relation to other letters . Not only the 

letters of the alphabet but all things in the world-even trees, mountains, and 

streams-have the same claim as letters, and together they form the "cosmic 

text." The universe is the ultimate scripture of emptiness, and in Kukai's trope, 

it is also the vast palace over which Mahavairocana reigns. As a result, there is 

never a hard and fast distinction between text that describes the world and the 

world that is described in the text. 

Although dwarfed and encompassed by Mahavairocana's cosmic palace, the 

cakravartin's palace is a pivotal part ofKukai's model because it symbolizes the 

ideal ruler's dharmaic reign as well as his patronage of the clergy's textual and 

ritual studies through which the cosmic scripture is revealed and made legible. 

Ten Abiding Stages is therefore justifiably regarded as Kukai's magnum opus, 

not so much tor its system of doctrinal judgment, but for its presentation of his 

grand model of cosmic order, integrating within itself language, society, and 

the very universe. It is a model I compare with that of Confucian orthodoxy. 

I also argue that the Mishuho was Kukai's attempt to realize his vision in Ten 

Abiding Stages by relying on Esoteric Buddhist language to redescribe ritually 

the Japanese emperor's palace as that of the cakravartin. 

In chapter 9, the conclusion, I assess the consequences ofKukai's invention 

of Esoteric Buddhist discourse in the context of the historical transition that 

was to take place soon after his passing-the decline of the ritsuryo system 

and the emergence of the medieval social order-in which Buddhism would 

take the place of Confucianism as the dominant ideology. Consideration is 

given to the possibility that several key developments indicative of the new, 

congenial relationship that would develop between the medieval state and 

the Sangha stemmed from the particular manner in which Kiikai's Esoteric 

Buddhist discourse was adopted by the Buddhist establishment, challenged 

the Confucian orthodoxy, and undermined the ritsuryo state's control over the 

Sangha. These developments include the institution of an imperial coronation 

ceremony in which the emperor was ordained as a cakravartin (sokui kanjo); 
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creation of the system of the Dharma Emperor (hoo), in which the abdicating 

sovereign retained his religious authority by becoming an Esoteric Buddhist 

priest and the head of the Sangha; and the establishment of national institutions 

that supported the combined study of the esoteric and the exoteric disciplines 

as the orthodoxy of the state. 

By no means do I conclude that Kiikai alone was responsible for all the 

major developments that brought medieval Japanese society into existence, 

or that the many medieval legends attributing such power to Kiikai can be 

verified historically. On the contrary, I suggest simply that Kiikai's introduction 

of Esoteric Buddhism, a subject that heretofore has been studied within the 

narrow confines ofJapanese Buddhology, was a watershed event that prepared 

the arrival of medieval society and therefore is relevant to the study of a broad 

range of issues in social, cultural, and political history. 

In the postscript I assess the implication of this conclusion for Japanese 

Buddhist history in general by providing a critical appraisal of two controver

sial issues over which Japanese scholars are currently engaged in discussion. 

The first regards the question of periodizing Buddhist history according to 

the conventional method, in which Kiikai was understood as an exemplary 

representative of Heian Buddhism. I shall suggest that for students of Es

oteric Buddhism and early Japanese history, "Heian Buddhism" is a false 

category, created by the intellectuals of the Meiji period ( 1868-1912 ), among 

whose agendas was to legitimize the status quo of Buddhism in their society 

in which the imperialist state and its nationalist Shinto ideology subjugated 

the Sangha. The second concerns kenmitsu taiseiron (the theory of exoteric

esoteric regime), an influential revisionist theory advanced by the historian 

Kuroda Toshio that asserts that Esoteric Buddhism, rather than Kamakura New 

Buddhism, constituted the religious mainstream of medieval society and that 

the integration by Esoteric Buddhism of exoteric disciplines, Shinto, and other 

forms of religion made possible the emergence of the system of dominance in 

medieval politics, economy, and culture. I shall point out that although it 

is suggestive of new possibilities for studying Kiikai, Kuroda's thesis suffers 

from some critical misconceptions of Esoteric Buddhism, its philosophy, and 

historical developments. 

It has been a quarter century since Yoshito Hakeda's publication of Kiikai: 

Major Works (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972), a valuable English

language introduction to the traditional Japanese scholarly treatment ofKiikai. 

Yet reliable secondary materials in Western languages on Kiikai's texts 

remain few and far between. To remedy this problem, I discuss in this vol

ume several of Kiikai's writings that have not been referred to or fully 
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studied to date in Western-language sources. In addition to those already 

mentioned, these include Letter of Propagation (Kan)ensho); Abhi�eka of Em

peror Heizei ( Heizei ten no kanjomon ), Introduction to the Mahiivairocana Sutra 

( Dainichikyii kaidai); Short History of Shingon Dharma Transmission ( Shingon 

fuhiiden); Notes on the Secret Treasury (Hizoki), Interpretation of the Lotus 

Sutra ( Hokekyii shaku ); and Essential Characters of the Sanskrit Siddham Script 

and Their Interpretations ( Bonji shittan jimo narabi ni shakugi). Many of the 

scriptural sources quoted in these works of Kiikai's have been translated. I 

also discuss a wide range of Kiikai's letters to Nara Buddhist scholar-priests, 

members of the court aristocracy, and reigning and abdicated emperors. 

In examining Kiikai's writings, I have striven to develop two issues that 

have not been addressed in previous studies. First, to the extent possible, I 

present and discuss Kiikai's works in the context of his lite. In some instances, 

the dates of the texts are well established; in many others, it is possible to 

identity some event that offers a hint as to when a work was written. Second, 

rather than offering literal readings, I give closer attention to the figurative, 

rhetorical, and tropical strategies Kiikai employed-particularly the manner 

in which he alternated between his own words and citations from diverse 

scriptures and scriptural exegeses. It is often in this latter respect that Kiikai's 

texts demonstrate most vividly his sensitivity to the cultural and historical 

conditions in which he carried out his text production? In combination, these 

two approaches make it possible to trace the development ofKiikai's thought. 

For example, in his earlier writings, Kiikai's explanation of the relationship 

between the esoteric and exoteric tended to emphasize what distinguished the 

two by underscoring the superiority of the former. By contrast, in his later 

writings, which seem to have been more effective in disseminating Esoteric 

Buddhism within the early Heian Buddhist community, Kiikai dwelled on how 

each complemented the other. It is my hope that this way of reading Kiikai's 

writings will shed light on both their denotative and performative aspects

not only on what he meant in his texts to his intended audience but also on 

what he was attempting to accomplish by creating a quintessentially Esoteric 

Buddhist mode of writing. 



CHAPTER I 

Kukai and (Very) Early Heian Society 

A Prolegomenon 

Anyone who has read about Kukai (774-835)-in a 

college textbook or an art exhibition catalog, for example-must have first 

encountered him as a priest representing "Heian Buddhism" (Heian bukkyo ), 

the Buddhism of the Heian period ( 794-1192 ), during which the Japanese capi

tal was located in Heiankyo, present-day Kyoto. According to the conventional 

characterization as such, Kiikai, who succeeded in establishing the Shingon 

School, together with Saicho (767-822), who founded the Tendai School, 

created a new form of Buddhism suitable for Heian society and, by so doing, 

obliterated "Nara Buddhism," the Buddhism of the monastic establishment 

whose stronghold was the former capital of Nara. Kiikai therefore personifies 

Heian Buddhism. 

This approach to Kiikai framed in the concept of Heian Buddhism

promoted by Japanese Buddhologists and disseminated widely through in

troductory textbooks both in Japanese and in Western languages-does more 

harm than good in understanding the historical significance of Kukai's in

troduction of Esoteric Buddhism to early Heian society. The term Heian 

Buddhism naturally produces an association between Kiikai and the great Heian 

culture, the age of a thriving aristocracy in which the Fujiwara clan used 

its regency to deprive the emperor of political power, the lives of courtiers 

were interwoven with colorful religious services held at numerous splendid 

Buddhist temples in the capital and its environs, and both male and female 

writers at court produced masterpieces in the literary genres of waka and 

monogatari, poetry and fiction written in the native kana syllabary. However, 

none of these celebrated cultural traits unique to Heian society-typical of 

the late tenth century onward-yet existed in Kiikai's epoch, the late eighth 

and early ninth century. In the world in which Kukai lived, the emperor still 

enjoyed unparalleled political authority, thorough training in Confucian classics 

was mandatory for court officials to advance their careers, only a handful of 
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Buddhist temples were permitted to exist in the new capital while the center 

of activity of the Buddhist monastic community remained in Nara, and the 

courtiers' literary production was carried out almost entirely in the language 

of the learned, classical Chinese. It was an epoch in which the ruling class 

was still engaged in avidly importing, adopting, and upholding as its norm 

things Chinese, rather than digesting them and transforming them to give rise 

eventually to the quintessential cultural traits of Heian society. In the areas of 

government, religion, education, and art, the historical conditions of the very 

earliest phase of Heian Japan, when Kukai launched his work of propagating 

Esoteric Buddhism, can be better described as a direct extension of late Nara 

society. (For a further discussion of Heian Buddhism as an invalid historical 

category for studying Kukai, see the postscript to this volume.) 

The fifth year of Hoki (77+) was a year of calamity. A famine that began 

in the province of Sanuki on the island of Shikoku spread to other provinces 

including Iyo, Nota, Hida, and finally Yamato, where the capital ofNara was 

located; an epidemic of pox that broke out in many regions added to the 

sufferings of the common people. It was in that year-twenty years prior to 

Emperor Kanmu's transfer of the capital to Kyoto-in famine-struck Sanuki 

during the reign of Emperor Konin ( r. 770-781) that Kiikai was born. 1 On the 

eleventh day of the fourth month, the emperor issued an edict: 

I have heard that all the regions under heaven are now filled with the sick, 

and there is no medicine that has proven effective against the illness. I, the 

emperor, rule the world, and all in the nation are my children. Night and 

day I exhaust myself thinking of those who are suffering. It is said that the 

Prajiiii-piiramitii (Perfection ofWisdom) is the mother of all the Buddhas. 

When I, the Son of Heaven, recite it, the nation is safe from invasions and 

rebellions; when my people invoke it, their households are protected from the 

demons of illness. Let us rely on its compassionate power to save us from our 

present misfortune. I therefore encourage all those in every province under 

heaven, both men and women, both young and old, constantly to recite 

the Prajiiii-piiramitii. Those of you who serve my court, in both civilian 

and military ranks, recite the siitra on your way to work and at any interval 

between your duties.2 

Emperor Konin commanded the whole nation with the characterization of 

himself as the ideal Confucian ruler, Son of Heaven (Ch. t>ien-tzu; Jpn. 

tenshi), to recite the Buddhist scripture, Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra. His address 

is indicative of a pivotal role he played in the shift of the Nara regime's policy 

toward Buddhism, the shift that was to influence Kiikai's entire career. Prior 
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to Konin's reign, the imperial court often became an arena tor the power 

struggle between those who allied with the powerful Buddhist institutions 

and those who opposed them by promoting Confucianism as the ideology of 

the state. In the mid-Nara period, Buddhism gained ground as it enjoyed the 

avid patronage of the rulers themselves. The Emperor Shomu (r. 724-749 ), 

responsible tor the erection ofTodaiji, the central monastic complex at Nara, 

and for the creation of the network of state monasteries and nunneries in the 

provinces (kokubunji, kokubun'niji), took the tonsure in the first month of 

Tenpyo 21 ( 749 ). In the fifth month of the same year, the emperor moved 

his residence to Yakushiji, another major Nara monastery, and, finally in the 

seventh month, he abdicated the throne to the Empress Koken (r. 749-758).3 

That is, Emperor Shomu remained on the throne tor six months following his 

priestly ordination and, tor the last two months, governed the nation from the 

monastery ofYakushiji. 

This development appears to have been a direct manifestation of the strife 

between pro-Buddhist and anti-Buddhist factions at court. For the opponents 

of Shomu's priestly ordination, typically the literati-officials trained in the 

Confucian State College, the emperor's authority derived from his being the 

Son of Heaven who, relying on Heaven's mandate, rules the world with his 

virtue, the virtue of the father, tor all of humanity. It was, therefore, the master 

metaphor of familial coherence of the Confucian discourse that justified the 

traditional authority of the Japanese emperor. As a direct descendant of the 

imperial progenitor, the sun goddess Amaterasu, the emperor presided over the 

Shinto rituals of ancestor worship as its supreme priest. The emperor's priestly 

ordination, which meant his abandonment of the imperial lineage, was utterly 

antithetical to their view of emperorship itself It is thus possible to conclude 

that Emperor Shomu, who showed no willingness to rescind his priestly status, 

was forced first to leave the imperial palace for Yakushiji and then to abdicate 

the throne (KISHI Toshio 1986:418-420). 

However, until his death in 756, Shomu managed to conduct affairs of state 

through his daughter, Empress Koken, who had succeeded to the throne. 

Following her father's example, she abdicated the throne in 758, adopted the 

tonsure in 762 at Hokkeji, Nara, and ran the affairs of the state from there. 

Furthermore, she ousted Emperor Junnin in 764 and, while maintaining her 

sacredotal status, returned to the throne as Empress Shotoku (r. 764-770 ) .4 

This marked the height of the pro-Buddhist reign in which the nun-empress 

was assisted by her priest-ministers, headed by priest Dokyo (?-772). In 765 

she appointed him to the post of grand minister ( daijo daijin ), the supreme 

post in the court bureaucracy. In the following year, Empress Shotoku created 

for Dokyo the special executive office of hoo, King of Dharma, staffed with 
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Do kyo's priestly ministers. 5 Koken justified her own reenthronement in the 

following manner: 

Although I took the tonsure and am dressed in the robe of the Bud

dhas, circumstances forced me to assume management of the affairs of 

the nation. According to Buddhist scripture, rulers should receive the pure 

precepts of bodhisattvas while they are on their thrones. How then can 

it be wrong for someone ordained to run the affairs of the state? Simi

larly, to assist me, the ordained ruler, in governing, the meditation master 

D6ky6 must be appointed to the office of grand minister-meditation master 

( iiomi zenji).6 

Many Buddhist scriptures popularly recited during the Nara period do encour

age sovereigns to receive precepts? However, the reference is to the precepts 

tor lay practitioners; that is, rulers are encouraged to be exemplary lay patrons 

of the Sangha, thereby ensuring the Sangha's autonomy from secular authority. 

The scriptures were by no means intended as a justification for a priest or nun to 

be enthroned as an emperor or empress. Empress Shotoku's self-contradictory 

announcement was a symptom of the failure by the pro-Buddhist faction to 

formulate a persuasive theory to legitimize its rule. 

The government of Empress Shotoku paralyzed the court bureaucracy 

and seriously disrupted ritsuryii, the official legal procedures of the state 

(USHIYAMA Yoshiyuki 1986:125-126). By issuing haphazardly laws aimed only 

at elevating the power of the ecclesiastic establishment-for example, by 

destroying the economic foundations of the aristocratic clans of lay ministers, 

granting greater endowments to monastic institutions, relaxing the restrictions 

on ordination, and boosting the power of the clergy-Shotoku's regime 

created confusion in state policy (HORIIKE Shunpo 1982:400; FUNAGASAKI 

Masataka 1985:269-270; MocHIDA Yasuhiko 1990:195). That is, Shotoku's 

court, as well as the Buddhist clergy that supported it, failed to produce a 

governing principle that would have replaced the ritsuryo system. 

To restore order in the aftermath of the death of Shotoku in 770 and the 

simultaneous fall of Dokyo from power, Emperor Konin adopted a policy of 

rebuilding the ritsuryo system that took the form, on one hand, of revitalizing 

the State College (Daigaku), the official Confucian educational institution 

that trained elite students from the aristocracy for higher government service, 

and on the other, of imposing strict ritsuryo measures aimed at containing 

the influence of the Nara Buddhist establishment. Konin's policy was firmly 

maintained by his successors: with the intention of preventing the Nara clergy 

from interfering in the political decision-making process, Emperor Kanmu 
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( r. 781-806) transferred the capital to Kyoto ( Heiankyo) in 794-; and Emperors 

Saga (r. 809-823), Junna (r. 823-833), and Ninmei (r. 833-850) actively supported 

Confucian scholars' production of massive legal exegeses, the work necessary 

to realize the strict implementation of the ritsuryo. 8 

These efforts by the state to promote Confucianism and consolidate the 

ritsuryo system, which straddled the late Nara and early Heian periods, set 

the historical background against which Kukai's career can be assessed. He 

entered the State College in 791, at the age of eighteen. Originally, his goal was 

government service. However, as he would later declare in his autobiographical 

writing, Kukai soon became disillusioned with the Confucian education at 

the college, and it was this disillusionment that prompted him to turn to 

training in Buddhism. Between the ages of twenty-four (797), when he left 

the college, and thirty-one (804-), when he was officially ordained, Kukai lived 

as a privately ordained mendicant who lacked official state-certified clerical 

status, a practice that was specifically banned by the ritsuryo. In fact, he 

was inducted into the clergy only in 804-, at age thirty-one, immediately 

prior to his departure for China. Kukai was exceptional among Buddhist 

students commissioned by the state to study in China, most of whom were 

career scholar-priests at the grand monasteries in Nara, institutions under 

the control of the ritsuryo system. As I illustrate in the following chapters, 

Kukai's deviation from the norm of the ritsuryo system was critical for his 

discovery and study in China, and his eventual mastery there, of Esoteric 

Buddhism. 

Following his return to Japan in 8o6, Kukai began the protracted work of 

legitimizing his new Buddhism. As testimony to the success of his effort to 

propagate Esotericism, in 824- Kukai was inducted into the Office of Priestly 

AtTairs, or the Sogo, whose primary function was to manage the Buddhist 

Order by implementing the ritsuryo rules aimed at providing the clergy with 

legal privileges and obligations comparable to those of government bureau

crats. Three years later, he became senior priest general ( daisozu ), the highest 

post in the Sogo. Kukai attained eminence by rising through the ecclesiastical 

hierarchy within the ritsuryo structure. Yet, in many respects, Kukai's activities 

during his tenure at the Sogo opposed the ritsuryo authorities. Chief among 

them was his effort to replace Confucianism with Buddhism as the ideology 

of the state that justified the emperor's authority. These observations sug

gest that Kukai's entire career was intertwined with the ritsuryo system and 

that his stand vis-a-vis the dominantly Confucian authority structure of the 

state was critical tor understanding the nature of his introduction of Esoteric 

Buddhism. A review of the ritsuryo state and its management of Buddhism is 

in order. 
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Buddhism and the Ritsuryo State 

In the first month ofHoki II (780 ), a severe thunderstorm struck the capital of 

Nara. In addition to the loss of lives among the ordinary folk, many Buddhist 

temples in Nara were damaged. Taking this as a sign of the priesthood's fallen 

moral state, Emperor Konin issued a warning: 

Recently, because of misconduct by priests, Buddhist temples have met 

with misfortune. Although failure on my part [to exert leadership over the 

Buddhist community] is also to blame, those who reside in temples must 

repent of their misdeeds. I have heard that the priests' conduct has sunk 

so low that it is no longer distinguishable from that of the laity. They not 

only go against the Buddha's compassionate teaching but also violate the 

rules of our state .... They pay no heed to the force of karma and mislead 

people with their manipulative words .... Such behavior will no longer be 

tolerated. It is urged that priests work to convert our misery into happiness 

by fulfilling their rightful duty to protect the nationY 

This rebuke of the clergy identifies the most essential demand the Nara and 

early Heian courts made on Buddhism, a demand that required the courts 

to uphold Buddhism as their religious orthodoxy even at the time when they 

were most fervently espousing Confucianism as their official ideology. That is, 

the primary duty of the clergy was to protect the nation from misfortune by 

means of the efficacy of their services-typically, the recitation of scriptures 

said to have been impregnated with such power-and that efficacy was in turn 

believed to accrue from the pure religious conduct of the clergy. This explains 

the reasoning behind the following edict issued by Emperor Shomu's court 

in 734, stipulating the basic requirements for novices to attain priesthood and 

nunhood. 

Henceforth, all who are recommended for ordination must be capable of 

reciting from memory the Lotus Sutra or the Golden Light Sutra, have 

mastered the ritual of prostrating to the Buddhas, and have abided by the 

precepts for maintaining purity for over three years.10 

The state insisted on strict observance of the precepts by the priests and 

nuns, for their violation would lead to the failure on the part of the clergy to 

avert calamities that might befall the nation. Traditionally, in South Asian na

tions, the administration of the Buddhist precepts of vinaya, or monastic rules, 

fell within the jurisdiction of the Buddhist community of the Sangha, which 
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determined punishments for violations independently of the state. However, in 

the belief that the effectiveness of siitra recitations performed for the state was 

directly linked to the purity of those priests who recited and chanted siitras, 

the Nara state found it necessary to infringe upon the Sangha's autonomy. 

HAYAMI Tasuku (r986:rs) explains that this intervention by the state derived 

from the twofold religious authority of the Japanese emperor, who was at once 

the supreme priest of the worship of Shinto gods and the patron protector of 

the Buddhist Dharma. 

If the strict observance of the precepts, accompanied by incessant religious 

training that guaranteed purity for priests and nuns discrete from the laity 

increased the magico-religious effects of Buddhist services, it also meant 

the elevation of the religious authority of the emperor, whose patronage 

legitimized Buddhism as an official religion of the state. The demand of the 

state that priests and nuns abide by the precepts was rooted in the ancient 

[Japanese] religious ethos that held pollution, both physical and spiritual, 

to be taboo. Since the "gods loathe taints," the official Shinto services 

demanded that the practitioners [who officiated at the services] maintain 

purity-for example, by abstaining from eating meat and by celibacy .... 

The expression "reverence to gods and worship of Buddhas must be equally 

grounded in purity" that figures prominently in the imperial edicts of the 

Nara period11 is symbolic of this religious view, in which the criterion for 

Shinto worship was applied to Buddhist priests and nuns. 

Hayami here points to the parallel between Shinto and Buddhist services 

under the Nara political regime. Assisted by shamanistic priests, the emperor 

performed rites dedicated to his ancestral kami to guarantee the bounty of the 

harvest at the imperial palace, to prevent calamities or the spread of epidemics, 

and to achieve the destruction of enemies of the stateY Although the emperor 

was the quintessential patron of Buddhism and therefore a lay follower of the 

Buddhist community, the primary goal of the state in promoting Buddhism 

was to have Buddhist priests and nuns also perform a magico-shamanistic 

(jujutsuteki) function. That is to say, Buddhist priests and nuns were regarded 

as quasi-shamans serving the emperor. This explains why the major annual 

Buddhist ceremonies at the imperial palace developed in symmetry with the 

principal ceremonies for worshiping indigenous gods.13 

Ritsuryi5 System and the Rules for Priests and Nuns 

The emphasis placed by the state on Buddhism's role in protecting the nation 

provides the general framework within which to understand the nature of the 
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Rules for Priests and Nuns, or the Soniryo, the provisions regulating Buddhist 

practitioners within the ritsuryo. The ritsuryo-the importation of the Chinese 

legal system of ritsu (Ch. Iii), penal codes, and ryii (Ch. ling), administrative 

codes, 14 which had already begun during the rule of Prince Shotoku (573-

621)-was crucial to the transformation of the ancient Japanese nation from 

an archaic confederacy of aristocratic clans formed around the leadership of 

the Yamato clan of the imperial house into a centralized bureaucratic state 

comparable to other nations in East Asia (INOUE Mitsusada 1982:75; KITo 

Kiyoaki 1991). The first recorded ritsuryo text compiled in Japan was the Omiryii 
in 668, which was followed by the Kiyomegahararyii in 689.15 However, it was 

the promulgation of the Taihii ritsuryii in the eighth month of the first year of 

the Taiho years (701)16 that accelerated the formation of the centralized state 

(AoKI Kazuo 1982; NAOKI Kojiro 1981). The implementation of the ritsuryo 

system under the Taiho codes revolved around the creation of the administra

tive apparatus of a central government consisting of eight ministries headed 

by the Grand Ministry ( Daijokan ); 17 the imposition of rigid class distinctions 

between ruling aristocrats, commoners, and servants; the establishment of a 

province-county (kokugun) system, in which governors (kokushi) appointed by 

the court imposed the authority of the central government by presiding over 

local aristocrats at provincial governments (kokuga); the nationalization and 

redistribution of farming land to households to create a uniform system of 

taxation; and the reorganization of regional warlords and militia forces into a 

national army. 

Because the ritsuryo had been adapted from the legal system of the Sui and 

the T'ang, its rules originally were not always intended for literal enforcement. 

Rather, they were viewed as aiding the emperor's rule by virtue ( tokuchi), 
reflecting the predominantly Confucian intellectual culture that shaped their 

development in China. This made Confucianism the official ideology of the 

regime that developed as the Taihii ritsuryii was implemented (MoMo Hi

royuki 1993:130-149 ). The importance of Confucianism for the ritsuryo state 

was manifest in the institution of the State College ( Daigaku) and Provincial 

Colleges (Kokugaku), where those who were to become officials in the central 

and provincial governments received their training and where the study of 

Confucian classics constituted the nucleus of the curriculum.18 Unlike the 

practice in China, the appointments to the highest offices of central and 

local government in Japan were not based solely on the academic merit of 

candidates; indeed, no one but a member of the most influential aristocratic 

clans would ever be considered (SuzuKI Yasutami 1982). As this difference 

suggests, Japanese adaptation of the Chinese legal system appears to have been a 

selective process. 
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AoKI Kazuo (1982:35+) has observed that the creation of the centralized 

state under the ritsuryo system was prompted by the military expansion of the 

T'ang empire into the Korean peninsula in the mid-seventh century, which led 

to the fall in 66o of the kingdom ofPaekche (Jpn. Kudara), Japan's traditional 

ally on the continent. Noting this ominous development in international 

relations, KIT6 Kiyoaki (I99I:r8, 23-24) argues that the Confucian philosophy 

manifested in the Taiho ritsuryo codes was not so much a set of moral or 

ethical principles as an ideology useful in solidifying the power of the Japanese 

emperor and centralizing the authority of the state. 

Originally [in China] the ritsuryo institution was an instrument used to 

uphold the Confucian ideals of rule by virtue and of a social order grounded 

in decorum .... However, the [international] climate surrounding the Jap

anese archipelago in the late seventh century encouraged neither rule by 

virtue nor the order based on decorum advocated by Confucianism but a 

centralized state system that would function in actual social and political 

circumstances. Confucian education spread through the adaptation of the 

ritsuryo system among court officials. However, the discipline of meikeido, 

the core of ethical teaching, never attained prominence, and from the mid

eighth century onward, the discipline of monjodo, the practical study of 

Chinese history and literature, became widespread among court officials and 

aristocrats. At the same time, there occurred the rise of meihoka, Confucian 

legal experts specializing in a much more literal, legalistic interpretation of the 

ritsuryo texts. These examples demonstrate that what was adopted through 

the importation of the ritsuryo by Japanese society was not the ethical ideals 

of Confucianism. 

Furthermore, Confucianism, adopted in this way as a political ideology, 

provided the theoretical underpinning for the authority of the Japanese 

emperor. 

Since the Han period, the Chinese emperor, who owed political responsi

bility to Heaven and the ruled, had been a ruler of limited authority. His 

emperorship was legitimized by the Confucian ethic of rule by virtue .... 

On the other hand, the Japanese emperor, who was one with gods and whose 

throne had been occupied in continuous succession by direct descendants 

of Goddess Amaterasu, was a ruler of limitless authority. Ritsuryo law was 

adopted in order to solidify the emperor's authority by placing the emperor 

system beyond ritsuryo legislation and its ideologies which therefore could 

not impose limits on it. (p. 24) 
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As a part of the ritsuryo system, the Soniryo (Rules for Priests and Nuns) 

also contributed to the creation of the centralized state and the strengthening 

of the emperor's authority ( INOUE Mitsusada 1982:75-82; SHIMODE Sekiyo 

1994 ) . Although their exact origin has not been ascertained, the Soniryo were 

already included in the Taiho ritsuryo codes when they were promulgated in 

701. In the sixth month of that year, Emperor Monmu's court summoned the 

leaders of the Sangha to Daianji to explain the content of the Soniryo and how 

they planned to implement them.19 The Taiho ritsuryo, now lost, underwent a 

minor revision in the second year ofYoro (718 ), and the resulting edition, the 

YOro ritsuryo, became the basic body of law in the Nara and Heian periods.20 

The Soniryo, occupying chapter 7, fascicle 3, of the YOro ritsuryo, consisted 

of twenty-seven articles and included not only the administrative procedures 

the state was to follow in supervising the Sangha but also punitive procedures 

restricting the activities of priests and nuns (NST 3:216-223). 

Article 21 is of particular importance because it establishes the status of 

priests and nuns within the overall ritsuryo system, conferring on them legal 

privileges comparable to those enjoyed by government officials. For example, 

if a priest or nun were to commit a minor crime for which a commoner would 

be punished with a whipping or beating, the punishment would be reduced 

to forced labor (kushi). If the crime was grave, and normally punishable with 

imprisonment (to) or exile ( ru ), confiscation of the certificate of ordination 

(docho)-that is, loss of the status of priest or nun-would be counted as one 

year of imprisonment and only the remainder of the sentence would be served 

by the accused.21 However, for the most serious crimes, including murder, 

theft, and plotting against the state, the perpetrator would be defrocked and 

sentenced as a lay criminal, without any reduction in punishment (NST 3:221-

222 ) . That is to say, the state, intent upon transforming the Sangha into a quasi

bureaucracy, at once disregarded the exemption from state laws traditionally 

enjoyed by the clergy in South Asia and protected priests and nuns as if they 

were subjects of the emperor. 

To the same end, the other twenty-six articles of the Soniryo specifY the 

rules the state imposed upon priests and nuns. At first glance, they seem to 

be in no particular order. However, INOUE Mitsusada ( r982:291-354 ), in his 

detailed classification of the punishments prescribed in each article, suggests 

that they fall into two categories: 

A. Transgression of the ritsury6 rules 

1. Treason against the state (article r) 

2. Ordinations other than those sanctioned and certified by the state 

(articles 3, 16, 20, 22) 
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3. Residence, religious practice, and proselytizing outside temples, 

monasteries, and nunneries recognized by the state (articles 5, 13) 

+· Disobeying government ministries, agencies, and officials in charge 

of supervising priests and nuns (articles +, 8, I7, I9) 

B. Transgression of monastic rules 

1. Murder, theft, and other crimes constituting violations of basic moral 

principles (article I ) 

2. Heretical teachings and heretical teaching methods, especially oracles, 

magical spells, and trances (articles 2, 5, 23) 

3. Disturbing the harmony of the Buddhist community (articles+, 5, I+) 

+. Violating everyday monastic rules (articles 5, 7, 9, 10, n, 12, I8, 26) 

In both categories, the harshest punishments are levied against crimes de

scribed in subcategory r, the next harshest for crimes in subcategory 2, and 

so forth. This view is consistent with that ofHAYAMI Tasuku (r986:r4), who 

summarized the Nara state's policy toward Buddhism as follows: 

The essential purpose of the Soniryo tor the ritsuryo state ( ritsuryo kokka) is 

to integrate Buddhism into its own ruling system by making priests and nuns 

the emperor's subjects. Having been given privileges comparable to those of 

government officials, they came to see service to the state as their primary 

duty. That private, uncertified ordinations ( shido) or transfers of priestly titles 

for profit were viewed in the Soniryo as crimes against the state as grave as 

treason demonstrates the state's vested interest in sustaining the Sangha as an 

organization of"priest-officials" (kanso) . . . . The creation and maintenance 

of bureaucratized priests and nuns was the central purpose of the Soniryo. 

That is to say, the Soniryo articles in Inoue's category B were secular laws 

enforcing the monastic rules for priests and nuns because they would have to 

maintain their "purity" in order to acquire magical and shamanistic prowess 

through their training, whereas the articles in category A were aimed at limiting 

the use of such power to acts or service benefiting the state. In other words, 

the state appreciated the charismatic power of priests and nuns and intended 

to put reins on it by means of the Confucian legal codes that would confine 

their roles to those comparable to the roles of bureaucratic officials. 

Although the Soniryo seems to have been inspired by the Tao-seng-kuo 

(Jpn. Dosokyaku, the Amended Rules tor Taoists and Buddhists) in the T'ang 

legal system, the Soniryo was generally more lenient than its Chinese predeces

sors in defining punishments.22 In addition, the manner in which the Soniryo 

laws were actually imposed by the Nara state was arbitrary, selective, and even 
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negligent. The government seems often to have failed to implement even the 

rules that required priests and nuns to have their ordinations certified by the 

state (articles 22, 3 ), the mechanism most essential to maintaining control over 

the Sangha (NAKAI Shinko 1991:279-303. SAKUMA Ryii 1994-:192-194-) . 

As a result, private ordination of priests and nuns (shido), to which many of 

the impoverished and underprivileged resorted as a means of avoiding taxes, 

corvee labor, and the military draft, increased greatly in Nara society (NEMOTO 

Seiji 1991:115-14-4-. YosHIDA Yasuo 1988:1-4-1; YosHIDA Kazuhiko 1995:65-

97) . This was a direct consequence of the Nara rulers' belief in the shamanistic 

power of priests and nuns. That is, even if Buddhist practitioners did not receive 

governmental authorization for their ordination, if they abided by the precepts 

in their religious practice, they were considered "pure" and thus imbued with 

both virtue and power (FUTABA Kenko 1984-:309-316). To denounce them, 

punish them, and deprive them of their status as priests and nuns would be to 

engage in inauspicious acts. 

The Office of Priestly Affairs (Sago) 

The institution that perhaps best illustrates the state of Buddhism under the 

ritsuryo regime is the Sogo, the Office of Priestly Affairs. A division of the 

central government bureaucracy, it belonged to the Agency for Buddhists and 

Foreigners ( Genbaryo ), which in turn was under the jurisdiction of the Ministry 

of the Aristocracy (Jibusho ).23 As a government agency, the Sogo's principal 

function was to oversee Buddhist temples and their clerics and to carry out 

the policy of the state toward the Sangha. However, the Sogo was unique 

among government offices in that it was run not by lay officials but by priests 

recommended by the Sangha. The Sogo officials were leaders of the Sangha 

who represented to the state the interests of the Buddhist community as a 

whole. Because it had this dual character, the Sogo seems to have been the 

locus for the tensions that emerged between the state and the Sangha. 

According to a chronological list of the So go appointees in the years between 

624- and 114-1 preserved at Kofukuji, a major monastic complex in Nara, during 

the greater part of the Nara and early Heian periods the Sogo consisted of 

the supreme priest ( sojo), the senior priest general ( daisozu ), the junior priest 

general (shosozu), and the vinaya master (risshi).24 The post of supreme priest 

was reserved for exceptionally honorific appointments and often remained 

vacant. Assisting the priests occupying these four highest posts were the ritual 

master ( igishi) and the assistant ritual master (jitgishi), who supervised grand 

ritual services for the state held at the principal national temples.25 Originally, 

the Sogo seems to have been moved from one major temple to another in 

the capital (SAKUMA Ryii 1994-:2oi-203; NAKAI Shinko 1991:14-4- ); but in 722, 
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the court designated Yakushiji, another major Nara monastery, as its seat.26 It 

seems to have remained there until the capital was transferred to Kyoto in 794-, 

when the Sogo, too, was moved and established at the temple Saiji.27 

As a government agency, the Sogo performed four principal functions. First, 

it prepared the certificates of ordination that the state issued to individual 

priests and nuns, preserved the records of their ordination and their temples 

of residence, and approved the appointments of new priests and nuns to 

monasteries and nunneries in the capital.28 Second, it oversaw changes of 

personnel in the sango, the offices of the three top administrators at the principal 

temples: the abbot (jishu ), the principal (gakuto), and the secretary ( tsuina ). 

When, following the establishment of Todaiji in 752, the practice of having 

the chief administrator ( betto) supervise the san go became the norm for major 

Buddhist temples, the appointment of the betto became subject to approval 

by the S6g6.29 Third, it monitored the way in which the principal temples in 

Nara managed their assets by periodically demanding that they submit lists of 

their assets and statements of the status of their properties (shizai rukicho).30 

As was true of many of the other government agencies, the formal jurisdic

tion of the Sogo in carrying out these three functions was confined to the capital 

of Nara. This, however, does not mean that its authority (or that of the other 

government agencies) was restricted to the capital: it had the power to appoint 

the provincial masters ( kokushi), the priest-official assigned to each province 

who performed functions identical to those the Sogo performed but at the 

provincial level.31 Provincial masters in turn were responsible for reporting to 

the Sogo changes in temple administration and staffs, transgressions by priests 

and nuns, and the physical and financial condition of temples in their provinces. 

(In 795, the title of kokushi was changed to kodokushi, master lecturer, and their 

tenure was limited to six years in one province; they continued to be responsible 

to the Sogo, however. 32) The selection and appointment of provincial masters 

and the supervision of their work constituted the fourth principal function of 

the Sog6.33 

The procedure tor appointing the officials of the Sogo is described in article 

14- of the Soniryo. 

Article I4. Those who are to be appointed to the office of Sogo must 

be models of virtuous conduct, exhibit strong leadership and be worthy 

of reverence of both ordained and lay people. Above all, they must be skilled 

in supervising matters relating to Dharma (homu). Those who recommend 

a candidate for the Sogo must present a letter of endorsement, complete 

with all the sponsors' signatures, to the Ministry [of Aristocracy]. Should 

any conspire to endorse unqualified candidates, they will be punished with 
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one hundred days of forced labor. Once a candidate is appointed, he cannot 

be casually removed from duty. If a S6g6 officer is unable to perform his 

duty because of illness, advanced age, or because he is being punished 

for crimes he committed, his replacement must be chosen by the method 

prescribed above. 34 

Thus it is clear that appointment to the office ofSogo-unlike appointment to 

other high offices in the government-was not completely controlled by the 

court, but rather was based on recommendations from the Sangha. Until the 

mid- Heian period, when an increasing number of priests of the Shingon and 

Tendai Schools were appointed to the Sogo, its posts were monopolized by 

eminent priests of the great Nara temples, testifYing to the continued strength 

of those temples.35 Although the ritsuryo describes the Sogo as a subdivision of 

the Agency for Buddhists and Foreigners, it enjoyed relative autonomy within 

the government bureaucracy. 36 The Anthology of Ritsuryo Interpretations ( Ryo 

no shuge ), an authoritative collection of late Nara and early Heian exegeses on 

ritsuryo rules compiled by Koremune no Naomoto in about 868, says of the 

term homu ("Dharma matters") in article 14-, that it "refers to the vinaya of the 

Buddha Dharma, that is, the law within the Buddhist community" (KT 23:233 ) . 

This suggests, as the legal historian I No Hideaki ( 1994- ) has pointed out, that 

the most important duty of the So go was to oversee the Buddhist community 

and the activities of its members by administering the vinaya. That is, the 

Sago assumed the traditional role of the elders in the Sangha-maintaining 

order within the Buddhist community by means of their own legal system and 

protecting it from the interference of the secular authorities. This explains why 

the Sago's day-to-day duties were processed in the office of the risshi, the 

vinaya master. Accordingly, in running the Sangha it strove to rely as little as 

possible on the secular law of the Soniryo, which gave the state grounds for 

interfering in the affairs of the Buddhist community (IN6 1994-:4-5 ) . 

However, under the ritsuryo system, the Sago's power to protect the 

interest of that community was limited because its members were not only 

leaders of the Sangha but also sokan, priest - officials . With their bureaucratic 

status, they were expected to function like other officials in the court as the em

peror's subjects and were themselves under the jurisdiction of various ritsuryo 

codes regulating the conduct of courtiers ( NAOBAYASHI Futai 1994:108-II3 ) . 

That is, the effective implementation of the vinaya, from which the Sago's 

authority derived, was sustained only within the framework of the secular laws 

of the Soniryo. In this sense, the Sogo was the quintessential institution of 

ritsuryo Buddhism: it embodied the tension between the state and its effort 

to domesticate Buddhism, on one hand, and the Buddhist community and its 
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struggle to maintain its integrity under state control, on the other (NAKAI 

Shinko 1991:86-87, ro4--ro6 ). 

In 760, the priest Ketatsu ofYakushiji, who indulged in gambling, fought 

with a certain priest Han'yo of the same monastery over a bet and killed 

him. Had the ritsuryo rules been applied strictly, his sentence would have 

been execution by hanging, the second severest penalty, preceded by his 

unfrockingY Although Ketatsu was deprived of his priesthood, he was only 

exiled to Mutsu province.38 In 854-, another Yakushiji priest, Gy6shin,39 was 

found guilty of calling down a curse upon a political enemy at court and 

causing his death. Had the ritsuryo been applied to the letter, Gyoshin would 

have been stripped of his priestly status and then sentenced as a layman 

to death by beheading, the severest of all penalties.40 However, the actual 

sentence Gyoshin received was "exile" to Yakushiji in Shimotsuke, a national 

monastery of that provinceY He was neither defrocked nor exiled, but rather 

demoted by way of reassignment to a provincial post. In 812, however, a 

certain priest Ryosho's sexual relations with a lay woman were exposed and he 

was laicized and sentenced to exile on a distant island.42 The punishment for 

extramarital relations for laymen, which should have been applied to Ryosho, 

was one year of imprisonment for a relationship with an unmarried woman 

and two years of confinement if the woman was married.43 Unlike the priests 

in the previous two examples, Ryosho's case shows that priests violating the 

rules of celibacy were punished more severely than the actual ritsuryo rules 

demanded.44 These examples, from the Continued History of Japan ( Shoku 

nihongi) and other national histories, of clergymen who violated the ritsuryo 

suggest that implementation by the state of the Soniryo and other related 

ritsuryo laws was frequently arbitrary and that there was disparity between the 

penalties the law called for and the sentences actually imposed. 

In 8o6, the court of Emperor Heizei ( r. 806-809 ) accepted a request by 

the junior priest general Chufun of the Sago that priests and nuns henceforth 

be punished only in accordance with the Buddhist monastic law, the vinaya, 

except for the gravest violations such as murder, theft, and immoral sexual 

acts.45 That is, only those committing cardinal crimes punishable by laicization 

under the vinaya rules would be sentenced in accordance with the criminal laws 
for commoners in the ritsuryo. The court's approval ofChufun's memorial was 
of critical importance, for it meant that the state was actually abandoning the 

Soniryo (NAKAI Shinko 1991: 265, 299; YosHIDA Kazuhiko 1986:75 ). Chufun's 

petition exemplified the Sago officials' interest in obtaining the maximum 

autonomy for the Sangha within the ritsuryo system, even if it meant losing 

the quasi-bureaucratic privileges the Soniryo granted to the clergy. The court's 

rationale in accepting Chufun's memorial seems to have been to make possible 
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the practical application of the ritsuryo rules, rather than to preserve ineffective 

legislation. 

However, in 812, Emperor Saga's court reversed the decision of Heizei's 

court and reinstated the Soniry6.46 From that moment on, the policy for 

resolving the differences between the law and actual sentences in the early 

Heian period seems to have been to apply the Soniryo rules strictly-that is, 

to make reality correspond to the law. As shown in the celebrated mistrial 

of priest Zengai, the change reflected the rise of legalist scholars at court 

who advocated a literal interpretation of the ritsuryo rulesY As a means to 

solidifY his power at the new capital at Kyoto, Emperor Saga (r. 809-823) 

encouraged the ministries of his court to review the ritsuryo texts and identifY 

laws relevant to their duties for effective administration of the government. 

Saga's initiative resulted in the compilation of the comprehensive collection 

of ritsuryo amendments (Konin kyaku) and bylaws (Konin shiki). His policy 

of reinvigorating the ritsuryo system was inherited by Emperor Junna (r. 823-

833 ), who authorized the 833 compilation of the official exegesis of the YOryo 

ritsuryo ( Ryogi no ge ), which significantly contributed to the standardization 

of the interpretation of the ritsuryo rules. 

The debates over the interpretation of the Soniryo suggest that the early 

Heian court faithfully adhered to the Nara court's policy of keeping Buddhism 

under the control of the state. Furthermore, the Soniryo no longer represented 

merely the idealistic goals of the state with regard to the practice of Buddhism; 

rather its rules were viewed as reasonable requirements to which the activities of 

the Sangha had to conform. In other words, the early Heian court continued to 

regard as orthodoxy the form of Buddhism developed under the Nara ritsuryo 

system, and, even more energetically than the Nara court had, it supported 

that part of the Buddhist community that conformed to the ritsuryo legal 

code. Accordingly, the Buddhism of Nara remained the mainstream, and the 

new schools of Shingon and Tendai were tolerated or accepted only within the 

ritsuryo framework. 

The Six Nara Schools and Their Prosperity in the Early Heian Period 

The institutional nucleus of the Nara Buddhist community consisted of the 

seven great temples of the state (Shichi daiji)-Gangoji, Horyiiji, Daianji, 

Yakushiji, Kofukuji, Todaiji, and Saidaiji-plus Toshodaiji, another monastic 

center, founded in 759.48 These monasteries, which were identified by the state 

as kokudaiji (or, kuni no otera ), the "great national temples," were public 

edifices erected by order of the emperor or the imperial house to serve as the 

site tor official religious services tor the state. The great temples were also 

provided by the state with permanent fiefs that were to support them (NAKAI 
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Shinko 1991:135-14-7). One of the important functions of these national temples 

was to promote the doctrinal study of the Six Nara Schools (Nanto Rokushii ) 

Sanron (Madhyamika), Hosso (Yogacara), Kegon (Avatarhsaka), Kusha (Abhi

dharma), Jojitsu (Satyasiddhi), and Ritsu (Vinaya). The Six Schools-whose 

doctrines often served as points of reference tor Kiikai as he sought to establish 

the distinctiveness of Esoteric Buddhism in his writing-have repeatedly been 

described by modern studies as if they were centralized sectarian organizations. 

In fact, in introductory texts in English, the term rokushu is often rendered as 

the "Six Sects. "49 However, there was nothing sectarian about the Six Schools, 

and to understand them as sects is to fall prey to a flagrant misconception of 

the Buddhism of Nara. None of these great national temples belonged to any of 

the Six Schools, nor did they serve as headquarters tor other regional temples 

of the same school. In truth, the Six Schools were state-certified study groups 

that were organized individually at the great national temples. 

This meant that-as IsHIDA Mosaku (1930:63-75) pointed out in his classic 

study-there was significant diversity among the study groups formed at 

different temples. Prior to the erection of Todaiji in 752 and the institution 

there of the Kegon School, only five of the Six Schools seem to have existed. 

However, even determining which schools constituted the original five schools 

is not a simple matter. For example, a document presented by Horyiiji to the 

Sago in 74-7 lists the following four study groups then in operation there: Risshii 

(Vinaya), Yuishikishii (Yogacara), Sanronshii (Madhyamika), and Betsusan

ronshii ("Separate-transmission" Madhyamika).50 In the same year, at Daianji, 

there existed the following five study groups: Risshii (Vinaya), Shoronshii 

(Later Yogacara), Sanronshii (Madhyamika), Betsusanronshii ("Separate

transmission" Madhyamika), and Shutarashii ("Siitra Study"). 51 

The erection ofTodaiji in 752 as the national headquarters for the network of 

state temples located in each province ( kokubunji) seems to have contributed to 

the emergence of highly organized study groups. It marked the first occasion 

on which the presence of all Six Schools was recorded at a single temple. 

In 751, on the eve of the completion of Todaiji, a number of study groups 

at major temples in Nara engaged in a grand project, the copying of their 

scriptural collections, which was to produce the library at TodaijiY In his 

letter asking to borrow books from these study groups, a certain Todaiji 

priest, Chikei, who represented the Kegon School at Todaiji, indicated that 

there was at Todaiji, besides his Kegon School, a Hossho School, a Sanron 

School, a Ritsu School, a Kusha (Abhidharma) School, and a Jojitsu School, 

and that each was headed by a provost (daigakutii), vice provost (shiigakutii), 

and secretary ( tsuina). 53 Another T odaiji document shows that each of these 

six study groups had its own office in Todaiji, complete with an altar enshrining 
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the divinities responsible for transmitting the teachings of its school, and its 

own library. 54 It is probable, then, that the formation of these groups at Todaiji 

and the increased exchange between the groups at other great temples were 

the principal factors in the standardization of the content of doctrinal studies 

that led to the formation of the Six Nara Schools. 

FuTABA Kenko (1984-:284-) has pointed out that, in addition to the three 

top administrators, the Ritsu, Kusha, and Hossho Schools at Todaiji consisted 

of only eight officials, each including the lecturer (koshi), assistant lecturer 

(Jukushi), recitation master (dokushi), and chanting master (baishi).55 Futaba 

therefore suggests that only those priests who had already excelled in a partic

ular discipline and were capable of instructing students in it acquired official 

affiliation with one of the six study groups. He further suggests that, provided 

that the other three schools also consisted of three administrators and eight 

teachers each, a total of only sixty-six priests of Todaiji were members of the 

Six Schools. The exact number of resident priests at Todaiji is unknown, but 

it is believed to be around three thousand, about half of whom were likely 

to be advanced novices waiting to be ordained (Jpn. shami; Skt. friimat;era) 

(HIRAOKA Jokai 1981:322). 

Futaba's appraisal is extremely conservative.56 It is likely that the eight 

teachers of each of the six schools at Todaiji had a handful of chosen disciples 

who were to succeed them, and those students may well have been included in 

the schools and received school stipends. However, the general picture of the 

Six Nara Schools presented by Futaba seems to be accurate: the Six Schools 

were study groups established at the great temples ( daiji) at Nara; they were 

elite organizations open only to select members of the priestly intelligentsia; 

there was significant variation among the study groups of the same school 

at different temples; and the schools must have lacked a centralized sectarian 

structure. 

It must also be noted that no existing record suggests the presence of any 

of the Six Schools outside these great temples in Nara57 and that they should 

therefore be viewed as an urban phenomenon limited to the city ofNara. That 

is, clerics in the Nara Buddhist community belonged first to the temples where 

they resided, and only the chosen among them had school affiliations. One 

may find a priest of a certain school- that is, one who received training at one 

of the Six Schools-residing at a provincial temple. This, however, does not 

mean that that temple hosted any of the Six Schools or had any institutional 

affiliation with them. Similarly, none of the seven great temples represented 

a particular school, although it often happened that, in the course of time, a 

particular study group at a national temple acquired exceptional eminence, as 

in the case of the Sanron School at Daianji or the Hosso School at Kofukuji. 
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In 798, four years after Emperor Kanmu transferred the capital from Nara to 
Kyoto, the court named ten large monastic centers as the "great national tem
ples" (Jiidaiji). These were the seven great temples ofNara-Daianji, Gangoji, 
Horyuji, Yakushiji, Kofukuji, Todaiji, and Saidaiji-along with Gufukuji in 
Asuka, Shitennoji in Naniwa, and Sufukuji in Otsu, three ancient temples that 
had been important satellite monasteries for the Nara clergy and had been 
founded, respectively, by Empress Saimei (r. 64-2-64-5, 655-66r ), Prince Shotoku 
(573-621 ), and Emperor Tenchi (r. 66r-67r ) .58 By 824-, the classification was 
expanded to include five additional temples: Toshodaiji and Shin'yakushiji 
in Nara, Motogangoji in Asuka, and Toji (East Monastery) and Saiji (West 
Monastery) in Kyoto. 

Toji and Saiji were the only state monasteries constructed in the new 
capital of Kyoto. They were intended to replace the Nara national monasteries 
as the central monasteries of state-sponsored Buddhism. However, after the 
passing of their principal sponsor, Emperor Kanmu, enthusiasm for completing 
these costly projects seems to have diminished, and even after they were 
included in the list of the "great temples of the nation," the two monasteries 
remained uncompleted. 59 As mentioned earlier, Saiji became the new seat of 
the Sago, whose administrative posts were filled by eminent priests of the 

Nara monasteries.60 In 823, Kukai was entrusted with the construction and 
management ofT6ji,61 which became a center of Esoteric Buddhist studies in 
the capital. However, as is shown later in this chapter, even the management of 

Toji would have been impossible tor Kukai and his disciples without the close 
cooperation of the Nara monastic community. In short, all fifteen national 
temples were either strongholds of or under the direct influence of the Nara 
Buddhist establishment. 

In the fourth month of Tencho 1 ( 824-), the court ordered the fifteen 
great temples of the nation to recite the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sittra to 
prevent the spread of drought and epidemic.62 In the fourth month of Jowa 
4- ( 837 ), following a recommendation by the Sago relating to the prevention 
of recurring natural disasters, the court again commanded the fifteen great 
temples to recite the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sittra.63 In the tenth month 
of Jowa 8 ( 84-I ), the court ordered the seven great temples of Nara to recite 
a sutra for the emperor's recovery from illness.64 These acts, together with 
innumerable others recorded in the national history, the Sequel to the Con

tinued History of Japan ( Shoku nihon koki), indicate that it was primarily in 
Nara and its major monastic institutions that the activities of the Buddhist 
community took place in the early Heian period and that, as in the Nara period, 
the state continued to rely on Buddhism for the magico-shamanistic power 
it wielded. 
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It was against this background that the Heian court put increasing effort 

into promoting the scholarship of the Nara clergy. In 802, Emperor Kanmu's 

court recognized the Misaie, the New Year's lecture by Nara scholar-priests on 

the Golden Light Siitra65 at the imperial palace, and the Yuimae, the annual 

lecture on the Vimalakirti Siitra66 at Kofukuji, as official Buddhist scholarly 

conventions of the state and ordered that those chosen to lecture at the two 

meetings be drawn in equal numbers from the Six SchoolsY In 804-, the same 

court instituted at Toshodaiji an annual lecture and conference on Buddhist 

monastic law, the vinaya.68 Similarly in 8o6, another imperial decree initiated an 

annual lecture on the Siitra of the Virtuous King69 during the summer retreat 

at all the great temples of the nation.70 In 832, Daianji received the favor of 

Emperor Junna's court, which instituted at the monastery the Hokkee, an 

annual lecture on the Lotus Siitra.71 To give yet another example, the year 

830 marked the beginning of the celebrated Saishoe, the annual lecture on the 

Golden Light Siitra at Yakushiji.72 That event, together with the Misaie at the 

imperial palace and the Yuimae at Kofukuji, formed the Sanne, the three most 

prestigious lecture-conferences. Appointments to be the principal lecturer at 

the Sanne were considered the prerequisite for Buddhist scholar-priests who 

hoped tor successful academic careers. 

The scriptures chosen for these formal occasions were the essential texts for 

the Nara clergy's services for the state throughout the Nara period. These sutras 

were all renowned for their power of protecting the nation (gokoku or chingo 

kokka ). In particular, the Golden Light Siitra was famed for its claim to offer the 

tutelage of the Four Guardian Kings for the nation devoting itself to upholding 

the sutra.73 The imperial decree of the third month ofTenpyo 13 (74-1) calling 

for the erection of state temples in every province (kokubunji) was aimed at 

facilitating nationwide monthly services dedicated to the Four Guardian Kings 

of the sutra.74 In a letter submitted to Emperor Shomu, Jikun (d. 777), a 

prominent Hosso scholar-priest and abbot ofKofukuji, once wrote: "The way 

of priests and nuns is found in their work of protecting the nation. "75 As Jikun 's 

words illustrate, practices directed toward averting harm to the nation were 

regarded as the first priority for officially ordained priests and nuns. 

The establishment of the formal lecture-conferences on these scriptures by 

the early Heian court meant that it continued to acknowledge the canonicity of 

these sutras for the official services for the state. Its promotion of the Six Schools 

for studying these sutras even intensified following the transfer of the capital 

to Kyoto in 792. One of the reasons for such active sponsorship of doctrinal 

studies, especially lectures on and discussions of sutra, was the belief that the 

act of promoting the scholarship of eminent priests would itself generate merit 

that would help to protect the nation from harm. The Siitra ofthe Virtuous 
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King, one of the most popular subjects of study throughout the Nara and 

Heian periods, counsels just such devotion: "0 Great King, have a lecture 

given on this siitra twice a day. There live in your realm one hundred clans of 

goblins. In each of these clans are one hundred families of goblins, all of whom 

desire to listen to lectures on the siitra. When their wishes are fulfilled, they 

will be a shield for your nation" (T 8:83oa). 

In 859, Emperor Seiwa's court decreed that henceforth only those who 

had completed a lecturership at the Misaie, Yuimae, and Saishoe could be 

appointed to the Sog6.76 This rule limited candidates for posts in the Sogo 

to those well versed in at least one of the disciplines of the Six Nara Schools, 

making the academic accomplishments of Nara priests of direct relevance to 

their political success. 

The Heian court also encouraged the Six Nara Schools by altering the 

system of nenbundosha, annual ordinands. Since the time of Empress Jito (r. 

686-697), it had been customary f(>r the court to have ten novices ordained 

during the New Year celebration at the imperial palace?7 Unlike other, regular 

ordinands, these annual ordinands chosen to be in the emperor's presence may 

well have been the cream of the novitiate, expected to become experts in the 

recitation and study of the Golden Light Sutra and other scriptures renowned 

fi.>r their efficacy in protecting the nation (FUTABA Kenko 1984:326-329 ). In 

803, Emperor Kanmu 's court commanded that the annual ordinands be divided 

into two groups of five students to be assigned, respectively, to the exclusive 

study of the doctrines of the Sanron and Hosso Schools.78 Three years later, on 

Saicho's recommendation, the court increased the number of annual ordinands 

to twelve, to be allotted to the Six Nara Schools and Saicho's Tendai School 

as follows: Kegon, 2; Tendai, 2; Ritsu, 2; Sanron, 3 (including one for Jojitsu 

study); Hosso, 3 (including one for Kusha study).79 This does not mean that 

only the designated number of ordinands would join each of the schools every 

year; those who were academically inclined among regular ordinands could also 

become students in the Six Schools. The decree (which treats the Jojitsu and 

Kusha Schools as subdivisions, respectively, of the Sanron and Hosso Schools) 

was intended to guarantee each school a minimum number of new recruits. 

In this way, it seems to have provided the Nara Schools with an additional 

institutional footing that helped them to cohere as academic associations. 

Although the edict was issued, on Saicho's request, by the court of Emperor 

Kanmu, who is said to have looked with particular favor on the Tendai School 

(NAKAO Shunbaku 1987:190-192), the allocation of the annual ordinands 

between the Nara Schools and Tendai was ten to two. Contrary to the claim 

made by sectarian scholars of the Tendai School that Kanmu attempted to 

propagate Tendai over the Nara Schools, this decree-when placed in the 
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context of the general policy of the early Heian court of encouraging the 

academic activities of Nara Buddhists-simply suggests that the court was 

as interested in promoting Tendai as in assisting the Nara Schools. Kanmu 

may have been assiduous in imposing the ritsuryo laws on the Nara Buddhist 

community, but he by no means discouraged the Nara clergy from engaging 

in scholarly activities. Ironically for Saicho, many of the annual ordinands 

originally assigned to Tendai later changed their allegiance to Hosso and other 

schools, 80 testimony to the greater power, and therefore attractiveness, of the 

established Nara Schools. 

In his study of a catalog of the Kofukuji library collection prepared in !094, 

INOUE Mitsusada ( 1982:227-266) has demonstrated that texts produced by 

Nara scholar-priests during the early and mid-Nara periods were extremely 

scarce, whereas during the late Nara and early Heian period their numbers 

began to grow exponentially. Inoue suggests that the earlier works of Nara 

scholar-priests, which in the main were interpretations of scriptures imported 

from China, paved the way for the explosion of indigenous writings by mem

bers of the Six Schools in the early He ian period (p. 235 ). Inoue's finding gives 

testimony to the policy of encouraging the academic activities of the Nara clergy 

adopted by Emperor Kanmu 's court and the courts of successive emperors in 

the early Heian period. Among the most prolific authors Inoue identified were 

Shiien (fourteen works, 769-834) and Gomyo (sixteen works, 750-834), two 

Hosso masters who were Kiikai's colleagues at the Sago. 

Inoue's study makes it clear that the early Heian period saw not the decline 

but the growth of the Six Nara Schools, not only in terms of academic maturity 

but also in terms of the expansion of their institutional hold on power (e.g., 

the number of annual ordinands they received, the annual lecture-conferences 

they were awarded, and the number of their members inducted into the So go 

all increased). 

These findings pose a serious challenge to the conventional understanding 

of Buddhism of the early He ian period as revolving around Kiikai and Saicho 

and the Shingon and Tendai Schools they founded.81 On the contrary, at the 

core of the early Heian Buddhist community were the leaders of the Nara 

grand monasteries, who also represented the interests of the Six Schools. For 

these clerics, whose primary concerns were such matters as running the Misaie 

and other formal lecture-conferences, performing siitra-chanting services for 

the state, and seeking appointments to the So go, the new types of Buddhism 

advocated by Kiikai must have at first appeared not only unorthodox but of 

marginal interest. 

In the face of the institutional dominance maintaint:d by the Nara monastic 

community, Kiikai's success in promoting Esoteric Buddhism cannot have 
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stemmed simply from his establishment of a new school, given that his school 

would remain peripheral to the Buddhist mainstream of the time. Rather, it is 

best explained by Kukai's winning of the interest of the Nara clergy, who in 

growing numbers adopted his new Buddhism. As the following section shows, 

the leaders ofNara Buddhism began to take Kukai's work seriously only when 

it proved of direct relevance to areas of their immediate interest-for example, 

the religious services performed tor the state, the Buddhist precepts whose 

strict observance was presumed necessary tor making their services efficacious, 

and the role of the So go in securing the maximum autonomy of the Sa1'lgha 

within the ritsuryo system-i.e., those areas that had a direct bearing on their 

relationship with the state. 

Kukai and His Alliance with the Nara Clergy 

In his letter dated the fifth day of the fifth month ofJowa 3 (835), which was 

delivered to the Ch'ing-lung monastery in the T'ang capital, Ch'ang-an, Jitsue 

(786-847), Kukai's senior disciple, reports the recent passing of his master and 

expresses his gratitude to the members of the monastery, whose hospitable 

reception of Kukai three decades earlier made possible the transmission of the 

Esoteric Teaching from China to Japan.82 At the beginning of the letter, Jitsue 

sketches out tor his "Dharma brothers in the distant land" the events that led 

to Kukai's success in propagating Esoteric Buddhism in Japan: 

I, Jitsue, a Dharma-heir in the Shingon monastery in the nation of Japan, 

together with my Dharma colleagues, report: Our late master-abbot Kiikai, 

whose [esoteric] ordination name was Henjo Kongo [ Ch. Pien-chao Chin

kang; Skt. Vairocana-vajra], journeyed to China in search of the Dharma. 

By good fortune, he met the imperial court priest Hui·kuo [746-805], the 

great abbot of Ch'ing-lung-ssu, and studied with him the secret teachings 

of the garbha and vajra [mai)t_lalas]. He returned to Japan, carrying with 

him ritual instruments and other items entrusted to him by his teacher. Our 

master's way of Dharma was loftier than those of other [Japanese] schools 

and his teaching was different from the ordinary. The Dharma teachers of 

other schools then found his teaching contradictory to theirs and were not 

able to understand it, and tor more than ten years [after his return to] a pan], 

the master was unable to establish [his new school]. 

Eventually, however, the stream of his Dharma began to permeate peo· 

pie's minds as if to encourage [their seed of enlightenment] to sprout, and 

the number of people who received his abhi�eka [initiation into the Esoteric 
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Teaching] among the priests and nuns of various schools and among the sons 

and daughters of good families increased. Thereafter the imperial house took 

an interest in Esotericism and its envoys constantly made visits to our master. 

When the Tencho emperor [Junna, r. 823-833] succeeded to the throne, he 

prepared a mal)<;iala altar in the inner palace and was initiated into the Esoteric 

Teaching. Extending his aegis over our school, the emperor granted Toji in 

the capital to our master and designated it a Shingon monastery. 

Later, [in 827,] the master was appointed to the post of senior priest 

general in the Office of Priestly Mfairs at the emperor's court. Despite the 

master's repeated request to be exempted from duty, the emperor kept him 

in the post. The late grand emperor [ Heizei, r. 806-809] and the members 

of his court, too, received our master's abhi�eka, and his third son, Prince 

Takaoka [?-862], became a priest and joined our order .... Finally, those 

who received our master's abhi�eka, both lay and ordained, both men and 

women, and of both high and low birth, numbered in the tens of thousands.83 

The profile that Jitsue gives in his letter, probably the earliest biographical 

account of Kiikai, provides a unique perspective from which to reappraise 

Kiikai's life. First, Jitsue emphasizes that, because of the novelty of his trans

mission, Kiikai's effort to introduce Esoteric Buddhism to early Heian society 

remained ineffectual for the first ten years or so following his return to Japan in 

806. Second, the letter makes it clear that Kiikai's performance of the ritual of 

abhi�eka for a wide range of people, including eminent Nara Buddhist priests 

and dignitaries at the imperial court, played a crucial role in popularizing Eso

teric Buddhism. Third, Kiikai's appointment to high office in the S6g6, Office 

of Priestly Mfairs, the heart of the Nara Buddhist establishment, demonstrates 

that the Nara Buddhist community eventually accepted Kiikai as one of its 

elite leaders. 

Abi�eka as a Means of Propagation 

Many modern scholars have argued that the eminence Kiikai attained through 

his friendship with Emperor Saga (r. 809-823; 786-842) and his alliance with 

Saicho, both of which began soon after his return to Japan in 8o6, swiftly paved 

the way for the establishment of his Shingon School (KAT6 Seiichi 1989:70-71; 

KusH IDA Ryoko 1981:272; WATANABE Sh6k6 and MrYASAKA Yiisho I96TII5-

I37). Contrary to this theory, Jitsue's letter suggests that whatever fame Kiikai 

attained did not translate immediately into success in proselytizing for Esoteric 

Buddhism. 

Jitsue's portrait indicates that an important turning point in Kiikai's life 

came some ten years after his return from China, when the nature of his 
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relationship with Emperor Saga-which was friendship shaped by a mutual 

interest in Chinese poetry and calligraphy-began to change. A collection of 

Kiikai's letters, poems, and other writings compiled by his disciple Shinzei 

( 8oo-86o ) includes eleven letters Kiikai sent to Saga between 809 and 816, all 

but one of which resulted from Saga's fascination with Kiikai's expertise in and 

mastery of poetry and calligraphy. 84 The letters show that Saga repeatedly asked 

Kiikai to produce calligraphic works, to engage in exchanges of poems, and to 

submit to the court samples of poetry and calligraphy, textbooks on poetics 

and calligraphic technique, and other related works Kiikai had acquired while 

in China. 

In the sixth month of K6nin 7 (816 ), departing from the aesthetic matters, 

Kiikai asked for Saga's permission to construct a monastery for Esoteric Bud

dhist training at Mount Koya, located south of the former capital ofNara, in 

the middle of the Kii peninsula; and in the next month Saga granted Kiikai's 

request.85 In 822, Saga's court gave Kiikai permission to establish the Abhi�eka 

Hall (Kanj6d6) at Todaiji, Nara. The hall was the first (recorded) permanent 

structure designed and completed exclusively for the purpose of performing 

Esoteric Buddhist services in Japan.lt is believed that the initiation into Esoteri

cism by Kiikai in the same year of the abdicated emperor Heizei, who resided in 

Nara, was conducted as part of the opening ceremony of the Abhi�eka Hall.86 

As mentioned earlier, Todaiji then was perhaps the most prestigious Buddhist 

institution, a grand monastic complex founded in 752 by Emperor Shomu 

( r. 724-749, 701-756 ) to serve as national headquarters of the state temples 

(kokubunji) located in each province.87 In 823, Saga gave Kiikai permission to 

reside at Toji, a state-sponsored monastic compound under construction in 

the southeast corner of Kyoto, enabling Kiikai to propagate Esoteric Buddhist 

studies in the new Heian capital.88 Following Saga's abdication, the new Em

peror Junna officially appointed Kiikai as supervisor of the construction ofToji 

(zo toji betto), giving him virtual control over the national monastery.89 Later 

in the same year Kiikai conducted the abhi�eka for Saga.90 

The more active role Kiikai began to play as a religious leader seems to have 

been the result of his efforts to propagate Esoteric Buddhism by frequently per

forming its initiation ritual, the abhi�eka. The ritual consists of two main parts. 

The first is a preliminary procedure in which the recipients pledge to hold fast 

to samaya-Sila (Jpn. sanmaya kai), the esoteric precepts, at the heart of which 

are the following four vows (shijukin): ( 1 ) never to abandon the True Dharma; 

(2 ) never to negate bodhi-citta, the seed of enlightenment said to be shared 

by all beings; ( 3 ) never to be parsimonious in sharing Buddhist teachings with 

others; and (4 ) never to cause any sentient being harm.91 The second part is the 

initiation proper, in which each recipient identifies as his or her personal tutelary 
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divinity one of the Buddhas or bodhisattvas on the mal).<;iala. Kukai's system 

employs two types of mal).<;iala for the abhi�eka: the garbha mar!<;iala ( taizo 

mandara, the womb of enlightenment) and the vajradhatu mal).<;iala ( kongokai 

mandara, the realm of enlightenment as adamantine as a thunderbolt) based, 

respectively, on the Mahiivairocana Sutra and the Vajrafekhara Sutra,92 the 

two principal scriptures in the Esoteric Buddhist tradition introduced by Kukai . 

Though the cosmic Buddha Mahavairocana is the central divinity in both, the 

geometric arrangement in the two mal).<;ialas of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas 

surrounding Mahavairocana differs significantly.93 (The two mal).<;ialas and the 

ritual procedures followed in the second part of the abhi�eka are discussed in 

detail in chapter 3). 

The founder of the other new Buddhist school that began life in early Heian 

Japan, Saicho ( 767-822) was probably the first prominent Buddhist figure of the 

time who showed a serious interest in Kukai's Esoteric Buddhism. Although 

briefly, Saicho himself studied Esoteric Buddhism in the port city of Yiieh

chou prior to his return from China in 805.94 Eager to incorporate Esotericism 

comprehensively within the training curriculum of his Tendai-Lotus School, 

Saicho began his study with Kukai at least as early as 809,95 a study that consisted 

largely of his borrowing for copying and study of a majority of the esoteric 

scriptures from Kukai's library. Saicho was probably the first to grasp the 

importance ofKukai's new form of Buddhism and became Kukai's important 

ally in the earliest phase of his effort to propagate Esoteric Buddhism.96 

In 812, at Takaosanji-an ancient monastery in the northwest of Kyoto, 

which long served as Kukai's principal residence-Saicho and his disciples 

received from Kukai the garbha mar!<;iala abhi�eka of the Mahiivairocana Sutra. 

There were more than 190 participants-priests, novices and lay followers.97 

Following this initiation, Saicho entrusted some of his elite disciples to Kukai 

for extended training in Esotericism. However, there appear always to have 

been unbridgeable differences between Saicho and Kukai over the method 

to be used to establish Esotericism as a legitimate tradition in the Japanese 

Buddhist community. In particular, Kukai opposed Saicho's move to integrate 

the study of the Lotus Sutra, an exoteric scripture, and the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra under the umbrella of his Tendai-Lotus School. For Kukai, the study of 

the Mahiivairocana Sutra could not be divorced from that of the Vajrafekhara 

Sutra, the two that made up the central scriptures around which Kukai's system 

ofEsotericism revolved. Kukai also warned Saicho against the danger inherent 

in treating the esoteric scripture the Mahiivairocana Sutra in the same manner 

as the Lotus Sutra, asserting that training in Esotericism required hermeneutical 

and pedagogical methods drastically different from those employed to teach 

exoteric texts. These differences between Saicho and Kukai, which became 
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more evident following the abhi�eka at Takao, are the reason their cooperation 

tell apart by the year 816.98 

Saicho and his disciples at the Tendai School were not the only ones 

who took instruction from Kukai in Esoteric Buddhism, however. In the 

seventh month ofKonin 7 (816), the celebrated Sanron master Gonso (758-

827) and his disciples at Daianji traveled to Takaosanji and received Kukai's 

abhi�eka.99 Age fifty-nine, Gonso then was an influential leader of the Nara 

Buddhist community, and his initiation into Esoteric Buddhism may well have 

encouraged other Nara priests and nuns to follow suit. In 813 Gonso delivered 

a lecture on the Golden Light Sutra100 to Emperor Saga at his court and was 

given the rank of vinaya master (risshi) in the Sogo. In 819 he was promoted to 

junior priest general ( shosozu) in the same office and became chief administrator 

( betto) at Todaiji. He continued his So go duty tor the court of Emperor Junna, 

who assigned him to the management of Saiji in the capital. Gonso held the 

rank of senior priest general ( daisozu) tor two years until his death in 827.101 

Other prominent figures representing the Nara priestly community known 

to have received Kukai's abhi�eka include the cloistered emperor Heizei (774--

824-); the priest Doyu (?-851), the seventh patriarch of the Kegon School; 

Sanron master Dosho (798-875), who became the chief administrator (betto) 

of Gangoji in 866; the priest Shinnyo of Todaiji, the third son of Heizei and 

a former crown prince; and the priest Kenne ( ?-872) of the Hosso School, 

the founder of Butsuryuji at Muroo.102 The priest Enmyo ( ?-851) of Todaiji, 

an eminent Sanron master, was also among them. An elite disciple of Gonso, 

Enmyo received from Kukai in 824- the most advanced abhi�eka, that of Dharma 

transmission ( denkyo kanjo), and shortly thereafter was appointed administrator 

( bonso betto) of Toji. In 836, Enmyo became abbot of the Abhi�eka Hall at 

Todaiji and, two years later, was appointed the twenty-first chief administrator 

( betto) of Todaiji.103 Enmyo's appointment set the precedent for later devel

opments in which a Shingon master frequently received a joint appointment 

tor the topmost posts at both Todaiji and Toji. 

In addition, prior to their study ofEsotericism, Kukai's most senior disciples 

Gorin (767-837) and Jitsue were already famed specialists in Abhidharma and 

Yogacara studies, respectively, at Todaiji and Daianji.104 In tact, all of Kukai's 

leading ordained disciples were originally resident priests of Nara monasteries 

and seem to have maintained close ties with Nara. In his letter to the Ch'ing

lung monastery in Ch'ang-an (quoted earlier), Jitsue had described the total 

number of students who received Kukai's esoteric initiation as in the "tens 

of thousands," a number that might not have been an exaggeration. In 821 

Kukai copied a set of two painted scrolls of maQ<:falas as well as twenty-seven 

paintings of individual deities and Esoteric Buddhist patriarchs-the paintings 
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required for performing abhi�eka. In his address at the celebration of the 

completion of the paintings, Kiikai spoke of the deteriorated condition of 

the two scrolls depicting the maQ<;ialas that he originally brought from China 

as the reason for producing the new set: "Eighteen years have passed since 

[my departure to China in 804], and the maQ<;ialas' silk is turning to shreds, 

their paint deteriorating, and the images of deities about to fade away."105 It 

is reasonable to surmise that their condition was due to the frequency with 

which the maQ<;ialas had to be rolled and unrolled for abhi�eka. 

These events suggest that through the ritual of abhi�eka Kiikai was able to 

generate a significant and widespread interest in the study of Esoteric Buddhism 

within the Nara Buddhist community, which would justify Emperor Saga's 

court's approval in the erection of Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji in 822. There 

was no rule of exclusion between the members of the Six Nara Schools and 

those of the Shingon School. Kiikai's inchoate Shingon School was at best 

a loosely organized club, open to members of both the Nara clergy and the 

Tendai School, who received his abhi�eka.106 However, unlike Kiikai's strained 

relationship with Saicho, which ended in enmity, Kiikai's alliance with the Nara 

Buddhist leaders further intensified with the institution of the Abhi�eka Hall. 

Abhi�eka and the Polemic Over Precept Ordination 

One of the most likely reasons that the abhi�eka generated serious interest 

among the Nara clerics is that it included a precepts ordination, a ritual in which 

ordinands pledged to uphold the esoteric samaya precepts. As discussed earlier, 

the management of precepts was of vital importance to the Nara Buddhist 

establishment because strict observance of precepts was considered essential to 

the efficaciousness of the clerics' services for the state, and because the authority 

of the So go derived from the successful implementation of the precepts. It is 

well known that in his final years Saicho strove to separate his Tendai School 

from the Sago's jurisdiction, proclaiming that he and his Tendai disciples 

would abandon the traditional precepts and would henceforth abide by what 

he referred to as the "bodhisattva precepts" ( bosatsu kai). Kiikai's promotion 

of the abhi�eka was his effort to introduce another new set of precepts, 

an endeavor whose impact on the Buddhist community must therefore be 

considered as seriously as that made by Saicho's bodhisattva precepts. 

In 815, at the watershed of his shifting alliance from Saicho to the Nara 

Schools, Kiikai launched a new initiative to spread Esoteric Buddhism. In the 

spring of that year Kiikai sent a letter to Buddhist leaders in many provinces, 

both lay and ordained, asking for their cooperation in copying and circulat

ing a total of thirty-five fascicles of scriptures, the essential texts of Esoteric 

Buddhism, which he had selected from among the writings he had brought 
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with him from China.107 At the close of this letter, commonly referred to as 

the Letter of Propagation ( Kan)ensho ), Kiikai states: 

It has been many years since my return to Japan, yet time has not ripened 

and I remain incapable of spreading our teaching. Time passes by swiftly, 

just like the stream of water or the moon reflected upon it, just like a 

mirage or a flash of lightening that cannot be captured. My original vow 

is to circulate this transmission [of Esotericism ]. How can I remain silent 

any longer? My wish now is to recite [the esoteric scriptures], provide 

lectures on them, and proclaim their teachings as a means of repaying 

my indebtedness to the Buddhas. Yet copies of these scriptures are still 

scarce, and the stream of our Dharma has stagnated. I am dispatching my 

disciples Koshu, Angyo, and others to deliver this letter for your reference. 

To those of you who feel an affinity with our divine vehicle (jintsujo) [of 

Esotericism], both men and women, both ordained and lay, who sympathize 

with my aspirations, I ask you for the sake of upholding this Dharma to copy 

these scriptures, recite them, practice what they teach and meditate on the 

principles they espouse.108 

Here, as if to confirm Jitsue's portrait, Kiikai himself suggests that none of his 

activities until this point, neither his work with Saicho nor his friendship with 

the emperor, has succeeded in popularizing his Esoteric Buddhism. 

In addition to the renowned Hosso priest Tokuitsu ( 781?-84-2? )109 in Mutsu 

province, the addressees of the Letter of Propagation include the priest Kochi 

(fl. 794--825) of Daijiin in Shimotsuke and the priest Kyoko of Jodoin in 

K6zuke.110 Both were immediate disciples of the priest Dochii (fl. 735-800) 

of the Ritsu School who were believed to have been dispatched in 762 to 

Yakushiji in the province ofShimotsuke by their celebrated master Chien-chen 

(Jpn. Ganjin, 688-763) ofToshodaiji, Nara, to construct there one of the three 

national precept platforms ( kaidan ) . With his arrival at Nara from China in 754-, 

Chien-chen introduced to Japan the vinaya of the Ssufen-lii) or Shibunritsu 

in Japanese,111 one of the standard systems of precepts for the clergy widely 

observed in the Chinese Buddhist community. The following year, Chien

chen founded Kaidan'in at T odaiji, the first permanent precept platform for 

ordaining priests and nuns in accordance with the Shibunritsu.112 This was 

followed by the construction in 762 of the two additional ordination platforms, 

at the aforementioned Yakushiji and at Kannonji in Tsukushi provinces. With 

the state requiring all novices receiving ordination in the Shibunritsu to be 

inducted into the clergy, these three national precept platforms became the 

institutional backbone of Nara Buddhism.113 
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The survival of some copies of Kukai's Letter of Propagation that were 

sent to Dazaifu (KZ 3:579, 585, 587), where the precept platform of Kan

nonji was located, has prompted TAKAGI Shingen (1990:III) to speculate that 

Kukai focused his efforts on circulating the esoteric scriptures to those peo

ple immediately affiliated with the national ordination platform monasteries. 

Takagi's suggestion is important because it points out that Kukai's work of 

disseminating Esoteric Buddhism was directly linked to issues surrounding the 

management of Buddhist precepts within the ritsuryo system. 

There are essentially two separate systems of Buddhist precepts: vinaya and 

fila. MoRI Shoji (1993), an expert on the precepts in the Pali canon, explains 

the difference in function between the two: 

-�ila derives from the verb root fit [to do, act, make], which originally 

signified custom, proclivity, or character and then became a word meaning 

good custom, good activities, and morality. In contrast, vinaya, which was 

formed from the combination of the prefix vi- and the verb root ni [to 

lead, train, educate], first meant education and discipline, and then took 

on the sense of rule. That is, sih refers to voluntary acts of avoiding evil 

and cultivating good; while vinaya are externally imposed rules that stipulate 

punishments for transgressors. In short, sila belongs to the realm of ethics, 

and vinaya, to the domain of law. (p. 6) 

Sih, then, express universal moral principles applicable to both the laity and 

the clergy. By contrast, vinaya is monastic law aimed at regulating the everyday 

conduct of priests and nuns. Mori is also quick to point out that, as distinct 

schools of thought developed within the Buddhist tradition, diverse sets of 

slla came into being, reflecting the difference in the philosophical premises of 

schools and accommodating the needs of both lay and ordained practitioners. 

On the other hand, the vinaya remained rules strictly for the clergy. In the 

Chinese canon, both vinaya and slla are generally translated as chiai, or kai 
in Japanese. As Mori (pp. ro-r3, 32-60) has indicated, this convention of 

translation has frequently blurred the distinction between these two systems 

of precepts in the Buddhism of East Asia. Strictly speaking, however, chiai is 

the translation for Slla, whereas vinaya is translated as Iii (Jpn. ritsu). From this 

perspective, Mori comments on Mahayana Buddhism's openness to the laity. 

It is frequently overlooked by scholars of Buddhism that Mahayana Bud

dhism did not produce a vinaya of its own. Vinaya is law, which is incapable of 

regulating practitioners' minds. It is therefore only meant to prohibit evil acts 

in a passive way. It cannot positively generate good. An excessive emphasis 
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on vinaya could degenerate into a formalism in which any act that does not 
violate the rules is acceptable. Mahayana Buddhism, emphasizing cultivation 
of the good and help for others, refrained from producing a separate set of 
vinaya and instead developed its own system ofslla. (p. 8) 

In other words, what is commonly referred to as "bodhisattva precepts" 
(bosatsu kai) or "Mahayana precepts" (daijo kai) are the Mahayana slla, and 
there is no such thing as the "Mahayana vinaya" (daijo ritsu).114 Mahayana 
priests and nuns, together with their lay counterparts, are guided by the moral 
principles of the Mahayana slla, and yet their daily conduct is regulated by the 
vinaya, which knows no distinction between Mahayana and Hlnayana. This 
explains why-as ISHIDA Mosaku (1930:n2-124-) in his classic study and other 
recent researchers (INOUE Mitsusada 1982:227-266; FUNAGASAKI Masataka 
1985:99-126; FUTAB E Kenko 1993:665-670) have demonstrated-the principal 
subjects of study for the Nara Schools, especially f()r the Ritsu School, consisted 
not only of the vinaya but also of the bodhisattva silas based on the Avatamsaka 

Sidra, the Yogiiciirabhitmi, the Brahmiijiila Sittra, and other Mahayana texts.115 
To designate the Ritsu School as merely a "Hinayana" school, as do many 
modern textbooks on Japanese Buddhism, distorts the actual precepts practiced 
by Nara Buddhists (TOKUDA Myohon 1993). 

Chien-chen's arrival in 754 and his introduction of the Nan-shan tradition 
of ordination116 accelerated the integration of the Mahayana sila and the vinaya 
by the Nara Buddhist community (NEMOTO Seiji 1994-:173-187). The manual 
f()r the ordination procedure at Kaidan'in of Todaiji, prepared by Chien
chen's senior disciple, Fa-chin (Jpn. Hoshin, 709-778), shows that Chien-chen 
demanded that ordinands perform the repentance rite based on the slla of 
the Brahmiijiila Sittra in conjunction with their reception of the vinaya.117 
A biography of Chien-chen prepared by his contemporary Omi no Mifime 
(722-785) describes the opening ceremony of the Precept Platform ofTodaiji, 
at which Chien-chen first granted the bodhisattva precepts to the emperor, 
the empress, and the crown prince and then to tour hundred priests and 
nuns, who abandoned their previous, less complete, vinaya to receive that of 
Chien-chen.118 The system of precept ordination instituted by Chien-chen was 
maintained without change after Emperor Kanmu's transfer of the capital from 
Nara to Kyoto in 794-. Saicho's disciple Kojo (779-858), for example, reports 
on his ordination procedure as tollows:119 

On the eleventh day of the t<mrth month of Konin 3 ( 812 ), I received 
the complete vinaya rules (gusoku kai) at Kaidan'in of Todaiji. I spent the 
following three summer months at Kaidan 'in and the seven great monasteries 
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[in the city ofNara] to gain the knowledge necessary to become a precept 
teacher. The great reverend Keijin, master of the Ritsu School, provided me 
with additional training in polishing the gem of pure precepts and avoiding 
violations. In the seventh month, I returned to Kaidan'in and, under the 
guidance of master Keijin ofTodaiji, who conducted the ordination, received 
the threefold integral precepts of bodhisattvas ( bosatsu sanju jokai) .120 

These events provide historical background for understanding the drastic 

manner in which Saicho attempted to separate his Tendai School from the Nara 

Buddhist establishment by breaking the latter's monopoly on ordinations. In 

the second month of Konin 9 (818), Saicho expressed his desire to make his 

Mount Hiei monastery an exclusively Mahayana institution; the next month, as 

the first step toward realizing his vision, he announced that he would renounce 

the 250 vinaya rules ( nihyakugojukkai) for priests-the very precepts by means 

of which he had been inducted into the clergy at age twenty at Kaidan'in of 

T6daiji.121 In his request on the fifteenth day of the third month of Konin 10 

( 819) for imperial permission to institute an exclusively Mahayana ordination 

system on Mount Hiei, Saicho declared: 

There are two kinds of Buddhist precepts. One is the precepts for ordination 
into the full priesthood according to Mahayana, which consists of the ten 
primary and forty-eight secondary bodhisattva precepts [according to the 
Brahmajiila Sutra ]. The other is the precepts for ordination into the full 
priesthood in the Hinayana tradition, which consists of the 250 and other 
rules. There also are two kinds of precept ordinations. 

The first is that of the Mahayana precepts (daijo kai), in which three 
masters [divinities] bearing witness are invoked according to the prescrip
tions in the Samantabhadra Sutra.122 Sakyamuni Buddha is invoked as the 
presiding master ( wajii) of the bodhisattva precepts. Bodhisattva Maiijusri is 
invoked as the officiating master (katsuma ajari) of the bodhisattva precepts. 
Bodhisattva Maitreya is invoked as the instructing master ( kyoju ajari) of the 
bodhisattva precepts. All the Buddhas in the ten directions are invoked as 
the witnessing masters (shiishi) of the bodhisattva precepts .... The annual 
ordinands of the Tendai School who direct their minds to Mahayana to 
initiate their training curriculum are to be inducted into the priesthood with 
full status by means of this Mahayana precepts. 

The second is that of the ffinayana precepts (shojo kai). Based on the 
vinaya ofHinayana (shojo ritsu), ten [human] masters are invited before the 
ordinands for the threefold evaluation ( byakushi katsuma). Of these ten, 
three will be, respectively, the presiding, conducting, and instructing masters, 
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and the remaining seven will be witnessing masters. If even one of these is 

absent, the precepts ordination will be incomplete. The annual ordinands 

of the Tendai School who direct their minds to Mahayana to initiate their 

training curriculum are not permitted to be inducted into the priesthood 

with full status by means of these precepts.123 

Thus it was clearly Saicho's strategy to denounce as Hlnayanistic the manner 

in which the precept ordination had hitherto been conducted at Nara. Saicho 

entrusted this petition to Kojo and instructed him to obtain the endorsement 

of the Sago. Kojo recorded his conversation with the Hosso priest Gomyo 

( 750-834) of Gangoji, who then held the highest post in the Sago, that of 

daisozu, or senior priest general.124 Gomyo refused Saicho's request on the 

following grounds. 

In China, there is no such thing as a "priesthood based on the bodhisattva 

precepts" ( bosatsu so). That is, there have never been priests who received 

ordination only by means of the bodhisattva precepts ( betsuju bosatsu so). 

On the other hand, there are priests who receive [in addition to the priestly 

ordination] the bodhisattva precepts that are shared [by both the laity and 

the clergy l ( tsuju bosatsu so) .... 

The Mahayana [precepts] do not require practitioners even to shave their 

heads. By contrast the Hinayana [precepts] require them to shave their heads. 

Therefore we priests first receive the Hlnayana [precepts] and then take the 

bodhisattva precepts. There is no priest who, without receiving the Hlnayana 

[precepts], was ordained in the bodhisattva precepts. Practitioners who do 

not receive the Hlnayana [precepts] prior to their bodhisattva precepts 

cannot be inducted, on the basis of the bodhisattva precepts alone, into 

the priesthood. Because of this I cannot endorse your document.125 

In Kojo's account, it is unclear whether Gomyo himself used such terms as 

"Mahayana" and "Hinayana" for precepts, terms that appear to have been part 

of Kojo's and Saicho's vocabularies to advance their argument. In his official 

rebuke, presented to the court two months after Saicho's petition, Gomyo does 

not use either "Mahayana" or "Hinayana" to refer to the precepts.126 How

ever, even presented in Kojo's words, the logic of Gomyo's argument seems 

straightforward. That is, the bodhisattva precepts upon which Saicho grounds 

his assertion are sila, the ethical principles by means of which practitioners 

pledge that their lives will accord with the ideals of the bodhisattva path. On the 

other hand, Gomyo implies, what Saicho's petition refers to as the "Hinayana 

precepts" are vinaya, monastic regulations that separate the clergy from the laity 
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by designating the particular privileges and responsibilities of the clergy. In his 

use of the words "Mahayana precepts" (daijo kai) and "Hinayana precepts" 

(shojo kai) in the 819 petition, Saicho seems to have been taking advantage of 

the ambiguity of the distinction between ethical principles and monastic laws 

in the Buddhist literature in Chinese. In other words, from Gomyo's point of 

view, Saicho was treating the two distinct categories of slla and vinaya in the 

Buddhist precepts as if they were alternative methods of inducting practitioners 

into the clergy. 

Gomyo also denounces Saicho by suggesting that his proposal would deviate 

from the manner in which the bodhisattva precepts had been administered in 

China. This argument appears particularly persuasive in light of a report Saicho 

once made to the court on his disciple Gishin's (781-833) induction into the 

clergy at Mount T'ien-t'ai. According to Saicho, Gishin, who accompanied 

him to China as his interpreter, "was granted the complete sravaka (i.e., 

Hlnayana) precepts (shomon gusoku kai, i.e., vinaya) from eminent priests at 

the Kuo-ch 'ing monastery. Then, he [ Gishin] received the bodhisattva precepts 

from abbot Tao-sui," Saicho's principal master in China.127 As TAMURA Koyu 

( 1993:695-696) has pointed out, Saicho's plan was even contrary to the method 

of ordination used in the Chinese T'ien-t'ai School. 

In short, Saicho envisioned establishing his Tendai School as a purely 

Mahayana institution by eliminating from it what he interpreted as elements of 

the Hlnayana precepts. For Gomyo and the Sago, however, it was a blasphe

mous attempt to create an anomalous monastic organization whose members 

would be guided only by ethical principles ( slla) and who would lack monastic 

laws ( vinaya) to regulate their conduct.128 This appears to be the reason that 

Gomyo's criticism of Saicho gained unanimous support from the leaders of 

the seven principal temples of Nara, all of whom expressed to the court their 

disapproval of Saicho's petition.129 For them, Saicho had become a serious 

threat to the unity of the Japanese Sangha (NAKAO Shun baku 1987:24-5-24-6 ). 

In particular, the Ritsu priest Keijin ofTodaiji, who served as the precepts mas

ter at K6j6's ordination at Kaidan'in, composed an apologetic treatise to warn 

against Saicho's separatism.130 Yet despite the united opposition of the Nara 

Buddhist community, several days after Saicho's death on the fourth day of the 

sixth month ofKonin 13 (822) ,  Emperor Saga's court approved his petition (on 

the eleventh day of the sixth month)/31 and thus began a juxtaposition of the 

two competing systems of inducting practitioners into the clergy. 

The court's permission for Saicho's Mahayana initiation made Mount Hiei 

independent from the Sago's authority. However, this by no means meant 

that the Tendai School was exempted from the ritsuryo or in particular from 

the S6niry6, or Rules for Priests and Nuns. On the contrary, at the cost of its 
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freedom from the institutional structure of the Buddhist establishment, the 

Tendai School placed itself under the jurisdiction of the zoku betto (lay admin

istrator) appointed directly by the court (Paul GRONER 1984-:269-274-). The 

leaders of the Nara Buddhist institutions, whose interest rested in securing the 

maximum autonomy of the Sallgha within the ritsuryo system, must have re

garded Saicho's secession as an extremely dangerous move in which the Tendai 

School put itself directly under the secular authority of the ritsuryo state.132 

Interestingly, in the year of Saicho's posthumous victory over the Nara 

Buddhists, Kukai erected, with imperial endorsement, Kanjodo (also known as 

Shingon'in), the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji. The court gave Kukai permission to 

officiate at the esoteric initiation at Todaiji every year during certain designated 

months as a means to promote the prosperity of the nation.133 According to an 

official Todaiji document dated 1255, the Abhi�eka Hall was erected in a prime 

location within the monastic complex, at the middle of the East and West Stupas 

and thus directly in front of Daibutsuden, the monastery edifice in which was 

enshrined the gigantic statue ofVairocana Buddha.134 This privileged position 

of the Abhi�eka Hall appears to signal the enthusiasm with which Todaiji hosted 

the first permanent facility in Japanese history designed tor the performance 

of ordination ceremonies in accordance with Kukai 's new Buddhism. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the important goals of the abhi�eka initiation 

was to provide ordinands with the esoteric precepts known as sanmaya kai 

(Skt. samaya fila). Already in 813 Kukai had declared to his disciples that the 

esoteric precepts must be upheld jointly with those of the exoteric. 

The goal of we the ordained is to attain ofBuddhahood. It is no usc for us 

to own the palaces of cakravartins or even those of Brahma and Indra. How 

much less use would it be for us to seek the trivial gains of the human world. 

When people aspire to travel tar, they have to rely on their legs. For those 

who pursue the way of the Buddhas, the precepts arc their legs. Beware, 

practitioners: hold fast to both the exoteric and esoteric precepts, our two 

legs, and live a pure life free of transgrcssions. The exoteric precepts consist of 

the three refuges, the eight prohibitions, the five admonitions, 135 the precepts 

for sravakas, bodhisattvas, and others. There are also separate rules for the 

four groups of the Sa1'1gha. '-'6 The esoteric precepts arc called the precepts 

of samaya, of the aspiration for enlightenment, or of the unconditioned. All 

these precepts are rooted in the ten good deeds, consisting of the three acts 

of body, the tour acts of speech, and the three acts of mind.137 

In his liturgical texts composed tor the abhi�eka for the cloistered emperor 

Heizei at Todaiji's the Abhi�cka Hall in 822, Kukai expresses the same attitude 
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toward the precepts but from a different perspective. Paraphrasing the Discourse 

on the Enlightened Mind,138 an esoteric treatise attributed to Nagarjuna, Kiikai 

states that all the esoteric samaya precepts derive from great compassion, 

pursuit of higher truth, and cultivation of samadhi-the three ingredients 

for acts that will save others. Then, resorting to the transliteration of Sanskrit 

terms, he distinguishes the two separate categories in the Buddhist precepts 

that often become confused in scriptures in classical Chinese. 

There are two kinds of precepts. One is called binaya [ Skt. vinaya ], which 

means control; the other, shira [ Skt . .fila], which means the pureness of the 

calm mind .... Because both of these arise from [the Buddhas'] vow of great 

compassion for saving beings, practitioners will naturally abandon thoughts 

of the ten cardinal evils.139 To leave behind the ten evils is to gain complete 

self-control, that is, the mastery of vinaya. Because they free themselves from 

these evils, [practitioners] will actualize the pureness of serenity in their 

minds. This is none other than abiding in fila. These are the precepts of 

benefiting sentient beings.140 

In this passage, Kiikai articulates that the esoteric samaya precepts given to 

ordinands at abhi�eka belong to the category of slla, precepts delineating the 

particular moral principles for practitioners of Esoteric Buddhism. He is also 

suggesting that for clergy initiated into Esotericism, the samaya must be upheld 

on the basis of the vinaya-because of his belief that the moral guidelines of 

slla and the monastic regulations of the vinaya must complement one another 

to further the training of practitioners. 

In 823, the same year he was entrusted with the management of Toji in 

Kyoto as a center for the propagation of Esoteric Buddhism, Kiikai presented 

to the court a catalog of canonical texts to be studied by students of his new 

school, which he called "Shingon" (literally, "the words of truth," a Chinese 

translation of the term mantra). Along with esoteric ritual texts on the samaya, 

Kiikai includes in the catalog a long list of texts on Yuburitsu (Ch. Yu-pu-lii), 

the vinaya in the Sarvasvastivada tradition (Jpn. Konpon setsu issai yitbu ritsu ), 

the system of vinaya transmitted to him through the lineage of the esoteric 

patriarchs.141 Thus the priests and nuns of the Shingon School had to master 

two systems of vinaya: first, the Shibunritsu, whose study was necessary for 

Shingon novices to receive ordination within the ritsuryo system, and then the 

Yitburitsu, within the Shingon School. 

Despite his acquisition ofToji as a new institutional center for the Shingon 

School, Kiikai kept the Abhi�eka Hall at its original location, Todaiji in Nara. 

That is, those novices of the Shingon School who sought induction into the 
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clergy were required to train themselves first at Todaiji and there receive 

initiations in the vinaya, the Mahayana si1a, and the esoteric slla. This bears 

out Kukai's approach to the Buddhist precepts in which the taking of the 

esoteric samaya precepts at the abhi�eka was incremental to the observance of 

the exoteric precepts, which included, for the clergy, observance of the vinaya. 

In short, Kukai's attitude regarding his introduction of a new set of precepts 

was diametrically opposed to that of Saicho, who viewed his bodhisattva si1a as 

a new alternative destined to supersede the vinaya. 

Kukai's arrangement with Todaiji resulted in the concentration at the Nara 

grand monastery of the functions of Buddhist ordinations of the vinaya, the 

Mahayana si1a, and the esoteric slla. It made plain the message Kukai and Nara 

sent jointly to the Tendai School: the function of the vinaya could not be 

replaced by that of the si1a. For the Nara Buddhist community, the erection in 

822 of the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji-which took place in the same year as the 

court's approval ofSaicho's Mahayana ordination on Mount Hiei-reaffirmed 

the authority of the Buddhist ordination at Todaiji. It mitigated the damage 

Todaiji and the Nara Buddhist community had suffered from Saicho's secession 

by showing that, although sanctioned by the state, Tendai's interpretation of 

the precepts was a deviation from the Buddhist orthodoxy. 

Kiikai's Induction Into the Office of Priestly Affairs 

The growing influence that Kukai was having on the Nara priestly community 

must have encouraged Emperor Saga and his court to change their view of 

Kukai, who had enjoyed a longtime friendship with Saga based on literary 

and aesthetic matters. Like Saicho, Kukai introduced a form of Buddhism 

distinct from that ofNara, but unlike Saicho he found a way to work together 

with the Nara monasteries. Saga gave permission to Kukai to establish the 

two Esoteric Buddhist monasteries, Mount Koya and Toji, respectively, in 

8r6-when Kukai ended his alliance with Saicho and gave abhi�eka to Gonso, 

who was then already a member of the Sogo in Saga's administration-and in 

823, the year immediately following the approval by Saga's court of Saicho's 

Mahayana ordination system for his Tendai School. For the court, Kukai may 

have been regarded as a vehicle for rebuilding its deteriorated relationship with 

the Buddhist leadership ofNara and enabling Saga to avoid losing control over 

the powerful monasteries of Nara. 

The interest in Kukai's Buddhism shared by the court and the Nara Buddhist 

leaders shaped the next and final cycle of Kukai's propagation of Esoteric 

Buddhism, the period during which he was integrated into the early Heian 

Buddhist establishment. In 824, Kukai was inducted into the Sogo of Emperor 

Junna's court. He was first appointed to the post of junior priest general in 
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the office, and then three years later he was promoted to the rank of senior 

priest general.142 The procedure for appointments for the Sogo required that 

candidates receive both the endorsement of the principal monasteries of N ara 

and approval by the court.143 This seems to be the reason that Saicho, even 

at the height of his influence during the Enryaku years (786-805), when he 

was given Emperor Kanmu's heavy patronage, never enjoyed that privilege. 

In contrast, by 824 the Nara leaders' alliance with Kiikai had so matured 

that they not only accepted Kiikai's introduction of the esoteric samaya pre

cepts but also entrusted him with the office responsible for implementing 

the vinaya. 

A record preserved at Kofukuji containing a chronological list of appointees 

to the Sogo posts in the years 624 to 1141 reveals the unusual manner in which 

Kiikai's appointment was carried out.144 

THE FIRST YEAR OF TENCHO (824) 

Senior priest general 

Choe 

Junior priest general 

Gonso 

Kukai 

Appointed on the twenty-sixth day of the third month. The Shingon 

School ofToji. Place of birth: Tado County ofSanuki Province. OfSaeki 

clan. Originally /registered} at Daianji. With imperial permission, 

stationed at Todaiji. During Enryaku years traveled abroad for the 

pursuit of Dharma. The progenitor of the tradition of the teaching gate 

of the three mysteries (sanmitsu kyomon). Was appointed /to this post} 

without serving /the Sago] first as a vinaya master. 

Vinaya masters 

Shiien 

Shutetsu 

Sehei 

Buan 

Kiikai's colleagues in the Sogo were leading career scholar-priests of the major 

Nara monasteries, all of whom had begun their academic training at an early 

age.145 For them, induction into the Sogo was the highest possible honor, 

testimony to their great learning, virtue, and ability as leaders. Most Sogo 

appointees did not receive promotions beyond the rank of vinaya master. For 
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the select few who did, the process was slow, to say the least. Buan (7++-

84-0 ), for example, was a renowned Ritsu master, who entered Toshodaiji as an 

acolyte while still a child. Under his master Nyoho, he engaged in a thorough 

study of the vinaya literature. From the time of Nyoho's death in 814, Buan 

served as the abbot ofToshodaiji. Although thirty years senior to Kukai, Buan 

was inducted into the Sago only in 816, at age seventy-three. It was not until 

eleven years later, in 827, that he was promoted to junior priest general, and it 

was another seven years before he attained the rank of senior priest general, at 

age ninety-one.146 

Unlike these career scholar-priests, Kukai began his education at the Confu

cian State College and did not even become a priest until age thirty-one, when 

he was hastily ordained as he was about to depart for China.147 Prior to studying 

Buddhism in China, Kiikai had no formal affiliation with any of the Six Nara 

Schools. He thus set a precedent for the induction into the Sago of individuals 

who were not members of the circle of Nara scholar-priests.148 Furthermore, 

Kiikai became junior priest general immediately, without first serving as vinaya 

master, and he was promoted to the rank of senior priest general only three 

years later.149 

The exceptional manner of Kukai's appointment suggests that both the 

Nara Buddhist leadership and the court found it advantageous and perhaps 

necessary to have Kiikai become a member of their elite institution that was 

the Sago-even at the cost of deviating from standard procedure. Only a 

decade earlier, according to Jitsue, Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhism had often been 

an object of suspicion. With his assignment to the offices of junior priest general 

in 824 and senior priest general in 827, Kukai was able to carve out a niche in the 

religious establishment, which had heretofore been dominated by leaders of the 

powerful Nara monasteries. In 829 he assumed the office of chief administrator 

( betto) of Daianji.150 With that appointment, he was literally absorbed into the 

leadership of the Nara clergy. 

As a senior member of the Sago, Kukai performed various ceremonial 

functions for the court. At the temple Saiji in the capital, where the Sago 

was located, on the tenth day of the third month ofTencho 3 (826), Emperor 

Junna (823-833) hosted a seven-day rite to commemorate the former Emperor 

Kanmu. Together with other Sogo priests, Kukai performed the ceremony, in 

which the Lotus Sutra was recited and lectured upon.151 In the ninth month 

of the following year, Junna hosted a similar ceremony at Tachibanadera in 

Asuka to restore the honor of Prince Iyo (d. 807), who, having been wrongly 

accused of leading an attempted coup, had committed suicide. A total of twenty 

eminent priests, including all the members of the So go and representatives of 

the Hosso and Sanron Schools, participated.1 52 
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On each occasion, Kiikai prepared the opening address (hyohaku), to be 

recited before the imperial princes, dignitaries of the court, and eminent priests 

ofNara. In each one, Kiikai liberally employed terms unique to Esoteric Bud

dhist scripture,gobu manda (Mai:I<;iala ofFive Families), homandara (dharma

mai:I<;iala), katsuma shin (the body of divinities consisting of karma), aji kaku 

(the palace of the letter A). Kiikai's use of these exotic terms in liturgical 

addresses does not necessarily suggest that they had already become part of the 

vocabulary of the educated and the privileged who took part in such public 

services. However, it seems that, even at such extremely formal ceremonial 

occasions, the use of Esoteric Buddhist terms, previously unknown in the 

normative discourse ofNara Buddhism, had become acceptable. 

On the nineteenth day of the twelfth moth of Jowa 1 (83+) ,  as a senior 

member of the Sogo, Kiikai sent a memorial to the new Emperor Ninmei (r. 

833-850) proposing to create an Esoteric Buddhist ritual on the Golden Light 

Siitra for the annual New Year's festivity at the court.153 Kiikai's intention was 

to conduct the esoteric service concurrently with the existing service of Misaie, 

the seven-day lecture and recitation on the siitra held by eminent scholar-priests 

of the Nara Schools at the Daigokuden Hall. Kiikai argued in his memorial that, 

although the Golden Light Sutra was renowned for its power to protect a ruler 

and his nation from all manner of suffering, merely reciting it would be no more 

effective than reading a medical textbook to someone who became ill. For the 

sick to benefit from medical knowledge-that is, to assure the efficacy of the 

siitra's power to protect the nation-it was necessary to add the esoteric ritual 

worship capable of invoking the divinities described in the siitra who would 

bestow merit on the practitioners.154 

Ten days later, only a few months before Kiikai's death, Ninmei's court 

hastily granted Kiikai's request to be allowed to perform the ritual proposed in 

his memorial.155 On the eighth day of the first month of the next year, the court 

converted an administrative office into a makeshift facility for Kukai to perform 

the seven-day esoteric service, known as Goshichinichi mishuho, the Imperial 

Rite of the Second Seven Days of the New Year.156 The next New Year, when 

the creator of this esoteric ritual had already passed away, the court designated 

an area immediately north of Daigokuden, at the heart of the imperial palace 

compound, for the construction ofShingon'in, the Imperial Mantra Chapel.157 

At the Mantra Chapel, Kiikai's senior disciples Shinzei ( 8oo-86o ), Shinsho 

( 797-873 ), and Shinga ( 801-879) continued the new ritual tradition at court.158 

The Mishuho was the first instance of an esoteric ritual being incorporated into 

the annual ceremonies of the imperial palace, and the Mantra Chapel was the 

first permanent structure built within the palace exclusively for the performance 

of Buddhist rituals. 
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The integration at the imperial palace of the Mishuho with the Misaie 

could have posed a threat to the Nara Buddhist establishment, which had 

the sole responsibility for formal services for the state. In this regard, Kiikai's 

creation of the Mishuho is comparable in historical significance to Saicho's 

establishment of the Mahayana precept platform on Mount Hiei-which broke 

another monopoly of the Nara ecclesiastic leadership. However, in contrast to 

Saicho's initiative, which met with fierce opposition from Nara and ended 

with the secession of Saicho and his school from the rest of the Japanese 

Buddhist community, Kiikai's proposal was accepted by the court without any 

sign of Nara's opposition. Kiikai's objective in instituting the Mishuho was 

certainly not to make the Misaie obsolete. Rather, it was aimed at creating an 

Esoteric Buddhist extension to the Misaie as a means of rendering the existing 

service more effective in producing religious merit for the devotees, particularly 

the emperor. 

The success with the Mishuho and the construction of the Mantra Chapel 

therefore marked the legitimacy earned by Esoteric Buddhism in early Heian 

society. They demonstrated that Esoteric Buddhism was compatible with Ex

oteric Buddhism in that it helped to enhance the exoteric service for the 

prosperity of the nation. That is, the esoteric ritual was not only compatible 

with but complementary to the exoteric practice. The Mishuho was thus the 

consummation ofKiikai's efforts to make Esoteric Buddhism acceptable to the 

Nara Buddhist establishment. 

Rereading Kiikai in History, Rereading Kiikai's Texts 

The foregoing review demonstrates that the initial diffusion of Esoteric Bud

dhism in early Heian society resulted from the complex web of interactions 

between Kiikai, the Nara clergy, Saicho, and the court-relations that con

tinued to shift in the conflict-ridden Japanese Buddhist community of the 

time. Within this historical context, Kiikai's alliance with the Nara leadership 

appears to be the most essential path along which developed the general 

acceptance ofEsotericism. That is, Kiikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism 

took place even as the Buddhist monastic institutions ofNara maintained their 

dominance over the management of the Japanese Sangha, and as the early 

Heian court sustained the authority ofNara Buddhism within the framework 

of the ritsuryo system, because Kiikai chose the Nara Buddhist establishment 

as his primary audience. 

This new view presents a direct challenge to modern sectarian scholar

ship on Kiikai, which has defined his propagation of Esoteric Buddhism as 

his foundation of the Shingon School-a new religious organization utterly 

independent from the Nara Buddhist community-and the developments 
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within the new school that led to its swift growth. The discussion thus far 

in this chapter prompts a reevaluation of the historical events that previous 

studies have identified as landmarks in Kiikai's establishment of the Shingon 

School- most notably the founding of the Mount Koya monastery and of 

the center of Shingon studies at Toji. Such a reading of these two events fails 

to recognize the fact that both sanctuaries were far from completion and by 

no means fully functional during Kiikai's lifetime. Nor did they enjoy religious 

prestige, political influence, or economic power comparable to that of the great 

monasteries in Nara. 

For example, in 863, almost three decades after Kiikai's death, the state 

minted a new type of coins and decided to allot them annually to major 

monasteries for their maintenance and repair. In Nara, Todaiji, Kofukuji, 

Gangoji, Daianji, Yakushiji, and Saidaiji received one hundred kan each. In 

contrast, Toji and Mount Hiei received only fifteen kan each.159 Emperor 

Junna originally promised Kiikai that he would provide stipends to support 

fifty resident priests at Toji. However, probably because of the limits of the 

state's funds and the delays in construction there, in 836, one year after Kiikai's 

death, Emperor Ninmei assigned only twenty-four priests to T6ji.160 It was 

only in 1113 that the number was increased to fifty, as originally promised by 

the court.161 To put the size of Toji's initial operation in perspective, already 

in 7+7, H6ryiiji, one of the principal monasteries in Nara, but one of moderate 

size, supported eight times as many resident priests as were assigned to Toji 

in 836 (AKAMATSU Toshihide 1962:21-22). In the case of Mount Koya, apart 

from a few residence buildings that had been completed, Kiikai seems to have 

managed to initiate construction of only some principal halls in the envisioned 

monastic complex. It was only in 83+ that he announced his plan to build two 

grand stiipas.162 

Many modern scholars have asserted that the cornerstone of the Shingon 

Sect was laid when the court bestowed the management ofToji on Kiikai. Based 

on a document in which Kiikai requested the court to limit the appointment 

ofT6ji resident priests to those who were trained in Shingon Buddhism, these 

scholars have argued that Kiikai limited the resident priests of Toji to those 

who "belonged" exclusively to the Shingon School.163 With Emperor J unna 's 

granting of Kiikai's request-so this argument would have it-Toji became 

one of the earliest manifestly sectarian monasteries in Japanese history.164 

However, according to a document of 836 from the S6g6 certifYing Toji's 

resident priests, of the twenty-four who were assigned as the first Toji resident 

priests-and therefore could be considered "charter members" in the alleged 

foundation of the Shingon School-fourteen were known to be Nara clerics; 

of those, eleven belonged to Todaiji, two to Gangoji, one to Kofukuji, and 
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one to Horyiiji.165 Only two ofthe priests mentioned in the document, Taiban 

(778-837) and Gorin (767-837), are recognized as Kukai's immediate disciples 

in standard Shingon School sources. The list also includes Shuei (809-884), 

one of Jitsue's disciples, who originally was a Tendai priest. The identity of 

the remaining seven priests cannot be established in existing documents.166 It 

appears that the reason for such a dearth of information within the literature 

of the Shingon School on many of these founding members ofToji-crucial 

information, had Toji indeed been seminal to Kiikai's alleged establishment 

of a sectarian school-was that these priests were already affiliated with one 

of the Six Schools prior to their study of the Shingon School and continued 

to identifY themselves with the Nara institutions. In other words, as discussed 

earlier, membership in the Shingon School and in the Nara Schools were not 

mutually exclusive. The concentration ofTodaiji priests among the initial Toji 

masters seems to be the natural result of the erection in 822 by Kiikai of the 

abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji.167 In short, it appears that Kiikai's Shingon School 

was originally made up largely of Nara clerics who received the initiation into 

Esoteric Buddhism, a small number of whom, being particularly devoted to 

the study ofShingon Buddhism, became Kiikai's private disciples. 

Once Kiikai's career is extricated from the conceptual mold in which modern 

sectarian scholarship has placed it, the erection of the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji, 

Kukai's induction into the Sago, Office of Priestly Aftairs, and the creation of 

the esoteric annual Mishuho service at the palace appear far more critical to 

the dissemination of Esotericism than do the institutions of Mount Koya and 

Toji. Although they have received only marginal attention in sectarian studies, 

these three developments were milestones indicating the growing strength of 

the bond between Kiikai and Nara and the increasing tolerance among the 

religious and political authorities toward Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhism. 

This conclusion also prompts a reevaluation of the manner in which Kiikai 

has been compared to Saicho in existing studies. It is not the case that Kiikai and 

Saicho instantaneously set the new standard tor religious orthodoxy in early 

Heian society. On the contrary, both Saicho and Kiikai represented deviations 

from the norms of their time and struggled to find ways to legitimize their 

schools-that is, to justifY their stands in relation to the Nara religious estab

lishment. However, the strategies adopted by Kukai and by Saicho to achieve a 

common goal could not have been more ditTerent. Saicho originally sought 

to establish the Tendai School as doctrinally superior to the Nara Schools 

within the institutional structure of the ritsuryo state. That approach was in 

accordance with the policy of Emperor Kanmu, Saicho's principal patron, who 

attempted to contain the power of the Nara monastic establishment through 

the stringent imposition of the ritsuryo rules (SoNE Masato 1984:658-685). 
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However, Saicho's approach proved unsuccessful when the courts of Emperors 

Heizei, Saga, and J unna, who had inherited Kanmu 's general policy of restraint 

toward Buddhism, no longer treated Saicho as a privileged exception (NAKAI 

Shinko 1991:331-360 ). The continued hegemony of the Nara monasteries made 

it necessary for Saicho to abandon his original strategy of placing the Tendai 

School over the Six Nara Schools within the existing institutional framework. 

Only at the close of his life, perhaps as a last resort, did Saicho battle for 

independence from Nara as a means of assuring the survival of his nascent 

order (SONE Masato 1984:685-693; NAKAO Shunbaku 1987:228-235).168 

By contrast, Kiikai's struggle appears to have been waged not in the arena 

of religious institutions but in the realm of discourse. Kiikai's strategy of 

persuasion opened a way for his aberrant form of Buddhism to be absorbed 

into the mainstream, where it could effect a metamorphosis in the religious es

tablishment. The question that remains to be addressed is how Nara Buddhism 

came to accept Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhism. It is hoped that the reevaluation of 

Kiikai's career in this chapter has helped to identify the key sufficient conditions 

for that acceptance to take place. Kiikai's interpretation of the precepts and pre

cept ordination provided him with an institutional common ground with the 

Nara Schools. This in turn made it possible for Kiikai and Nara to mount a joint 

opposition to Saicho and the separatist Tendai School. The court also found 

its patronage of Kiikai a useful means of ameliorating its strained relationship 

with the Nara clergy. These developments paved the way for Kiikai's abhi�eka, 

Mishuho, and other esoteric rituals to become integrated within the religious 

orthodoxy of the state, comparable in their legitimacy to the traditional siitra 

recitations of and lectures by the Nara priests. 

However, those did not constitute necessary conditions for Nara's adoption 

of Kiikai's Esotericism. Why, after all, did many of the Nara scholar-priests 

become interested in Esoteric Buddhism, seek initiation into it, and incor

porate within their daily study and practice the esoteric scriptures and the 

meditative and ritual exercises prescribed in its texts? This question leads to 

another challenging problem: not everything in Esoteric Buddhism presented 

by Kiikai in his writings seems compatible with the Buddhism of the Nara 

Schools. Kiikai's celebrated theory of the ten abiding stages of the aspiring 

mind, for example, places the Esoteric Teaching of Shingon at the tenth stage, 

the summit of spiritual growth. According to this theory, the principal Nara 

Schools and Tendai are deemed lower provisional stages through which the de

veloping mind must pass before reaching Shingon.169 In 822, much prior to the 

completion of the Ten Abiding Stages of Mind According to the Secret Ma1_1tf,alas 

(in about 830 ), 17° Kiikai had already announced this doctrine at his abhi�eka of 

the abdicated emperor Heizei at Todaiji, in which many eminent priests of the 
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Nara monasteries participated.171 Examples of other public addresses in which 

Kukai declared the superiority of the esoteric over the exoteric are legion.172 

Thus Kukai's amicable and collaborative attitude toward Nara does not seem to 

suggest conformism. Why, then, despite these seemingly disagreeable claims by 

Kukai, did Nara embrace him, include him in its highest administrative organs, 

and incorporate Esoteric Buddhism into its system of religious practice? 

One possible answer to these questions might be found by revisiting Kukai's 

major works and rereading them as explanations to the intelligentsia within 

the Nara religious establishment of what exactly Esoteric Buddhism stood for 

and what merit would accrue to the Nara Buddhist community from studying 

it. This is not necessarily to invalidate the conventional view-namely, that 

Kukai's compositions were intended to educate his disciples within the Shingon 

School and to preserve within it the authenticity of his Dharma. However, 

that purpose alone hardly explains why Kukai produced his massive texts. 

Obviously, he must have had a stronger reason-or even an urge-to write 

about Esoteric Buddhism to those in other schools than to his own immediate 

disciples, who after all were already initiated into Esotericism and had other 

means of studying it with their master than to read what he had written. On 

various occasions, Kiikai emphasized to his disciples the superiority of receiving 

personal instruction ( menju) over learning through writing ( hitsuju) as a 

method of studying those esoteric disciplines that centered around meditative

ritual practice.173 For the purpose of pedagogy, writing in its ordinary sense 

seems to have been of only secondary importance to Kukai. 

On the other hand, writing was the principal medium by which Kukai chose 

to disseminate his ideas to those outside the circle of his private disciples. This 

seems to explain why he composed as many treatises on exoteric scripture as on 

their esoteric counterparts.174 Among them, some were known to have been 

written for a specific audience in Nara. In 813, for example, upon the request 

of the Hoss6 scholar Shuen, Kukai composed a short commentary in verse 

on the Golden Light Sutra.175 In 817 he wrote an interpretation of a chapter 

in the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Sutra for an anonymous Kegon master at 

T6daiji.176 His study of the Brahmiijiila Sutra was composed for his 828lecture 

at a memorial for the Sanron master Gonso, delivered to Gons6's disciples.177 

Kiikai also prepared treatises on the Lotus and the Prajna-piiramitii Heart 

Sutras for his lectures at the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji in 834. 

The scriptures addressed in these and many of Kukai's other writings were 

those sacred texts related most directly to the Nara clergy's services for the 

state, i.e., the scriptures renowned for their power of protecting the nation. 

However, unlike the Nara scholar-priests who in their public lectures strove 

to demonstrate mastery of the doctrines contained in these sutras, Kukai in 
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his writings worked to illustrate the source of the scriptures' reputed efficacy. 

That is, whereas Nara scholars were concerned with the meaning of siitra 

texts, Kiikai was engaged principally in analyzing their power. To that end, 

in his commentaries he called tor attention to be shifted from reading texts 

by means of word-by-word exegesis to appreciating the "physical" qualities 

unique to the siitras. Kiikai often argued that in and of itself each letter of 

the siitras, both in its form and in its sound, was already a manifestation 

of the wisdom and compassion of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. In one of 

his commentaries on the Lotus Sutra, for example, Kiikai wrote that the nine 

characters of the title of the siitra written in Sanskrit in a script called Siddham 

(J pn. Shittan )-Sa-Ddhar-Ma-Pu'l'f-pa-Ri-Ka Su- Tram (Siitra of the Lotus, 

the Excellent Dharma)-were graphic symbols of the nine principal divinities 

of the garbha mary <;tala described in the Mahiivairocana Sutra: Mahavairocana 

at the center and around him four Buddhas and tour bodhisattvas, all seated 

on an eight-petaled lotus. Relying on the Mahiivairocana Sutra and its ritual 

commentaries, Kiikai went on to declare that the sound of each of these letters 

was a manifestation of the powers of the divinities depicted, such as the powers 

to defeat evil, to purity the practitioner of all defilement, and to comfort 

sentient beings.178 

In this manner, Kiikai in his commentaries explored aspects of the scriptures' 

textuality yet to be charted in the scholarship of the Nara clergy. As he did with 

the title of the Lotus Sutra, Kiikai grounded his analysis in Esoteric Buddhist 

texts that prescribed in detail ritual procedures tor making manifest the latent 

power inhering in the texture of scriptural texts. He was therefore presenting 

the Nara scholar-priests with a particularly Buddhist explanation for the efficacy 

of siitra recitation in protecting the nation. That is, by adopting Esoteric 

Buddhism, the Nara clerics would be acquiring a language of their own that 

they could employ to explicate the efficacy of the services they performed tor 

the state. It meant that in order to make their services take effect, they no 

longer had to rely solely on the native Shinto belief that only spiritual and 

physical purity resulting from the most stringent observance of the precepts 

would give the clergy shamanistic power. 

As discussed earlier, it was through this belief that state legitimized the 

exercise of legal control over the clergy and its activities by reducing it to a 

secondary bureaucracy-so that the clergy's magical power would be used 

only to serve the interest of the state. The Nara monastic institutions seem to 

have recognized that the incorporation of Esoteric Buddhism into their own 

system of religious practice would enable them to challenge the legitimacy of 

the Confucian ideology that had bureaucratized the clergy. In fact, as will be 

seen in the last two chapters of this study, the Mishuho, an annual esoteric ritual 
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service at the imperial palace founded by Kukai in his final years, was designed 

to bestow on the emperor exceptional merit, as promised in the Golden Light 

Sutra. As an esoteric ritual extension to the New Year's chanting of the sutra 

carried out by elite Nara priests at the palace, the Mishuho represented an 

attempt to supersede the Confucian characterization of the emperor as the Son 

of Heaven with that of Buddhist ideal of cakravartin, the universal monarch 

who pacifies the universe by turning the wheel of the Dharma. 

In short, Kukai's historical significance seems to rest not in the creation of 

a new sectarian school, but in the introduction of a new type of Buddhist 

discourse aimed at diversifYing and enriching the normative religious and 

political discourse of early Heian society. Placed within the context of Kukai's 

exchanges with Nara Buddhist leaders, many of his texts, sanctified within the 

tradition as universal, timeless entities, begin to untold their own historicity. 

Read as products of history, they reveal not only what Kukai was actually 

saying but what use he was making (or, more precisely, attempting to make) 

of his new language. The historical qualities of Kukai's writing seem in turn 

to derive from the particular dynamism generated by two opposing forces 

that ingrain his textual productions: the one moving him to deviate from the 

orthodoxy of his time; the other moving him to return to that orthodoxy with 

the goal of achieving its transformation. Just like the oscillating movement of a 

shuttle, these opposing forces produce the texture unique to Kukai's writings. 

In the next chapter, I begin my reading of Kukai's texts by examining earlier 

developments in his life in which these forces began their work-the work 

of interlacing the strands of the historical conditions surrounding the young 

Kl"1kai into his first major text, an autobiographical fiction. 



PART I 

Origin, Traces, Nonorigin 

We require history, for the past continues to flow within 

us in a hundred waves; we ourselves are, indeed, nothing but that which at every 

moment we experience of this continued flowing. It may even be said that here too, 

when we desire to descend into the river of what seems to be our own most intimate 

and personal being, there applies the dictum of Heraclitus: we cannot step into the 

same river twice. -Friedrich Nietzsche 



CHAPTER 2 

Kiikai's Dissent 

Of Mendicancy and Fiction 

Kukai stepped into history at a time when the nation 
was experiencing a great social upheaval. In 784, motivated by his desire to 
separate the Buddhist establishment from state politics, Emperor Kanmu (r. 
781-806) abandoned the capital at Nara and moved his court to Nagaoka in the 
province ofYamashiro.1 However, because of the severe political struggle this 
drastic change provoked and a series of natural disasters that struck Nagaoka,2 
the capital was deserted within a few years. Fujiwara no Tanetsugu, Kanmu's 
protege assigned to take charge of the construction of the new capital city at 
Nagaoka, was assassinated there in 785,3 and Otomo no Tsuguto, one of his 
political rivals, was found guilty of the crime and sentenced to death. Other 
prominent members of the Otomo clan were arrested and exiled. Crown Prince 
Sawara (d. 785 ), who had been among those opposed to the move, was also 
implicated and forced to commit suicide. 

In the northern region of Mutsu, Kanmu 's policy of expanding his domain 
led to rebellions by the native tribes known as Emishi. Despite repeated military 
expeditions by government forces, the uprisings persisted. In the summer 
months of 789, in hope of extirpating the rebel forces, Kanmu dispatched 
a force of 27,470 soldiers; they not only suffered defeat but incurred more 
than 3,000 casualties.4 Fugitives from both the military drat!: and the corvee 
labor were everywhere. Also in 789, a severe draught in Yamato and its vicinity 
triggered an outbreak of famine and plague. 5 The streets of the capital were 
filled with the sick. The drought and epidemic spread to many other provinces 
and continued into the following year. Confronted with the miserable plight 
of his nation, the emperor canceled celebrations of annual festivals that were 
to take place at court.6 Yet Kanmu continued his work of relocating the 
capital. Finally, in 794, he abruptly moved his court to Heiankyo (Kyoto), 
in the northeastern vicinity of Nagaoka, causing even greater confusion for 
the masses. 
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Kanmu legitimized the policy of centralizing his power by promoting Con

fucianism as the ideology of the state and by intensifYing the ideological 

training of government officials at the State College (Daigaku), the formal 

educational apparatus of the state. In 784, Kanmu gave permission to the 

Confucian scholar Iyobe no Iemori to inaugurate a series of lectures on the 

Kung-yang Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals ( Ch. Ch'un-ch'iu 

kung-yung-chuan; J pn. Shunju kuyoden) and the Ku-liang Commentary on the 

Spring and Autumn Annals (Ch. Ch'un-ch'iu ku-liang-chuan; Jpn. Shunju 

kokuryoden ), two classical commentaries that Iemori had personally brought 

back from China in 776? Tso's Commentary ( Ch'un-ch'iu tso-shih-chuan; Jpn. 

Shunju sashiden ), which had hitherto been accepted at the State College as 

the authoritative text on the Spring and Autumn Annals (Ch. Ch'un-ch'iu; 

Jpn. Shunju), relies heavily on parables, metaphors, aphorisms, and other 

literary devices for elucidation. By contrast, the Kung-yang and Ku-liang 

commentaries partake of political philosophy and fervently advance the theory 

of chun-kou (Jpn. chugoku) or chun-hua (Jpn. chuka) the "Middle Kingdom," 

in which the emperor, as "Son ofHeaven" (Ch. t'ien-tzu; Jpn. tenshi), expands 

his sphere of influence by means of the power of his virtue to barbarous lands 

and unites all under heaven in peace. 

Kanmu found in the Kung-yang and Ku-liang commentaries the authority 

for his policies of centralization and expansion, moving the capital, and con

quering the Emishi tribes in northern Japan. As KAJI Nobuyuki (1978:71), a 

leading scholar in the fields of Confucian philosophy and Chinese thought, 

observes, 

From the theoretical perspective of the Kung-yang and Ku-liang, Kanmu's 

[military] actions can be explained as the Son of Heaven's demonstration 

of his might as a prerequisite for edifYing barbarous tribes. The barbarians' 

disobedience to the emperor derives from their ignorance of li (Jpn. rai) 

decorum, the very foundation of culture. It is the duty of the Son of Heaven 

to edifY, that is, to cultivate the virtue of, barbarous people by extending 

to them the decorum of his court, the ultimate cultural sophistication of 

the Middle Kingdom. Then they will joyfully acknowledge the emperor's 

suzerainty and willingly proffer gifts of treasures to the capital. 

In 798, Kanmu officially added Kung-yang's Commentary and Ku-liang's Com

mentary to the required readings at the State College.8 Kanmu's educational 

policy was swiftly transforming the State College into the institutional vanguard 

of his political ideology before the very eyes ofKiikai, who then was a student 

there pursuing his career in the governmental service. 
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Kukai's Youth: Confucian Learning vis-a-vis Buddhist Practice 

In the seventh year ofEnryaku ( 788 ), four years after Kanmu 's ill-fated attempt 
to move his court to Nagaoka, Kiikai, age fifteen, arrived in the capital9 
and became a student of Ato no Otari, an uncle on his mother's side, who 
was serving as an imperial tutor to Kanmu's third son, Prince Iyo (?-807). 
Reminiscing in 821 about his early training in the Chinese classics with Otari, 
Kiikai wrote, "I devoted myself, in particular, to the study of poetry and 
rhetoric.10 At eighteen (791), Kiikai entered the State College. Under the 
guidance of two professors, Umazake no Kiyonari and Okada no Ushikai, Kiikai 
began his official study of Confucian classics, which included the reading of the 
Book of Odes (Ch. Mao-shih; Jpn. Moshi), the Book of History (Ch. Shang-shu; 

Jpn. Shosho), and the Tso)s Commentary on the Spring and Autumn Annals,u 

the required readings for those seeking appointments to high office at the 
imperial court. 

The Biography of Priest Kukai ( Kukai sozuden ), the earliest biographical 
work extant, whose authorship is attributed to Kiikai's senior disciple Shinzei 
( 8oo-86o ), 12 relates that as a child Kiikai was renowned as a prodigy in his home 
province of Sanuki. He was the pride of his family, which belonged to a noble 
clan, the house of Saeki. Politically well connected, the Saeki prospered in the 
mid-Nara period and then went into gradual decline. Its most renowned figure 
was Saeki no Imaemishi (719-790), who served the courts of six successive 
emperors-Shomu, Koken, Junnin, Shotoku, Konin, and Kanmu-and was 
best known for having supervised the construction ofT6daiji. In 775 lmaemishi 
was appointed by Emperor Konin to be ambassador to China, 13 but because of 
illness was unable to assume that post. Later Kanmu appointed him one of the 
supervisors of construction fot the new capital at Nagoaka. However, because 
the Saeki clan was a branch family of the Otomo clan, which had been held 
responsible for the 785 assassination of Kanmu 's protege Fujiwara Tanetsugu, 
many of the Saeki were implicated in the plot, and the clan's political influence 
was severely weakened. In 786, one year after Kukai began his studies with Ato 
no Otari, lmaemishi, who had once held the high court office of sangi, special 
counselor, was demoted to magistrate of the port city of Dazaifu in Kyiishu, 
and in 789 he was forced to retire from public service altogether.14 

According to the True Records of the Reigns of the Three Emperors (Nihon 

sandai jitsuroku ), an authoritative history compiled by imperial edict in 901, 
Kiikai's father, Saeki no Tagimi, was a gunji) or head of the provincial gov
ernment's regional office, in the county of Tado in Sanuki.15 As described in 
the Rules of Education, or the Gakury6, one of the divisions of the ritsury6 
governing schooling in Kukai's day, it was customary for sons of local aristo-
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cratic families to receive their education at the provincial colleges (Kokugaku) 

before being assigned civilian and military duties in their local governments; 

only those students with exceptional promise were recommended for study at 

the State College.16 It seems that his family sent Kiikai to the capital with the 

expectation that the education reserved only for the elite would help Kiikai to 

succeed in restoring the glory of the Saeki clan. The Gakuryo also states that, 

under normal circumstances, to be admitted to the State College a student 

should be no older than sixteen years of age.17 Kiikai was already eighteen 

years old when he entered the college in 791. It was in that year, however, 

that Okada no Ushikai, one of Kiikai's teachers and also a native of Sanuki, 

was promoted to head professor (hakase),18 and it is not unlikely that Ushikai 

was instrumental in allowing Kiikai to enter the college as an exception to the 

general rule of the Gakuryo.  

The State College in the late Nara and early Heian periods was important 

not only as the official institution for training candidates for elite bureaucratic 

services in the government but also as the center for promoting Confucianism 

as a religion. That is, the government expected its officials to be vehicles tor 

propagating Confucianism. In the tenth month of Hoki 6 ( 775) the emperor 

ordered the reinstatement at the college of shakuten, the semiannual ritual 

worship of Confucius, to be performed with the ministers of his court in 

attendance.19 This order forced the officials to literally observe the following 

article in the Gakuryo. 

Article 3. Twice every year in the second month in spring and the eighth 

month in autumn at the state and provincial colleges, the rite to honor 

Confucius, our father and sage, must be performed . The food, wine, and 

ceremonial robes required for the ceremony shall be provided by the state. 

(NST p62) 

The State College offered six programs of study: classics ( meikeido); his

tory ( kidendo); law ( meihodo); mathematics ( sando); phonetics (on 'indo); and 

calligraphy (shodo).20 As the institutional historian MoMo Hiroyuki (1993:4-32-

4-34-) notes, classics, as the field considered most relevant to government affairs, 

enjoyed the greatest prestige throughout the second half of the Nara period. 

Classics consistently attracted more than four hundred students, far exceeding 

the popularity of law and Chinese language. However, during the early Heian 

period, demand for classics began to decline, and it was eventually replaced 

in popularity by history, a program that proved pragmatic for government 

service, whose study incorporated training in writing, namely, rhetoric and 

poetry. It is interesting to note that Kiikai, who had expressed fondness for 
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the art of writing, chose not history but classics as his area of concentration at 

the college. 

Examinations were held every ten days and at the end of every year. Students 

who failed three consecutive annual examinations were expelled from the 

college. The Book of Odes, the Book of History, and Tso's Commentary, all of 

which Kukai first took up at the college, were among the elective readings 

in the classics curriculum.21 The classics student had to complete the Book of 

History within 200 days, the Book of Odes in 4-60 days, and Tso's Commentary 

in 770 days. Students who had mastered two classics from among the elective 

readings, in addition to the Book ofFiliality ( Hsiao-shu) and the Analects ( Lun

yii), the two required readings of the curriculum, were allowed to take the 

examination for possible appointment to the central government. However, 

when a student reached the age of twenty-five, he could no longer qualifY for 

the examination.22 

It appears that Kukai, as an older student, subjected himself to a strenuous 

regimen of study with the goal of completing the demanding requirements of 

the curriculum within the constraints set by the age limitation. As he described 

it in one of his autobiographical sketches: 

Since I entered the State College at age eighteen, I worked sedulously to 

rival the student who [, being unable to pay for oil,] read at night by the 

light of fireflies and the famed one in older times who studied by the glow 

of the snow on his window sill. I often upbraided myself for not studying as 

hard as the celebrated student who [,to keep himself awake,] tied his neck to 

a rope hung from a beam, or the one who poked his own lap with a gimlet.23 

However, Kiikai's initial enthusiasm for studying the Confucian classics and 

pursuing government service soon began to wane. As Shinzei's biography 

explains, "He repeatedly pondered: 'What I am learning is nothing but the 

dregs left by those who lived in the distant past. The merit this learning provides 

me in this life is next to nothing; how much less use will it be in the life after 

death. This body of mine is decaying right now. I must seek the true, only 

the true.' "24 

From the Confi.1cian classics, Kukai first turned to Taoist texts and then to 

Mahayana Buddhist scriptures,25 but neither Kukai himself nor his biographers 

provide any clue as to the reason tor this sudden shift in interest. The assassina

tion of Tanetsugu and the subsequent disappearance from the political scene 

oflmaemishi and other leaders of the Saeki clan may have seriously harmed his 

prospects for a position at court. However, it also seems to be true, as Shinzei 

noted, that despite his relatives' expectations, Kukai had realized that his goals 
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lay elsewhere than in government. His disillusionment with the education at the 

State College coincided with his first experience of Buddhist meditation. In the 

introduction to Demonstrating the Goals of the Three Teachings ( Sangii shiiki), 26 

a quasi-autobiographical fiction and Buddhist apologetic he composed at age 

twenty-four (797), Kiikai wrote of his new passion: 

Then I met a Buddhist priest, who instructed me in the meditative practice of 
Akasagarbha [Jpn. Kokiizo] known asgumonjihii. The gumonjiho scripture 
says: "If one recites this mantra properly one million times, one will memorize 
the lines as well as the meanings of all the scriptures."27 Trusting the sincere 
words of the Buddha, I engaged in recitation, constantly and diligently, as 
if rubbing one branch against another in the hope of producing a spark. At 
one point, I scaled the cliff of Mount Tairyii in Awa; at another, I meditated 
intently at the Cape of Muroto in Tosa. Valleys echoed sonorously, the 
morning star brightened.28 

It was gumonjihii ( Ch. chiu-wen-ch'ih-Ja ), an Esoteric Buddhist meditation 

upon Bodhisattva Akasagarbha ("One Whose Store of Wisdom Is as Vast as 

Empty Space"), that first introduced Kiikai to Buddhist training. If practiced 

in accordance with its scriptural prescription, the meditative exercise requires 

complex ritual procedures that include drawing an image of the bodhisattva, 

constructing a ritual altar in a meditative hall, preparing offerings-such as 

powdered perfume, flowers, incense, food, and lights-memorizing numerous 

mudras that accompany the recitation of dhararyl, and visualizing the physical 

characteristics of the bodhisattva. All these ritual actions center on the recitation 

of Akasagarbha's dhararyl one million times, a procedure requiring one hundred 

consecutive days of meditative practice. 29 Considering the fact that Kiikai was 

then merely an acolyte, it is doubtful that he practiced the gumonjiho exactly 

as described in the ritual manual. Rather, his own account, quoted above, 

implies that he engaged intently in the recitation of Akasagarbha's dhararyl in 

the punishing environs of mountains, forests, and coastal cliffs. Kiikai hints 

that he found a deeper truth in the echo that rang through the valleys and the 

sparkle of the star at dawn than he had learned through his bookish studies at 

the college in the capital city. 

Because the gumonjiho is an esoteric exercise, many modern scholars 

believe that it was critically important for Kiikai's career, for they think it 

first motivated Kiikai to study Esoteric Buddhism, and for that reason they 

have speculated on the identity of the priest who taught him the medita

tion. Several historical sources of relatively late dates suggest that the priest 

who taught the meditation to Kiikai was Gonso (758-827) of the Sanron 
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School at the Nara monastery Daianji, who studied the gumonjiho from 

his master Zengi (729-812).30 HoRIIKE Shunpo (1982:424-428) suggested 

that because Kukai abstained from disclosing who the priest was, it had to 

be Kaimyo (d. 8o6? ), another eminent Daianji priest, who became involved 

in a scandal, suffered a public disgrace, and lived the last years of his lite 

in exile. However, as will be indicated later in this chapter, it seems that 

Kukai then did not have any awareness that the gumonjiho was an Eso

teric Buddhist ritual, nor did he show interest in other forms of esoteric 

rituals that were popularly practiced in the late Nara and early Heian pe

riods. Therefore it appears that the identity of the priest who taught him 

the meditation is of secondary importance for understanding how Kukai 

became attracted to Esoteric Buddhism. In fact, there is no need for this 

figure, whom Kukai referred to as "a Buddhist priest," to have been a dis

tinguished scholar-priest or even someone whose name appears in histori

cal records. 

The sites of Kukai's ascetic training mentioned in his Demonstrating the 

Goals, Mount Tairyii and the Cape of Muroto, were located, respectively, in 

Awa and Tosa, the two provinces adjacent to Kukai's home province ofSanuki 

on the island of Shikoku. According to the Gakuryo, students were allowed 

to take a leave of absence from the college in the fifth and ninth months 

to return to their home provinces, and students from distant provinces were 

permitted to leave early and return late. However, any student who was absent 

from class for a total of one hundred days a year, including the two-month

long recesses, was expelled from school.31 If Kukai did indeed practice the 

gumonjiho to complete the dharai!l chanting one million times in one hundred 

days, he must have been automatically disqualified from school. Although it 

remains unclear exactly when Kukai withdrew from the college, this exercise, 

which transformed Kukai's worldview,32 made it impossible tor him to continue 

his lite as an elite student in the capital. At the close of his autobiographical 

sketch in the introduction to Demonstrating the Goals, Kukai expressed his 

state of mind: 

Thereafter, in each moment of thought, I despised the fame and fortune 

of city life; and day and night I longed to live in mountains and forests 

embraced by clouds and mists. I sighed with grief at those who take pride 

in their possession of delicate garments, well-fed horses and the luxurious 

mounts of the rich; all these are as evanescent as lightning or mirages. Every 

time I saw a cripple or a pauper, it reminded me of the force of karma, and 

I could not cease my laments. All that I saw urged me to renounce worldly 

life. Who can stop me, free of attachment like the fleeting wind?33 
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The State, Ubasoku, and Popular Buddhism 

According to Shinzei's Biography of the Priest Kiikai, it was at the time of 

Kiikai's decision to leave the secular world behind that "he composed Demon

strating the Goals in three fascicles and became an ubasoku (Buddhist prac

titioner). High in the mountains, on steep cliffs, in rocky gorges and on 

solitary shores, he lived by himself and, free of care, persevered in his stren

uous training regimen.34 The term ubasoku was originally a transliteration of 

upiisaka, a Sanskrit word denoting a male Buddhist householder. By Kiikai's 

time, however, it had already assumed a particular connotation in the cultural 

context of the Nara and early Heian Buddhist community; the Japanese word 

ubasoku was no longer limited to its original usage indicating a lay Buddhist. 

Hori Ichiro, Sakuma Ryii, Matsumoto Nobumichi, and other Japanese scholars 

have demonstrated the diverse-and often seemingly contradictory-manners 

in which the term can be defined. In his effort to sort out the confusion in 

studies of his predecessors,35 FuTABA Kenko ( 1984:351-372) has suggested that, 

rather than designating a specific class of Buddhists, ubasoku was a generic 

term referring to a variety of Buddhist practitioners who did not receive the 

official ordination sanctioned by the government. Guided by Futaba's study, 

it is possible to distinguish three major ways in which the term was used. 

First, it referred to those novices who resided in temples in preparation for 

their ordination into the priesthood. Under the ritsuryo system, it was the 

court, not the Buddhist orders, that had the power to initiate lay practitioners 

into the priesthood. All priests and nuns were to be registered at the Sago, Of

fice of Priestly Mfairs, in the Agency for Buddhists and Foreigners ( Genbaryo) 

of the Ministry of Aristocracy (Jibusho). 

Although the Sago was run by priest-officials and had autonomy, the 

government maintained the quasi-bureaucratic status of the priests and nuns 

through a system in which the three levels of ordination certificates ( kokuchii) 

were issued by the Ministry of Aristocracy. The first, dochii, was required when 

the candidate, an ubasoku or ubai (Skt. upiisikii), the female counterpart, took 

the tonsure and received the preliminary initiation ( tokudo) into the ranks of 

advanced novices, the shami (Skt. srama�Jera) or shamini (Skt. srama�Jerikii). 

When the candidate completed basic training, which ordinarily took more than 

three years, the government issued kaichii, the second certificate, granting full 

ordination (jukai) as a biku (Skt. bhiku!u) and bikuni (Skt. bhiku!uni). The 

third certificate, iki, was issued when the court granted a biku and bikuni an 

honorary priestly rank (siii) (NAKAI Shinko 1986; HAYAMI Tasuku 1986). 
According to the Soniryo, Rules for Priests and Nuns, once a candidate for 

ordination received a kokucho, he or she acquired privileges such as exemption 
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from taxation, the corvee, and the draft. In theory, before the issuance of the 

first certificates, candidates were required to take a government examination 

( kugen ). It appears, however, that certificates were often issued simply on the 

recommendation of the So go. In the eleventh month of Tenpyo 6 ( 762 ), in 

an effort to raise the standard of candidates for initiation, Emperor Shomu's 

court announced detailed requirements that would have to be met before an 

ubasoku or ubai could receive the docho. 

It always takes priests and nuns to promulgate the Buddha's teaching; it is 

accordingly the government's responsibility to select people of talent and 

experience to be ordained. These days, however, many of those ordained 

on the [Sogo's] recommendation possess only scant knowledge [of Bud

dhism]. This goes against our goal of spreading the Dharma. From now 

on ... all candidates for ordination are required to be able to recite from 

memory the Lotus and Golden Light Sutras, to have mastered the ritual 

of prostration, and to have completed at least three years of a life of pure 

conduct (jogyo).36 

The term jogyo (Skt. brahmacarya) refers to religious celibacy. As FuTABA 

Kenko ( 1984:355) writes: "These requirements for initiation define ubasoku and 

ubai not as lay believers but as religious trainees. Because they were required to 

have completed three years of jogyo, they would first have to engage in priestly 

training. That is why ubasoku and ubai can be viewed as a kind of reserve force 

for the body of officially ordained priests and nuns." 

Although they had not been officially initiated, these ubasoku and ubai most 

likely resided in monasteries and nunneries, serving as attendants to priests and 

nuns. In Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil Karmic Effects in the Nation of 

Japan ( Nihonkoku genpo zen'aku ryoiki), composed by the priest Keikai of 

Yakushiji in Nara in about 787,37 the period coinciding with Kiikai's youth, 

one finds several occurrences of the term ubasoku, denoting novice residents 

at temples. The third episode in fascicle 1, for example, relates the story of the 

page (doji) ofGangoji in Asuka, who, renowned for his great physical strength 

and bravery, had vanquished a man-eating ogre who visited the temple's bell 

tower nightly. "Mterwards, this page became an ubasoku and continued to live 

at Gangoji."38 Miraculous Episodes then tells of another heroic deed in which 

the page subdued several vicious imperial princes who had attempted to steal 

the temple's irrigation water. "Because of his work, the temple's paddy field 

did not dry up. As a result, the priests of the temple gave permission for him 

to be ordained, and from that time on he was addressed as the Dharma master 

(hosshi) Dojo."39 
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In the second and probably most common usage of the term, ubasoku refers 

to shidoso, those who independently proclaimed themselves to be priests and 

nuns, thereby violating the Soniryo code. From the government's point of 

view, shidoso were criminals who, by drifting to distant provinces, attempted 

to evade their legal obligations under the ritsuryo by hiding behind privileges 

given only to officially ordained priests and nuns. 

Article 22. Those who falsely claim to be ordained (shido) or falsely ap

propriate the identity of the ordained are to be forced to returned to lay 

life. If the violators, once returned to laity, dress themselves y et again in 

priestly robes, they will be chastised in accordance with the penal code ( ritsu). 

Those supervisors, administrators, and other temple residents in priestly ranks 

who, cognizant of the violators' false identity, allow them [to remain in their 

temples], will be deprived of their ordained status. Any priest or nun who, 

cognizant of their false identity, allows these drifters (j'uchonin) to remain in 

his or her temple for more than one night is to be punished by one hundred 

days of forced labor.40 

Although the Soniryo required that shidoso be arrested and returned to 

household life in their own provinces,41 it appears that the government often 

failed to enforce the law, and the large number of shidoso roaming the country 

were a persistent social problem for the Nara and early Heian state.42 

The term ubasoku, used in the sense of shidoso, refers not only to lonely 

drifters. Ubasoku often formed large groups and engaged in collective work. 

Perhaps the most important example of organized ubasoku was the order 

of the Hosso priest Gyoki ( 668-749 ), renowned for building bridges, roads, 

ferry stations, irrigation systems, and canals. Under Gyoki's leadership, the 

order's members also built forty-nine monasteries and nunneries that served 

as hospitals for local residents (Shijiikuin) in the provinces ofKawachi, Izumi, 

Settsu, Yamashiro, and Yamato.43 Because Gyoki welcomed not only priests 

and nuns but shidoso to his order, the government initially attempted to ban 

its activity. The imperial edict of the fourth month of Y6r6 1 ( 717) states: 

Recently, a great many people have violated the law by taking the tonsure 

without official permission. Dressing themselves in monk's robes, they pre

tend to be ordained practitioners; but their hearts are no different from those 

of thieves. This fraud led to all sorts of despicable, nefarious activities .... 

There is today a petty priest (shoso) called Gyoki who with his disciples has 

formed a faction that can frequently be seen the city streets. With their 
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manipulative preaching on good and evil karma and their scandalous show 

of asceticism, they go from one house to another and aggressively beg for 

donations. Pretending to practice the sacred way, they are craftily deceiving 

people. As a result, the distinction between priesthood and laity has broken 

down, and householders are abandoning their worldly duties. Their activities 

not only deviate from the teachings of the Buddha but transgress our penal 

laws .... Our laws permit priests and nuns to recite dhara�l and use medicine 

to save the sick. These people, however, visit the houses of the sick, confusing 

their minds with illegal acts of shamanism and divination, frightening young 

and old, and demanding rewards. Their disregard of the separation between 

priesthood and laity will inevitably lead to chaos.44 

However, because ofGyoki's enormous popularity among the common people, 

by whom he was revered as "the bodhisattva Gyoki" (gyoki bosatsu ),45 the court 

gradually altered its policy toward him. An imperial edict issued in the eighth 

month of Tenpyo 3 ( 751) announced that leniency would be shown in some 

instances: 

Among those ubasoku and ubai who follow the Dharma Master Gyoki, men 

who are sixty-one years of age or older and women who are fifty-five or older 

and are practicing the religion in accordance with the Dharma are allowed to 

be ordained. Others who continue to engage in mendicancy will be arrested 

and punished as prescribed by law.46 

The reference to ubai in the above indicates that Gyoki's order included a 

significant number of female shidoso-those who proclaimed themselves nuns 

but had not received the state-certified ordination. Clad in priestly robes, both 

ubasoku and ubai in Gyoki's organization engaged in such activities as begging, 

preaching in the street, healing the sick, and building roads and bridges. 

The Soniryo required priests and nuns to remain in their temple compounds. 

Departure from their temple residence, even for the purpose of begging and 

proselytizing, required the government's permission. Any organized activity 

outside the temple was prohibitedY All these regulations were designed to 

severely limit direct contact between the ordained and the masses. That is to 

say, among Gyoki's disciples, because of the works they carried out in defiance 

of the government, there existed virtually no distinction between officially 

ordained priests and nuns and male and female shidoso. 

The shidoso in Gyoki's order presented a particularly thorny problem for 

the government: not all ubasoku and ubai could be categorically denounced 
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as drifters; many of them performed social functions that complemented the 

activities of priests and nuns residing in official temples. Recognizing their 

practice as an appropriate means to receive official ordination would certainly 

reduce the tension between the government and the shidoso. However, creat

ing such a precedent would lead to the erosion of the government-controlled 

system of ordination certificates. 

Despite these dangers, Emperor Shomu's court chose to avoid a direct 

confrontation with the shidoso-ubasoku movement.48 By the time of Emperor 

Shomu's 743 edict announcing the erection of the statue of the Vairocana 

Buddha at Todaiji, the court not only had acquiesced in the activities of 

Gyoki's organization but had assigned Gyoki the responsibility of mobilizing 

the masses necessary to carry out that project.49 In the first month ofTenpyo 

17 (745), Shomu conferred on Gyoki the title of Supreme Priest (daisojo), 

and four hundred of his disciples received the court's permission for ordi

nation. 50 

The third usage of the term ubasoku, a derivative of its second meaning, 

refers to those shidoso who lived the lives of ascetics in mountains and forests. 

The word ubasoku in this sense is used interchangeably withgyoja, which refers 

to ascetics endowed with shamanistic powers, particularly with the power of 

healing. The term frequently occurs in Nara and early Heian literature in 

conjunction with zenji, "meditation master," which refers to those officially 

ordained priests and nuns who were said to have attained supernatural powers 

through their austerities. Episodes involving ubasoku as mysterious, shamanis

tic ascetics abound in the Miraculous Episodes.51 

Probably the best illustration of this use of ubasoku is a story regarding a 

certain Miteshiro no Azumabito, a layman who was mistaken for an ubasoku. 

In order to fulfill his worldly desires, Azumabito decided to mimic the practice 

of ascetics. During the Tenpyo Shoho years (749-757), he traveled deep into 

the mountains ofYoshino and began to practice austerities. "Having recited 

Avalokitdvara's name and having bowed low, he said to the deity, 'Namah! 

Please grant me thousands of copper coins, countless heaps of hulled rice and 

many beautiful wives.' "At that time there was a daughter of Lord Awada, who 

suddenly fell ill. 

Lord Awada sent his messengers in all directions to find zenji and ubasoku. 

They found Azumabito, respectfully invited him to the Lord's residence and 

had him recite [Avalokitdvara's] dhara!fi. Receiving the dhara!fi's power, the 

princess recovered. She then fell in love with Azumabito and made love with 

him. Discovering their affair, the princess's relatives tied him [Azumabito] 

up and kept him in confinement _52 
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Azuatabito was punished, despite his success in helping the princess recover 

her health, because it was assumed in Nara society that ubasoku would remain 

celibate under all circumstances. 

These examples show that in Nara and early Heian cultural discourse none 

of the diverse usages of the term ubasoku suggest that the ubasoku 's life was 

compatible with lay lite. The word had assumed meanings contrary to that of 

the Sanskrit term upiisaka, indicating a lay Buddhist practitioner. According 

to Shinzei's biography, Kukai became an ubasoku at the time he completed 

Demonstrating the Goals at age twenty-four. This meant that Kukai decisively 

abandoned his status as a student at the State College. As discussed earlier, 

a State College student on turning twenty-five became ineligible to take the 

examination for appointments with the government and was returned to his 

home province. TAKAGI Shingen (1990:5-19), an authority on Kukai's bio

graphical literature, explains that, having become disillusioned with Confucian 

training and having no interest in seeking a career with the government, Kukai 

remained as long as he could a State College student in name only, using the 

legal privileges it afforded him (e.g., exemptions from taxation, the corvee, 

and the draft) to prepare for his new life as an ubasoku. 

Kukai's metamorphosis from a student at the State College to a wandering 

mendicant, his fall from the elite corps of students at the center to a derelict 

at the periphery of ritsuryo society, appears even more dramatic in light of 

Emperor Kanmu's ongoing reforms aimed at tightening the reins on the 

Buddhist order. 53 In the seventh month of Enryaku 17 (798), he authorized 

the governor of Yamato province to investigate the conduct of priests and 

nuns and "to rectify their depraved behavior in the old capital ofNara (heizei 

kyuto),"54 reports of which often reached him in Kyoto. In the tenth month the 

emperor announced that from then on the Soniryo would be strictly enforced, 

and all priests and nuns found guilty of violating the precepts would be 

expelled from monasteries and nunneries. 55 Of particular relevance to Kanmu's 

effort to isolate the Buddhist clergy and keep them from interacting with 

and influencing ordinary people are the following ritsuryo articles in the 

Soniryo: 

Articles. Those priests and nuns who leave their temples of residence 

to build their own shrine halls, to attract people and proselytize them, 

to mislead them by telling their fortunes, or to rebel against the elders 

of the community arc all ordered to return to the laity. Officers of the 

provincial government who fail to proscribe these illegal activities will be 

punished according to the penal code. [Priests and nuns] who desire to 

practice mendicancy must first have the head administrator of their temples 
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report to the county and provincial officials and receive their permission. 

Only practices undertaken purely for the sake of spiritual progress will 

be permitted. Begging within the limits of the capital requires permission 

from the Agency for Buddhists and Foreigners. The practice of begging, 

which is confined to the morning hours, is permitted as long as begging 

bowls are clearly displayed. Begging for food in excess of one's needs is 

prohibited. 

Article 13. Those priests and nuns who, in their effort to escape the world 

and attain peace of mind, wish to engage in meditative training and fasting 

in the mountains must have their temple administrators present a request to 

the authorities well in advance. Those who reside in the capital must report 

to the Sogo in the Agency for Buddhists and Foreigners. Those who reside 

outside the capital must report to their provincial and county governments. 

Provincial government officials must always be informed of the location of 

the mountains in which austerities are to be performed. Priests and nuns are 

not allowed to move to other locations. 

Article 23. Priests and nuns who entrust the unordained with Buddhist 

scriptures and sculptures, having these persons visit lay households for the 

purpose of proselytizing, will be punished by one hundred days of forced 

labor. Their unordained accomplices will be reprimanded according to the 

provisions of the penal code. (NST 3:217,220, 223) 

In the fifth month of the next year ( 799 ), Kanmu issued similar orders to 

other provincial governors, instructing them to question resident priests and 

nuns in their domains.56 Kanmu's crackdown was also directed at ubasoku. 

In the eighth month of Enryaku 16 (797), he instructed imperial princes 

and high-ranking aristocrats to arrest illegal drifters hiding in their private 

domainsY And in the sixth month of Enryaku 18 ( 799 ), the emperor issued 

another order: 

Recently there have been many reports of Buddhist practitioners who, leaving 

behind their temple residences, hide in mountains and forests and engage 

in heretical practices. As it transgresses not only the law of the nation 

but also Buddhist teachings, their conduct cannot be tolerated. I order 

all provincial governors to carefully search mountains and forests for her

mitages and for any priests and ubasoku who may be residing there. Re

port their activities immediately; do not overlook even minute violations of 

the law.58 
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The restrictions Kanmu imposed on the Buddhist community were aimed, 

on the one hand, at enforcing the integration of ordinands into the government 

bureaucracy, and, on the other, at drawing a clear distinction between the 

bureaucratized priesthood and the shidoso, with the goal of depriving ubasoku 

and ubai of their de facto quasi-ordained status and destroying their power base 

among the ordinary people. 

It was thus precisely as the political climate was becoming increasingly 

hostile toward Buddhism that Kukai left the State College for the world of the 

ubasoku. Although it remains unclear exactly what sense of the word ubasoku 

applies to the life he assumed, the reference in his autobiographical writings 

to austerities in mountains and forests suggests that Kukai became a shidoso. 

He mentioned in one of his letters that it was during this period of wandering 

from province to province to visit places associated with ascetic practice that he 

discovered Mount Koya. 59 Indeed, according to Sequel to the Continued History 

of Japan (Shoku nihon koki) and other historical sources, Kukai remained 

unordained until he was thirty-one years old (804).60 However, it would be a 

mistake to consider Kukai during his years of wandering as being completely 

dissociated from the Nara Buddhist community. As will be discussed later, the 

references to and quotations trom numerous Buddhist texts in Demonstrating 

the Goals suggest that on many occasions Kukai immersed himself in the study 

of scriptural texts at temples in Nara. 

The three meanings of ubasoku in the discourse of popular Buddhism in 

the Nara and early Heian periods discussed in this section-novice priests

in-training residing in monasteries; shidoso, self-proclaimed priests and nuns; 

and ascetic hermits in mountains and forests-were not expressive of separate, 

mutually exclusive categories. The tact that all were denoted by the same term 

suggests that the activities of the three types of ubasoku overlapped in many 

respects. This is why Kanmu, in the decrees discussed in this section, had to 

struggle to draw a clear line between the government-authorized priesthood 

and the shidoso. Under the rigorous implementation of the ritsuryo legal code 

by Emperors Konin and Kanmu, ubasoku, who had enjoyed greater freedom 

in the early and mid-Nara period, were driven to a precarious existence at 

the periphery of society, constantly at risk of being captured, returned to lay 

life, forced into hard labor constructing the new capital, or worse, sent to the 

battlefields in the north. 

Lacuna of Esotericism: The Sango shiiki as a Self-Portrait 

Composed in 797, when Kukai was twenty-tour, Demonstrating the Goals is 

his first major work, exceeding in length many of his principal later works. 61 
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Written in highly ornate Six Dynasties-style Chinese, with recurring citation 

of a wide range of Chinese texts, it bears witness to Kukai's rigorous training 

in rhetoric and poetics. However, its figurative complexity makes it one of the 

most difficult to read ofKukai's compositions. 

In the introduction to Demonstrating the Goals, dated the first day of the 

twelfth month of Enryaku 16 ( 797),62 Kukai proclaims that he has renounced 

the world to live the life of a Buddhist practitioner and then explains why he 

has set brush to paper. 

I have a group of relatives and teachers who are trying to bind me with 

the snare of the five permanent virtues [of Confucianism, i.e., humaneness, 

righteousness, decorum, wisdom, and trust] and are castigating me, saying 

that I have betrayed the [Confucian] principle of loyalty and filiality. I believe, 

however, that living beings have characters that are different, one from 

another, and that their natures vary, just as birds flying in the sky are different 

from fish swimming in the ocean. That is why the sages of old provided us 

with the three teachings- Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucianism. Although 

they are not equal in their profundity, they are all the teachings of the 

ancient sages. Therefore if I have found myself saved in the seine of any 

one of the three teachings, how is it possible for me to be other than loyal 

and filial? 

I have a nephew on my mother's side who is both untruthful and de

praved. Day and night he is absorbed in hunting, gambling, drinking, 

and playing with women. Watching him it seems to me that his delin

quent life is not the product of his nature but is due to the inappropri

ate surroundings in which he has placed himself. These two things [the 

criticism leveled at Kukai by his teachers and relatives, and the depravity 

of his nephew], which have become my constant concerns, have impelled 

me to write this work ... in three fascicles, which I have given the title 

Sango shiiki. (KZ n24-325) 

Kukai's mention of his debauched nephew side by side with his reference to 

his nagging relatives suggests that, from the point of view of his relatives and 

State College teachers, Kukai, whose fall to the status of an ubasoku caused 

much grief to his parents and to his clan as a whole, was as guilty of moral 

transgression as his nephew, the shame of the clan. The story of the Sango 

shiiki evolves around the fictional counterpart of this degenerate nephew, who 

in the text is given the name Shitsuga koshi (Prince Leech's Tusk). Tokaku 

(Rabbit's Horn), Shitsuga's uncle, invites the prominent Confucian teacher 

Kimo (Turtle's Fur) to his house, hoping that a lecture on moral virtue 
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from him will convince Shitsuga to mend his ways. Tokaku then receives a 

visit from Kyobu (Voidness Vanished), the Taoist anchorite, and later from 

Kamei kotsuji (Beggar Boy "Pseudonym") the Buddhist mendicant. They 

join Tokaku's effort to reform the delinquent, but the disagreement between 

the three teachers over the proper method of saving Shitsuga turns into 

a philosophical contest between Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. As 

expected, it is Kamei, standing in for Kiikai in the story, who emerges victorious 

in the end. 

By resorting to a peculiar naming of the characters by means of oxymoron, 

Kiikai as narrator underlines that the episode is recounted in the fictive mood. 

However, there is nothing fictional in Kiikai's attempt, by means of nar

rating Kamei's triumph over Kimo, to make clear his intention in writing 

the story: that is, to defend his decision to become an ubasoku by aban

doning his elite education. He does this by demonstrating that Buddhism 

is far more effective than Confucianism in persuading Shitsuga to reform, 

thereby ending his defamation of the family; and that, consequently, Kiikai's 

seemingly embarrassing deviation from the social norm, which resulted from 

his awakening to the Buddhist religion, cannot be confused with his nephew's 

delinquency. 

The first fascicle of Demonstrating the Goals opens with Kimo entering 

Tokaku's house. Of stately bearing, elegantly dressed, and naturally articulate, 

Kimo boasts to Shitsuga that his lectures have the power to transform even 

someone on the lowest rung of the social ladder, such as Shitsuga, into a 

respected leader. That is because one's nature can be purified through learning 

and the right environment: "When he acts in perfect accord with the teachings 

[of the Confucian classics], the son of a hired laborer will ascend to the highest 

ministerial office; when they deviate from moral principles, the emperor's 

children will become servants. Even a tree can be straightened by tying ropes 

around it. It is as true now as in the distant past that people become worthy by 

following the teachings of the ancient sages" (KZ 3:327). In particular, Kimo 

emphasizes the importance of learning the ancient rites (Jpn. rai; Ch. li), which 

make one's daily life the realization of Confucian virtue. "Then the way (tao) 

becomes the foundation of your house, virtue ( te) your bed, humaneness (jen) 

your couch, righteousness ( i) your pillow, decorum ( li) your blanket, and trust 

(hsin) your clothing" (KZ 3=330) 

Kimo then explains that there is a direct link between one's literary skills, 

the fruit of intellectual cultivation, and worldly success. 

Study assiduously. Spend every day wisely and cherish even a moment's 

opportunity to read. Do not set aside your books even when your friend 
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visits you, do not drop your brush and ink even if you stumble and fall. 

Then felicitous speech will pour from your mouth incessantly like a pristine 

spring, as boundless as a vast ocean; and your writing will become as pro

lific, vigorous, and radiant as the luxuriant green of mountain forests .... 

When you accomplish this, the gate of your residence will be crowded 

with the chariots of princes and lords, who, seeking your advice, will bring 

you gifts of jade and silk .... Without toil, and without flaunting your 

talent, you will soon be dressed in the blue-purple robe of the regency 

and entrusted with the seal of the sovereign. You will serve the emperor 

as if he were your parent, and help your colleagues as if they were your 

brothers. The jeweled sword, the square jade and the wooden baton

the proof of your nobility and authority-embellishing your waist, you 

will enter and exit freely the emperor's inner palace and accompany him 

as his attendant in the royal garden. By presiding over the government, 

your honor will permeate all under heaven, and any tongue speaking ill of 

you will be cut off. Your name will be recorded in the dynasty's history 

and your eminence will be transmitted into the distant future. All honorary 

titles and awards will be yours, and you will be remembered with an elegant 

posthumous name. Isn't this indeed timeless glory? What more could one 

hope for? (KZ n3o-331) 

Kimo concludes his homily by telling Shitsuga that because of the exalted 

social status he will enjoy, his life will be graced further by wives of the noblest 

pedigree and by many influential friends. Swayed by Kimo's eloquence, Shi

tsuga promises to give up his degenerate ways, accepting Kimo's reasoning that 

once Shitsuga masters his Confucian learning, all the pleasure he was pursuing 

in his life of debauchery will actually be his. But instead of notoriety, he will 

attain fame, wealth, and power; instead of disgrace, he will bring prosperity 

to his clan. To build Kimo's argument, Kukai liberally cites and quotes from 

more than twenty Confucian classics and Chinese dynastic histories, which are 

indicative of the range of his studies at the State College.63 Kimo's speech 

therefore seems to embody Kukai's observations about the particular beliefs 

and ideals underlying the manifestly career-oriented, utilitarian education he 

received at the college. 

The second fascicle of Demonstrating the Goals, its shortest section, is 

devoted to Kyobu's Taoist lecture. As soon as Kimo has completed his sermon, 

a recluse who happened to be at the gate ofTokaku's house and who overheard 

Kimo's speech enters. With disheveled hair, clad in a ragged robe and grinning 

mockingly, Kyobu pronounces his disapproval of Kimo's teaching. All the 
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worldly gains endorsed by Kimo are, according to Kyobu, nothing more than 

causes of misfortune. 

Tangled in greed that tortures the mind, worldly beings are constantly driven 

by the demons of passion, who scorch their hearts. They exhaust themselves 

through hard work just to feed themselves in the morning and the evening, 

just to obtain clothing to protect themselves from summer's heat and winter's 

chill. Dreaming of building a great fortune, they painstakingly accumulate 

savings. But the wealth they gather is as evanescent as a floating cloud, as 

groundless as the frothing foam, for their life passes swiftly as a flash of 

lightning .... Before their life's drama draws to a close, their requiem is 

already heard. The gentry and ministers of today are the servants and slaves 

of tomorrow. Even rulers, the cat stomping on the mouse, can at any moment 

be reduced to the conquered, the sparrow under the eagle's claw. Yet people 

always forget that death is imminent and cling to their capricious lives, the 

evening dew on a blade of grass before dawn, the autumn leaf dangling on 

the tip of a twig in the frosty wind. How pitiful! (KZ 3=338) 

As Kimo and Shitsuga listen intently to him, Kyobu declares that there is 

nothing as valuable as eternal life. To attain immortality, people must first turn 

away from fame, wealth, and power, the "poisons that exhaust their vital spirit." 

"Abandon the emperor's throne like a worn-out shoe, run away from slender

waisted women as from goblins and monsters, and despise ministerial positions 

as you do dead rats" (KZ n36 ). Having rejected worldly values, Kyobu 

explains the Taoist sciences of compounding herbal and mineral medicine, 

of breathing, and of dietary control that, together, transform one's life into 

that of an immortal master of Tao, who travels freely to heavenly realms and 

playfully interacts with gods and goddesses. "Your mind is pure, remaining 

utterly indifferent to worldly affairs, your thoughts arc calm, having silenced 

all woes. You will now live as long as heaven and earth endure, and enjoy your 

longevity together with the sun and the moon. What teachings are superior to 

mine? What accomplishments surpass this glory?" (KZ n37-338) Overcome 

with awe, Kimo, Tokaku, and Shitsuga kneel at Kyobu's feet and beseech him 

to instruct them. 

Kukai's presentation of Taoist teaching, fascicle 2, is not only the shortest 

of the three fascicles but also the least documented. Kukai's writing makes 

clear that he was not only well versed in the classics of Taoist philosophy, 

such as the Lao-tzu, the Chiiang-tzu, and the Huai-nan-tzu; but also, in 

describing Kyobu's expertise in the science of longevity, he relies heavily on the 

Pao-p'oh-tzu,64 a seminal text of religious Taoism composed by Ko Hung in 
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317. However, the Taoist texts to which Kiikai refers in Demonstrating the 

Goals are far fewer in number than the Confucian texts cited in the first 

fascicle.65 This reflects the strict censorship imposed by the Nara and early 

Heian state, which regarded Taoism as heresy (sado). The government was 

particularly sensitive about the magico-religious aspect ofTaoism. The practice 

of diverse rituals for healing, divination, and shamanism, strongly associated 

with Taoism, was banned by the ritsuryo code.66 Mastery of such skills might 

give its practitioners charismatic power that could be used to upset the Nara 

political process, modeled on Confucian rationalist ideology. As the tragic 

death of Prince Nagaya ( 684-729) had demonstrated, for the courtiers to 

be implicated in Taoist magic often proved sufficiently scandalous to remove 

them from their posts in the government.67 Kiikai's ranking ofTaoism over the 

state orthodoxy of Confucianism was certainly an extremely radical, potentially 

dangerous move, indicative of how distantly he already positioned himself from 

the political authorities at the time he composed Demonstrating the Goals. 

In the third fascicle, the Buddhist mendicant Kamei, who has stopped at 

Tokaku 's residence in the course of making his rounds, joins the debate. His 

head is shaven and "looks like a worn-out copper kettle." His outfit is far 

more ragged than Kyobu's, so that at the sight of him "even beggars in the 

marketplace cover their faces in shame and thieves in prison hold their knees in 

their arms and cry in pity for him." To Kyobu, and to Kimo and Shitsuga, who 

have been converted by Kyobu's teaching, Kamei boldly announces: "I have 

heard your lectures and find both to be difficult to master, and they are fruitless 

to try, for to do so would be just like inlaying ice with jewels, like painting 

an image on water. Kyobu's teaching is far from perfect; and Kimo's, while 

holding some merit, remains incomplete" (KZ 3:340 ) . When the bewildered 

Kyobu asks Kamei, "From what country are you, whose offspring, and who 

is your teacher?" Kamei's response is an expression of the Buddhist idea of 

transmigration: 

I have no abode in the threefold universe [of desire, form, and formless

ness]. Nor have I a permanent residence in the six transmigratory paths [of 

hell dwellers, hungry ghosts, animals, asuras, human beings, and heavenly 

beings]. At times the heavenly pavilion was my address, at times hell's prison, 

my house. There were times when I was your wife or child, and also when 

I was your father or mother. I was once a student of the demon Papiyas. 

I also studied with my non-Buddhist heretic friends. All the hungry ghosts 

and animals are parents to both you and me, because the circle of salTisara 

is swirling transmigrating beings incessantly through the four forms of birth 

[from womb, egg, moisture, and karma] and along the six transmigratory 
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paths. Your hair has turned white as snow, yet you arc not necessarily my 

elder; my hair is thriving like a rising dark cloud, but that does not guarantee 

that I am your junior. That is because, from the beginningless beginning of 

time, you and I have been transmigrating from one life to another without 

interruption, without termination. How is it possible for me to speak with 

certainty about my birthplace and parents? However, at this moment, I 

temporarily live my mirage-like life by the bay where camphor trees shade 

the sun's rays, on the island adorned by shining seaweed, in the land of 

the rising sun under the emperor's reign, in the continent south of Mount 

Meru. I have already lived for twenty-four years and have not yet realized 

my life's goal. (KZ n+6) 

Kukai makes plain in a notation that the "bay where camphor trees shade the 

sun's rays (yosho hi o kakusu no ura ), on the island adorned by shining seaweed 

( tamamo yorutokoro no shima))) are flowery expressions indicating Kukai's 

birthplace, Tado county in the province ofSanuki.68 Kamei's age, twenty-four, 

matches Kukai's in Enryaku 16 (797), the year he composed Demonstrating 

the Goals. It is thus more than reasonable to infer that Kukai intended many 

of his descriptions of Kamei to compose a self-portrait. In the opening scene 

of fascicle 3, for instance, Kukai locates Kamei not in the milieu of the Nara 

Buddhist establishment but among ubasoku and shidoso. "The shidoso Abi 

is his [Kamei's] best friend and companion, and the ubasoku Komyo is his 

pious patron. They climb gold-hued peaks and endure the snow, they remain 

on rocky summits to test their perseverance in fasting. At one point, Kamei 

met a maiden called Undo, whose charms distracted him from his devotions. 

However, with the advice of the nun Kobe, he was able to free himself from 

worldly attachments" (KZ 3=34-1). 

These passages suggest that Kukai's characterization of Kamei reflects his 

own experience of living with shidoso and ubasoku and of practicing austerities 

on mountains and in forests. For Kamei, too, who locates himself at the margin 

of ritsuryo society, defending himself from Confucian criticism is a major 

concern. 

Someone told Kamei: "You are fortunate to have parents who are still living. 

You also have the lord of your province to serve. Why do you not show 

filial respect and live with your parents; why do you not work loyally for your 

lord? It is such a shame that you have buried yourself among beggars and that 

you now live your life mingling with drifters and fugitives. Your scandalous 

behavior has defamed your ancestors and your notoriety will be remembered 

for generations." 
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Kamei replies: 

Decrepit, my parents are approaching the grave. Yet being foolishly stubborn, 

I have no means of repaying my indebtedness to them. The sun and the 

moon pass by like a flying arrow and deprive us of our short lives. Our family 

fortune has declined; our house is falling apart. My two elder brothers died 

young, causing us endless tears. My relatives are impoverished as well, and I 

live out my days and nights in grief and sorrow .... However, I have heard 

that "petty filiality is for those who toil vainly, but great filiality is that which 

permeates the world."69 For this reason, T'ai-po took the tonsure and lived 

forever in the barbarous land?0 The bodhisattva took off his royal dress and 

offered himself to starving tigers.71 In both examples, their parents tell to the 

ground in agony and their relatives' laments reached heaven .... If what you 

have told me is correct, who surpasses these two in their transgressive acts of 

unfiliality? However, T'ai-po is extolled as the Ultimate of the Virtuous and 

the bodhisattva is praised as the Lord of Great Enlightenment. Therefore 

when people's action conforms to the way [of great filiality ], they must not 

be criticized for trivial details. The priest Maudgalyayana saved his mother 

from the realm of the hungry ghosts; the Buddhist layman Nasa, too, saved 

his father from hell's suffering.72 Did they not practice great filiality? Are they 

not models of human conduct? (KZ n+3) 

Having concluded Kamei's confession with his resolve to live the life of a 

Buddhist mendicant, Kiikai, as narrator, says: "Being firmly determined to 

act thus, without obeying his parents, without contacting his relatives, he 

[Kamei] traveled many lands, drifting from one province to another like 

duckweed in a stream, like tumbleweed rolling in the wind" (KZ 3=343). The 

parallelism between Kamei's lite of mendicancy and that of Kiikai himself 

illustrates the literary quality of Demonstrating the Goals as Kiikai's personal 

apologia, composed in a style that modern literary critics have identified as 

"I" novel (shishosetsu).73 The last lines ofKamei's poem, which concludes the 

work, also echo Kiikai's inner voice. 

This world of the six sensory dusts (sound, sight, scent, touch, taste, 

concepts) is the ocean of the drowning 

The peak of the four virtues of nirvarya (permanence, bliss, identity, 

pureness) is our refuge 

Enough of the fetters of our world, the threefold universe 

How should I not throw away my courtier's robe? 

(KZ ns6) 
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IfKamei can be understood as Kukai's fictional double in Demonstrating the 

Goals, Kamei's exposition of Buddhism should illustrate Kukai's own perspec

tive on Buddhism. Hearing Kamei's speech on transmigration, Kyobu looks 

even more perplexed and asks him, "What do you mean by the heavenly pavilion 

and hell's prison?" Kamei then explains the idea of karma. 

When you do evil, the ox- and horse-headed wardens of hell's prison instantly 
appear before you and punish you with terrible suffering. When you guard 
yourself by doing good deeds, you will be surrounded by the heavenly 
pavilions of gold and silver in which you will enjoy the taste of ambrosia. 
There are no such permanent fixtures as the heavenly pavilion or hell's prison; 
they are the manifestation of your own mind, which alone is difficult to 
change. Just as you are confused now, I in the past was doubtful about 
this. However, recently I had the fortune to meet an excellent teacher who 
awoke me from the long intoxication of my previous [transmigratory ]lives. 
My master, Sakyamuni Buddha, out of his boundless compassion attained 
enlightenment at age thirty and lived on this earth for eighty years in order 
to save beings. (KZ n+?-34·8) 

Kamei's presentation of transmigration, and of karma as the driving force of 

sarhsara, the cycle of death and rebirth, introduces the element of uncertainty to 

tamilial and social relationships-that is, in light of the endless cycle of rebirth, 

there is no intrinsic necessity underlying the tather-son relationship, or its 

extension, the superior-subordinate relationship. Kamei accordingly relativizes 

the Confucian principles of filiality and loyalty tounded on such relationships. 

He then recites a lengthy verse, composed in the style of ancient Chinese 

rhymed verse or fu, titled "Impermanence." Through the poem's ghastly 

description of sarhsaric transformation of all things Kamei shows that there 

exists no safe haven of immortality trom the terror of impermanence. For 

Kamei, even the heavenly abode of immortals is not the refuge from but the 

product of one's own karma; and all karmic creations, including the world 

itself, are subject to decay and are therefore impermanent. At the end of a 

cosmic cycle, 

Soaring Sumeru whose summit reaches the galaxy 
Will be reduced to ashes by the kalpa-ending fire 
The vast, endless oceans, brimming to heaven's rim 
Will be evaporated by countless suns ... 
The gods in the highest celestial realm of formlessness 
Perish as instantaneously as a flash of lightning 
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The heavenly immortals' carefree life span 
Will be consumed as quickly as a blast of thunder 
How much more evanescent are we, who 
Are not endowed with their diamond-like bodies ... 

(KZ n+s) 

When Kamei finishes his recitation, the poem's horrifYing prospects have 
caused Kimo, Kyobu, Shitsuga, and Tokaku to pass out. Kamei then consecrates 
water by chanting a dharaQI and sprinkles it on them. Revived, they all rush 
to Kamei for instruction on finding release from the terrors of sarhsara. In 
response, Kamei concludes his teaching by composing another fu entitled 
"Ocean ofSarhsara," in which he criticizes Kyobu's advocating escapism from 
worldly suffering and extols the bodhisattva practice of the six paramitas, which 
"floats the raft of compassion on the stormy sea of sarhsara in order to save the 
drowning." 

Aspire to awakening in the evening and reach for 
Enlightenment, the highest reward, in the morning 
Otherwise who can rise out of the tenebrous ocean 
Of sarhsara and ascend to the grand Dharmakaya? 
Release your raft of the six piiramitiis 

Into the drifting streams of delusion 
With the paddles of the noble eightfold path 
Row your boat against the billows of desire 
Erect the masts of virya, raise the sails of dhyiina 

With the armor of k!iinti repel the attack of pirates 
With the sword of prajiiii destroy enemy ships ... 
Thereupon you will be equal to Sariputra, to whom 
The Buddha bestowed his vyiikara1Ja, and the princess 
Of the Naga king who revealed her enlightenment 
No longer impossible to reach is the shore 
Of enlightenment, three asamkhyeyas of eons away 
You will speedily traverse the distant path 
Of the ten stages of bodhisattva training 

(KZ nn) 

As this passage from Kamei's verse demonstrates, Kiikai's discussion of Bud
dhism in Demonstrating the Goals is based on the exoteric perspective of 
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Mahayana Buddhism. Kukai's metaphor of virya (effort), dhyana ( concen
tration), k!iinti (perseverance), and prajna (wisdom)-four of the six para
mitas-as parts of the raft of compassion faithfully reconstructs the Mahayana 
context of the bodhisattvas' practice both as the way of completing their 
training and as their traversal to the shore of nirvarya (paramita) .74 The mention 
of the ten stages of bodhisattvas' spiritual advancement ( dasa-bhiimika )/5 

another standard Mahayana concept for measuring the practitioner's progress, 
shows that Kukai understands Buddhist enlightenment in the framework of 
exoteric gradualism. In chapter 20, fascicle 6, ofKumarajlva's 404 translation 
of the Greater Prajiia-paramita Siitra, for example, the Buddha says, "Bo
dhisattvas, great beings, abide by these ten stages in which, out of their power 
of compassion, they practice the six paramitas .... Having completed the nine 
stages, they will reach the tenth stage of Buddhahood" (T 8 #223:259c). 

According to this gradualist approach, it takes three asamkyeya (Jpn. 
asogi)-literally, "innumerable," a term in Buddhist literature used as an 
astronomical measurement-eons of transmigratory lives before practitioners 
complete their bodhisattva training to become enlightened. Chapter 4 of 
Nagarjuana's Discourse on the Greater Prajiia-paramita Siitra explains: 

In the first asamkyeya, the practitioners do not know whether or not they will 

eventually attain enlightenment. In the second asamkyeya, although confi

dence in enlightenment grows in their minds, they do not yet speak of the 

certainty of their future enlightenment. Finally, in the third asamkyeya, the 

bodhisattvas become conclusively aware of their approaching enlightenment 

and openly announce their conviction [about accomplishing their goal].76 

In Mahayana literature, to assist the protracted spiritual apprenticeship of 
bodhisattvas, the Buddha often resorts to vyakarar_�a (Jpn. juki), a public 
pronouncement in which, through a premonition, he ascertains a bodhisattva's 
transformation into a Tathagata, or perfectly enlightened one, in the distant 
future. The Buddha announces to his assembly the Tathagata's name, the age 
and place in which he will rise, his method of explicating Dharma, and so forth. 

Kukai's reference in Kamei's poem to vyakararya is to the events in chapter 3 
of the Lotus Siitra, in which the Buddha gives a vyakaraifa to Sariputra, his 
leading arhat disciple (namely, one who has attained enlightenment through 
the practice of Hlnayana), demonstrating that the path of bodhisattvahood is 
open to the followers ofHinayana as well (T 9:nb-c). 

Another important outgrowth of this Mahayana gradualism is the idea of 
aprati!thita-nirvar_�a (Jpn. mujiisho nehan ), the nirvarya of nondwelling. Be
cause of their compassion toward sentient beings, those advanced bodhisattvas 
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assured of their approaching enlightenment intentionally defer their passage 

into nirvaQ.a and continue their work of saving those drowning in the bitter 

sea of transmigration. Because these bodhisattvas have already conquered the 

terror of samsara, wherever they dwell in the realm of samsara, their abode 

becomes no different from the sate shore of nirvaQ.a. That is to say, they have 

semantically equated sarhsara with nirvaQ.a. Kiikai's allusion to the princess of 

the Naga tribe is to the episode in chapter 12 of the Lotus Sittra in which 

the Naga princess, as one such advanced bodhisattva, graphically displays her 

grasp of enlightenment by instantaneously manifesting herself as a Tathagata 

(T 9:3sb-c).77 

The string of Mahayana ideas underlying Kamei's poem, the ideas to which 

Kiikai resorted to assert the superiority of Buddhism over Taoism and Con

fucianism, stands in clear contrast to the esoteric perspective demonstrated in 

Kiikai's later writing. In the Catalog of Imported Items (Shorai mokuroku), 

which Kiikai composed immediately after his return from China in 8o6, there 

is this passage: 

There are a number of ways to cultivate one's samadhi; some are swift, 

others, slow. To unsheathe the wisdom sword of the one mind is the Exoteric 

Teaching. To swing down the vajra of the three mysteries [i.e., the weapon 

capable of instantly destroying all sorts of delusions] is the Esoteric Teaching. 

When practitioners concentrate their minds in the Exoteric Teaching, their 

goal will be far and away, three asarhkyeya kalpas from now. When they train 

their bodies through the Esoteric Teaching, they will immediately attain the 

lite of the sixteen VajrapaQ.is [of the Vajradhatu MaQ.<;Iala ]. The most sudden 

of the sudden approaches is the Esoteric Teaching. 

Repeating the same point in Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the Exoteric and 

Esoteric (Benkenmitsu nikyoron), Transforming, One's Body Into the Realm of 

Enlightenment ( Sokushin jobutsugi), Ten Abiding Stages of Mind Uujitshinron), 

and many others of his works, Kiikai rejects the rationale for Mahayana grad

ualism in favor of the Esoteric Buddhist concept of instantaneous enlighten

ment.78 Kamei's discussion of Buddhism in Demonstrating the Goals, therefore, 

contradicts directly the central thesis of Kiikai's systematics of the Esotericism 

in his mature writings. 

Kl"1kai's citation of Buddhist texts in the third fascicle of Sango shiiki con

sistently excludes esoteric scriptures, testimony to the absence of an Esoteric 

Buddhist perspective in his composition of the work. Katsumata Shunky6, in 

his annotated edition of Demonstrating the Goals, has identified forty Buddhist 

canonical texts that Kiikai quotes, or to which he makes specific reference, 
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in the third fascicle (KCZ 3:4-0-79 ). Among them are twenty-eight sutras, 
including major Mahayana texts-such as the Lotus, the Golden Light, the 
Avatamsaka, the Vimalakirti, the Vajracchedikii, the Mahiiparinirvii�a, the 
Srimiiliidevi, the Lankiivatiira, and the Surangama-and many Agama texts, 
in particular the Digha-nikiiya and the Majjima-nikiiya. Other works cited 
include such principal treatises as the Abhidharmakofa, the Vijiiaptimiitra
tiisiddhi, the Discourse on the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii ( Ch. Ta-chih-tu-lun; 
Jpn. Daichidoron ), and the Awakening of Faith ( Ta-ch'eng ch)i-hsin-lun; Jpn. 
Daijo kishinron ). 

These citations show that within a few years after his disillusionment with 
his studies at the State College, Kukai had already read widely in the literature 
of Buddhist scriptures and doctrinal texts. Kukai devoted his life as an ubasoku 
not only to asceticism in the mountains and forests but also to intensive textual 
studies. To attain the erudition in Buddhist literature exhibited in Kamei's 
argument, Kukai must have had access to major Buddhist libraries, most likely 
at large Buddhist temples in Nara. However, curiously absent from the lengthy 
list of works Kukai cites in Demonstrating the Goals are esoteric texts. This is 
particularly striking in light of the general popularity in Nara society of many 
esoteric sutras and of dharaQ.I chanting based on them (which will be examined 
detail in chapter 4- ) ; and in light of the fact that Kukai began his career as a 
Buddhist practitioner with the gumonjiho, the esoteric meditative ritual built 
around the chanting of the Bodhisattva Ak.asagarbha's dharaQ.I. 

Many scholars who have studied the biographical sources for Kukai assert 
that practicing gumonjiho introduced him to the world of Esoteric Buddhism 
and prepared him for the establishment of the Shingon Esoteric School in 
Japan.79 However, a reading of Demonstrating the Goals, which Kukai com
posed within a few years of his first experience with gumonjiho, makes it 
clear that at the time of its composition he did not manifest any interest in 
esoteric deities, sutras, or dharaQ.Is, nor did he incorporate a particularly esoteric 
approach into his discussion of the superiority of Buddhism over Taoism and 
Confucianism. In tact, Kukai refers to dharaQ.I only once in Demonstrating the 
Goals-in the passage mentioned earlier in which Kamei chants a dhara1�l to 
consecrate water, which he then sprinkles on Kimo, Kyobu, and Shitsuga, who 
have fainted. Kukai uses dharaQ.I here to comically highlight his argument for 
the superiority of Buddhism over Confucianism and Taoism. But such a use of 
dharaQ.I in the story has no direct relevance to his exposition through Kamei 
of Buddhist theory. In this sense, the Buddhism presented in Demonstrating 
the Goals-despite Kukai's inclination to distance himself from the Buddhist 
establishment of the time-does not hint at Kukai's later perspective, in which 
Esotericism is a distinct category within the Buddhist tradition. 
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Apologetics or Apologia: The Fictivity of the Roko shiiki 

In addition to its importance as a source for understanding Kiikai's early 

spiritual development, Demonstrating the Goals has features that radically 

separate the work from other literary texts of its age. To begin with, it stands 

as the earliest Japanese example of the public defense of Buddhism vis-a

vis Taoism and Confucianism. In this respect, Kiikai's composition can be 

studied in relation to earlier Chinese Buddhist apologetics. For example, KAJI 

Nobuyuki (1978:89-90) has suggested that On Distinguishing Orthodoxy (Pan

cheng-lun), written in 626 by the early T'ang priest Fa-lin (572-640),80 was 

a major source of inspiration for Kiikai. Fa-lin is known for his cooperation 

with Prabhakaramitra (fl. 627-633) in translating the Mahiiyiina- sittriilmkiira. 

Distinguishing Orthodoxy was an outgrowth of many years of his ideological 

rivalry with the Taoist Fu-i (555-639 ), who, as one of Emperor T'ai-tsung's 

closest advisers, urged the emperor in 621 to launch a nationwide offensive 

against Buddhism. 

A work in eight fascicles, it is a hypothetical debate between a govern

ment official, a historian, a Taoist teacher, and a Buddhist master. In the 

first two fascicles, Fa-lin defends the Buddhist position against Confucianism 

and Taoism, asserting on one hand the compatibility of Buddhist precepts 

and Confucian virtue, and on the other the supremacy of the Buddhist the

ory of dependent co-origination over the Taoist theory of nonbeing. Later 

fascicles are devoted to a study of Buddhist and Taoist interaction, which 

includes a survey of earlier Chinese dynasties that prospered through their 

patronage of Buddhism (fascicles 3 and 4 ), a historical inquiry demonstrating 

that Buddhism antedates Taoism (fascicle 5), and a bibliographical study ex

posing the apocryphal origins of a great majority of Taoist scriptures, Fa-lin 

asserts, were composed as adaptations of, or as responses to, Buddhist siitras 

(fascicle 8). 

It appears that Kiikai was aware of Fa-lin's work at the time he composed 

Demonstrating the Goals: a few passages in Kiikai's text seem to paraphrase Fa

lin's arguments. In fascicle 3 of Demonstrating the Goals, for instance, Kamei 

tells Kimo and Kyobu that they have to pay attention to his teaching because 

both Manavaca and Mahakasyapa, two of the Buddha's leading disciples, are 

Kamei's personal friends (KZ 3=345). According to fascicle 6 of Distinguishing 

Orthodoxy, the Buddha sent these two disciples to China, where they became, 

respectively, Confucius and Lao-tzu (T 52:524b ) . Distinguishing Orthodoxy is 

also quoted in fascicle 2 of Kiikai's 830 magnum opus, Ten Abiding Stages of 

Mind (KZ r:r83-184), where, in line with Fa-lin's thesis, Kiikai equates the 

Confucian five virtues ( wu-ch'ang) with the Buddhist five precepts (paiicafila, 
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proscribing killing, stealing, improper sexual relations, lying, and intoxication) 

(T 52:+93b ). 

On the other hand, there are some significant differences between Demon

strating the Goals and Distinguishing Orthodoxy that make it difficult to con

sider the latter as the model for the former. First, Kiikai's major concern in 

Demonstrating the Goals is to defend his own Buddhist stand against the 

censure directed against him by those embracing Confucian ethics. In his 

text Kiikai uses Taoism as if it were a relay station for readers to shift their 

perspective from Kimo's Confucianism to Kamei's Buddhism. Although less 

sophisticated philosophically, Taoism, for Kiikai, locates itself much closer to 

Buddhism than does Confucianism. By contrast, in Distinguishing Orthodoxy 

Taoism is presented as Buddhism's archenemy, which, Fa-lin says, grew into a 

popular religion by stealing the principal ideas and ritual practices of Buddhism 

and distorting them. Fa-lin's aim is to analyze the doctrine of religious Taoism 

in minute detail, revealing numerous Buddhist elements hidden in Taoist 

theory and practice, and then to denounce the religious system of Taoism 

as a heretical transformation of Buddhism. Such a captious approach toward 

Taoism, however, is absent in Kukai's Demonstrating the Goals. 

Another perhaps more important difference between Demonstrating the 

Goals and Distinguishing Orthodoxy concerns literary genre. Although it takes 

the form of a hypothetical debate between fictitious characters, Distinguishing 

Orthodoxy is devoid of fictional quality. The four characters in Fa-lin's work 

have no roles to play other than as interlocutors in a theoretical debate. Fa

lin shows no intention to describe each character's personal background, 

nor does he narrate events outside the debate itself that would intertwine 

the characters' lives into a consistent story. The speeches by these characters 

lack the elements of hyperbole and histrionics that characterize Kiikai's text. 

Distinguishing Orthodoxy therefore can best be understood as an apologetic 

text of philosophical-doctrinal discourse. 

Kukai, on the other hand, makes it clear that he intends his to be a work 

of literature. The text, composed in 797, was originally entitled Riiko shiiki, 

or Demonstrating the Goal for Those Who are Deaf and Blind to the Truth;81 

years later, after his return from China in 8o6-as pointed out by Yoshito 

Hakeda and Kaji Nobuyuki82-Kiikai prepared a new introduction, revised 

the concluding verse, and gave it a new title, Sangii shiiki, or Demonstrating 

the Goals of the Three Teachings. In his original introduction, Kukai wrote: 

Some people are adroit, others are clumsy. In the same way, some writings 

are lauded for their beauty, and others are dismissed as lacking charm. Even 

in the poems of the legendary Ts'ao Chien and Ch'en Hsiu,83 I often find 
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flaws as well as deviations from the rules of poetics. Chang Wen-ch'eng of 

T'ang wrote a great book for entertainment. His prose flows brilliantly from 

one sentence to another, just like a string of gems. The poems that adorn 

his chapters are as dynamic as phoenixes ascending to heaven. I only regret 

that because Wen-ch'eng devotes much of his book to scenes of sexual love, 

his work is devoid of loftier feeling. Yet just opening his book is enough to 

thrill even the judge Liu-hsia Hui, and reading it transforms the tranquillity 

of a Buddhist monastery into tumult. In our nation, Hi no Obito composed 

Stories to Keep from Falling Asleep ( Suikakuki). Unexcelled in his eloquence, 

he fills his book with fancy, taradiddle, and sophism, as thoroughly as a 

thundercloud covers the sky. Just hearing Obito's name causes even a fool 

to clap his hands and burst into laughter. Just reading a few phrases from his 

writing prompts even a mute to exclaim in delight. Despite its sophistication, 

I must admit that Obito's work lacks spiritual depth. These are the epitome 

of the beautiful writings of the past, yet they hardly serve as the standard for 

later generations. (KZ 3:287-288) 

Kiikai then tells the reader that he will begin his story by introducing the 

fictitious characters Shitsuga, Tokaku, Kimo, Kyobu, and Kamei. At the close 

of the introduction he allows himself an expression of exceptional immodesty: 

"It is hoped that those of you who read my work will polish the ax of your 

intelligence so as to abandon your writing styles, which are as worthless 

as broken tiles, and purifY with the refinement [represented by my work] as 

refreshing as orchid and iris your proclivity for writings that are as base as garlic 

and onion" (KZ 3:288-289 ). 

In this original introduction, Kiikai places Roko shiiki in the tradition of 

popular Chinese and Japanese fictional literature and daringly proclaims that 

his work, far exceeding its predecessors in both content and style, will set 

a new standard of literary excellence that will endure for generations. The 

work by Chang Wen-ch'eng (ca. 660-740) that Kiikai refers to is Journey 

Into the Cave of Immortals (Ch. Yu-hsien-k)u; Jpn. Yusenkutsu), a tale of 

love and adventure about an imperial messenger who, on his way to the 

source of the Yellow River, wanders into a Shangri-la of immortals where he 

is entertained by a maiden and her sister-in-law. Although the text was lost 

at an early date in China, it had been imported to Japan by the mid-Nara 

period, and its ornate style was a major influence on Nara kanbun literature, 

Japanese texts composed in classical Chinese.84 Hi no Obito's Stories to Keep 

from Falling Asleep, another kanbun text mentioned by Kiikai, did not survive, 

and information on it is scarce. However, KAWAGUCHI Hisao (r982:412-413), 

an expert on Nara and Heian literature, has argued that Obito's work was a 
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comic fiction, probably inspired by the Journey Into the Cave of Immortals, 

and a rarity that must be considered a forerunner of monogatari, narrative 

fiction written in Japanese phonetic characters, or kana, beginning in the mid

Heian period. 

While Kiikai extols the literary sophistication of Chang Wen-ch'eng and 

Hi no Obito, he complains that their works lack either loftiness (gashi) or 

spiritual depth (gasei). One then wonders why Kiikai insisted upon composing 

Roko shiiki as a popular fiction. If his purpose was to express noble intentions 

with spiritual profundity, he could have done so in a more appropriate format, 

such as that of philosophical discourse, exemplified by Fa-lin's Distinguishing 

Orthodoxy. A line in the introduction to Roko shiiki, just cited, provides a clue. 

"Just opening his [Cheng Wen-Ch'eng's] book is enough to thrill even the 

judge Liu-hsia Hui, and reading it transforms the tranquillity of Buddhist 

monastery into tumult." Liu-hsia Hui, a sagacious scholar-official in the king

dom of Lu during the age of Chou who is praised in the Analects for his 

rigor in upholding ethical principles, personified Confucian virtue85 and was 

considered the model government official. Written in parallel construction, this 

passage ridiculing both the ritsuryo government and the Buddhist monastic 

establishment marks Kiikai's critical distance from both as a shidoso existing 

outside the ritsuryo system. 

Kiikai's reference to the popular fiction Journey Into the Cave of Immortals 

to express cynically his criticism of the state and the clergy is indicative of his 

dissatisfaction with the normative political and religious discourse of the Nara 

and early Heian society. Writing, in Kiikai's day, on the eve of the invention of 

the Japanese syllabic script, was a sophisticated art that required knowledge of 

a foreign language, Chinese. Aristocratic officials, who constituted the main 

body of the literati class, were trained essentially in two types of discourse

Confucian classics and Chinese dynastic history-and were expected to use 

their literary expertise in the production of government documents, which, 

as exemplified by imperial edicts, were designed to further enforce the state's 

control over society. As a political technology, writing was under strict gov

ernmental control: literary training in Chinese was monopolized by the State 

College and its provincial branch schools, which were attended exclusively by 

those hoping to become government officials.86 This explains the paucity of 

socially permitted genres of writing for production and consumption. 

The Written History of Japan ( Nihon shoki) and Continued History of 

Japan, compiled in 720 and 797 by literati officials at imperial behest, are the 

clearest examples of state-controlled discourse (MATSUMOTO Takuya 1990 ). 

As the principal repositories of imperial edicts, they narrate history by endlessly 

repeating identical Confucian motifs for constructing the ideal scenario for 
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the ritsuryo theater-state: that with utmost justice, each successive emperor

addressed on the basis of the authoritative Chinese histories as the "Son of 

Heaven"-governed the nation by appointing able officials; that the emperor 

led the nation to prosperity by observing signs from heaven, which manifests 

auspicious events in response to benign rule or calamities as warning to the 

ruler against unrighteousness; that emperors maintained peace in the nation by 

crushing traitors and rebels but generously pardoning venial crimes. In short, 

in the framework of the ritsuryo regime, with Confucian classics and Chinese 

dynastic histories as models, literati officials produced all sorts of writings for 

the practical purpose of legitimizing the emperor's rule as based on virtue and 

righteousness. 

The writing produced by the priesthood, the other component of the Nara 

literati class, can also be understood as state-controlled, utilitarian discourse. 

In the tenth month of Yoro 2 ( 718 ), at the height of the government's effort 

to suppress Gyoki's popular movement, the Grand Ministry (Daijokan) issued 

an edict to the leaders of the Buddhist community, which paints the picture of 

ideal clergy for the ritsuryo state. 

If there are those who excel in learning, who are highly respected by their 

colleagues and worthy to be model Dharma practitioners, ... their names 

must be reported to this office so that they may be publicly honored. The 

doctrines of the five schools [of Nara Buddhism] differ from one another in 

the manner in which they investigate, discuss, and understand the teachings 

of the three treasuries [of siitras, sastras, and vinayas]. Therefore each school 

must recommend from within its own ranks those sufficiently versed in its 

doctrine to become masters. These teachers must distinguish differences in 

talent and character among the priests and nuns and guide them so that they 

will study subjects that are appropriate to their aptitudes. Do not let them 

run away from the temples. Let them immerse themselves in debate over 

diverse doctrines, studying detailed concepts, reading and chanting siitras, 

and training themselves in meditation .... Then the names of those who 

distinguish themselves in their virtuous wisdom will eventually reach the 

Son of Heaven's ear.87 

The number of extant works composed by Nara Buddhists is limited, but 

a tew early bibliographical catalogs exist that help provide a general picture of 

Nara Buddhist writing. The earliest of these is the Catalog of the Transmission 

of the Torch to the East (Tiiiki dentii mokuroku),88 prepared in 109+ by Eicho 

(101+-?), a priest of Kofukuji in Nara, one of the strongholds of the Hosso 

school. It lists more than 1,590 titles of treatises and commentaries composed 
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m China and in Japan. The historian INOUE Mitsusada's study (1982:227-

266) of Eicho's catalog identifies III titles composed by scholar-priests of the 

Nara period, which are all from the collection in the KOfukuji library89 and 

which therefore illustrate the range of writings by Nara Hosso priests. Of 

these, nearly half, 48 titles, are commentaries written on seventeen different 

siitras and are texts Inoue characterizes as "scriptures for protecting the nation" 

(gokoku kyoten) (INOUE Mitsusada 1982:254-261)-those believed to have the 

power to protect the nation (gokoku) from natural disasters, rebellions, and 

foreign invasions.9° According to Eicho's listing, the most frequently studied 

siitras are the Lotus ( r6 commentaries), the Golden Light (5 ), the Vimalakirti 

(5), and the Virtuous King (3). The second-largest group of works in the 

catalog composed during the Nara period, a total of 37, are commentaries on a 

small number of seminal Chinese Yogacara texts, which were essential for the 

doctrinal training ofHosso scholars.91 The remaining 26 titles are divided into 

two classes: treatises on specific issues within the Yogacara doctrine; and studies 

of fields immediately related to Yogacara, such as the analytical theories of the 

Abhidharmakofa and Mahayana logic as represented by the Nyiiya-pravefaka. 

Eicho's catalog shows that the writing produced during the Nara period by 

Hosso priests affiliated with Kofukuji fit comfortably within the government's 

guidelines for Buddhist scholarly activities, in that they contributed to the 

court's effort to propagate those siitras considered effective for protecting 

the nation. In their writing, priests and nuns were urged to engage in highly 

specialized inquiries, and thereby to conform with the government's policy 

of dividing the Buddhist order into doctrinal schools and discouraging each 

school's clergy from proselytizing among the masses. In short, it appears that 

the discourse that dominated the Nara intelligentsia, both court officials and 

Buddhist clergy, consisted of those writings that had immediate utility for the 

ritsuryo regime that ruled the nation. 

By contrast, Kiikai in writing Roko shiiki exhibited no intention to comply 

with the government's policy of regulating Buddhist scholarly activities . On 

the contrary, he composed Roko shiiki as an apologia for his own actions, 

a defense for turning his back on the education provided at the Confucian 

State College,which was intended to form the ideological underpinning tor the 

ritsuryo government, and for his choice of life as an ubasoku outside the quasi

bureaucratic Nara clergy. In this sense, the writing of Roko shiiki itself represents 

Kiikai's disengagement from the normative discourse of Nara culture, which 

had constructed and was sustaining ritsuryo society. Kiikai reproduces that 

disengagement in the narrative of his own text. It will be recalled that in fascicle 

r, the Confucian teacher Kimo, in his sermon to the delinquent Shitsuga, 

emphasizes how important it is for Shitsuga's rehabilitation that he polish his 
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literary skills. For Kimo, the art of literary persuasion is the very foundation 

of success as a government official, the expertise that rewards its possessor 

with fame and fortune at the court he serves. In fascicles 2 and 3, however, 

Kimo's argument is repeatedly refuted by Kyobu and by Kamei. Kiikai's text, 

as he writes, becomes the process of decentering the essential premise of the 

dominant discourse of Nara society, the premise that Kiikai has embodied in 

Kimo's utilitarian approach to writing as an indispensable tool for worldly 

success. 

In contrast to national histories, treatises on Confucian classics, commen

taries on Buddhist texts, and other quintessential ritsuryo writings, fiction as 

a literary category made no claim of utility to the state. In his introduction to 

Roko shiiki, for instance, Kiikai describes Journey Into the Cave of Immortals and 

Stories to Keep from Falling Asleep as sanro no sho (Ch. san-lao-shu, KZ 3:287), 

literally, "writing to dispel fatigue," or "writing for refreshment." Fiction aims 

at entertaining readers, not at serving the authorities. This explains why, as 

IGARASHI Chikara (I93TI64--I65) has suggested, fiction was not established as 

a legitimate literary genre during the Nara and early Heian periods. The direct 

correspondence between the ritsuryo authority structure and the normative 

discourse of society does not provide a raison d'etre tor fiction. As a useless 

appendage, it was relegated to the periphery of the Nara cultural space. 

One edition of Journey Into the Cave of Immortals carries a preface that 

relates an episode in which the Emperor Saga (r. 8ro-823) happened to come 

across the work in his library. Impressed by the book's sophisticated language, 

he summoned the Confucian scholars of the State College, who were specialists 

on literature, philosophy, and history, to instruct him how to read the book. 

None of them, however, could do so. Then Doctor Koretoki, a professor at 

the college, learned that an old recluse who lived in the forest of Konoshima 

had preserved knowledge of how to read the book. The emperor sent Koretoki 

to the old man, who recited from memory the entire Journey Into the Cave of 

Immortals to demonstrate the Japanese reading of all the Chinese characters 

in the text.92 

It is possible to speculate further that the Confucian ideology promoted by 

the state in the late Nara and early Heian periods not only ignored but sup

pressed fictional writing. Paul R.r COEUR ( I98r:r4-r ), tor example, has suggested 

that at the heart of fiction, or of literature in general, is the will to "destroy 

the world"-that is, to destroy the world of objects of conventional reality 

and establish on its ruins the secondary referents of subjunctivity, the other 

reality. "Everyday reality is thereby metamorphosed by what could be called 

the imaginative variation which literature carries out on the real" (p. 14-2 ). 

In that sense the goal of fiction is diametrically opposed to the Confucian 
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state ideology, which regarded literary productions and wntmg m general 

as a practical technology for maintaining social order. This seems to explain 

why in Confucian tradition fiction is often given the derogatory designation 

kyogen kigo, "crazed speech, flowery words" ( OMURO Mikio 1986:103). For the 

political regime under which Kiikai launched his writing career, fiction repre

sented a potential hazard to its rule.93 While Confucian scholars, aristocratic 

officials, and Buddhist pundits were praised by the government for their textual 

creations, fiction writers of the Nara period -such as Hi no Obi to, whose work 

did not survive-were ignored, derided, even loathed by the establishment. 

It is this marginality of fiction in the cultural milieu of the Nara and early 

Heian periods that makes Kukai's ridiculing of the government and priesthood 

effective: "Just opening his [Cheng Wen-Ch'eng's] book is enough to thrill 

even the judge Liu-hsia Hui, and reading it transforms the tranquillity of a 

Buddhist monastery into tumult." That is to say, although the Journey Into 

the Cave of Immortals may be a petty work of writing, lacking in substance, 

its elaborate narration, rhetoric, and poetics depicting a Chinese scholar

official's erotic adventures in a mysterious Shangri-la are powerful enough to 

mesmerize those literati who dominated the production of discourse in ritsuryo 

society. What Kukai proposes in his introduction, then, is that Roko shiiki be 

considered as a new type of fiction-a fiction that not only exhibits literary 

sophistication comparable to that of Journey Into the Cave of Immortals and 

Stories to Keep from Falling Asleep, but also rivals in its significance national 

histories, philosophical treatises, and other normative writings. Such a genre, 

Kiikai suggests, would not only fascinate the ritsuryo intelligentsia but seriously 

challenge their monopoly over legitimate writing. 

In this sense, Roko shiiki is an apologia for its own textuality, a defense 

of fiction. Although it does not contribute to the maintenance of the ritsuryo 

order, for Kiikai it had its own raison d'etre, which could not easily be dismissed 

by the literati. By fictively recapitulating the State College student's successive 

encounters with Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, it addressed the issues 

that were central to ritsuryo discourse. Yet Kiikai did not elect to compose 

Roko shiiki as a work of an apologetics-a medium of doctrinal analysis that 

was congenial to the major works of the Nara priesthood. That is because 

Kiikai's intention was not merely to persuade readers, through logic, of the 

superiority of his chosen faith of Buddhism over Taoism and Confucianism, 

nor was it to construct a generalized, abstract, impersonal theory. Rather, he 

strove to express through the fictivity of Roko shiiki his own inner pathos. 

His initial enthusiasm for building a career by means of an education at the 

State College, which had given way to deep disappointment, remorse over 

betraying his parents, shame at the censure leveled at him by his relatives, and 
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the solace he discovered in a hermitage in the wilderness-all of which marked 
the turning point in Kiikai's life-manifested themselves as major motifs of 
Roko shiiki. "I have written this only to release my irrepressible emotions," 

Kiikai wrote candidly at the close of the introduction (KZ 3:325). To express 
his inner feelings, he chose as his medium the mythos of a literary text over 
the logos of philosophical discourse. 

Kiikai's emphasis on the poetic over the logical sheds light on another 
important trait of Roko shiiki>s textuality: the numerous citations of Confucian, 
Taoist, and Buddhist texts as well as Chinese histories and poems. Kiikai's 
indefatigable effort to refer to and quote from these texts can be seen as an 
immature, flagrant display of the exceptional breadth of his learning. However, 
the reader of Roko shiiki notices that his citations primarily concern metaphors, 
parables, and aphorisms, and for the most part are intended to achieve rhetor
ical effects, not to fortifY his reasoning, as is frequently the case in his doctrinal 
writingsY4 What Roko shiiki>s citations aim at is not rigor and precision of 
argument, but a demonstration of the author's ability to play with words, his 
tropical technique. It will be recalled that when Kiikai began his preliminary 
Confucian education at age sixteen with his uncle Ato no Otari, he became 
particularly fond of the study of poetry and rhetoric,95 whose mastery was 
considered an essential skill for literati-officials. Kiikai's unswerving love of 
poetry and rhetoric later led him to compile the Secret City of the Mirror of 

Writing ( Bunkyo hifuron ), an extensive compendium summarizing the major 
poetic theories and rhetorical strategies of classical Chinese literature and a 
work that had a lasting influence on the development of] apanese poetry and 
poetics.96 

In light of its countless citations, which form an intertextual link with the 
gamut of major texts written in Chinese- histories, Confucian classics, poems, 
Taoist scriptures, popular fictions, Buddhist siitras-Roko shiiki can be seen as 
an early expression ofKiikai's devotion to writing. Although he has abandoned 
his Confucian education, Kiikai suggests to his reader, his study of rhetoric 
and poetics has not been wasted: he has invented a new genre of literature in 
which the art of writing is better served than in the decrees, laws, and other 
governmental documents composed by literati-officials. In this sense, Roko 

shiiki
> 

in its literary function as a discourse, replicates Kiikai's dissident posture 
as a shidoso-ubasoku. From his critics' viewpoint, Kiikai now lived as a beggar 
and a drifter-and to ritsuryo society he was a pariah. But Kiikai's response 
was that, in escaping to the outermost periphery of the ritsuryo political order, 
he had discovered a way of practicing Buddhism that he claimed surpassed in 
profundity the orthodox ideology of Confucianism. From the point of view of 
the court literati, the fiction of Roko shiiki too, was at the margin of ritsuryo 
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discourse. However, here at the outer limit of the ritsuryo cultural space, 

Ki.ikai announced that he had invented a new genre: the religio-philosophical 

fiction that-he asserted-surpassed the normative discourse of his age in 

its figurative sophistication and was a form that could convey one's personal, 

innermost experience. For Ki.ikai, this power to express one's inner experience 

was the fundamental reason for a literary work to exist, and one certainly more 

compelling than maintaining the government bureaucracy. In the challenge 

it flung at the authoritative structure of ritsuryo society, not only Kamei as a 

fictional character but the text of Roko shiiki itself is Ki.ikai's double. 

The Dilemma of Kukai's Fiction and Mikkyo 

By demonstrating through the text of Roko shiiki his approach to writing as an

tithetical to that of the orthodox Confucianism, Ki.ikai as a writer stepped out

side the cultural framework of ritsuryo discourse. The radical quality ofKi.ikai's 

text becomes apparent at once when one compares it with Keikai's Miraculous 

Episodes of Good and Evil Karmic Effects (Nihonkoku genpo zen>aku ryoiki), 

discussed earlier. True, Keikai frequently praises the proselytizing activities of 

shidoso and ubasoku among ordinary people. There are even suggestions that 

Keikai himself was a shidoso (episode 38, fascicle 3). However, Keikai's shidoso 

and ubasoku do not openly criticize the government, and Miraculous Episodes is 

far more compromising than Roko shiiki with Confucian political orthodoxy. In 

fact, one of its central themes is the compatibility of Confucian ethical teaching 

and the Buddhist teaching of karma, which extols loyal, dedicated service to 

the emperor and filial devotion to parents as the sources of good karma, and 

denounces their opposites as leading to evil karma.97 In addition, despite the 

atmosphere of fantasy permeating the Miraculous Episodes> Keikai presented it 

as a work of history, a legitimate literary genre in ritsuryo society. This can be 

seen from that fact in the great majority of his episodes he took care to indicate 

the particular emperor during whose reign the events related were supposed to 

have taken place. Keikai also remarked that he was writing his text at a turning 

point in Buddhist history, when the Age of Degenerating Dharma ( mappo) 

had finally arrived. In his introduction to fascicle 3 of the Miraculous Episodes> 

Keikai wrote: 

Since the time of the Buddha's entrance into nirva1�a until this present day, 

the sixth year of Enryaku [ 789], 1,722 years have passed. The Ages of Right 

Dharma and of Imitated Dharma have both gone by and we have entered 

the Age of Degenerating Dharma. From the time of the first introduction of 
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the Buddha Dharma to Japan to this present day, the sixth year of Enryaku, 

236 years have passed. (NKZ 6:260) 

Miraculous Episodes, both in its conciliatory attitude toward authority and in 

terms of its conventional format, is presented in such a way that it fits well 

within the structure of ritsury6 discourse. 

By contrast, one does not find an element of compromise in Kiikai's Roko 

shiiki. By subordinating Confucianism to both Taoism and Buddhism, it goes 

directly against Emperor Kanmu's policy of elevating Confucianism and con

firming it as political orthodoxy and of subjugating the Buddhist order by 

absorbing it within the ritsury6 bureaucracy. On the other hand, it is not 

immediately evident what role the composition of Roko shiiki played in Kiikai's 

personal spiritual growth. It appears that Kiikai wrote the work to mark the 

end of the series of crises in his life, which had begun with his disillusionment 

with the Confucian training he had received at the State College. It was to be 

his final answer to the reproaches of his relatives and teachers-to their despair 

over his metamorphosis from elite student to beggar, to their disappointment 

at seeing the last hope of the Saek.i clan destroyed. Although Roko shiiki might 

have silenced his critics, however, it did not resolve his problems; on the 

contrary, it appears that the writing of Roko shiiki plunged Kiikai into yet 

another, even more serious crisis. In one of the rare texts describing his state of 

mind during the period of seven years between the composition of Roko shiiki 

and his departure to China in 804,98 Kiikai wrote: 

Since my awakening to the Buddha Dharma, I, Kiikai, was striving to return 

to the home of originally enlightened mind. However, I was in the midst of 

a labyrinth and had lost my way back. Standing at a loss at the crossroads, 

there was many a time when I cried. With the kind guidance ofthe Buddhas, 

I then discovered this secret gate of Dharma. However, as soon as I opened 

its scroll to read its lines, my mind was darkened again. It was at this time 

that I vowed to travel to China to study it.99 

The date of this pronouncement was the seventh day of the ninth month of 

Konin 12 (821), and it was made at a ceremony celebrating the completion of the 

work of restoring the two scrolls of maQ.<:{alas he had brought back from China. 

A passage in Shinzei's Biography of Kitkai corresponds to Kiikai's statement 

just quoted. 

Facing the image of the Buddha, he [Kiikai] prayed. "Since I began practicing 

the way of Buddhism, I have been seeking to grasp its essence. I have read 
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through all the scriptures of the three vehicles, the five vehicles, and the 

twelve divisions.100 Yet I still have doubt in my mind and have not been 

able to resolve it. 0, I beseech you, all Buddhas, reveal to me the ultimate." 

He kept praying single-mindedly. In his dream, a person appeared and said, 

"It is the Mahiivairocana Sutra that you are searching for." Awakened, he 

was filled with bliss. He obtained a copy of the siitra and rushed to open 

the scroll. However, as he read it over, he found one stumbling block after 

another. It only reminded him of his lack of ability. No one was able to 

help him answer his questions. This made him resolve to travel to China and 

study there. (KZ shukan:3+) 

According to later biographies of Kiikai, the statue of the Buddha to whom 

Kiikai addressed his prayer was the Buddha Vairocana at Todaiji, and the 

site at which Kukai discovered the Mahiivairocana Sutra was the stupa of 

Kumedera, a temple in the vicinity of the ancient palace ofKashiwara, south of 

Nara.101 Those sources agree with Shinzei's biography in asserting that Kukai 

continued his assiduous study of Buddhist scriptures in all their categories 

of "the three vehicles, five vehicles and twelve divisions." HAKEDA Yoshito 

( 197s:55) has noted that "After writing Roko shiiki at age twenty-four-his com

parative study of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism-Kukai maintained 

the same comparative perspective. Relying on the intellectualist approach, he 

now attempted to determine the highest teaching offered by the competing 

Buddhist schools." 

However, Kukai's studies seem to have come up against a barrier, and his 

progress came to a halt. It will be recalled that it was Kukai's escape from 

bookish study of Confucianism at the State College to the gumonjiho training 

in the wilds that became the first turning point in his spiritual life. The self

portrait of Kiikai revealed in both Roko shiiki and Sango shiiki shows that 

he maintained this experiential, nonbookish approach to Buddhism by living 

among shidoso and ubasoku, whose routine included daily rounds of begging 

and occasional retreats deep into the recesses of the mountains and forests. 

At the same time, however, Kukai's composition of Roko shiiki embodied his 

unceasing passion for textual studies. In this sense, it presents a schizophrenic 

contradiction: its contents extol experiential practice and dissociation from 

scholastic learning; but its textual structure celebrates pedantry. This illus

trates the root cause of Kukai's personal crisis: unable to find an integrating 

principle, his life was bifurcated into two opposing approaches to knowl

edge. 

It appears that Kukai's crisis reflected within itself the limitation of Nara 

Buddhist scholarship, which lacked (as will be studied in detail in part II of this 
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book) theories capable of bridging the existing gap between doctrinal studies 

and ritual practices. For Kiikai, whose composition of Roko shiiki had only 

led him up a blind alley in the labyrinth of his youth, the training within the 

Six Schools at the major Nara monasteries were of no assistance. Despite their 

differences, all had as their principal concern the interpretation of essential 

Chinese Buddhist siitras, sastras, and treatises. In Kiikai's view, all were as 

pedantically oriented as the State College. He searched for a new type of 

knowledge that would bridge the gap between the religious practices he carried 

out as an ubasoku and the doctrinal knowledge he had acquired through his 

reading of the Buddhist texts. Austerities in the wilds, recitation of dharal)l, 

wandering on pilgrimages, begging-not only were most of these activities 

in which Kiikai engaged proscribed by the ritsuryo government; the Nara 

Buddhist intelligentsia did not even have a language to properly address such 

practices. Again, Kiikai was facing a problem whose answer could not be found 

within the confines of ritsuryo discourse. 

It is in the context of this predicament that Kiikai first read the Mahiivairo

cana Sutra, a text that had a lasting influence on his thinking. According to the 

registry of the Office of Siitra Reproduction (Shakyosho) in the government, 

the siitra was copied at least four times in the Nara period: in 737, 74-7, 74-8, 

and 753.
102 However, unlike other major esoteric siitras already popularly recited 

and studied during that era, such as the Thousand-Armed Avalokitefvara Sutra 

and the Buddho!tJ"i!ii Sutra, the Mahiivairocana Sutra remained obscure. Never 

integrated into the essential canonical texts of any of the Nara clergy, it seems 

to have been forgotten by the time Kiikai studied it half a century after its last 

official copying. 

The Mahiivairocana Sutra is unique having a textual structure distinct 

from other popular esoteric scriptures of the Nara and early Heian periods, 

which generally consist of episodes demonstrating the efficacy of a particular 

dharal)l and a description of ritual procedures for chanting it. By contrast, 

the Mahiivairocana Sutra does not revolve around the chanting of a single 

dharal)l. A voluminous scripture comprising thirty-six chapters in seven fasci

cles, the siitra can be divided into three parts. The first chapter, which takes the 

form of a discourse between cosmic Buddha Mahavairocana and Bodhisattva 

Vajrapal)i, is a theoretical analysis of the ultimate, all-embracing wisdom (Skt. 

sarvajiiajiiiina; Jpn. issai chichi), followed by a methodological proof that it 

is obtainable. The chapter presents itself as a summary of major Mahayana 

theories of enlightenment and makes liberal reference to key concepts within 

the Madhyamika, Yogacara, and Tathagatagarbha doctrines.103 

The next section of the siitra, chapters 2 through 31, describes various 

esoteric ritual procedures for practitioners, aimed at actualizing in their med-
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itative experience the sarvajiiajiiana that is treated theoretically in the first 

chapter. They form a comprehensive catalog of the principal Esoteric Buddhist 

rites: construction of the marysfala called the "procreation of the matrix of 

the great compassion" (Skt. mahiikarutJii-garbhodhaya; Jpn. taihi taizosho); 

recitation of mantras for invoking the marysfala deities (chapter 2 ); a pledge of 

fidelity to the esoteric precepts of samaya (Jpn. sanmaya) prior to ordination 

(chapters 15, r8); the esoteric ordination ritual of abhi!eka (Jpn. kanjo); and the 

meditative techniques of the "three mysteries" (Skt. tri-guhya; Jpn. sanmitsu) 

that combine silent recitation of mantras, the gestural actions of mudras, and 

visualization of the designs of mantra letters in Sanskrit script (chapters 19-23). 

The last five chapters of the siitra, collected in fascicle 7, illustrate another 

kind of ritual sequence, the devotional practice of addressing an offering ( Skt. 

puja; Jpn. kuyo) to Mahavairocana that consists of yogic exercises, the purpose 

of which is to translate meditative insights into bodhisattva acts of saving 

others.104 

Because the central thesis of the Mahiivairocana Sutra is the transposing 

of the theoretical analysis of enlightened mind to a meditative experience, it 

is not surprising if Kiikai anticipated the final resolution of his crisis in the 

siitra's mediation between text and ritual. In other words, the siitra presented 

for Kiikai a model of a new type of training in which the textual study and 

ritual practice were integrated. The theoretical discussion in chapter r of the 

siitra must not have posed difficulties for Kiikai, who was already well versed 

in diverse Mahayana texts. On the other hand, the siitra's discussion of ritual 

procedures is filled with novel esoteric elements-such as marysfala, samaya, 

and abhi�eka-that had remained alien to Nara Buddhist culture. Many of 

the deities of the marysfala mentioned in the siitra, including Mahavairocana, 

and their iconographic images, had yet to be introduced to Japan. In addition, 

the siitra often describes its mantras and dhararyls not in transliterated Chinese 

characters, as had been done for the Eleven-Faced Avalokitdvara and other 

popular Nara esoteric scriptures, but in the original Sanskrit script called 

Siddham (Jpn. Shittan). "As soon as I opened its scroll to read its lines, my 

mind grew dark again. It was then that I vowed to travel to China to study 

it." This statement by Kiikai, quoted earlier, suggests that he was unable to 

find teachers capable of deciphering the cryptic passages of the siitra. Shinzei's 

biography, also quoted above, corroborates this point: "He obtained a copy 

of the siitra and rushed to open the scroll. However, as he read it, he found 

one stumbling block after another: it only reminded him of his lack of ability. 

No one was able to help him answer his questions. This made him resolved to 

travel to China and study there." It therefore appears that what urged Kiikai 

to travel to China was his desire to study the Mahiivairocana Sutra. 
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Recent developments in philological study of Kukai's biographieal sources 

have revealed that Kukai did not receive ordination officially until So+. That 

is, he maintained his illegitimate status as shidos6 and ubasoku until he was 

thirty-one.105 The procedures for Kiikai's ordination were both irregular and 

hurried. Ordinarily, novices were required first to obtain the permission of the 

state that granted them the status of shami ( Skt. frama?Jera ), or priestly intern. 

After at least three years of additional training, they were allowed to receive the 

ordination as biku (Skt. bhik!u ), or full-fledged priest.106 As UEYAMA Shunpei 

(1981:160-168) has pointed out, except for some forgeries dating from much 

later periods, there exists no document that indicates that Kukai ever received 

the official status of shami. By contrast, a document issued by the Ministry 

of Aristocracy states that Kukai received the full ordination for bhik�u at the 

vinaya platform ofT6daiji in the fourth month ofEnryaku 23 (8o+).107 The 

following month, he was already aboard the first ship of the diplomatic fleet to 

the T'ang empire.108 Furthermore, the official certificate ofKiikai's ordination 

issued by the Grand Ministry was dated the eleventh day of the ninth month 

ofEnryaku 2+ (805),109 that is, when Kukai was studying in Ch'ang-an. 

These events point to the element of fortuity that made possible Kukai's 

voyage to China. On the sixteenth day of the fourth month in Enryaku 22 

(803), the year prior to Kiikai's ordination, the embassy to the T'ang court 

headed by the ambassador Fujiwara no Kadonomaro (75+-818) departed from 

the port of Naniwa. However, on the twenty-first day of the same month, 

the diplomatic fleet encountered a severe storm. Only a few ships were able to 

return safely, and many lives were lost.110 It was customary to view those priests 

who survived aboard a sunken ship as bad luck, and they were therefore not 

allowed to travel again.111 This seems to have made it necessary for the court 

to recruit replacement personnel within a short period of time and thus to give 

Kukai the opportunity to participate in the mission. On the twenty-eighth day 

of the third month of Enryaku 23 (So+), Kanmu's court gave Kadonomaro a 

second decree instructing him to lead the envoys to China.112 It is only the 

urgency of the situation that makes the irregular procedure followed in the 

ordination of Kiikai understandable. Existing historical sources do not show 

how many years had elapsed between Kukai's discovery of the Mahiivairocana 

Siitra and his voyage to China. But he must have had sufficient time to prepare 

for his journey, for he was already fluent in conversational Chinese at the time 

of his departure from Japan.113 Despite his unordained status, Kukai appears 

to have been selected to participate in the So+ mission mainly because of his 

command of spoken and written Chinese.114 

The events surrounding Kukai's ordination and his departure to China 

shortly thereafter suggest that the highest priority for Kukai, who continued to 
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live his life as an ubasoku, was to prepare himself for studying the Mahiivairo

cana Siitra in China, rather than to seek admission to the priesthood. He 

was inducted into the clergy at the very last moment prior to the journey 

because without being officially ordained it was impossible to be accredited to 

the Japanese mission to China as a Buddhist student. This does not warrant, 

however, the interpretation that Kukai's intention in traveling to China was to 

study Mikkyo (Esoteric Teaching) per se. For Kukai, the Mahiivairocana Siitra 

was crucial not because he recognized it as an Esoteric Buddhist text-that is, 

as a sutra that, together with other esoteric sutras, should be classified separately 

from the body of Mahayana sutras-but because he found that the sutra would 

enable him to resolve his personal crisis, the stagnation induced in him by the 

limitation in the knowledge of Buddhism available in ritsuryo society.115 



CHAPTER 3 

Journey to China 

Outside Ritsuryo Discourse 

In Mount Koya Diary (Koya nikki), the collection of 

poems he composed during his pilgrimage to the sacred mountain, the eminent 

medieval poet-priest Ton'a (r30I-I38+) relates the story of how Kiikai came to 

invent the native Japanese kana syllabary. According to Ton'a, Kiikai created 

the Japanese alphabet as a means of facilitating the work of carpenters who 

were attempting to put together overwhelmingly numerous parts to build on 

Mount Koya an Esoteric Buddhist stiipa, the hitherto unknown architectural 

structure requiring complex assembly (ZG r8B:r2+8b-I2+9a). Ton'a's story is 

one of many anecdotes in medieval literature that portray Kiikai as the inventor 

of the Japanese syllabary. 1 

On his return in 8o6 from his two years of study in China, Kiikai reported 

to the court of Emperor Heizei that he had brought back with him a total of 

216 scriptural texts, all of which either had yet to be introduced to Japan or had 

been lost following their importation in the past. Of these, +2 titles, or nearly 

one fifth of the Buddhist texts imported by Kiikai, were in Sanskrit. In addition 

to siitras, liturgical texts, and ritual manuals containing numerous mantras and 

dharaQis in Sanskrit, Kiikai's list included textbooks in Chinese on the Sanskrit 

script system, phonetics, and grammatical rules, and concordances of Sanskrit 

syllables and their Chinese translation or transliteration.2 

These texts constituted the first wave in the influx of Sanskrit, introduced to 

early Heian Japan by Japanese priests who, following Kiikai's example, traveled 

as pilgrims to China to study Esoteric Buddhism.3 They made it possible for 

Japanese scholar-priests to establish for the first time the correct pronunciation 

of mantras and dharaQis transliterated in Chinese in many Buddhist texts, 

both exoteric and esoteric, that had widely circulated in Nara and early Heian 

Japan. Perhaps more important, the systematic importation of Sanskrit meant 

for the early Heian intelligentsia the acquisition of a phonetic writing system, 

which was far more effective than the ideographic script of Chinese for writing 
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Japanese. This seems in turn to have encouraged the emergence of the native 

script of kana characters, which were developed as cursive, abbreviated means 

of writing Chinese characters so as to use them only for their tonal values. 

The Japanese kana alphabetical table (Gojiionzu) emulates that of Sanskrit 

(YAMADA Yoshio 1938:79-93), pointing to the reason underlying the belief 

widespread in the medieval period that Kiikai was the inventor of the kana 

syllabary. 

Kiikai's study in China was therefore as significant for his importation of 

a new language-more specifically, a new writing system-as for his intro

duction of a new school of Buddhism. Unlike scholar-priests in the existing 

Buddhist schools in early Heian Japan, Kiikai found it necessary to study 

Sanskrit. That is, his decision to study in China was motivated by his desire 

to master Sanskrit, which was necessary if he was to study ritual languages 

described in the Mahiivairocana Siitra, the scriptural text in which Kiikai saw 

the possibility of integrating textual study and ritual-meditative exercise in a 

manner hitherto impossible for the Nara Schools. In fact, in his official catalog 

of the canonical texts of the Shingon School submitted to Emperor Saga's 

court in 823, Kiikai included forty Sanskrit texts whose mastery was required 

for students of the Shingon School.4 This points to the possibility that Kiikai's 

Buddhism was most clearly distinguished from the existing Japanese Buddhist 

schools in its approach to writing, ritual, text, and language in general. 

Foreign Language Studies and Esoteric Buddhism 

On the sixth day of the seventh month of Enryaku 23 (804), the four-ship 

diplomatic fleet headed by Ambassador (kento taishi) Fujiwara no Kadonomaro 

(?-8r8) left the port of Tanoura in Hizen province on the island of Kyiishii. 

The next day, the third and fourth ships were lost in a storm.5 Within the 

next few weeks, the second ship, headed by Vice Ambassador (kento fukushi) 

Ishikawa no Michimasu and bearing the Tendai priest Saicho, made its way to 

the port city of Ming-chou, south of the mouth of the Yang-tze and north 

of Mount T'ien-t'ai. However, Vice Ambassador Michimasu died of illness in 

Ming-chou on the twenty-fifth day of the seventh month,6 probably only a few 

days after his ship's arrival there following its exhausting voyage. Ambassador 

Kadonomaro's first ship, which carried Kiikai, drifted further south in the South 

China Sea, and on the tenth day of the eighth month arrived at a port near 

the city ofFu-chou in the present-day province ofFujian. It was unusual for a 

Japanese mission to land so far south, and the local authorities did not permit 

the emissaries to land until the third day of the tenth month, when they finally 

entered Fu-chou? 
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Although Kadonomaro's ship was staffed with official interpreters (tsuji) 

and scribes ( rokuji), the ambassador, perhaps after several failed attempts 
to secure permission to land, entrusted to Kiikai the task of writing on his 
behalf to the Chinese authorities.8 Unlike many other Japanese Buddhist 
pilgrims of his time, such as Saicho, who relied on their command of written 
Chinese for communication,9 Kiikai arrived in China with fluency in both 
spoken and written Chinese, which was necessary if he was to study the 
Mahiivairocana Sutra. Because all its mantras and dharal).IS were inscribed in 
Sanskrit letters, mastery of the siitra meant for Kiikai the acquisition of another 
foreign language via Chinese. 

On the third day of the eleventh month, at the invitation of the T'ang 
court, Ambassador Kadonomaro finally left Fu-chou for Ch'ang-an. However, 
the local authorities limited the size of his party to twenty-three members.10 
The rest of the mission followed the interpreter and scribe Yamada no Oba, 
who took the ship north to Ming-chou and prepared for the embassy's return 
voyage.ll Kiikai was originally not among those permitted to travel to the 
capital, and he wrote a petition directly to the magistrate ofFu-chou requesting 
that he be included in the party.12 It was not unusual for the Chinese authorities 
to deny Japanese students' access to the capital, however. The Tendai priest 
Ennin ( 794-864 ), for example, reported that in his mission of 835 only two of a 
group of more than ten students ofBuddhism and Confucianism were allowed 
entry to the capital. Initially, Ennin himself was not even permitted to visit 

Mount T'ien-t'ai, where Saicho had studied earlier.13 Kiikai's petition indicates 
that it was imperative for him to reach the capital ofCh 'ang-an, the principal site 
of the state-sponsored scriptural translation projects, where priests of diverse 
national origins knowledgeable in Indian and Central Asian languages could 
accommodate Kiikai's particular demands for linguistic expertise. 

Ambassador Kadonomaro's party reached Ch'ang-an on the fifteenth day of 
the twelfth month and was reunited with officers from the second ship, who had 
arrived in the capital the previous month. On the twenty-third day of the first 
month of the next year (805), Chen-yiian 21-or Enryaku 24 according to the 
Japanese calendar- Emperor Te-tsung ( r. 780-805) died. A series of mortuary 
rites held by the state forced the Japanese embassy to remain in the capital until 
the tenth day of the second month of that year.14 During that period, Kiikai 
stayed with other members of the embassy at one of the diplomatic facilities of 
the T'ang court and seems to have continued his secretarial work for the ambas
sador.15 In the second month, for example, Kiikai composed another diplomatic 
missive for Kadonomaro addressed to a prince of the Kingdom of Pe-huai.16 

Prior to the embassy's departure forMing-chou for its return trip to Japan, 
Kiikai entrusted Kadonomaro with a copy of the epitaph of the priest 1-hsing 
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(683-727), composed by Emperor Hsiian-tsung (r. 713-756), to be delivered to 
Emperor Kanmu's court.17 An accomplished mathematician and astronomer 
famed for his invention of a new calendar system, I-hsing also played a pivotal 
role in the spread of Esoteric Buddhism in China. He studied with both 
Subhakarasirhha ( 673-735) and Vajrabodhi ( 671-7+1 ), who brought to China, 
respectively, the Esoteric Buddhist traditions of the Mahiivairocana Sittra and 
the Vajrasekhara Sittra. I-hsing in particular was renowned for his cooperation 
with Subhakarasirhha in the translation of the Mahiivairocana Sittra and the 
production of its extensive Chinese commentary.18 Kukai's present to the 
Japanese court ofl-hsing's biography appears to be another piece of evidence 
that Kukai was intent upon mastering the Mahiivairocana Sittra and returning 
to Japan with the knowledge of a religious system that centered on that sutra. 

On the tenth day of the second month, upon the departure of the Japanese 
mission, the T'ang court decreed that Kukai should be a resident priest at Hsi
ming-ssu, a large monastic complex in the northwestern section of the capital, 
located immediately to the southeast of the Western Bazaar of the capital. At 
that point, Kukai's study of Buddhism in China began.19 Since its foundation 
in 656 by Emperor Kao-tsung, with the endorsement of the celebrated Chinese 
pilgrim to India Hsiian-tsang ( 602-664), the Hsi-ming monastery had been 
a major center of Buddhist academic activities.20 In his report to the Chinese 
authorities in 8o6, Kukai identified as his two principal teachers the Indian 
Tripi�aka master Prajii.a ( 734-810?) and the priest Hui-kuo ( 7+6-805) ofCh'ing
lung temple.21 Kukai's residence at Hsi-ming monastery provided him with a 
plethora of information and personal contacts that led to his meeting with 
those two masters in Ch'ang-an. 

It was at Hsi-ming-ssu that Hsiian-tsang began the work of translating 
the voluminous Prajii.a-paramita and Yogacara texts he had imported from 
India. His successors K'uei-chi (632-682), Yiian-t'se (613-696), and others 
launched doctrinal studies at the monastery that gave rise to the tradition 
of Fa-hsian (Jpn. Hoss6 ), or Chinese YogacaraY Another eminent Chinese 
pilgrim to India, I -ching ( 635-713 ), also engaged in his translations at the 
Hsi-ming monastery. His new translation there of the Golden Light Sittra in 
703, which had already been copied for circulation in Japan in 725, inspired 
Emperor Shomu to erect Todaiji and state temples in every province dedicated 
to the sutra.23 

The Indian Tripitaka Master Subhakarasirhha, too, began his translation of 
Esoteric Buddhist scriptures at Hsi-ming-ssu. It was the first Chinese transla
tion Subhakarasirhha completed at this temple in 717, a devotional ritual text on 
Bodhisattva Ak.asagarbha (i.e., gumonjih6 ),24 that lured the young Kukai away 
from Confucian studies at the State College and into training in Buddhism. 
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In 787, Emperor Te-tsung extended his auspices to Prajna, another Tripiraka 

master ofKashmiri origin, for his translation at Hsi-ming-ssu of the Mahayana 

Six Piiramitii Sutra.25 This siitra, which Kiikai introduced to Japan in 8o6, 

provided Kiikai with a critical theoretical underpinning for defining Esoteric 

Teaching (mikkyo) as a category distinct from Exoteric Teaching (kengyo).26 

The Hsi-ming monastery was also celebrated for its comprehensive library, 

and many major bibliographical studies were carried out by its resident priests 

during the T'ang period. The monastery's collection began to be assembled by 

the eminent vinaya master Tao-hsuan (596-667), who was the first abbot of the 

monastery. In 664 he completed the compilation of the Catalog of the Buddhist 

Canon of the Great T'ang ( Ta-t)ang nei-tien-lu) in ten fascicles. Fascicle 8 

of the catalog consists of the titles of scriptures preserved at the Hsi-ming

ssu library, which already boasted a collection of 779 titles in 3,361 fascicles.27 

Tao-hsuan made it a rule that all the texts translated, authored, and copied 

at the monastery would be added to the library. Tao-shih (?-683), a vinaya 

master and Tao-hsuan's Dharma colleague at the monastery, is renowned for 

his composition of Collected Essential Phrases from All the Scriptures ( Chu-ching 

yao-chi), a twenty-fascicle collection of quotes from scriptures classified under 

separate categories, and Forest of Gems in the Garden of Dharma (Fa-yuan 

chu-lin ), a comprehensive lexicon of Buddhist terminology in one hundred 

volumes.28 

In 8oo, only a few years prior to Kiikai's arrival at the monastery, the 

priest Yuan-chao (fl. 785-804), another vinaya expert at Hsi-ming-ssu, com

posed the thirty-fascicle Catalog of the Buddhist Canon Newly Compiled in 

the Chen-yuan Years (Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu ).29 Yuan-chou's 

catalog significantly enlarged on the Catalog of the Buddhist Canon of the !Cai

yuan Years ( K)ai-yuan shih-chiao-lu ), compiled in twenty fascicles by priest 

Chih-sheng ( 669-740) of Ch 'ung-fu-ssu in 730, which in turn was a major 

improvement over Tao-hsuan's 664 catalog. Yuan-chao was also renowned for 

his compilation of the Collected Writings of the Tripi taka Master Amoghavajra 

( Pu-k)ung san-ts)ang piao-shih-chi),30 a collection of! etters, official documents, 

and biographical writings regarding the Indian Tripiraka master Amoghavajra 

(705-774), who was largely responsible for the spread of Esoteric Buddhism 

during the reigns ofEmperors Hsuan-tsung (r. 713-755), Su-tsung (r. 776-762), 

and Tai-tsung (r. 763-779). 

Yet another important aspect of Yuan-chao's scholarship was the contri

bution he made to scriptural translation. Yuan-chao assisted Prajiia's transla

tion of both the Mahiiyiina Six Piiramitii Sutra in 788 and the forty-fascicle 

Avatamsaka Sutra in 798.31 Based on the knowledge he had acquired from his 

collaboration with Prajiia, Yuan-chao produced a concordance of the principal 
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terms in the Mahayana Six Paramita Siitra that provided the pronunciation 

and meaning of each, and, whenever appropriate, the original term in San

skritY Yuan-chao's concordance may well have inspired the compilation of a 

gigantic Buddhist lexicon, the Pronunciation and Meaning of Words from the 

Complete Buddhist Scriptures ( l-ch'eih-ching yin-i), in one hundred fascicles, 33 

by another resident priest of the Hsi-ming monastery, Hui-lin (737-820 ). A 

priest ofKashgarian descent who studied Esoteric Buddhism with Amoghava

jra, Hui-lin was famed for his mastery of Chinese and Sanskrit and for his ability 

as a translator.34 Hui-lin's lexicon, which included more than 6so,ooo words 

from 1,300 scriptural texts, was completed in 807,35 the y ear after Kiikai's return 

to Japan. 

Upon his arrival in 8os at the Hsi-ming monastery, Kiikai must therefore 

have had immediate access to teachers and materials for his study of Sanskrit, 

mantra, and Esoteric Buddhist texts in general. Kiikai was the first Japanese 

pilgrim to bring Yuan-chao's Chen-yuan Catalog to Japan, for example. And 

because the collection of Buddhist scriptures that had been assembled in Japan 

was based on Chih-sheng's 730 K'ai-yuan Catalog, Kiikai's access to the Chen

yuan Catalog made it possible for him to identity and import texts hitherto 

unavailable in Japan. 36 This must also have made Kiikai aware of the importance 

of Amoghavajra, for the great majority of the texts translated during the seven 

decades separating the two canonical catalogs were esoteric texts, and the 

majority of those had been translated by AmoghavajraY Kiikai also imported 

the collection of! etters and documents by and about Amoghavajra compiled by 

Yuan-chao, which must have provided him with biographical information on 

Amoghavajra and also enabled him to identifY the latter's surviving disciples, 

among them Hui-kuo of the Ch'ing-lung monastery.38 Thus, only four months 

after his arrival at the Hsi-ming monastery, Kiikai began his study of Esoteric 

Buddhism under Hui-kuo. 

Kiikai's familiarity with these pivotal works of Yuan-chao must have made 

him aware ofPrajfia, with whom Yuan-chao had carried out many translation 

projects. It is not clear when Kiikai met Prajfia or exactly what he studied 

with the Indian master. At the time of Kiikai's residence at the Hsi-ming 

temple, Prajfia was a resident master at nearby Li-ch'uan-ssu, another large 

monastery located across the Western Bazaar to the north. Kiikai mentioned 

only that his training with Prajfia included the study of Brahmanical philo

sophical systems popular in southern India.39 However, circumstantial evi

dence suggests that the study of Sanskrit constituted a significant part of 

that training. For example, when Kiikai met Hui-kuo in the sixth month 

of Chen-yiian 21 (8os), Hui-kuo immediately permitted him to begin the 

study of esoteric rituals.40 Hui-kou's lay disciple Wu-yin reported in 8o6 that 
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Kukai was able to absorb with ease and accuracy the master's instruction 
in both Sanskrit and Chinese.41 Kukai therefore must have acquired at least 
some knowledge of Sanskrit during the four months between his arrival at 
the Hsi-ming monastery in the second month and his meeting with Hui
kuo in the sixth month of 8os. Upon Kukai's departure to Japan, Prajna 
entrusted him not only with his new Chinese translation of the Avatamsaka 

Sittra but also with the Sanskrit original in three boxes, an unlikely gift unless 
Kukai had studied Sanskrit with him and attained some essential knowledge of 
the language. 

Writing in the Siddham Script (Hsi-t)an tzu-chi), one of the textbooks 
on Sanskrit imported by Kukai, explains in eighteen chapters the rules for 
joining vowels ( matrka) and consonants ( vyaiijana) in the Sanskrit script 
system of Siddham. The author of that textbook, priest Chih-kuang (?-8o6 ), 
states in his introduction that his discussion is based on the lessons he re
ceived from Prajna at Mount Wu-t'ai.42 The Japanese Hosso priest Ryosen 
(?-826?) of Kofukuji, Nara, who journeyed to China together with Kukai 
and Saicho in the same diplomatic mission of So+, also studied Sanskrit with 
Prajna. But Ryosen died at Mount Wu-t'ai without ever returning to Japan. 
A record dated 8II indicates that Ryosen was at the time a resident priest of 
the Li-chiian monastery who, as a leading disciple of Prajna, served as the 
Indian master's primary collaborator in the translation at that monastery of a 
Mahayana siitra.43 These events show that Prajna was serving the Buddhist 
community of Ch'ang-an as a leading translator of Buddhist texts and an 
authority on Sanskrit. 

Most likely, Kukai first went to Prajna in the hope of engaging in an 
intensive study of the Mahavairocana Sittra. According to his biographical 
sketch in Yuan-chao's Chen-yuan Catalog, Prajna began his life as a Buddhist 
novice at age seven and first trained himself in the Abhidharma and V inaya 
traditions. At age twenty, he went to the Buddhist academy at Nalanda, was 
inducted there into the clergy, and mastered various Mahayana doctrines. 
Later, he traveled to southern India, where just prior to his departure for 
China, he studied the "Treasury of Dharanl" (Ch. ch)ih-ming-ts)ang; Jpn. 
jimyozo).44 Thus it seems that, like many Indian priests of his time, Prajna 
had some knowledge of Esoteric Buddhism. However, unlike Subhakarasirhha 
and Vajrabodhi, who initiated their Chinese students into esoteric disciplines, 
there is no record suggesting that Prajna propagated Esoteric Buddhism in 
China. He must have been an appropriate teacher of Sanskrit for Kukai. 
However, to master the esoteric ritual language of mantras and other ritual 
systems of the Mahavairocana Sittra, Kiikai seems to have needed a differ
ent teacher. 
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Master Hui-kuo and the Study of Esoteric Rituals 

In the Catalog of Imported Items ( Shorai mokuroku ), the official report to Em
peror Heizei's court prepared upon his return to Japan in 8o6, Kiikai described 
his meeting with Hui-kou in the sixth month of the previous year at Ch'ing
lung-ssu, an ancient monastery on a scenic hill just above the southeastern 
corner of the capital. 

Having taken up residence at the Hsi-ming monastery, I visited and searched 
among eminent masters in the city. One day, I chanced to meet Master Hui
kuo, abbot of the East Stiipa Hall of the Ch'ing-lung monastery. A Dharma 
heir disciple of the late Tripi taka Master Ta-kuang-chih [Amoghavajra], he 
was a paragon of virtue for our age and a guide for the nation's rulers. Three 
successive emperors and their ministers received his initiation [into Esoteric 
Buddhism], and Buddhist practitioners of all the four classes studied the 
Secret Treasury with him. 

Accompanied by Chi-ming, T'an-sheng, and several other Dharma mas
ters from the Hsi-ming monastery, I went to visit him [Hui-kuo] and was 
granted an audience. As soon as he saw me, the abbot smiled, and said 
with delight, "Since learning of your arrival, I have waited anxiously. How 
excellent, how excellent that we have met today at last! My life is ending 
soon, and yet I have no more disciples to whom to transmit the Dharma. 
Prepare without delay the offerings of incense and flowers for your entry into 
the abhi�eka maitdalas."45 

Although the identities of Chi-ming and T'an-sheng cannot be established in 
existing sources, Kiikai's description here implies that his meeting with Hui
kuo was arranged by his fellow priests at the Hsi-ming monastery. Hui-lin, a 
resident priest ofHsi-ming-ssu, who in 805 was about to complete his immense 
lexicographical project, was also a disciple of Amoghavajra's and may well have 
known Hui-kuo. Another potential link between Kiikai and Hui-kuo was I
chih, a disciple of Hui-kuo's and a resident priest of Li-ch'iian-ssu, where 
Kiikai studied with Prajiia. In 8o+, the year at the end of which Kiikai arrived 
in Ch'ang-an, Hui-kuo performed a grand esoteric ordination for I-chih at the 
Li-ch'iian monastery, in which Prajiia was one of the principal participants.46 
Prajiia and Hui-kuo must therefore have been acquainted prior to Kiikai's 
studies with them. 

Through personal relations in the Buddhist community ofCh'ang-an such 
as these, Hui-kuo obviously knew about Kiikai's arrival and his residency at 
the Hsi-ming monastery. He may have taken a particular interest in Kiikai, 
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for unlike other Japanese Buddhist students who had come to Ch'ang-an to 

study the San-lun, Fa-hsiang, and other doctrinal schools, Kiikai's primary 

concern was the Mahiivairocana Sittra. Hui-kuo seems to have been informed 

of Kiikai's qualifications as well as of his progress with Prajna, or certainly he 

would not have taken the unusual step of granting Kiikai permission to be 

inducted as a formal disciple at their first meeting. 

Hui-kuo began his Buddhist training at age nine under the guidance of 

T'an-chen of Ch'ing-lung-ssu, who was one of Amoghavajra's senior disci

plesY After T'an-chen later became one of the chaplains at the imperial palace, 

Hui-kuo continued his training under the direct supervision of Amoghavajra. 

At age twenty (756), Hui-kuo was ordained into the priesthood. Two years 

later, he studied the esoteric systems of the garbha ( Ch. t'ai-tsang; J pn. taizo) 

mal).�ala of the Mahiivairocana Sittra and the vajradhiitu (Ch. chin-kang

chiai; Jpn. kongokai) mal).�ala of the Vajrasekhara Sittra. (The two mal).�alas 

and their principal ritual practices will be discussed shortly.) In the same year, 

Amoghavajra performed abhi�eka to formally establish Hui-kuo as a master of 

Esoteric Buddhism.48 

In the fifth month of Ta-li 9 (774), a month prior to his death at age seventy, 

Amoghavajra prepared his will, in which he identified six select disciples as the 

legitimate heirs to his Dharma: Han-kung of Chin-ko-ssu of Mount Wu-t'ai, 

Hui-ch'ao of Silla, Hui-kuo of Ch'ing-lung-ssu, Hui-lang of Ch'ung-fu-ssu, 

and Yuan-chiao and Chio-ch'ao of Pao-shou-ssu.49 Although Hui-kuo was 

only twenty-nine years old then, he was included among those Amoghavajra 

had chosen as carriers of his torch of Dharma. The following year, Emperor 

Tai-tsung's court having established the East Stiipa Hall at Ch'ing-lung-ssu, 

Hui-kou was made its abbot, and following his appointment he was invited 

to the imperial palace frequently to perform services for the state. T'ai-tsung 

( r. 763-780) and the two emperors who succeeded him, Te-tsung ( r. 780-805) 

and Shun-tsung (r. 805-2806 ), received Hui-kuo's abhi�eka.50 Attached to Hui

kuo's temple in the Ch'ing-lung monastery was Kuan-ting-yiian, the Abhi�eka 

Chapel, at which he initiated Kiikai into Esoteric Buddhism. Wu-yin, one of 

Hui-kuo's lay disciples, reported that at the center of the Abhi�eka Chapel was 

a miniature stiipa and that its base and all the walls of the chapel, both inside 

and outside, were filled with the painted images of the vajradhatu and garbha 

mal).�alas and their individual divinities. 51 

It appears that Hui-lang, rather than Hui-kuo, was first recognized among 

Amoghavajra's disciples as the principal successor to their master, the "third 

patriarch, following Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra. "52 However, by the time of 

Kiikai's arrival in Ch'ang-an, some thirty years after Amoghavajra's passing, 

Hui-kuo had emerged as the leader among those surviving who had inherited 
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Amoghavajra's teachings on Esoteric Buddhism. Hui-kuo's renown drew stu

dents from beyond the Chinese empire, and his Ch'ing-lung monastery was 

crowded with foreign students who had come there from Korea, Central 

Asia, and as far away as Java. They studied along with Hui-kuo's Chinese 

disciples, both ordained and lay, who were said to have numbered more than 

one thousand.53 It was certainly not unusual for Hui-kuo to have accepted 

another foreign student. However, the speed with which he transmitted to 

Kiikai the most advanced, highly secret disciplines of abhi�eka appears to have 

been exceptional. Kiikai describes the events that followed their initial meeting: 

I immediately returned to my residence temple [Hsi-ming-ssu] and began 

preparing for the initiation. Earlier in the sixth month, I was guided into the 

abhi�eka mal)<;iala of mastering the Dharma [Ch. hsiieh-fa kuan-ting; Jpn. 

gakuho kanjo]. Standing at the garbha mal)<;iala of great compassion, I threw 

a flower on the mal)<;iala according to the ritual prescription [of the sutra ]. 

It fell on the body of the Tathagata Mahavairocana at the center. Delighted, 

the master exclaimed: "Marvelous, marvelous!" He praised me repeatedly. 

Thereupon I was sprinkled with the water of the fivefold wisdom and received 

the empowerment [Skt. adhi[thiina; Ch. chia-ch'ih; Jpn. kaji] of the three 

my steries. Following the initiation, I was instructed in the Sanskrit terms 

and ritual procedures of the garbha mal)<;iala and trained in the visualizing 

meditation of the divinities in the mal)<;iala.54 

The garbha mal)<,iala, or more precisely the "mal)<,iala generated from the 

womb of great compassion" ( mahiikaru'f}iigarbhodbhava-ma'f!tfala ), repre

sents the ritual construction of the realm of enlightened beings delineated 

in the Mahiivairocana Sutra. Kiikai here describes the central procedure of the 

Esoteric Buddhist initiation of abhi�eka, as it is provided in chapter 2, fascicle 2, 

of the siitra (T 18:nb-12b ): first, the practitioners pledge that they are resolved 

to uphold the esoteric precept of samaya; then, blindfolded by their master, 

they are guided to the altar of the mal)<,iala, at which they throw a flower. The 

particular Buddha or bodhisattva in the mal).<,iala upon whom the flower of the 

practitioner alights becomes his or her personal divinity (ifVara ). Thereupon, 

the practitioners' blindfolds are removed so they can identifY themselves with 

the divinities in the mal).<,iala. 

The ritual concludes with the master's sprinkling of the water of the fivefold 

wisdom on the practitioners' crowns, symbolic of their new birth into the family 

of the Tathagatas, the family whose members are represented by the divinities 

in the mal).<,iala. The fivefold wisdom consists of the ultimate wisdom of en

lightenment, personified by Mahavairocana, the central divinity of the mal).<,iala, 
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and its four attributes, the wisdoms of the great mirror, equality, observation, 

and action. These four wisdoms are in turn represented, respectively, by the 

Buddhas of the four directions in the ma�<;iala, who surround Mahavairocana

Ak�obhya in the east, Ratnasarhbhava in the south, Amitabha in the west, and 

Amoghasiddhi in the north. The attainment of the fivefold wisdom by the 

practitioners is said to purify their physical action, speech, and thought as they 

become identical with the three mysteries: the body, speech, and mind of the 

divinities in the ma�<;iala.55 The practitioners are also given Esoteric Buddhist 

names that indicate the new identities they have assumed through the ritual of 

throwing flowers. 

Following the abhi�eka of the garbha ma�<;iala, Kukai was trained by Hui

kuo in the mantras and Sanskrit hymns, the mudras, and visualization of the 

sacred symbols, all of which constitute the yogic system of the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra, the knowledge necessary for mastery of its religious system. Kukai's 

original goal in traveling to China seems to have been fulfilled by this course 

of study with Hui-kuo. However, this was only the beginning of the training 

he received from Hui-kuo. Kukai's account continues: 

In the early part of the seventh month, I was guided into the vajradhatu 

ma�9ala and was sprinkled tor the second time with the water of the fivefold 

wisdom. As I dropped the flower, it fell on Mahavairocana again. The 

master exclaimed in delight just as before. Early in the eighth month, I 

received yet another abhi�eka: it was, this time, to grant me the rank of 

Dharma transmission master [Ch. ch'uan-Ja a-tu-li-wei; ]pn. denbo ajarii]. 

On that day, I gave a feast for five hundred priests, nuns, and male and 

female lay practitioners. Eminent priests ofCh'ing-lung-ssu, Ta-hsing-shan

ssu, and other monasteries also took part in the celebration. Thereafter I 

received instruction from my master in the mantras and mudras of the five 

Buddha families [of the vajradhatu ma1!9ala] and in the yo gas prescribed 

in the Vajraiekhara Sutra, followed by additional training in Sanskrit and 

Sanskrit hymns. 56 

Thus, after the first initiation into the garbha ma�<;iala of the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra, Kukai received two additional abhi�ekas from Hui-kuo. The one that 

took place in the seventh month initiated him into the vajradhatu ma�<;iala, the 

"ma�<;iala of the realm of the adamantine weapon of vajra," or thunderbolt, 

the ritual instrument signifying the wisdom of enlightenment instantaneously 

destroying follies, delusion, and ignorance. As described in the Vajra�ekhara 

Sutra and its analogs, 57 the procedure of throwing a flower on the ma�<;iala 

to obtain a personal divinity-identical to the first abhi�eka-was repeated. 
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Kiikai's flower fell again on the central Buddha Mahavairocana, in the va
jradhatu maQ<;iala. Although Mahavairocana at the center and the Buddhas of 
the four directions are identical in the garbha and vajradhatu maQ<;ialas, the ar
rangement of divinities surrounding these principal Buddhas in the vajradhatu 
maQ<;iala is significantly different from the layout of the garbha maQ<;iala.58 

Subhakarasimha's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sittra identifies the 
three levels of Esoteric Buddhist initiation (T 39:613a-c, 617a, 62sa, 67+c-
675a). The ritual procedures of the three levels of abhi�eka can be identical. 
However, they differ from one another in the content of the post-abhi�eka 
training that determines the meaning of the abhi�eka for participants. The first 
of the three levels is the rudimentary abhi�eka of "binding karmic affinity" 
(Ch. chieh-yiian kuan-ting; Jpn. kechien kanjo) between practitioners and the 
Esoteric Teaching, the initiation that makes practitioners followers of Esoteric 
Buddhism. At the close of the ritual, the individual participants in this abhi�eka 
are given particular mantras for the worship of the personal divinities they have 
obtained during the initiation. The second level is the intermediate abhi�eka 
of"studying the Dharma" (Ch. hsiiehfa kuan-ting; ]pn.gakuho kanjo), which 
qualifies participants to study the elaborate yogic exercises consisting of nu
merous combinations of mantras, mudras, and visualizations aimed at ritually 
invoking the personal divinities of the initiates and attaining the meditative 
union with them. Some talented candidates are permitted to study the yogas 
of other divinities in the maQ<;iala, enabling them to visually construct the 
maQ<;iala in their meditative exercises. Those advanced candidates are permitted 
to proceed to the third and highest level of abhi�eka, that of transmitting the 
teaching (Ch. ch'uan-chiao kuan-ting; Jpn. denkyo kanjo), which establishes 
ordinands as masters of Esoteric Buddhism. The post-abhi�eka training of these 
most advanced candidates consists of acquiring detailed knowledge of how to 
construct maQ<;ialas, both in a ritual setting and through visualization, and how 
to conduct abhi�eka in the maQ<;iala's ritual space. 

According to this classification in Subhakarasimha's Commentary, Kiikai's 
training with Hui-kuo began with the intermediate level abhi�eka of studying 
the Dharma, held twice, first in the garbha maQ<;iala in the sixth month, and 
next in the vajradhatu maQ<;iala in the seventh month. Kiikai does not describe 
the ritual procedure for his third abhi�eka, which Hui-kuo granted to him in the 
eighth month to certifY him as a master capable of transmitting the Dharma of 
Esoteric Buddhism. The omission may result from the fact that, as mentioned 
in the Commentary, this third level of abhi�eka can be performed in its entirety 
in a maQ<;iala visually constructed in the meditation of master and disciple. 59 

Kiikai's Notes on the Secret Treasury (Hizoki) consists of one hundred 
fragmentary sections of his handwritten record of the oral instruction he 
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received from Hui-kuo.60 Of these, only three sections concern doctrinal issues 

and all the rest deal with technical details relating to the performance of rituals 

and meditative exercises. Many revolve around knowledge of Sanskrit. One, 

for example, describes the preliminary purification procedure required prior 

to the practice of any ritual or meditation (KZ 2:u-12). In this exercise, a 

practitioner visualizes the Sanskrit characters A, Vi, Ra, Hum, and Kham, 

the bija (or single-letter seed mantras) of Mahavairocana and the Buddhas 

of the four directions, which are placed, respectively, at five points on the 

practitioner's body (throat, forehead, right and left shoulders, and chest), 

aimed at transforming through meditation his or her somatic existence into the 

world of mal)sfala. In another section of Notes on the Secret Treasury, Hui-kuo 

explains to Ki.ikai the following five techniques for chanting mantras, dharal)ls, 

and other hymns in Sanskrit, for both liturgical and meditative purposes. 

The five kinds of chanting are the chanting of lotus, of vajra, of samadhi, 

of echo, and of light. Lotus chanting is that in which you hear your own 

chanting voice. In vajra chanting, with your lips and jaws remaining closed, 

you use only the tip of your tongue for utterance. In samadhi chanting, 

even the movement of your tongue ceases. You chant only in your mind, 

which you now visualize as a lotus blossom. Above the lotus is a circle of 

the moon, in which you see the [Sanskrit] character for the syllable A [the 

mother of all other syllables]. In this manner, there will always be a perfect 

correspondence between your visualization and your chanting in meditation. 

For echo chanting, visualize iankha [a white conch] and generate an exquisite 

voice for chanting from the sankha shell. Use this for chanting accompanied 

by musical instruments, such as vajra bells. In light chanting, you simply 

visualize your voice issuing forth from your mouth as beams. This is used for 

both voiced and unvoiced chanting. (KZ 2:38) 

It appears that following the third abhi�eka he administered to Ki.ikai in 

the eighth month, Hui-kuo's health deteriorated rapidly, and his life was to 

end before the close of the year. He may well have chosen to teach Ki.ikai the 

most essential yet secret aspects of Esoteric Buddhism, such as the methods 

for breathing and visualizing in the course of meditation, vocalizing mantras, 

folding and unfolding fingers to form a sequence of mudras, drawing mal)sfalas, 

and constructing altars for abhi�eka. This appears to be the reason that among 

the scriptural texts Ki.ikai had collected for transmission to Japan the largest 

group consisted of neither si.itras nor sastras but vidhis (Ch. i-kuei; ]pn. giki), 

ritual manuals that explain in detail the often cursory or cryptic descriptions of 

ritual and meditative sequences found in certain si.itras. As KusHIDA Ryoko 
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has noted (I98I:I98-I97), there is no surviving record suggesting the impor

tation to Japan of a vidhi prior to Kiikai's journey to China, and he was thus 

responsible for the introduction to the early Heian Buddhist community of 

viddhi as a new bibliographical category. 

On the other hand, however detailed the discussions in ritual manuals, 

the complicity of ritual and meditative techniques in Esoteric Buddhism of

ten makes their perfect mastery impossible without personal instruction and 

demonstration by a master. That is, unlike exoteric texts, which discuss doc

trinal issues, esoteric texts cannot be fully grasped merely by reading them, 

because they require practical knowledge of ritual and meditative processes 

external to the text itself. In particular, mantras, dhara!!is, and other hymns in 

Sanskrit in esoteric texts make this distinction manifest. These ritual languages 

cannot be reduced to mere ideas and concepts for reading, because the sheer 

physical presence of their syllables, in both their graphic and sonic aspects, is the 

immediate object of ritual and meditative action. This unique quality of textual 

language inseparably intertwined with religious practice may be the essential 

characteristic that distinguishes the Buddhism Kiikai brought back from China 

to Japan from the Buddhism previously imported by Nara Buddhist scholars. 

Hui-kuo died on the fifteenth day of the twelfth month of Yung-chen I 

(8os). The earliest dated biography ofHui-kuo, composed on the third day of 

the first month ofYiian-ho I (8o6) by his lay disciple Wu-yin, relates Hui-kuo's 

words during his final days, in which he designated six of his disciples as the 

principal heirs of his Dharma. 

The great teachings of the two mal)<;ialas of the vajradhatu and the garbha 

are the secret treasury of all the Buddhas, the direct path to attaining 

Buddhahood in one's own lifetime. May these teachings pervade the whole 

universe to give salvation to living beings. I have granted mastership in the 

garbha mal)<;iala to Pan-hong ofJava and Hui-jih ofSilla. I have entrusted the 

great teaching of the vajra mal)<;iala to Wei-shang of]ian-nan and I-yiian of 

Ho-pei. To Imperial Chaplain I-ming, I have conferred the great teachings 

of the two mal)<;ialas. Also with us today is the Japanese priest Kiikai. Because 

he came to seek the sacred teaching, I have granted the secret mal)<;iala rituals 

and the mudras of the two mal)<;ialas to him. Whether in Chinese or Sanskrit, 

he has absorbed all my instructions in his mind. It was just like pouring 

water from one vase into another. I entrust these six disciples with the role 

of carrying on the torch of my Dharma. ( KZ I :44) 

Kiikai seems to have occupied a special place among Hui-kuo's disciples. 

According to Wu-yin's account, this was because only Kiikai, together with 
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I -ming, received recognition as a master of the teachings of both the garbha 

and vajradhatu maQ.�alas. This may be the reason that, following Hui-kuo's 

death, Kiikai was chosen by Hui-kuo's followers to compose their master's 

epitaph.61 Kiikai related his master's last words to him as follows. 

My life in this world is drawing to a close. I cannot last long. I urge you 

now to return to your homeland. Take with you these two great ma!fqalas, 

the teaching of the Vajrayana in more than a hundred scrolls, the keepsakes 

I received from my Tripitaka Master [Amoghavajra], as well as these ritual 

instruments that have belonged to me.62 Spread this teaching throughout 

your nation. 

When you first came to me, I was afraid of my life running out. But 

now my entrusting to you of the Dharma is complete. Also finished is the 

work of copying scriptures and producing the sacred images [of maQ.qalas]. 

Hasten home, present these things to the state, spread them far and wide 

for the benefit of people .... Imperial Chaplain I-ming will remain here and 

preserve my teaching. You are to transmit it to the land in the east. Strive! 

Strive!63 

The funeral ceremonies for Hui-kuo were completed by the seventeenth day 

of the first month. Around that time, another Japanese diplomatic mission, led 

by the special envoy (kento hangan) Takashina no Tonari, arrived in Ch'ang

an. The goal of this ad hoc mission was to extend the congratulations of the 

Japanese court on the enthronement the previous year of Emperor Shun-tsung. 

Before the end of the month, Tonari received the T'ang court's permission to 

include Kiikai in his party returning to Japan.64 Tonari's embassy seems to 

have left the capital by the earlier part of the third month for the coastal city 

of Yi.ieh-chou, and in the eighth month his ship left Yi.ieh-chou for Japan.65 

It is unknown exactly when the mission returned. However, on the twenty

second day of the tenth month of the same year-Daido 1 (8o6), according 

to the Japanese calendar-Kiikai was in Dazaifu, the port city in Tsukushi in 

Kyiishii, where he entrusted to Tonari his report to the Heian court on his 

studies in China.66 

Mantra and Abhi�eka, the Genealogical Technologies 

Kiikai studied under Hui-kuo for less than six months. Despite its brevity, 

his study enabled Kiikai to gain exposure to Buddhist practices unknown in 

the Japanese Buddhist community. The knowledge of maQ.�ala, for example, 
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must have enabled him to recognize that some dharal)ls, iconographic im
ages of certain divinities, and devotional rituals to those divinities that had 
been popularized in a random, unrelated manner in Nara and early Heian 
society belonged, in fact, to a yet-to-be-introduced class of teaching called 
Esoteric Buddhism. He realized that many ritual practices familiar to early 
Heian Buddhists could be combined with Esoteric Buddhist ritual elements 
he had studied in China-such as mudras, symbol instruments, and Sanskrit 
seed mantras-to compose an integral system of Buddhist practice that was 
utterly alien even to the most learned Japanese scholar-priests. The rituals of 
abhi�eka-the very manner by which Hui-kuo transmitted his teaching to 
Kukai and authorized Kukai's mastery of it-exemplified this new system of 
integration, whose essential premises differed from those of ordinary Buddhist 
practice so significantly that they had to be classified as belonging to the distinct 
category he called "esoteric." In a letter written in 815 addressed to those he 
hoped would collaborate with him in the propagation of Esoteric Buddhism 
in Japan, Kukai described one of the teachings he received from Hui-kuo. 

My master once told me: "If you realize what your mind truly is, then 

you understand the mind of Buddhas. If you realize the mind of Buddhas, 

then you understand the mind of sentient beings. Those who realize the 

oneness of these three minds-the minds of practitioners, Buddhas, and 

sentient beings-are perfectly enlightened. To attain perfect enlightenment, 

study the self-proven teachings of all the Buddhas, that is, the teachings 

contained in the Vajrasekhara Sutra in one hundred thousand verses and 

in the Mahiivairocana Sutra in one hundred thousand verses. These siitras 

convey the teaching expounded incessantly, eternally by the pure, subtle 

Dharmakaya Buddha Mahavairocana as he resides in his secret universal 

palace .... 

"These are the teachings contained only in the esoteric scriptures, the 

teachings that cannot be found in other, exoteric texts, the deepest and finest 

of the Buddha Dharma, teachings transmitted to me via the six generations of 

patriarchs, which began with the Dharmakaya Tathagata and continued with

out interruption to my master Amoghavajra. Now is the time for you to study 

them and awaken yourself, in order to guide others to enlightenment."67 

Thus Kiikai relates Hui-kuo's words claiming that-against the general axiom 
that all Buddhist siitras grew out of teachings delivered by Sakyamuni, who was 
a Nirmal)akaya Buddha, the Buddha who manifested himself as a human being 
in our historical processes-the two siitras on which Hui-kuo based his trans
mission originated with the Dharmakaya Buddha, the timeless Buddha whose 
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body consisted of the Dharma itself. In addition, having identified the cosmic 
Buddha Mahavairocana as the Dharmakaya, Hui-kuo asserted that the geneal
ogy of Esoteric Buddhist mastership, to which he belonged, and which was to 
be extended to Kukai, also originated with the Dharmakaya. Elsewhere Kukai 
identifies the succession of masters who preserved and extended to East Asia 
the tradition ofEsoteric Buddhism: (r) the Buddha Mahavairocana, the teacher 
of the Mahiivairocana Sittra and the Vajrasekhara Sittra; (2) Vajrasattva, 
Mahavairocana's principal interlocutor in the two sutras; (3) Nagarjuna, the 
celebrated master of Madhyamika philosophy; (4) Nagabodhi, Nagarjuna's 
secret disciple; (5) Vajrabodhi, one of the pioneers who translated into Chi
nese the esoteric scriptures; ( 6) Amoghavajra, Vajrabodhi's celebrated disciple; 
and (7) Hui-kuo.68 Contrary to the Buddhist schools hitherto established in 
Japan, which all claimed to trace their history to Sakyamuni Buddha, Kukai's 
genealogy bypassed the historical Buddha and alleged a direct descent from 
the Dharmakaya Buddha. 

At the heart of this seemingly radical claim of Esoteric Buddhism is the 
idea of the three mysteries (Skt. tri-ghya; Ch. san-mi; Jpn. sanmitsu), the 
secret language of the Dharmakaya's body, speech, and mind, through which 
the cosmic Buddha unveils his innermost enlightenment, the language that, 
according to the Mahiivairocana Sittra (T r8:4a-sa), is ritually replicated in the 
gestural sequences of mudras, the chanting of mantras, and the visualization 
of malf<;iala images. Kukai explains: 

As manifestations of the Dharmakaya, each and every one of the divinities 

who fill the mal!<;iala is endowed with the three mysteries. As a result, the 

three mysteries of the divinities intertwine with one another, multiply, and 

permeate the universe. The permeation as such is also true for the three 

mysteries that inhere in the body, speech, and mind of every sentient being. 

Therefore the three mysteries of the Dharmakaya and sentient beings corre

spond, making it possible for sentient beings to be blessed and empowered by 

the Dharmakaya. When, having observed this meaning, the practitioners of 

Mantrayana form mudras with their hands, recite mantras with their mouths, 

and fix their minds in samadhi, then their three mysteries become immersed 

in those of the Dharmakaya, resulting in the attainment of great perfection.69 

Elsewhere, from a different angle, Kukai relates Hui-kuo's instruction con
cerning the permeation of the universe by the language of the Dharmakaya. 

Each of the three mysteries interfuses equally with the others to pervade all 

the corners of the world. Practitioners must therefore understand that all 
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the objects of their sight are the all-permeating body [of the Dharmakaya]. 

All the sounds they hear are dhara�ls, the voices of the [Dharmakaya] 

Buddha's preaching of Dharma. Whatever is uttered by the practitioners, 

too, is the Buddha's preaching .... The practitioners' mind that understands 

this principle underlying all the sights and sounds of the world is the reality 

that is the divinities of the ma�<;iala. The reality is the divinities; the divinities, 

the practitioners' own minds.70 

According to Hui-kuo, the entirety of the universe is the Dharmak.aya, and 

all the sights and sounds of the universe-as long as they demonstrate the 

Buddhist truth of the impermanence of all things, or emptiness-are the Dhar

makaya's revelation of the Dharma. However, precisely because of this identity 

of the Dharmakaya with nature-perhaps deus sive natura, the numinous as 

the natural-the cosmic Buddha's "natural" language remains both trans

parent and hidden. Therefore, esoteric scriptures claim that the Dharmakaya 

also reveals the ritual language of the three mysteries, mudra, mantra, and 

maQ<;iala, by means of which the divinities in the maQ<;iala communicate with 

one another to illumine the universe as a realm saturated with the Dharmakaya's 

language. 

Hui-kuo also implies that because practitioners ofMantrayana are also parts 

of the universe, their bodies, speech, and minds are intrinsically continuous 

with the body, speech, and mind of the Dharmak.aya. That is to say, the secret 

language of the three mysteries provides the immediate link between the Dhar

makaya and practitioners. The goal of the ritual of abhi�eka can now be seen 

as the transmission of the knowledge, or technology, that makes the hidden 

language of the Dharmakaya Buddha audible and legible by means of mastery 

of mudra, mantra, and maQ<;iala. This centrality of the three mysteries as the 

language for Esoteric Buddhist practice explains why both the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra and the Vajrafekhara Sutra consist primarily of descriptions of the ritual 

of abhi�eka, which is none other than a "text" written in the ritual languages 

of mudra, mantra, and m�<;iala. 

Though abhi�eka is a text composed in an uncommon language, it still 

must be described in ordinary language in scriptural texts. This task of descrip

tion gives mantra a privileged position in esoteric scriptural literature on two 

grounds. First, as (re)presentation of the "speech" of the Dharmakaya, it is far 

more akin to conventional language than is the gestural language of mudra 

or the visual language of ma�<;iala. Second, mantra, the ritual manifestation 

of the utterance of the Dharmakaya, includes within itself both the physical 

and mental aspects of the Dharmak.aya. Mantra is therefore essential to the 

intertwining and mutual permeation of the three mysteries discussed by Kiikai 
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in the last passage quoted, a critical interface consisting of the coordinated 

ritual presentation of the Dharmakaya's body, speech, and mind. 

The nature of the transmission Kukai received from Hui-kuo can be illus

trated further by studying in these two esoteric scriptures, the Mahiivairocana 

Siitra and the Vajrasekhara Siitra, the way in which the ritual languages

especially mantra-work as protocols for the procedures surrounding the 

flower-throwing, the principal ritual sequence of abhi�eka, which Kukai de

scribed in his official report to the Japanese court. 

The Mahiivairocana Siitra, which provides the scriptural context for Kukai's 

first abhi�eka, opens with a mystical scene of Mahavairocana 's universal palace 

of the vajra (Ch. chin-kang Ja-chieh-kung; Jpn. kongo hokkaigii), signifYing 

the entire universe as Mahavairocana's palace, the realm of instantaneous 

enlightenment. There in his cosmic palace, surrounded by his entourage of va

jradharas (Ch. chih-chin-kang; Jpn. shukongo), who were headed by Vajrasattva 

(Ch. Chin-kang sa-tou; Jpn. Kongo satta), and also of great bodhisattvas, 

Mahavairocana, "on the day of the Tathagatas that transcended the three 

divisions of time [past, present, and future], expounded the Dharma by means 

of the gate of the Dharma of the perfect interfusion of his body, speech, and 

mind" (T 18:1a). 

Thus begins Mahavairocana's preaching of the Dharma to the vajradharas 

and, bodhisattvas-which takes place in the Dharmakaya's temporality of eter

nal, timeless present-the preaching that unfolds through his secret language 

of the three mysteries. In this manner, Mahavairocana unveils before his assem

bly sarvajiiajiiiina ( Ch. i-ch'ieh-chih-chih; Jpn. issai chichi), the all-embracing 

wisdom of the Thatagatas, which, the sutra claims, is the wisdom of perfect 

enlightenment. However, chapter r of the Mahiivairocana Siitra (T r8:ra-+a) 

dares to describe in conventional language this eternal revelation of the Dharma 

in the Dharmakaya's transparent language of the three mysteries. As a result, 

Mahavairocana's preaching in the surra's text takes the form of a philosophical 

discourse with his interlocutor Vajrasattva, a discourse whose principal subject 

is all-embracing wisdom. In reply to Vajrasattva's question about the cause, 

foundation, and goal of all-embracing wisdom, Mahavairocana says: 

0, Lord of Secrecy [Vajrasattva], the enlightened mind is the cause, com

passion is the foundation, and expedient means is the goal. Lord of Secrecy, 

what is enlightenment? That is none other than realizing one's own mind 

as it truly is. As for realizing this unsurpassed, perfect enlightenment, there 

is not even a hair's breadth of anything that the practitioner has to acquire 

anew. That is because enlightenment has no form except for the form of 

empty space. It has no one who can analyze it, it has nothing that has to 
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be unfolded. That is because enlightenment is free of form. Likewise, Lord 

of Secrecy, all things are without form, for they are equal to the form of 

empty space. (T I8:Ic) 

Chapter I of the sutra thus attempts to "translate" the Dharmakaya's revela

tion of the all-embracing wisdom in the language of three mysteries into a 

philosophical dialogue aimed at analyzing its subject, i.e., the all-embracing 

wisdom. At the same time, however, the text of chapter I demonstrates its own 

limitations. It does not fall short of stating that the all-embracing wisdom, as 

well as bodhicitta (Ch. p)u-t)i-hsin; Jpn. bodaishin ), the original enlightenment 

of all sentient beings that is its foundation, is utterly formless and thus escapes 

the grid of the logic of the text's philosophical discourse. That is, the chapter's 

philosophical analysis has at best merely isolated its subject as its own excess, 

its outside. 

Although the discussion in chapter I indicates that Mahavairocana revealed 

to his assembly all-embracing wisdom and transmitted it to the divinities in 

the assembly, for readers of the sutra who rely on conventional language 

this all-embracing wisdom remains invisible. For this reason, Mahavairocana's 

discourse with Vajrasattva in chapter 2 (T I8:4a-I3b) turns from philosophy to 

ritual. For those sentient beings, the readers of the sutra, who understand only 

conventional language and lack access to the Dharmakaya's language of the 

three mysteries, Mahavairocana first generates a mal)<;iala out of hisgarbha) or 

womb, of great compassion, which serves as the model of his universal vajra 

palace where his revelation of the three mysteries unfolds. Following the de

scription of the mal)<;iala, with the specific forms and colors of the divinities who 

occupy it, Mahavairocana delineates the ritual sequence of abhi�eka, in which a 

master and his disciple replicate in the mal)<;iala Mahavairocana's transmission of 

all-embracing wisdom to Vajrasattva. However, before Mahavairocana begins 

his discussion of ritual, he is met with the following objection from Vajrasattva: 

The Dharma of Buddhas transcends all forms. Free of all forms, free of 

movements, the Dharma permanently abides at the scat of the Dharma. 

Therefore it cannot be untoldcd by discourse, nor can it be approached by 

metaphor or analogy. Why then do you, one endowed with great diligence, 

now expound the teaching of the particular forms, voices, and practices [of 

the mal)<:fala], the teaching that appears to deviate from the natural way of 

the Dharma? 

Vajrasattva points to a seeming contradiction between the conclusion of 

chapter I, which emphasizes the formlessness of the Dharma, and the approach 
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of chapter 2 that strives to express the Dharma by means of the forms, colors, 

and movements of the ritual. Mahavairocana delivers the following reply to 

Vajrasattva: 

The Dharma is forever free from discrimination, from all sorts of delusions. As 

practitioners purity their delusions, thoughts, and actions, they will realize 

unsurpassed enlightenment, pristine as empty space. Yet ignorant of this, 

ordinary beings attach themselves to the wicked and the illusory by seeking 

blindly objects in time, direction, form, and appearance. As an expedient 

means of saving these beings, by condescending to their proclivities, I have 

expounded this teaching [of the mary.�ala]. And yet in truth there is no time, 

no direction, no action, and no creator in this teaching [of the mary.�ala], for 

all things having form simply abide in their true form of emptiness. (T r8:4-c) 

Mahavairocana here responds with the same argument used by Vajrasattva, 

that is, that all things are empty and without form. Precisely because of this, 

however, Mahavairocana asserts that the ritual of the mary.�ala with its particular 

forms, sounds, and colors, which are also empty, can serve as a teaching 

device, one that allows practitioners to experience reality as emptiness and 

formlessness. 

The ritual proper of abhi�eka begins with a meditative sequence in which 

the master and disciple, respectively, visualize themselves as Mahavairocana 

and Vajrasattva (T r8:6b; T 39:63oa).?1 From this moment on, the dialogue 

between Mahavairocana and Vajrasattva in chapter 2 of the Mahiivairocana 

Sittra recounts the ritual interaction between the master and disciple, who 

play the roles of Mahavairocana and Vajrasattva in order to recapitulate ritually 

the episode of transmission that was presented as a philosophical discourse 

in chapter 1. Thus the narrative of the sutra pluralizes itself, becoming a 

drama within a drama as it simultaneously describes the discourse between 

Mahavairocana and Vajrasattva and the ritual acts of the master and disciple. 

With the completion of this visualization exercise, the master immediately 

begins his (her) drawing of the maQ.�ala on the central altar (T r8:6b-9b; 

T 39:630C-64-2c). When he (she) has completed the maQ.�ala, the master 

prepares the disciple's entry into the maQ.�ala. 

Guide the disciple into [the hall enshrining the mary.�ala]. First perform the 

ablution of the disciple's hands with scented water, and into his (her) purified 

hand, bestow perfume powder and a flower. Urge the disciple to think of 

all the Buddhas so as to rouse the mind of enlightenment, which would 
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instantaneously cause the disciple to attain a new birth in the family of the 

Buddhas [of the maQ.c;iala]. (T IS:Ila) 

Subhakarasirilha's commentary explains that to encourage the disciple to rouse 
the enlightened mind, the master recites the passage from chapter I of the 
Mahiivairocana Sittra describing the enlightened mind as the source of all
embracing wisdom-the passage quoted and discussed earlier-reminding 
the reader of the continuity between the philosophical discussion in chapter I 
and the ritual description in chapter 2 (T 39:66Ib ). 

Mahavairocana's explication of abhi�eka in chapter 2 then moves on to the 
flower-throwing sequence. 

With his (her) hand formed in the mudra of Buddhas, the master purifies 

the disciple's robe three times. Then the master blindfolds the disciple and 

whispers to him (her) three times the precepts of samaya. Have the disciple 

visualize the [Sanskrit] letter Ram, with its anusviira [the diacritical mark 

of a dot over the character Ra, indicating its nasal ending] clearly visible. A 

blazing halo surrounds the letter like festooned flowers. It issues forth white 

beams as does the full moon. Then the master guides the disciple to the 

front gate of the maQ.c;!ala, which is guarded by the two Naga kings. Have 

the disciple stand there, steadfast, and throw his (her) flower toward the 

world-saving beings in the maQ.c;iala. Then[, having removed the disciple's 

blindfold], the master shows the disciple the divinity he (she) obtained and 

teaches the devotional rites to the divinity, causing the disciple to be freed 

from all sorts of faults. (TIS:ua-b) 

On the eve of the abhi�eka, the master officiates at a ritual to bestow on the 
disciple the esoteric precepts of the samaya ( Ch. san-mo-yeh; Jpn. san maya), the 
prerequisite for the ordination, which is based on the four essential precepts: 
to uphold the authentic teaching of the Buddhas; to be steadfast in guarding 
one's own enlightened mind; to be unreserved in sharing with students the 
knowledge of Buddhism; and not to abandon one's effort to save sentient 
beings (T I8:sc-6a). It is these four essential precepts that the master repeats 
in the disciple's ear immediately prior to his (her) entry into the mal)<;{ala. 
Subhakarasirilha explains that the visualization of the letter Ram, symbolic of 
the fire of wisdom, was intended to consume any residue of delusion the disciple 
might have, subsequent to his (her) vow to uphold the samaya (T 39:66Ic). The 
ritual of flower-throwing to obtain the personal divinity is therefore presented 
as the culmination of the purificatory procedure carried out by the disciple. 
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In his commentary, Subhakarasimha illustrates how this ritual, in which 
the disciple obtains his (her) personal deity from among the three hundred 
divinities of the garbha mal).�ala, presents the master with an opportunity 
to assess the student's qualification as a religious leader. If, for example, the 
disciple's flower falls on the head of a Buddha, the student will excel in grasping 
the Buddha's wisdom. If it falls on the face of a Buddha, the disciple will gain 
the meditative insight of the Buddha's eye. The landing of the flower on a 
Buddha's legs means that the student will live as the messenger of the Buddha. 
If the flower lights upon the Buddha's body, the commentary says, "the student 
will perfect all the mental faculties of the Buddha" (T 39:662a). Kiikai reported 
that his flower fell on the body of Mahavairocana at the center of the mal).�ala. 
This seems to have been the reason for the particular praise Hui-kuo lavished 
on Kiikai at his flower-throwing. 

With the completion of the process by which disciple obtains his (her) 
personal divinity, Mahavairocana's discussion turns to the ritual of sprinkling 
the water of wisdom on the crown of the disciple's head, the act that constitutes 
the etymology of the term abhifeka. Subhakarasimha points to the analogy 
between this abhi�eka and the ritual of royal enthronement in India. 

When worldly people in India perform the rite of abhi�eka, they collect water 

from the four great oceans of the world and from all the rivers and lakes in 

their kingdom. The water collected in a vase is mixed with various gems, 

herbs, and grains. Then they seat their crown prince on a lion's throne, 

which is placed before the map of their kingdom. Adorned with all sorts 

of precious jewels, all the ministers and subjects who serve the kingdom 

surround the crown prince, aligning themselves in circles according to their 

power. The prince's teacher in the discipline of the Veda seats himself behind 

the prince on an elephant-shaped throne. Holding the jeweled water in an 

elephant tusk, he pours it on the summit of the prince's head. Praising 

great ancient monarchs who saved the world through their peaceful rule, the 

teacher proclaims, "This prince who follows the tradition of the cakravartin 

[universal monarchs] of the past will attain the longevity and prosperity of 

his family and his entourage." 

Subhakarasimha then contrasts this royal abhi�eka with the abhi�eka of Esoteric 
Buddhism. 

Our abhi�eka for the prince of the Dharma must be understood differently. 

In this abhi�eka, the prince of the Dharma sits on the miraculous lion throne 

adorned with the lotus blossoms of the subtle Dharma, the throne being 
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placed before the great map [ ma��ala] of the secretly glorified universe, 

the Dharmakaya's domain. Then the water of wisdom and compassion, 

impregnated with goodness, is poured on the Dharma prince's mind. Then 

all the bodhisattvas and the guardians of Buddhism express their joy, praise, 

and reverence [to the Dharma prince]. Thereupon the master, following the 

tradition of the ancient kings of the Dharma [Buddhas], announces, "From 

now on, this prince of the Dharma will attain birth in the family of the 

Tathagatas and succeed to the throne of the Buddhas." (T 18 :667a) 

Upon the completion of the ritual of sprinkling, described in chapter 2 of the 
siitra, the master recites a Sanskrit hymn in eleven verses, praise to the enlight
enment attained by the Buddha Sakymamuni.72 That is, by means of recitation 
of the hymn, the master confirms that the student is an heir in the family of the 
Buddhas, an achievement recognized as comparable to Sakyamuni's enlight
enment. Then, providing an additional testimonial to the disciple's realization, 
the master bestows upon the disciple three ritual instruments, whose meaning 
he conveys to the disciple: a vajra-scalpel, with which the Buddhas, the "kings 
of medicine," have removed ignorance from the disciple's eye; a bright mirror, 
the Buddha's pure, illuminating mind from which the disciple has attained his 
new birth; and a conch trumpet, the Buddha's eloquence in promulgating the 
Dharma (T 18 :12a). The sequence of sprinkling concludes with Mahavairocana 's 
praise of those students initiated into the garbha ma�4ala: 

Lord of Secrecy, the merit accumulated by these sons and daughters of 

good families [who have entered the ma��ala] is exactly equal to that of 

the Tathagatas. For this teaching gate [of the ma��ala] has shown that these 

sons and daughters have now attained birth from the mouths [teachings] 

of the Tathagatas. They are children of the mind of the Buddhas. Wherever 

they go, Buddhas accompany them to perform their saving works. For this 

reason, those who desire to reverence the Buddhas should reverence these 

sons and daughters. Those who desire to see the Buddhas should find them 

in these sons and daughters. (T 18:12b) 

Thus far, the disciple in the abhi�eka ritual has played only a passive role. 
However, that changes at once in the next and concluding section of chap
ter 2 of the siitra (T I8:12b-13b ), in which Mahavairocana reveals his secret, 
inaudible speech of the Dharmakaya as mantras to be recited by the disciple. 
The section begins with Mahavairocana's pronouncement that he is endowed 
with a secret tongue, "which is vast and boundless as the universe, shaped and 
colored like the mary.9ala endowed with immeasurable goodness that fulfills all 
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wishes" (T I8:12c ). Responding to the request ofVajrasattva and other divinities 
in the assembly to reveal it, Mahavairocana enters into the samadhi called the 
"banner of the Dharma on the highest summit" and opens his mouth to reveal 
his long, broad tongue, which immediately permeates all the realms of Buddhas 
in the universe. Then, instantaneously, his tongue turns into the "utterances 
of all the Tathagatas filling the universe, utterances made out of their pity for 
sentient beings [suffering] in sarhsara, and which, in unison, become the mantra 
called the 'queen of the light (Skt. vidyii-riijni; Ch. ming-Jei; Jpn. myohi) of 
the great protection.' " 

Nama& sarvatathiigatebhya&; sarvabhayavigatebhyo vifvamukhebhya&; sar

vathii kham rak!a-mahiibale sarvatathiigata-pu'l}yanirjiite hum hum trat trat 

apratihate sviihii. (T 18:12c) 
[Homage to all the permeating Tathagatas, who have left behind all fears, 
who are endowed with omnipotent mouths. 0, (praise to) you (feminine), 
Kham, who constantly protect (beings) with great power, who has arisen 
from the goodness of all the Tathagatas. You (feminine), Hum, Hum, Trat, 

Trat, the unconquerable one, svaha!] 

Subhakarasirhha interprets the single-syllable, seed mantras ofKharh, Hiirh, 
and Trat as representing three aspects of bodhicitta, the enlightened mind of 
sentient beings, the seed of Buddhahood. Kharh-consisting of kha, which 
literally means sky, or empty space, with anusviira, the pure nasal ending, 
signifYing realization, the perfection of the syllable to which it attaches itself
is explained as the transcendental wisdom of emptiness. This is the wisdom of 
the feminine bodhisattva Prajfia, who "is the mother of all the Buddhas, the 
queen of the light herself." Hiirh, on the other hand, signals the realization of 
hetu, cause. Reiterating the discussion in chapter I of the siitra, Subhakarasirhha 
further elucidates it as the quality of the enlightened mind that is the "cause of 
all-embracing wisdom, the true seed ofBuddhahood, which is the banner of the 
True Dharma" (T39:673c). Finally, Trat is explained as a sound that emulates 
the roar of the mother lion protecting her cubs, symbolic of the enlightened 
mind's power to dissipate delusions. 

Subhakarasirhha describes the mantra of the "great protection" guarding 
within itself the seed mantras, the seeds of Buddhahood, as evocative of the 
image of the female warrior bodhisattva Prajfia holding her banner high in the 
sky on a mountain peak, bravely protecting the children of the Buddhas' family. 
This female warrior, who commands her army with her banner and makes her 
camp on the highest summit with the maximum vista, is said to be undefeatable. 
According to Subhakarasirhha, the vision of Bodhisattva Prajfia is the samadhi 
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originally entered by Mahavairocana, the samadhi that gives rise, in turn, to 
the mantra "the queen of light of great protection" (T 39:673c-67+a). 

Subhakarasirhha also describes this mantra as the "birthplace of all mantras" 
(T 39:673b ), the mantra that explains the generative process of all mantras 
by bringing together some of the key metaphors of chapter 2 of the siitra. 
First, Mahavairocana's act of revealing his vast, mystical tongue, shaped and 
colored like the garbha mal).<;iala, recapitulates the original motif of the 
chapter. That is, Mahavairocana, out of his compassion for those sentient 
beings to whom the Dharmakaya's secret language of the three mysteries 
remains inaccessible, unveils it (tongue/language) as his ritual language for 
the initiation into the garbha mal)<;iala. Put another way, the long, broad 
tongue Mahavairocana reveals is the Dharmakaya's secret speech that perme
ates the universe, which can now be heard as the simultaneous chanting of the 
mantra by all the Tathagatas. The mantra, then, is the mal)<;iala's manifestation 
in sound. 

The affinity between mantra and mal)<;iala thus revealed relates directly to 
the second metaphor, that of the womb. Earlier in the siitra's second chapter, 
the symbolism of the womb is explained as Mahavairocana's compassion, in 
which the cosmic Buddha nurtures the seed ofBuddhahood, the enlightened 
mind of sentient beings (T I8:+a; T 39:609c-610a). This is the meaning of the 
garbha mal)<;iala, the "mal)<;iala generated from the womb of great compassion" 
( mahiikarurJiigarbhodbhava-mar;-tfala ). The mantra now presents itself as the 
embodiment of this compassion, Bodhisattva Prajiia, mother of all the Bud
dhas, who in her mantra syllables-the womb-preserves the seed mantras, 
the seed of Buddhahood. 

However, the mantra expresses its femininity not merely in the image of 
a mother but also in that of a fighter. This points to yet another metaphor 
of power, or empowerment, that underlies all the sequences of the abhi�eka. 
Subhakarasirhha identifies the "great power" that impregnates this mantra as 
the "great wind that freely dashes across, whirls around, and pervades the 
empty space of the universe" (T 39:673c), the cosmic breath ofMahavairocana, 
the inaudible speech of the Dharmakaya. Yet, as discussed above, according to 
chapter 2 of the siitra, when the Dharmakaya's cosmic breath is filtered through 
the omnipotent mouths of compassionate Buddhas and permeates the universe, 
it changes itself into mantra, which in the ritual context of the abhi�eka takes 
the following form. 

Nama� sarvatathiigatebhya� sarvabhayavigatebhyo vifvamukhebhya�; sar

vathii kham rak!a mahiibale sarvatathiigate punyanirjiite hum hum tra� tra� 

apratihate sviihii. (T 18:12c) 
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[Homage to all the permeating Tathagatas, who left behind all fears, who 
are endowed with omnipotent mouths. 0, (praise to) you (feminine), Kham, 

who constantly protect (beings) with great power, who have arisen from the 
goodness of all the Tathagatas. You (feminine), Hum, Hum, Tra�, Tra�, the 
unconquerable one, svaha!] 

When translated as literally as possible, the mantra consists of two parts: the 
prefatory reverence expressed for all the Buddhas, a string of appositional 
phrases in the masculine, dative, plural; and the mantra proper, the invoca
tion in the feminine, vocative, singular, of the queen of the light of wisdom 
( vidyii-riijiii), who is endowed with the "great power" ( mahiibale) that is the 
mantra itself. That is, this mantra self-reflexively describes the process through 
which the "great power" of the Dharmakaya passes through the mouths of 
all the Tathagatas to manifest itself as a phenomenon called mantra. The 
mantra of "mighty protection" can therefore be understood as the arche

mantra or meta-mantra, illustrating the mythic condition through which the 
linguistic phenomenon of mantra first comes into existence and suggesting 
what, generically, mantra is and is about. This appears to be the reason 
that Subhakarasirhha describes this mantra as the "birthplace of all mantras" 
(T 39:672c). 

For the practitioners, who recite this mantra near the conclusion of their 
abhi�eka, the mantra provides the ritual means to immerse their speech in 
Mahavairocana's cosmic breath, and it enables them to participate in this way 
in Mahavairocana's manifestation of mantras from out of the otherwise serenely 
silent universe of the Dharmakaya. In other words, they attain the power to 
reveal in their ritual the Dharmakaya's hidden language as mantras, the primary 
requisite for Esoteric Buddhist masters. 

Upon the disciple's mastery of the power of mantras, Mahavairocana pro
nounces the following three mantras, which are called, respectively, the 
"entry into unity with the Buddhas," the "birth into the universe," and 
"vajrasattva." 

Namah samantabuddhiiniim asame trisame samaye sviihii 

[Homage to all the permeating Buddhas. 0, you (feminine), samaya, who 
are incomparable, who realize in yourself the unity of the three.] 

Namah samantabuddhiiniim dharmadhiitu-svabhaviitmako' ham 

[Homage to all the permeating Buddhas. I am the intrinsic nature of the 
universe.] 
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Nama� samantavajraniim vajriitmako' ham 

[Homage to all the permeating vajra holders. I am the one who possesses 
the vajra as my own self.] (T I8:I2c-13a) 

Subhakarasimha's Commentary describes the first mantra as marking the prac
titioner's attainment, upon entry into the garbha mal}<;iala, of unity (samaya) 

with all the Tathagatas. By immersing themselves in the mal}<;iala, the prac
titioners attain "oneness with the Buddhas in their equanimity, their original 
vow of saving beings, their power of removing obstacles, and their acts of 
awakening sentient beings from intoxication by delusions" (T 39:67+c). The 
practitioner's equality with the Buddhas is actualized in themselves as the 
wisdom of emptiness expressed in various triads: the oneness of the past, 
present, and future; of body, speech, and mind; of Buddhas, sentient beings, 
and practitioners, for example (T 39:675a). Again, this mantra takes the form of 
an invocation to Bodhisattva Prajiia-addressed as samayii, with the feminine 
ending -a-who, with her transcendental wisdom of emptiness, personifies 
unity realized (YOR1TOM1 Honko 1975:81-82). 

The second mantra, by contrast, is explained as the utterance by practitioners 
at the moment they emerge from the garbha mal}<;iala, the womb of the 
Buddhas' compassion, the moment at which they attain their new life as heirs 
in the family of the Tathagatas. "Thereupon, having realized that they are no 
different from the intrinsic nature of the universe permeated by Mahavairocana, 
they [practitioners] free themselves from all discriminatory views and realize the 
wisdom of pure vision" (T 39:675b ). This realization leads to the third mantra, 
which establishes the identity of the practitioners as Vajrasattva, the principal 
interlocutor of Mahavairocana in the sutra, who has received the transmission 
from Mahavairocana of all-embracing wisdom. 

Of the power of these three mantras, Subhakarasimha states: "The first 
mantra generates the mal}<;iala of the womb of great compassion. The second 
mantra completes the work of the master as Mahavairocana. The third mantra 
perfects the work of the disciple as Vajrasattva." He adds, "The first mantra is 
like the bud of a lotus, the second, the blooming of the lotus, and the third, 
the seed from the lotus flower (T 39:675c). That is, with the third mantra, the 
disciple has succeeded not only in receiving the transmission from the master 
but in making himself (herself) capable of transmitting the teaching of the 
ma1�<;iala to the next generation of disciples. The disciple has already attained 
his (her) adulthood in the family of the Buddhas. 

To bear out this accomplishment by the disciple, Mahavairocana reveals a 
sequence of twelve mantras to close the discussion in chapter 2 (T 18:13a-b ). 
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These are the mantras that bestow upon the disciple Buddha's belongings
such as the armor of wisdom, the torch of reality, and the water of purity
and physical attributes-such as the Tathagata's eye, crown, and halo. The 
sequence ends with the mantra of Buddha's tongue, the tongue of omnipotent 
speech generative of mantras. 

Nama� samantabuddhiiniim mahiimahiitathiigata-jihva satyadharma-prati

sthita sviihii. 

[Homage to all the permeating Buddhas. 0, you (neuter) the great, great 
tongue of the Tathagatas, in whom dwells the ultimate truth.] 

Therefore, these mantras tor the disciple's recitation-as instructed by the 
master, who plays the role of Mahavairocana-conclude with the disciple's 
acquisition of Mahavairocana's cosmic tongue/language through which he 
(she), as Vajrasattva, participates in Mahavairocana 's construction of the garbha 
mal)slala. The master and the disciple, in their ritual functions, are now indis
tinguishable from Mahavairocana and Vajrasattva, who through their discourse 
map out the garbha mal)slala as a ritual matrix for the production of the 
genealogy of the Buddhas. In other words, chapter 2 ends with the mantras 
that significantly blur the distinction between the primary episode of the siitra, 
the exchange between Mahavairocana and Vajrasattva in the former's universal 
palace, and its secondary episode, the ritual of the initiation into the garbha 
mal)slala illustrated in their exchange, which constitutes a drama within a drama 
in the siitra. As a result, the events unfolding in the ritual (ritual signifers) 
coalesce with the events to which they refer (ritual referents)-namely, what 
the ritual strives to describe as its outside, Mahavairocana's transmission to 
Vajrasattva of the all-embracing wisdom. The words uttered in the ritual space 
of the abhi�eka become reality, for there is no longer a distinction between 
the signifier and the signified in the ritual language. This appears to be the 
particular power of signification that mantra claims for itself. 

Abhi�eka as a General Theory of Enlightenment 

The ritual of abhi�eka in the garbha mal)siala, as described in the Mahiivairo

cana Sutra, is an attempt to demonstrate that the attainment of Buddhahood 
is not a one time historical event in the distant past involving the Buddha 
Sakyamuni but rather an art-or, more appropriately, a science-of ritual 
practice, a work that can be reproduced regardless of historical conditions. 
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The abhi�eka is introduced in the siitra as a religious technology of enlight
enment, in which knowledge of the linguistic function of mantra is essential. 
The same appears to be true of the abhi�eka of the vajradhatu mal).<;iala of 
the Vajrafekhara Sutra. In that siitra, the principal ritual sequence of the 
abhi�eka, which centers on the act of throwing a flower onto the mal).<;iala 
(essentially identical with the ritual actions for the abhi�eka of the garbha 
mal).<;iala) is framed in the episodic structure of the Esoteric Buddhist account of 
Sakyamuni's enlightenment. In other words, the Vajrafekhara Sutra attempts 
to narrate what "really" happened when Prince Siddhartha became the Buddha 
from the viewpoint of a narrator who understands the esoteric ritual and 
linguistic technology of the three mysteries. 

The siitra opens with the scene of the manifestation of the Buddha Mahavai
rocana-"whose presence is equal to the bodies, speech, and minds of all the 
Buddhas in the universe" -in the Ak.ani��ha Heaven, the highest heaven in the 
realm of form of the triple world in this cosmic system ofSaha (T 18:207a). The 
appearance ofMahavairocana in that heaven, with countless Buddhas and bod
hisattvas accompanying him, coincides with the moment on earth of the entry 
into final meditation by Prince Sarvarthasiddhi (the One Who is Possessed of 
the Perfection of All His Goals, the esoteric variation of the name Siddhartha) 
before he attains Buddhahood as Sakyamuni on the bank of the Nairaiijana. At 
Ak.ani��ha, far above the prince's seat of meditation, Mahavairocana reveals to 
the assembly his true identity, which the siitra describes as samantabhadra, uni
versal goodness, the quality of the enlightened mind as the intrinsic goodness 
shared equally by all sentient beings. Mahavairocana first exudes samantabhadra 
from his mind in the form of the mantra of all the minds of the Tathagatas, 
namely, vajrasattva, or "that which holds vajra as its inherent nature," signaling 
the indestructible nature of universal goodness. 

At the moment it rose from his mind, which is also the minds of all the 

Tathagatas, that [mantra of] samantabhadra transformed itself into myriad 

circles of the moon, purified the minds of all living beings, returned to all 

the Tathagatas to encircle each one of them, and manifested within each 

circle the wisdom of the Tathagatas in the form of vajras. These vajras, thus 

produced, emerged from each circle of the moon as the physical, verbal, and 

mental acts of all the Tathagatas and reentered the mind of Mahavairocana, 

where they formed a great vajra of five effulgent peaks, which is now held in 

the Buddha's [Mahavairocana's] palm. (T 18:2o8b) 

The siitra then describes the manner in which, from within the gleams of this 
great vajra, are produced the bodies of all bodhisattvas, who permeate all the 
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corners of the universe, generate the resolve to realize Buddhahood, engage 

in various bodhisattva practices, sit on their seats of enlightenment, conquer 

there the armies of Mara, realize enlightenment, and save the worlds of living 

beings. Then, all these bodhisattva manifestations of the vajra who have realized 

Buddhahood merge into a single body to become Bodhisattva Samantabhadra. 

Thus, Mahavairocana makes his samantabhadra tangible in three stages-the 

mantra, the ritual instrument of vajra, and the image of the bodhisattva-which 

all constitute the objects of the ritual of the body, speech, and mind. 

While Mahavairocana is revealing his inmost secret in the Akanigha Heaven, 

Prince Sarvarthasiddhi on earth enters into a samadhi called iisphiinaka, an ex

tremely ascetic meditation aimed at annihilating all desires by means of ceasing 

one's own breath. All the Tathagatas who appeared with Mahavairocana then 

gather around the prince and awaken him from his samadhi, which they inform 

the prince would not have led him to enlightenment. Instead, the Buddhas 

teach him an esoteric meditation on five mantras in which the prince will first 

see his bodhicitta as the full moon; then see his samantabhadra, the wisdom 

of enlightenment he shares equally with all the Buddhas, as the vajra amidst 

the moon; and then finally, by grasping the vajra, transform himself into a 

Tathagata. 

Om cittaprativedham karomi. 

[Om, I have penetrated into the [depth] of my mind.] 

Om bodhicittam utpiidayiimi. 

[Om, I am making manifest my enlightened mind.] 

Om ti[tha vajra. 

[Om, arise, vajra.] 

Om vajriitomako' ham. 

[Om, I am the one whose self is the vajra.] 

Om yathii sarvatathiigatiis tathiiham. 

[Om, just as all the Tathagatas are, I am.] (T r8:207c-2o8a) 

It appears that the narrative of the Vajrafekhara Sittra here underscores the 

turning point in the prince's spiritual pursuit, at which he abandoned asceticism 

as practiced widely in various Brahmanical systems and discovered the middle 

path, the right approach toward enlightenment. However, contrary to the 

standard account of the event in exoteric scriptures-in which the prince ends 
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his asceticism by receiving a bowl of porridge from the village maiden Sujata 

and begins his final meditation-the siitra suggests that even after the prince 

began his meditation, the remnant of asceticism persisted in his mind and that 

it took these esoteric ritual procedures to annihilate his attachment to ascetic 

means and guide him to the right path. 

Before the prince, who has now attained Buddhahood, all the Buddhas (who 

all are the manifestations of Mahavairocana who is at Akani�!ha) assemble, per

form the abhi�eka to ascertain his enlightenment, and grant him his new name 

as a Buddha, Tathagata Vajradhatu. He then ascends to the summit of Mount 

Sumeru. Atop Sumeru-that is, at the Trayastrirhsa Heaven-the Buddha 

Vajradhatu begins to construct the maf.!<;iala of the vajradhatu, the realm of 

vajra, symbolic of the permeation of the universe by the samantabhadra. The 

Buddha Vajradhatu accomplishes this, first, by placing himself at the center of 

the maf.!<;iala, thereby assuming a position in which he will transform himself 

into Mahavairocana, and, second, by issuing forth the Buddhas of the four 

directions-Ak�obhya, Ratnasarhbhava, Amitabha, and Amoghasiddhi -as his 

primary entourage (T 18:2o8b ). Then Vajradhatu, as Mahavairocana, performs 

his abhi�eka for the exoteric bodhisattvas in the assembly by bestowing his vajra 

on each of them, an act that converts the bodhisattvas, one after another, into 

the esoteric divinities who constitute the vajradhatu maf.!<;fala (T I8:2o8b-216c ). 

The first bodhisattva to receive Vajradhatu's abhi�eka is Samantabhadra, 

who, having manifested his esoteric form as Vajrasattva, assumes the position of 

leader of the divinities in the maf.!<;iala. When Vajradhatu Buddha completes his 

construction of the maf.!<;iala at the apex of Mount Sumeru, at the request of all 

the Tathagatas present Vajrasattva describes for Esoteric Buddhist practitioners 

(i.e., the readers of the siitra) the method of ritual reenactment of the Buddha 

Vajradhatu's abhi�eka. This abhi�eka is designed to transmit from master to 

disciple the samantabhadra, which expresses itself in the ritual space as multiple 

symbols, such as the water of abhi�eka, the ritual instrument of vajra, and 

Vajrasattva's physical attributes, especially his eye of wisdom. The sequence of 

the flower-throwing, for example, unfolds around the following mantras. 

Vajrasatva� svayam te 'dya hrdaye samavasthita� I Nirbhidya tatk!WI'_tam 

yiiyiid yadi brityiid imam ntiyam I I Vajodhka tha� I I 

[Today Vajrasattva has established himself naturally in your heart. If you tell 

this (secret) truth (to others), he will at that moment leave you by destroying 

(your heart). 0 Vajra-water, ThaJ:!.] 

Ti!tha vajra drdho me bhava siifvato me bhava hrdayam me 'dhi-ti�tha sar

vasiddhim ca me prayaccha hum ha ha ha ho�. 
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[Arise, 0, vajra. Be solid for me. Be permanent for me. Abide in my heart 
and grant me all perfections. Hum Ha Ha Ha Hol:J.] 

Om vajrasatva& svayam te )dya cak!iidghiitanatatpara& I Udghiitayati sar

viik!o vajracak!ur anuttaram I I 

[Om, today, Vajrasattva concentrates himself in opening your eye (of wis
dom). He who possesses the omnipotent eye causes to open [in you] the 
unexcelled vajra eye.] (T r8:2r8a-b) 

The master, who assumes the role of the Buddha Vajradhatu, utters the first 
mantra to his (her) disciple at the time the disciple proceeds to the marysfala 
to throw his (her) flower. The second mantra is chanted by the disciple, who 
expresses his (her) resolve in response to the master's mantra immediately prior 
to throwing the flower onto the marysfala. The third mantra, too, is uttered by 
the master, when he (she) removes the disciple's blindfold, causes the disciple 
to see the marysfala, and places in his (her) palm the ritual instrument of the 
vajra, testimony to the disciple's transformation into Vajrasattva. The siitra 
concludes with Vajrasattva's describing for the disciple, now an equal in his 
(her) ritual competence, three separate modes of invoking all the divinities 
in the vajradhatu marysfala for the construction of that marysfala: visualization 
of individual divinities in their iconographic forms; recitation of the mantras 
of the individual divinities; and imitation of the individual divinities' karmas, 
their saving activities through ritual dances and songs (T r8:22ob-221b, 221b-c, 
22IC-222a).73 

The Vajrafekhara Sutra therefore portrays the enlightenment of Prince 
Siddhartha as his reception of the abhi�eka from Mahavairocana and the 
subsequent construction of the vajradhatu marysfala by the prince, who has 
turned into the Tathagata Vajradhatu. The sutra thus insinuates that the 
enlightenment of any Buddha in any realm of the universe and in any historical 
period takes the form of his abandonment of asceticism as he is awakened 
by Esoteric Buddhist divinities, his practice of esoteric meditation, and his 
acquisition of the knowledge of constructing a mar!sfala. This is because the 
sutra sees the attainment of Buddhahood by every Buddha as the unfolding, 
in the form of the marysfala, of Mahavairocana 's samantabhadra, which is not 
only all-permeating but timeless. Sakyamuni Buddha's enlightenment on this 
earth is just one example of that unfolding. The ritual sequence of the abhi�eka 
narrated in the sutra extracts the abstract quality of the samantabhadra from 
the story of Prince Siddhartha's attainment ofBuddhahood and embodies it in 
some key ritual objects, the vajra in particular, to make possible its transmission 
from master to disciple. 
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In sum, the two abhi�eka rituals Hui-kuo conducted for Kiikai have in 

common the intentionality of reenacting Mahavairocana's transmission to 

Vajrasattva in the mythical, timeless realm of the maQ.9ala of enlightenment, de

scribed by the Mahiivairocana Sutra as sarvajiiajiiana, all-embracing wisdom, 

and by the Vajrafekhara Sutra as samantabhadra, universal goodness. The 

abhi�eka is therefore a ritual device that evokes within itself the temporality 

of the scriptures' mythopoetic, primordial origin. By doing so, the abhi�eka 

spins the genealogical thread of masters and disciples of Esoteric Buddhism 

in order to extend it into historical processes. The genealogy maintains its 

continuity from one generation to another by mediating between the time 

of history and that of mythical eternity. At the heart of this mediation is 

mantra's semantic function as a ritual language-especially its effacement of 

the boundary between the narrative lines of the scriptures and the rituals of 

abhi�eka described for readers within those narratives. 

In his application of J. L. Austin's language action theory to ritual study, 

the anthropologist Maurice BLOCH (1989:19-4-5) argues that once a language 

is transferred from its everyday semantic milieu to a ritual context-once it 

is ritually "formalized" -its locutionary force declines and its illocutionary 

force intensifies. A language in ritual processes grows less and less descriptive, 

propositional, or discursive, and becomes, instead, connotative. As a result, 

communication via ritual language depends less on logic and reason than on 

metaphor and repetition aimed at inspirational and emotional persuasion. To 

illustrate this point, Bloch cites the example of songs chanted in rituals. In a 

song, as in a mantra, "no argument or reasoning can be communicated, no 

adaptation to the reality of the situation is possible. You cannot ar;gue with a 

song)) (p. 37; emphasis in original). 

Formalization therefore demonstrates the uniqueness of ritual language's 

semantic in two aspects. First, the language becomes an integral part of 

other media of ritual communication, such as bodily movements and ritual 

instruments. 

As with speech, the formalization of body movement implies ever-growing 

control of choice of sequences of movement, and when this has occurred 

completely we have dance. We therefore find dance, as well as formalized 

body movements, typical of religion. The implications of this transformation 

from ordinary bodily control to dance are the same as they are for language: 

argument and bargaining with bodily movements are replaced by fixed, 

repeated, fused message. (p. 38) 
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This, however, does not necessarily result in an impoverishment or ossification 

of ritual language's semantic movements-as is often suggested by Bloch's 

discussion, which is neo-Marxist in orientation-for ritual language, like song 

and dance, is rich in implications. This is where ritual language's affinity 

with ritual instruments becomes manifest. Citing Victor TURNER's ( 1967:50) 

study of the "polysemy or multi-vocality" of material symbols, Bloch himself 

recognizes this point. 

If words in ritual have little explanatory power but much socially useful 

ambiguity and are little separated from their context, they begin to perform 

less as parts of a language and more as things, in the same way as material 

symbols. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that rituals seem to show 

a predilection to use not only song and dance but also material things for 

communication .... Material symbols are therefore of their nature like words 

in formalized communication. They can only be part of a message with very 

weak propositional force but as a result gain in ambiguity and hence their 

illocutionary and emotional force. (Bloch, 1989, p. 41) 

Bloch's discussion of the interchangeability of ritual language with material 

symbols, and, by extension, with bodily movements, is particularly sugges

tive for understanding the nature of mantra in Esoteric Buddhism, in which 

mantra is presented as one of the linguistic modalities that manifest in rituals 

the Dharmakaya's secret language of the three mysteries. Like the ritual in

struments, mudras, dances, and visualized sacred images that constitute the 

ritual "languages" of Esoteric Buddhism, mantra presents itself as a medium 

through which practitioners communicate with divinities in mal)<;ialas. Bear

ing out Bloch's point, mantra appears to share with other ritual media its 

propositional ambiguity, which is the source of its polysemy, or multiplicity of 

meaning. 

This curious combination of propositional weakness and multivocality 

leads to Bloch's second line of argument on the uniqueness of ritual lan

guage. Bloch points out that because of its ambivalence, ritual language 

deprives itself of specificity in both its subject and predicate and undergoes 

a dual semantic generalization, which he describes as depersonalization and 

dehistoricization. 

As the leader [presiding at a ritual] turns to formalization his individual will 

disappears as he transforms reality in a timeless placeless zone .... Formal

ization thus [has] not only removed what is being said from a particular time 
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and a particular place, it has also removed it from the actual speaker, and 

thus created another supernatural being which the elder is slowly becoming 

or speaks for. 

This is because 

the increasing ambiguity of terms [formalized in ritual] means that the 

statements of a particular event take the form of a statement of all events 

of this kind. The effect of a comparison back to a set body of references 

which are very general is that the person is dissolved into the past, and the 

future is made to seem an inevitable repetition of this past. (p. 44) 

In short, the polysemic quality of formalized, ritual communication figures 

the ritual space as another realm, whose dissolving of differences in tempo

rality and individuality in the ordinary realm makes possible the simultaneous 

manifestation of the past and the present in the present of the ritual actors. 

Bloch's discussion of ritual language's condensation of time seems, again, to 

be illustrative of the function of mantra in the ritual of abhi�eka, in which 

mantra's semantic polyvalence, which it shares with mudra, material symbols, 

and other ritual media, is directly responsible for producing the lineage of 

masters and disciples. 

Mantra is therefore the heart of the genealogy of Esoteric Buddhism claimed 

by Hui-kuo, which he described as originating with the Dharmakaya Maha

vairocana's transmission to Vajrasattva of the lineage that was extended to him 

through four generations of patriarchs- Nagarjuna, Nagabodhi, Vajrabodhi, 

and Amoghavajra -and which was now being passed on to Kii.kai. Kii.kai's jour

ney to T'ang China, which began with his desire to master the Mahiivairocana 

Siitra, led via the study of Sanskrit language to his exposure to knowledge 

of ritual language in Sanskrit embedded in the scriptural texts, knowledge 

hitherto unknown in the Buddhist discourse of early Heian Japan. As will be 

discussed in the next chapter, the type of dharal).is already popularized in Nara 

and early Heian Japan were understood as appendages to sii.tras' main text, as 

memory or recitative aides. In contrast, the mantras and dharal).IS studied by 

Kii.kai were the sii.tras' primary texts to which the prosaic lines were running 

commentaries. Unlike the mantras introduced by Kii.kai, the dharal).is known 

to the Japanese Buddhist community had little to do with the production of 

patriarchal genealogies in the existing Japanese Buddhist schools. 

Upon his return Kii.kai declared himself as a legitimate heir to Hui-kuo's 

Dharma, but upon doing so he had to face a new challenge, one far greater 

than his voyage to China. He now had to prove the authenticity of his status 
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to the Japanese Buddhist establishment, which must have found the claim of 

a school originating directly with the Dharmakaya Buddha not merely novel 

but heretical. Kukai thus had to begin with the most basic level, with the 

construction of the very concept of Esoteric Buddhism, a taxonomic category 

whose contours were to be delineated as Kukai developed his theories of how 

the ritual language of mantra worked. 



CHAPTER 4 

(No) Traces of Esoteric Buddhism 

Dhiiran'i and the Nara 

Buddhist Literature 

In 716 the eminent Indian Esoteric Buddhist mas
ter Subhakarasimha ( 637-735) was welcomed by the court of the Emperor 
Hsiian-tsung (r. 712-756) at Ch'ang-an. Having completed the strenuous jour
ney from the great monastery of Nalanda via the Central Asian silk route, 
Subhakarasimha immediately began his ambitious project of translating Es
oteric Buddhist scriptures. Among those who seized the opportunity and 
studied with the Indian master was Doji ( 675-7++ ), a priest of Daianji in 
Nara, who completed his sixteen years of study in China and returned to 
Japan in 718.1 Doji became particularly renowned for his importation of an 
esoteric meditation known in Japan as gumonjiho, a devotional meditation 
upon Bodhisattva Akasagarbha, based on the first text that Subhakarasimha 
translated into Chinese.2 Many among the Nara clergy were soon assiduously 
engaging in this meditation, which was believed to be effective in increasing 
one's power of memorizing sacred texts. Prominent figures who were known 
for their mastery of the gumonjiho included Zengi (729-812), Gonso (758-

827), Gomyo (750-83+), and, of course, Kiikai.3 Because Doji had remained 
strongly associated with the gumonjiho and Subhakarasimha, the popularity 
of the meditation gave rise to a legend that Subhakarasimha had come to Japan 
with Doji to promulgate Mikkyo, or the "secret teaching. "4 

In the same year that Doji returned to Japan, another Japanese priest, Genbo 
ofKofukuji ( ?-7+6 ), arrived in China and in P'u -yang began an extensive study 
with Chih-chou (fl. 718), the third patriarch of the Chinese Yogacara lineage. 
Word ofGenbo's superior learning reached the ears of Emperor Hsiian-tsung, 
who rewarded him with the gift of a purple robe. In 73+, bearing five thousand 
fascicles of Buddhist scriptures, Genbo returned to Japan and swiftly rose to 
eminence as the trusted adviser ofEmperor Shomu (r. 72+-7+9 ) .5 In 739 Genbo 
became ill and Kanmu sanctioned the copying of the Buddho!t:tt!a Sutra,6 
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another esoteric text, to pray for the priest's recovery.7 In return, in 7+I, Genbo 
vowed to produce one thousand copies of the Thousand-Armed Avalokitefvara 

Sutra in hope of saving all living beings in the three evil transmigratory paths.8 
As exemplified by these sutras, the Buddhist texts imported by Genbo included 
a large number of Mikkyo scriptural texts, among them the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra,9 an essential scripture for the Esoteric Buddhist tradition in East Asia 
that had been translated by Subhakarasimha in 72+. 

The recent growth in research on Nara Buddhism has made it evident 
that-as demonstrated by the cases of Doji and Genbo-from early on in 
the Nara period, there was a constant influx of Mikkyo texts from China, 
with the result that the recitation of some of the dharaQ.Is prescribed in those 
texts was incorporated into the existing body ofNara Buddhist ritual. Already 
widespread, too, was the worship of deities in their esoteric representations, 
such as the Eleven-Faced and the Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara.10 On the 
other hand, historians generally agree that it was Kukai who first succeeded 
in introducing Mikkyo and in establishing it as a new form of Buddhism that 
marked the beginning of a new era in Japanese Buddhist history. What, then, 
distinguishes Kukai's transmission of Mikkyo from the previous importation 
of it? Is it legitimate to single out Kukai in Japanese Buddhist history as the 
founder of Mikkyo? 

The Zomitsu!]unmitsu Scheme and Its Limitations 

Scholars of Japanese Buddhist history have characterized the Mikkyo of the 
Nara period as ziimitsu, "miscellaneous Mikkyo," distinguishing it from jun

mitsu, the "pure Mikkyo" of the Shingon and Tendai Schools transmitted 
from China during the early Heian period by such masters as Kukai, Jogyo 
(d. 866 ), Ennin (79+-86+), and Enchin (81+-891). According to OMuRASeigai 
(1918:373-375), one of the pioneers of modern Mikkyo studies, the junmitsu 
differs from the zomitsu in four respects: (1) junmitsu rituals consist of the 
gestural actions forming mudras, the recitation of mantras and dharaQ.Is, and 
the visualizing of maQ.<;iala images; ( 2) junmitsu practices aim at transforming 
the practitioner's life into that of an enlightened being ( sokushin jiibutsu ); 
(3) junmitsu scriptures are preached by Mahavairocana Buddha, who is identi
fied as the Dharmakaya; and ( +) at the heart of the junmitsu system are the two 
realms ( ryiibu ), the maQ.<;ialas of the vajra realm (Skt. vajradhiitu; Jpn. kongiikai) 

and the garbha realm (Skt.garbha; Jpn. taizii) as described, respectively, in the 
Vajrasekhara Sutra and the Mahiivairocana Sutra. With Mahavairocana as the 
central deity surrounded by numerous other Buddhas and bodhisattvas, these 
two realms form a nondual (funi) relationship. 
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By contrast, as Omura describes them, zomitsu practices consist of ritual 
recitations of dharal)l, accompanied only rarely by ritual practices of mudras and 
visualizations. The goal of zomitsu practices is not the attainment of enlighten
ment but healing illness, attaining supernatural power, causing the rain to fall, 
preventing calamities, and other mundane effects. Preached by Sakyamuni, 
the NirmaQakaya Buddha, zomitsu is devoid of the theoretical concepts of 
the Dharmakaya Mahavairocana and of their iconographic representation as 
Mahavairocana's two mal)�alas. 

The zomitsu/junmitsu theory, which is widely accepted by Japanese schol
ars today, provides a convenient means of distinguishing the Esotericism of the 
Nara period from that of the Shingon School. Some scholars have even gone 
so far as to apply this theory to explain the history of Mikkyo in China, and 
more extremely, in India.ll However, as MISAK1 Ryoshii (1988:146-147) has 
demonstrated, the terms zomitsu andjunmitsu themselves developed relatively 
late in Japanese Buddhist history. Conceived as a pair of opposites, the terms 
first appeared in the work of the mid-Tokugawa scholar-priest Eko (1666-

1734). Prior to Eko's invention, this way of categorizing forms of Mikkyo can 
be found nowhere in the history ofJapanese, Chinese, or Indian BuddhismY 
That is to say, the zomitsu/junmitsu paradigm does not help in understanding 
the mode in which diverse Esoteric Buddhist elements existed in the historical 
and cultural context of the Buddhism in Nara and early Heian society. 

Perhaps the most obvious shortcoming of the zomitsu/junmitsu theory is 
its excessive simplification. YAMAOR1 Tetsuo (1989:144), for example, states: 

"The type of Mikkyo that thrived during the Nara period was zomitsu. That 
is, the systematic Mikkyo as represented by the Mahiivairocana Siitra and 
the Vajrasekhara Siitra had not yet been incorporated into Japanese Bud
dhism .... It was an age of zomitsu. The new era of junmitsu begins with 
Kiikai." However, the Mahiivairocana Siitra, the quintessential "junmitsu" 
scriptural text, together with the extensive commentary by Subhakarasimha, 
had already reached Japan by the mid-Nara period. Although the other root 
scripture, the Vajrasekhara Siitra, 13 which, with the Mahiivairocana Siitra, 

forms the nondual core of the junmitsu system, was first imported by Kiikai 
in 8o6, an earlier, abbreviated translation by Vajrabodhi had also found its way 
to Japan by the mid-Nara period.14 The Path ofthe Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra, 

another junmitsu text integral to the Shingon liturgy, had already been copied 
in Japan in 736, 746,747, 753, and 755.15 

At the same time, it is impossible to understand the Mikkyo transmitted by 
Kiikai merely as junmitsu, because among the texts he imported were a large 
number of"zomitsu" scriptures. In 823 he presented to the court of Emperor 
Saga ( r. 809-823) the Catalog of the Three Studies ( Sangakuroku ),16 which 
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identified all the essential scriptural texts in the Shingon School. Included in 

the catalog are 150 volumes of sutras, which Kukai organized into three groups: 

62 volumes of kongochoshitkyo, sutras of the "vajra teaching" class; 7 volumes 

of taizoshitkyo, sutras of the "garbha teaching" class; and 61 volumes of zobu 

shingonkyo, sutras of the "miscellaneous mantra" class. In Kukai's view, these 

"zomitsu" sutras were indispensable canonical texts of the Shingon School and, 

as will be discussed in the next two chapters, they were critical to his winning 

the cooperation of the Nara clergy for propagating Esoteric Buddhism. By 

contrast, there are no words in Kukai's vocabulary corresponding to junmitsu. 

Simply stated, at no time in Japanese Buddhist history can there be said to 

have existed the particular forms of Esoteric Buddhism called zomitsu and 

junmitsu. They are modern categories, the products of the imagination of 

modern Buddhist scholars. 

It now becomes clear that the concept of junmitsu cannot illuminate the 

process through which Kukai distinguished his Mikkyo from that of his Nara 

precursors. This also leads to the conclusion that the various Mikkyo scriptural 

texts copied during the Nara period and the dhara�:tl rituals practiced during 

that time were not perceived by Kukai and his contemporaneous Buddhist 

practitioners as "zomitsu," that is, as the Mikkyo falling short of or breaking off 

from that denoted by the term junmitsu. To observe the transition of Mikkyo 

effected by Kukai and to appraise its magnitude, it is necessary to set aside 

the zomitsu/junmitsu theory, together with the reading ofJapanese Buddhist 

history that naively follows the rigid periodization it imposed. 

(In)visibility of Esotericism in the Nara Buddhist Culture 

The copying of Buddhist scriptures was among the most important state

sponsored efforts to propagate Buddhism in the Nara period. In addition to 

its purpose of providing the textual foundation for the training of priests and 

nuns, the imperial court enthusiastically endorsed the copying of sacred texts 

because of the merit said to accrue to all who contributed to that activity. 

In 734, upon completion of the reproduction of issaikyo, the comprehensive 

collection he had ordered of Buddhist scriptures, Emperor Shomu ( r. 72+-7+9) 

announced: 

I, the emperor, have worked to find time on all occasions to engage in study 

and have determined that among the classics the Buddhist teachings are the 

most excellent with regard to extending people's life spans and bringing them 

peace. Therefore I have revered the three jewels [Skt triratna; Jpn. sanbo], 
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taken refuge in the One UnifYing Vehicle [Skt. ekayiina; Jpn. ichijo], and, 
with respect, have completed the copying of the comprehensive collection 
of Buddhist scriptures. Those who read them are verily the ones who, with 
sincere minds, do service to the nation and help all living beings. Let us study 
them for hundreds of years; let us pray for the boundless fortune they will 
produce. Even those who only hear them recited will not fall into the evil 
transmigratory paths for countless eons. Let us altogether abandon the mesh 
of our delusions and ascend to nirvaqa.17 

During Shomu's reign, the Office ofSii.tra Reproduction, or Shakyosho, staffed 
with officers specialized in copying, editing, proofreading, and decorating 
scrolls, was established at court.18 The historian Inoue Kaoru has demonstrated 
that the Empress K6my6 ( 701-760 ), Shomu's wife, was particularly instru
mental in developing and managing the sii.tra-copying project.19 The copies of 
scriptures produced by the Shakyosho were distributed widely through the 
major provinces via the network of kokubunji and kokubun)niji, the state
sponsored monasteries and nunneries. It appears that Genbo's return from 

China in 734 and his importation of a new set of issaikyo spurred renewed 
interest in sii.tra reproduction. In 74-0, by K6my6's order, another extensive 
sii.tra-copying project was launched by the Shaky6sho,20 and the same office 
began yet another project twenty years later, upon the death of the empress.21 

The aim of these efforts was to reproduce in their entirety the Chinese 
Buddhist canonical texts listed in the comprehensive Catalog of the Buddhist 

Canon of the K)ai-yiian Years, which had been compiled in twenty fascicles by 
Chih-sheng (fl. 669-74-0) ofCh'ung-fu-ssu in 730.22 As stated in a document 
issued in conjunction with Empress K6my6's sii.tra-copying project by the 
Shakyosho, dated the thirteenth day of the third month of Tenpyo 11 ( 739 ), 
"it is to announce that the entire Buddhist canon, consisting of 5,04-8 fascicles, 
will be reproduced in accord with the K'ai-yiian Catalog."23 The catalogs of 
copied sii.tras prepared by the same office demonstrate that major projects were 
indeed carried out in the latter half of the Nara period to that end.24 

Included in Chih-sheng's catalog were the Mikky6 scriptures translated 
by Bodhiruci (?-727), Subhakarasirhha (637-735), and Vajrabodhi (671-74-1), 

the Indian patriarchs responsible for the introduction and swift propagation 
of Esoteric Buddhism in China during the mid-T'ang period. All of these 
masters were active in Ch'ang-an when Chih-sheng completed his catalog. In 
fact, Bodhiruci made Ch'ung-fu-ssu the base for his translation activities, and 
his residence there coincided with that of Chih-sheng. MATSUNAGA Yii.kei 
( 1969:160-161 ), a specialist in Shingon historiographic literature, has identified 
130 esoteric sii.tras and ritual manuals-or nearly a quarter of the Mikky6 texts 
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compiled in the Taisho Daizokyo edition of the Chinese Buddhist canon
copied during the Nara period.25 Matsunaga's study points out that by the 
mid-Nara period most of the Mikkyo texts listed in the K'ai-yiian catalog 
were readily available in Japan. 

On the other hand, anyone who reads Chih-sheng's authoritative catalog 
with Mikkyo texts in mind will notice a curious lacuna: despite the large number 
of Esoteric Buddhist texts listed, there is no separate category for esoteric 
scriptures. The entire canon is first divided into three major categories: tripi�aka 
texts for bodhisattvas (Mahayana); tripi�aka texts for sravakas (Hinayana); and 
biographies of the Buddha, his disciples, and other prominent teachers. The 

Mahayana and Hlnayana texts are then categorized into the three classes of 
siitra, vinaya, and abhidharma. In fascicles II and 12 of his catalog, Chih-sheng 
divides Mahayana siitras further into six categories: 

r. Prajfia-paramita class: PrajiU-paramita siitras and their analogs. 
2. Jewel Heap class: scriptures that make up the Great jewel Heap Sutra26 

and other related texts. 
3. Great Collection class: scriptures compiled in the Great Collection Sutra27 

and other related texts. 
4. Flower Garland class: translations of the Avatamsaka Sutra and of its 

individual chapters that circulate as independent texts. 
s. NirvaQ.a class: the Mahiiyiina Nirvii'l}a Sutra and its analogs. 
6. Miscellaneous class: Mahayana siitras not belonging to the other five 

classes. 

A large proportion of the catalog's esoteric scriptures were placed in the 
sixth category. The Mahiivairocana Sutra, for example, is there (T 55:6o3a), 
together with other major Mahayana siitras such as the Lotus, the Vimalaktrti, 

and the La1Jkiivatiira. Other Mikkyo texts were scattered among the Prajfia
paramita and Great Collection classes. Several esoteric texts on the worship of 
Bodhisattva Ak.asagarbha were clustered together in the third class. However, 
the text on Ak.asagarbha's mnemonic meditation, gumonjiho, translated by 
Subhakarasimha and popularized in Japan, was included in the sixth category. 
Although the K'ai-yiian Catalog of the Buddhist Canon was doubtless one 
of the most complete listings of Chinese Buddhist scriptures and served as a 
model for the compilation of the Buddhist catalogs of later periods, it shows 
no consistency in classifYing esoteric texts. 

In 8oo, the priest Yiiang-chao ofHsi-ming-ssu composed the Catalog of the 

Buddhist Canon Newly Compiled in the Chen-yuan Years,Z8 another comprehen
sive work aimed primarily at incorporating new texts that had been translated 
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into Chinese by eight Indian tripi�aka masters in the period since the appearance 
of Chih-sheng's catalog. In the seven decades separating these two catalogs, 
there had been a drastic increase in the number of esoteric texts translated 
into Chinese, largely due to the work of Amoghavajra (705-774), who alone, 
according to Yiiang-chao's account, produced no translated works in 142 
fascicles (T 55:772a-773b ). In spite of the phenomenal growth in the Mikkyo 
literature of the works from the Chinese canon, Yiiang-chao maintained the 
K'ai-yiiang catalog's format for classifYing Buddhist siitras, without attempting 
any systematic classification of the esoteric texts. This is noteworthy because 
Yiiang-chao is renowned for his compilation of the Collected Writings of the 

Tripitaka Master Amoghavajra/9 an extensive collection of letters and official 
records documenting Amoghavajra's activities, including numerous instances 
in which he performed esoteric rituals at the imperial court. One must therefore 
conclude that despite the conspicuous proselytizing activities of Esoteric Bud
dhist masters, and in the mid-T'ang religious scene where the development of 
Chinese Esoteric Buddhism reached its apex, Chinese Buddhism's two most 
prominent catalogers did not develop a concept for distinguishing between 
esoteric texts and other Mahayana Buddhist works. 

If the prism of Chinese Buddhist bibliography had failed to isolate Esoteric 
Buddhist texts as one of its spectra, it was inevitable that as a bibliographical 
category, Mikkyo remained transparent to the Nara Buddhists, who viewed the 
structure of Buddhist literature through the same prism. That is to say, those 
Buddhists of the Nara period who actually copied and studied esoteric texts 
did not necessarily see them as belonging to a particular class in the Buddhist 
tradition, and certainly not to that which modern scholars refer to as" Mikkyo." 
It therefore is an abuse of historical hindsight to argue that because esoteric 
texts had been imported, reproduced, and circulated in Japan prior to the time 
of Kiikai, Ennin, and En chin, Mikkyo had already been transmitted to Japan 
during the Nara period as an independent Buddhist tradition. 

This indistinguishability, or invisibility, of Mikkyo in the Nara period to 
which the standard Chinese Buddhist bibliographical classification system bears 
witness also applies to the widespread worship of esoteric deities in the great 
Nara temples. By the end of the Nara period, the various esoteric images
such as Vajrapal).i (Shukongo ), Sudmi (Myoken) and Amoghapasa (Fukii ken
jaku)-were already enshrined and being worshiped at "exoteric" temples.30 
Extant images celebrated as among the finest examples of Buddhist sculpture 
dating from the late Tenpyo period ( 752-794) include the standing image of 
the Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara at Toshodaiji, Nara; the seated image of 
the same bodhisattva at Fujiidera (Gorinji) in Kawachi, Osaka prefecture; the 
standing image of the Eleven-Faced Avalokitdvara at Kannonji in Tanabe, 
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Kyoto prefecture; and the standing image of the same deity at Shorinji in 
Sakurai, Nara prefecture.31 The historian HORIIKE Shunpo (1979:50-83 ) has 
identified a total of forty-three temples and shrines at which Avalokitdvara 
was enshrined during Nara period. Of these, the eleven-faced bodhisattva 
was worshiped at eleven locations, and the thousand-armed manifestation at 
thirteen. 

The pervasiveness of the worship of the esoteric transformation Avalo
kitdvaras (benge kannon) during the late Nara period, suggested by these im
ages, can also be witnessed in contemporaneous Japanese Buddhist literature. 
Keikai's Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil Karmic Effects in the Nation of 

Japan ( Ninonkoku genpo zen>aku ryoiki)32 includes sixteen episodes related to 
the worship of Avalokitdvara. This far exceeds the number of stories about 
other popular deities-five each about Maitreya (Miroku) and Sakyamuni 
(Shaka); three about Sudmi; two each about Bhai�ajyaguru (Yakushi), Ami
tabha, and Mahasrl (Kichijo ); and one each about Vajrapal)i and �iti
garbha (Jizo ). 

However, the fact that they were worshiped in the Nara period does not 
mean that they were recognized by Nara Buddhist practitioners as esoteric 
deities, as distinct from exoteric. Historians of Japanese Buddhist art have 
pointed out that, despite the popularity of esoteric deities during the Nara 
period, mal)9-alas do not appear in Nara Buddhist iconography. (SAWA Ryiiken 
1961:78-10+, 165-203 ) . They have also demonstrated that it was the system
atic importation of the vajradhatu and garbha mal)9-alas, together with their 
elaborate meditative rituals, beginning in the early Heian period, that gave 
rise to a clear iconographic distinction between esoteric and exoteric images. 
NAKANO Genzo (1983:22-2+ ), director of the Kyoto National Museum, has 
identified three major changes in Japanese Buddhist sculpture prompted by 
the transmission of the two mal)9-alas. First, importation of the mal)9-alas led 
to an explosion in the number of Buddhas and bodhisattvas to be represented; 
second, this plethora of deities engendered a new mal)9-ala-like arrangement of 
images in the inner temple halls; and, third, the introduction of a new type 
of wrathful deity, vidyii-riija ( myoo), who characteristically wore a fearful and 
often grotesque expression, pushed Japanese Buddhist sculptural representa
tions in an entirely new direction. 

Nakano asserts that prior to the Tenpyo era (729-7+9 ) there were 
only five Tathagatas known to Japanese Buddhist sculpture: Sakyamuni 
(Shaka), Bhai�ajyaguru (Yakushi), Amitabha (Amida), Maitreya (Miroku), and 
Ak�obhya (Ashuku). The two mal)9-alas not only introduced new Tathagatas 
to be represented sculpturally, it provided a novel context in which old and 
new Buddhas were related to one another. Sakyamuni, for instance, was 
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now understood as the Nirmaifakaya manifestation of Mahavairocana, who 

reigned over one of the major assemblies of the garbha ma!f<;iala. Ak.�obhya 

and Amitabha were now represented as Mikkyo deities, two of the four 

central Buddhas of the four directions and the personification of two of 

Mahavairocana's five forms of wisdom in the vajra ma!f<;iala. Thus it was not 

merely the particular types of deity but rather the particular relational context 

in which deities were represented that made possible the iconographic distinc

tion between exoteric and esoteric. fu in the case of the esoteric scriptures 

listed in the Kai-yiian Catalog, which failed to form a distinct bibliographical 

category of their own and allowed themselves to be classified as Mahayana 

texts, the esoteric deities worshiped in the Nara monastic institutions prior 

to the introduction of the ma!f<;ialas remained immersed among Mahayana 

Buddhist icons. 

Dharan'i: Exoteric and Esoteric Functions 

Another effective method for reconstructing the cultural setting in which 

Mikkyo existed in the Nara and early Heian periods is to study the actual 

ritual practices into which the elements of Esotericism were incorporated. 

There exists a group of Nara documents known as ubasoku koshinge, 33 letters 

of endorsement presented by Buddhist masters to the government to obtain 

official approval for the ordination of their novice disciples. Under the Nara 

state's legal code, or the ritsuryo, every ordination had to be reported to, and 

authorized by, the Agency for Buddhist and Foreign Affairs (Genbaryo) of 

the Ministry of Aristocracy (Jibusho ) .34 The letters of the koshinge identifY the 

length of the candidate's training, the particular sutras he or she studied, and 

the sutras and dharaifls he or she was able to recite from memory. In a letter 

in the spring of 732, for example, the priest Chishu seconds the ordination of 

his disciple Hata no kimi Toyotari: 

TWENTY-FIFTH DAY, THIRD MONTH, TENPYO 4 

Hata no kimi Toyotari of Taruho village, Toshi county, the province of 

Mino. 

Twenty-nine years old. 

Sutras studied: the Lotus, the Golden Light, the Great Collection, the 

Maitreya, the Mahiiyiina Nirvii1}-a, and fifteen other siitras. 

Additional sutras for recitation: the Bhai�ajyaguru, the Avalokiteivara, the 

Prajnii-piiramitii Heart. 
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Dhiira'l}is: the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii, Amoghapasa Avalokite5vara; 
Eleven-faced Avalokite5vara, the Golden Light, Akasagarbha, 
Bhai�ajyaguru, consecrating water, concealing ritual space. Has 
mastered the [ dharai)I] rituals of prostration. 

Length of novice training: eight years. 

Priest Chishu (DK 1:447) 

As Chishu's letter demonstrates, the ability to recite dharar:tls was an important 
requirement for Nara priests and nuns. Some were contained in the Lotus, 

the Golden Light, and other exoteric siitras; others were described in esoteric 
texts for the worship of particular deities; still others were required for such 
esoteric rituals as sprinkling consecrated water and protecting ritual sites from 
evil influences. In his study of fifty-three koshinge letters for both male and 
female ordinands, HoRIIKE Shunpo (1960:629) has pointed out that it is the 
dharar:tls of esoteric deities, such as the Thousand-armed, the Eleven-faced, 
and Amoghapasa manifestations of Avalokite5vara, as well as Buddho�r:tl�a, 
that appear most frequently, attesting to the fact that the incantation of these 
dharar:tls had become particularly popular among Nara Buddhists. 

In another study of koshinge letters, YosHIDA Yasuo (1988:155-168) has 
identified the siitras most commonly studied by ordinands between the years 
732 and 7+5. Of the twelve most frequently studied, six, including texts de
scribing dharal)l worship of the aforementioned deities, are esoteric texts.35 
The Thousand-ArmedAvalokitefvara Dhiira'l}i Sittra is ranked fourth, followed 
by the Buddh0!1Ji!a Dhiira1Ji Sittra, the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira1Ji 

Sittra, and the Amoghapiifa Avalokitefvara Dhiira1Ji Sittra, ranked, respec
tively, eighth, tenth, and twelfth.36 The Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii Sittra, a 
"junmitsu" scripture, is ranked seventh. Yoshida's research makes it clear that 
the study of esoteric siitras, together with mastery of the dharar:tl incantations 
they prescribed, formed the core of the Nara Buddhist training curriculum. 
Complementing Horiike's study, it seriously challenges the conventional his
torical view, which holds that the Buddhism ofNara period consisted primarily 
of doctrinal schools of exoteric Buddhism. 

Both Horiike and Yoshida attribute the pervasiveness of dharar:tl chanting 
during the Nara period to the popular belief in the power of dharar:tls to heal. 
In the Buddh0!1Ji!a Dhiira1Ji Sittra, for example, Sakyamuni Buddha explains 
to the Four Guardian Kings of the four directions the saving power of the 
dharar:tls that were impregnated with the wisdom of enlightenment, symbolized 
by buddh0!1Ji!a (Jpn, butcho), the summit of the Buddha's head: 
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On the day of a full moon, recite this dharaJ?.I one thousand times. All living 
beings with short life spans will immediately be rewarded with longevity and 
forever freed from suffering from illness. All their karmic obstructions will be 
extirpated .... Even those who are gravely sick, upon hearing this dharaJ?.I 
recited, will be emancipated from all forms of illness and prevented from 
transmigrating through evil realms. (T r9:3src) 

In the Amoghapiifa Avalokitefvara Dhiira�Jt Sutra, in the course of his 
conversation with Sakyamuni Buddha, Avalokitdvara reveals his compassion
manifesting dharaJ?.I as amoghapiifa (Jpn. Juku kenjaku ), the seine that saves 
the drowning from the ocean of sarhsara. The bodhisattva then provides a 
list of "indications" against which the dharaJ?.I proves effective: "pains in the 
eye, ear, nose, teeth, lips, tongue, jaws, heart, stomach, waist, back ... pains 
in the joints, hands, feet, head, throat ... cold, pneumonia, diarrhea, leprosy, 
pox" (T 20:404c). The list continues as if to include every imaginable illness. 
Later, Avalokitesvara identifies twenty auspicious outcomes that can be attained 
by chanting the dharaJ?.I. These include not only purifYing one's karma but 
also gaining health and beauty, preventing demons from stealing one's vital 
breath, warding off possessions by evil spirits, and protection from all sorts 
of poisons and disasters (T 20:405b ). Although not as specific as these two 
siitras, the Thousand-Armed Avalokitefvara Dhiira'IJt Sutra and Eleven-Faced 

Avalokitefvara Dhiira'IJt Sutra also make brief references to their dharaJ?.Is' 
power against diseases (T 20:I07a-b, 152b ). 

The popularity of chanting dharaJ?.Is can be seen from the government's 
legal code. In its effort to prevent Buddhists from acquiring power over 
the masses, the Nara regime sternly proscribed the public display of magico
religious skills by Buddhist priests and nuns. Nonetheless, it permitted dharaJ?.I 
chanting for medical purposes. The first two articles of the Soniryo (Rules 
for Buddhist Priests and Nuns), the ritsuryo code's laws governing Buddhist 
clerics, promulgated in 718, are as follows: 

Article I. Those priests and nuns who read auspicious or ominous signs in 
nature as a means of telling people's fortunes, who publicly discuss affairs of 
the state in an effort to mislead people, who study military strategy in order 
to commit murder and theft, or who falsely proclaim their own attainment 
of enlightenment are, without exception, transgressors of the laws of the 
nation and will be punished by the lay officials responsible for enforcing the 
penal codes. 
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Article 2. Priests and nuns who practice divination, distribute charms, 

perform spirit-possession, or practice medicine will, without exception, be 

deprived of their ordained status. Exempt from this rule is the healing of the 

sick by chanting dhiira'f}iS in accordance with the Buddha DharmaY 

According to the Continued History of Japan ( Shoku nihongi), an official 

historiography of the Nara period compiled at the behest of Emperor Kanmu 

in 797, there existed in the Nara imperial court a group of priests known as 

kanbyo zenji, or "healer-meditation masters," priests well versed in dharal).!S for 

protecting the health of the ruler and the members of his or her family. For 

example, on the twenty-third day of the fifth month ofTenpyo Hosho 8 (756), 

the reigning empress Koken said: 

The Meditation Master (zenji) Hoei is endowed by birth with a virtuous na

ture and excels in upholding the vinaya. Unsurpassed in the art of medicine, 

he was invited from a faraway province to the court to serve as an attendant 

to the retired emperor [ Shomu ]. Hoei has made countless contributions 

to [Shomu's] well-being, and the retired emperor's trust [in Hoei] grew 

so deep that he would not accept the services of other physicians. Despite 

Hoei's efforts, however, just as the river's flow cannot be stopped, the retired 

emperor finally passed away. 38 

On the following day, Koken issued an edict to "exempt from taxation and 

mandatory duties the one hundred twenty-six kanbyo zenji who were invited 

to attend the retired emperor."39 It appears that on the eve ofShomu's death 

an unusually large number of healer-meditation masters were summoned to 

the court to pray for Shomu's recovery. 

Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil Karmic Effects in the Nation of Japan 

contains eleven stories relating to the practice of dharal).l chanting, of which 

four specifically concern the power of dharal).ls to heal. The collection contains 

an additional seven stories that identify as methods of healing recitation of the 

Diamond Sutra and the Lotus Sutra, engaging in the acts of devotion to the 

Thousand-armed Avalokitdvara and Bhai�ajyaguru, the Buddha of Medicine, 

releasing animals from captivity, and taking herbal medication. The stories show 

that for ordinary people, too, the recitation of dharaf.!ls by priests and nuns was 

one of the most common methods of healing during the Nara period.40 

At the beginning of fascicle 3 of Keikai's compendium is a story of the 

Meditation Master Eigo, a priest of Kofukuji in Nara. During the reign of 

Empress Shotoku ( 764-770 ), Eigo traveled south to the province of Kii and 

settled in the fishing village ofKumano in Muro county. Eigo taught Buddhism 
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to the local people, who, out of respect, called him the "bodhisattva of the 

south." "One day a villager became sick and went to Eigo's temple seeking 

his help. When the meditation master recited a dhara�JI, the villager got well. 

However, when the master left him, the symptom returned to the villager, and 

the master was called in again for dhara�JI chanting. But as soon as the master 

finished chanting, the villager became sick again."41 When Eigo forced himself 

to continue his chanting, he exposed an animal spirit who had taken possession 

of the villager and caused his illness. 42 

Yet another important area of Nara Buddhist practice redolent of esoteric 

elements was keka, a ritual act of repentance common in the daily life of the 

Nara and Heian periods.43 Keka rites were ordinarily dedicated to popular 

deities, such as Lak�ml (Kichijo ), Bhai�ajyaguru, and Amitabha. YAMAG ISHI 

Tsuneto's survey of surviving records (1980:4--7) has found entries for fifty

six occasions between the years 736 and 785 on which the repentance rite was 

performed, of which twenty-five indicate the names of keka deities, including 

nine addressed to Avalokite5vara in his esoteric eleven-faced and thousand

armed forms. 

Many keka ceremonies were performed at imperial behest. On the fourth 

day of the twelfth month of Tenpyo 16 (7++), to prevent the spread of an 

epidemic, Emperor Shomu ordered the nation to perform the keka ritual 

dedicated to Bhai�ajyaguru, the Buddha of Medicine, for seven days and 

seven nights. On New Year's day, Tenpyo Sh6h6 1 ( 74-9 ), the same emperor 

announced the prohibition of all forms of killing for the day and ordered 

the major temples in the nation to perform the keka by reciting the Golden 

Light Sittra. 

Keka rites were also performed at local temples and shrines for private 

purposes. In a story in Miraculous Episodes, the nuns of Sayadera44 in Kii 

province invite from Nara a certain meditation master, Daie of Yakushiji, to 

preside at a repentance rite before the eleven-faced bodhisattva. Among the 

village folk participating in the repentance rite is a woman whose husband is 

notorious for the atrocities he has committed. The husband returns home at 

night, and, enraged by his wife's absence, rushes to the temple. He rebukes 

Daie for stealing her, drags her home, and forces her to make love to him. The 

episode concludes when poisonous ants suddenly attack the husband's genitals, 

causing his immediate death and bringing an end to his tyranny over his wife.45 

Historians of early Japanese Buddhism have pointed out an affinity between 

the traditional Buddhist repentance rite of deianii and the popular practice of 

keka.46 However, whereas the purpose of de5ana is to exculpate individual 

practitioners from moral transgressions, keka is usually practiced by a group of 

ordained or lay Buddhists for the purpose of collectively purifYing their past 
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evil karmas. This explains why, during the repentance ceremony, priests and 

nuns not only confess their own offenses but repent for the sake of the entire 

nation. It is this collective cleansing of karmic defilement that was believed to 

achieve various auspicious outcomes, such as healing illness, ending drought, 

preventing epidemics, and suppressing rebellions. The belief in the power of 

keka to influence the course of events is homologous to the belief in dhararyls' 

supernatural power. In his study of highly ritualized keka practices in the late 

Nara to early Heian periods, YAMAGISHI Tsuneto (1984:35-36) points out 

that at the beginning of the ninth century there was a dramatic increase in 

the performance of a particular public ritual in which the worshipers recited 

or presented lectures on a siitra during the day and at night performed keka 

by chanting dhararyl. Yamagishi's study provides clues to the affinity between 

keka and dhararyl and the origin of that affinity in pre-Heian developments. 

HORIIKE Shunpo (1960), YAMAORI Tetsuo (1989:143-146), MATSUNAGA 

Yiikei (1969:155-164), and many other scholars have asserted that the con

spicuous presence of dhararyls in Nara Buddhist practice was evidence of the 

early infiltration of Mikkyo into Japanese Buddhism, a phenomenon that they 

claim paved the way for the establishment of the Shingon School by Kiikai. 

At first glance, the popularity of dhararyl as a subject of study for the Buddhist 

ordinands, its use as a method of healing, and its affinity with keka seem to 

support their view. However, one must not forget that dhararyl, as a linguistic 

phenomenon, is not unique to esoteric texts. As demonstrated in chapter 26 of 

the Lotus Sutra, which immediately follows the famous Avalokitesvara chapter, 

dhararyls are also important elements in exoteric Mahayana scripturesY In 

particular, dhararyls figure prominently in prajiia-paramita siitras, in which the 

Buddha praises dhararyl incantation, along with the cultivation of samadhi, as 

virtuous activity of a bodhisattva. Other exoteric texts popularly recited or 

copied during the Nara period, such as the Golden Light Siitra and the Great 

Collection Siitra, also abound with dhararyls whose chanting is said to guarantee 

protection from harm.48 In short, dhararyl chanting can take place in an exclu

sively exoteric context. Therefore, in the absence of any clear indication that 

the Nara Buddhist possessed the knowledge not only to distinguish esoteric 

from exoteric scriptures but also to use esoteric dhararyls in a manner different 

from their exoteric counterparts, it is difficult to designate the mere fact of 

dhararyl recitation during the Nara Period as the immediate reason for the rise 

of the Heian-period Mikkyo of the Shingon and Tendai Schools, as do Horiike, 

Matsunaga, and Yamaori. 

For example, letters of recommendation for the ordination of novices, 

mentioned earlier, show that ordinands randomly studied both the dhararyls 

of esoteric deities and those appearing in exoteric siitras such as the Greater 
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Prajiiii-piiramitii, the Lotus, and the Golden Light.49 In Keikai's Miraculous 

Episodes, both esoteric and exoteric dharal)IS are chanted to bring about healing. 

And there are episodes in which not dharal)l incantation but the recitation of 

such exoteric texts as the Diamond Sutra or the Lotus Sutra causes a blinded 

worshiper to regain his sight (episode 21, fascicle 3 ), saves a traveler from 

contracting a fatal illness (episode 24, fascicle 2 ), or revives a deceased court 

noble (episode 9, fascicle 3). 

Despite their nearly universal use throughout the Nara religious scene, and 

precisely because of their general acceptance, the dharal)IS popularly chanted 

during the Nara and early Heian periods appear to have constituted a melange 

of the exoteric and esoteric. Keikai once referred to the Thousand-Armed 

Avalokitefvara Dhiira1Ji Sutra as a "Mahayana Siitra ( daijokyo) ''and elsewhere 

to the esoteric dharal)l of the Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara in the same 

siitra as the "divine dharal)l of Mahayana ( daijo shinju ). 50 In the vocabulary 

of Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhism-in which Esotericism is defined as Vajrayana 

(kongojo), Mantrayana (shingonjo), and the Secret Treasury (mitsuzo) and 

distinguished from the Mahayana of Exoteric Schools ( kengyo)51-to designate 

an esoteric dharal)l as daijo shinju or an esoteric siitra as daijokyo seems to be 

a contradiction. 

Thus the prevalence of the practice of dharal)l recitation in Nara society 

points once again to the invisibility of Esoteric Buddhism as a distinct category 

within the religious culture of the time. Adherents of the zomitsu/junmitsu 

theory ignore this ambiguity by claiming that "there is essentially no differ

ence between the mantras and dharal)IS of zomitsu scriptures and those of 

Mahayana scriptures, for both are chanted for worldly gain (genze riyaku ), 

not for the realization of enlightenment .... It was the mantras in junmitsu 

scriptures, aimed as they were at the attainment of enlightenment, that made it 

possible to clearly distinguish esoteric texts from Mahayana scriptures" (UJIIE 

Kakusho 1984:30-31). But, as repeatedly pointed out, "junmitsu" scriptures 

did reach Nara Japan. True, in light of their purported efficacy, the "zomitsu" 

dharal)l and Mahayana dharal)l may seem similar. However, there are essential 

differences between them in terms of their textuality, that is, in terms of the 

relationship between the body of the text, the dharal)IS inserted in it, and the 

prescribed ritual of incantation. 

In the Mahayana siitras, dharal)IS are strongly associated with the preser

vation of siitra texts and their teachings. In the dharal)l chapter at the close 

of the Lotus Sutra, devas (heaven dwellers) and riik!asiis (man-eater demons), 

having received the Buddha's preaching and, having been led by Bodhisattva 

Bhai�ajyaraja, pledge to uphold and preserve the teaching of the Lotus and 

to reveal dharal)ls that "protect those practitioners who memorize even a line 
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of the siitra's verse and those who read, recite, and understand its meaning" 

(T 9:58b ). In fascicle 5 of the Great Collection Sutra, Bodhisattva Sagaramati 

asks the Buddha how to guard the siitra from the evil influence of Mara, the 

demon, and his retinue. The Buddha replies, "As long as there are beings who 

uphold the siitra, desire to propagate it, and accumulate merit by following its 

teaching, they will acquire the power to suppress [evil forces] and protect this 

gate of Dharma. Sagaramati, take heed and mark my words in your mind. They 

should be encouraged to chant this dharal)l that will summon the four deva 

kings safeguarding the teachers of Dharma" (T 13:73c). Even the LatJkiivatiira 

Sutra, generally known for its recondite philosophical content, abounds with 

protective dharal)IS. In the siitra's dharal)l chapter, the Buddha addresses 

Mahamati, saying, "You should uphold the dharal)l of the La1Jkiivatiira that 

was chanted, is chanted, and will be chanted by the enlightened ones of the past, 

present, and future .... When sons and daughters of good family preserve, 

grasp, and propagate the dharal)l, they will memorize all the words of the 

siitra and there will be no beings in the universe able to do them harm" 

(T 16:56+c-565a). 

The dharal)l's power of protection appears to have derived from its basic 

function as a mnemonic device for bodhisattvas. Fascicle 5 of the Discourse on 

the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra ( Ta-chih-tu-lun ), attributed to Nagarjuna, 

explains the effectiveness of dharal)I in light of preservation and rejection: 

Dharal)! is a "preserver" because it collects all good dharmas, retains them, 

and prevents them from being scattered and lost. It is just like a flawless vessel 

that is capable of containing and retaining water. DharaQ.i is also a "rejectant" 

because it keeps the mind from entertaining unrighteous thoughts, the cause 

of all forms of evile .... Bodhisattvas who have mastered dharaQ.i are able to 

retain, with their mind's power, all the teachings they received, receive, and 

will receive." 

Fascicle +5 of Hsiian-tsang's translation of the Yogiiciirabhumi further il

lustrates the centrality of dharal)l for bodhisattva practice. First, it enables 

bodhisattvas to memorize siitra passages. Because they have this power, bod

hisattvas are able to understand the meanings of countless siitras. This under

standing, in turn, enhances their power of samadhi, through which they chant 

dharal)is to guard sentient beings from calamities. Finally, dharal)i chanting en

hances the perseverance (Skt. upek�ii, Jpn. nin) of bodhisattvas, which sustains 

their spiritual advancement (T 30:542c). These examples indicate that despite 

the broad efficacy claimed for them in a number of Mahayana texts, the dharal)is 

in the exoteric siitras can be understood essentially as appendages to the siitras' 
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main body of text. As a linguistic device for accelerating the learning process, 
dharal)l recitation is auxiliary to the reading, understanding, and memorizing 
of a sutra. 

By contrast, dharaQis in esoteric texts cannot be understood merely as 
supplementary devices. The Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira�Ji Sutra,52 a 
"zomitsu" text popularly read by the Nara clergy, opens with Avalokitdvara's 
relating to Sakyamuni Buddha a story of the previous transmigratory lives 
in the course of which the bodhisattva encountered no million Buddhas of 
the past, all of whom taught him the same sacred dharaQI, known as the 
"Eleven-Faced One." With the Buddha's endorsement, Avalokitdvara teaches 
those present at the assembly to recite and uphold it. Because this dharal)l is 
the "wisdom treasury of all the Buddhas' great compassion," Avalokitdvara 
explains, those who recite it will immediately be released from their suf
ferings, expunge even the heaviest of their sins, and attain enlightenment 
(T 20:152b-c). 

In the next section of the sutra, the bodhisattva describes the seven ritual 
procedures that surround the recitation of the "root dharaf.ll" that ensures 
the manifestation of Avalokitesvara in the practitioner's meditation. These are 
ablution, offering incense, offering flower garlands, offering food, homa (the 
oblation of firewood into a ritual fire), sealing the ritual site, and returning the 
bodhisattva to his own abode, which marks the end of the ritual. Each of these 
ritual acts is assigned its own accompanying dharaQI (T 20:153a-c). The sutra 
ends with a section describing methods of carving the image of the Eleven
Faced Avalokitdvara (with a depiction of its major iconographic features), of 
enshrining it, and of practicing the seven-day or fifteen-day devotional ritual 
before the image (T 20:154-a-c). 

Obviously, in the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira�Ji Sutra, the dharal)l 
is not presented as aiding the recitation and memorization of the text. On the 
contrary, it is the sutra text that encourages the recitation of the dharal)l. It 
is no longer the reading, reciting, and memorizing of the sutra but the ritual 
actions prescribed in the siitra that provide the context for recitation of the 
dharal)l. That is to say, the esoteric sutra partakes of the function of a ritual 
manual. One of the features that distinguish esoteric scriptures from exoteric 
Mahayana sutras is this shift from sutra reading to ritual action as a normative 
method of mastering the text. 

The following section examines the liturgy of a major keka ritual at Todaiji 
and attempts to illustrate the manner in which esoteric dharal)ls-despite being 
significantly different from their exoteric counterparts with respect to textual 
and ritual functions-remained indistinguishable from exoteric dharaQis m 

Nara ritual practice. 
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Esoteric Dharal)l in the Nara Ritual Space 

There continues at Todaiji, Horyiiji, Hasedera, and several other temples in 

the Nara area the annual repentance rite of shunie, the "Service of the Second 

Month," the month in the lunar calendar marking the end of winter and the 

beginning of a new seasonal cycle. Fused with native purification and fertility 

rites, the shunie became one of the standard media through which keka was 

performed. The Three Jewels ( Sanboe ), a work of Buddhist literature composed 

in 98+ by the courtier Minamoto Tamenori (9+I-ron ), describes the shunie 

as a large-scale ceremony held at major temples beginning the first day of the 

month, with offerings of artificial flowers, exquisite incense, and elaborate altar 

decorations unique to the occasion. Tamenori comments on the participants' 

painstaking preparations for the service: "One may find making flowers from 

pieces of cut silk to be trifling play and burning incense to be mere arousal 

of sensory pleasure. However, all these are proffered in accordance with the 

Buddha's teaching."53 

One of the most extensive and well-preserved Nara repentance rites is 

the shunie at Nigatsudo ("Second Month Hall," also known as Kenjakuin), 

Todaiji. In the fourth month ofKonin 6 (815 ) the eighty-five-year-old Todaiji 

priest Jitchii (d. 82+ ), as acting administrator (gon betto) of the temple, com

posed a twenty-nine-article series of instructions to his disciples. In article 

22, concerning the keka to the eleven-faced bodhisattva, Jitchii states that 

for the seventy years between Tenpyo Shoho + ( 752 ) and Daido + ( 809 ), 

he had practiced the service every year beginning on the first day of the 

second month. 54 On the basis of this document it is claimed that, since its 

institution in 752 by the Kegon priest Jitchii, the fifteen-day rite of shu

nie, the Second Month Service, has continued to be conducted without 

interruption. 

Because Jitchii was one of the Todaiji priests to whom the Empress Dowager 

Komyo provided patronage, Fukuyama Toshio, Horiike Shunpo, and other 

historians speculate that he originally performed the service at the Repentance 

Hall of the empress's administrative office (shibi chiidai), and that following 

Komyo's death in 760 and the resulting abolition of her executive office, Jitchii 

transferred the Repentance Hall from the empress's inner palace to Todaiji to 

institute Nigatsudo. 55 

Among the duties of the participating priests is the keeping of a daily record 

of the ritual proceedings ( Nigatsudo shuju rengyoshu nikki). 56 The earliest such 

journal dates from II2+, and every journal since that time, except for the record 

for the years 1270 to 1318, has been preserved. Because the earliest journals 

already describe all the major activities in the fifteen-day ritual performed today, 
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it is believed that by the late Heian period the shunie had already developed 

the foundation for its present formY 

Popularly renowned for its closing Omizutori (water-scooping) cere

mony-in which the water of youth (wakamizu) is scooped from the di

vine well (akai) and offered to the Eleven-Faced Avalokitesvara, following a 

purificatory procession of gigantic torches-the shunie as a whole is a highly 

complex ritual that incorporates various non-Buddhist elements of Central 

Asian and native Japanese provenance.58 According to a 1586 illustrated text 

describing the legend of the origin of the shunie ( Nigatsudo engi emaki), 59 

Jitchii wandered into the dragon cave in Mount Kasagi in the tenth month 

of Tenpyo Shoho 3 ( 751 ). As he proceeded north, the cave led him into the 

heavenly realm of Tu�ita. Among the forty-nine celestial pavilions he visited 

was Jo'nen kannon'in, the Hall of Constant Prayer for Avalokite§vara, which 

was crowded with heavenly beings practicing the repentance ritual dedicated 

to the Eleven-Faced Avalokite§vara (juichimen no keka ), circumambulating the 

bodhisattva, and prostrating themselves before him. Jitchii was deeply moved 

by the beauty of their worship and wished to reproduce the ritual on earth. 

However, a heavenly being explained that this would be difficult because one 

day in Tu�ita corresponds to four hundred years on earth and because the ritual 

requires the actual presence of the bodhisattva. In reply, Jitchii expressed his 

resolve not to pause in his prayers until the bodhisattva left his earthly abode 

at Mount Potala and traversed the ocean to land on the shores ofNaniwa, and 

then when he had welcomed the deity to his temple, he would circumambulate 

him with ever-increasing speed, hundreds and thousands of times, to "catch 

up with" the passage of time in Tu�ita. 

The same illustrated text then describes a second episode in which Jitchii 

arrives at Naniwa Bay and, adorning his ritual water vessel ( akaki) with flowers 

and incense, floats it across the sea. A hundred days later, as the vessel returns 

with the bodhisattva from Potala riding inside, Jitchii welcomes the deity and 

enshrines him in the Nigatsudo. In the next episode, as Jitchii finally begins to 

perform the keka in the Nigatsudo, eight celestial beings descend from Tu�ita 

and participate in the service, joined by the nation's Shinto deities, 13,700 in 

all. The deity Onyii of Wakasa province, however, is busy catching fish and 

arrives late. In apology, he proclaims to Jitchii that he will make an offering 

of divine water to the bodhisattva. As soon as he has made his announcement, 

a pair of black and white cormorants fly out of a nearby rock, followed by a 

great spring that gushes forth. 

Jitchii 's legend appears devoid of historical facts, but in its narrative structure 

the meaning of some distinctive elements of the ritual-such as the running 

circumambulation (hashiri), the dance of the heavenly beings (dattan), and 
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the scooping of water from the divine well Wakasai (mizutori)60 - become 

understandable. From the complex narrative-ritual context emerges the ritual 

intentionality of the shunie crystallized in the ancient legend, transfiguring and 

perpetuating the popular practice of keka as a celestial rite transported to the 

terrestrial realm. 

The shunie at Todaiji is currently performed by a group of eleven priests 

called rengyoshit (those who practice continuously), who engage in the six 

daily sessions of repentance performed in late evening (shoya), at midnight 

(yahan ), after midnight (goya ), at dawn (jinjo), at midday ( nitchit ), and at 

dusk (nichimotsu).61 With only a few exceptions, all the rituals take place 

in the inner chamber ( naijin) of the Nigatsudo, at whose central altar the 

image of the Eleven-Faced Avalokite5vara is enshrined. Only the rengyoshii, 

who are seated around the altar, and their lay attendants are allowed to 

enter the inner chamber. The most extensive of the six sessions is shoya, 

the late evening session, which requires more than three hours to complete. 

It serves as the model for the other, shorter sessions. Because it is sup

posed to be based on the textual authority of the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara 

Dhiirat:tt Sittra, it is believed that the shoya session represents the earliest 

layer of the shunie and the nucleus of the keka ritual instituted by Jitchii. 

Although it is performed with numerous preliminary and posterior proce

dures, the keka proper of the shoya session consists of four acts: shomyo keka 

(repentance by addressing to the bodhisattva), hogo (invocation of the bod

hisattva's name), nyoho nenju ( dhara�:tl recitation), and hotsugan (proclaimation 

of vows). 

The liturgy of the shunie at the Nigatsudo was originally transmitted orally. 

The earliest existing liturgical text ( Nigatsudo jisaho), written by the priest of 

Kannon'in Joken and dating from 14-85, shows that the current liturgy of the 

shunie has preserved the format performed in Joken's time (SAT6 Michiko 

1985:214--215). The following is the liturgical text of the second half of the 

shomyo keka, consisting of quotations from and paraphrases of the passages 

of the Eleven-Faced Avalokiteivara Dhiirat:tt Sittra. Each line is recited twice, 

first by the lead chanter (to) and then by the remaining rengyoshii priests 

chanting in unison. The recitation of each line of the liturgy is followed by 

the full prostration of the priests, who rise from their places, join their palms 

together, and then kneel on the floor. (The numbers in parentheses indicate 

the corresponding locations of the siitra passages in the Taisho daizokyo 

edition.) 

]iii chi men shinju shingyo 

The Eleven-Faced Avaoliteivara Dhiirani Siitra. 
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Juichi kutei shobutsu shosetsu shinju shingyo 

The DhiiralJi Sutra preached by the 110 million Buddhas. 

Namu issai shobutsu dosan zuiki 

Namu issai nyorai okuji shugo 

(T20:152a, lines 21-22) 

We make obeisance to all the Buddhas, who equally praise and are 

rejoiced [by this dhara�l]. We make obeisance to all the Tathagatas, 

who memorize and protect [the dhara�l]. ( 152b, lines 9-10) 

Namu koji shoji cho shimango 

We make obeisance to that lay practitioner [(i.e., Avalokitdvara) who 

attained the dhara�I) after forty thousand kalpas [eons] of countless 

rebirths. ( 152c, line 15 paraphrased) 

Namu shaba sekai nokeshu 

We make obeisance to the savior of the saha world. 

(152c, lines 23-28 paraphrased) 

Namu juichimen daihisha 

We make obeisance to the Eleven-Faced Great Compassionate One. 

(153a, lines 14, 22, 28; 153b, lines 7, 14, 24; 153c, line 4; 154b, line 4) 

Namu tozen sanmen jihiso 

Namu sahen sanmen shinnuso 

Namu uhen sanmen byakugeso 

Namu togo ichimen boshoso 

We make obeisance to the three front faces of compassion; we make 

obeisance to the three left faces of wrath; we make obeisance to the 

three right faces with white tusks; we make obeisance to the back face 

of laughter. ( 154a, lines 6-8) 

Namu chojo ichimen nyoraiso 

Namu chojo butsumen joyakubyo 

Namu saijo butsumen gan manzoku 

We make obeisance to the summit face of the Tathagata; we make 

obeisance to the summit Buddha face which annihilates calamities 

and diseases; we make obeisance to the unexcelled Buddha face which 

grant wishes. (154a, lines 8-9, 154b, 21-23) 

Namu shozukanchu jukebutsu 

Namu sa gurenge gunjishu 

Namuu keishuju semuishu 

Namu shuho yoraku sogontai 

We make obeisance to the (Amitabha) Buddhas abiding in the jeweled 

crowns (adorning each of his faces); we make obeisance to the one 

whose left hand holds a water vase with a crimson lotus; we make 
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obeisance to the one whose right hand holding a rosary is formed in 

the mudra of providing fearlessness (Jpn. semui, Skt. abhayadada); we 

make obeisance to the one who has festooned jeweled nets adorning 

his solemn body. ( 154a, lines 5, 9-10) 

Namu muryo jinsen in yo 

Namu daijippi setsu konpontoju 

We make obeisance to the one surrounded by countless seers. 

We make obeisance to the Great Compassionate One who expounds 

the root dharary.l. ( 152a, lines 18-12) 

Namu riyaku anraku shoujo 

We make obeisance to the one who benefits and brings relief to all 

sentient beings. ( 154c. lines 24-25 )62 

Immediately following the shomyo keka is the hogo, the climax of the keka 

ritual in which the priests invoke Avalokitdvara by chanting his name aloud: 

Namu kanjizai bosa ("We make obeisance to you, 0 Lord, Avalokitdvara!"). 

The phrase is chanted repeatedly in three sections, first in its entirety and then, 

in the second and third sections, in a progressively abbreviated manner with 

accelerating speed. The chanting of each section consists of four alternating 

pitches: hiraku, the medium, standard pitch of the hogo chanting; hokku, the 

same medium pitch used in the opening line of each section, in which each 

syllable is pronounced in a carefully articulated manner; agegoe, the higher 

pitch; and kaeshigoe, chanting starting with a higher pitch that drops rapidly 

to the middle pitch. As in the case of the shomyo keka, each line of the hogo 

liturgical text consists of a chant by the lead priest that is then repeated by a 

chorus of the remaining priests. The hogo is performed in a standing position 

with a half prostration (a low bow bending the body at the waist) accompanying 

each invocation. 

Namu kanjizai bosa (hokku, once) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (hiraku, nine times) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (agegoe, once) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (kaeshigoe, once) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (hiraku, five times) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (agegoe, once) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (kaeshigoe, once) 

Namu kanjizai bosa (hiraku, five times) 

Namu (daidoshi)63 

Namu (daid6shi) 

Kanjizai (chorus alone) 
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Namu kanjizai (hokku, once) 
Namu kanjizai (hiraku, five times) 
Namu kanjizal bosa (hokku, once) 
Namu kanjizal (agegoe, once) 
Namu kanjizai (kaeshigoe, once) 
Namu kanjizai (hiraku, five times) 
Namu kanjizai (agegoe, once) 
Namu kanjizai (kaeshigoe, once) 
Namu kanjizai (hiraku, five times) 

Namu (daidoshi) 
Namu (daidoshi) 
Kan (chorus alone) 

Namu kan (hokku, once) 
Namu kan (hiraku, five times) 
Namu kan (agegoe, once) 
Namu kan (kaeshigoe, once) 
Namu kan (hiraku, five times) 
Namu kan (agegoe, once) 
Namu kan (kaeshigoe, once) 
Namu kan (hiraku, five times)64 

It appears that the h6g6 chanting is inspired by the following description in 
the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira1Ji Sutra encouraging the invocation of 
the bodhisattva's name: "There may be a practitioner who recites the names of 
all the Buddhas hundreds, thousands, millions, and billions of times. However, 
if there is a practitioner who recites my name for even a short moment, the 
latter's merit will equal that accrued by the practice of the former" (T 20:152c). 

The style of the hogo chanting was so unique that the Nigatsudo became 
known as "Namukanji," the temple of the namukan recitation. In the diary 
of his pilgrimage to the seven great Nara temples composed in II40, the 
prominent court noble 6e no Chikamichi describes his visit to Nigatsudo: 

The temple [Nigatsudo] is located on the eastern hill of Todaiji. Ordinary 
people call it Namukanji. It is at this temple that the Second Month Service is 
performed .... About fifteen priests seclude themselves in the hall, and from 
the first day until the evening of the fourteenth day they perform the rite 
grasping the vajra-bells (kongorei) in their hands or holding torches upside 
down under their arms. After the procession of flames, they chant vigorously 
in unison the name of the Bodhisattva-namukan-and then race around 
the altar. 65 
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Toward the close of the hogo chanting, one of the priests, designated 

gotai'nin, or prostrater, proceeds from the inner chamber to the prayer hall 

(raido), the outer chamber that forms the facade of Nigatsudo. Repeatedly 

hurling his own body to the floor in a highly exaggerated manner, he performs 

there the act of prostration, repenting for the sake of all sentient beings the 

countless transgressions they committed in the past. When the gotai'nin's 

prostration is complete, the rengyoshu priests begin the nyoho nenju, in which 

they seat themselves in the inner chamber and quietly recite the root dharal)l of 

the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiirant Siitra one hundred times. In contrast 

to the dramatic chanting of the hogo, the dharal)l here is recited silently by each 

priest. As Sato Michiko has observed, from the beginning of the nineteenth 

century mention of the nyoho nenju began to disappear from the liturgical 

text, so that the dharal)l recitation is currently practiced only in an extremely 

abbreviated manner.66 

The completion of dharal)l recitation leads the rengyoshu to the final 

procedure of the keka practice, the hotsugan, in which the priests express 

their gratitude for Avalokite5vara's protection and their resolve to dedicate 

themselves to serve all sentient beings. The chanting of the following liturgy, 

which again consists of the quotation and paraphrasing of the Eleven-Faced 

Avalokitefvara Dhiiral}t Siitra, concludes the hotsugan ritual. (The liturgical 

phrases not pronounced by chanters are in brackets. The numbers in paren

theses at the end of each line indicate the corresponding location of the sutra 

passages in the Taisho daizokyo edition.) 

[Is }sai kugyo namu j[ ii ichimen gudaiiriki shinju shingyo j 

We make unconditional obeisance to the Eleven-[Jaced Avalokitefvara 

Dhiiral}t Siitra impregnated with magnificent power.] 

Ichiju sokujo [shi konponzai} 

A single recitation of it will instantaneously eliminate [even the four 

cardinal sins]. (rszc, line 8) 

Ichiju nii[metsu go mugenzaij 

A single recitation of it can [release the sinners in the five eternal 

hells]. ( 152c, lines 8-9) 

Namu nii[gu shushu ku'nan} 

We make obeisance to the one who is capable [of saving us from all 

kinds of sufferings]. ( rszc, lines 2-3) 

]utoku [bosatsu gedatsu hiimon J 

By reading it, one will attain [the bodhisattvas' Dharma-gate of 

enlightenment]. (152c, lines r-2) 

]itoku [shobutsu daihi chizii J 
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By memorizing it, one will attain [all the Buddhas' treasury of 

wisdom]. (152c, line 1) 

Nenju [hyaku hachi genshin juri] 

By meditating upon it [for one hundred eight times, one will attain 

the ten kinds of victory in his own lifetime]. (152b, lines 17-18) 

Rinju [go shishu shoji] 

At one's rebirth, [one also gains the tour victories].( 152b, lines 23-24-) 

Jyuichimen [ daihisha j 

0, you, the Eleven-Faced [Great Compassionate One]! 

( 153a, lines 3-4-) 

Myogo [sonki nan toku mon j 

[Even rulers and aristocrats are rarely fortunate enough to hear] your 

name. ( 152c, line 16) 

Shosan [ myogo metsu chozai j 

Calling your name in praise [will destroy the heaviest sins]. 

( 152c, lines 18-20 )67 

These concluding liturgical lines exemplify the particular semantic trans

formation of the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira�Ji Sutra effected by the 

performance of the keka practice in the framework of the shunie ritual. As 

noted earlier, the Dhiira�Ji Sutra is an esoteric siitra whose textual narrative 

aims at describing the appropriate method for the meditative recitation of the 

root dharaQ.I. It prescribes a series of esoteric ritual actions-ablution, the 

offering of incense, the offering of flower garlands, the offering of food, the 

oblation of fire, and the shielding of the ritual site-that culminates with the 

chanting of the root dharaQ.I. The keka liturgy, in contrast, removes the root 

dharaQ.I trom this esoteric context of ritual action and places it in the exoteric 

context of the textual reading. Here the dharaQ.I plays only a marginal role 

in enhancing the understanding and memorization of the siitra text and in 

providing protection to practitioners invoking the name of the bodhisattva 

who preached the siitra. 

The opening lines of the concluding section of the hotsugan cited above 

read: "We make unconditional obeisance to the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara 

Dhiira�Ji Sutra impregnated with magnificent power. A single recitation of it 

will instantaneously eliminate even the four cardinal sins. A single recitation 

can release the sinners in the five eternal hells." What the liturgical text extols 

here is the act of reading the siitra text. By contrast, the original lines of 

the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira�Ji Sutra read: "Bagavat, this dharaQ.I 

of mine [Avalokitdvara] is impregnated with magnificent power. A single 

recitation will instantaneously eliminate the four cardinal sins and release all 
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the sinners in the five eternal hells. How much greater power will be attained 

by the practitioner who studies it as I will describe now!" (T2o:rs2c, lines 7-9) 

True, the Dhiiral'}t Sutra encourages the invocation of Avalok.itdvara's 

name. However, the original scriptural context differs significantly from that 

of the exuberant hogo chanting, in which the bodhisattva's name, as well as 

the act of invoking it, is glorified: 

There may be a practitioner who recites the names of all the Buddhas for 

hundreds, thousands, millions, and billions of times. However, if there is a 

practitioner who recites my name for even a short moment, the latter's merit 

will equal that accrued by the practice of the former .... Then how much 

greater merit will be attained by those who chant my dharai)I, memorize it, 

and practice it as I will describe now! (T2o:r52c, lines 16-20) 

Here, invocation of Avalok.itdvara's name is mentioned merely as a point of 

reference to indicate the greater merit to be gained from recitation of the 

dharai)I. By contrast, the liturgical text of the shunie, which extols the act of 

reciting the body of the siitra text and of chanting the bodhisattva's name, 

treats Avalok.itesvara's root dharai)I as if it were an exoteric dharal)!. That is to 

say, the keka liturgy of the shoya decontextualizes the root dharaQ! from the 

esoteric textual context of the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiiral'}t Sutra by 

reducing it to an auxiliary to the shunie's ritualized reading of the siitra text 

and invocation of the bodhisattiva's name. 

Discourse, Taxonomy, and Klikai's Bibliography 

The exotericization of the esoteric dharaQI in the ritual space of the shunie at 

Nigatsudo illustrates the cultural milieu in which various elements ofEsoteri

cism existed in Nara and early Heian society. The abundance of esoteric deities 

worshiped, esoteric siitras copied and studied, and esoteric dharaQis chanted 

by the Nara clergy raises serious doubts about the conventional depiction of 

the Buddhism of Nara society as consisting of exoteric doctrinal schools and 

as distinct from the allegedly predominantly esoteric form of Buddhism in 

the Heian period. However, the conspicuous presence of esoteric elements in 

Nara Buddhism remarked by modern observers does not necessarily mean that 

the Nara clerics had an ability to distinguish the esoteric deities, siitras, and 

dharaQis from their exoteric counterparts. As suggested by Keikai's depiction 

of an esoteric dharaQI in his Miraculous Episodes as the "divine dharaQi of 

Mahayana," or daijo shinju, the esoteric and the exoteric existed in a farrago in 
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which esoteric siitras, such as the Eleven-Faced Avalokitefvara Dhiira1ft Sittra 

promoting the worship of the bodhisattva though the chanting of his dhara�l, 

were bleached of their esoteric textuality and treated exactly like exoteric siitras. 

This force of exotericization seems to have been both unintentional and 

ineluctable. It was not due to the intentions of a particular individual or 

individuals who created the shunie rite. Rather, it derived from the most 

fundamental level of the Nara Buddhist discourse tormation,68 in which the 

Buddhist intelligentsia possessed as its basis for producing and accumulat

ing knowledge only exoteric theories, as represented by the Discourse on the 

GreaterPrajnii-piiramitii ( Ta-chih-tu-lun) and the Yogiiciirabhitmi. What was 

absent in Nara Buddhist discourse-on such matters as textual interpretation, 

medicine, rituals, and statecraft-was not the elements, but the alternate theo

ries, or perhaps more precisely the paradigm of Esoteric Buddhism that would 

detach from the general Mahayana context of religious practice the methods of 

worshiping esoteric deities, studying esoteric siitras, chanting esoteric dhara�ls, 

and understanding the efficacy of the siitras and dhara�ls chanted. 

This lack in Nara Buddhist discourse of the knowledge needed to distinguish 

between the exoteric and the esoteric exposes the particular selectivity, or 

system of exclusion,69 inherent in Nara society's adoption of esoteric elements. 

As indicated by MISAKI Ryoshii ( 1968:66 ), Nara historical records-such as 

the registries of siitras copied at the Shakyosho, the letters of ubasoku koshinge, 

and the journals of keka performed at temples in the capital and the imperial 

court-frequently mention esoteric deities, texts, and dhara�ls but remain 

curiously silent about mantra, ma��ala, and mudra. Whereas terms for dhara�l 

( darani, or ju) appear frequently in the same sources, the term for mantra 

(shingon) is extremely rare. Misaki's observation suggests that although there 

was a continuous influx of esoteric deities, texts, and dhara�ls from T'ang China 

into Nara Japan, mantra, ma��ala, and mudra, representing those elements 

of Esotericism that were foreign to the exoteric tradition and could not be 

absorbed within the framework of Mahayana Buddhist practices, remained 

unrecognized by the Nara Buddhist. Because of their incongruity, these ele

ments were excluded from Nara society both unconsciously and systematically. 

The Nara clerics, who saw these alien aspects of Buddhism through the lens of 

the exoteric paradigm, would have had to dismiss them at once as nonsense, 

because any attempt to include alien elements within the system of existing re

ligious practice would immediately throw the logic ofNara Buddhist discourse 

into question and threaten its stability by exposing the inability of its epistemic 

foundations to provide explanations for them. 

That is not to say that, had all of these ingredients of Esotericism been 

introduced, Mikky6 would have arisen as a discrete religious tradition. For 
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that to have happened, Nara society would have to have had a perspective 

of categorization, or taxonomy, that encompassed the diverse elements of 

Esoteric Buddhism-both those incorporated into the Nara Buddhist culture 

and those excluded from it-and integrated them into a systematic relation. In 

the melange of the exoteric and the esoteric that was the Buddhism ofNara, 

those esoteric elements miscible with Mahayana were disseminated through 

many of the religious activities of that society; but lacking any system of logical, 

consistent distribution, they were strewn across the Nara religious landscape 

in no particular relationship to one another. 

This failure in the taxonomic function of Nara Buddhist discourse helps 

to explain why Esotericism was never established as a cultural category in 

Nara society.70 Simply stated, Esoteric Buddhism becomes a category only with 

the development of an Esotericist taxonomy, which in turn occurs only with 

the emergence of the Esoteric Buddhist. For Esoteric Buddhism to become 

visible as a discrete category, there must not only be diverse esoteric factors 

present in the study of texts and the performance of rituals. There must also be 

constructed the "subject" of Esoteric Buddhists who, as they strive to integrate 

the diverse esoteric elements into a system of religious practice, view themselves 

and their religious system as separate from the rest of the Buddhist tradition, 

thereby creating simultaneously the categories of the esoteric and the exoteric. 

Because of the simultaneous pervasiveness and transparency of esoteric 

elements in Nara Buddhist culture, the Nara clerics can be labeled "Exoteric 

Buddhist" only in a limited sense, because they were not necessarily non

Esotericists or anti-Esotericists but rather Mahayanists who understood their 

religious systems neither as exoteric nor as esoteric. This ambivalence best 

illustrates the limitation of the z6mitsu/junmitsu theory discussed earlier in 

this chapter. Just as there was no part of the Nara clergy whose members 

considered themselves "z6mitsu Buddhists," there was not even the concept 

of z6mitsu, to which modern scholars have so frequently resorted to explain the 

esoteric aspects of what they have referred to as Nara Buddhism. In the same 

manner, none of the practitioners of Heian Esotericism identified themselves 

as "junmitsu Buddhists" to distinguish themselves from their Nara "z6mitsu 

Buddhist" precursors. The concept of z6mitsu, therefore, does not capture the 

particular historical condition in which the elements of Esotericism continued 

to be buried in the ritual and discursive layers ofNara Buddhist culture. 

The impossibility of constructing the "subject" of the Esoteric Buddhist 

within the Nara Buddhist discourse corresponds to the conspicuous absence 

from the ritual theater of Nara Buddhism of the most important ingredient 

of Esotericism-abhiseka, Esoteric Buddhist ordination. It is abhi�eka's ritual 

synthesis of maQ.<;iala, mudra, and mantra for the worship of esoteric deities that 
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produces the Dharma genealogy ofMikkyo, the lineage of masters and disciples 

that germinates and grows as the cleavage of the esoteric from the exoteric. 

Prior to this distinction, Esotericism during the Nara period was simultaneously 

present and absent-salient as isolated elements of practice, but transparent 

as an independent category. This simultaneous traceability (as elements) and 

invisibility (as a category) of Esotericism in the Nara Buddhist system allows 

a new understanding of Kiikai's relationship with Nara Buddhism in light of 

both contiguity and disjunction. 

In 8o6, immediately following his return from two years of study in China, 

Kiikai prepared for submission to the imperial court the Catalog of Imported 

Items ( Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:69-104), which listed the scriptural texts, reli

gious icons, and other items he had brought back with him. He organized it 

into seven categories: 

1. Siitras: 142 titles (247 fascicles). 
2. Mantras, hymns, and liturgical texts in Sanskrit: 42 titles (44 fascicles). 
3. Treatises and commentaries: 32 titles (107 fascicles). 
4. Mar:t<;lalas and portraits of patriarchs: ro scrolls. 
5. Ritual instruments: 18 items in 9 kinds. 
6. Gifts from the master Hui-kuo: 13 items. 
7. Siitra manuscripts in Sanskrit: 3 copies. 

The siitras are further classified as follows. 

r. New translations 
a. Translations by Amoghavajra: II8 titles (150 fascicles). 

1. Those which are listed in Yiiang-chao's Chen-yuan Catalog: 105 

titles ( r 35 fascicles). 
11. Those which are not included in the Chen-yiiang Catalog: 13 titles 

(15 fascicles). 
b. Translations by Prajfia, Siladharma, and other Tripi�aka masters: 9 

titles ( 75 fascicles). 
2. Old translations: 15 titles (r8 fascicles). 

Kiikai divided the siitras into two groups. The first contained those siitras 

translated subsequent to Chih-sheng's 730 K'ai-yiian Catalog of the Buddhist 

Canon, the authoritative Buddhist bibliography that had served as the standard 

for the collection and copying of siitras throughout the Nara period. The 

second group contained those siitras "known [in Japan] only by their names" 

(KZ r:87). This group included siitras listed in the K'ai-yiiang Catalog that 
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were either yet to be imported to Japan or had already been lost there. Kiikai's 

classification of the siitras demonstrates that he had a good grasp of the range 

of siitras then available in Japan. Of all the esoteric siitras Kiikai imported, 

only four had been copied in Japan during the Nara period?' As he indicated 

in his listing of siitras translated by Amoghavajra, Kiikai was aided by his 

knowledge of the Chen-yuan New Catalog ofthe Buddhist Canon. That work, 

mentioned earlier, was the new comprehensive bibliography of the Buddhist 

tripi�aka, composed in 8oo-only four years before Kiikai's arrival in China

by the priest Yuang-chao of Hsi-ming-ssu under the aegis of Emperor Te

tsung (r. 780-804). In fact, Kiikai lists the Chen-yuan Catalog itself as one of 

the works he had just imported (KZ r:92). Kiikai's catalog is testimony to the 

fact that the great majority of siitras translated into Chinese during the seven 

decades between Chih-sheng's ICai-yuan Catalog and Yuang-chao's Chen

yuan Catalog had not yet been introduced to Japan. 

When one adds other texts to the siitras, the total number of works Kiikai 

had imported comes to 216 titles, of which 192 were esoteric texts and only 

24 were exoteric. According to TAKAGI Shingen's bibliographical study 

( 1982a:240 ), 62 of these 192 texts are related to the Vajrafekhara Sutra and 

7 texts are directly linked to the Mahiivairocana Sutra. Although those 69 

titles can be called "junmitsu" texts, the remaining 123 titles should be con

sidered "zomitsu." This breakdown again demonstrates that Kiikai's intro

duction of esoteric texts cannot be simply characterized by the concept of 

junmitsu. Thus, so long as one looks at Kiikai's transmission only in terms 

of individual texts imported, its difference from the transmission of esoteric 

texts during the Nara period is only quantitative. Both zomitsu and jun

mitsu texts had arrived in Nara Japan. In this sense, Kiikai's importation, 

which exponentially increased the number of esoteric texts available, can 

merely be understood as an acceleration of a process of cultural importa

tion that was continuing from the Nara period. Its historical significance 

would be that it introduced to Japan the texts newly listed in the Chen-yuan 

Catalog. 

On the other hand, once the emphasis in interpreting Kiikai's catalog is 

shifted from what texts Kiikai imported to how he classified them, one im

mediately recognizes a drastic qualitative break from previous examples. Kiikai 

attached the following comment to the list of siitras translated by Amoghavajra. 

With expressions evoking the image of genealogical continuity-mainstream, 

tributary, fountainhead, root, branches-Kiikai links the siitras translated by 

Amoghavajra to the "secret treasury" ( mitsuzo), or Esoteric Buddhism, and 

to the particular lineage of masters that introduced Esotericism to China. He 

then proclaims that the rr8 siitra texts translated by Amoghavajra belong to 
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the class of Esoteric Teaching (Mikkyo ), because they represent the teaching 
transmitted by the particular esoteric lineage of masters: 

These one hundred eighteen sutras in one hundred fifty fascicles are trans

lations by the tripi�aka master Amoghavajra .... The ocean of Dharma pos

sesses only one flavor, yet in response to the practicer's capacity, it manifests 

differences in depth. Therefore the five vehicles as well as the sudden and 

gradual approaches were distinguished. Within the sudden approach, there 

are Exoteric ( kengyo) and Esoteric Teachings ( mikkyo). Within the secret 

treasury ( mitsuzo) [i.e., Esotericism] there is yet another distinction between 

the mainstream and tributaries. Dharma masters of the past entered into the 

tributaries of the treasury only to reach points along its periphery, thereby 

mastering the branches [ of the secret treasury J but not the trunk. The present 

transmission, on the other hand, represents the mainstream [of Esotericism] 

flowing directly from its fountainhead, the [tree's J root. The reason is that 

in the distant past Vajrasattva personally received it [Esotericism] from the 

Thatagata Vairocana. Several hundred years later, he [Vajrasattva] bestowed 

it upon Bodhisattva Nagarjuna. Nagarjuna transmitted it to the master 

Nagabodhi. Nagabodhi taught it to Vajrabodhi, who during the K'ai-ytian 

era [ 713-74-1] first introduced [to China] the teaching of the mal)�ala of the 

five families. Although he [Vajrabodhi] received the emperor's worship, the 

teaching was yet to be widely propagated. Then, our great patriarch, the 

Master of Boundless Wisdom [Amoghavajra], inherited the teaching from 

the tripi�aka master Vajrabodhi. (KZ r:83) 

Kilkai then describes how Amoghavajra (705-774-) brought Esoteric Buddhism 
in the T'ang empire to the height of its popularity. In contradistinction to 
exoteric teaching, whose lineage originated with Sakyamuni Buddha, accord
ing to the passage above, Esoteric Buddhism derives from the Tathagata 
Mahavairocana, whom Kilkai in his other works identifies as the Dharmakaya.72 
Later in the Catalog of Imported Items, Kilkai presents a list of thirteen gifts he 
received from his Esoteric Buddhist master Hui-kuo ( 74-6-805 ): eight originally 
belonged to Vajrabodhi and were entrusted through Amoghavajra to his lead
ing disciple Hui-kuo; the other five were Hui-kuo's personal possessions/3 
In the commentary attached to the list of these gifts, which describes the 
intensive study of Esoteric Buddhism he undertook with his master, Kilkai 
quotes Hui-kuo's words characterizing the siltras he entrusted to Kilkai as 
"the Vajrasekhara and other siltras of the secret treasury of the unsurpassable 
vehicle ( saijojo mitsuzokyo)" and as "over one hundred siltras of the Vajrayana 
(kongojo)" (KZ r:roo ) . Elsewhere in his catalog Kilkai himself describes the 
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siitras translated by Amoghavajra as the "teachings ofVajrayana (kongojokyo)" 

(KZ 1:70). 

Here Kiikai is proposing to his audience, the imperial court and the Nara 
Buddhist establishment, a wholly new bibliographical taxonomy setting apart 
the core group of Kiikai's imported texts as "esoteric" and contrasting them 
with the remainder, which will now be identified as "exoteric." At the same 
time, Kiikai is attempting to reconfigure the contour of the entire field of Bud
dhist literature by introducing the new category ofVajrayana ( kongojo). The es
oteric texts are presented as belonging to the "unsurpassable vehicle"(saijojo), 
which is distinguished from the other vehicles, or yanas, of Mahayana and 
Hlnayana. Kiikai legitimizes this remapping of the field of Buddhist litera
ture by asserting that the esoteric texts directly convey the teachings of the 
Dharmakaya Mahavairocana, rather than those of Sakyamuni Buddha, the 
NirmaQakaya, and by demonstrating his own authority derived from Hui-kuo's 
designation of Kiikai as his heir in the Vajrayana's Dharma lineage, which is 
traced back to Mahavairocana. 

It will be recalled that neither the K)ai-yuan nor the Chen-yuan catalog 
systematically classifies esoteric texts. Throughout both, esoteric texts are 
randomly scattered among Mahayana scriptures . This suggests that throughout 
the mid-T'ang period, despite its popularity, the Esoteric Teaching as an 
independent bibliographical category was never publicly recognized in the 
Chinese Buddhist community. Esoteric Buddhism in China went into a swift 
decline with the Emperor Wu-tsung's persecution of Buddhism in 8+5· In 
9+6 the priest Heng-an composed the Sequel to the Chen-yuan Catalog of 

the Buddhist Canon/4 another comprehensive Buddhist bibliography that was 
intended to supplement Yiiang-chao's Chen-yuan Catalog. Yet there again, one 
finds no attempt to classifY esoteric texts as distinct from those of Mahayana. In 
this sense, Kiikai's Catalog of Imported Items is important not only for Japanese 
Buddhism; it is the earliest Buddhist bibliographical catalog in East Asia to 
create an entry exclusively for esoteric texts. The failure of Esoteric Buddhism 
to establish itself in China as an independent bibliographical category-i.e., as 

Vajrayana as opposed to Mahayana and Hlnayana-may be an important factor 
in explaining the serious decline of the Chinese Esoteric Buddhist tradition at 
the fall of the T'ang dynasty.75 

As a taxonomic discourse, the text of Kiikai's catalog not only presents a 
new map of Buddhist literature; it also constructs the subject of its author
narrator, giving Kiikai his new identity as an Esoteric Buddhist master. It is 
through this reconfiguration of the field of Buddhist literature by means of 
Kiikai's perspective as a Vajrayana taxonomist that his catalog challenged the 
system of classification in the Nara Buddhist discourse, in which Esotericism 
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as a category did not exist. In this manner, Kiikai began his effort to lift the 

ban Nara Buddhist society placed on key elements of Esotericism-mantra, 

maQ.<;iala, mudra, and abhi�eka-and to transform the nature of Japanese 

Buddhist discourse through their introduction. 

Kiikai's catalog, in short, can be understood as a countertaxonomy, which, 

if acknowledged immediately by the authorities, would have eroded the dom

ination of existing Nara Buddhist discourse and deconstructed its established 

manner of classifYing things Buddhist?6 Such an understanding sheds light 

on the uniqueness in the historical context of Kiikai's introduction of Eso

tericism to Japan. Prior to Kiikai, many Japanese Buddhist priests had studied 

in T'ang China, where Esotericism was already prospering. Some, like Doji 

of the Sanron School, had studied with Esoteric Buddhist masters; others, 

such as Genbo of the Hosso School, had brought back a large number of 

esoteric texts. However, those priests who returned from their studies in 

China to attain eminence in Nara society were elite scholar-priests of the 

Nara doctrinal schools, which maintained their predominance in the Buddhist 

community within the framework of the ritsuryo state. Their aim was to 

solidifY or increase the prestige and authority of their schools by importing 

and producing new writings that would confirm the validity of the Buddhist 

establishment to which they belonged and of their own system of taxonomy

i.e., the way in which the Nara clergy classified things and gave meaning 

to them. 

By sharp contrast, prior to his China journey, Kiikai had maintained his 

distance from the Nara schools. In fact, as mentioned in chapter 2 he did not 

receive the government-controlled official ordination to the priesthood until a 

few months before his departure for China. As also discussed in chapter 2, Kiikai 

recognized the significance of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, the reading of which 

led him to the study in China, not because he saw it as one of many esoteric 

elements that inhered in the religious practice of the Nara clergy. Rather, 

it was Kiikai's own disengagement from the Nara Buddhist establishment, 

his dissent from the center, that impelled him to study the siitra that had 

largely been forgotten by the Nara clergy. That is to say, Kiikai's dissidence 

from the establishment also meant his dissimilation from the Nara Buddhist 

discursive practice, which had blended only those absorbable clements of 

Esoteric Buddhism into its Mahayana system until they lost their esoteric 

traits. Contrary to the view held by many modern historians, the recitation 

of dharaQ.Is, the worship of esoteric deities, and other signs of Mikkyo in 

Nara Buddhism were not the impetus for Kiikai to travel to China and study 

Esoteric Buddhism there. In other words, Kiikai realized the importance of the 

Mahiivairocana Sutra not because he was interested in the conventional way 
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in which some esoteric elements existed within Nara Buddhist culture, but, on 

the contrary, because he was able to break away from it. 

These observations demonstrate that there was no direct causal link between 

the esoteric features of Nara Buddhist culture and Kiikai's establishment of 

himself as an Esoteric Buddhist master. Kiikai's activities prior to his return to 

Japan in 8o6 can certainly point to the reason it was he who became identified 

as the introducer ofMikkyo to Japan. But that reason can only be found in and 

as the rupture Kiikai created between the establishment and himself-that is, 

in the break between the way in which esoteric elements were treated in the 

ritsuryo political and religious discourse and the way in which he studied them 

in China. It is this void, the space of differentiation, the origin of no origin, 

that gave rise to Kiikai's new taxonomic perspective, a paradigm from which 

the entire field of Esoteric Buddhism was to emerge as a discrete category in 

the history ofJapanese Buddhism. 



PART II 

Cartography 

The frontiers of a book are never clear-cut: beyond the 

title, the first lines, and the last full-stop, beyond its internal configuration and 

its autonomous form, it is caught up in a system of references to other books, other 

texts, other sentences; it is a node within a network. -Michel Foucault 

When a science has no concrete units that are immediately recognizable, it is 

because they are not necessary. In history, for example, is the unit the individual, 

the era, or the nation? We do not know. But what does it matter? We can study 

history without knowing the answer. But just as the game of chess is entirely 

in the combination of the different chess pieces, language is characterized as a 

system based entirely on the opposition of its concrete units .... Language then 

has the strange, striking characteristic of not having entities that are perceptible 

at the outset and yet of not permitting us to doubt that they exist and that their 

functioning constitutes it. -Ferdinand de Saussure 



CHAPTER 5 

Category and History 

Constructing the Esoteric, I 

Kokan Shiren ( 1278-1346 ), in his celebrated history of 

Japanese Buddhism, relates an anecdote about the priest Gyoga (729-803) of 

Kofukuji, who at an early age was already a renowned scholar.1 In 753, at age 

twenty-five, he was chosen by the state from among the elite scholar-priests 

of his day to travel to China to study. Seven years later, he returned home 

safely, carrying with him more than five hundred volumes of new siitras and 

commentaries that were particularly relevant to Hosso (Ch. Fa-hsiang) and 

Tendai (Ch. T'ien-t'ai) studies. The court immediately appointed thirty novices 

to be trained under his guidance. However, Gyoga suffered public disgrace 

when the priest Myoitsu (728-798) ofTodaiji presented him a question about 

the relationship between the two disciplines he had studied in China.2 Gyoga 

was at a loss to answer; the scriptures he had imported provided no clue as to 

how to respond. Myoitsu denounced Gyoga for returning home prematurely 

and being humiliated by a priest who had never had the privilege of studying 

in China. To demonstrate that Gyoga's study in China had not been simply a 

drain on the treasury of the state, the court was impelled to issue a statement 

in his defense: "To stumble once on a long road does not make a journey of 

thousands of miles pointless; a great tree with a broken branch still provides 

shelter to hundreds of beings" (KT 31:23+). 
The priest Ssu-t'o (Jpn. Shitaku; ?-805) ofToshodaiji, who in 75+ traveled 

from China with his renowned master Chien-chen (Jpn. Ganjin; 688-763) to 

bring the authentic vinaya tradition to Japan, reports in his Records of Priests 
of the Enryaku Years ( Enryaku soroku) a similar incident, which occurred 

in 778.3 A multitude of priests in the capital of Nara gathered at Daianji in 

protest against Kaimyo (d. 8o6? ) ,4 a resident priest of that monastery and an 

authority on Sanron (Ch. San-lun) and Kegon (Ch. Hua-yen) studies, who had 

returned the previous year from studying in China. The protesters demanded 

that Kaimyo sign an agreement to burn one of the siitras he had brought back, a 
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scripture on the worship of the bodhisattva Buddho����a,5 which they believed 
was apocryphal. Kaimyo rejected their request, retorting that destroying a 
Mahayana scripture was a cardinal crime that would be punished with many 
rebirths in the hellish realms (KT 31:88). However, he was discredited further in 
the same year when Omi no Mifune (722-785), the head of the State College and 
formerly a Buddhist priest, famous for his mastery of both Confucianism and 
Buddhism, sent a letter to Kaimy66 expressing doubt about the authenticity of 
another text Kaimyo had imported, On the Interpretation of Mahayana/ which 
claimed to be Nagarjuna 's commentary on A.Svagho�a's Awakening of Faith in 

the Mahayana,8 "Reverend, wisest of the pundits of our age," Mifune cynically 
concluded his letter, "having traveled afar, why did you bother to bring back 
a fraudulent text? ... I urge you hurriedly to hide the commentary and save 
yourself from the derision of the world, a derision that will not fade away for 
countless generations" (T 77:82ra). 

Even to the present day, the authenticity of On the Interpretation of Ma

hayana has remained the subject of scholarly debate. Part of the problem is 
that the work was not mentioned in the 730 K'ai-yiian Catalog, the official 
bibliography of the Buddhist canon maintained in T'ang China, based on 
whose authority scriptures were acquired and copied in Japan during the latter 
half of the Nara period.9 Saicho ( 767-822 ), for example, in his celebrated debate 
with the Hosso priest Tokuitsu ( 781?-842? ), 10 rejected the text, declaring that 
the Senior Priest General (daisozu) of Owari-the Hosso priest Kenkei of 
Kofukuji (705-793)-had already determined it to be spurious.11 Probably 
following his failed attempts to prove that the text in question was authentic, 
Kaimyo was ostracized from the clerical circles in the capital and received an 
appointment at a provincial temple in Tsukushi in Kyiishii.12 

The cases of Gyoga and Kaimyo show that importing new scriptural texts 
was an extremely sensitive matter that could make or break a returnee's rep
utation, or even career. This was particularly true for Kiikai, who, unlike 
Gyoga and Kaimyo, did not enjoy renown as a scholar-priest prior to his 
journey to China. Kiikai was not even officially a priest and therefore had 
no formal affiliation with any of the Nara doctrinal schools. The texts Kiikai 
imported included not only several on Buddho����a13 but numerous others 
on the worship of diverse esoteric divinities hitherto unknown in Japan. To 
make matters more interesting and yet confounding for students of Kiikai 
and early Shingon history, in his catalog of the canonical scriptures of the 
Shingon School,14 which he officially submitted to the court in 823, Kiikai 
included On the Interpretation of Mahayana. In fact, as will be discussed later, 
Kiikai cites that text, often extensively, in his own writings to advance his 
arguments.15 
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Despite Kukai's readiness to import texts utterly unknown to Japanese 

Buddhist scholars and to adopt seemingly apocryphal, controversial titles, 

in the end, as discussed in chapter I, he was integrated into the leadership 

of the Nara Buddhist community. Moreover, many influential Nara scholar

priests became students ofKukai's Esotericism. That acceptance suggests that 

Kukai's method of introducing his transmission of Buddhism from China was 

significantly different from those of his predecessors . How did Kukai establish 

the esoteric as a legitimate category in the Japanese Buddhist order? And how 

did Kukai's characterization of this new form of Buddhism make it possible 

for him to forge and maintain amicable relations with the Nara Buddhist 

establishment? 

These two questions, which are closely linked, call for a new approach to 

understanding the swift assimilation of Esoteric Buddhism within the Bud

dhist community of the early Heian period. Had Kukai merely presented his 

transmission as diametrically opposed and unconditionally superior to Exoteric 

Buddhism, consisting of the six Nara Schools and Tendai-which is how most 

modern Kukai studies have characterized Kukai's Mikkyo-the result of his 

interaction with the Nara Schools would have been antagonism, polemics 

from both sides, and a schism. Indeed that is precisely what happened when 

Saicho pushed his work toward establishing a new precepts system for his 

Tendai School and, in the end, broke away from the institutional framework 

of the existing monastic community. To resolve this seeming contradiction, 

it may help to assume the viewpoint of the Nara Buddhist community. In 

what way did Kukai succeed in making his Esoteric Buddhism accessible to 

the scholar-priests of the Nara Schools, many of whom eventually became his 

students? Through what particular arguments in his compositions did Kukai 

make it clear to his audience that Esoteric Buddhism was compatible with 

the Buddhism being practiced in the Nara priestly community? What aspects 

of Kukai's new transmission did members of the Nara clergy find attractive, 

useful, even necessary to integrate within their own religious activities? 

"Shingon School" as an Ambivalence in Kukai's Writings 

At the port city of Dazaifu on the twenty-second day of the tenth month 

of Daido I ( 8o6 ), shortly after his return from two years of study in China, 

Kukai prepared the Catalog of Imported Items ( Shorai mokuroku, KZ I :69-102). 

Together with scriptural texts, religious icons, and other ritual symbols listed 

in the catalog, it was presented to Emperor Heizei, the priest-officials at Sogo, 

Office of Priestly Mfairs, who were to interpret it for the emperor, and the 
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Ministry of Aristocracy (Jibusho) to which the Sogo belonged. The Catalog 

of Imported Items, which includes Kiikai's prefatory report on his activities 

in China, was his first attempt to explain to the authorities the nature of his 

transmission of the Dharma. In the catalog Kiikai repeatedly employed two 

terms to characterize the new form of Buddhism he had studied: kongojo (Skt. 

vajrayiina), "thunderbolt vehicle," and mitsuzo (Skt. guhya-pitaka), "secret 

treasury." For instance, he wrote: "I have just brought back with me the 

teaching of kongojo, consisting of over one hundred volumes [of scriptures] 

and the two great mal).<;ialas of the ocean-like assembly [of deities]" (KZ 

1:70 ); "my master [Hui-kuo] said: 'the siitras and commentaries of shingon 

hizo (the secret treasury of mantra[yana]) are so subtle and abstruse that they 

cannot be transmitted without the help of pictures and diagrams.' Thus he 

commissioned the court painter Li Chen and ten other artists to produce the 

garbha and vajradhatu mal).<;ialas and had more than twenty students reproduce 

the scriptures of saijojo mitsuzo (the secret treasury of the unexcelled vehicle)" 

(KZ J:Ioo); and "when practitioners discipline themselves in mitsuzo (the 

secret treasury), they will immediately acquire the [eternal] life of the sixteen 

[Vajrapal).is]" (KZ 1:102). 

As these examples show, the terms kongojo and mitsuzo are not of Kiikai's 

creation. It seems that Hui-kuo used them occasionally to refer to the tra

dition he represented, because the words also appear in his speech quoted 

by Kiikai elsewhere.16 The same words are found in some of Amoghavajra's 

letters17 and tar more frequently in the esoteric scriptural texts Kiikai stud

ied with his master.18 However, what distinguishes Kiikai's use of kongojo 

and mitsuzo is the exceptional consistency with which the words character

ize Kiikai's own Buddhist affiliation. They serve as the criteria for Kiikai's 

thinking in delineating the categories of the exoteric and esoteric. After the 

composition of the Catalog of Imported Items, there were several instances 

in which he described his reception of the Dharma transmission from Hui

kuo. In the 815 Letter of Propagation (Kan'ensho)/9 which Kiikai sent out to 

his allies and potential supporters in the provinces to request assistance for 

the work of copying and circulating the scriptures he had imported, Kiikai 

wrote: "I, a humble priest, journeyed to the great T'ang and pursued a 

profound Dharma. By good fortune, I studied with the master of Ch'ing

lung monastery, Hui-kuo, heir of the Dharma to the late tripiraka master Ta

kuang-chih [Amoghavajra]. Under his guidance, I was able to receive this 

secret, divinely powerful, unexcelled teaching of kongojo (vajrayana)" (KZ 

3:528). In the cover letter addressed to priest Kochi ofDaijiin in the province 

of Shimotsuke, which he attached to his request, Kiikai wrote, "What this 

humble priest studied in the great T'ang, shingon hizo, has produced only an 
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insignificant number of teachers and students and its circulation has stagnated" 

(KZ n66). 

Interestingly, there is not a single occurrence in the Catalog of Imported 

Items, or any other of the texts cited in the last two paragraphs, of the word 

shingonshit, or Shingon School, which eventually emerged as the most com

monly used designation for the tradition that claims Kiikai as its progenitor. 

As illustrated in the following table, a survey of those works of Kiikai whose 

authenticity has been established shows that his own use of the term shingonshit 

was extremely rare. It was also limited to special usage, as will be discussed 

shortly. Instead, it was with the terms mitsuzo, kongojo, and their variant 

expressions-such as kongo ichijo (singular vajrayana); himitsujo (secret vehi

cle); saijojo (unexcelled vehicle); shingonjo (Skt. mantrayiina, mantra vehicle); 

hizo (secret treasury); shingon hizo (secret treasury of mantrayana); shingonzo 

(mantra treasury); himitsuzo (secret treasury); himitsu hozo (secret Dharma 

treasury); himitsu shingonzo (secret mantra treasury)-that Kiikai throughout 

his writing career identified his own Buddhist teaching. 

TITLE YEAR TERMS USED FOR "s C H 0 0 L" 

"VEHICLE" AND "TREASURY" 

Shorai 8o6 kongojo, saijojo, hizo, shingon 

mokuroku hizo 

(KZ r:7o, 83, 95, roo, 102) 

Konshookyo 8!3 mitsuzo, hizo (2:825, 826) 

kada 

Kan'ensho 8rs kongojo, mitsuzo, himitsu bozo 

(3:526, 527, 528) 

Benkenmitsu 8rs?2o kongojo, saijojo mitsuzo, hizo, 

nikyoron himitsuzo, shingon himitsuzo 

(1:474, 475, 480, 482, 483, 486, 

491, 494, 499, 504, 505, 5!0) 

]issokyo toshaku 8!7 hizo ( 1:570) 

Shingon 82! mitsuzo, hizo, himitsuzo, 

fuhoden himitsu shingonzo, (1:52, s8, 

59) 

Himitsukyo 821?21 saijojo, mitsuzo, hizo, himitsuzo 

fuhoden (1:5, 9, 10, 20, 38, 44) 

continued 
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TITLE YEAR TERMS USED FOR "SCHOOL" 

"VEHICLE" AND "TREASURY" 

Heizei 822 kong6 ichijo; shingon hiz6 

kanjomon (2:154-, 156, 157) 

Dainichikyo 824-

kaidai 

(version a) 

Dainichikyo ca. 824- hiz6 (1:64-7) Shingonshii 

kaidai (1:651) 

(version b) 

Dainichikyo kong6 ichij6 (1:653) 

kaidai 

(version c) 

Dainichikyo saij6j6, hiz6 (1:658, 664-) 

kaidai 

(version d) 

Dainichikyo ca. 824- Shingonshii 

kaidai (1:675) 

(version e) 

Dainichikyo hiz6 (1:679) 

kaidai 

(version f) 

Dainichikyo ca. 824- Shingonshii 

kaidai (1:688) 

(version g) 

Hokekyo kaidai 829 himitsuj6, shingonz6 (1:793, 

803) 

Jujushinron ca. 83o22 kong6 ichij6, hiz6 (1:128, 4-07) 

Hizo hoyaku ca. 830 shingonj6, hiz6 (1:4-4-0, 4-52, 

4-73) 

Hokekyo shaku 834- shin gonzo ( 1:781, 782, 786) 

Hizoki kong6 ichij6 (2:27) 

Kongochogyo saij6j6 ( 1:74-0) 

kaidai 

Kongo saij6j6 ( 1:84-1) Shingonshii 

hannyakyo ( 1:84-1) 

kaidai 
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In all ofKukai's works, those whose dates of composition have been established 

and those whose dates have not, the term shingonshu occurs only four times.23 

It is suggestive of the greater importance the term assumed within just a 

few generations following Kukai's that it appears more frequently in those 

texts of false authorship, fabricated later but attributed to Kukai.24 On the 

other hand, Kukai's own frequent use of the terms kongojo, mitsuzo, and their 

variations makes it clear beyond a doubt that Kukai understood, and intended 

to introduce, his own transmission of Buddhism first and foremost as a class 

of jo, or "vehicle" (Skt. yiina), and zo, or "treasury" (Skt. pitaka), and only 

secondarily as a shu, "school." 

This is not to say that the idea expressed by shingonshu was of no significance 

to Kukai. The Hosso priest Tokuitsu, for example, in a work composed as 

early as 815, referred to Kukai's new form of Buddhism as shingonshu.25 So 

do several edicts issued by the court as early as 823.26 These documents show 

that even prior to the formal establishment ofKukai's school on a comparable 

institutional footing with the Six Nara Schools-which did not take place until 

83+, when the court granted it an annual allotment of three ordinands27-

Kukai's order was often referred to as the "Shingon School." Precisely because 

of this and in opposition to the general tendency in the cultural milieu of the 

time to view it merely as just another shu, or school, Kukai seems to have 

emphasized throughout his writings that he had introduced new genres of 

yana and piraka to Japan. 

One of the texts that prominently illustrates Kukai's strategy for creating 

a legitimate category for his new Buddhism is the Abhi!eka of the Abdicated 

Emperor Heizei ( Heizei ten no kanjomon, KZ 2:157-172 ), a liturgical text pre

pared by Kukai in 822 for recitation at the initation into Esoteric Buddhism 

he performed for the cloistered Emperor Heizei ( 774--824-; r. 8o6-8IO ). When 

illness forced the emperor to abdicate his throne to his younger brother Saga 

in 8IO, ending his reign after only three years, Heizei retired to his palace in 

Nara. However, in the fall of the next year, his consort Kusuko and Kusuko's 

brother and Heizei's trusted adviser Fujiwara Nakanari set in motion a plot to 

reenthrone Heizei by returning the capital to Nara from Kyoto. Kusuko and 

Nakanari were soon captured by Emperor Saga's army. Heizei immediately 

forsook his authority and entered the priesthood.28 

Very little is known about Heizei after this incident, other than that he was 

confined to Nara except for a few occasions when he was allowed to make 

pilgrimages to the sacred mountains of Kumano.29 Heizei's son Takaoka (?-

862 ), who was crown prince during Heizei's reign, became a resident priest at 

Todaiji and studied under the Sanron master Dosen. The prince later became 

one ofKukai's distinguished disciples and was known by the name of Shinnyo. 30 
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Based on the fact that while he was emperor Heizei gave his political favor to 

the Nara Schools over the Tendai, the historian NAKAI Shinko (1991:353) has 

argued that Heizei's cloistered retirement in Nara is indicative of the Nara 

Buddhist community's support for Heizei's attempt to return the capital to 

Nara, which would have disrupted the government's policy, advocated by the 

Emperors Konin (r. 770-781) and Kanmu (r. 781-806), to promote Confucian

ism as the ideology of the state on the one hand and on the other to isolate the 

Nara Buddhist establishment from the political decision-making processesY 

It remains unknown where Kiikai's abhi�eka for Heizei took place. However, 

the year 822 coincides with Kiikai's erection of the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji (in 

the second month of Konin 13). In fact, a record preserved at Todaiji dating 

from the early Kamakura period states that it was Heizei who patronized the 

construction of the hallY Heizei's and Todaiji's cooperation with Kiikai, who 

then was Saga's close friend, may have been symbolic of Saga's pardon of 

his elder brother's earlier crime and of the Nara temples' possible collusion 

with Heizei. It therefore seems highly probable that, with the participation of 

eminent priests of the major Nara monasteries, Kiikai performed abhi�eka for 

Heizei as a part of the grand celebration upon the completion of the Abhi�eka 

Hall at Todaiji, which in turn symbolized the improved relationship between 

the state and the Nara monastic community. Kiikai's liturgical text recited at 

that service must have provided the ideal occasion for him to proclaim the 

significance of his new transmission and to shape his relationship with the 

Nara Buddhist Schools. 

In the Abhi!eka of Heizei, Kiikai employs three discrete levels of taxonomy 

to distinguish his Buddhist transmission from its predecessors. The first is the 

level of yana, the level on which Buddhist teachings are classified according 

to the different conditions under which the Tathagata(s)'s discourse on the 

Dharma was formed . Kiikai illustrates his point by quoting the following from 

a vajrasekhara siitra entitled Discernment of the State of Enlightenment. 33 

Having attained the unequaled realization at his seat of enlightenment in the 

kingdom ofMagadha in the realm ofJambudvlpa, the Nirmal)akaya manifes

tation of the Tathagata expounded the teachings of the three vehicles for the 

bodhisattvas yet to enter the last ten stages, sravakas, pratyekabuddhas, and 

other unenlightened beings. [The Buddha] preached some of these teachings 

as a means of guiding beings and others to reveal his own realization .... 

[Kiikai's notation inserted:] This delineates the preaching of the Dharma of 
Siikyamuni Buddha. 

These teachings must be distinguished from the Sarhbhogakaya Buddha's 

instantaneous unfolding of his unexcelled enlightenment at the celestial 
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palace of Akani�rha, the highest heaven in the realm of form, which was 

witnessed by all the Buddhas and the great bodhisattvas completing the 

last ten stages of enlightenment, who permeated space like a great cloud. 

[Kukai's notation inserted:] This exemplifies the preaching of the Dharma of 

Sambhogakiiya Buddhas. 

The Buddha of the Dharmakaya issued forth from his mind countless 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas, all of whom shared the identical quality [that 

the Dharmakaya Buddha had], the quality of the vajra. Having received 

the abhi�eka from the Tathagata Vairocana, each of these bodhisattvas ex

pounded the teaching of the three mysteries and beseeched Mahavairocana 

and all the Tathagatas to empower them to propagate this teaching. Maha

vairocana said, "I urge you, [bodhisattvas], to enable those beings of the 

supreme vehicle in the countless realms in the future to accomplish both 

their worldly and otherworldly goals within their own lives. 

(T 18:287c-288a; KZ 2:155-156) 

Immediately following this quotation, Kukai writes, "This Tathagata Maha

vairocana ofDharmakaya, ... accompanied by Vajrasattva and other innumer

able Buddhas and bodhisattvas, residing at his universal palace (hokkaigu) or at 

the palace of Samantabhadra's mind (fugen shinden ), eternally, incessantly ex

pounds this secret treasury of mantra[yana], the singular vajrayana" (KZ 2:156 ) . 

The point raised by Kiikai concerns not only the different manifestations 

of Tathagatas-Nirmal).akaya, Sarhbhogakaya, and Dharmakaya-but the dif

ference in the languages through which they expound their teachings and in 

the circumstances in which those languages function-differences in audi

ence, place, and the historical ages of the Tathagatas' revelation of Dharma. 

Kukai underscores that his transmission originated with the preaching by the 

Dharmakaya Buddha addressed to the Buddhas and bodhisattvas who were 

none other than the manifestations of Dharmakaya himself. Dharmakaya's 

preaching of the Dharma is in this sense a monologue within his pluralized 

self. At the same time, based on the theoretical premise of the omnipresence 

of the Dharmakaya-his eternal presence permeates the universe and all the 

beings within-Kiikai claims that the Dharmakaya preaches without ever 

pausing. The Dharmakaya's discourse takes place in his "universal palace," 

the entirety of the universe, and in the "palace of Samantabhadra's mind," 

symbolic of the intrinsic potential tor enlightenment all beings possess. As a 

result, according to Kukai, the efficacy of the language of the Dharmakaya's 

preaching of the Dharma-that is, of the three mysteries consisting of the 

phonic language of mantra, the gestural language of mudra, and the graphic 

language of mal).<;iala-is neither limited by the capacities of its listeners, 
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nor confined to any local dialect, nor conditioned by a specific historical 
circumstance. 

In short, Kiikai presents his transmission as unique and in sharp con
trast to all the other forms of Buddhist teaching known to the Buddhist 
communities of early Heian society under the conventional classifications of 
yanas as described in Mahayana texts: the "three vehicles" (Skt. triyana; Jpn. 
sanjo), the three separate teachings prepared by Sakyamuni Buddha for the 
sravaka (sravaka-yana) and the pratyekabuddhas (pratyekabuddha-yana) and 
the bodhisattvas (bodhisattva-yana); the "five vehicles" (Skt. paiica-yana; Jpn. 
gojo), the expanded version of the three vehicles with the addition of the 
teachings for humans (ma�u�a-yana) and for celestial denizens (deva-yana) 
by the Sakyamuni Buddha; and the "Buddha vehicle" (Skt. buddha-yana; Jpn. 
butsujo) expounded by a Buddha of Nirma�akaya or Sarhbhogakaya mani
festation to communicate his enlightenment to other Buddhas and advanced 
bodhisattvas destined to attain Buddhahood. In the Tendai (T'ien-t'ai) and 
Kegon (Hua-yen) doctrines, the Buddha vehicle is often identified with the 
"one unifying vehicle" (Skt. ekayana; Jpn. ichijo), the ultimate Mahayana that 
integrates within itself all the three and five vehicles. 34 Kiikai, however, presents 
his transmission not even as the ekayana: his transmission defies all these 
categorizations within the established framework of Hinayana and Mahayana; 
it has to be classified as a new category, that of the Vajrayana, the lightning
fast vehicle for those who are endowed with the Dharmakaya's adamantine 
vajra-like quality of enlightenment. 

The second level of taxonomy employed by Kiikai in the Abhi!eka of Heizei, 

that of pitaka, "treasury," also addresses the problem of the language in which 
the Buddha preached the Dharma. However, whereas Kiikai's first classification 
according to yana places emphasis on the circumstances in which the Tathagatas 
engaged in the discourse on the Dharma, the "treasury" system seems to focus 
on the problem of how to preserve the language of Dharma discourse. To 
illustrate the uniqueness of his transmission, Kiikai resorts- instead of to the 
more common division of Buddhist teachings into the three treasuries (siitra

pi�aka, vinaya-pi�aka, and abhidharma-pi�aka)-to the five treasuries (Skt. 
paiica- pi�aka, Jpn. gozii) as described in the first chapter of the Mahayana 

Six Paramita Siitra, 35 a prajiia-paramita siitra translated in 788 by Kiikai's 
teacher Prajiia, which Kiikai had brought with him back to Japan. Kiikai quotes 
from the siitra Sakyamuni Buddha's explanation to Bodhisattva Maitreya of his 
purpose in providing sentient beings with different types of teachings: 

I have preached the slitra-pitaka (sotaranzii) to those beings who desire 

to reside in the mountains and forests to quietly cultivate meditation; the 
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vinaya-pi�aka ( binayazo) to those beings who desire to study the appropriate 
manners in which to live harmoniously in monasteries to preserve the true 

Dharma there; the abhidharma-piraka (abitatsumazo) to those beings who 

desire to analyze the nature of things and to realize the ultimate reality; 

the prajii.a-piraka (hannyazo) for those beings who desire to extricate them

selves from all sorts of sophistry and immediately abide in the state of no 
discrimination for realizing the ultimate calm [of nirval)a ]; and, finally, the 
dharaQI-pi�aka ( sojizo) to those beings who desire swiftly to attain deliverance 
in the sudden realization of nirval)a by effacing even their most grievous 
offenses. (T 8:868b-c; KZ 2:163-164-) 

In the siitra the Buddha continues his dialogue with Maitreya: 

Now, Maitreya, as for what will become of my teaching following my passing, 
I have entrusted [my disciple] Ananda with the preservation of the siitra
piraka, [disciple] Upali with the vinaya-piraka, [disciple] Katyayanlputra with 

the abhidharma-piraka, the Bodhisattva Maii.jusrl with the prajii.a-piraka, 
and the Bodhisattva VajrapaQi with the dharaQI-piraka. These teachings 
of mine equally enable sentient beings to swiftly disentangle themselves 

from their delusions of sarhsara, the long night of darkness, and escape to 

liberation. (T 8:868c ) 

In this manner, the siitra designates five figures-the three sravakas and the 
two bodhisattvas-as the progenitors of the five discrete lineages of Buddhist 
discourse. The five pi�akas are now presented as the principal genealogical 
categories of Buddhist teaching. Kiikai, however, comments that all five "are of 
Exoteric Teaching (kengyo). Although these five appear to be thorough, com

prehensive, presenting the Buddha's teachings in progressively more profound 

stages, all are the discourses of the Nirmaf.!akaya Buddha, the cure prepared in 

response to various symptoms" (KZ 2:165). Against these, with the following 

passage, again from Discernment of the State of Enlightenment, Kiikai posits his 

pitaka, the "mantra-dharaf.!l treasury" (shingon daranizo). 

The mantra-dharal)l-piraka, the inmost secret of all the Tathagatas, teaches 
the sacred wisdom of the intrinsic enlightenment already attested to by [all 

the Tathagatas'] practices. This is the meditative discipline consigned by 
the [Dharmakaya] Buddha to those bodhisattvas who, without exception, 
having received the Tathagatas' precepts of immeasurable purity, entered the 
mal)<;iala of the ocean-like assembly of all the Tathagatas and were granted 
the authorization of the abhi�eka. (T r8:287c-288a; KZ 2:154--r55) 
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With this citation Kiikai emphasizes that as a genealogy, his mantra-dharal)l 

treasury is independent from the five treasuries described in the Mahiiyiina 
Six Piiramitii Sutra, not only because it originates with the Dharmakaya 

Buddha, rather than with Sakyamuni Buddha, but because the mode of its 

transmission requires the ritual practice of abhi�eka. Following yet another 

lengthy quotation from Discernment of the State of Enlightenment describing 

the Tathagata Mahavairocana's ritual act of abhi�eka granted to Vajrasattva, his 

principal consignee, and other bodhisattvas, Kiikai describes the lineage of the 

"secret treasury of mantra" ( shingon hizo). 

This Dharmakaya, Tathagata Mahavairocana, ... surrounded by Vajrasattva 
and other innumerable Buddhas and bodhisattvas and residing [both] 
at his universal palace and at the palace of Samantabhadra's mind, eter
nally, incessantly expounds this secret treasury of mantra, the singular 
Vajrayana. 

In the past, a long time after the passing of the Tathagata Sakyamuni, there 
lived a great being, whose name was the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna. He received 
the abhi�eka from Vajrasattva and learned this secret teaching. His disciple 
Nagabodhi, under the personal guidance of Nagarjuna, then mastered this 
Dharma. Having survived over nine hundred years but having an appearance 
of a thirty-year-old, the bodhisattva Nagabodhi still lives in southern India 
and propagates this teaching. 

His disciple Vajrabodhi [ 671-741] traveled from southern India and ar
rived in the great empire of T'ang in the eighth year of K'ai-yiian [ 720], 
thus transmitting the teaching for the first time to China. During the T'ien
pao years [ 742-746], his senior disciple, the Tripi�aka master Ta-kuang
chih [Amoghavajra] made a pilgrimage [to southern India] to study with 
Nagabodhi. Having obtained the Vajraiekhara, the Mahiivairocana, and 
other siitras, as well as the mal)9alas of the five families of divinities, he 
returned to the domain ofT' an g. Accordingly, the three successive emperors, 
Hsiian-tsung [r. 713-156], Su-tsung [r. 756-765], and T'ai-tsung [r. 765-780] 
received from him the Tathagatas' precepts, the ordination of abhi�eka, and 
instruction in the practice of the three mysteries. 

There were eight disciples to whom the Tripi�aka master entrusted his 
Dharma. Among them was the master of Ch'ing-lung-ssu, who excelled in 
preserving the teaching of his master. He gave the precepts and abhi�eka 
to Emperor Te-tsung [r. 780-805] and his crown prince. He thus was the 
seventh-generation patriarch of the transmission of this teaching. 

(KZ 2:156-157) 
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Kukai then relates the abhi�eka performed on his behalf by his master Hui-kou: 

"On the thirteenth day of the sixth month ofChen-yi.ian 22,36 or Enryaku 24-, 

according to our calendar, at the Abhi�eka Chapel in the East Stupa Hall of 

Ch'ing-lung-ssu in Ch'ang-an, having received the samaya precept of all the 

Buddhas and having been initiated into the realm of the five sacred families 

and entrusted with the two mal)�alas, I became the bearer of the teaching of 

kongo ichijo (singular vajrayana). "37 

Kukai 's description of the lineage of the mantra-dharal)l pi!aka makes it clear 

that even in China, this tradition was only discovered less than a century prior 

to his sojourn there. As a genealogy, this pi!aka brought a new knowledge of 

the ritual language of the three mysteries through which it claimed to have 

preserved within itself the Dharmakaya's eternal discourse on the Dharma. 

The novelty ofKukai's transmission in this regard lies in his importation of the 

science of the ritual of abhi�eka and of the language of the three mysteries, the 

essential ingredients for performing the ritual of abhi�eka. 

On the ground prepared by the classifications according to yana and pi!aka, 

Kukai presents his third level of taxonomy, that of"school," or shit, in Japanese. 

Whereas the yana and pi!aka classifications concern, respectively, the "produc

tion" and "preservation" of the Tathagatas' Dharma discourse, the school 

classification appertains to the difference in the "consumption," reading, or 

interpretation of the discourse. As Kukai puts it in the Abhi!eka of Heizei: 

The division into these five categories [of pi�akas) reflects the different 

ways in which the Buddha delivered his teachings [as recorded) in the 

scriptures. As for the ways in which bodhisattvas advanced their theories 

and human masters presented their discussions [on the Buddhist scriptures], 

there are eight major branches. The first is the Vinaya School ( risshit ), 

the second, the Abhidharma School (kushashit), the third, the Satyasiddhi 

School (jojitsushit), the fourth, the Yogacara School (hossoshit), the fifth, the 

Madhyamika School ( sanronshit ), the sixth, the Tendai School ( tendaishit ), 

the seventh, the Kegon [School) (kegon), the eighth, the Shingon [School) 

( shingon). The first three belong to the Hlnayana, the second four correspond 

to the Mahayana, and the last one is the Vajrayana of secrecy (himitsu 

kongojo). (KZ 2:164--165) 

In this passage Kukai does not actually say "Shingon School." Instead, he 

simply uses the word shingon, omitting the suffix -shit for "school." In fact, 

there are many other places in Kukai's works in which he uses the term shingon, 

"mantra," without the suffix -shit, in lieu of shingonshit.38 This is certainly one 
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of the reasons that the term shingonshit occurs only rarely in Kiikai's works, as 

mentioned earlier. (The particular taxonomic implications ofKiikai's omission 

of -shit will be considered momentarily.) 

Provided that shingon in the above quote can indeed be understood as 

an abbreviation for the Shingon School, eight schools are identified-the six 

official schools ofNara Buddhism, plus Saicho's Tendai and Kiikai's Shingon

and they are organized by Kiikai into three groups, which correspond to the 

three vehicles of the Hlnayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana. By introducing the 

categorization according to shit, or school, Kiikai is informing the audience of 

the Abhi!eka of Heizei (both those who participated in Heizei's initiation and 

the readership ot the liturgical text) that he is grafting onto the general problem 

of scriptural taxonomy the local problem in the early Heian Buddhist com

munity concerning contrasting schools of thought for interpreting scriptures. 

Kiikai here underscores again the uniqueness of his transmission. Unlike other 

schools, the Shingon School is concerned with the interpretation of the scrip

tures that belong to the Vajrayana and the mantra-dharaQ.I treasury. Although 

the Sanron, Hosso, Kegon, and Tendai Schools, for example, may differ in their 

interpretations of Mahayana texts, they still share general Mahayana discourse 

as the linguistic foundation for their intellectual activities. By contrast, Kiikai 

suggests that the Shingon School bases its interpretive operation on Vajrayana 

discourse, whose salient orientation toward the ritual languages of mantra, 

mudra, and maQ.<:iala distinguishes Shingon from the other schools. Shingon 

differs from other schools not only in its choice of canonical scriptures but in 

its hermeneutical, semantic, and semiotic theories regarding the workings of 

textual language. 

Kiikai's effort to set his own school apart from others can be ascertained in 

the four places in his writings (identified in the table on page 192 ) where he 

actually employs the term shingonshit. Of these, three are in the three different 

versions of Introduction to the Mahiivairocana Sittra (Dainichikyo kaidai). 

Currently, there exist seven texts bearing the title of Dainichikyo kaidai (KZ 

1:633-689 ), all of which seem to be fragments of a once complete text or texts. 

Only for version a ("hokkai joshin," KZ 1:633-64-2 ) , is the date of composition 

known: it is part of a lecture Kiikai gave to his lay follower, one Kasa no 

Nakamori, on the twenty-second day of the tenth month of Tencho I (824- ) (KZ 

3:4-79 ). Versions b, e, and g ( «shujo kyomei," «ryitshit nishite itadaki miezaru," 

and «kan o mote jiraku o uku," KZ 3:64-3-651; 665-677; 684--689 ) all have 

parts that recapitulate the discussion in version a and thus are thought to be 

variations that continue the beginning fragment of the same lecture recorded 

in version a. 

The paragraphs in which the term shingonshit occurs in versions b, e, and g 
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are identical. In them, Kukai emphasizes that to thoroughly grasp the sutra 

in question, an exemplary esoteric sutra, a particularly esoteric reading is 

necessary: "All [Buddhist] schools interpret a scripture by dividing it into three 

parts. The Shingon School (shingonshit) also approaches this sutra by dividing 

it into three sections. The section beginning with 'Thus I have heard ... ' is the 

introduction. It represents the mystery of the body because the bodies of the 

divinities are inexhaustibly plentiful." (KZ 1:651,675, 688). Kukai here refers to 

a method of textual analysis called san-fen k'o-ching (Jpn. sanbun kakyo), the 

"partition of a sutra text into three sections." Widely practiced for centuries 

by scholar-priests in China and subsequently adopted by their Japanese coun

terparts, this interpretive technique is aimed at illustrating the structure of a 

sutra text by establishing the division between its introduction (Ch. hsu-Jen; 

Jpn. jobun ), the discussion proper (Ch. cheng-tsung; Jpn. shoshitbun ), and the 

conclusion, which describes the methods of propagating and preserving the 

surra's message (Ch. liu-t'ung-Jen; Jpn. rutsitbun).39 Kukai, however, employs 

this common interpretive technique to highlight the manifest gravitation of the 

Vajrayana discourse toward ritual language, as it is expressed in the text of the 

Mahiivairocana Sittra. He identifies the opening section of the sutra, which 

introduces Mahavairocana Buddha and the countless deities in his assembly, 

as the mystery of body (shinmitsu); the discussion proper as the mystery of 

speech (gomitsu ); and the ending, in which the recipients of Mahavairocana's 

teaching pledge to preserve the Dharma revealed in the sutra, as the mystery 

of mind (shinmitsu). That is to say, according to the interpretation of the 

Shingon School, the text, and scriptural text in particular, is an entity that is 

endowed, just like divinities, with the three mysteries as three discrete modes 

of communication. 

The term shingonshit in the fourth case, in the Introduction to the Diamond 

Sittra/0 appears in reference to the two different approaches through which 

this popular prajfia-paramita sutra can be interpreted. "For those who aspire 

to the goal of Mahayana, the sutra generates its Exoteric Teaching (kengyo). 

But tor those who pursue the unexcelled vehicle (saijojo), that is, for the 

practitioners of shingonshit, the sutra reveals its profoundest, secret meaning " 

(KZ 1:8+1). With the term shingonshit in this context, Kukai is making the 

claim that the interpretive philosophy of the Shingon School serves not only 

the purpose of deciphering the cryptic writings of Vajrayana sutras but also 

that of exposing the deeper levels of truth hidden in Mahayana and Hlnayana 

sutras. This explains Kukai's motive in composing commentaries on diverse 

exoteric texts essential for the Nara Schools, including the Golden Light, the 

Lotus, the Prajiiii-piiramitii Heart. As will be discussed later in this chapter 

and in the next chapter, it was indeed Kukai's continuing study of exoteric 
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scriptures and his effort to present a new, esoteric approach to reading those 

popular scriptures that created his principal channel of intellectual exchange 

with the scholar-priests of the Nara Schools. 

However, it is necessary first to return to the question of why, as a general 

rule, Kiikai did not add the suffix -shit when employing the term shingon. 

In the passage from the Abhi!eka of Heizei quoted earlier, Kiikai omits -shit 

not only from "Shingon" but also from "Kegon," which precedes "Shingon." 

In another context this could be seen as a casual abbreviation. However, in 

light of Kiikai's manifest preference for jo (yana) and zo (pitaka) over shit to 

designate his new form of Buddhism, it may be seen as a conscious decision. 

Certainly, the fact that he did not use -shit with Kegon makes his omission of 

-shit after Shingon less conspicuous. Had Kiikai added -shit after both Kegon 

and Shingon, it would have highlighted a certain awkwardness in the expression 

shingonshit. With this expunction, Kiikai plays down the fact that, except for 

Shingon, all seven schools were direct inheritors of long-established intellec

tual traditions in Chinese Buddhism prior to their transplantation in Japan. 

During the T'ang dynasty, and in some cases earlier, terms such as Iii (Vinaya), 

chii-she (Abhidharma), cheng-shih (Satyasiddhi), and san-lung (Madhyamika) 

circulated as names of particular exegetical schools, each with its own body 

of canonized, highly developed commentaries for systematic interpretation of 

scriptural texts (Stanley WEINSTEIN 1987a:258-26o ) . By contrast, no such term 

as chen-yen-tsung (Shingon School) was ever coined on Chinese soilY Con

spicuously absent in China, where the canonical texts for the seven Japanese 

schools widely circulated among the Buddhist intelligentsia, was the formation 

of a native exegetic and analytical scholarship on the Vajrayana scriptures that 

might have given rise to a "Shingon School." In the context of early Heian 

society, Shingon existed only as a school to be, a school of the future, whose 

construction began only with Kiikai's own theoretical writings. 

Another example of Kiikai's use of the term shingon without the suffix 

-shit, apparently for the same purpose, is found in Jeweled Key to the Secret 

Treasury (Hizohoyaku, KZ 1:4-17-4-73) ,  written in about 830. In just the same 

order in which Kiikai lists the first seven schools in the Abhi!eka of Heizei

Ritsu, Kusha, Jojitsu, Hoss6, Sanron, Tendai, and Kegon-he presents them 

as the fourth to ninth stages in the model of the ten stages of mind he has 

expounded in his magnum opus, Ten Abiding Stages of Mind According to the 

Secret Ma'f!tfalas ( Himitsu mandara jitjitshinron, KZ 1:125-4-15 ). In Jeweled Key, 

Kiikai's own abridgment of Ten Abiding Stages, he describes the ninth stage 

as the gate of Dharma of kegonshit, the Kegon School (p. +6+) ,  whereas the 

tenth stage is designated merely as the gate of shingon, the Shingon (p. +66). 

Nowhere in Ten Abiding Stages does Kiikai attempt to designate his Buddhism 
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as a school; rather, he characterizes the tenth stage as the mind of shogon hizo 

("magnificent secret treasury") and kongo ichijo ("singular Vajrayana") (KZ 

1:128, 4-07). At the close of Jeweled Key to the Secret Treasury, Kiikai summarily 

presents his theory of the ten stages. Having characterized the first three stages 

of mind-animal instinct dominated by the drive for food and sex; moral 

conduct, the foundation of social order; and primitive worship of heavenly 

deities-Kiikai proceeds as follows: 

The fourth and fifth stages, the minds of sravakas and pratyekabuddhas, 

are the teaching of Hlnayana. The fifth stage, the mind of compassion 

to others, marks the beginning of the stages of Mahayana. Of these the 

first two stages [which correspond, respectively, to the Hosso and Sanron 

Schools] belong to the bodhisattvayana (Jpn. bosatsujo), and the second two 

stages [corresponding to Tendai and Kegon Schools] to the Buddhayana 

(Jpn. butsujo) .... My expression "the secret vajra is the utmost reality" is 

intended to demonstrate that this teaching of shingonjo (Skt. mantrayiina) 

is the ultimate reality, surpassing every sort of yana. (KZ 1:4-72-4-73) 

Here again Kiikai shuns the suffix -shu and describes the tenth stage as shin

gonjokyo, the teaching of mantrayana. The fact that this parallels precisely his 

classification of the eight schools into three yanas in the Abhi!eka ofHeizei is an 

indication that the essential taxonomic strategy found in Kiikai's most mature 

writing was already in place as early as 822, when he performed the abhi�eka 

for the abdicated Emperor Heizei. 

To sum up, Kiikai typically employed the term shingon when he was

comparing the form of Buddhism he introduced to early Heian society to 

those of the seven schools in existence then. Kiikai normally did not attach 

suffix -shu to shingon because he intended to present it as more than merely a 

school. The omission of -shu is indicative of the oblique relationship Kiikai saw 

between his own transmission and the other schools. It was meant to accentuate 

the innovative quality of his Dharma transmission by introducing shingon as 

kongojo, the Vajrayana, and mitsuzo, the secret treasury, each representing a class 

of yana and pi!aka hitherto unknown in the Japanese Buddhist community. At 

the same time, it appears that Kiikai was attempting to deemphasize the im

precision of designating shingon strictly as a school given that the development 

of the bodies of doctrinal exegeses, commentaries, and treatises, which would 

have provided the textual foundation comparable to the seven schools for the 

Shingon (School), was yet nascent. 

In other words, shingon( -shu) was a nonschool in two senses: it was not yet 

a full-fledged school, nor was it merely a school. It was at once shingon-jo, the 
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Mantrayana, and shingon-zo, the mantra pi�aka. Kukai takes advantages of this 

ambiguity-that his shingon does not sit well with the accepted idea of shu

to present shingon, or mantra, as a hallmark for his new taxonomic paradigm 

and to announce to the early Heian monastic community the arrival of the 

scriptural discourse ofVajrayana literature and of the textual genealogy of the 

mantra-dharal).l treasury. Kukai's original usage of the term shingon had very 

little to do with the way in which the term is generally understood in modern 

studies ofKukai, that is, as the sectarian institution allegedly created by Kukai. 

There were occasions in which Kukai did present his Shingon as comparable 

to the Six Schools of Nara; he did so, however, only obliquely, refusing to 

reduce it to a shu. Furthermore, the Six Schools of the early Heian period were 

not sectarian establishments either. They were rather heirs to the rich exegetic 

traditions of the Chinese doctrinal schools. The common premise of modern 

Kukai studies, that Kukai was intent upon establishing Shingon as a sect and 

that his historical significance derives primarily from his success in doing so, 

needs to be reexamined. 

Tokuitsu and Kukai: The Delineation of Mikkyo, the Esoteric 

Because Kukai characterized his transmission of the Dharma with such unfamil

iar concepts as "vajrayana," "secret treasury," and "shingon," it seems unlikely 

that the scholarly circles of the Nara Buddhist community immediately afforded 

him recognition as the representative of a legitimate form of Buddhism. The 

Hosso priest Tokuitsu (781?-8+2?) provides a valuable insight to the initial 

reaction by the Buddhist scholarly establishment in his work Unresolved Issues 

on the Shingon School (Shingonshu miketsumon, T 77 #2+58). Addressing to 

Kukai, Tokuitsu lays out his doubts about the validity of Kukai's claims. Be

ginning in 815, Kukai had launched an initiative to promote Esoteric Buddhism, 

requesting the cooperation of a number of priests and lay Buddhist leaders in 

distant provinces in copying and circulating the scriptures of the secret treasury. 

That request, the Letter of Propagation,42 was accompanied by a cover letter 

for each addressee, including a list of the titles of the scriptures he or she was 

to copy and a complete set of scriptures in thirty-five fascicles. Because Kukai's 

list does not survive, it remains unclear exactly which texts these wereY 

On the fifth day of the fourth month of Konin 6 (8r5), Kukai sent his 

request to Tokuitsu, who was then residing at Aizu in the province of Mutsu.44 

Although undated, Unresolved Issues was prepared by Tokuitsu as his response 

to Kukai's letter. It thus seems highly likely that it was also written in 815 or at 

most a few years later. 
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Only a little is known about Tokuitsu's life. It appears that he became 

a student of the Hosso School at Kofukuji, Nara, at an early age, and that 

he continued his Hosso study at Todaiji.45 Some sources identifY Tokuitsu 's 

teacher as a priest at Kofukuji, Shuen (769-834), who was one ofKukai's allies 

within the elite circle of Nara scholar-priests.46 According to Saicho, Tokuitsu 

"lett the capital [of Nara] at age twenty, and since then has resided in the 

provinces. "47 Tokuitsu is known to have established many temples and engaged 

actively in proselytizing Buddhism in the eastern provinces.48 Two of these 

temples have been identified in traditional sources: Chuzenji in Tsukuba in 

the province of Hitachi, and Enichiji at Aizu in the province of Mutsu.49 This 

recognition suggests that by the time Kukai sent his letter of request, Tokuitsu 

had established himself as an influential leader in the Buddhist community of 

eastern Japan. 

Tokuitsu was also a prolific author who had undergone a thorough doctrinal 

training. The great majority of his writings resulted from the celebrated, pro

longed, and bitter debate in which he engaged with Saicho, which began with 

Saicho's journey to the eastern provinces in 817.50 A catalog of the collection 

at Kofukuji library composed in 1096 lists nine works by Tokuitsu.51 Another 

official catalog of the texts adopted by the Hosso School, compiled in 1176 by 

the Kofukuji priest Zoshun ( 1104-1180 ), lists two other titles by Tokuitsu.52 

These two catalogs indicate that Tokuitsu's works had for generations been 

preserved and studied in the Hosso scholarly community in Nara. In both 

catalogs, Tokuitsu is referred to not only as "Tokuitsu ofMutsu Province," but 

as "Tokuitsu of Todaiji," suggesting that he maintained a strong tie with the 

Nara Buddhist establishment. Modern bibliographers have identified a total 

of seventeen titles by Tokuitsu and a number of fragments, which are also 

often quoted in Saicho's compositions. However, only Unresolved Issues of the 

Shingon School has survived as an independent text. 53 

Because of the acrimonious tone that dominated the exchange between 

Tokuitsu and Saicho-in which Saicho vilified Tokuitsu as the "one who 

cats only coarse, meager food" (sojikisha), and Tokuitsu responded by calling 

Saicho's idol Chih-i and other T'ien-t'ai patriarchs "biased rustics" (henju ) 

many scholars have viewed Unresolved Issues as yet more vitriol from Tokuitsu, 

but in this case directed at Kukai (SHIMAJI Dait(> 1986:88-92; YuKI Yoshifumi 

1986:114; ONOZUKA Kicho 1975:45). That assessment, however, is not neces

sarily correct. To begin with, Kukai's letter to Tokuitsu predates Saicho's en

counter with Tokuitsu by at least two years. Therefore Saicho's argument with 

Tokuitsu did not set the stage f(x Kukai's interactions with him. As TAKAGI 

Shingen (1981:40-44) has pointed out, the tone of the cover letter Kukai 

attached to the Letter of Propagation he sent to Tokuitsu is extremely polite, 
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making it clear that he had not previously been acquainted with Tokuitsu. 

Kiikai addresses Tokuitsu as the "Bodhisattva Tokuitsu ( tokuitsu bosatsu ), 

whose observance of precepts is as pure as crystal, whose wisdom is as vast 

as the ocean" (KZ 3=565). He praises Tokuitsu's efforts at proselytizing in the 

eastern provinces as comparable to those of the ancient Indian and Central 

Asian pilgrims who first brought Buddhism to China. It is true that Tokuitsu's 

reply to Kiikai in the Unresolved Issues is terse, detached, and often critical or 

suspect of the scriptures Kiikai asked Tokuitsu to help circulate. However, one 

does not find there a sense of derogation, such as Tokuitsu often expressed in 

his writing to Saicho. And he concludes his Unresolved Issues on a cordial note: 

I am anxious that the very act of addressing these questions to you may 

constitute an offense against the Dharma, an offense that would destine me 

to punishment in the endless hell. However, my intent has been merely to 

resolve my doubts about and increase my clear knowledge [of your school], 

so that I will be able to develop a genuine trust in, and to devotedly study, 

the teaching of your school. (T 77:865a)54 

Even as the accomplished pundit he was, Tokuitsu seems to have found the 

scriptures sent to him by Kiikai puzzling, as he did Kiikai's explanation of the 

new Buddhist school based on those scriptures. Tokuitsu's goal in composing 

Unresolved Issues therefore was simply to request a further explanation regard

ing the validity of the scriptures so that he could decide whether or not to 

accede to Kukai's request for assistance in copying them. Because Tokuitsu 

remained neutral to Kiikai's cause at the time he composed it, Unresolved 

Issues serves effectively to illustrate the particular difficulties posed for scholar

priests of the Nara Schools by the scriptures Kiikai introduced. Kiikai's reply 

to Tokuitsu can thus be studied as a firsthand source demonstrating Kiikai's 

strategy for making his scriptures accessible, relevant, and significant to Nara 

scholarship. 

In Letter of Propagation, a copy of which Kiikai sent to Tokuitsu in 815 to 

open their exchange, he makes an appeal for the importance of the scriptures 

of Mikkyo, the Esoteric Teaching. 

I encourage all of you who would be my partners to join together in an 

effort to copy the thirty-five fascicles of scriptures of the secret treasury of the 

Dharma (himitsu hozo). [Kiikai's notation:] The actual titles of these scriptures 

are listed on a separate sheet. 55 

The [Buddhist] teaching manifests itself differently to different audiences, 

despite the fact that its truth, the Dharma, inheres in the minds of all living be-
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ings. Because we have different abilities-some of us are enlightened, others 

deluded-we respond differently to the teaching. Because of this, while the 

Buddha of principle and wisdom [Dharmak.aya] remains in his secret palace 

to enjoy the bliss of the Dharma, his transformations [Sarhbhogakaya and 

Nirmal)akaya] manifest themselves in great number, to correspond to our 

diversity. Thus, the One UnifYing Vehicle [ekayana] and the Three Vehicles 

[ triyana] were separated in their paths of guiding beings. The Exoteric 

Teaching (kengyo) and the Esoteric Teaching (mikkyo) are distinguished 

from each other in their methods of leading beings to enlightenment . The 

Exoteric Teaching is nothing other than the scriptures preached by the 

Sarhbhogakaya and Nirmal)akaya Buddhas. The Esoteric Treasury ( mitsuzo) 

consists of the discourse of the Dharmakaya Tathagata. The Exoteric (ken) 

revolves around the six paramitas of cause and effect. It endorses the practice 

of bodhisattvahood, which is none other than the teaching gate of expedient 

means that accords with the languages of its audience. By contrast, the 

Esoteric ( mitsu) is a teaching consisting of the eternally unceasing three 

mysteries ( honnu sanmitsu ), which is the language of suchness ( nyogigo) that 

immediately describes the [Dharmakaya's] inmost enlightenment (naisho). 

Thus, as explicated in the Lanktivattira Sutra [T r6:525b, s6oc-s6ra], ... the 

Sarhbhogakaya Buddhas extensively describe [in their teaching] the nature 

of things, which in truth are only illusory, and the Nirmal)akaya Buddhas 

exhaust themselves in their work of saving beings and therefore deviate from 

preaching the Dharma as it truly is. These Buddhas speak of neither the 

Dharma of [the Tathagatas'] innate enlightenment nor [their] realm of noble 

wisdom. It is the Dharmakaya alone who expounds the realm of his noble 

activity of innate enlightenment ( naisho shogyo). ( KZ 3:52 7) 

In succinct form this is the principle that Kiikai intends to establish the two 

categories of the exoteric and the esoteric-that is, only the esoteric is the 

direct revelation by the Dharmakaya Buddha of the Dharma, his inmost realm 

of enlightenment; all the rest, the teachings delivered by the Sambhoga and 

Nirmal).a Buddhas, the secondary revelations, are the Exoteric. The way in 

which Kiikai separates the esoteric from the exoteric here seems accurately 

to summarize his lengthier presentation on his system of classification in 

Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the Exoteric and Esoteric (Benkenmitsu 

nikyoron, KZ 1:474-805). It is for that reason that KATSUMATA Shunkyo 

(1970:37-44; 1982:247-254) used the 815 Letter of Propagation to determine 

the date of the composition of Distinguishing the Two Teachings. 

However, the plainness of Kiikai's method of separating the exoteric and 

the esoteric in his Letter does not necessarily indicate that the actual content 
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of what Kiikai had categorized as the esoteric was understandable to Tokuitsu. 
From Tokuitsu's point of view, Kiikai's letter simply asserted that the Dhar
makaya preaches the Dharma. It did not explain why it was that-in contradis
tinction to the general premise in Mahayana literature that the Dharmakaya 
is utterly abstract-the Dharmakaya, like the Buddhas of the Nirma�a and 
Sarhbhoga manifestations, could preach the Dharma. Nor did Kiikai provide 
any evidence for the Dharmakaya's preaching. The eleven questions Tokuitsu 
put forth to Kiikai in Unresolved Issues on the Shingon School seem to have de
rived from the imperfect knowledge Tokuitsu received from Kiikai of the nature 
of the scriptural texts upon which what Tokuitsu understood as the "Shingon 
School" was based. The following summarizes Tokuitsu's questions to Kiikai. 

r. Question on the compiler of the Mahiivairocana Sutra: The siitra opens 
with the statement "thus I have heard" (T IS:Ia). But who is this "I" who 
has heard and preserved the teaching? Because the siitra is said to have been 
preached eight hundred years after Sakyamuni Buddha's death, the "I" cannot 
be Ananda, Kasyapa, or other disciples of the Buddha who were compilers 
of other siitras. It is also said that the siitra was transmitted from Vairocana 
to the Bodhisattva Samantabhadra (who manifests himself in the siitra in his 
esoteric form as Vajrasattva) and then to Nagarjuna. Because of the order of 
transmission, the compiler who received the teaching from Vairocana cannot 
be Nagarjuna. On the other hand, Samantabhadra is an extremely advanced 
bodhisattva whose physical presence cannot be perceived by the followers of 
Hlnayana and other unenlightened beings. If Samantabhadra is the compiler, 
then, does the siitra exclude from its audience these less advanced beings? 

2. Question on the place of the preaching of the siitra: The Mahiivairocana 

Sutra claims to have been preached by Vairocana, who was then residing at 
his universal palace of vajra (kongii hokkaigu). Is this palace of Vairocana a 
pure land created out of his own Dharma bliss (jijuyii jiido )? If so, such a 
pure land of the Buddha could not be seen even by bodhisattvas in the final 
ten stages of enlightenment. Therefore it is impossible for Vairocana to have 
been accompanied by countless bodhisattvas as asserted in the siitra. If, on the 
other hand, his pure land was manifested for the bliss of other beings ( tajuyii 

jiido ), then, such a pure land must be a particular place in the universe. This 
contradicts the siitra, which describes Vairocana's vajra palace as penetrating 
to all the corners of the universe. 

3· Question on the doctrine of "attaining enlightenment in one's present 
life" ( sokushin jiibutsu): Discourse on the Enlightened Mind declares that those 
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who practice the discipline of Shingon (mantra) will attain enlightenment in 

their present lives by leaping over the ten bodhisattva stages (T 32:572c ). This 

statement has two faults. First, for bodhisattvas to realize enlightenment, they 

must perfect six paramitas (charity, precepts, forbearance, effort, meditation, 

and wisdom). Those who practice Shingon remain incomplete in their train

ing of the six paramitas, because they master at best only one: meditation. 

Second, if bodhisattvas, f()llowing the mantra training described in Discourse 

on the Enlightened Mind, rush to reach enlightenment, they betray the very 

principle of bodhisattvahood-which is that, out of compassion for others, 

they intentionally deter their enlightenment, remain in sarhsara, and continue 

to save others. 

4. Question on the five Buddhas and the five wisdoms: According to the Dis

course on the Enlightened Mind, Vairocana at the center and the four Buddhas of 

the four directions personifY, together, the fivefold wisdom (T 32:573c-574a).56 

However, if this is so, none of these Buddhas is perfectly enlightened, because 

perfect enlightenment consists of all of these five wisdoms. The Discourse thus 

breaks with the Yogiiciira-bhitmi, the Buddha-bhitmi and other major treatises, 

which hold that all the Buddhas in the universe arc equal because they arc all 

identically endowed with perfect wisdom. 

5. Question on the nirvai!a of the Hlnayanists: In Discourse on the Enlight

ened Mind, it is said that even those who arc thoroughly schooled in the 

Hlnayana ( ketsujo nijo) and have attained nirva1!a by annihilating their physical 

torm (keshin metsuchi) can generate the wisdom of the Buddha by practicing 

mantras for eons (T 32:573a). However, these Hinayanists attained their deliv

erance as arhats, that is, by escaping from sa1i1sara to the complete cessation 

of nirvai!a. By definition, they arc not subject to further transmigration, and 

it therefore is impossible for them to attain Buddha's wisdom, now or even 

many eons in the future. 

6. Question on the interpretation of the Lotus Sittra: In the Lotus Sittra it is 

said that the Buddha first opens the eyes of sentient beings, then demonstrates 

the Buddha's insight to them, then has them realize the Buddha's insight, and 

then, finally, makes it possible f()r them to enter the Buddha's insight (T 97a)Y 

According to a notation in Discourse on the Enlightened Mind, "opening," 

"demonstrating," "realizing," and "entering" correspond, respectively, to the 

practitioners' initial awakening to, training in the practice of� realization of the 

fruit of� and, finally, entry into the calm of thc enlightened mind (T 32:574-a-b ). 

Such an interpretation contradicts Vasubhandu's Treatise on the Lotus Sittra,S8 
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in which these four acts are explained as differences in the spiritual depth 
attained by heretics, Hlnayanists, bodhisattvas, and the Buddhas. 

7. Question on the ten stages of bodhisattvas: According to fascicle 6 of the 
Mahiivairocana Siitra, bodhisattvas attain enlightenment by completing the 
ten stages (T 18:+2c). The Avatamsaka and Brahmiijiila Sittras, the two other 
siitras preached by Vairocana, also describe the ten stages as the bodhisattvas' 
legitimate path to enlightenment. On the other hand, Discourse on the En

lightened Mind advocates the attainment of instantaneous enlightenment by 
overleaping the ten stages, thereby contradicting these siitras. 

8. Question on Sanskrit alphabet: The followers of Shingon claim that the 
Sanskrit alphabet was invented neither by Brahma (as asserted by non-Buddhist 
schools) nor by the Buddhas; that Sanskrit exists spontaneously, naturally, 
without a creator, and therefore that it is neither a conditioned phenomenon 
nor an unconditioned phenomenon. However, phenomena that are neither 
conditioned nor unconditioned can only be false, illusory objects of unreality, 
such as a "rabbit's horn." Because the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, like any 
other characters, are made manifest by means of brush, ink, and paper, Sanskrit 
cannot but be a conditioned phenomenon. 

9. Question on the Dharmakaya Buddha's preaching of the Dharma: Ac
cording to Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sittra, the Buddha who 
preached the siitra was "Vairocana, the very essence of the Dharmakaya (honji 

hosshin)" (T 39:58oa). However, the essence of the Dharmakaya is nothing 
but the principle and wisdom of enlightenment, the abstract realities that 
cannot be perceived even by the bodhisattvas of the final ten stages. Even if 
the Dharmakaya does preach, who is able to receive his (its) teaching? And for 
what audience does the Dharmakaya preach the Dharma? If the Dharmakaya's 
preaching is for the bodhisattvas in the ten stages, it makes redundant the 
teachings of the Sambhogakaya Buddhas. If it is for the Hlnayanists and other 
unenlightened beings, it makes the teachings of the NirmaQakaya Buddha 
redundant. 

10. Question on the number of fascicles of the Mahiivairocana Sittra: 

According to the K'ai-yiian Catalog of Buddhist Teachings, the Mahiivairocana 

Sittra, translated by Subhakarasirilha, consists of seven fascicles (T 55:6o3a). 
However, I have studied the siitra, and only the first thirty-one chapters in 
fascicles 1 through 6 describe the sermon preached by Vairocana to his principal 
interlocutor, VajrapaQi. Fascicle 7, by contrast, begins with the invocation, 
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"I prostrate myself before Vairocana" (T r8:+sa), making plain that it is not 
Vairocana's teaching. 

II. Question on the iron tower: The followers of the Shingon School assert 
that the canonical scriptures of that school were transmitted from Vajrasattva 
to Nagarjuna at the iron tower in south India about eight hundred years after 
Sakyamuni Buddha's death. Where is the proof for their transmission? Is the 
evidence based merely on an oral tradition? If it is an oral tradition without 
textual foundation, the transmission cannot be trusted. If there is indeed textual 
evidence, the exact passage describing the transmission must be presented. 

These questions bear witness to Tokuitsu's careful reading of the scrip
tures he received from Kukai, which totaled thirty-five fascicles. Although it 
remains unclear exactly which scriptures these were, the content of Unresolved 

Issues indicates that at the very least they included, and Tokuitsu studied in 
particular detail, the Mahiivairocana Sutra (seven fascicles), Subhakarasirhha's 
Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra (twenty fascicles), and Discourse on 

the Enlightened Mind (a single fascicle), 59 a concise treatise on vajrasekhara 
sutras attributed to Nagarjuna. In his tenth question, for example, Tokuitsu 
correctly points out that fascicle 7 of the Mahiivairocana Sutra is an addendum 
to the sutra proper written by an anonymous author or authors; it is a manual 
describing the procedure for making ritual offerings to Mahavairocana. The 
great majority of Tokuitsu 's questions arise from his reading of these three texts. 
In addition, the thesis to which Tokuitsu refers in question 8, that Sanskrit is 
a natural, uncreated language, is proposed in Vajrafekhara Interpretation of 

Sanskrit Vowels (single volume),60 and the episode of the transmission from 
Vajrasattva to Nagarjuna discussed in question II appears in Birth of the Thirty

seven Divinities in the Vajrafekhara Yoga (single volume).61 It is probable, 
therefore, that Tokuitsu also read these two scriptures in Amoghavajra's trans
lation, both texts having been imported by Kukai. 

Tokuitsu's questions also make plain that nowhere in Unresolved Issues does 
he directly address Kukai's Letter of Propagation and its central thesis-that 
is, that the Esoteric and the Exoteric are two distinct categories. Tokuitsu 
seems to have completely overlooked the taxonomic issue proposed by Kukai. 
In fact, it is possible to understand all of the questions Tokuitsu addressed 
to Kukai as deriving from his treatment of Kukai's scriptural texts as (or, 
as if they were) Mahayana texts. That is to say, Tokuitsu assumes that, if 
they are legitimate Buddhist scriptures, the principal axioms of Mahayana 
Buddhism should apply to them-that one must complete the ten bodhisattva 
stages before attaining enlightenment; that the Dharmakaya is abstract and 
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beyond language; that all the Buddhas are equal in their wisdom of en
lightenment. In other words, all the questions Tokuitsu has posed concern 
the seeming deviations of the scriptures submitted by Kukai from Maha
yana axioms. 

In his first and eleventh questions, for example, Tokultsu errs in plac
ing in historical time Vairocana's preaching of the Mahiivairocana Sittra 

eight hundred years after Sakyamuni Buddha's passing. As will be discussed 
shortly, this according to Kukai was not the time when Vairocana revealed the 
Mahiivairocana Sittra but the time at which Vajrasattva passed on the Dharma 
of the secret treasury to Nagarjuna. This bears out the earlier observation that 
even erudite scholar-priests of the Nara Schools, such as Tokuitsu, were utterly 
unfamiliar with the very concept of the esoteric as sketched out in Kukai's letter, 
despite the fact that the Mahiivairocana Sittra and many other scriptures of 
Vajrayana descent were readily available f{>r study in Japan by the middle of 
the Nara period. In short, Kukai was not able to persuade Tokuitsu that the 
scriptures he had sent out to be copied stood out from all Mahayana texts and 
represented a completely new scriptural genre.62 

A search of Kukai's entire corpus of compositions shows that he answered 
directly only two of the eleven questions addressed to him by Tokuitsu. Kukai's 
Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the Exoteric and the Esoteric ( Benkenmitsu 

nikyoron, KZ r:474-505) revolves around a question identical to Tokuitsu's 

question 9; and at the conclusion of Record of the Transmission of the Dharma of 

the Secret Ma1Jtfala Teaching ( Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ r:I-+9 ), Kukai 
discusses the problem raised in question II of Unresolved Issues. Other questions 
by Tokuitsu (especially, 3, +, 7, and 8) may have been the inspiration for such 
major works as Transforming One's Body Into the Realm of Enlightenment 

( Sokushin jobutsugi, KZ r :506-520), the Voice, Letter, Reality (Shoji jissogi, KZ 

r:szr-53+), and On the Sanskrit Letter Hum ( Unjigi, KZ 1:535-553). All of the 
issues raised by Tokuitsu appear to have been of critical importance for Kukai 
to produce theoretical treatises on the Esoteric Buddhist system. 

Yet Kukai singled out only questions 9 and II from Unresolved Issues, the 
former having to do with the validity of the Dharmakaya's preaching of the 
Dharma; the latter concerning the legitimacy of the lineage that claimed to 
preserve the unique language of the Dharmakaya's preaching. Kukai must have 
found that those two questions related most directly to his taxonomic project of 
distinguishing the esoteric from the exoteric. Tokuitsu's failure to understand 
the distinction, or-put the other way-Kukai's inability to explain the dis
tinction to Tokuitsu, was the reason tor most of the other doctrinal questions 
raised by Tokuitsu. In addition, the ninth and eleventh questions relate to the 
ideas of yiina (vehicle) and pi taka (treasury), respectively, the two conceptual 
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vectors at whose intersection Kukai had located the identity of his school, which 

he referred to by the term shingon, or mantra. 

Proof of the Dharmakaya's Preaching of the Dharma 

The text of Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the Exoteric and the Esoteric 

consists of three sections: a short introduction (KZ 1:474-477), in which 

Kukai sketches out the major criteria that together constitute the distinction 

between the Esoteric and Exoteric; a lengthy discussion (1:477-504), consisting 

almost entirely of quotations from diverse scriptural sources, with Kukai's brief 

comments on each; and concluding remarks (r:so4-505). In the introduction, 

Kukai repeats the assertion he made in the Letter of Propagation-that the 

Esoteric is distinguished from the Exoteric by the different types of Buddhas 

who preached the Dharma. However, as if to respond more specifically to 

Tokuitsu, Kukai relates this distinction to the ditlerent kinds of audience to 

which the Esoteric and the Exoteric are directed. 

The Tathagata in his Nirmai�akaya form preached the teaching of the Three 
Vehicles ( triyiina) for the bodhisattvas prior to their final ten stages, the 
Hinayanists, and deluded beings. In his Sari1bhogakaya forms, [the Bud
dha] preached the One U nif)ring Vehicle ( ekayiina). Both of these are Ex
oteric Teachings. [In contrast,] for the sake of expressing his own bliss in 
the Dharma, the Buddha in his intrinsic Dharmakaya form expounded the 
[teaching] gate of the three mysteries to his entourage, which was also 
a manifestation of himself. This gate of the three mysteries is the revela
tion of the realm of the wisdom of the Tathagatas' inner enlightenment, 
which refuses entry to even the most advanced bodhisattvas in the final 
ten stages. (KZ 1:474) 

The discussion proper, which immediately follows the introduction, consists 

primarily of quotations from eighteen scriptural sources that are cited as his 

textual evidence that the Dharmakaya does actually preach the Dharma. Kukai 

begins with a counterargument against his own thesis. 

Question: All different schools acknowledge that the Dharma was preached 
by the NirmaQ.akaya Buddha [Sakyamuni]. It is said in various slitras and 
sastras, on the other hand, that Dharmakaya is without f(xm, without image, 
that it [Dharmakaya] transcends verbalization and defies conceptualization 
and that any effort to describe or illustrate it is destined to fail. Now, on 
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what ground are you contending that Dharmakaya preaches Dharma? What 

is your proof?" (1:4-75-4-76). 

This is the gist ofTokuitsu's question 9, which asserts the Mahayana axiom that 

Dharmakaya is utterly abstract, that it is endowed with no anthropomorphic 

qualities. In response, Kiikai argues that in fact a number of siitras and sastras 

contain passages that provide support for his position. However, in the vast, 

dense forest of siitras, "such passages easily hide themselves because of the 

biased predilection of the reader, and their meanings can be retrieved only by 

those endowed with the vision [of the esoteric], just as celestial beings and 

demons see the same water pond differently, just as people and night birds 

experience differently the light of day and the darkness of night" (KZ 1:4-76 ).63 

The discussion section in Distinguishing the Two Teachings is further di

vided into two subsections. In the first half (KZ 1:477-491), Kiikai quotes 

primarily from the principal commentaries adopted by the major Nara Schools, 

including Bhavaviveka's Torch of Prajiia, Nagarjuna's Discourse on the Greater 
Prajiia-paramita (Sanron), K'uei-chi's Garden of the Dharma and the Forest of 
Meaning of Mahayana (Hoss6 ), Chih-i's Samatha and Vipaiyana of Mahayana 
(Tendai), and Fa-tsang's Five Chapters on the Hua-yen (Kegon).64 In one way 

or another, the passages from these treatises make it clear that it is possible to 

put into words only the process of attaining enlightenment, not the realm of 

enlightenment itself. For example, the work Kiikai cites most extensively on this 

issue is On the Interpretation of Mahayana,65 a massive exegesis of Awakening 
of Faith in the Mahayana, attributed to Nagarjuna. At one point, Kiikai refers 

to the celebrated passage in fascicle 5 of the text that says of the ultimate reality 

of enlightenment that "the nondual Mahayana (Ch. pu-erh mo-ho-yen; Jpn. 

funi makaen) can be expressed only as the nondual Mahayana" (T 32:637b ). 

On this point, Kukai comments: "What can only be described as the non dual 

Mahayana [in Mahayana texts] ... is none other than the Dharmakaya, the 

most intrinsic nature [of all the Buddhas], whose preaching forms the secret 

treasury (himitsuzo) of the vajrasekhara siitras" (KZ 1:480). That is to say, it is 

precisely that which these standard Mahayana commentaries declare is beyond 

language that constitutes the content of esoteric scriptures. 

Kiikai argues from two angles against the Mahayana premise that the ul

timate reality of the Dharma, or Dharmakaya, is beyond language. First, as 

the expression "nondual Mahayana" in On the Interpretation of Mahayana 
demonstrates, these Mahayana texts have a variety of ways to describe, or at 

least refer to, the ultimate reality. Fa-tsang, for example, characterizes it as the 

"ineffable ocean of the original nature" (Ch. hsing-huai pu-k'o-shuo; Jpn. shokai 
fukasetsu, T 45:477a), and K'uei-chi expresses it as the "ultimate truth of the 
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ultimate truth" ( Ch. sheng-i sheng-i-ti; Jpn. shogi shogitai, T 45:287b ). The fact 
that these terms can refer to the ultimate reality implies that the Dharmakaya is 
not utterly isolated from language and that at least some of the Dharmakaya's 
attributes are linguistic. Second, these Mahayana texts differ in the ways they 
describe the same ultimate reality, which they all argue is beyond language. 
Those differences prove that the siitras on which these commentaries are based 
are preached either by the NirmaQakaya or the Sarilbhogakaya Buddha. That 
is, these texts do not agree about how to express the ultimate, ineffable truth 
because these Buddhas preached in the languages of their audiences ( zuitaigo ), 
because the languages they resorted to in their sermons was provisional (gon ), 
and because the languages were employed only to remove the delusions of 
their audiences ( shajomon) and were therefore of limited efficacy. In other 
words, from Kiikai's point of view, the Mahayana axiom that the ultimate is 
beyond language is a tautology: Mahayana treatises based on the provisional 
languages of the NirmaQakaya or the Sambhogakaya Buddha, rather than on 
the Dharmakaya's language, cannot describe the Dharmakaya and the Dharma 
revealed by the Dharmakaya. 

Having completed in this manner his critique rebutting the Mahayana claim 
that the Dharmakaya is a pure abstraction devoid of the act of preaching, 
in the second half of the discussion proper Kiikai presents another set of 
passages aimed directly at submitting the textual evidence that the Dharmakaya 
did (does) preach the Dharma. Ten scriptures are cited, all of them siitras 
except for Nagarjuna's Discourse on the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii. One siitra 
on which Kiikai relies heavily is the Lankiivatiira, a quintessential Mahayana 
text that purports to be the record of Sakyamuni Buddha's discourse with 
Bodhisattva Mahamati on the island of Lanka. Kiikai quotes from fascicle 2 of 
that siitra. 

Next, Mahamati, on the preaching by the Sambhogakaya and the preaching 

by the Dharmakaya. Because the qualities of all the dharmas [ i.e., phe

nomenal existences ] are equal and identical, the discriminating mind [of 

listeners ] that attaches itself to the illusory substance of things is reflected 

in the Buddha's mind. This is the essential aspect of illusory discrimination. 

This is the aspect that gives rise to the preaching of the Sambhogakaya. 

As for the preaching of the Dharma by the Dharmakaya (hosshin seppo), 

Mahamati, it transcends all mental attributes, it is none other than [the Dhar

makaya's ] noble activity of inner enlightenment ( naisho shogyo). Such are the 

aspects of the Dharmakaya's preaching of Dharma. Mahamati, the preach

ing by the Nirmal)akaya consists of the perfections of charity, discipline, 

perseverance, effort, meditation, and wisdom . . .. Such are the aspects of 
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the Nirmal)akaya's preaching of the Dharma. Mahamati, the Dharmakaya's 
preaching of Dharma is free of attachments, transcends the duality of the 
subjective and the objective, and is beyond measurement. Therefore, it 
cannot be grasped by the sravakas, the pratyeka-buddhas, or the followers of 
non-Buddhist teachings. (T r6:525b; KZ 1:495) 

Kukai presents this passage as proof that even in a siitra thoroughly familiar 
to Nara scholarly circles-and one that is an essential part of the canon of the 
Hosso School, to which Tokuitsu belonged -Sakyamuni Buddha declares that 
the Dharmakaya preaches the Dharma. Kukai immediately follows the above 
passage from the Lankiivatiira Siitra with a series of quotations from Vajrayana 
scriptures. He begins his argument with a quotation from a vajrasekhara 
siitra. 

It is said in the Discernment of the Realm of Enlightenment: 

The intrinsic Buddha [ Dharmakiiya] issues forth from his mind countless 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas, all of whom are endowed with identical quality, 

that is, the quality of the vajra. All of these Buddhas and bodhisattvas, every 

single one of them, to express their bliss in the Dharma, preached as their 

innate enlightenment the gate of the three mysteries. (T r8:288) 

This passage describes the realm of the Dharmakaya [as personifYing] the 
principle and wisdom innate and inherent in enlightenment (jisho jiyii richi 

hosshin ). The Dharmakaya and his attendants described the realm of the wis
dom of their inner enlightenment ( naishochi). Its content perfectly matches 
that of the earlier passage from the Lankiivatiira Siitra that asserts that the 
realm of the wisdom of inmost enlightenment is beyond the reach of the 
Nirmal)akaya Buddha and is revealed only by the Dharmakaya. This is a realm 
that is clearly separated from that of the Exoteric Teachings. (KZ 1:497) 

Kukai argues that what the Lankiivatiira called hosshin seppo, the "Dhar
makaya's preaching of the Dharma," and naisho shogyo, "his noble activity 
of inmost enlightenment," is in fact the Dharmakaya's three mysteries-the 
chanting of mantra, the gestural movements of mudra, and the visualization of 
mal)<;iala, the ritual acts described in various Vajrayana texts by the Dharmakaya, 
acts of creating his attendant divinities, producing their mal)<;ialas, and com
municating with these divinities of the mal)<;iala to manifest and enhance their 
bliss in the Dharma.66 The following two passages from the Mahiivairocana 

Siitra, quoted by Kukai from fascicles r and 6, illustrate his point with vivid, 
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concrete images of Mahavairocana creating his maQ<;iala and presiding over the 

abhi�eka performed tor his entourage. 

Permeating his presence in all the places and in all the moments in the 

universe of living beings, Vairocana at once expounded the Dharma of mantra 

path-passages67 by means of all his physical, verbal, and mental activities. At 

that time, he also produced the images ofVajradhara, PadmapiiQi, and other 

deities in all the ten directions of the universe in order to have them propagate 

the Dharma of the spccklcss mantra path-passages. (T 18:1a) 

When practitioners enter into the abhi�cka of the Bhagavat's l Vairocana's] 

great wisdom, they see themselves abiding in the mantra passage of trisamaya 

(sansanmaya).68 Having manifested himself before all living beings and hav

ing saved them by manifesting his dhararyllcttcrs, he [Vairocana] proclaimed 

the mantra of trisamaya. The Buddha (Vairocana] said: "0 Lord of Secrecy, 

as I observe the wheel of my mantra, the realm of my speech, it is the gateway 

to a purity so vast and boundless that it envelops the entire world. It is the 

gate through which the intrinsic nature of all the different sorts of living 

beings arc manifested as they really are, the gateway that brings all living 

beings to bliss." (T 18:4ob; KZ 1:502-503) 

Kukai then concludes the discussion section of Distinguishing the Exoteric 

and the Esoteric by juxtaposing to these passages from the Vajrayana sutras yet 

another passage, this one trom fascicles 9 and 10 of Nagarjuna's Discourse on 

the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii. 

There arc two kinds of Buddha body. One is the body of Dharma, the other, 

the physical body. The body of Dharma [Dharmakaya] permeates the empty 

space in all ten directions. Boundless, serene, and adorned with beautiful 

physical marks, it issues forth immeasurable light and is endowed with 

countless voices. Those who listen to his Dharma also fill all space. [ Kiikai's 

notation:] Ibis demonstrates that the listeners are also the manifestation of 

Dharmakiiya, who cannot be seen by ordinary people in samsiira. (T 2p21c) 

Coruscating, the Dharmakaya Buddha constantly preaches the Dharma. 

However, ordinary beings cannot sec his gleaming presence, nor can they 

hear the sermon he roars because of their sins. That is just like the blind who 

cannot see the rising sun, like the deaf who cannot hear the thunder shaking 

the earth .... As explained in the Great Jewel Heap Sutra (T II:53b ), "The 

Tathagatas possess three secrets, the mysteries of the body, speech, and mind. 
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There is no one in the realms of humans or gods who is aware or capable of 

understanding these secrets." (T 2p26b-r27c; KZ 1:503-504) 

Kiikai here presents another example from an essential Nara Buddhist scriptural 

source that asseverates-contrary to the general Mahayana assumption, held 

by Tokuitsu-that the Dharmakaya preaches the Dharma. What is more, as 

Kiikai does, this celebrated Madhyamika exegesis holds that the Dharmakaya's 

preaching of the Dharma consists of the three mysteries. Kiikai's strategy 

appears to be to alternate between exoteric and esoteric texts-from the 

Lankiivatiira Sittra to the Mahiivairocana Sittra and then to the Discourse 

on the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii, for example-citing comparable descriptions 

of the Dharmakaya Buddha's preaching of the Dharma. It is a strategy for 

demonstrating the advantage of Vajrayana texts over those of Mahayana in 

conveying the discourse on the Dharmakaya. At best, Kiikai suggests, the 

Mahayana scriptures can indicate that the Dharmakaya preaches the Dharma. 

However, it is the language of the Vajrayana texts alone that can show exactly in 

what way the Dharmakaya preaches the Dharma. That is because the discourse 

of the Vajrayana siitras is a hybrid language in which the three mysteries, the 

language of the Dharmakaya's speech, are embedded in the textual narrative, 

which is written in ordinary language. In short, it is precisely at the point 

when the language of the exoteric stops short of designating the ultimate 

reality and culminates in meditative reticence on the part of the NirmaQ.akaya 

and Sambhogakaya Buddhas that the Dharmakaya's eloquent speech in the 

language of the three mysteries begins. 

The foregoing observations on Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the 

Exoteric and Esoteric urges that the work should be reappraised. Within the 

circle of Shingon scholar-priests, it has been viewed as a seminal work, in 

which Kiikai established the fundamental doctrinal formula for rigorously 

separating the esoteric from the exoteric. TAKA GAM I Kakusho (1992:36-39 ), 

for example, in his introduction to Shingon doctrines, sums up the discussion 

in Distinguishing the Two Teachings as follows: ( r) the esoteric are the teachings 

preached by the Dharmakaya Buddha, whereas the exoteric are those preached 

by the NirmaQ.akaya Buddha; (2) the esoteric reveals the ultimate reality of the 

Tathagatas' enlightenment, whereas the exoteric deals only with the process 

leading to that reality; ( 3) the esoteric training revolves around the practice 

of the three mysteries (Skt. triguhya, Jpn. sanmitsu) of mudra, mantra, and 

maQ.�ala, whereas the exoteric training progresses through the practice of the 

six paramitas. Takagami's outline certainly allows students to capture Kiikai's 

logical argumentation in Distinguishing the Two Teachings. However, Kiikai 

talks of the systematic separation of the esoteric from the exoteric only in the 
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introduction. He devotes the rest of the work to submitting various textual 

evidence for the Dharmakaya's preaching of the Dharma. Kukai's goal in 

writing Distinguishing the Two Teachings seems therefore to have been to 

demonstrate that the Dharma is preached by the Dharmakaya. In fact, in one 

of his other works, Kukai refers to this text not as Distinguishing the Two 

Teachings but as Discussion on the Dharmakiiya's Preaching of the Dharma 

(Hosshin sepposho).69 Clearly, for Kukai, the Dharmakaya's direct revelation 

of the Dharma was the primordial event in separating the esoteric from the 

esoteric. From Kukai's viewpoint, the distinction between the esoteric and 

the exoteric derives first and foremost from the thesis that the Dharmakaya is 

capable of preaching the Dharma. 

Many experts in Kukai studies share the view that Distinguishing the Two 

Teachings was composed in the year 815, when Kukai composed Letter of Propa

gation, or at the earliest a few years prior to it (KATSUMATA Shunkyo 1970:37-

+4-, 1982:247-254; TAKAG I Shingen 1990:m; TOMAME C H I  Seiichi 1984:64-

65 ) . They argue that, although it is succinct, the systematic distinction between 

the esoteric and exoteric that Kukai proposed in the Letter exactly parallels the 

lengthier discussion of the same subject in Distinguishing the Two Teachings. 

Therefore, the 815 Letter must have been a precis of the undated Distinguishing 

the Two Teachings. However, this assertion overlooks an important difference 

between the two texts. In the Letter of Propagation, Kukai presents as an apo

dictic reality the distinction between the exoteric and the esoteric. By contrast, 

in Distinguishing the Two Teachings, he strives to legitimize his construction 

of the category of the esoteric (and therefore of the exoteric). He does so 

by means of proving that there exists a group of scriptures that, although 

hitherto overlooked, have preserved the Dharma as it was preached not by the 

NirmaQ.akaya and Sarhbhogakaya but immediately by the Dharmakaya himself. 

The difference in the intentionality of the two texts suggests that Dis

tinguishing the Two Teachings can better be understood as an expansion of 

the skeletal thesis introduced in the Letter.70 That is to say, the category of 

the esoteric, which was a self-evident postulate for Kukai in the Letter of 

Propagation, later became in Distinguishing the Two Teachings a thesis that 

required validation. Considering that Kukai began his discussion proper in 

Distinguishing the Two Teachings by recapitulating Tokuitsu's question on the 

Dharmakaya's preaching of the Dharma, it seems highly probable that his 

reading ofTokuitsu's Unresolved Issues on the Shingon School caused Kukai to 

rethink his approach to propagating Esoteric Buddhism and persuaded him to 

treat the esoteric not as a given but as a proposition. That is to say, Kukai's 

exchange with Tokuitsu was pivotal in leading Kukai to delineate, construct, 

and establish the category of the esoteric. 
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Troping the Lineage: The Construction of the Esoteric Nagarjuna 

The other text in which one finds Kiikai's answers to Tokuitsu's question is 
Record of the Dharma Transmission of the Secret Ma�?tf.ala Teaching (Himitsu 

mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ r:I-4-9 ), a hagiographical text describing the lives of 
the seven patriarchs whose unbroken Dharma lineage was said to have made 
possible the transmission of the Esoteric Teaching from India to China. On the 
sixth day of the ninth month ofKonin 12 ( 821 ), Kiikai completed an abbreviated 
version of Record of the Dharma Transmission, entitled Short History of Shin

gon Dharma Transmission (Shingon fuhoden, KZ r:so-68 ) . Record therefore 
came into being in 82r at the latest. However, as indicated by MATSUNAGA 

Yukei ( r97n3-58 ) , by incorporating additional historiographical sources, Short 

History describes some developments in early T'ang relating to the esoteric 
tradition in a manner significantly different from that of Record. These changes 
must be understood as an outcome of Kiikai 's rethinking of the genealogical 
history of Esoteric Buddhism in China/1 which suggests that Record was com
posed significantly earlier than 82! and resulted from Kiikai's initial exchange 
with Tokuitsu. 

The text of Record of the Dharma Transmission consists of three chapters: an 
introduction, a narrative history, and a concluding discussion. Kiikai presents 
the third, concluding chapter as his answer to Tokuitsu's eleventh question in 
Unresolved Issues. 

In the first chapter (KZ r:r-4- ) , Kiikai defines the "Teaching of the Secret 
Maf!<;iala" (himitsu mandarakyo), or the "Esoteric Teaching" ( mikkyo), as con
sisting of the Dharmakaya's speech and of the language of the three mysteries, 
which reveal the "wisdom of his inmost enlightenment" ( naishochi), once again 
employing the term suggestive of the reference to the Dharmakaya's preaching 
of the Dharma in the Lankiivatiira Sutra (T r6:56ra ) . Kiikai's argument tor 
the category of the Esoteric here is no different from that advanced in Distin

guishing the Two Teachings. Kiikai then introduces the reader to the succession 
of seven esoteric masters through whose lineage the Dharmakaya's language 
of preaching the Dharma is said to have been transmitted uninterrupted. 
Kiikai claims that this esoteric genealogy is superior to its exoteric counter
part not only because it preserves the Dharmakaya's immediate manifestation 
of the Dharma but because it possesses historical continuity. He points out 
that "the lineage that originated with Sakyamuni Buddha's transmission to 
Mahakasyapa was cut off when it reached the Bhik�u Simha" (KZ r:4- ) , the 
twenty-fourth patriarch, who was executed by a king opposed to Buddhism.72 
This interruption in the transmission was, according to Kiikai, the primary 
reason for the conflicting interpretations of and disputes over the Buddha's 
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teaching among Mahayana schools, and especially between the Madhyamika 
and Yogacara schools. 

In the second and lengthiest chapter (KZ 1:4-45), Kukai introduces the 
reader to the profiles of the seven patriarchs. The following sums up Kukai 's 
description of the first four patriarchs. 

1. The Dharmakaya Tathagata Mahavairocana: Mahavairocana was residing 
at his secret universal palace of the mind ( himitsu hokkai shin den). Accompa
nied by his attendants, all of whom were none other than the Dharmakaya 
Tathagata(s), Mahavairocana preached the Dharma of the samadhi that re
veals the wisdom of his inner enlightenment. He preached, and is preaching, 
eternally and incessantly, purely for the sake of enhancing his own bliss of the 
Dharma and that of his Dharmakaya entourage. 

2. The Mahasattva Vajrasattva: Vajrasattva, the divinity who presided over 
the ocean of attendants of Mahavairocana in his universal palace of ma1�<;{ala, 
received Mahavairocana's abhi�eka face-to-face. In Dharmakaya's assembly of 
the divinities, which was as vast as the ocean, he was chosen as heir to the 
Dharmakaya's Dharma, the one who would carry on this secret teaching in 
order to save beings of immeasurable worlds in the future. 

3. The Bodhisattva Nagarjuna: About eight hundred years after the passing 
of Sakyamuni Buddha, there was a great being who was called Bodhisattva 

Nagarjuna. In his early years, he studied with non-Buddhist teachers. Later he 
held high the banner of the True Dharma to manifest the glory of the Buddha. 
By producing one thousand volumes of treatises, he destroyed the heretical and 
protected the authentic. Nagarjuna often journeyed to the heavenly realms and 
frequented the Four Guardian Kings at their celestial courts; at other times, he 
traveled to the underwater palace of the King of the Nagas and there received 
thousands of scriptures. He lived for several hundred years. Eventually, he 
arrived at the iron tower in southern India. Having entered it, Nagarjuna re
ceived abhi�eka, face-to-face, from Vajrasattva. Having obtained this unexcelled 
Teaching of the Secret Mary<;fala, he propagated it among human beings. 

4. The Teacher Nagabodhi: The fourth patriarch, the Teacher (Skt. iiciirya; 

Jpn. ajariya) Nagabodhi, was a senior disciple ofNagarjuna. He was endowed 
with unthinkable supernatural power. He traveled freely between the celestial 
and earthly realms and was renowned for his virtue in all the five regions ofln
dia. He was of tremendous longevity. According to Amoghavajra 's account, Va
jrasattva had preserved the Esoteric Teaching for several hundred years when he 
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finally found Nagarjuna, to whom he transmitted the Dharma; and Nagarjuna 

was several hundred years old when he transmitted the Dharma to Nagabodhi; 

having lived in southern India for several hundred years, Nagabodhi, in turn, 

handed down the Dharma of the Esoteric Teaching to his disciple Vajrabodhi. 

Kukai reports that, in the year Chen-yi.ian 20 (804-), when he was studying at Li

ch'iian-ssu at Ch'ang-an, he was told by his Indian teachers Prajfia and Munisrl 

that Nagabodhi was still alive and well in southern India and continuing to 

instruct his disciples in the Esoteric Teaching (KZ 1:5-10 ). 

Kukai's description of the first two patriarchs, Mahavairocana and Va

jrasattva, is based exclusively on two scriptural accounts73 and is extremely brief. 

Although Mahavairocana's preaching of the Dharma in his universal palace of 

mind-the palace that is simultaneously the entire universe and the originally 

enlightened mind-is narrated as an event in the distant past, Kukai also points 

out that Mahavairocana expounds the Esoteric Teaching perpetually, without 

interruption. That is to say, Kukai portrays the time of the Dharma transmission 

to Vajrasattva by Mahavairocana in his universal palace as the primordial time 

of the eternal present in which past, present, and future are as yet unseparated. 

The time of Dharmakaya's manifestation of the Dharma is narrated by Kukai 

as nonlinear, nonchronological, and ahistorical. 

Kukai discusses Nagarjuna and Nagabodhi at great length. He incorporates 

diverse hagiographic sources, accounts of missionaries from India, and records 

of Chinese pilgrims who traveled to lndia.74 Although Kukai's narrative shifts its 

stage to the historical plane, both Nagarjuna and Nagabodhi are characterized 

largely as superhuman-with their incredible (perhaps unbelievable, from 

Tokuitsu's viewpoint) longevity, their power to converse with heavenly beings, 

and their ability to perform miracles. 

By contrast, there is nothing manifestly superhuman about Kukai's repre

sentation of the last three patriarchs, Vajrabodhi, Amoghavajra, and Hui-kuo 

(KZ 1:10-4-5). He recounts their lives in detail, taking advantage of the rich 

repository of Chinese historiographical sources.75 As a result, his narration for 

these three figures is far longer, occupying two-thirds of the entire text of 

Record ofthe Dharma Transmission. 

Another salient qualitative difference in Kukai's narrative here is that it 

employs the Chinese calendar, through which he dates crucial events in the 

biographies of the three Dharma masters. For example, "At age thirty-one he 

[Vajrabodhi] traveled to southern India to became a student ofNagabodhi's. 

Having studied intensively the discipline of the Secret Treasury with the master 

for seven years, he [Vajrabodhi] was granted his master's abhi�eka" (KZ 1:10). 

Vajrabodhi journeyed from the island kingdom ofSirilha through the southern 
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sea route via Java to reach the shores of southern China, and "in K'ai-yiian 8 

(720 ], he finally reached Lo-yang and was welcomed by the Emperor Hsiian

tsung" (KZ 1:12 ). "In K'ai-yiian 18 [ 730 ], at the great monastery of Kuang

fu-ssu, with his disciple priest Chih-tsang as his assistant [Kiikai's notation: 

This is the earlier name of the Tripitaka Master Amoghavajra ], he translated 

the ritual manuals of Maiijiiiri,s Five-Letter Dhiira'f}i and Essentials of the Yoga 

of Avalokiteivara" (KZ I:I2-13)?6 "In K'ai-yiian 29 (741], the imperial court 

finally agreed to his request to return to India. However, while preparing for 

his return trip, he fell ill and passed away the same year at Kuang-fu-ssu in 

Lo-yang" (KZ 1:13). 

In Record of the Dharma Transmission, Kiikai does not discuss his own 

transmission of Dharma granted from the master Hui-kuo. Instead, at the end 

of chapter 2, he quotes in toto the Life of the National Teacher of Ch'ing

lung-ssu,77 the biography of Hui-kuo by his chief lay disciple, Wu-yin, which 

relates Hui-kuo's own words designating Kiikai as one of only two disciples 

who received the full-fledged abhi�eka of the utmost secrecy from the master 

as his legitimate Dharma heirs.78 

As a whole, Kiikai 's narrative of the seven patriarchs in chapter 2 illustrates 

the genealogy of the Esoteric Teaching as a unique axis grafting to the myth

ical time of perpetual procreation (the time of Mahavairocana's preaching 

of the Dharma) the historical time of passage (through which language of 

Mahavairocana's preaching was transmitted from one generation to another). 

Kiikai delineates the lineage as extending itself in the historical process by 

means of abhi�eka, which aims, in turn, to ritually reproduce the perpetual 

time of Mahavairocana's universal palace in which his Dharma transmission 

to Vajrasattva took/takes place. The ritual of abhi�eka is purported to be the 

vehicle that enables the generations of masters and disciples to evoke, reenact, 

and relive the eternal present of the Dharmakaya's preaching of the Dharma. 

The lineage, as narrated by Kiikai, is polyphonous: it extends along the stream 

of time to sustain the continuity of the tradition; yet its continuity is preserved 

precisely because the lineage also embodies the time that does not pass but 

accumulates within itself. 

Kiikai's narrative of the Dharma genealogy can thus be understood as 

revolving around the ritual of abhi�eka as the central plot demonstrating the ac

cessibility of the Dharmakaya's language from within the historical plane. This 

makes immediately clear the pivotal position Nagarjuna's episode occupies in 

Kiikai's narrative. The mystical iron tower in southern India that Nagarjuna was 

said to have entered to receive Vajrasattva's abhi�eka encapsulates within itself 

the perpetual time ofMahavairocana's universal palace. Nagarjuna's entry into 

the iron tower serves, therefore, as the root metaphor79 for the intertwining of 
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the historical and the mythical, the polysemy simultaneously manifesting the 

two temporal modalities necessary to make Ki.ikai's plot viable. The trope of 

Ki.ikai's narrative is essentially synecdochical,80 with each successive abhi�eka 

reflecting within itself as parts of its identity other abhi�ekas of the past or the 

future in the Dharma genealogy. 

The narrative structure of Ki.ikai's text explains why Tokuitsu's question 

about the lineage of the Shingon School focuses on the validity ofNagarjuna's 

transmission of the Dharma in the iron tower. For both Tokuitsu and Ki.ikai, 

if Nagarjuna's transmission of the Esoteric Teaching is legitimate, the rest of 

the transmissions in the Shingon genealogy are automatically authenticated, 

and vice versa. Ki.ikai must have thoroughly grasped the gravity ofTokuitsu's 

question. To maintain his claim that the Shingon School embodied a legitimate 

tradition, it was urgent for Ki.ikai to answer Tokuitsu satisfactorily about 

Nagarjuna's role in the esoteric lineage, the topic to which Ki.ikai turned next. 

The third chapter of his Record of the Dharma Transmission (KZ 1:45-49 ), 

entitled "Resolving Doubts in Questions and Answers" ( mondo ketsugi), takes 

the form of a dialogue between two fictional figures: the "Student Who Is 

Drowning in the Trivial" (dekihashi) and the "Teacher Who Has Grasped 

the Fountainhead" ( ryohonshi). By borrowing the voice of the Student of the 

Trivial, who addresses his questions to the master, Ki.ikai rephrases Tokuitsu's 

original question, breaking it down into specific problems, which he then 

attempts to resolve. 

Question: The True Teaching of the Tathagata has been handed down by 
a succession of Dharma-transmitting sages (denbo shoja) that started with 
Mahakasyapa and Ananda. Generation after generation, this transmission has 
evolved just as presaged by the Buddha [Sakyamuni] . It is genuine, sure, and 
trustworthy. On the other hand, what you have now introduced as the Secret 
Buddha Vehicle (himitsu butsujo) originates with Bodhisattva Nagarjuna, 
who, eight hundred years after the death of the Tathagata [Sakyamuni], 
entered the iron tower in southern India and received Vajrasattva's trans
mission. Was Nagarjuna granted this Dharma alone, or was he attended by 
others who would authenticate the transmission? To avoid such confusion, 
it became customary at the opening of all si.itras to provide the names of 
those who received the Buddha's teaching in his assembly. Do you have any 
evidence to remove this doubt of mine? 

Ki.ikai identifies fascicle 2 of the Great Miiyii Sutra81 as his source for the refer

ence to Sakyamuni Buddha's prophecy regarding the Dharma - transmitting 

masters who would carry the torch of his Dharma. The Great Miiyii is a 
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popular Mahayana sl"1tra that relates the episode of the Buddha's reunion with 
his mother in the celestial realm of Trayastrirhsa (Jpn. Tori ten). At its close, 
the siitra describes Nagarjuna as the tenth patriarch, who, when seven hundred 
years have passed since Sakyamuni's death, will preserve the Dharma, inheriting 
it from Asvagho�a (T I2:IOI3C ). Kiikai mentions this siitra earlier in Record of 

the Dharma Transmission, in his discussion of Nagarjuna in chapter 2, where 
he identifies this lineage as the one through which the Exoteric Teaching has 
been transmitted (KZ r:6 ). The discussion of Sakyamuni's prophecy in the 
Great Miiyii Sittra was not mentioned in Tokuitsu's original question. The 
reason tor Kiikai's addition here of the exoteric lineage becomes manifest in 
the answer of the Teacher of the Fountainhead, which consists of citations from 
two scriptural sources. First, Kiikai quotes extensively from Determining the 

Meaning of the Vajrasekhara Sittra,S2 a commentary by Vajrabodhi, in which 
the author gives a detailed account of Nagarjuna's entry into the iron tower. 

Long after the passing of the Tathagata [Sakyamuni], there was a great 
being whose name was Nagarjuna. He was practicing for some years [the 
recitation of] Mahavairocana's mantra .... Having thoroughly mastered the 
ritual worship of Mahavairocana, Nagarjuna reached the great iron stiipa in 
southern India and wished to open it. For seven days, he circumambulated 
the stiipa reciting the scripture. On the seventh day, he consecrated white 
pepper seeds and cast them against the stiipa's entrance. The stiipa's gate 
opened, and at once all the guardian gods, holding vajra in their hands, 
rushed out from within. Wrathful and alert, they prevented him from enter
ing and inquired about his intentions. Nagarjuna, having expressed himself 
sincerely, announced his great vow: "It has been a long time since the nirval)a 
of the Tathagata [ Sakyamuni ]. While heretical teachings prosper, the Great 
Vehicle is about to perish. I have heard that within this stiipa is the Dharma
treasury preserving all the teachings of the Tathagatas of the past, present, 
and future. Allow me to receive the teachings so that they may save living 
beings of the world!" 

The vajra guardians ordered him to enter, and as he did so, the entrance 
gate closed. Nagarjuna looked inside the stiipa. It was filled with incense, 
candle lights, wreaths of flowers, and jeweled canopies. He immediately 
realized that inside the tower was Mahavairocana's universal palace. Samanta
bhadra and Manjusrl and all the other great Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the 
past, present, and future abided within the stiipa. Thereupon, Nagarjuna 
was granted Vajrasattva's abhi�eka, received his empowerment [in the three 
mysteries], and upheld the scriptures of the secret Dharma to promulgate it 
to the world. (T 39:8o8a; KZ 1:4-5-4-6). 
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Immediately following this quotation, Kiikai states: "This [Nagarjuna's 
transmission in the iron tower] is what already had been foretold by the 
Tathagata [Sakyamuni] in the Lankiivatiira Siitra'' (KZ 1:+6). Kiikai then 
quotes a passage from fascicle 9 of the Lankiivatiira, in which Sakyamuni 
Buddha prophesies to his interlocutor, Bodhisattva Mahamati, the arrival in 
the future of the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna. 

The vehicle of mine, the wisdom of inner enlightenment, is beyond the reach 

of deluded beings. Who will preach it after my passing? Heed well, Mahamati. 

There will, in the distant future, appear a great one who will uphold my 

Dharma. His name is Bodhisattva Nagarjuna, a bhik�u of a southern kingdom 

endowed with great virtue. Skillfully destroying the heretical views of both 

absolutism and nihilism, he will preach my vehicle, the unsurpassed Dharma 

of the great vehicle, to guide living beings. (T r6:569a; KZ 1:46-47). 

That is to say, Kiikai interprets the episode of Nagarjuna's transmission from 
Vajrasattva in the iron tower related in Determining the Meaning of the Va

jrasekhara Siitra as the realization of Sakyamuni Buddha's prophecy (Skt. 
vyiikara�a; Jpn. juki, kenki) in the Lankiivatiira83-the exemplary Mahayana 
siitra of seminal importance to Tokuitsu's Hosso School. The lineage of the 
Esoteric Teaching is therefore as authentic as that of the Exoteric Teaching 
given in the Great Miiyii. Furthermore, the esoteric genealogy is superior 
to its exoteric counterpart because, Kiikai seems to imply, the inmost se
cret of Sakyamuni's enlightenment hinted at in the Lankiivatiira became 
known to the world only by means of Nagarjuna's transmission in the iron 
tower. To illustrate this point further, elsewhere in his Record ofthe Dharma 

Transmission, Kiikai adds his own notation to the same passage from the 
Lankiivatiira. 

The vehicle of mine, the wisdom of the inner enlightenment, 

The "vehicle of mine" here means the unsurpassed Esoteric Vehicle of all the 

Tathagatas. The "wisdom of the inner enlightenment" means the fivefold 

wisdom, the thirty-seven divinities [of the vajradhatu ma�<;lala], and the 

inexplicably countless manifestations of the tour aspects of the Dharmakaya, 

as described in the Vajrasekhara Sutra. 

is beyond the reach of deluded beings. Who will preach it after my passing? 

Heed well, Mahiimati. There will, in the distant future, appear a great one 

who will uphold my Dharma. His name is the Bodhisattva Niigiirjuna, ... 
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The Nirmal)akaya Buddha had never revealed his "wisdom of inner enlight

enment." That is because this excludes all beings yet to have reached the 

highest state. Only this bodhisattva of the most advanced capacity, and no 

one else, received Mahavairocana's direct empowerment to propagate this 

teaching and to glorifY the virtuous qualities, numerous as the sands of the 

Ganges, of the Tathagata Dharmakaya. (KZ r:6) 

Kukai's discussion here strives to authenticate the esoteric transmission by 
locating Nagarjuna at the intersection of the two genealogies . Kukai suggests 
that, as described in the Great Miiyii Sutra and as was widely assumed among 
the Nara Schools, after the time of Asvagho�a, Nagarjuna carried the torch 
of Sakyamuni Buddha's teaching and gave rise to the Madhyamika/Sanron 
School of the Exoteric Teaching. At the same time, as foretold in the Lankii

vatiira, Nagarjuna secretly received in the iron tower the transmission of the 
Dharmakaya's Dharma. In short, Kukai's narrative history in Record of the 

Dharma Transmission is aimed at making manifest this hidden genealogy 
embodied in Nagarjuna. 

Having set forth this juxtaposition of the exoteric and esoteric genealogies, 
in the next round of the exchange between the Student of the Trivial and the 

Teacher of the Fountainhead, Kukai addresses the heart ofTokuitsu's inquiry. 

Question: You have just presented textual evidence. However, in your text 

there is no mention of those who accompanied [ Nagarjuna] when he received 

the Dharma [from Vajrasattva]. Without these attendants, who would testifY 

to the truth of the transmission; how can your source be trusted? 

Answer: It is said that the Avatamsaka Sutra was handed down to this same 

bodhisattva [Nagarjuna] in Naga's underwater palace.M Do you not trust 

this siitra either? If what you have said is correct, then we cannot trust the 

Yogiiciirabhumi. According to the journal of the Realms West of the Great 

T'ang85 [by Hsi.ian-tsang], "when a thousand years had gone by since the 

Tathagata's passing, there was a bodhisattva whose name was Asanga. At 

night he rose to the Bodhisattva Maitreya's heavenly palace and received 

there the Yogiiciirabhumi, the Mahiiyiina-sutriilamkiira, the Miidhyanta

vibhiiga, and other teachings. During the day, he expounded the subtle truth 

[of these texts] for the assembly of his disciples" [T sr:896b] . Another text 

[by Hui-chao] says: "At night Maitreya descended to Asanga's quarter and 

expounded these sastras."86 When Asanga received these teachings [from 

Maitreya], there was not anyone accompanying him to testifY to the truth 

of his transmission. Yet these sastras [of the Yogacara/Hosso School] are 

circulating widely in the world as authentic texts. (KZ 1:47) 
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Kukai's logic here is straightforward. He simply points out that there are a 

number of canonical texts in the Mahayana tradition that were transmitted in 

a manner comparable to the way in which Nagarjuna received the esoteric 

scriptures from Vajrasattva in the iron tower. Kukai first mentions a cele

brated episode related in one of Fa-tsang's ( 643-712) commentaries on the 

Avatamsaka Sutra, which says that when Nagarjuna traveled to the Naga king's 

underwater palace, he received there not only the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii 

Sutra but the Avatamsaka as well. According to this legend, Nagarjuna re

ceived those teachings in Naga's palace alone, without any witness who would 

have returned to this realm to testifY to the truth of his transmission there. Yet 

both the Prajiiii-piiramitii and Avatamsaka sutras are accepted as legitimate 

scriptural texts. 

Kukai then gives Tokuitsu a taste of his own medicine by extending the same 

logic to yet another famous episode in the Mahayana tradition, Asailga's mys

tical reception from the Bodhisattva Maitreya that initiated the Yogacara trans

mission. Kukai identifies two sources tor this episode: Journal of the Lands West 

of the Great T'ang, by Hsiian-tsang, the Fa-hsiang/Hosso patriarch renowned 

t()f systematically importing the writings of the Yogacara School from India to 

China; and Illumination of the Meaning of the Vijiiaptimiitratiisiddhi, by Hui

chao (750-714), the third patriarch of the Chinese Yogacara. Kukai emphasizes 

that not only was Asa1'lga's reception of Maitreya's transmission unwitnessed 

but "the Tripi�aka Master Hsiian-tsang journeyed to India without attendants. 

He simply recorded with brush and ink what he saw and heard. Because 

masters of Dharma transmission are never mendacious, people have trusted 

what he [Hsiian-tsang] has written" (KZ 1:47). That is to say, because Hsiian

tsang's record of Maitreya's transmission to Asailga is recognized as authentic, 

similarly, the account by Vajrabodhi-another Dharma-transmission master 

holding the honorific title of Tripi�aka87 -of Vajrasattva's transmission to 

Nagarjuna can and should be accepted as genuine. 

Kukai 's argument in chapter 3 of the Record of the Dharma Transmission 

shows that his strategy of authenticating the Dharma lineage of the Esoteric 

Teaching depends to a great extent on his new characterization of Nagarjuna. 

That is, Kiikai's narrative strives to reveal a dimension of Nagarjuna's life 

not related in biographies hitherto available to Nara scholars. Kukai's choice 

of Nagarjuna as the pivotal figure in his genealogical narrative appears most 

appropriate, because Nagarjuna is the only one of the seven esoteric patriarchs 

whose name was thoroughly familiar to the Nara Buddhist intelligentsia, to 

which Tokuitsu belonged and for which, it seems, Kukai wrote the Record of 

the Dharma Transmission. To make his strategy work, in his portrait ofNagar

juna in chapter 2, Kukai employs three devices to demonstrate that the 
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Nagarjuna who entered the iron tower in southern India was indeed the same 

Nagarjuna revered by Nara scholar-priests as the progenitor of the Madhyamika 

School. 

First, Kiikai adopts the new Chinese translation t(x the Sanskrit name 

Nagarjuna, the term lung-meng (Jpn. ryitmyo), signaling his new character

ization of the famed Indian master of emptiness. The name was written with 

the character lung, or "dragon," the standard Chinese term that was used 

as the translation of the Sanskrit word niiga, and the character meng, or 

"fierce," "victorious," for the Sanskrit arjuna. Lung-meng is a translation of 

Nagarjuna's name proposed by Hslian-tsang in fascicle 8 of his Journal of the 

Realms West of the Great T'ang,SH in which he rejects as a wrong custom the use 

of the term lung-shu (Jpn. ryitju), the most widely accepted Chinese translation 

of Nagarjuna's name, which uses the character shu, or "tree," for arjuna.89 

In fact, Nagarjuna's name appears as Lung-meng in Birth of the Thirty-seven 

Divinities, the esoteric scripture that describes Vajrasattva's transmission of the 

Dharma to Nagarjuna (T r8:299a). On the other hand, in Unresolved Issues, by 

Tokuitsu, who may well have read Birth of the Thirty-seven Divinities, and who 

must have known Hslian-tsang's position, Nagarjuna:s name appears as ryitju 

( Ch. lung-shit). 

In his Record of the Dharma Transmission, Kiikai paraphrases Hsiian-tsang's 

endorsement of the term lung-meng in the Journal. However, instead of merely 

agreeing with Hslian-tsang, Kiikai introduces his own esoteric source to explain 

why Lung-meng is a more appropriate translation of Nagarjuna than Lung

shu. At the very opening of his portrayal of the third patriarch, Kiikai relates 

his master Hui-kuo's statement that Bodhisattva Nagarjuna was in fact the 

manifestation in recent history of the Tathagata Sumegha (Ch. Miao-ylin; Jpn. 

Myoun), or "Excellent Cloud," of the distant past (who is also known as the 

Tathagata Avalokitesvara). Nagarjuna is therefore endowed with Sumegha's 

power of sending down the rain of the Dharma to nurture the merit of sentient 

beings. Just like great nagas who generate thunderclouds to give the gift of 

rain to the world, Nagarjuna, his cloud of compassion covering the entire 

earth, showers the rain of the Dharma down to urge the minds of sentient 

beings to sprout faith in the Dharmakaya. Nagarjuna is also a courageous hero 

(i.e., arjuna translated as meng)90 "who dresses himself in the armor of the 

Tathagatas' enlightenment, rides on the horse of the great etlort (one of the six 

paramitas ), shoots the arrows of great compassion to destroy the army of Mara 

[the Evil One], and guides beings to the safety of the castle of the Dharma" 

(KZ r:s-6). 

The second device Kiikai employs in his narrative in order to construct 

the new identity of Nagarjuna is his dating of Nagarjuna's-that is, 
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Lung-meng's-entry into the iron tower. In Record of the Dharma Trans

mission, as noted earlier, Kiikai identifies this event as having taken place eight 
hundred years after Sakyamuni Buddha's passing (KZ r:s-6, 45). Interestingly, 
in the esoteric scriptural sources there is no specific mention of the date of 
Vajrasattva's granting of the Dharma transmission to Lung-meng at the iron 
tower as being eight hundred years after the Buddha. Birth of the Thirty-seven 

Divinities, for example, describes it merely as "several hundred years after 
the Buddha" (T r8:299a). Determining the Meaning of the Vajrasekhara Sittra 

refers to the date in a similar manner, but it describes the one who entered 
the iron tower simply as a "great virtuous one" (Ch. ta-te; Jpn. daitoku) (T 
39:8o8a ). Several Chinese biographical sources on Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra 
discuss the transmission from Vajrasattva to Lung-meng.91 However, they too 
fail to provide a precise date for this seminal event in the esoteric Dharma 
lineage. On the other hand, there are several major exoteric sources of Chi
nese origin-such as Hui-ying's (fl. 6oo) exegesis of the Discourse on the 

Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii and Fa-tsang's exegesis on the Dviidasamukha92-

that specifically mention that Nagarjuna, that is, Lung-shu, flourished about 
eight hundred years after Sakyamuni. It thus appears that Kiikai based his dating 
of Nagarjuna's entry into the iron tower not on the Vajrayana sources but on 
these exoteric sources. In doing so, Kiikai was underscoring the identity of the 
exoteric Lung-shu with the esoteric Lung-meng for the Nara clergy, for whom 
it was a common knowledge that Nagarjuna lived eight hundred years after 
the Buddha. This explains why, although Tokuitsu remained doubtful about 
the validity of the transmission in the iron tower, he did not question Kiikai's 
dating of it.93 

The third device Kiikai employs in his history to provide a new characteri
zation of Nagarjuna is the blending in his narrative of the episodes involving 
Lung-shu in the exoteric biographies with those involving Lung-meng in the 
esoteric sources. Immediately after some brief introductory remarks in which, 
borrowing Hui-kuo's words, he identifies Lung-meng as the manifestation of 
the Tathagata Sumegha, Kiikai outlines Nagarjuna's life, basing his account 
primarily on Legend ofthe Bodhisattva Niigiirjuna,94 translated by Kumarajlva 
(344-413). According to this standard biography by an anonymous author, 
Nagarjuna first studied the Hlnayana scriptures at a stiipa in the mountains. 
He then received the Mahayana siitras from an aged priest at another stiipa 
in the Himalayas. Because he had studied Mahayana, Nagarjuna was able 
to defeat non-Buddhist teachers in polemics. However, this success gave rise 
to an arrogant misconception within himself that he had already thoroughly 
mastered Mahayana, and, accordingly, he abandoned his study of Buddhism. It 
was at that point that the Bodhisattva Mahanaga took him to the Naga king's 
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underwater palace and revealed to him the most profound Mahayana of the 
prajiia-paramita siitras, which convinced Nagarjuna that he had yet to grasp 
the Dharma in all its profundity. As soon as he returned from the Naga king's 
palace, Nagarjuna began composing exegeses on these siitras, which became 
the foundation of the Madhyamika philosophy (T so:l8+c). 

Kiikai grafts the story of the esoteric Nagarjuna directly onto this cele
brated account in the conventional biography of Nagarjuna: "Then, finally, he 
[Nagarjuna] received Vajrasattva's abhi�eka in the iron tower in southern India 
and there mastered recitation of the scriptures of the unexcelled Secret Mary.qala 
Teaching and propagated them in the world" (KZ 1:6 ). Kiikai thus fits the story 
of the iron tower into his narrative in such a manner that creates a particular 
verisimilitude. A natural transition is effected between episodes from disparate 
sources-between the episodes, on the one hand, of the exoteric Nagarjuna's 
earlier study ofHinayana and Mahayana at the Himalayan stiipas and in Naga's 
ocean palace and, on the other, of the esoteric Nagarjuna's study ofVajrayana 
in another stiipa in southern India. 

The same rationale underlies Kiikai's lengthy citation from fascicle 10 of 
Hsiian-tsang's Journal of yet another famous episode involving the exoteric 
Nagarjuna. Following the depiction ofNagarjuna's entry into the iron tower, 
Kiikai inserted the passage from the Lankiivatiira Sittra describing Sakyamuni 
Buddha's prophecy of Nagarjuna's arrival at the same time in the future. 
As discussed earlier, Kiikai's intention was to present Vajrasattva's granting 
to Nagarjuna of abhi�eka as the realization of Sakyamuni's premonition in 
the Lankiivatiira: the Bodhisattva of the future called Nagarjuna (Lung-shu) 
would finally make manifest the ineffable wisdom of inmost enlightenment 
(jinaishochi), the Dharma revealed only by the Dharmakaya, the secret kept 
only among Buddhas. Kiikai then introduced the story ofNagarjuna collected 
by Hsiian-tsang during his legendary pilgrimage to India. The episode con
cerns Nagarjuna's encounter with Aryadeva, the philosopher-priest who was 
said to have inherited from Nagarjuna the tradition of Madhyamika. Hsiian
tsang relates that there was a time when Nagarjuna was staying at a monastery 
south of the capital of the kingdom of Kosala. 

Out of his reverence for Nagarjuna, the ruler of this kingdom, Satavahana, 
sent his sentries to stand guard over Nagarjuna at the monastery. Then, from 
the southern island kingdom ofSirhha, Aryadeva came to Kosala to engage in 
a doctrinal debate with Nagarjuna. The gatekeeper of the monastery did not 
permit Aryadeva to enter, but notified Nagarjuna of his arrival. Nagarjuna 
filled his begging bowl with clear water and asked his attendant to present it 
to Aryadeva at the gate. While remaining silent, Aryadeva placed a needle in 
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the bowl. The attendant did not understand this and returned to Nagarjuna. 
When the attendant reported what had happened, Nagarjuna immediately 
expressed his approval of Aryadeva's action. With admiration, Nagarjuna 
explained to his attendant, "Water, which has neither fixed form nor color, 
pure and transparent, is as unfathomable as my broad learning. By throwing 
the needle into the water Aryadeva expressed his resolve to eventually succeed 
in pinpointing the gist of my realization, however unfathomable it may be." 

(T 51:929a; KZ 1:7-8) 

Hsiian-tsang's account continues with a detailed description of A.ryadeva's 
exceptional talent that became manifest through his studies with Nagarjuna, 
at the end of which Nagarjuna declares to him, "I will now grant you the 
subtle principle of the ultimate truth, the teaching I inherited from the King 
of the Dharma" (T 51:929b ). Kukai then paraphrases another account ofHsiian
tsang in which a certain arhat Uttara asked the Bodhisattva Maitreya about the 
mystical nature ofNagarjuna's transmission to A.ryadeva . Maitreya told Uttara 
that their relationship was beyond Uttara's understanidng, tor A.ryadeva was 
in truth one of the thousand Tathagatas who appear in this present cosmic 
kalpa ofBhadra (T sr:93rb). Kukai then concludes his narrative ofNagarjuna's 
biography by commenting that Maitreya's words, as related by Hsiian-tsang, 
are proof that Hui-kuo was correct in saying that Nagarjuna was the avatar 
in the recent past of the Tathagata Sumegha of the previous kalpa, because 
A.ryadeva, the manifestation of the Tathagata could only have been taught by 
another manifestation of a Tathagata. 

Kukai's discovery/creation of the new character of Nagarjuna in his ge
nealogical narrative of the Record of the Dharma Transmission is indicative 
of his unique interpretation, or reinterpretation, of Buddhist history. Kukai 
not only locates his Nagarjuna at the junction of two lineages-the esoteric 
lineage of Shingon transmitted to Nagabodhi and the exoteric lineage of 
Madhyamika/Sanron handed down to A.ryadeva-but, significantly, he also 
suggests that the Tathagatas' secret, the wisdom of inmost enlightenment 
(naishochi, or jinaishochi), which constitutes the central thread in Shingon's 
genealogy, was also transmitted from Nagarjuna to A.ryadeva. Yet in the ex
oteric school, this secret was grasped only by the progenitors of its Dharma 
transmission because the doctrinal theories to which they had given birth were 
unable to describe the secret. Thus for Kukai, the distinction between the 
esoteric and exoteric does not necessarily rest in the Dharma lineages per se, 
but in the difference in the effectiveness of their languages in making that secret 
manifest. Kukai explains this point plainly in Distinguishing the Two Teachings 

of the Exoteric and the Esoteric. 
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Although the Dharma masters who transmitted the exoteric understood the 

deep meaning [ ofthe Tathagatas' secret], they succumbed to shallow, simple 

language to express it and were unable even to think of ways to convey its 

profundity in full. As generations of masters kept this secret in their minds 

while transmitting their teachings through their mouths, the students oflater 

ages established various [exoteric] schools based on what they heard as their 

masters' speech .... Buddhist teaching arrived in China during the reign 

of the Emperor Ming [ r. 58-75] of Han, and its gradual rise to prosperity 

began. However, until the time of the Empress Wu [ r. 690-705] of Chou, 

all the scriptures translated, all the teachings transmitted, were the exoteric. 

It was only during the reigns ofthe Emperors Hslian-tsung [r. 713-756] and 

T'ai-tsung [ r. 765-780], at the time of the Tripi!aka Masters Vajrabodhi and 

Amoghavajra, that the Esoteric Teaching began to flourish. It has still been 

only a short time since the new medicine [of the esoteric] arrived, and the 

old, ill habits [of the exoteric J have yet to be remedied. Although there 

was such evidence [of the authenticity of the esoteric transmission J as the 

Lankiivatiira's passage on the Dharmakaya's preaching of Dharma or the 

description of the exquisite forms of the Dharmakaya in the Discourse on 

the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii; students had been able only to conjecture, or 

misconstrue, according to the doctrines of their own schools, the meaning 

of such evidence. How regrettable that the teachers of the recent past were 

not able to taste the cream (daigo) of their own teachings! (KZ 1:476) 

For Kl"1kai, the history of Buddhism was not necessarily a steady decline 
from the golden age of Sakyamuni Buddha to the eventual disappearance 
of the Dharma, such as is often projected in exoteric texts.95 Rather, Kiikai 
interpreted it as an upgrowth, in a dual sense. The gradual refinement of the 
Exoteric Teaching enabled some exceptionally talented practitioners (such as 
Nagarjuna) to discover esoteric scriptures hitherto hidden away (e.g., having 
been kept by Vajrasattva in his iron tower) and to begin to disseminate those 
scriptures in the world. In turn, the spread of the Esoteric Teaching enabled 
the practitioners of the exoteric schools to rediscover at the profoundest level 
of their traditions the secret of the Tathagatas-the undercurrent that had 
been forgotten. Yet on some occasions this hidden undercurrent sprang to the 
surface in the exoteric scriptural texts, hinting at the Dharmakaya's preaching, 
the secret reserved only tor Tathagatas. This, Kukai seems to claim, is the 
reason he has been able to present not only the esoteric sources but the 
Lankiivatiira Sittra, Nagarjuna's Discourse on the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii, 

and other exoteric scriptures as evidence that Dharmakaya did/docs preach 
the Dharma. 
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In other words, Kiikai interpreted Buddhist history as a process in which 

the development of the exoteric tradition and the spread of the esoteric system 

complement one another. The distinction he draws between the exoteric and 

the esoteric cannot be understood as a mere dichotomy, a bipolar opposition, 

because the secret revealed by the esoteric always and already inhered in the 

exoteric as well. Yet Kiikai asserts that the esoteric must be separated from the 

exoteric in two respects. First, the esoteric is superior to the exoteric because 

it requires the ritual language of the esoteric, that of the three mysteries, 

to make accessible the Dharmakaya's preaching of the Dharma. Second, the 

esoteric is distinct from the exoteric in its mode of extending the Dharma 

lineage, the lineage through which access to the Dharmakaya's preaching 

is preserved by means of the science of abhi�eka. These appear to be the 

major concerns that preoccupied Kiikai in the selective response he made to 

Tokuitsu's eleven questions about Shingon, answers that took shape as Kiikai's 

two major writings: Distinguishing the Two Teachings (an attempt to explain 

not only that the Dharmakaya preaches the Dharma but also how) and the 

Record of the Dharma Transmission (an attempt to illustrate how the ritual 

of abhi�eka has converted the extrahistorical temporality of the Dharmakaya's 

language into the historical mode and preserved it in historical processes). 

The principal topics of these two texts correspond, respectively, to the levels 

of the yiina and pi�aka, the two essential levels at which Kiikai's taxonomy has 

differentiated his Shingon from the Six Nara Schools and Tendai. Around 

these two topics, or two conceptual poles, Kiikai has constructed his category 

of the Esoteric as a linguistic unfolding of the Dharmakaya's presence hitherto 

invisible to existing "exoteric" schools in the Japanese Buddhist community: 

an unfolding, first, of the procreative process of the Dharmakaya manifesting 

himself through (and as) the esoteric ritual language and, second, of the 

historical dissemination of that language as proof of the Dharmakaya not as a 

pure abstraction but as a salvational divinity. 

For Kiikai, his exchange with Tokuitsu was doubtless a critical juncture 

in his effort to develop the taxonomic terminology necessary to demonstrate 

to Nara scholarly circles a new range of Buddhist scriptural discourse, whose 

contours he delineated as esoteric. It is more difficult to assess the impact 

of their exchange for Tokuitsu. There is no historical evidence that Tokuitsu 

ever responded to Kiikai's answers. Existing records suggest that, after 817, 

Tokuitsu became completely preoccupied with his debate with Saicho. Whether 

or not this can be taken as a sign of Tokuitsu's approval of Kiikai's answers 

(however partial they may have been), it appears certain that Tokuitsu, from 

his standpoint of Hosso orthodoxy, found Saicho's Tendai School far more 

problematic than Kiikai's Shingon. 
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Tokuitsu's contrasting responses to Kukai and to Saicho may have reflected 

the differing relationships that the leadership of the Nara Buddhist community 

had developed with Saicho and with Kukai. In 8r8, Saicho publicly denounced 

as Hlnayanistic and abandoned the precepts ( vinaya) of the priitimok!a, the 

institutional backbone of the Japanese Buddhist Sangha whose administra

tive privileges were monopolized by Todaiji and two other satellite national 

monasteries in the provinces.96 In the same year, Saicho petitioned the court 

for permission to establish a precept hall on Mount Hiei, which he claimed was 

based exclusively on the precepts (fila) of Mahayana.97 His petition initiated a 

struggle with the So go, Office of Priestly Affairs, headed by the abbot Gomyo 

(750-834) of the Hosso School, that was to last until Saicho's death in 822. 

Representing the interests of the major Buddhist temples in Nara, Gomyo 

blocked Saicho's request to the court.98 In contrast, after his exchange with 

Tokuitsu, Kukai's alliance with the Nara monastic institutions grew stronger. 

In 822, Kukai built the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji, the first esoteric institution in 

Nara; in 824, he joined the Sago as a junior priest general; and finally in 827 he 

was promoted to senior priest general and became one of the most influential 

leaders of the Nara Buddhist establishment. 



CHAPTER 6 

The Discourse of Complementarity 

Constructing the Esoteric, II 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Kukai's reading of 

Buddhist history suggests the compatibility between the Exoteric and Esoteric 

Teachings. His sense of history may indeed be one of the keys to understanding 

the cooperative relationship Kukai was able to develop with the Nara monastic 

community. Kukai distinguished Shingon as the only discipline that could 

fruitfully explore the language of the Dharmakaya's direct manifestation of 

the Dharma. However, according to Kukai's understanding of history, the 

reality revealed through the study of the Dharmakaya's language, the secret 

kept among the Tathagatas, was already inherent at the deepest level of exoteric 

schools' doctrines. Kukai introduced Shingon not as a school whose door was 

open only to its own devotees but with a view that it would be a subject of 

serious interest to the scholar-priests of the exoteric schools. From Kukai's 

viewpoint, studying Shingon would provide the members of the Nara Schools 

a new opportunity to retrieve the secret hidden within their own traditions. He 

explained what he meant in one of his letters addressed to the scholar-priests 

and patrons of the Nara Schools: 

The Hua-yen (Kegon) School-based on [Fa-tsang's] commentary on the 

Dasabhumika chapter [of the Avata�hsaka Siitra] 1-asserts that the realm of 

the fruit of enlightenment is indescribable. The School of the Lotus [T'ien

t'ai (Tendai)], based on [Chih-i's] treatise on samatha and vipasana,2 argues 

that secret teaching cannot be transmitted. In a treatise of the School of 

Emptiness [ Madhyamika ( Sanron)], it is also said that the primary truth 

utterly transcends language. The School of Existence [Yogacara (Hosso)], 

too, declares that the ultimate truth denies all sorts of speculations, silences 

all sorts of discussions. Thus the scriptures of the Exoteric, as wide-ranging 

as the sutras of the Nirmaryakaya Buddha as well as commentaries and 

treatises written on them, invariably hide the inner enlightenment [of the 
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Dharmakaya] and, instead, only provide medicines to treat the particular 

symptoms suffered by sentient beings. Although precious and profound, 

these scriptures are nonetheless provisional and far from the real. It is not that 

those sage-masters of old handed down the Dharma of the Exoteric without 

the knowledge of the Esoteric. They were not unaware of the Esoteric, 

and yet they declined to speak about it, and for good reason [i.e., to avoid 

misrepresenting it]. However, the teachers of our time do not understand 

this. Regrettably, they regard only what they know about their own schools 

as correct and whatever they are ignorant of as wrong.3 

Kukai's proposal that Shingon was of direct relevance to the exoteric schools 

appears to have been welcomed by the scholarly circles of the Nara clergy, but 

they seem to have had their own, practical reasons to do so. There were some 

areas in the canonical scriptures of the Nara Schools that were yet to be fully 

explored within the existing theoretical framework. In the main, these yet 

to be charted areas had to do with the problem of translating discussions of 

worship found in scriptural texts into actual ritual practices. For example, many 

of the sutras popularly studied in the Nara Schools contained dhara9is, the 

names of divinities, or names of particular meditative states achieved by these 

divinities that were neither explained, described, nor mentioned in the standard 

Mahayana commentaries. The exegetic texts adopted by the Nara Schools were 

primarily concerned with theory, remaining negligent of ritual matters. On 

the other hand, the Vajrayana scriptures imported by Kukai provided detailed 

descriptions of a wide spectrum of dhara9is, rituals for worship of divinities, 

and practices of samadhis. The texts Kukai introduced must have generated 

curiosity, and in some cases serious interest, among Nara scholar-priests. 

Two events in Kukai's life provide firsthand information helpful in assessing 

the impact upon the Nara monastic community of Kukai's introduction of 

Shingon as a new type of textual discourse. The first was an exchange that took 

place in 813 between Kukai and the Hosso priest Shuen (769-83+) ofKofukuji. 

The second was a correspondence between Kukai and an anonymous master 

of the Kegon School at Todaiji in 817. 

On the Ritual of the Golden Light Siitra 

The Golden Light, or Suvar�Ja-prabhiisa,4 was perhaps the single most impor

tant sutra for Nara and early Heian rulers and for their patronage of Buddhism, 

because it contained a detailed description of the protection that would be 

afforded the king who upheld this scripture and because it promised security 
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and prosperity to a nation governed by such a king (KANAOKAShuyii 198o:I26-

129).5 As soon as the Sanron Master Doji (675-744) returned from China in 

718 with the new comprehensive translation of this siitra in 703 by I -ching 

( 635-713),6 the court disseminated the copies of the new version of the sutra to 

be recited daily at kokubunji, national monasteries located in each province. 

In fact, kokubunji were officially called Konkomyo shitenno gokoku no tera, 

"Monasteries for the Protection of the Nation by the Four Guardian Kings of 

the Golden Light Sittra."7 In 737 Doji was invited to Shomu's court to deliver 

a lecture on the sutra as part of New Year's festivities at the imperial palace.8 

This led to the establishment at the court of Misaie, the annual recitation of 

and lecture on the sutra on the second seven-day period of the first month of 

the year at the Daigokuden palace. Every year a renowned scholar-priest from 

a major monastery in Nara would be chosen as the principal lecturer and given 

the opportunity to demonstrate his mastery of the sutra text. In the evenings 

during this seven-day service, the participating priests would recite the goddess 

Sarasvatl's dharaifl in the sutra in order to cleanse the nation of its defilement 

of the previous year.9 Because its purpose was to protect the emperor and the 

nation, the Misaie became the most important religious service performed by 

the leaders of the Nara Buddhist community.10 

In the twelfth month of Konin 4 (813), Kukai composed Homage to the 

Secret of the Golden Light Sittra (Konshookyo himitsu kada, KZ 1:825-833), a 

collection of verses that epitomizes, fascicle by fascicle, the essentials of the 

sutra. In the introduction to this poetic dedication to the sutra, Kukai explains 

that he composed it at a request of the "Vinaya Master En (en risshi), who 

has been appointed by the state to discuss this subtle scripture" (KZ 1:825). It 

was in that year that Emperor Saga's court expanded the Misaie to include a 

discussion session ( uchirongi) to be held at Shishinden, the emperor's private 

residence hall . It became customary, at the end of the seven-day recitation, to 

invite the members of the So go, Office of Priestly Affairs, to the inner palace 

to engage in the debate.11 According to the record preserved at Kofukuji ( Sogo 

bun in) of scholar-priests appointed to the Sogo, among the four officers who 

held the rank of risshi, the Vinaya Master in that office, in 813 the priest Shuen 

( 769-834) ofKofukuji was the only one whose name had the character en ( D BZ 

65:8a). This makes it clear that the "Vinaya Master En" who asked Kukai in 

813 to compose the Homage was Shiien. It is also reasonable to assume as 

well that the Hosso scholar-priest was designated as one of the discussants for 

the Misaie in 814.12 To prepare for the imperial discussion, Shiien appears to 

have asked Kukai for possibilities for new interpretations of this popular sutra. 

Shiien was a leading scholar-priest of the Hosso School, renowned for his 

prolific composition of commentaries on the Lotus and other scriptural texts 
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popularly studied by the Nara clergy.13 It was around this time that Shiien 

became the Chief Administrator of Kofukuji. He was also renowned for his 

work of restoring the Mount Muroo monastery, one ofKofukuji's subtemples, 

east of the city ofNara, which became an important center ofShingon studies in 

the early Heian period.14 In an undated letter to Saich6, Kiikai once suggested 

that they and Shiien meet to discuss how they might make common cause 

for the propagation ofBuddhism.15 Although Kiikai's alliance with Saich6 was 

short-lived, his relationship with Shiien endured. It seems highly likely that 

Shften was instrumental in supporting Kiikai's induction in 824- into the S6g6, 

to which he belonged for more than a decade.16 

In order to understand Shiien's early interest in Kiikai's reading of the siitra, 

it is first necessary to see how the Golden Light was studied within Nara priestly 

circles. Surviving commentaries on the Golden Light by Myoitsu (728-798) of 

the Hoss6 School, Gangy6 (d. 874-) of the Sanron School, and other Nara 

scholars are principally concerned with theoretical analysis of the siitra's prose 

lines.17 Conspicuously absent from their exegeses is any attempt to illustrate 

aspects of the siitra immediately relevant to scriptural recitation and other 

rituals prescribed in the siitra. The result was a wide gulf between, on the 

one hand, the Nara priests' exegetic enterprise, and on the other, their ritual 

services grounded in the power of the scripture's language that was believed to 

manifest when recited. Proof of this gulf was the fact that so few commentaries 

either used or written by Nara scholar-priests discussed the siitra's dhararyls. As 

in the case of other Mahayana siitras in the Chinese canon, the dhararyls in the 

Golden Light existed as a Chinese transliteration of the Sanskrit-that is, they 

were not actually translated into Chinese language, so that the mystical power 

that allegedly inhered in their original sound would be preserved. Chapter 13 

of the siitra, the "dhararyl of nondefilement," offers a rare example in the siitra 

of a discussion of the nature of dhararyl. Myoitsu's commentary quotes the 

chapter in toto and provides a detailed notation. 

[ sutra text l Thereupon the Bhagavat told Siiriputra, ((Now, there is a gate 
of Dharma whose name is the dhiiranz of nondejilement. This is the Dharma 
that is to be practiced by all the bodhisattvas. This is the mother ofbodhisattvas 
upheld by all the bodhisattvas of the past." When he completed this speech, 

This chapter is divided into six sections: (1) The Buddha's presentation of 
the theme [of the chapter]; ( 2) the question and answer on the name [of the 
dharai�I.]; (3) [Sariputra's] request to the Buddha to expound [the dhararyl]; 
(4-) [the Buddha's] presentation [ ofthe dharat:�!J; (5) [the Buddha's] explica-
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tion of the [ dharai�i's] excellence and exhortation to practice it; ( 6) Rejoicing 
[of the disciples] at the revelation of the Dharma. 

Sariputra said to the Buddha, "Bhagavat, what does the dhara't}t mean? The 
dhara't}t is not bound to a particular direction or location, nor is it devoid of a 
particular direction or location {in the world].'' When this speech was made, 

These lines begin the second, question-and-answer section. "What does 
[the dhara't}i] mean " identifies the object of the inquiry. "Not bound to a 
particular direction or location" and the following lines refer to the inquiry 
itself. All phenomena are in essence none other than suchness. The phrase 
"not bound to a particular direction or location" thus points to detachment 
from existence. The phrase "not devoid of a particular direction or location" 
indicates detachment from emptiness. 

The Buddha said to Sariputra, "Excellent, excellent, Sariputra! You have al
ready succeeded in generating faith in and understanding of the Mahayana. 
You champion the Mahayana." 

These lines mark the beginning of the Buddha's reply, which is divided into 
two parts. The first is a eulogy, and the second, the answer [to Sariputra's 
question]. Furthermore, the [Buddha's] eulogy has two parts. The state
ment "Excellent!" is praise for (Sariputra's] inquiry (into the nature of 
dharal)i]. "You have already . . .  in the Mahayana" is praise for (Sariputra's] 
virtue, which has three aspects. The first is (Sariputra's] abandonment of the 
Hinayana, resulting from his awakening to the Mahayana. The second is the 
breadth of his knowledge, which is the result of his faith in and understanding 
of the Mahayana .... The third is his resolve, which was generated from his 
championing of the Mahayana. 

"As you have said, the dhara't}t is not bound to a particular direction or 
location. Nor is it devoid of a particular direction or location. It is neither 
a phenomenon nor a nonphenomenon. It belongs neither to the past, nor to 
the future, nor to the present. It is neither an event nor a nonevent, neither 
a cause nor a noncause, neither a practice nor a nonpractice. It is subject 
neither to the rising nor to the ceasing of things." 

These lines are the beginning of the answer, which is divided into two 
sections. The first is the answer proper, which identifies the subject of the 
discussion that begins with the statement [below] "all the Buddhas." This 
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first section is further divided into two parts. The first is a statement of 
the answer itself, and the second, a description of the reasoning behind 
the answer. The lines above are the statement of the answer itself. "Not 
bound to a particular direction or location . .. " has already been discussed. 
"Neither a phenomenon ... " demonstrates the [ dharaQ.I's] detachment from 
[the duality of] the discriminated and the nondiscriminated. «Neither a 
phenomenon'' means that [the dharaQ.i] is not the subject of discrimina
tion. "Nor a non phenomenon" means that [the dharaQ.i] is not inseparable 
from those things that are not to be discriminated. "Belonging neither 
to the past, nor to the future, nor to the present" shows [the dharaQ.I's] 
permanencee. (T 56:77sa-b) 

Myoitsu's comments on the opening lines of the siitra's thirteenth chapter 
bring to the fore two basic tendencies that ingrain his exegesis throughout. 
First, he assiduously sorts the siitra passages into sections, subsections, and 
often into smaller phrase units in order to demonstrate the structure of each 
chapter. His goal is to facilitate the study of the siitra text by inexperienced 
readers, who will not be aided by such modern phraseological devices as 
punctuation, paragraph breaks, and quotation marks. Second, Myoitsu also 
displays exegetic gusto whenever he encounters passages immediately relevant 
to the doctrinal concerns of his own Hosso School or of the Sanron School, 
Hosso's principal rival. Discussions in the siitra of the nature of dharaQ.I as 
intrinsically nondualistic and as embodying emptiness invariably spark lengthy 
analyses, which, as Myoitsu himself admits, are based largely on the celebrated 
Yogacara interpretation of the Golden Light by the eminent T'ang master Hui
chao ( 650-714).18 These tendencies are in evidence when Myoitsu turns to 
interpretation of the siitra's dharaQ.Is. 

[ siitra text:] The Buddha told Siiriputra: <<Excellent, excellent. As you have 
just explained," 

This marks the beginning of the fourth section [of chapter 13], the pre
sentation of the dharaQ.i, which is divided into three parts. The first is 
the [Buddha's] acknowledgment of the request [by Sariputra to reveal the 
dhara��i]. The second is the [Buddha's] praise for those who practice [the 
dharaQ.i]. The third is the Buddha's announcement of the dharaQ.i itself. 

«Jf there are bodhisattvas who have mastered this dhiira1Ji, then they are no 
different from the Buddhas. " 
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The [Buddha's] praise is further divided into three parts. First, praise goes 

to those who have acquired the dharal)i; 

«If there are beings who revere, give offerings to, and attend these bod
hisattvas, then let it be known that these beings' devotion will be as meritorious 
as devotion to the Buddhas.,, 

[Second,] praise goes to those who devote themselves to the practitioners of 

the dharal)i. This is because those who have mastered the dharal)i are equal 

to the Buddhas in their merit and their grasp of reality. 

«f>ariputra, if there are other beings who, having heard this dhiira'f!i, uphold 
it, recite it, chant it, and generate faith in and understanding of it, then 
because of these conditions, they will obtain the unexcelled fruit of their 
practice. ,, 

[Third,] praise goes to those who study the dharal)i. 

Thereupon, the Buddha uttered the dhiira"!i {of nondefilement]: «Tadya
thii sandhiira"!i apadhiira"!i susamprati�hita suprati!tita vijayabala stya 
[teja] pratisifiji suroha sifijanamati [jfiimprati?] upadhani abaniimani 
abhiiig"!i abhivyiikara iubhapati suniiitii bahum gunja [gumbh?] abhipiida 
sviihii.,19 (T s6:775b-c) 

In this fourth section of the chapter, Myoitsu continues to break the passages 

down into smaller units. On the other hand, because this section consists of 

Buddha's description of the results of chanting the dharal)i, there is no dis

cussion here of immediate theoretical relevance to Hosso or Sanron doctrine. 

As a result, Myoitsu's discussion becomes significantly abbreviated compared 

to that in the previous sections. As for the dharal)i itself, Myoitsu offers no 

comments. That is, the dharal)i is utterly excluded from, or perhaps more 

accurately, escapes, Myoitsu's exegetic operation. His commentary continues: 

[ sutra text:] The Buddha said to Siiriputra, «These are the words of the 
dhiira"!i of nondefilement. If there are bodhisattvas who are capable of 
chanting it incessantly with ease in order to spread its chanting, let it be 
known that their righteous vows [to save beings] will not perish for an eon, a 
hundred eons, a thousands eons, or even a hundred thousand eons. Also, [for 
such a duration of time] they will be free from all sorts of harm, including 
those caused by swords, spears, poisons, water, fire, wild beasts, and so forth. 
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These lines mark the beginning of the fifth section [of the chapter], which 
consists of Buddha's declaration of the excellence [of the dhara�l] and his 
urging that it be practiced, which is divided into two subsections. This is 
the first subsection that concerns the declaration of the excellence, which [in 
turn] consists of seven parts. (T 56:77sc-776a) 

Here in the fifth section of chapter 13, which Myoitsu understands as relating to 
the Buddha's elucidation of the dhara�l's efficacy, he continues to concentrate 
his effort on sorting scriptural passages into small units. By contrast, he makes 
no attempt to explain the power of the dhara�l itself. Thus, even in the chapter 
of the siitra in which the nature of the dhara�l itself is the subject, the reader of 
Myoitsu's commentary is given no hint as to why the siitra should claim that 
the dhara�l has power. 

This problem is not limited to Myoitsu's commentary, however. In his 
Sanron interpretation of the Golden Light, Gangy6, like Myoitsu, divides the 
siitra chapter in question into sections and subsections and analyzes at length 
the philosophical implications of the dharal)l's nondualistic quality. Gangy6 
was a leading disciple of the celebrated Sanron master Gons6, who received 
Kiikai's abhi�eka at Mount Takao monastery in 816.20 It appears that Gangy6, 
too, had a knowledge of Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhism.21 However, concerning 
the siitra's passages about the dharai�I proclaimed by the Buddha and his 
praise for its power, Gangy6 has this to say : "'thereupon' and the subsequent 
lines are the Buddha's response proper [to Sariputra's request to reveal the 
dharal)l]. 'The Buddha told [ Sariputra ]' and the subsequent lines are the 
[Buddha's] concluding eulogy" (T 56:677a). This apparent lack of interest in 
explaining the dharal)l and its power is seen in many of the exegetic writings on 
scriptures the Nara Buddhist community regarded as most essential, including 
ones on the Lotus Sutra and the Prajfiii-piiramitii Heart Sutra.22 For Nara 
scholar-priests, dhara1�ls were not the object of intellectual analysis. They 
were expected not to fashion arguments about dharal)ls but to demonstrate 
taith in them, because dharal)ls exemplified the sacred power the words of 
scriptures had, a power that was believed to ofter protection to both ruler 
and nation. 

Kiikai's reading of the Golden Light Sutra presents a striking contrast to this 
general pattern. His interpretation focused on the siitra's dharal)ls, and its prose 
was of only secondary concern. Homage to the Secret of the Golden Light Sutra, 

Kiikai's reply to the inquiry of the Hoss6 priest Shiien, the Vinaya Master at 
the S6g6, opens with a declaration of the particular paradigm through which 
he interprets the siitra: 
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The Tathagatas' preaching of Dharma is endowed with the two meanings 
of the exoteric and the esoteric. The exoteric refers to the ordinary way of 
instruction. The esoteric is the message preserved in the secret treasury. The 
exoteric has been handed down from one generation of teachers to another; 
the esoteric has not yet been fully understood in our land. As I study this 
sutra now, it presents itself at first glance as an exoteric teaching, but, more 
profoundly, the sutra reveals its message by means of its mantras (shingon). 

Therefore, based on the interpretation of my school, I have produced the 
following verses to praise the sutra. (KZ 1:825) 

Kukai's approach consists of reading the numerous dhara�ls strewn throughout 
the siitra's prose lines as mantras-that is, viewing them as performing a 
fi.mction identical to that of mantras in esoteric scriptures. In fascicle 7, chapter 
13 of the siitra, as mentioned earlier, Sakyamuni Buddha reveals to Sariputra a 
dhara�l called "nondefilement," which, the Buddha claims, "being the mother 
of all the Tathagatas of the past, present, and future, is capable of preserving the 
bodhisattvas' vow of compassion for hundreds and thousands of kalpas, while 
protecting them tor the same length of time from the dangers of swords, spears, 
poisons, water, fire, and wild animals" (T r6:4-33a). In the next chapter, after 
the Buddha grants Ananda a dhara�l called cintiimaiJi (wish-fulfilling jewel), 
Avalokitdvara, Vajrapa�i, Brahma, Sakra, the Four Guardian Kings,23 and the 
Naga kings present their own dhara�ls tor those practitioners upholding the 
siitra, so that they can guard themselves against all sorts of dangers. In chapter 
16, the last chapter in fascicle 7, the goddess Sarasvatl reveals a series of dharai;is 
aimed at providing those who recite the sutra perfect recollection of all the 
sutra's passages and at "adorning their speech with her power of eloquence" 
( 16:4-34-b ). Kiikai summarizes these sections in the following verse. 

[Fascicle 7:] The dhiiraiJI of nondefilement, the mantra of cintiimaiJi A JJa!o

kitefvara's mantra, the [mantras off the Lord of Secrecy, Sarasvatl, etc. 

Pure, pristine, and utterly free of defilement is our mind 
Fulfilling all wishes, they call it cintama�i 2 

The Lord of Secrecy, Avalokitdvara, Brahma, Sakra 
VaisravaQ.a, and Nagas-they all are none other than our bodies 4 

The great Bodhisattvas are the knowers of our deep secret 
And of Sarasvatl, the master of the four kinds of eloquence.24 6 

Those living beings who grasp the meaning of these lines 
Will instantly journey to and play in the garden of enlightenment 8 

(KZ1:83o) 
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Kiikai adumbrates in the poem that the ultimate goal of reciting the vari

ous dharal).is presented in fascicle 7 is neither safety nor enhanced memory, 

as a literal reading of the siitra might suggest, but instead, attainment of 

union, yoga, with the Buddha, Avalokitdvara, Sarasvati, and other divinities 

who reveal their dharal).is to the readers of the siitra. The first two lines, 

the third and fourth lines, and the fifth and sixth lines, respectively, re

fer to the mental, physical, and verbal aspects of enlightened beings, which 

together make up the three mysteries (Skt. triguhya; Jpn. sanmitsu). By 

reading the dharal).is as the revelation of these mysteries, Kiikai urges read

ers to recite them as mantras, engaging in a meditative exercise that repli

cates the workings of the divinities' three mysteries. Readers will then 

experience their own minds as the wish-granting gem, their bodies as no 

different from those of the divinities, and their speech as Sarasvati's legendary 

eloquence. 

With these as his premises, Kiikai asserts that those who shift from the 

exoteric mode to the esoteric method of reading the siitra's three chapters will 

immediately enter the realm of enlightenment, where their mental, verbal, 

and physical abilities will grow as powerful as those of the Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas. In other words, only by incorporating into one's analysis such 

concepts as the mantras for attaining yoga with divinities and the three mys

teries unique to Vajrayana discourse, Kiikai contends, can the efficacy of the 

scriptural language of Mahayana literature-and of dharal).IS in particular-be 

fully illustrated. 

In sum, the dharal).i-based interpretation in Kiikai's Homage to the Secret 

of the Golden Light Sutra is presented as a means of bridging a gap in the 

discourse of the Nara Buddhist Schools. The state extended its patronage to 

Buddhism with the expectation that the rituals performed by priests and nuns 

would help solidifY its rule. The effectiveness of Buddhist services performed 

tor the state in turn depended heavily on the ritualized recitation of siitras 

and the dharal).ls they contained. Yet the Nara scholar-priests never devel

oped a language to fully explain the reason for the efficacy of the dharal).is 

embedded in their canonical texts. Kiikai's hermeneutical endeavor can there

fore be understood as an effort to create a new science of ritual, a "ritual 

theory" -a type of discourse conspicuously absent from the writings of the 

Nara scholar-priests. It was by means of this ritual theory, based on the Es

oteric Buddhist language of mantra, that Kiikai attempted to illustrate tor 

the Nara priestly circles and for the state the relationship between diverse 

methods of reading, reciting, and chanting siitras and dharal).is, and the re

sults that could be achieved with ritual services at which siitras and dharai�Is 

were chanted. 
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The Exoteric and the Esoteric Reading of the Prajiia-paramita 

On the second day of the eighth month of Konin 8 (817), Kiikai received a 

young priest called Enzo, a messenger from a certain master of the Kegon 

School at Todaiji who had sent a letter requesting that Kiikai clarity certain 

passages in a siitra called the Reality of Prajnii-piiramitii25 (KZ 1:747). This 

event affords another rare opportunity to assess the immediate impact on 

Nara scholarship of the Vajrayana discourse Kiikai was introducing via the new 

interpretive discipline, which he called Shingon, or "Mantra." Kiikai's reply 

became the Interpretation of the Reality of Prajnii-piiramitii (]isso hannyakyo 

toshaku, KZ 1:747-751). The siitra in question is a 693 translation by Bodhiruci 

(572?-727)26 of the Path ofPrajnii-piiramitii,27 which first appeared in Chinese 

in 663 as chapter 10, fascicle 578, of the comprehensive translation by Hsiian

tsang (ca. 601-663) of the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Siitra.28 

The Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Siitra was another essential Nara Buddhist 

scripture. On various occasions, the government sponsored grand ceremonies 

for the recitation of this voluminous siitra. In the first month of Jinki 2 ( 725 ), 

tor example, six hundred priests gathered at the imperial court to chant the 

siitra as a means of preventing natural disasters and promoting the prosperity 

of the state.29 In the fifth month of Tenpyo 7 (763), another such ceremony 

was held simultaneously at the court and at the four principal monasteries in 

the capital: Daianji, Yakushiji, Gangoji, and Kofukuji.30 Two years later, in the 

fourth month ofTenpyo 9 ( 765 ), at Sanron master Doji's recommendation, the 

Daihannyae, an annual ceremony at which the entire six hundred fascicles of 

the siitra were recited, was held tor the first time at Daianji, with one hundred 

fifty priests invited from other principal Nara temples.31 By Kiikai's time, the 

Daihannyae was also being held at Yakushiji in the seventh month and at Todaiji 

in the ninth month of the year.32 

Despite the popularity of the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Siitra as a whole, 

the siitra's chapter 10, "Path of the Prajiia-paramita," which also circulated as 

an independent siitra, seems to have remained rather an elusive text for Nara 

scholars. Like the siitra's other chapters, chapter 10 revolves around the idea 

of the intrinsic emptiness, and therefore purity, of all things. However, the 

chapter makes the argument in a manner unusual for a Mahayana siitra by 

proclaiming even such things as greed, rage, and desire to be pure. Probably 

tor this reason, the Tathataga's preaching is set in a location unlikely for a 

prajiia-paramita siitra-the celestial realm ofParanirmitavasavartina (Jpn. Take 

jizaiten), the highest heaven in the world of desire, the lowest of the three 

realms (of desire, form, and formlessness) of the triple world ( Skt. triloka; J pn. 

sangai).33 In this pleasure realm located at the zenith of the world of desire, 
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in which Mara resides, the Buddha illustrates the intrinsic purity of all things 
by radically describing such acts of passion as lovemaking as pure stages of 
Bodhisattva practice. 

There are other elements in chapter ro that make the discussion there atyp
ical of standard Mahayana discourse. The chapter consists of fifteen sections, 
in each of which the Buddha assumes the appearance of other Tathagatas. 
However, many of the names of those Tathagatas-such as "Conqueror of 
the Triple Universe," "Constructor of the Ultimate Equality," "Destroyer of 
All Sophistries"34-did not exist in the prajfia-paramita scriptures or in other 
Mahayana siitras. In fact, as will be discussed later, they are the names of 
Buddhas who populate the Vajrayana texts. To complicate the problem further, 
one cannot immediately identifY the principal Buddha of the chapter (who 
manifests himself as other Tathagatas ), for the "appearance of the Tathagata 
Sakyamuni, Who Disciplines All Evildoers" (T 7:987c) is merely one of the 
fifteen different transformations the Buddha undergoes. The Tathagatas in 
chapter 10 also distinguish themselves by boasting of the merit accrued by 
those who follow their teaching, but who do so by acting in a manner that, 
at least in theory, is contradictory to Mahayana Buddhist philosophy: killing 
all living beings with impunity (T 7=987c), attaining enlightenment instanta
neously without engaging in bodhisattva practice for many eons (p. 991a), and 
acquiring deathless bodies (p. 991b ), for example. 

The contents of chapter ro, deviating as they do from ordinary Mahayana 
discourse, locate the text of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii closer to Vajrayana 
literature. It also appears to be its radical character that made this scripture 
particularly popular. For the sovereigns of both China and Japan, whose life 
revolved around defending and expanding their domains, eliminating and 
destroying any opposition to their rule, and ensuring that there were children 
to continue the imperial lineage, the apparent compatibility of violence, sex, 
and spiritual salvation in the Path ofPrajiiii-piiramitii may have had a particular 
appeal and given them a reason to propagate it. 

According to the preface to the Path of Prajfia-paramita chapter in the 
Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra, which was written by the priest Hstian-tse 
of Hsi-ming-ssu in Ch'ang-an, who participated in Hstian-tsang's translation 
project, Hstian-tsang considered the chapter to be the gist of the entire siitra 
and invested particular care in translating it (T 7:986a). Priest Chih-sheng (fl. 

669-74-0 ), in fascicle r6 of his celebrated 730 Catalog of the Buddhist Canon 

of the K'ai-yiian Years, describes chapter 10 of Hstian-tsang's translation of 
the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra as a text that circulated widely as an 
autonomous scripture (T 55:6sra). The same was true in Japan. For example, 
the state sponsored copying of chapter ro as an independent text for circulation 
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at least twice, in 727 and 734.35 The chapter was also frequently chosen to be 

studied by novices as a preparation for their ordination, bearing witness to the 

wide circulation it enjoyed in Nara society.36 

Additional evidence of the popularity of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii is 

the frequency with which new Chinese translations appeared. Beginning with 

the translation by Hsuan-tsang, the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii was translated 

six times-three times before the tall of the T'ang Empire, twice during the 

Sung, and once again, most likely, in the early Yuan dynasty.37 The second 

translation, the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii, carried out by Bodhiruci in 693, 

is the sutra text around which Kukai's exchange with the scholar-priest of the 

Kegon School at Todaiji developed in the tall of 807. The identity of the Kegon 

master ofTodaiji who requested the explanation remains unknown, but he may 

well have been Doyu ( ?-851 ), the seventh patriarch in the Kegon lineage, who in 

824- received Kukai's abhi�eka and who eventually became recognized as one of 

the ten elite heirs ofKukai's Dharma transmission. He later founded the Kaiinji 

monastery at Otokuni in Yamashiro province, which became a center tor the 

integrated study of Kegon and Shingon.38 As tor the Kegon scholar's motive 

in addressing his questions to Kukai, the following three historical conditions 

seem to be important. 

First, the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii represents a significant textual varia

tion on chapter ro of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii. Hsuan-tsang's translation 

concludes with three dharaDis aimed at cleansing the practitioners of evil 

karma, intensifYing their memory of the Buddha's teaching, and accelerating 

their process of awakening (T 7:990C-99ra). These dharaDis do not appear 

in Bodhiruci's translation. Instead, in the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii, each 

of its fifteen sections ends with a bija or seed mantra, consisting of a single 

Sanskrit syllable.39 Together with accompanying descriptions of mudra and 

visualization, these single-syllable mantras serve as ritualistic devices for the 

deity yoga-i.e., tor attaining meditative union with the various forms of 

Tathagatas delineated in the text. For those Nara scholar-priests familiar only 

with the multisyllable dharaDis typical of the Mahayana texts, a single-letter 

blja dharaDI must have been an utterly alien textual language that begged tor 

clarification. 

Second, there exists no exegesis, no commentary, no treatise composed in 

or translated into Chinese on the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii. By the time of 

Kukai, Bodhiruci's translation had been available to Nara scholars for decades. 

The earliest existing record of the sutra's being copied in Japan is from the third 

year of Tenpyo ( 731 ) .40 However, because there were no supporting exegetic 

materials, the study of the sutra in Nara priestly circles seems to have stagnated. 

To make matters worse, the works of commentary on chapter ro of the Greater 
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Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra were limited both in number and in scope. Because the 
principal theoretical interest of Hsiian-tsang, the translator of the sutra, lay in 
the Yogacara School, and because the San-lun School of Chinese Madhyamika 
was already in decline by the time of Hsiian-tsang's translation, the task of 
producing commentaries on the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii fell to his Dharma 
heirs who carried on the tradition of Chinese Yogacara, or Fa-hsiang. 

According to the two earliest known comprehensive catalogs of Buddhist 
texts circulated in China, Korea, and Japan-catalogs composed in 1090 and 
1094 of Buddhist exegeses, commentaries, and treatises written in Chinese
only four commentaries on chapter 10 of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii were 
known to exist during the T'ang dynasty in China; all were produced by 
Fa-hsiang theoreticians active in the capital of Ch'ang-an in the late seventh 
and early eighth centuries.41 Only one, the earliest of the four, has survived: 
Discourse in Praise of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii42 by K'uei-chi ( 632-682), 
Hsiian-tsang's disciple and the de facto founder of the Fa-hsiang School. 

Although a few commentaries on chapter IO of Hsiian-tsang's translation 
of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii were composed in Japan-again, by Japanese 
Hosso scholar-priests-none of them predate Kukai's.43 However, some of 
the commentaries of Chinese origin had been available for study in Japan. The 
commentary by K'uei-chi just mentioned was known to have been copied in 
Japan at least four times: in 740,743,745, and 750.44 Another, one of the three 
works that have not survived, was reproduced in 763: Praise to the Subtlety of 

the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii, by I -chi (fl. 690-705 ), a scholar-priest of Korean 
descent who studied with Hsiian-tsang and K'uei-chi.45 Because these two titles 
were listed in an official catalog of texts adopted by the Japanese Hosso School 
and were submitted to the imperial court in 914,46 it can be assumed that they 
were accessible to Japanese scholar-priests ofKukai's time and that they set the 
intellectual standard for the reading of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii. 

It seems a historical irony that the scholar-priests of the Fa-hsiang/Hosso 
tradition, who were neither experts in the prajiia-paramita literature nor sen
sitive to the ritualism of Esoteric Buddhism, should have been the leading 
interpreters of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii. As far as one can judge from 

K'uei-chi's commentary, these Yogacara interpretations of the Path of Prajiiii

piiramitii appear to have fallen short of resolving the difficulties that the text's 
enigmatic passages presented to the Nara clergy. 

For example, K'uei-chi simply assumed that the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii 

was just another chapter in the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra preached by 
the Sakyamuni Buddha (T n:3IC-32b ). This approach leads to a problem of 
tautology, or at least a redundancy, concerning the passage where the Buddha 
who preaches the teaching of the chapter takes on the "appearance of the 
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Tathagata Sakyamuni, Who Disciplines All Evil Acts" (T 8:987c). With regard 
to this apparent contradiction, K'uei-chi states that "the term siikya means 
being able to, and the term muni means extinction. It thus refers to one who 
is capable of disciplining all sorts of evil and quelling all sorts of agitation in the 
realm of sarhsara. Therefore, he is referred to as the 'Tathagata who is capable 
of[ actualizing] extinction.' " (T 33=50c). Whether or not K'uei-chi's translation 
of the Sanskrit terms is justified,47 he dares to understand the term siikyamuni 

( Ch. shih-chia) not as a proper noun indicating the historical Buddha but as a 
general noun denoting a Buddha endowed with a particular form of prowess. 

K'uei-chi takes a similar approach when he describes Paranirmitavasavar
tina, the celestial abode of Mara, as a seemingly unsuitable locale for the 
Buddha's preaching of the prajna-paramita. He reads the Chinese translation 
of Paranirmitavasavartina, t'a-hua tzu-tsai-t'ien, less as a particular address in 
the heavenly realms than as a spiritual state in which the Buddha, "having 
attained both the nondiscriminatory wisdom [of his enlightenment] and the 
postenlightenment wisdom [of expedient means], manifests freely ( tzu-tsai) 

his divine work of helping others ( t'a-hua)" ( T 33=37a-b ). For K'uei-chi, the 
landscape of the Paranirmitavasavartina depicted in the chapter is merely an 
allegorical representation of the Buddha's limitless wisdom, expressed in the 
work of helping others. 

As these examples show, in many places K'uei-chi's reading of the text is 
contrived, stretched, and even manipulative. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that K'uei-chi's interpretation leaves unanswered many of the difficulties the 
enigmatic passages in the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii posed tor early Heian 
scholar-priests, especially tor those who did not belong to the Hosso School or 
share K'uei-chi's particular theoretical orientation, such as the Kegon master 
at Todaiji. 

The third historical condition that sheds light on Kukai's exchange with 
the Kegon master of Todaiji is that it was Kukai himself who imported the 
third and newest translation of the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii, entitled the 
Sutra of the Infallible Reality of Samiidhi of the Great Bliss of the Vajra, by 
Amoghavajra ( 705-774 ).48 It is often overlooked that this text was first brought 
to Japan in 8os by Saicho (767-822).49 However, Kukai's transmission is distinct, 
because with the sutra he imported a ritual commentary by an anonymous 
author, also translated by Amoghavajra. That commentary, commonly referred 
to in Shingon priestly circles as Rishushaku, or the Interpretive Guide to 

the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii,50 is indispensable for practitioners of Esoteric 
Buddhism, who draw maQ.c_lalas of, practice meditative visualization on, and 
perform devotional rites to the divinities in the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii 

Sutra. As I have discussed elsewhere, Saicho's persistent request to borrow 
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this commentary from Kiikai for copying and Kiikai's insistence that it would 

be necessary for Saich6 first to receive advanced training in ritual-meditative 

practices constituted the principal reasons that Saich6's study of Mikky6 with 

Kiikai was short-lived and ended in 816 (Ryiiichi ABE 1995:129-130 ) . It may 

well have been this development that in 817led the Nara scholar-priest to look 

to Kiikai as the authority on the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii. 

Kiikai opens the Interpretation of the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii, his reply 

to the questions posed by the Kegon master of Todaiji, with the following 

remark: 

I have just received the young priest Enz6, who carried to me the greetings 

from your reverence. How happy and grateful I am! I understand that you 

have requested some guidance from me on the four passages of the Reality 

of Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra, about which you have some doubts. Although I, 

Henj6, am devoid of such talent [to instruct you], I also find myself powerless 

to decline your request. I thus summarily present my esoteric interpretation 

for your reference. The siitra passage to which your first question is addressed 

is as follows: 

If there are beings who day after day protect, recite, contemplate, and practice 

according to this siitra, they will in their own lives achieve the vajra-samiidhi 

of the equality of all things. They will also realize all r other samiidhis] in the 

lives of the sixteen {great bodhisattvasjSl in which to experience the pleasure 

of sporting freely in all the gates of Dharma .... They will attain bodies {as 

indestructible] as the vajra of all the Tathiigatas. (T 8:776b; KZ 1:747) 

Although the specific questions the Todaiji priest addressed to Kukai have not 

survived, Kukai's Interpretation allows the reader to identifY the four particular 

passages on which the Todaiji priest had doubts. The idea of immediate 

attainment ofBuddhahood suggested in this passage belies the general premise 

of Mahayana literature that even those who receive the Buddha's prophecy 

of their enlightenment will strive for countless transmigratory lives before 

they actually reach enlightenment. K'uei-chi comments on the corresponding 

passage in chapter 10 of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii: 

If there are beings who incessantly meditate on the Path {of Prajiiii

piiramitii ], then they will receive the karmic effect of their action in their 

own lives and unfailingly realize the principle of suchness, that is, the equality 

of all things. As for the "vajra samiidhi," samiidhi means deep meditation, 
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and vajra is a metaphor for the principle of the suchness that destroys all 

discriminations, attachments, and delusions. (T 33:49b) 

Thus, from K'uei-chi's point of view, what practitioners actually accomplish 

is not the enlightenment experience itself but an understanding of the principle 

of suchness, which the si.itra expresses by means of the metaphor of vajra

the suchness as vajra-the adamantine weapon that destroys all illusions. On 

another expression that in general does not appear Mahayana literature, "lives 

of the sixteen great bodhisattvas)) ( shih-lu-ta p'u-sa-sheng ), K'uei -chi had this 

to say: 

The "sixteen great lives ofbodhisattvas" (p'u-sa shih-lu-ta-sheng) means six

teen eons [ Skt. kalpa; Ch. chieh; Jpn. go] . Having cultivated themselves 

in the teaching of this si.itra, [the practitioners] will leap the process of 

birth and death and grasp the suchness after [only] sixteen eons of their 

transmigratory lives. Without spending innumerable eons of their lives [in 

bodhisattva training], they will reach the first stage [of bodhisattvahood] in 

sixteen eons. (T 33:49c) 

By altering the order of the Chinese characters in the original si.itra passage, 

K'uei-chi interprets "sixteen" not as a reference to specific bodhisattvas, as the 

si.itra's context seems to suggest, but as the length of cosmic time required 

tor practitioners to reach the first of the final ten stages of bodhisattvahood. 

For K'uei-chi, the si.itra promotes a particular method of cultivation that 

accelerates the general training regimen of Mahayana's bodhisattva practice, 

rather than rejecting its validity by presenting instantaneous enlightenment as 

an alternative. 

Ki.ikai's approach to the same passage in the si.itra demonstrates a drastic 

contrast with K'uei-chi's: 

The "vajra-samiidhi of the equality of all things" is the samadhi grasped 

by Vajrasattva, who embodies the great bliss of enlightenment. From the 

first moment in which they develop the aspiration for enlightenment, the 

bodhisattvas of this [Esoteric J Teaching leap beyond all the attainments of 

the bodhisattvas of the Exoteric Teachings, immediately enter the fivefold 

wisdom of the Tathagatas, and train themselves in the secret of the three 

mysteries, the secret that is none other than the Dharmakaya's innate en

lightenment. That is why they are capable of achieving this samadhi in their 

own lives. "All things" refers to the three mysteries, the secret activities of 

[all the Buddhas'] body, speech, and mind. Although there are countless 
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things, all these can be reduced to the three mysteries, which are of two 

kinds: the three mysteries of the practitioners themselves, and those of others. 

The three mysteries of others can be divided again into two kinds: those of 

the enlightened and those of the unenlightened. Yet there are no intrinsic 

differences in these two kinds [of the three mysteries], which are equal, non

dual, and interfused with one another. Therefore, the [samadhi manifesting 

this interfusion] is characterized as the "equality of all things." Through their 

practice of yoga, practitioners realize this samadhi endowed with the power 

of severing [attachments] and annihilating [delusions], and with the qualities 

of being nonarising, nonceasing, permanent, and adamantine. This explains 

why the samadhi is characterized as "vajra." (KZ 1:4-74--74-8) 

Kukai proposes that many of the difficulties in the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii 

can be resolved by taking it out of the context of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii 

Siitra and placing it in the new context of Vajrayana literature, to which the 

sutra, Kukai claims, ultimately belongs. Through this simultaneous decontex

tualization and recontextualization, Kukai reads many of the enigmatic phrases 

in the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra as secret descriptions of particular 

samadhis, or meditative states, achieved by many of the deities in the vajradhatu 

maQ.qala, whose names appear in that scripture. In this manner, he makes the 

Reality ofPrajiiii-piiramitii directly relevant to a wide range ofVajrayana sutras 

and ritual manuals that describe the maQ.qalas and the yogas of the divinities 

in the maQ.qala. In the example just quoted, the "vajra-samadhi" in question 

is identified as the samadhi called "great bliss" (Skt. mahiisukha; Ch. ta-lo; 

Jpn. tairaku), realized by Vajrasattva, the deity accompanying the Tathagata 

Ak.�obhya in the east in the maQ.qala.52 That is to say, the passages in the Reality 

of Prajiiii-piiramitii that are at first glance enigmatic to the eye of the Nara 

scholar-priests can be elucidated by reference to the barrage of texts in the 

secret treasury ( mitsuzo). 

Kukai employs the same method to explain the "lives of the sixteen," which 

he understands as the eternal lives of the sixteen principal bodhisattvas in the 

vajradhatu maQ.qala: 

The "lives of the sixteen" refers to the sixteen great bodhisattvas [in the 

Vajradhatu MaQ.qala], from Vajrasattva at the beginning to Vajrasarhdhi 

at the end, as described in the Discourse on the Enlightened Mind. When 

practitioners master Vajrasattva's samadhi, they immediately and perfectly 

actualize the most excellent samadhis of all the sixteen divinities. Although 

the samadhis realized by Mahavairocana are immeasurable, innumerable, and 

inexplicable, they all can be integrated within the samadhis of these sixteen 
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deities. The state in which their samadhis are mastered is called the attainment 
of the universally luminous "bodies {as adamantine} as the vajra of all the 

Tathiigatas." (KZ 1:474-748) 

Kiikai now refers to the Discourse on the Enlightened Mind, 53 Amoghavajra's 
translation of a concise treatise on vajrasekhara siitras attributed to Nagarjuna, 
as one such text, in which esoteric practitioners' instantaneous realization 
through meditative exercise of the "lives of the sixteen"-or the sixteen 
samadhis, the enlightenment experience lived by each of the sixteen princi
pal deities of the vajradhatu maQ.<;fala54-is contrasted with the innumerable 
transmigratory lives of Mahayana practitioners and their eventual attainment 
of Buddhahood (T 32:573c). In Kiikai's view, the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii 

manifests its full meaning only by the readers' act of reconstructing the partic
ular ritual context that the siitra's seemingly puzzling passages imply. It is this 
intertwining of the textual and the ritual around which Kiikai's answer to the 
Kegon master's second question revolves. 

The siitra passage to which your second question is addressed is as follows: 

Even if the practitioners /of the teaching of this sutra] slay all the sentient 

beings in our triple world, in the end they will not sink into hellish realms. 

Why is it so? Because they have already received ordination in the precept of 

controlling their minds. (T 8776c; KZ 1:748) 

This apparently shocking statement about killing all sentient beings turns up 
in the sixth section of the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii Siitra: 

Thereupon, manifesting himself as Sakyamuni, the one who converts the 
most unruly beings, the Bhagavat taught all the Bodhisattvas the Dharma 
gate of the reality of prajii.a-paramita, which revealed the equality of all things: 
"[Even) greed is free of sophistry; rage is free of sophistry; and folly is also free 
of sophistry. Therefore all things are free of sophistry. Because all things are 
tree of sophistry, the prajfia-paramita is free of sophistry." Having expounded 
this gate of Dharma, the Buddha then addressed Bodhisattva Vajrapal).i: 
"Vajrapa1�i, suppose there are beings who, having heard this Dharma gate of 
the reality of prajii.a-paramita revealing the equality of all things, memorize 
it, recite it, meditate upon it, and train themselves according to it. Then, 
even if they kill all the sentient beings in the triple world, they will not sink 
into the evil realms." (T 8:776b-c) 
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Kukai explains the passage describing the killing of all sentiment beings in 
relation to the three poisons mentioned immediately prior to it in the sutra: 

According to my reading, the «triple world" means the three poisons [of 
greed, rage, and folly 1. That is because all sentient beings experience the triple 
world as the realm of suffering resulting from [their intoxication with 1 the 
three poisons. When practitioners pledge to abide by the Vajrayana precepts 
of the three mysteries and see through the originally nonarising nature of the 
three poisons, they kill the cause of the triple world. When the cause [three 
poisons 1 is no longer rising, how can there be its effect [sentient beings 1? 
Therefore it is said: «Jn the end, they will not sink into hellish realms [within 

the triple world].'' Be it known that if anyone understands the meaning of the 
above passage literally, that person is the enemy of the Buddha. (KZ 1748) 

Kukai identifies the «ordination in the precept of controlling their minds" 

111 the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii as a reference to the Vajrayana precept 
samaya (Jpn. sanmaya kai), whose ordination procedure precedes the ritual 
of abhi�eka. Chapter 2 of the Mahiivairocana Sutra identifies the following 
four rules as the foundation of the esoteric precepts: "Not to abandon the 
True Dharma; not to deviate from one's own enlightened mind; not to be 
reserved in sharing with others all sorts of Buddhist teachings; not to bring 
harm to any sentient being" (T r8:2rb ). Thus, in light of the esoteric precepts 
of samaya, "killing all sentient beings," mentioned in the Reality of Prajiiii

piiramitii, cannot be tolerated, so the possibility of interpreting the sutra 
passage in question at its face value is excluded. 

Subhakarasimha, translator of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, elaborates on the 
third rule of the fourfold samaya as follows: "Do not scorn the scripture of the 
three vehicles [of sravaka-yana; pratyekabuddha-yana; and bodhisattva-yana] 
because to do so violates your very Buddha nature. Also, do not question 
passages in the Mahayana sutras whose meanings are beyond your grasp. These 
profound [passages] are beyond the comprehension of unenlightened beings" 
(T r8:943b ). That is to say, the knowledge of enlightened beings, namely 
Buddhas, is required to evince the meaning of recondite cryptic passages 
in the Mahayana texts. For Kukai, this can be accomplished by applying to 
Mahayana texts-or to an apparently Mahayana text, such as the Path of 

Prajiiii-piiramitii-the hermeneutical operation particular to Vajrayana liter
ature, in which the contours of the Buddhas' enlightened realms are described 
as their mal)<;ialas. 

The Interpretive Guide to the Path ofPrajiiii-piiramitii-an anonymous rit
ual commentary imported by Kukai, mentioned earlier-explains the fivefold 
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freedom from sophistry-of greed, rage, folly, all phenomenal things, and 
prajnii-piiramitii-described in the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii as the sa
madhis of Trailokavijaya (Jpn. Gosanze) and the four attendant bodhisattvas 
who form his maD<;iala (T 19:6rrb-621a). The Interpretive Guide describes 
Trailokavijaya, "One Who Has Conquered the Triple World," as a wrathful 
manifestation of Sakyamuni Buddha, revealing his enlightenment as the act of 
subduing the three poisons of greed, rage, and folly. Precisely because of this, 
the divinity is portrayed as manifesting himself in Paranirmitavasavartina, the 
highest heaven in the realm of desire, with his feet trampling Siva, the lord of 
that heaven, and Uma, Siva's consort. In this manner, the Interpretive Guide 

explains why the Buddha's preaching of the Path ofPrajniipiiramitii is set at the 
stage of Paranirmitavasavartina, the abode of Mara and thus strategically the 
most crucial cosmic position tor Sakyamuni Buddha's conquering of the three 
poisons, which are the triple world in the sutra's context. It also makes plain 
that the "Tathagata Sakyamuni, Who Disciplines All Evildoers," and who in the 
sutra preaches the fivefold freedom from sophistry, is not merely Sakyamuni 
but one of his esoteric manifestations, whose wrathful form symbolizes his 
work of annihilating delusions. 

The Interpretive Guide then describes for practitioners methods of visualiz
ing Trailokavijaya's maD<;iala and of attaining yoga with the maD<;iala's divinities. 
Only within the context of these ritual practices, the Interpretive Guide asserts, 
does the meaning of "killing all sentient beings" become explicit. 

"All sentient beings" in the sutra's passage "killing all sentient beings in 

the triple world" refers to the state of beings aimlessly transmigrating in 

the samsara of the triple world. This state arises out of greed, rage, and 

folly. If, however, their lives correspond with the path of prajna-paramita [as 

manifested by the divinities ofTrailokavijaya's marydala], then the very cause 

of their endless transmigration in the triple world will cease. for practitioners 

[who cultivate themselves in the samadhis of the divinities ofTrailokavijaya's 

maD<;iala] to kill "all sentient beings" is only to deprive sentient beings of 

their three poisons. Thus, despite [their killing], they will in the end not fall 

into the hellish realms but will swiftly realize unsurpassed enlightenment. 

Concealing his secret message [in the si'itra 's words], the Tathagata has 

expounded his teaching as such. (T 19:6nc) 

In this manner the Interpretive Guide equates "killing all sentient beings" with 
the bodhisattvas' saving activity of removing from beings the three poisons, 
the raison d'etre of "all sentient beings," the deluded sarhsaric existence. 
It now becomes plain that Kukai's answer to the Kegon master regarding 
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this enigmatic siitra passage, quoted earlier, is a direct borrowing from this 

interpretation in the Interpretive Guide to the Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii. 

Kiikai continues this discussion in his Interpretation of the Reality ofPrajiiii

piiramitii. 

The siitra passage to which your third question is addressed reads: 

All things are empty because they are without their own intrinsic nature. All 

things are without marks because they transcend all marks. All things are 

free of desire because they escape all desire. All things are intrinsically pure 

because the prajiiii-piiramitii is pure. (T 8:777a) 

Because of the distinction between the Exoteric and Esoteric Teachings, 

there are two separate ways to understand the passage. From the exoteric 

viewpoint, this refers to the excellent medicine of the threefold deliverance 

(Skt. trimok!a; Jpn. san gedatsu) [of emptiness, marklessness, and freedom 

from desire] by which practitioners extricate themselves from all sorts of 

illusory discriminations .... From the esoteric point of view, the passage 

refers to the samadhi of the bodhisattva Vajratlk�na (known in Exotericism 

as Mafijusrl). This secret meditation cannot be described in writing on paper. 

Practitioners must submit themselves personally to receive [their master's] 

instruction. (KZ 1:74-8-749) 

It is unclear why the Kegon master chose in particular the above passage from 

the Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra-this time, a seemingly commonplace 

explication of emptiness in the prajfia-paramita literature. One possible reason 

is that this section of the siitra demonstrates a significant departure from the 

corresponding section in chapter 10 of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra (T 

T988c).55 

Kiikai, however, does not refer to this question of textual disparity, and 

instead seizes the opportunity to illustrate the difference between the exoteric 

and esoteric interpretations of the text. He seems to be suggesting that the ex

oteric reading is an endeavor to equate the content of the text with its meaning, 

or with the aggregate of the meanings of particular concepts presented in the 

text. Thus the exoteric reader's goal is to illustrate the meaning of the text 

with greater specificity by redescribing the concepts of the original text and 

replacing them with other concepts. The exoteric hermeneutics is, in other 

words, an intratextual and often bookish operation, an interpretation that is 

self-contained in the realm of the text. 
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In contrast, Kukai suggests, the esoteric reading aims at actualizing the 

meaning of the text in the practitioner's ritual action. He bases his reading in 

the Interpretive Guide to the Path ofPrajiiii-piiramitii, which explains the same 

siitra passage as a secret description, in the disguise of a doctrinal discussion, of 

the image ofBodhisattva Vajratik�na (Jpn. Kongori) and his samadhi pictorially 

represented in the vajradhatu ma!f<;iala. The Interpretive Guide summarily 

describes the methods of drawing the images ofVajratlk�na and the divinities 

accompanying him in this ma!f<;iala and of reciting particular mantras for 

attaining meditative union with these divinities in the ma!f<;iala (T 19:613b

c). However, Kiikai claims, the textual explanation of the rituals alone does 

not guarantee that practitioners will fully master the meditative techniques for 

reenacting the divinities' samadhis: that requires detailed oral instructions from 

the masters to compensate tor the incompleteness of written descriptions of the 

ritual and meditative actions. Esoteric hermeneutics cannot, Kiikai concludes, 

be reduced to the realm of the text or to textual meaning. 

This distinction between exoteric and esoteric readings of the siitra text 

raises yet another question: As a scriptural text, does the Path of Prajiiii

piiramitii belong, after all, to Mahayana or to Vajrayana? At the close of his 

Interpretation, Kiikai states: 

The sutra passage of your fourth question reads: 

Within their own present lives, [the practitioners} will be able to obtain the 

infallible vajra, to resolutely enter the Dharma, and to perfect the secret, 

adamantine bodies of all the Tathiigatas. (T 8 :777a) 

This passage, too, refers to the samadhi of the one who possesses the vajra 

of the great bliss [Vajrasattva ]. If practitioners uphold and recite this sutra 

every day based on the secret meditation of the three mysteries of this [great 

bliss], then they will unfailingly obtain the samadhi of this divinity. Having 

realized this samadhi, they will then manifest the samadhi of the sixteen 

divinities and reach the vajra-like [ undefeatable] state of the Tathagatas . 

Therefore, the passage refers to the [practitioners'] obtaining of the secret 

adamantine bodies in their own lives. This sutra [Reality ofPrajiiii-piiramitii] 

represents one of the preachings of the vajrasekhara sutras and constitutes the 

gist of the Esoteric Teaching. Every phrase, every letter contains countless 

meanings. Therefore, although the sutra had been studied by pundits of 

exoteric scholarship, its difficulties remained unresolved. How is it possible 

for one to explicate them without training in Esotericism? (KZ 1:750) 
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Kukai bases his argument here on the Goal of the Eighteen Revelations of the 

Yoga of the Vajrasekhara Sittras,56 a synopsis translated by Amoghavajra of 
eighteen vajrasekhara siitras that elucidates these texts as the Dharmakaya's 
delivery of his teachings revealing the vajradhatu maQ.<;{ala at eighteen secret 
councils. According to this synopsis, the first of these councils, which took 
place at Akanigha, the highest heaven in the realm of form, gave rise to 
the Tattvasamgraha Sittra, usually referred to as "the" Vajrasekhara Sittra 

(T IS #S65 ); the fifteenth meeting at the palace of the transcendental wisdom 
is that of the Guhyasamaja (T IS #SSs); and the sixth council, which met 
at Paranirmitavasavartina, corresponds to the Path of Prajnii-piiramitii. For 
Kiikai, the Reality ofPrajnii-piiramitii is doubtless not a praji'ia-paramita siitra, 
but a Vajrayana variation of it, one of the vajrasekhara siitras preached by 
the Dharmakaya describing by means of the vajradhatu maQ.<;{alas the secrecy 
of the praji'ia-paramita. That is to say, Kukai presents a clear-cut answer to 
a question that K'uei-chi's commentary seems to have left unresolved: the 
identity of the principal Buddha who preaches the Path of Prajnii-piiramitii. 

Kiikai understands that Buddha to be the Dharmakaya, who manifests himself 
as the seventeen Tathagatas in the siitra, including Sakyamuni, to reveal the 
praji'ia-paramita by means of esoteric rituals. 

In sum, the presence of the Path of Prajnii-piiramitii as a chapter in the 
Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Sittra is for Kiikai additional proof of his claim that 
the secret of the Tathagatas, the reality revealed by the Dharmakaya's language 
of the Vajrayana scriptures, has always been present in the deepest stratum 
of the exoteric tradition. Just like the various dharaiJis in the Golden Light 

Sittra, the Path of Prajnii-piiramitii in the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Sittra 

marks the emergence at the textual surface of this forgotten undercurrent of 
the exoteric tradition. According to Kiikai, the fact that the Path of Prajnii

piiramitii can be fully elucidated only in the context of the other Vajrayana 
scriptures bears witness that Shingon, as a school of interpretation specializing 
in the Dharmakaya's language, provides the Nara clerics with a means of better 
understanding the textual and ritual systems of their own schools. 

From Dharal).l to Mantra: A Paradigm Shift 

There was yet another area of Nara Buddhist discourse that Kiikai had to 
address to bring to completion his construction of the Esoteric. It had to 
do with a genre of siitras that purport to be the teachings of the Sakyamuni 
Buddha advocating worship of such esoteric divinities as Amoghapasa, the 
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Eleven-Faced Avalokitesvara, and the Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara . As has 
been discussed in Chapter 4 of this study, various images of esoteric divinities 
were already enshrined at Todaiji, Yakushiji, Toshodaiji, and other major Nara 
monasteries during the Nara period. In addition, elaborate rituals dedicated to 
those divinities, especially the repentance rites known as keka, were developed 
and practiced by the Nara clergy. Furthermore, diverse dharaQis described in 
these siitras had been popularly chanted by both the ordained and the laity. 
Many of these scriptures not only abound with dharai!lS but also prescribe 
mudras, visualization of sacred images, and other esoteric ritual elements to 
accompany the chanting of dharai!lS. That is to say, the dharaQis in these 
siitras do not fit comfortably within the stereotype of dharaQis in Mahayana 
siitras. They are neither mnemonic aids nor charms providing protection to the 
practitioners reciting the siitras; on the contrary, they are aimed at attaining 
meditative union, or yoga, with divinities. It appears, therefore, that these 
siitras contain the esoteric ritual language of the three mysteries, which Kiikai 
understood as the body, speech, and mind of the Dharmakaya. Should these 
stltras, then, be placed in the category of the Esoteric Teaching despite their 
claim that they were preached by Sakyamuni, the NirmaQakaya Buddha? If 
so, it appears that the texts defY the general rule of Kiikai's taxonomy of the 
esoteric and the exoteric. 

Interestingly, Kl"1kai himself imported a large number of such siitras. In the 
official catalog of scriptures adopted by the Shingon School ( Sangakuroku) 

submitted to the court in 823, Kiikai included sixty-three texts of this type, 
which he classified as zobu shingonkyo. In the context of the catalog, this 
phrase can be rendered either as "siitras of miscellaneous mantras" or as 
"miscellaneous siitras of the Shingon (School)."57 In either case, it appears 
that Kiikai regarded this "miscellaneous shingon" class of texts as important, 
not only because the ritual devotions based on these scriptures were widely 
practiced in the Nara Buddhist community but because many of them were the 
canonical texts of the Shingon School, which is to say of the Esoteric Teaching. 
Yet as long as these texts were presented as the words of the NirmaQakaya, and 
Kiikai insisted on defining as the Esoteric Teachings those texts preached by 
the Dharmakaya, questions of ambiguity and inconsistency persisted in his 
taxonomy. 

Kiikai seems to have been fully aware of this problem, and he addressed it 
directly in the conclusions of two of his principal compositions: Ten Abiding 

Stages of Mind and Distinguishing the Two Teachings of the Exoteric and the 

Esoteric. At the close of Ten Abiding Stages, Kiikai describes the problem 
this way: 
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Question: It has been said that the discourse ofVairocana is called the esoteric 
and that ofSakyamuni is called the exoteric. Yet, even in Sakyamuni's teach
ings, we find mantras and other elements that are addressed as esoteric. How 
should we categorize these aspects of[Sakyamuni's] teachings? (KZ 1:413) 

Kukai makes the same point in the conclusion of Distinguishing the Two 

Teachings. 

Question: If, as you have discussed, the esoteric is the Dharmakaya's expo
sition of the inmost realm of his own wisdom of enlightenment, and the 
Exoteric are all the rest, why then are there sutras delivered by Sakyamuni 
Buddha that should belong to the secret treasury ( himitsuzii)? And in which 
treasury (Pitaka) would you place the dharary.ls preached by that Buddha? 

(KZ 1:504) 

Kukai's effort to remove seeming inconsistencies from his taxonomic principles 
in both Ten Abiding Stages and Distinguishing the Two Teachings centers 
around his analysis of the Bodhi-matJtfala ofEkiik!ara-U!1Ji!acakra Siitra. This is 
another "miscellaneous shingon" class sutra introduced earlier to Nara Japan, 
whose translation by Amoghavajra in 753 was imported by Kukai himself.58 
Before studying the trajectory ofKukai's interpretive strategy for this text, it is 
probably appropriate to place it in the larger context of his basic observations 
regarding mantra and its place in Nara Buddhism. Kukai suggests that much 
of the confusion surrounding the categories of the exoteric and the esoteric 
resulted from the failure of existing Buddhist discourse to distinguish between 
mantra and dharary.l on the one hand, and their exoteric and esoteric functions 
on the other. 

First, he turns to the problem caused by the manner in which the Sanskrit 
term mantra had been translated in the Chinese canon. It was largely through 
the work ofSubhakarasirhha ( 637-735 ), Vajrabodhi ( 671-741 ), and A.moghavajra 
(705-774) that the term shingon, or chen-yen in Chinese, was established as 
the standard translation of mantra. Prior to that development, it had long 
been customary for the word to be rendered in the Chinese canon as chou 

(Jpn. ju), perhaps the most common word in Chinese to refer generally to 
magical formulas or spells. This was how it had been translated by Hsiian
tsang ( 602-664 ), Atikuta (fl. 652 ), Slk�ananda ( 652-710 ), I -ching ( 635-713 ), 
Bodhiruci (572?-727), and other eminent T'ang translators, whose works were 
circulating widely in Nara Japan. In fact, according to ISHIDA Mosaku's classic 
study ( 1930:81-91 ), of the two hundred sutras he identified as Esoteric Buddhist 
texts copied during the Nara period (710-794), all the texts, with only a few 
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exceptions, 59 employ chou (or ju, in Japanese) as the translation of mantra. 

Until Kukai's importation in 8o6 of a large quantity of scriptures translated 

by Vajrabodhi and Amoghavajra, the term shingon therefore was generally 

unavailable to and remained unnoticed by Japanese students of the Chinese 

canon. 

It is important to note, too, that because it was a general term for magical 

spells, chou in the Chinese canon designated not only mantras but dharaJ?IS 

as well. This explains why in the works of Nara Buddhist literature such as 

Keikai's Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil Karmic Effects in the Nation 

of Japan (NKZ 6:127, 294, 349), as well as in the Soniryo and other related 

legal documents (KT 23:215), the term ju, the Japanese reading of chou, was 

employed to indicate not only various dharaJ?IS but also Taoist formulas. On 

the other hand, the term shingon does not occur once in these sources. All 

this suggests that in the vocabulary of Nara Buddhist discourse there existed 

no concept corresponding exclusively to mantra, no discrete term that isolated 

mantra from other forms of Buddhist-and, often, non-Buddhist-formulaic 

language. 

It is in this historical context that Kukai's choice of the word shingon to 

identifY his new Buddhist transmission can be understood as a twofold message 

to the Nara Buddhist community: as a proposal to end the age of ignorance 

of mantra/shingon; and as a reminder that many of what had been regarded 

as essential dharaJ?Is tor Nara Buddhist scriptural studies and ritual practices 

were in fact mantra/shingon incognito, whose meaning could be grasped in 

full only if they were studied as mantras. 

Kukai 's stand requires a clear definition of mantra and dharaJ?I. In his Notes 

on the Secret Treasury,60 a collection of fragmentary remarks believed to be 

Kukai's handwritten notes on Hui-kuo's oral instruction, Kukai states: 

[Question:] When dhararyls are referred to in sutras, they are described 

variously as darani [ Ch. t'o-lo-ni], myo [light, Ch. ming], ju [formula, Ch. 

chou], mitsugo [secret words, Ch. mi-yii], and shingon [true word, Ch. chen

yen]. How do these terms differ? 

[Answer:] The Buddhas preach dhararyls by issuing forth the light of wisdom, 

and they reveal dhararyls in the midst of that light. Thus there is no difference 

in the meaning between dhiira1}i and myo. The word ju refers to diverse 

magical formulas available in China before the advent of Buddhism there. 

These are words of supernatural power that eliminate misfortune. Similarly, 

those who recite dhararyls manifest a divine power to eliminate misfortune. 

Thus dhararyls are described as ju. The word mitsugo points to the secret of 

dhararyl that remains unknown to ordinary beings and to those practitioners 
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of the two vehicles of the Hinayana. Finally, shingon suggests that dhararyi, 

as the speech of the Tathagatas, contains only truth and no falsehood. Each 

of these terms illustrates only a limited aspect of dhararyi. But for the sake of 

convenience, the word shingon is chosen for mantras. 

[Question:] Is mantra a Chinese or a Sanskrit word? 

[Answer:] It is a Sanskrit, not a Chinese word. 

[Question:] How would you translate mantra into Chinese? 

[Answer:] [Mantra] indicates words that contain within themselves nu

merous meanings. There is nothing comparable [to mantra] in Chinese. 

Therefore it has remained untranslated. (KZ 2:23) 

Here, through Hui-kuo's words, Kukai deems dhiira1Jt to be a broader generic 

term that includes mantra as a unique variation. Whereas ju as a translation of 

dhiira1Jt highlights its efficacy, for example, in eliminating misfortune, shingon, 

by contrast, connotes dhiira1Jt'S uniqueness in signification. For this reason, 

according to Kukai, shingon, as the term that specifically denotes the esoteric 

function of the dharaQ.i, is adopted as the translation of mantra. In his 834 

Interpretation of the Lotus Sutra ( Hokekyo shaku, KZ I:781-79I ), Kukai extends 

this discussion to issues directly linked to the taxonomy of the exoteric and 

the esoteric: 

The exoteric is to consume many words to denote one meaning. The esoteric 

is to unleash countless meanings from within each letter of a word. This is 

the secret function of dhararyi. Because of this, dhararyi is translated as soji, 

the container of all. However, this meaning of dhararyi has been kept secret 

by the Dharma transmitters of the past. This is what I have now introduced 

as the mantra treasury (shingonzo). 

Here Kukai proposes what can be referred to as an economy of semantics. 

DharaQ.is are economical, thus more secretive, than the prose text in which they 

nest because they condense the meanings of a sutra's prose lines into a small 

number of phrases. However, this cannot compare with the supereconomy 

achieved by the dhararyi's most secretive function, as manifested in mantra, in 

which each letter begets countless meanings. That is to say, Kukai's definitions 

of mantra and dharaQ.i depend, ultimately, on their signifYing practice. Any 

dharaQ.I that, because of its scriptural context or its positioning within a text, 

not only summarizes a sutra's contents but also possesses letters generative of 

countless meanings is a mantra, and therefore belongs to the esoteric. 

This signifYing ability of mantra letters to generate an infinitude of mean

ings appears to be Kukai's explanation of the claim that, whereas ordinary 
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language falls silent before the Tathagatas' secrecy, the language of mantra, 
and more generally the ritual language of the three mysteries, eloquently 
expresses it. The ultimate reality, the secret among the Buddhas, transcends 
the ordinary language of the scriptures. However, mantra, with its incessant 
semantic production, "catches up" with the velocity with which the ultimate 
reality escapes the grasp of ordinary language. This mode of thought makes 
up the core ofKiikai's argument in the conclusions of both Ten Abiding Stages 

and Distinguishing the Two Teachings. In the Interpretation of the Lotus Sutra, 

Kiikai illustrates this point with a quote from fascicle 3 of the Bodhi-ma'l!tf-ala of 

Ekiik!ara-U!'J!t!acakra Sutra. In fact, to build his argument in both Ten Abiding 

Stages and Distinguishing the Two Teachings, Kiikai relies on the same passage 
from that siitra, which states: 

Manjusri asked the Buddha: "Bhagavat, by how many names have you 
turned the wheel of Dharma in our world?" The Buddha said, "I have 
called myselfSakra, Brahma, Mahdvara, nature, the earth, quietude, nirval)a, 
deva, asura, empty, victory, meaning, unreality, samadhi, the compassionate 
one, compassion, Varuna, Naga, Yak�a, Seer [Skt. r!i], Trailokavijaya, light, 
fire, demon, being, nonbeing, discrimination, nondiscrimination, Sumeru, 
vajra, permanence, impermanence, mantra, great mantra, ocean, great ocean, 
the sun, the moon, cloud, great cloud, ruler, great ruler, priests, the arhat
harming vexation, nondifterence, no nondifference, life, nonlife, mountain, 
great mountain, noncessation, nonarising, tatha [so be it], tathata [so-be-it
ness], actuality, reality, dharmadhatu, fruit, duality, and existence. Maiijusri, 
I have constructed hundreds and thousands of five asamkhya names for the 
sake of guiding and saving living beings. Although we Tathagatas need no 
contrived effort, we turn the wheel of Dharma by means of the power of 
various forms of mantras." (T 19:207c) 

The Bodhi-ma'l!tf-ala Sutra consists of episodes unfolding the mysterious mul
tiple identities of the Sakyamuni Buddha, or, more appropriately, the Buddha's 
pluralized self. It is a unique scripture in which Sakyamuni Buddha revisits his 
original seat of enlightenment to demonstrate to his disciples the sameness 
of his enlightenment experience with those of all other Buddhas. "There he 
[Sakyamuni] enters samadhi, when all the Tathagatas of the universe in the 
past, present, and future also enter the same samadhi" (T 19:194-a). The siitra's 
narrative progresses oscillating between, and eventually coalescing, the two 
semantic levels of the bodhi-ma'l!tf-ala, the Buddha's seat of enlightenment: first, 
as the eternal realm of enlightenment, the "assemblage of all the Tathagatas 
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forming the great maQ9ala" (19:195C), into which the Sakyamuni Buddha 
occasionally returns by means of his own samadhi; and second, as the sacred 
site of enlightenment under the bodhi tree on the bank of the Nairafijana in the 
kingdom of Magadha where the Buddha addresses his assembly in the siitra. 

At the opening of the siitra, Vajrapal).i, the Buddha's principal interlocutor 
in the siitra, requests that the Buddha make visible to his following all the 
virtuous qualities of the Tathagatas' transcendental wisdom now accumulated 
in the Buddha's body. In response, Sakyamuni Buddha recites the mantra of the 
Buddha Ekak�ara-u�l).l�acakra (Jpn. lchiji chorinno, the Buddha of the Single 
Word Whose Crown is the Wheel of Dharma), who manifests himself as the 
cakravartin, world-conqueror, personifYing the unexcelled wisdom shared by 
all the Tathagatas, their secret identity with the Dharmakaya.61 

With Sakyamuni's recitation of Ekak�ara-u�l).l�acakra's mantra «Namah 

sa manta buddhiiniim bhrum," the world is illumined by a flash of light as 
blindingly intense as millions of bolts of lightening, as Sakyamuni at once 
transforms himself to Ekak�ara-U�l).l�acakra. At this shocking revelation, great 
bodhisattvas, devas, and others in the assembly faint. The Buddha revives them 
by chanting another mantra, that of the female deity Buddhalocana (Jpn. 
Butsugen butsumo), the "Buddha's Eye," who is understood as the fearful 
Buddha's consort, personification of prajfia-paramita, transcendental wisdom 
itself (T 19:195a-b ). Returning then to his original form, Sakyamuni Buddha 
initiates a less radical way of revealing his samadhi. The Buddha thus begins 
his instructions to Vajrapal).i and other bodhisattvas on the yoga of Ekak�ara
u�l).l�acakra, describing in detail the way to replicate his samadhi, using the 
ritual techniques of mudras, mantras, and dharal).ls, and visualizations of the 
divinity's physical characteristics. 

The Buddha's description of his pluralized self to Mafijusrl in fascicle 3 of 
the siitra, quoted earlier, is the direct outcome of this effort by the Buddha to 
reveal his mystical identity with Ekak�ara-U�l).l�acakra. Kiikai comments on this 
in the Interpretation of the Lotus Sutra: 

There are many bodhisattvas who studied widely among different sorts of 
teachings. Yet they differ from one another in what they actually grasped. 

Because of this, according to the Mahiiyiina Six Piiramitii Sutra62 the siitra

pi�aka was handed down to and preserved by Ananda, the vinaya-pi�aka by 

Upali, the abhidharma-pi�aka by Mahakatyayana, the praji'ia-paramita pi�aka 
by Bodhisattva Mafijusri', and the mantra pi�aka by Vajraparyi. These are like 

the various offices of the court that are assigned different sorts of power and 
responsibility .... However, if one truly understands the secrecy of words 
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and letters, every one of these gates of Dharma is but the secret name of the 
Buddha. It is therefore said in a siitra, . . .  

Kiikai then paraphrases at length the passage in question from the Bodhi

mandala Sutra: 

Maiijusri asked the Buddha: "Bhagavat, by how many names have you 
turned the wheel of Dharma in our world?" The Buddha said: "I have called 
myself empty, being, suchness, dharmata, permanence, impermanence, deva, 
demon, mantra, and great mantra. In such a way, by means of hundreds 
and thousands of kopis of names, I have benefited living beings." When 
the meaning of this [statement J is fully grasped, how can there be discord 
between different schools? (KZ 1:782) 

Kukai here suggests that the Buddha's act of devising different kinds of 
teachings and entrusting them to specific disciples of his as separate treasuries, 
or pitaka, of the Dharma is now presented in a symbolic manner in the 
Bodhi-ma�tJala Sutra. All the concepts through which he has described the 
Dharma-emptiness, suchness, permanence, and so forth-as well as all 
the characters in the sutra through whose mouths the explication of the 
Dharma has been delivered-devas, nagas, and even demons-are but the 
Buddha's hidden names. That is because these "names" elucidate every side of 
the Buddha's inherent identity, embodying the Dharma or endowed with the 
body of the Dharma, the Dharmakaya. 

Without exception, mantras too are the Buddha's secret names. In Ten 

Abiding Stages Kukai put it this way: "In the Bodhi-ma�tJala Sutra it is said, 
'I am mantra, I am great mantra.' The first mantra referred to here means the 
mantras expounded by the NirmaQ.akaya Buddha, and the great mantra refers 
to the mantras preached by the Dharmakaya Buddha" (KZ r:+I3-+I+). Thus, 
for Kukai, once they are recognized as Sakyamuni Buddha's hidden names, 
which unveil his multiple identities, the dharaQ.Is in the Mahayana sutras can 
be understood as mantras. In this sense, these mantras are no different from 
the mantras of the esoteric scriptures. Yet, in one area, Sakyamuni Buddha's 
mantras are surpassed by the mantras of the Vajrayana texts, which reveal a 
more profound secret: the Dharmakaya is not an abstraction and is capable of 
preaching the Dharma. 

In Distinguishing the Two Teachings, Kukai presents the passage in question 
from the Bodhi-ma�tJala Sutra as an illustration of the following statement in 
fascicle 38 ofNagarjuna's Discourse on the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii: 
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There are two kinds [of reality J in the Buddha Dharma: the worldly truth and 
the ultimate truth. According to the worldly truth, the Buddha preaches that 
there are living beings, and according to the ultimate truth, he says that there 
are no such things as sentient beings. There is also another set of two kinds 
[of beings]: those who know the aspect of words and letters, and those who 
do not. It is just like in an army that uses a cryptogram: some officers know 
the cipher and others do not .... To those who do not know the aspects of 
words and letters, the Buddha states that there are no such things as living 
beings. To those who know, he says there are living beings. (T 25:336b) 

Kukai comments: 

As for the secret coding regarding the aspects of words and letters, much has 
been discussed in the teaching ofShingon (shingonkyii). It is thus said in the 
Bodhi-ma1!-tf.ala Sutra: "Mafi.jusri asked the Buddha, 'Bhagavat, by how many 
names have you turned the wheel of Dharma in our world?' The Buddha said, 
'I have called myselfSakra, Brahma, Mahdvara, nature, the earth, quietude, 
nirvaQ.a, deva, asura, empty, victory, meaning, unreality, samadhi, the com
passionate one, compassion, VaruQ.a, Naga, Yak�a, r�i, Trailokavijaya, light, 
fire, demon, being, nonbeing, discrimination, nondiscrimination, Sumeru, 
vajra, permanence, impermanence, mantra, great mantra, ocean, great ocean, 
the sun, the moon, cloud, great cloud, ruler, great ruler, priests, the arhat
harming vexation, nondifference, no nondifference, life, nonlife, mountain, 
great mountain, noncessation, nonarising, tatha, tathata, actuality, reality, 
dharmadhatu, fruit, duality, and existence. Mafi.jusri, I have constructed 
hundreds and thousands of five asarhkhya names for the sake of guiding 
and saving living beings. Although we Tathagatas need no contrived effort, 
we turn the wheel of Dharma by means of the power of various forms 
of mantra.'" (KZ 1:488) 

Kukai is now presenting the passage from the Bodhi-ma"!t:f.ala Sutra as a model 
made with prosaic language that illustrates the semantic function of mantra 
and, in particular, the working of the Ekak�ara-u�ifl�acakra mantra recited 
by the Buddha himself earlier in the sutra. In this context, the Buddha's 
revelation to Mafi.jusri of his secret name, Ekak�ara-U�ifl�acakra, or the "Buddha 
of the Single Word Whose Crown is the Wheel of the Dharma," entails a 
new understanding of the name as a heavily encoded signal and, at the same 
time, a way of deciphering it. From the single term Buddha issues forth 
countless names, all of which bear witness to myriad ways in which the Buddha 
elucidates the Dharma-or myriad ways in which the Dharma manifests itself 
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as everything, to be identified as the secret name of the Buddha, testimony to 

his omnipresence as the Dharmakaya. 

Kiikai's juxtaposition of this passage with Nagarjuna's Discourse on the 

Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii highlights the tact that inherent in Sakyamuni Bud

dha's pluralized self� which permeates the world, is a deconstruction in a dual 

sense of the quotidian concept of "living beings." His omnipresence as the 

Dharmakaya effaces the distinction between "living beings" and nonliving 

beings, as well as the division of living beings into the unenlightened and 

the enlightened. Thus, the Buddha's name here is a cipher or a mantra that 

simultaneously verifies the contrasting statements in question in Nagarjuna's 

Discourse that "there are living beings" and that "there are no such things 

as living beings." It marks the limits of the signifYing capacity of ordinary 

language, yet it does not merely point beyond to the ultimate reality. The term 

Buddha as a mantra produces countless names from within and duplicates 

in language the reality of the Dharmakaya and his omnipresence. Just as the 

Dharmakaya is "one is all," the Buddha's name is now one and all. 

Through his reading of the Bodhi-ma1Jtf-ala Sutra, Kiikai strives to disen

tangle the apparent contradiction in his taxonomy that he discussed in the 

conclusion of Ten Abiding Stages and Distinguishing the Two Teachings: Do 

the siitras-the siitras Kiikai has categorized under the heading of "mis

cellaneous mantra class," i.e., siitras in which Sakyamuni Buddha preaches 

mantras-belong to the esoteric or the exoteric? Kiikai's answer appears to be, 

to both. They are exoteric because all these scriptures were delivered by the 

NirmaQ.akaya Buddha Sakyamuni; they are esoteric because the Buddha in the 

siitras describes the worship of esoteric divinities, such as Ekak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra, 

by means of the ritual language of the three mysteries, the language of the 

Dharmakaya's preaching of the Dharma. 

Kiikai presents this paradox not as irresolution but rather as yet more 

additional evidence for his claim that Sakyamuni Buddha was already aware 

of the content of the Esoteric Teaching preached by the Dharmakaya and 

hinted at this secret in various places in his Exoteric Teaching. The logic of 

Kiikai's argument here remains consistent with his discussion of the Golden 

Light and the Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii. That is, the esoteric has always 
been present as a hidden undercurrent in the exoteric tradition. This explains, 
from Kiikai's point of view, why, even prior to Kiikai's systematic importation, 

various clements of the Esoteric Teaching were already ingrained, however 

imperceptibly, in the everyday activities of the Nara clerics. 

To the Nara monastic community, especially to its scholarly circles, Kiikai 

thus introduced his Shingon as a new type of discourse capable of elucidating 

mantra, mudra, and other esoteric elements within their daily practices, the 
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elements that had escaped the language of the doctrinal Nara Schools, the 

dominant discourse ofKiikai's day. Shingon was presented as of complementary 

utility, as a new conceptual and linguistic tool for closing the gap in Nara 

Buddhist discourse between theory and practice-the gap in which the esoteric 

elements ofNara Buddhism were situated. The scriptures of the "miscellaneous 

shingon class" and the worship of esoteric divinities prescribed therein, Kiikai 

emphasized, are the most vivid examples of this historical situation. Kiikai 

resorted in particular to the Bodhi-ma?Jtf-ala Sutra, one of these "miscellaneous 

mantra class" siitras, because that siitra was uniquely capable of illustrating 

the linguistic function of mantra by means of prosaic language, and therefore 

because it demonstrated Shingon's utility to Nara Buddhists in the most 

accessible manner. 

This quality of Shingon as complementary to existing Buddhist discourse 

was probably the most practical reason for the swift spread of Esoteric Bud

dhism in the Nara Buddhist community in the early Heian period. That is to say, 

Kiikai's discussion of the siitras of the "miscellaneous shingon class" is crucial 

to an understanding of why Esoteric Buddhism was accepted by the Nara Bud

dhists. The type of siitras included by Kiikai in the canon of the Shingon School 

vividly demonstrated that the new transmission of Shingon was of direct rele

vance to the intellectual activities of the Nara Buddhist community. It was these 

siitras that provided the ground tor mediation between the Exoteric and the 

Esoteric and between what was already familiar and what was utterly novel to 

the Nara clergy about Kiikai's Shingon. It appears that this mediation is the rea

son that they turned to the study ofKiikai's Shingon. To fully grasp the hidden 

logic behind mantras, mudras, and other esoteric elements already embedded 

in their religious practices, the Nara clerics needed to study the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra, the Vajrafekhara Sutra, and their ritual systems of abhi�eka, in which 

the esoteric language theories of the three mysteries were elucidated. 

Modern Japanese scholars, especially the sectarian scholars of the Shingon 

School, have repeatedly claimed that Kiikai's goal in composing Ten Abiding 

Stages and Distinguishing the Two Teachings was to rigorously establish the 

superiority of his Shingon over the Six Nara Schools and Tendai (KATSUMATA 

Shunkyo 1970:33-52; TAKAGAMI Kakusho 1992:30-61; NAsu Seiryii 1982:288-

325 ). Kiikai certainly posited his Esoteric Teaching as superior to the Exoteric 

Teaching of the existing schools. However, it is also possible to read his 

assertion of superiority as a discourse of complementarity. That is, Kiikai 

asserted that Esotericism was superior not only because it introduced new 

types of scriptures and ritual systems but because these texts and rituals would 

provide the Nara clerics with a theoretical foundation to authenticate their 

belief in the efficacy of existing Buddhist ritual services in early Heian Japan. 
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With their modern, rationalizing agenda, sectarian scholars have frequently 

asserted that Kukai introduced mantra as a pure religious language exclusively 

for the purpose of attaining enlightenment (junmitsu) and contrasted that 

purpose with the use of dharal).l by the Nara clergy, which they claimed was 

essentially magical, shamanistic, and superstitious (zomitsu). Contrary to such 

a simplistic interpretation, the discussion in this chapter has made clear that 

Kukai's introduction of the new ritual language redefined as mantra the dharal).l 

that had been used by the Nara clerics. In other words, Kukai understood both 

mantra and dharal).l as representing the same practical linguistic technology 

effective both for attaining enlightenment and tor influencing the course of 

events in society and nature. (Kukai's theory on the technological qualities of 

mantra and dharal).l is discussed further in chapter 8.) 

In his analysis of the Bodhi-ma'l!tfala Sittra, Kukai elaborated this theory 

of new ritual language as mantra's supereconomy of signification. To espouse 

this idea of mantra, or shingon in Japanese, was not to deny the legitimacy 

of the dharal).ls and rituals built around them practiced by the Nara clergy. 

On the contrary, Kukai's theory was an attempt to give an explication to 

the power of dharal).l, a hitherto unquestioned postulate in Nara Buddhist 

discourse. For Kukai, a Buddhist theory of ritual language had to be capable of 

explaining the reason for the efficacy of dharal).l: dharal).l's efficaciousness (for 

intensifYing one's memory, healing, or preventing calamities, etc.) resulted from 

its semantic potential to unveil the Tathagatas' secrecy as the Dharmakaya's 

preaching of the Dharma. It is in this context that the word shingon became an 

appropriate term by which Kukai could distinguish his own transmission from 

other forms of Buddhism in early Heian society. Kukai's Shingon was symbolic 

of the introduction of a new theory of ritual language to the Japanese Buddhist 

discourse to mark an epistemic shift: from the age of unquestioned acceptance 

of the dharal).l's efficaciousness to that of discovering and experimenting with 

the semiological knowledge of how to unleash the power of signification hidden 

in the letters of mantra and dharal).l. 



PART III 

Writing and Polity 

The path is writing and writing is a body and a body 

is bodies (the grove of trees). Just as meaning appears beyond writing, as though 

it were the destination, the end of the road (an end that ceases to be an end the 

moment we arrive there, a meaning that vanishes the moment we state it), so 

the body first appears to our eye as a perfect totality, and yet it too proves to be 

intangible: the body is always somewhere beyond the body .... The body that we 

embrace is a river of metamorphoses, a continual division, a flowing of vision, a 

quartered body whose pieces scatter, disperse, come back together again with the 

intensity of a flash of lightning .... Every body is a language that vanishes at 

the moment of absolute plenitude; on reaching the state of incandescence, every 

language reveals itself to be an unintelligible body. The word is a disincarnation of 

the world in search of its meaning; and an incarnation: a destruction of meaning, 

a return to the body. Poetry is corporeal; the reverse of names. -Octavia Paz 



CHAPTER 7 

Semiology of the Dharma; or, 

The Somaticity of the Text 

In one of his introductory essays on the Mahiivairo
cana Sittra, Kiikai explains that the siitra presents itself for reading in three 
"editions." 

As for the text of this sutra [ Mahiivairocana Sittra], there are three kinds. 

The first is the [the vast, boundless] text that exists spontaneously and 

permanently, namely, the mal).<ofala of the Dharma of all the Buddhas. The 

second is the broader text that circulated in the world, that is, the sutra of 

ten thousand verses transmitted by Nagarjuna. The third is the abbreviated 

text of over three thousand verses in seven fascicles. However abbreviated it 

may be, it embraces in its brevity comprehensive, broader texts. That is be

cause its each and every word contains countless meanings, and every single 

letter, even every single stroke or dot, encapsulates within itself innumerable 

truths.' 

According to Kiikai, the original and complete text of the siitra is the whole 
of the universe, which the Buddhas of the past, present, and future held, are 
holding, and will hold as the ultimate scripture illuminating the principle of 
the emptiness of all things. This is dharma ma'f}tf,ala (Jpn. homandara), the 
mal)<;iala consisting of all things of the world as its letters. It is the secret, 
ultimate "scripture" revealed by Mahavairocana in his cosmic palace of the 

eternal present to his interlocutor Vajrasattva. The second text is the one that 

Vajrasattva transmitted to Nagarjuna in the iron stiipa in southern India. It is 
therefore an abridged translation into human language of the original siitra 
of the cosmic scale, a translation that is still an imposingly voluminous text, 
which Kiikai says circulated widely in India. The third is a further abbreviation 
of Nagarjuna's text that was transmitted to East Asia in seven fascicles and 
translated into Chinese by Subhakarasirhha. 
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On the other hand, Kiikai describes these three editions of the siitra as 

representing a process not merely of abridgment but of condensation. Al

though the siitra text Kiikai brought back from China in 806 was only a 

miniature of the original siitra, he says that in every character the seven-fascicle 

siitra encompasses countless meanings. That is to say, the three editions of 

the Mahiivairocana Siitra are not independent of one another. They form, 

instead, three mutually inclusive levels of the same siitra: the abbreviated text 

is already a part of the original cosmic siitra; the cosmic siitra's contents are 

encapsulated in the abbreviated siitra's characters. In many other places in his 

writings, Kiikai uses the same paradigm to explain the relationship between 

the text and the world for the Vajrasekhara Siitra and other esoteric Buddhist 

siitras that he claims were transmitted, like the Mahiivairocana Siitra, through 

the Dharma lineage of Mahavairocana, Vajrasattva, and Nagarjuna.2 In this 

manner Kiikai presents the esoteric Buddhist texts as books that reflect within 

themselves everything in the world. Although the idea of the universe as itself 

a sacred scripture or scriptural text embracing the entire universe is not unique 

to Esoteric Buddhism (Luis GoMEZ 1995=107), Kiikai appears to be singular in 

having created uniquely Buddhist theories of text, writing, and signs based on 

such an idea. 3 

One may compare Kiikai's idea of the universal text with the Western 

concept of summa mundi, which in its classical sense is an imposing, complete 

tome-an encyclopedia of the Age of Enlightenment, for example-that 

claims the comprehensiveness of its contents as the mark of universality.4 Kiikai 

also appears to have trust in language's ability to reach totality. However, as 

is discussed below, Kiikai's text strives for totality not in its representation. 

His model of the text is not encyclopedic, for it is neither self-contained 

nor completed. On the contrary, Kiikai approaches the text as a yet-to-be

bound-or, perhaps more appropriately, never-to-be-bound-constantly re

worked manuscript. For Kiikai, the text is not a book but a writing that remains 

open-ended. It is endlessly related to other texts, and only by means of its 

openness does it reach totality. In other words, the world is made of texts and 

only of text-not of their representational function but of their materiality. 

Kiikai blurs the boundary between the inside and the outside of the text( s ), 

tor the text's inside and outside are the writings of different editions of the 

same scriptural text. In order to be applied to Kiikai's model of the text, the 

term summa mundi cannot merely be a genitive compound-the "text of 

the world"-but must serve more prominently as an appositional compound: 

the "text(s) as the world" and the "world as the text(s)." 

This area ofKiikai's theoretical endeavor had no immediate counterpart in 

the doctrines of the Nara Schools. Some seminal texts on the Buddhist theory 
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of language, especially of later Indian Madhyamika and Yogacara traditions, had 

been known to the Nara scholarly circles.5 However, these texts were primarily 

concerned with logic, not with practical functions of language in pedagogical, 

ritual, and literary environments. The discussion in the next chapter suggests 

that Nara scholar-priests' reticence on such matters as writing, texts, and 

ritual language resulted from the Confucian political ideology of the ritsuryo 

state that exercised control over textual production and ritual performance 

in late Nara and early Heian society. In this regard, Kukai's endeavor can 

be understood as his subtle strategy to level a challenge to the monopoly of 

Confucianism as legitimator of the state's control over intellectual production, 

so as to transform the relationship between the state and the Sangha in the 

latter's favor. The discussion that follows here attempts to outline Kukai's 

construction of particularly Esoteric Buddhist theories of text, writing, and 

signs, the theories through which he attempted to eftect such a change. 

Of Kukai's principal works, Voice, Letter, Reality (Shoji jissogi, KZ 1:521-

534 )6 presents most systematically his theory of language. It is held within the 

Shingon School that Kukai composed Transforming One's Body Into the Realm 

of Enlightenment ( Sokushin jobutsugi, KZ 1:506-520 ), Voice, Letter, Reality, and 

On the Sanskrit Letter Hum ( Unjigi, KZ 1:535-553) in rapid succession, aiming 

the three works, respectively, at illustrating the "body, speech, mind," the three 

mysteries of Esoteric Buddhist divinities. Although the exact date of compo

sition has not been established tor any of the three works, modern students 

of Kukai generally agree that they were composed in the brief period that 

corresponds roughly to the years 821 to 824, between the dose of Konin years 

(810-823) and the very beginning ofTencho years (823-834).? As KATSUMATA 

Shunkyo ( 1970:148-152) has pointed out, it was during this brief period that 

Kukai began to employ the concept of the six great elements ( rokudai), the 

concept essential tor Transforming One's Body. Because, as I will show, the text 

of Voice, Letter, Reality often refers to that of Transforming One's Body, and the 

discussion in On the Sanskrit Letter Hum presupposes that Voice, Letter, Reality, 

modern studies generally support the tradition's claim that these works were 

produced in succession to form a series. 

The dating by modern scholars appears to be acceptable tor this study, but 

tor a different reason: in these works Kukai was no longer concerned with 

delineating the category of the esoteric, or with constructing the comple

mentary relationship between the esoteric and exoteric scriptures, as he did 

in his early works. In the three works in question, Kukai no longer refers to 

exoteric scriptures as frequently as he had in the earlier writings. Rather, Kukai 

relied essentially on esoteric scriptures to justifY the efficacy of esoteric religious 

practices. His priority seems to have shifted from legitimizing the esoteric to 
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further illustrating it as an already legitimized category. This change in Kiikai's 

approach to illustrating the esoteric through his writings seems to reflect the 

historical condition in which, as symbolized by his erection of the Abhi�eka 

Hall at Todaiji in 822, Kiikai won the general acceptance by the Nara clergy of 

Esoteric Buddhism by the end of the Konin years. It then became necessary 

for him to provide the Nara clerics with the theoretical foundation for their 

practice of Esoteric Buddhism. 

Of Voice, Letter, and Reality 

Kiikai's construction of the interpenetrating relationship between the text and 

the world, discussed above, calls for an expansion of the concept of language, 

tor not only spoken words or written characters but all sorts of things and 

events in the world are, for Kiikai, signs of the cosmic text. Kiikai explains this 

point in his celebrated verse at the opening of Voice, Letter, Reality. 

V ibrating in each other's echoes are the five great elements 

That give rise to languages unique to each of the ten realms 

All in the six sense-fields are letters, the letters 

Of the Dharmakaya, which is reality (KZ 1:524) 

Kukai's Voice, Letter, Reality unfolds as an illustration of this abstruse poem. 

An interpretation of the entire verse will be attempted later. For now, however, 

the key to understanding Kiikai's reading of the world as a text-or, more 

appropriately, as the ur-text-is line 3, to whose explication Kiikai devotes 

most of his work. There, in his analysis of the function of the sign, Kiikai 

locates the letter at the focal point of the interaction between voice, letter, and 

reality. Throughout the work Kiikai repeatedly argues, "The letter is nothing 

but differentiation (Jpn. shabetsu; Skt. vife!a)" (KZ 1:528,530,531, 534). That is, 

at the heart of signification is differentiation; the sign's function becomes most 

manifest in the letter, for the letter possesses a lasting material foundation in 

which its difference from other signs is inscribed, fixed, and remembered. For 

Kukai, therefore, even voices are letters, patterns inscribed in the air. 

Language derives from voice. Voice distinguishes itself in terms of long and 

short, high and low, and straight and bent. These are called patterns ( mon ). 

Those which manifest particular patterns are letters (ji), which never fail to 

give rise to names (myo). The name is always the name-letter (myoji), for 

sign is above all pattern. Therefore, pattern is nothing but letter, and pattern 

and letter are inseparable. (KZ 1:525) 
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That is, any object that differentiates itself with its unique pattern from any

thing else-including voice, a primary material of linguistic communication

is a letter. All sensory percepts of the six sense fields (Jpn. rokujin; Skt. !ad
vi!aya )-sight, sound, scent, taste, touch, and concepts, with the mind serving 

as the sixth "sense organ"-are therefore letters. Kukai indicates that the 

sensory percepts of sight, for example, take the forms of color (ken), shape 

(gyo), and movement (hyo), and the combination of the three, so that each 

percept will be distinguished from others. 

All the percepts of sight, expressing themselves in color, shape, and move

ment, arise from the working of [the sensory organ of] the eye [J pn. 

gan; Skt. cak!us], and become the objects of the eye. [Simultaneously,] 

they arise from the working of sight-consciousness [Jpn. ganshiki; Skt. 

cak!ur-vijniina], become the object of sight-consciousness, and interact with 

sight-consciousness. [Simultaneously, again,] they arise from the working of 

mind-consciousness [Jpn. ishiki; Skt. mano-vijniina], become the object of 

mind-consciousness, and interact with mind-consciousness. This [process} 

is called ((differentiation." All things differentiated are characters (monji), 

marks of individualized patterns. Each differentiated percept manifests its 

own pattern ( mon ), and each differentiated pattern gives rise to names. They 

[percepts] are nothing but letters. Color, shape, movement are, therefore, 

the three categories of the letters of sight. (KZ 1:528, italics added) 

Kukai thus presents his perspective on signs, in which differentiation is the 

heart of language's signifying practices; in which the letter, or, more generally, 

writing, is the primary topos of differentiation; and in which differentiation 

of the letter makes possible articulation of the world by names-that is, the 

sign's work of dividing the world in the primordial state of a nebulous whole 

into discrete parts and categories, which in turn give rise to cosmic order. That 

is, the rise of signs from differentiation is coterminous with the formation of a 

cosmos-the procreative process that I shall refer to as "semiogenetic."8 With 

this paradigm of language as differentiation, Kukai translates the Buddhist 

doctrine of emptiness into a semiological theory, which he develops along two 

distinct strategic paths, each of which constructs the other as its inverse mirror 

image. 

The first is Kukai's deconstruction of sensory objects as but signs, objects 

that manifest themselves as if they were "things." For Kukai, as is clear from 

the passage just quoted, being is antedated by language, and not vice versa, for 

it is language's ability to articulate that generates discrete objects. Language 

productive of things, in turn, is grounded in differentiating movement, that is, 
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the very lack of identity, essence, or immediacy. The apparent presence of a so

called thing itself is therefore preceded by and derives from differentiation, a 

relative positioning that identifies a thing vis-a-vis other things, which also 

are but signs. Things are never self-present, for they have no ontological 

grounding, except for their infinitely regressive reference to other things in 

their mutually referential network. That is, precisely because they are signs, 

things are of dependent co-origination (J pn. engisho; Skt. pratitya-samutpiida ), 

for they are "empty" of essence and do not originate with any transcendental 

pnme mover. 

The second strategic path is Kukai's method of reading and reconstructing 

a text-the text in the narrow sense, i.e., writing in a human language

as the very field at which the doctrine of emptiness actualizes itself. Kukai 

argues that the letter A, the first syllable in the Sanskrit alphabet, is the 

mother of all letters, words, and languages. For Kukai, the letter A is the 

seed mantra of the Dharmakaya Mahavairocana because, since it serves as a 

negative prefix, the letter embodies the principle of all things as "originally 

nonarising" (Jpn. honpusho; Skt. iidyanutpiida ). Kukai suggests that the letter A 

as negation, "what it is not," represents the very movements of differentiation, 

dissimulation, and articulation that are the primordial conditions for the act of 

writing and the production of text. This second semiological strategy is studied 

in detail in the second half of this chapter. 

MoRIMOTO Kazuo (1976:126-145; 1984:485-494), an expert in contempo

rary continental philosophy at Tokyo University, has pointed out a similarity 

that he has observed between Kukai's understanding of differentiation and 

Jacques Derrida's deconstructionism, especially Derrida's notion of difjfrance. 

Although Morimoto's finding appears important against the backdrop of many 

ongoing comparative philosophical studies that investigate the relevance of 

Derrida's postmodernist theory to the Buddhist theory of emptiness, Mori

moto's scope for comparison is seriously limited.9 However striking it may 

appear from time to time, students ofKukai's philosophy must not be blinded 

by the similarity between Kukai and Derrida, for it may well have resulted from 

mere coincidence, as in the case of a biological isomorphism across utterly 

unrelated species. In addition, there also exist notable "differences" between 

Derrida and Kukai, which seem to be more significant than their similarity. 

As I demonstrate in the next section, unlike the Derridian differance, Kukai's 

deconstructive strategy is a path by which he constructs and reconstructs a 

concrete model of the cosmos, the model that he presents as a Buddhist 

alternative to that of the Confucian state ideology. Discussions in the following 

sections are aimed not at preparing a ground for comparative philosophy but 

at illustrating Kukai's complex language theory as simply as possible, so as to 
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develop an assessment of the historical impact on the early Heian ritsuryo state 

ofKiikai's invention of the Esoteric Buddhist model of the universe based upon 

his language theory, an assessment that is presented in the next chapter. 

Syntax of the World-Text 

The foregoing brief overview ofKiikai's general approach to language and text 

leads to an entry point into Kiikai's enigmatic poem in Voice, Letter, Reality, the 

entry through which the poem unfolds itself as an exposure of the Dharmakaya 

as writing, as the world-text itself. 

Vibrating in each other's echoes are the five great elements 

That give rise to languages unique to each of the ten realms 

All in the six sense-fields are letters, the letters 

Of the Dharmakaya, which is the reality 

2 

3 

4 

Kiikai identifies the five great elements referred to in line I as earth, water, fire, 

wind, and space, which, according to Exoteric Buddhism, are the fundamental 

material constituents of the universe. However, according to Esoteric Bud

dhism, Kiikai asserts, the five great elements are also the somatic components of 

the Dharmakaya. In Transforming One's Body Into the Realm of Enlightenment 

( Sokushin jobutsugi) ( KZ I :509-5I3 ), to whose esoteric interpretation of the five 

elements Kiikai urges readers to turn their attention in Voice, Letter, Reality (KZ 
I :525 ), each of the five elements expresses the five essential aspects of emptiness: 

originally nonarising (earth), transcending designations (water), freedom from 

taint (fire), being devoid of primary cause (wind), and being formless as space 

(space). 

In Transforming One's Body, Kiikai explains further that the five elements 

incessantly interfuse with one another to generate all the things of the three 

realms (sanshu seken )-material existence, living beings, and enlightened 

ones-that form the totality of the world (KZ 1:509). The constant interplay 

of the five great elements is all the movements of the world, which make all 

existences impermanent. Yet, despite such movements, individual things in 

the world maintain their identities, if only momentarily, and the world does 

not descend into chaos. Kiikai explains this by introducing consciousness

the sixth great element (shikidai), the Dharmakaya's mind that is the very 

awareness of emptiness-which is inherent in all the five elements. "The six 

elements are the creative force (nosho)" (KZ I:5ro). For Kiikai, the six great 
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elements are the Dharmakaya's body and mind, which, precisely because of 

their inseparability, are in a constant state of harmonious interfusion, which 

Kiikai describes as the Dharmakaya Buddha's eternal state of meditation: 

"Freely interfusing with one another, the six great elements maintain the 

[Dharmakaya's] timeless yoga" (KZ r:so7). 

By contrast, in Voice, Letter, Reality, Kiikai offers a new description of this 

picture of cosmogony as a semiogenetic process. Throughout this work, Kiikai 

speaks only of the five elements. In lieu of the sixth element, Kiikai highlights 

the vibrant movements (kyo) of the five elements as the force that maintains 

harmony between them. It is this primeval pulsation that makes it possible 

for the five elements to collide and fuse, thus generating all sorts of voices in 

the world. 

No sooner does the inner breath of living beings vibrate the air of the external 

world than there arises voice (sho). Voice always results from vibration; voice 

invariably has as its basis vibration.10 When voice does not cease in vain and 

expresses the name of a thing, it is called letter (ji). The names thus revealed 

unfailingly evoke objects, which are so-called reality. That each voice, letter, 

and reality divides itself into myriad parts is called meaning (gi). (KZ 1:522) 

Kiikai here provides an overall view of the relationship that he sees between 

voice, letter, and reality. Voice metamorphoses from mere vibration to sign by 

means of letter, that is, by making itself into a consistent, perceptible pattern 

( mon) inscribed on a material foundation that stands for things other than 

itself, things that then present themselves as reality. Voice has first to be writing 

before it ceases to be a meaningless cry and becomes speech. Only after writing, 

and then speech, does there arise reality, the object of signs. Furthermore, the 

meaning of these objects derives not from themselves but from the process 

through which voice, letter, and reality, respectively, differentiate themselves 

into innumerable signifiers (nosen) and signifieds (shosen)-that is, through 

the linguistic articulation of the world into parts. It is the differences between 

signs that produce meaning. Then, before it even becomes writing or speech, 

voice in its most primordial form, the vibrant interplay of the five great ele

ments, is differentiation (shabetsu): the very differentiating movement toward 

articulation, the first possibility of writing, and then speech. 

For Kiikai, then, differentiation is semiotic articulation. Through differen

tiation, the boundless, amorphous, timeless presence of the Dharmakaya-the 

perpetually oscillating five great elements, the five forces of emptiness-turns 

itself into discrete objects in historical processes. It is, then, through articulation 

that the illegible Dharmakaya (as postulated in exoteric disciplines) transforms 
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itself into the legible world-text. The Dharmakaya can then be located nowhere 

but in the text, both in the letters and between the text's letters, where the 

letters manifest themselves as the traces of difference. 

As discussed earlier, however, Kiikai understands the actualization of articu

lation as dependent on the working of sensory organs, the biological function 

that differs from one species to another. "The same water is seen by hungry 

ghosts as a pond of blazing fire and by heaven dwellers as an emerald lake. The 

dark night for human beings is the bright day for night birds."11 This is where 

Kiikai introduces line 2 of his verse; ("Vibrating in each other's echoes are the 

five great elements [I] / That give rise to languages unique to each of the ten 

realms [2)"). In accordance with Buddhist cosmology, Kiikai identifies the ten 

realms as the realms of (I) Buddhas, (2) bodhisattvas, (3) pratyeka-buddhas, 

( 4-) sravakas, (5) heaven dwellers, ( 6) human beings, ( 7) asuras, ( 8) animals, 

( 9) hungry ghosts, and ( IO) hell dwellers. The differences in the manner 

in which they recognize things surrounding them make these ten "species" 

experience the same universe as ten different biological environments, which 

are also ten separate linguistic spheres. 

Kiikai then introduces his two readings of the "writings of the ten kinds 

(jusshu monji) of the ten realms" (KZ I:525). The first is a vertical reading, 

in which the ten realms are viewed as levels of progressively more profound 

languages. In this reading, only the language of the realm of the Buddhas, 

which is identified as mantra, is real, and the nine others are illusory. Mantra 

is "true word" (shingon ), "because it alone can designate infallibly the reality 

of objects as they truly are" (KZ 1:525). On the other hand, if one adopts the 

horizontal reading of the text, all the languages of the ten realms are mantras, 

because 

All sorts of names (signs) originate from the Dharmakaya. They all issue 

forth from it (him) and become the languages circulating in the world. The 

language that is aware of this truth is called the true word ( shingon) and 

other languages that are not conscious of their source are called illusory 

words (mogo). (KZ I:526) 

The horizontal reading of the world -text reveals that all the ten languages are 

nothing but mantra (mantra in the broad sense); however, only the language 

that knows this secret, the language into which this secret is built as a part of its 

grammar, the language that makes this horizontal reading possible, can func

tion as mantra (mantra in the narrow sense). "As if the same medicine can be 

used as cure or poison, the same language [emanating from the Dharmakaya] 

either guides one to enlightenment or deceives one into delusion" (KZ I:526). 
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In lines 3 and 4- ("All in the six sense-fields are letters, the letters / Of the 

Dharmakaya, which is reality"), Kiikai points to the reason for the possibility 

of the horizontal reading of the world-text, the reading that reveals all lan

guages to be mantra. As discussed earlier, line 3 is where Kiikai presents his 

general theory of language-that all objects of the senses are letters, that all 

linguistic signs are first and foremost letters, and that what produces letters is 

differentiation. To further illustrate the implications of line 3, Kiikai takes up 

the objects of sight as an example from among the six sense fields (sight, sound, 

scent, taste, touch, and feeling) and explains in yet another verse why optical 

objects are the letters of the world-text. Kiikai precedes this second verse with 

an introductory remark: "All the six sense fields are letters. First, how do the 

letters of sight perform their work of differentiation?" 

Defined by the objects of sight 

[the letters] of color, shape, and movement 

Are both sentient and inanimate beings 

both life forms and their environments 

As [the Dharmakaya's] spontaneous play 

and as their consequences, [these letters] 

Can either trick one into delusion 

or guide others to enlightenment 

II 

lll 

IV 

In lines i and ii, Kiikai reminds the reader that all the languages of the 

ten realms of the universe are already inscribed in the world-text. Not only 

objects described by these languages but sentient beings who speak them are 

aggregates of the same signs that constitute the writing of the world-text

signs that refer only to other signs, signs whose identities derive only from the 

way in which they are different from other signs. That is to say, although the 

ten realms may be separated vertically from one another by their languages, 

horizontally, their languages are written in the same alphabet and thus belong 

to the same system. Kiikai explains this mutually referential relationship that 

obtains in everything that exists, or in the written signs of the world-text, from a 

slightly different angle: "Because sentient and inanimate forms of existence are 

shaped by the letters of color, form, and movement, sentient existence does 

not always remain sentient and material existence, not always nonsentient. 

They are mutually dependent and interchangeable" (KZ 1:531). Kiikai then 

quotes passages from chapters 6 and 7 of the Avatamsaka Sutra concerning 

the permeation of the body of the cosmic Buddha Vairocana, the Buddha 

whom Kiikai identifies as the Dharmakaya. 
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The body of [Vairocana] Buddha is inconceivable. In his body are all sorts 

of lands of sentient beings. Even in a single pore are countless vast oceans. 

(T ro:32a) 

Even in a single pore are inconceivably many lands, countless as particles of 

dust, inhabited by all sorts of living beings. In each of these numerous lands, 

there resides Vairocana Buddha, who expounds the excellent teaching amidst 

a great assembly of disciples. In every particle of dust in these lands, one also 

differentiates countless lands, some small, others large. In every particle of 

dust of these lands, too, one finds Vairocana Buddha. (T ro:36b) 

For Kukai, this is the manner in which the differentiation of the signs of the 

world-text articulates the universe into multifarious things, both sentient and 

nonsentient. In this vision of the universe, a speck of dust in a certain realm, a 

seemingly simple sign in the world-text, is at once equal to countless Buddhas 

and their lands. A pore on a Buddha's body in another realm, another sign 

of the text, is a vast cosmic space encompassing countless galactic systems. As 

a result, the signs of the world-text are always polyvalent. This mythopoetic 

vision of polysemy in the Avatamsaka Sittra suggests that each sign reflects 

within itself other signs against whose difference the original sign's identity 

is established, thereby forming an infinitely referential network of signs that 

forms the totality of the world-text. 

In lines iii and iv of the second verse quoted from Voice, Letter, Reality, 

Kukai indicates that this polysemy of the world-text creates, simultaneously, 

hope and difficulty for the salvation of sentient beings-difficulty, because the 

ambiguity and indeterminateness of the signs make the world-text cryptic, if 

not illegible, and encourage it to be misread. The most obvious misreading, 

Kukai emphasizes, is the reduction of the polyvalence of signs into the single, 

most obvious meaning (for example, "pore" as merely a physical part, "speck 

of dust" as merely a dust particle), which leads to the reification of objects. 

For the fool, letters as such [the letters of optical objects, i.e., of color, shape, 

and movement] are the very objects of attachment, desire, and passion. 

Having generated greed, rage, folly, and all sorts of other delusions, they 

cause beings to commit the ten evil acts or five cardinal sins. (KZ r:53r)12 

That is, from Kukai 's viewpoint, those who read the world -text only literally and 

linearly are bound to fail, for all the objects of desire reified by such a reading are 

in fact signs, which precisely because of their polysemic and thus polyphonous 

nature, are devoid of essence ( mujisho). They are of dependent co-origination 
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(enghisho), and thus unattainable (mushotoku). The polyvalence of the sign can 

not be rooted in self-identity, which is always singular, but derives only from 

differentiation, the simultaneous difference of a sign from multifarious signs.13 

Being polyvalent, a sign originates only in the in-betweenness of difference, in 

the lack of origin, or the originally nonarising ( honpusho) of emptiness. The 

factuality of objects, which derives from a deluded reader's fetish, is therefore 

always illusory and ephemeral. 

On the other hand, Kiikai suggests that on the opposite side of this same 

polysemy of the world-text that makes for difficulty in reading is hope for 

enlightenment. 

What does the Dharmakaya mean? It means the originally nonarising [nature J 

of all things. The originally nonarising, that is reality itself. (KZ 1:526) 

All sorts of names (signs) originate with the Dharmakaya. They all issue forth 

from it (him) and become the languages circulating in the world. (KZ r:526) 

For Kiikai, the Dharmakaya is the origin of all signs that arise from difference 

because the Dharmakaya is the originally nonarising, the very lack of origin. 

Although the Dharmakaya remains invisible, it is never separated from the signs 

of the world-text: it permeates signs as their (non)origin in the space between 

signs-as in-betweenness of signs, as their differentiation, the difference from 

which their identities arise. Kiikai thus indicates in the third line of his verse two 

ways of reading the letters of the world-text as the vector pointing to the per

meation of the Dharmakaya in the world-text. First, the signs can be interpreted 

as pointing to the spontaneous play of the Dharmakaya (honi). This is the most 

abstract level of the manifestation of the Dharmakaya, its "self-nature body" 

( Skt. svabhiiva-kiiya; J pn. jishoshin ), the level at which it can be conceptualized 

in Kiikai's writing only as the interplay of the five elements, the five vibrant 

forces of emptiness. This movement of the five elements cannot be described 

except as play, tor it has no other purpose than playfully producing differences 

through interfusion. In other words, Kiikai is proposing to read the world-text 

not of the letters themselves but of their interstices, where the self-nature body's 

spontaneous play manifests its very movement of differentiation, the processes 

of articulation productive of signs. In this reading, which Kiikai identifies as 

the "horizontal" reading of the world-text, all letters are equal in their act of 

making themselves the entry points into the Dharmakaya's spontaneous play. 

According to the horizontal approach, all sentient beings as well as all things 

of their living environments are equal. ... Horizontally, all sentient beings 
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are endowed with the originally enlightened Dharmakaya ( hongaku hosshin ), 

his self-nature, and are equal to all Buddhas. All their bodies as well as their 

habitats are the manifestations of the Dharmakaya's spontaneous play. 

(KZ r:m) 

Second, Kiikai indicates that the signs of the world -text itself can be under

stood as the manifestation of the Dharmakaya, for they are nothing but the 

"consequence" (zuien) of the Dharmakaya's spontaneous play of differentia

tion. By means of this process of articulation, the Dharmakaya that hitherto 

remained abstract, in the primordial state before naming, becomes known by 

many names (signs) of its anthropomorphic forms, i.e., as all sorts of Buddhas 

in blissfully adorned bodies (Skt. sambhogakiiya; Jpn. hoshin) and bodies cor

responding to human form (Skt. nirmiilJakiiya; Jpn. oshin). Elsewhere Kiikai 

explains the Dharmakaya's transformation of itself/himself from the nameless 

to the named: 

Without origin, without conditions, it [the Dharmakaya] is vast, limitless, and 

formless, just like empty space. This is called the Dharmakaya's great body. 

The Dharma of the Dharmakaya is naturally such. However, if only its great 

body were manifested, sentient beings would not give rise to faith, would not 

practice worship, tor they would not see clearly the Buddha's face and body. 

For this reason, provisionally, the Dharmakaya manifests its small bodies [of 

anthropomorphic form] to illuminate sentient beings' minds, to plant faith 

in their minds, and to rouse their resolve to realize enlightenment.14 

Furthermore, the Dharmakaya assumes the emanation body (Skt. ni!yanda

kiiya; Jpn. torushin ), a manifestation as all sorts of living beings and their 

environments. In this manner, it produces all the letters of the world-text as the 

traces of its spontaneous movement, the letters whose aggregate constitutes the 

threefold world ( sanshu seken) of enlightened ones, sentient beings, and their 

habitats. This, for Kiikai, is the vertical reading of the world-text, the reading 

of its letters as the traces of the Dharmakaya's differentiating movement. In 

line with the discussions on Buddhas' bodies in both the Mahiivairocana and 

Vajrafekhara sources, Kiikai calls the letters in the vertical reading the "seals 

of the Dharmakaya's wisdom of differentiation" (shabetsu chiin ) .15 However, 

precisely because they are "seals," which are traces, they stand for the Dhar

makaya's play in its absence, are signs of presence/absence, of the emptiness of 

essence, whose meaning derives only from other signs. In this sense, according 

to the vertical reading, too, the letters are not distinct from the Dharmakaya, 
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for they, as traces, are "originally nonarising" -which is exactly how Kiikai 

understands the Dharmakaya. 

In short, the creative force of the world-text and the created letters within 

the text are but two aspects of the same Dharmakaya. At the close of Voice, 

Letter, Reality is this passage: 

The creative force ( nosho) is the five great elements of five forms; creation 

(shosho) is the threefold world. This threefold world is divided into countless 

differences. All these infinite differences are the letters, the letters of both 

[the Dharmakaya's] spontaneous play and its consequences. (KZ 1:534) 

Kiikai's notions of "spontaneous play" and "its consequences" are the two 

directions in which the movement of differentiation manifests the originally 

nonarising Dharmakaya in the world-text, and also as the world-text. The 

Dharmakaya is never the transcendental signified, or the Truth outside the 

world-text, for the text is made up only of differentiating relations that have 

neither origin nor end. It has no outside. The text's differentiating processes, 

the "spontaneous play," are generative of the text's signs, "its consequences," 

and are therefore anterior to any name. The "spontaneous play" of the Dhar

makaya appears to be Kiikai's temporary designation of this yet-to-be-named 

differentiating movement of the text, the process without origin. To realize 

truth is, then, to play this play of differentiating processes and become im

mersed in it.16 It is the world as the play of writing, which for Kiikai is "striding 

playfully of great emptiness,"17 the play on which he once wrote: 

Soaring mountains are brushes, vast oceans, ink 

Heaven and the earth are the box preserving the siitra; yet 

Contained in every stroke of its letters are all in the universe 

From cover to cover, all pages of the siitra are brimming 

With the six sensory objects, in all their manifestations.18 

It is the book (game) whose encasement never succeeds in enclosing within 

itself the cosmic play (writing), or the universe as writing (play). 

On the Science of Writing 

Kiikai's discussion of all sensory objects as letters of the world-text provides a 

frame of reference for understanding his analysis of what text is in the narrow 

sense, i.e., writings of human language. In Voice, Letter, Reality, Kiikai puts it 

this way: 
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All sorts of differentiations of optical objects are letters. For example, the 

letter A and other characters written in the five basic colors [yellow, white, 

red, blue, black] are letters of optical objects. Various kinds of sentient and 

nonsentient beings, painted images, as well as gorgeous patterns woven in 

brocade are also the letters of optical objects. All these differentiations among 

the objects of sight are called letters of optical objects. ( KZ I :530-53I) 

It appears that Kiikai understands the question of human language as a local 
variation within his general theory of language, in which signs are above all 
letters, letters that are nothing but differentiation. On the other hand, in Voice, 

Letter, Reality ( KZ I :526) and in many other places, Kiikai asserts that all 
letters derive from the letter A. In his introduction to the Sanskrit phonetic 
system, for example, Kiikai states that the letter A, the first letter of the Sanskrit 
alphabet, transforms itself into twelve essential vowels and semivowels, which 
then join themselves with thirty-five consonants to produce 408 basic letters.19 
This seems to contradict Kiikai's fundamental principle that letters have no 
origin except their mutual differences. 

Kiikai's answer to this problem seems to rest in his recognition that the 
letter A is simultaneously the most basic syllable of the Sanskrit alphabet 
and the "indicator," especially as a prefix, "of absence (mu), refusal (ju), 

and negation (hi)."20 In On the Sanskrit Letter Hum ( Unjigi), paraphrasing 
Subhakarasirhha's Commentary on the Mahavairocana Sutra (T 39:6src ), Kiikai 
presents his solution to this apparent contradiction. 

The gate of the letter A teaches that all things are originally nonarising. 

All sorts of languages in the threefold world depend on names (signs), and 

names derive from letters. The letter A, as written in Siddham [a Sanskrit 

script system popularized in East Asia], is the mother of all letters. Therefore 

the truth of the gate of the letter A pervades all things. 

What is the reason tor this? All things consist of an agglomeration of 

diverse causes and conditions. Every one of these causes and conditions 

consists, in turn, of countless causes and conditions. The chain of causes and 

conditions extends endlessly without arriving at the origin. In this manner, 

one recognizes the originally nonarising nature of all things. There is no 

origin of all things except for their own originally nonarising quality. 

Whenever people hear a language spoken, they hear the sound A [ un

derlying all syllables J. In the same manner, whenever people see all sorts 

of things, they see there the originally nonarising. Those who see things as 

originally nonarising will realize their minds as they really are. Knowing one's 

mind as it really is-that is the realization of the all-embracing wisdom [Skt. 
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sarva-jnana; Jpn. issai chichi]. This is the reason that Mahavairocana made 

this single letter his seed mantra. (KZ 1:537-538) 

Kukai's reasoning here appears straightforward. For him, all things of the 

world are already letters of the world-text. Because they are the system of 

differentiation, the letters/things are of dependent co-origination and there

fore without origin. Because the letters of human language are already a 

part of the letters of the world-text, they are also grounded in their mu

tual differences. If letters in this narrow sense have any origin, it cannot 

be anything but the dependent co-origination, which is originally nonaris

ing. This is what Kukai seems to suggest as the letter A. It is the origin 

of all the alphabet's letters, yet it stands at their origin only as a mark of 

absence-that is, the negation of unconditioned identity, immediacy, and 

permanence. The letter A is the origin of no origin. It is, quintessentially, 

the originally nonarising. In other words, the letter A is the origin of all 

letters because it stands for the very movement of differentiation, which is the 

absence, refusal, and negation of any self-presence of things, including that of 

their origin. 

Kukai says in many places in his writings that "the letter A means the 

originally nonarising" (e.g., KZ 1: 404, 469,508,537, 730). However, Kukai's 

reference to the "meaning" (gi) of the letter A is not intended to suggest that 

the letter A is a kind of cryptogram tor a secret doctrine-an interpretation 

pursued by many sectarian scholar-priests (KATSUMATA Shunky6 1970:n6; 

TAKAGAMI Kakush6 1992:109-IIO ). In the context of his discussions of speech, 

writing, and sign, Kukai most often employs the term meaning (gi) in a 

particular way, i.e., to signifY a value produced by a certain syllable or letter 

as it participates in the process of linguistic articulation. As he puts it in the 

passage from Voice, Letter, Reality discussed earlier: "Voice [sho] always results 

from vibration; voice invariably has vibration as its basis. When voice does 

not cease in vain and expresses the name of a thing, it is called letter [.ii]. 

The names thus revealed unfailingly evoke objects, which are so-called reality 

[.iisso]. That voice, letter, and reality divide themselves into myriad parts is called 

meaning (gi)" (KZ 1:522). That is, when Kukai describes the "meaning" of the 

letter A as the originally nonarising, he is referring to the letter A standing 

tor the originally nonarising play of differentiation that makes possible the 

signs' articulation of the world into myriad parts. For Kukai, the letter A at 

once produces and permeates all letters: it is simultaneously the "spontaneous 

play" and "its result," the two aspects of the Dharmakaya as it is manifested 

in the text of human language. "The Dharmakaya resides in empty space. 

The Dharmakaya is empty space, for it is the unattainability of cause. It [the 
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Dharmakaya] is the absence ofthe origin .... Because of this, the Dharmakaya 

is the source of all scriptural writings. "21 

Based on Amoghavajra's translation of a manual on the Sanskrit phonetic 

system,22 Kukai in his Essential Characters of the Sanskrit Siddham Script and 

Their Interpretations (Bonji shisstan jimo narabi ni shakugi) identifies the 

"meaning" of the twelve essential vowels and thirty-five principal consonants 

(KZ 2:724-728). 

VOWELS (MATA) 

A 

A 

j 

u 

D 

E 

Ai 

0 

Au 

Ari1 

AI:l 

GUTTURALS ( K()SH()) 

Ka 

Kha 

Ga 

Gha 

Na 

PALATALS (GAKUSHO) 

Ca 

Cha 

Ja 

Jha 

Na 

CEREBRATES (ZETSUSHO) 

Ta 

Tha 

MEANING (GI) 

originally nonarising ( honpusho) 

quietude (jakujo) 

senses ( kon) 

disaster ( saika) 

metaphor ( hiyu) 

loss ( songen) 

pursuit (gu) 

freedom (jizai) 

rushing stream ( baru) 

manifestation ( kesho) 

boundary (hensai) 

release ( onri) 

MEANING 

action (sayo) 

space ( tokokii) 

departure (gyo) 

whole ( ichigo) 

part ( shibun) 

MEANING 

change (sen pen) 

reflection ( eizo) 

life (sho) 

enemy (senteki) 

wisdom (chi) 

MEANING 

arrogance (man) 

longevity ( choyo) 
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I;> a 
r;>ha 
.Na 

DENTALS (SHISHO) 

Ta 
Tha 
Da 

Dha 
Na 

LABIALS (SHINSHO) 

Pa 
Ph a 
Ba 

Bha 
Ma 

SEMIVOWELS AND 

SPIRANTS (HENKOSHO) 

Ya 
Ra 

La 
Va 
Sa 
�a 
Sa 
Ha 
�a 

vengeance ( ontai) 

clinging (shuji) 

argument ( shiiron) 

MEANING 

suchness ( nyo)nyo) 

abiding (jusho) 

giving (se) 

universe (hokkai) 

name (myii) 

MEANING 

primary truth (daiichigitai) 

foam (shumatsu) 

bond (baku) 

existence (yu) 

self (goga) 

MEANING 

vehicle (jii) 

taint (jinsen) 

aspect (sii) 

speech (gonzetsu) 

peacefulness ( honshiijaku) 

bluntness ( seidon) 

truth ( tai) 

cause (in) 

exhaustion (jin) 

For each of these letters, Kiikai adds his notes, which invariably begin "the 
unattainability of all things as ... " (issai shoho fukatoku), to indicate his in
terpretation of their meanings. The notation for the letter Ka, for example, is 
"the unattainability of all things as action," the letter Na, "the unattainability 
of all things as name," the letter Ba, "the unattainability of all things as bond," 
the letter Va, likewise, "the unattainability of all things as speech." That is, 
because all things are of dependent co-origination they cannot be reduced to 
any singular essence or identity. Kiikai's use of the term meaning (gi) here 
is exactly the same as the way he understands the "meaning" for the letter 
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A, which he interprets as the very movement of the originally nonansmg 

for producing signs. That is to say, these basic syllables are not ciphers of 

doctrinal concepts. Instead, they are for Kukai indicators of the forty-seven 

different manners through which the originally nonarising expresses itself as 

differentiation ( shabetsu) for constructing the identity of signs and enabling 

signs' articulation of the world into myriad things. 

This is the reasoning that leads Kukai to understand the letter A as the 

source of all other letters, the source whose manifestation of itself� first as 

twelve vowels, and then as thirty-five consonants, will give rise to all the Sanskrit 

letters.23 The established convention in the Sanskrit language in which the basic 

forms of all consonants are written with the letter A as their impartible part 

(SK r:r3-r8) makes it graphically apparent that the letter A, as the force of 

differentiation, inheres in all letters.24 

In short, the "meaning" of each letter in Kukai's table, shown above, has 

nothing to do with the definitions of words that appear in a dictionary. It 

is instead the characterization in writing of a different shade of the force 

of the originally nonarising-the letter A that hides itself in each letter's 

graphic form. For Kukai, letters are signifYing potentials whose differentiating 

power, combined and interfused, generates countless signs of the text. They 

may be described as "differentials" in the mathematical sense, the points 

that encompass within themselves infinite numbers of values, or meanings, 

as possibilities for their production of signs. 25 

In fact, Kukai's On the Sanskrit Letter Hum is his attempt to demonstrate 

the unlimited semantic potential of the countless meanings that issue forth 

from the letter Hum. Kukai first breaks down the letter into its four phonemic 

constituents-the letters A, Ha, U, and Ma-which represent four aspects 

of emptiness as the unattainability of the essence in all things as, respectively, 

origin, cause, loss, and self. He then states that these four letters together 

encapsulate within themselves all Buddhist writings in four areas: the principle 

of emptiness as the lack of origin; the teaching of dependent co-origination as 

the lack of cause; the practice of emptiness as the lack of suffering from loss; 

and the realization of emptiness as selflessness (KZ 1:548). 

Mantra as Textile Production 

Elsewhere Kukai resorts to the analogy between text and texture to illustrate 

his view that letters are the locus of infinite semantic production.26 

The word sittra means stringing or weaving. The [Dharmakaya's] secret 
voice, the woof, and mind, the warp, weave themselves into the brocade 
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depicting the assembly as vast as an ocean of Buddhas and bodhisattvas. 

Although brocades vary from one another in hundreds of patterns, they are 

all called brocades. In the same manner, Buddhas in the siitra appear in 

myriad different ways. Yet they all are called Buddhas .... They distinguish 

themselves one from another by expressing their own colors and forms. Yet 

however divergent they may be, all these woven patterns are seals of the 

wisdom of differentiation ( shabetsu chi in) of the same Lord Mahavairocana. It 

is thus said in a siitra, "I am the universe, I am the possessor of the vajra body, 

I am the devas, nagas, and the six other guardian gods of the Dharma. "27 In 

this manner, various aspects of the Dharmakaya interfuse with one another. 

That is just like silken threads of diverse shades lavishly meshed and yet 

forming a tightly knit brocade with a perfectly coordinated design. This is 

the meaning of the word sutra.28 

Kiikai here makes plain that the pattern of a brocade, the words and sentences 

of a scripture describing Buddhas and bodhisattvas, consists of the weaving 

of the voice and mind of the Dharmakaya hidden in a siitra text's texture

that is, the vibrations of the five great elements, the variegating woof, and 

the sixth great element, which sustains the harmony among the five oscillating 

elements, the warp that keep the woof together. Although Kiikai does not refer 

to letters directly, his textural analogy suggests that letters are the stitches of 

the brocade, the very interlacing of the Dharmakaya's secret voice and mind. 

That is, letters are inherently linked with one another, for their individual 

identities emerge as knots within a network called language. By means of 

this interlacing, both the voice and mind, which hitherto were, respectively, 

amorphous, unnamed streams of vibrant movements, and consciousness, divide 

themselves into distinct parts producing the unique design of each individual 

brocade (siitra). In this sense, letters are differentials, points of infinity, every 

one of which reflects within itself all other letters on the plexus, as well as words 

and sentences-multifarious patterns on the threads-generated by the very 

interlacing of the threads. 

The Dharmakaya in this manner disseminates itself throughout the text 

as the latent force of differentiation that is productive of signs. Letters that 

constitute texts are the very expression of the Dharmakaya 's textual/textural 

permeation, for they are the transformation of the letter A of the originally 

nonarising-that is, the Dharmakaya. In this sense, all the words of scriptural 

texts-and, by extension, any other texts written with the same letters-are 

mantras, for they are the very manifestations of the Dharmakaya, which Kiikai 

describes as the Dharmakaya's "seals of the wisdom of differentiation," the 

traces, the simultaneous presence and absence of the differentiating movement. 
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Yet letters, as the marks of the Dharmakaya pervading the text, ordinarily 

go unnoticed. Just as observers of a brocade perceive woven patterns and not 

individual stitches, readers of siitra texts read only words, which are the essential 

units for their semantic recognition. The knowledge of reading letters remains 

hidden from readers' awareness. It is this problem on which Kiikai offers his 

analysis of mantra, mantra in the narrow sense, i.e., a secret formula described 

in Esoteric Buddhist scriptures. In the last chapter of Ten Abiding Stages of 

Mind ( Himitsu mandara jitjitshinron ), Kiikai states: 

"0 Lord of Secrecy, do you know how Tathagatas practice their path of 

mantra? They do so by giving their empowerment [Skt. adhi�thii�Ja; Jpn. 

kaji] to the letters of worldly writings."29 Because the letters of worldly lan

guages are already capable of expressing what reality is, Tathagatas empower 

[some of] them and present them as mantras. If one takes the position that 

the letters of worldly languages are external to the nature of the Dharma, 

that is nothing but the false view of a delusory mind. (KZ 1:4-10) 

Kiikai emphasizes that when they take the form of writing, mantras are not 

intrinsically distinct from ordinary language. "Although Tathagatas empower 

mantras with all sorts of merit they had accumulated in their countless eons 

of bodhisattva lives," Kiikai points out, "the infinite merit inherent in every 

one of the letters of worldly language is already equal to that of mantras" (KZ 

1:4-II). Kiikai indicates, however, that mantra is ditTerent from worldly language 

in its working. Ten Abiding Stages continues: 

Question: Even children of the laity [in India] study and memonze the 

essential alphabet letters of Siddham. Is there any distinction between these 

letters and the letters of mantra? 

Answer: Although the Siddham alphabet table for secular education is iden

tical with the table of mantras, people of the world are unaware that each 

letter of the alphabet is already complete in its graphic form, while possessing 

infinite meanings of reality .... People of the world do not know that each 

letter is replete with reality, that is, the words of reality ( shingon ), mantras. 

Words spoken without this knowledge are the words of delusion, which 

lead beings to the suffering of the three evil transmigratory realms [of 

animals, hungry ghosts, and hell dwellers]. When they become aware of this 

knowledge of reality [of their alphabet letters], they annihilate all their evil 

karma and attain the all-embracing wisdom. This occurs just as one's medical 

knowledge can transform a dangerous poison into the most beneficial cure. 

(KZ 1:4-12) 
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In Voice, Letter, Reality, Kiikai explains the uniqueness of mantra by means 

of his interpretation of a verse from fascicle 2 of the Mahiivairocana Sittra 

(T 18:9c ), where the nature of mantra is discussed. 

The mantras of the Perfectly Enlightened Ones 

Are the generative processes of signs 

Like the teaching of Indra's jewel net 

They consummate all sorts of meanings 

The words Perfectly Enlightened Ones (Skt. anuttara-samyak-sambuddha; 

Jpn. toshogaku) on the first line mean the mystery of the body of Dhar

makaya. The Dharmakaya's mystery of body manifested equally [as individual 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas, i.e., "Perfectly Enlightened Ones"] is beyond 

measure. As has been discussed in Transforming One's Body Into the Realm 

of Enlightenment, this mystery of body is reality (jisso) [unveiled by mantras]. 

The term mantra means voice, the Dharmakaya's mystery of speech. The 

term signs (gonmyo) means letters (ji). That is, voice turns into signs through 

letters. This is the relationship between voice, letter, and reality as presented 

in the above verse .... For example, whenever people open their mouths 

and emit their voices, the sound A is heard, the sound of the first letter 

of the Sanskrit alphabet. Yet the sound A can serve as an indicator for the 

Dharmakaya. This is the letter of the sound A. What does the Dharmakaya 

mean? It means the originally nonarising of all things. This is the reality of 

the letter A. (KZ 1:523-524) 

Kiikai grounds his argument here in his general theory of language, in which 

the primordial, protolinguistic cry of voice turns into signs by assuming specific 

patterns, patterns that according to Kiikai's definition are letters. The term for 

sign,gonmyo, in the passage above, literally means "names uttered." Only then, 

when naked voice turns into names uttered, are objects of signs, the signified, 

articulated, and only then do they assume the place of things to be represented 

by signs. Mantra is identified with this primordial voice that turns into letters 

and then into signs. Therefore mantra is indicative of "the generative process 

of signs" (gonmyo joritsu so). 

Kiikai points out that anyone who utters or writes words participates in 

this semiogenetic process by reaffirming the legitimacy of phonic and graphic 

patterns of signs and their use in a language system. Yet this is the very 

process forgotten in the conventional use oflanguage-the forgetfulness that 

constitutes the vulgar understanding of signs as labels attached to self-present 
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things of the world, the oblivion that leads to the delusive experience of the 

world as sarhsara. 

Whenever people hear a language spoken, they hear the sound A [underlying 

all syllables]. In the same manner, whenever people see all sorts of things, 

they see there the originally nonarising .... Yet ordinary people of the world 

fail to see this as the source of all things. They delusively substantiate their 

own existence and entrust themselves to the current of the ocean of sarhsara 

without having the means of escaping it. They are just like an ignorant painter 

who by himself paints with all sorts of colors a picture of dreadful demons. 

When the picture is completed, he observes his own work, is horrified, faints, 

and falls to the ground. Like this painter, sentient beings paint the threefold 

world with all sorts of things, all of which are originally nonarising, then bury 

themselves therein, and develop their rampantly selfish minds, which receive 

all sorts of suffering. ( KZ r :538) 

Kukai seems to suggest that mantra in the narrow sense is a linguistic device 

provided by Buddhas and bodhisattvas as an antidote to the symptom he 

describes here. It is a wedge driven into the vicious cycle of semiological 

amnesia and the reification of the signified. For mantra is not merely illustrative 

of the semiogenetic process; it is the "generative process of signs." This is the 

reason that, in the earlier passage, Kukai interprets mantra as voice that turns 

itself into signs by first partaking of letters. In other words, mantra is a particular 

sign that, through its frequent incomprehensibility, induces a paradigm shift. 

To return to Kukai's analogy of text and texture, it is a shift of perspective 

from seeing (reading) only the designs of a brocade (signs, phrases, sentences) 

to observing the stitches (letters) that constitute the brocade's designs. It is a 

shift of attention from the brocade's surface patterns to its thickness, where 

the interlacing of threads, the process that generates stitches (letters) on the 

surface of the brocade (text), unfolds itself. 

This shift in the orientation of reading the text from its surface to its depth 

lays bare the materiality of signs hidden in the seeming transparency of their 

representation of objects. Design patterns on the surface cannot be formed 

without material layers of intertwined threads, which in turn have resulted 

from the physical work of sewing and weaving. In the same manner, Kukai 

suggests, signs are never separated from their material foundations-air, paper, 

ink, stone, and so forth -which in turn have imprinted in their materiality the 

somaticity of labor-vocalization, scribing, chiseling. Before they even become 

representations, signs are already material and somatic. For Kukai, this means 

that all signs consist of the five great elements-the essential constituents of all 
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sorts of things of the world, both sentient and nonsentient-the elements that 

make up the Dharmakaya's body of emptiness. In short, the goal of mantra 

may be described as a de-semiotization: by means of illustrating the material 

foundation and physical labor inherent in constructing signs, mantra strips 

signs of their seeming transparency and exposes as illusory and fictional the 

apparent self-presence of signs' objects. In other words, mantra deprives the 

subject of its linguistic grounding, from which arises the fiction of the subject 

as the privileged user of language, as well as the subject's delusive attachments 

to objects, objects constructed by its own use of signs. 

In Transforming One's Body Into the Realm of Enlightenment, Kiikai demon

strates this point fi.1rther with the example of Mahavairocana's five-letter man

tra: A Vi Ra Hum Kham. Quoting a verse on this mantra from fascicle 5, chapter 

16, of the Mahiivairocana Sittra, he identifies the syllables of the mantra with 

the five great elements: 

I [Mahavairocana] am none other than all-embracing wisdom 

Manifesting myself freely in all places I permeate myself 

In all sentient and nonsentient beings 

The letter A is the primary ground for all lives [i.e., earth] 

The letter Vi is water; the letter Ra, fire; the letter Hum, wind 

And the letter Kham is no different from space." (T 18:38b-c) 

With this quotation, which is illustrative ofMahavairocana's cosmic permeation 

as the five great elements that constitute the Dharmakaya's body, Kiikai points 

out that because of the illegibility and incomprehensibility of the mantra in 

the conventional use of language, its letters bring their materiality to the 

fore. The five syllables are equated with the five elements not because the 

letters are signs or representations of the five elements; rather, the sounds of 

the five syllables, the movements of the atmosphere when the five syllables 

are pronounced, resonate respectively with the vibrant movements of each 

of the five great elements. That is, whenever voiced, the five-letter mantra 

emulates in its sounds the primordial colliding of the five great elements. The 

polyphonous yet amorphous echoes of the vibrations of the interfusing five 

elements are separated into the five distinct scales and tones intrinsic to the 

five elements and then fixed when they are given visual forms with Siddham 

letters. The five-letter mantra demonstrates through its explicit materiality the 

very semiogenetic process through which the primordial voice takes the forms 

of letters tor their production of signs. 

Kiikai also argues that the materiality of signs as such cannot be sepa

rated from somaticity, because the materiality of the five-syllable mantra is 
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the somaticity of the Dharmakaya. He illustrates this with his interpretation of 

Mahavairocana's poetic proclamation (Skt. udiina; Jpn. udana) of his cosmic 

awakening in fascicle 2, chapter 2, of the Mahiivairocana Sutra (T r8:9b ). 

I have awakened myself 

to the originally nonarising 

Leaped far beyond 

the path of languages 

And attained deliverance 

from all sufferings 

Extricating myself from the chain 

of causes and conditions 

I have understood the emptiness 

that is just like empty space 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

The [Dharmakaya's] seed syllable mantra is "A Vi Ra Hum Kham." That all 

things are the originally nonarising [line a] is the meaning of the letter A, the 

great element of earth. The transcendence from the path of languages [line 

b] is the meaning of the letter Va, the great element of water. The purity free 

of all taints and sufferings [line c] is the meaning of the letter Ra, the great 

element of fire. The unattainability of cause [line d] is the meaning of the 

letter Ha, the great element of wind. The nondistinguishability with empty 

space [line e] is the meaning of the letter Kha, the great element of space. "I  

have awakened myself" [at the beginning o f  the verse] i s  the great element 

of consciousness, the wisdom of enlightenment. (KZ r:so8) 

Kukai interprets the sutra's verse as a "translation" of the mantra A Vi Ra Hum 

Kham. (Composite syllables such as Vi [ Va + I] and Hum [ Ha + U + Ma] are 

reduced to their basic consonant forms as in Va and Ha.) Here each letter of the 

mantra is identified with one of the five aspects of Mahavairocana's realization 

that he proclaims to the sentient beings of the world for their salvation. 

Here, the five syllables of the vibrant five great elements are Mahavairocana's 

utterance of his enlightenment, the life breath of the Dharmakaya, who, 

according to Kukai, permanently abides in his playful cosmic meditation, 

enjoying the bliss of the Dharma (KZ 1:507). The five-syllable mantra therefore 

encapsulates in its materiality the Dharmakaya's physical work of controlled 

breathing that characterizes his eternal meditation. 

In this manner Kukai seems to suggest that the five-syllable mantra is a 

meta-mantra that demonstrates the Dharmakaya's work of disseminating his 

life breath, the vibration of the five great elements, in the materiality of every al

phabet letter, in the hidden depth of the text. That is because the Dharmakaya's 
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breath, the vibrant movement of the five forces of emptiness, as it manifests 

its work of differentiation ( shabetsu ), is marked most explicitly in the letters' 

materiality. All the Siddham letters are invariable in their power of expressing 

this somaticity of the Dharmakaya (i.e., in the powers distinguished as the 

"meaning," as they have been provided in the table of the forty-seven essential 

letters), and all mantras written with these letters have the power to reveal the 

materiality of signs. However, the five-syllable mantra is unique, for according 

to Kiikai, it unleashes the power of emptiness already impregnated in each 

letter as a primeval episode of the Dharmakaya's cosmic meditation in which 

he created all sorts of mantras, letters, and signs from out of his life breath. 

Letters, Life Breath, and the Cosmic Palace 

Kiikai's interpretation of the five-syllable mantra appears to have been inspired 

by a prevalent poetic image in the Mahiivairocana Siitra wherein the universe 

is portrayed as the Dharmakaya's cosmic palace (hokkaigii), the royal residence 

ofMahavairocana, the King ofDharma, and his consort, the Queen ofWisdom 

(Skt. vidyii-riifiii; Jpn. myohi). These are the Dharmakaya's male and female 

aspects, respectively, samadhi and mantra. In this imagery, Mahavairocana's 

samadhi is symbolic of the five great elements, his physical constituents inter

fused in perfect harmony. The mantra recited, which is now indistinguishable 

from the cosmic Buddha's samadhi, is the sound of the vibrations of the 

five elements. It is the manifestation of prajila, the wisdom of emptiness, the 

mother of all Buddhas. In their palace, the King of Dharma and his Queen 

are surrounded by countless Buddhas and bodhisattvas, their retinue, whose 

vast assembly transforms the universe into their maQ<;iala. All the divinities 

in the maQ<;iala, both male and female, are equipped with these masculine 

and feminine aspects, whose union-the consummation of their meditative 

practice-is generative of other Buddhas and bodhisattvas so as to sustain the 

lineage of the family of the Tathgatas (T 18:22b, 23a, 24-b, 31b ). 

For example, in fascicle 5, chapter 11, of the siitra (entitled "Secret MaQ<;iala," 

T 18:30C-36a), to which Kiikai turns next in Transforming One's Body, Maha

vairocana enters a samadhi called the "Glorification of the Universe by the 

Equality of the Tathgatas" (Nyorai by6d6 shogon zanmai). Mahavairocana 

expresses his bliss of samadhi by uttering the single-letter mantra A, which 

issues from all his "voice organs"-not only from his mouth but from all his 

pores. The siitra then describes how Mahavairocana produced all forms of signs 

and languages from this single syllable A.30 
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In order to fulfill his original vow to save all sentient beings, he [ Mahavairo

cana] practiced [the recitation of] this mantra. Immersed in the samadhi, 

from all his voice organs he uttered the mantra in sounds analogous to all the 

voices of all living beings. With this utterance, new karmas rose and ripened in 

sentient beings in accordance with their original nature [i.e., the originally 

enlightened mind]. As the fruition of these karmas, all sorts of letters of 

diverse colors and shapes, all sorts of speech, and concepts corresponding 

[to these signs] manifested themselves. By means of these letters, forms of 

speech, and concepts, he expounded the Dharma for the sake of all sentient 

beings and caused them to rejoice. (T r8:3ra) 

This appears to be the surra's mythopoetic depiction of what Kukai has re

ferred to as the generative process of signs (gonmyo joritsu so), at which the 

primordial, protosemantic voice transforms itself into signs via letters, which 

are differentiation. The sutra continues: 

No sooner had [Mahavairocana delivered his teaching of the Dharma] than 

he came to issue from his pores all his transformation bodies [of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas], immeasurable as empty space. Amidst this boundless world, 

he pronounced the single syllable [A] indicative of his permeation in the 

universe, a syllable heard by his audience as a verse, the "Procreation of 

Tathgatas." 

Here the sutra underscores that the Dharmakaya's generation of signs from the 

letter A and his invention of the discourse on the Dharma by means of signs are 

coincidental with the manifestations of all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas in the 

universe. That is, Buddhas and bodhisattvas, too, are signs issued forth from the 

letter A, the originally nonarising, the force of differentiation-which is none 

other than the Dharmakaya. This explains why, in Transforming One's Body, 

Kukai presents the verse "Procreation ofTathgatas" as yet another translation 

of the five-syllable mantra A Vi Ra Hum Kham. 

Taking forms analogous to living beings 

I skillfully manifest the Dharmaness 

Of all phenomenal existence 

Thus established, one after another 

Are all the world-saving Buddhas, sravakas 

Pratyeka-buddhas, heroic bodhisattvas, 

All human teachers, then finally the world 

Of all sentient and nonsentient beings 
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All things generate and regenerate themselves thus 

Eternally arising, abiding, decaying, and ceasing 

(T r8:3ra; KZ 1:509-510) 

In this verse, Kukai's two theories of language converge: that all things of the 

world are the letters of the world as scripture; and that all letters of ordinary 

language are the signs of mantras. The two approaches become interfused in 

the verse's motif of the letter A coterminously creating words and things

because, for Kukai, both words and things are above all letters, that which is 

differentiated by the endless and beginningless differentiation of the letter A, 

the originally nonarising. A sutra for reading is thus always a sutra within the 

sutra, the world-text. The differentiation within the text is also its outside, for 

the letter A of differentiation, the primeval life breath of the Dharmakaya, is 

both inside and outside the Dharmakaya's body. As a result, reading a line of a 

sutra text is always reading another part of the world-text enveloping it, which 

relates itself to countless other texts within. For Kukai, therefore, reading is 

never linear. It is always polysemic. 

Kukai's reading of the five-syllable mantra in Transforming One,s Body, in 

which he has "translated" the mantra into the three verses from the Mahiivairo

cana Siitra, is aimed at illustrating this polysemy by demonstrating that all these 

different translations are correct. As such, the meaning of the mantra does not 

change from one translation to another, but only expands, pulverizes itself, and 

deposits itself in the mantra's letters. The letters A Vi Ra Hum Kham of the 

mantra are simultaneously the five great elements (earth, water, fire, wind, and 

space); the five forces of emptiness (the originally nonarising, the transcendence 

of language, purity, causelessness, formlessness); the Dharmakaya's breath; the 

Queen of Wisdom; etc. Yet each of the five letters is just another of the letters 

in the alphabet table used not only in mantras and in Buddhist discourse but 

also in non-Buddhist, or nonreligious writings. Thus each time the five letters 

are written, read, or recited, they disseminate through their materiality their 

inherently polysemic signifYing potential. Furthermore, all other letters of the 

alphabet are equipped equally with this overabundant semantic force, because 

they are all transf(xmations of the letter A. 

In short, for Kukai, a text is always a field of production, in which each 

letter's materiality discloses labor, some somatic force that has shaped the 

letter as difference from other letters. Kukai's goal in analyzing mantra is to 

demonstrate the superabundant meaning already inherent in each letter of the 

text, or any text, even before the letters turn into signs of the text-that is, to 

demonstrate the pluralized value of a particular letter as the difference between 

it and all other letters in the web of language.31 For Kukai, the letter is the 
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primary metaphor of lite, the seed mantra that germinates the tree of Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas, the life breath sustaining the Dharmakaya's meditation, the 

seed to be conceived in the womb of Tathgatas, and the originally enlightened 

mind. "Every single word, every single name, their every single generative 

process [of signs] is endowed with an infinite number of meanings. Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas may produce their manifestations, as countless as the dust of 

stars in a nebula, and have all of them explain in the worlds of past, present, and 

future the meanings of every single letter. Yet they cannot exhaust the infinite 

number of meanings [inherent in the letters]. "32 The practice of reading the 

text is aimed not at presenting a comprehensive list of all the possible meanings 

of the text's letters, but instead at playing with the letters and participating in 

their inexhaustible signifYing production. 

The rule of this play or game is, most typically, the meditative recitation of 

mantra. In one of his commentaries on the Vajrafekhara Sutra, Kiikai writes: 

"The siitra text is the brocade manifesting exquisite patterns of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas, which are greatly admired by sentient beings. It is woven with 

[the Dharmakaya's] mantra, the woof� secret mudra, the warp, and samadhi, 

the shuttle."33 The meditative practice of mantra-which accompanies the 

forming of their bodies into the meditative postures of mudra-is for the 

reader-practitioners their play emulating the Dharmakaya's weaving of his 

cosmic text, the semiogenetic weaving through which voice turns into letters to 

form the exquisite patterns of the brocade. The locus of this textile production 

is the Dharmakaya's cosmic palace. The practitioners' recitation of mantra is 

their entry into the Dharmakaya's royal palace, where they receive their new 

birth from the union between samadhi and mantra of the divinities in the 

ma1��ala, and where they establish themselves as heirs in the family of the 

Tathagatas. 

At this play of mimesis, the practitioners' cultivation of samadhi through 

their recitation of mantra, the materiality of mantra becomes the very somaticity 

of the practitioners. The letters are now the physical constituents of the prac

titioners. That is, the practitioners realize that they, too, are signs of scripture, 

which constitute the "body of the text." Embodying in their recitation the 

breath of the mantra's letters, the practitioners become the movement of 

differentiation itscl( the originally nonarising, which simultaneously generates 

their own identities and those of other things as signs of the world-text. Being 

difTerent manifestations of the letter A, all letters that make up their names, 

their identities, distribute themselves throughout the text. They are many parts 

of the text simultaneously; they are the text itself. Kiikai speaks of this as the 

"meaning" of the letter Ma, the unattainability of self except as permeating 

emptiness: "I am the universe. I am the Dharmakaya. I am Mahavairocana, 
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I am Vajrasattva. I am all Buddhas. I am all bodhisattvas. I am pratyeka

buddhas. I am sravakas. I am Mahesvara. I am Brahma. I am Indra. I am also 

devas, nagas, yaksas, rak�asas ... and all sentient and nonsentient beings. "34 

However, Kiikai cautions that this identity has nothing to do with the identity 

in the sense of synthesis, or grand synthesis. As he repeatedly states, "All sorts 

of letters are differentiations" (KZ 1:530 ). That is, for Kiikai, there is no identity 

among diverse signs of the text, except that they all are differentiating from 

one another, manifesting emptiness ingrained in the text, whether it is book, 

a royal palace, or the universe.35 



CHAPTER 8 

Of Mantra and Palace 

Textualizing the Emperor, Calamity, 

and the Cosmos 

In the introduction to the Collected Poems of Soaring 

Clouds (Ryounshu), an imperial anthology of Chinese poems compiled under 

the aegis of Emperor Saga in about 8r5, the editor and eminent statesman 

Ono no Minemori ( 778-830) explained the importance of studying poetry 

for courtiers, paraphrasing the celebrated saying by Emperor Wen of Wei (r. 

220-227): "Writing is the great work of managing the state, the ever-thriving 

enterprise. As time passes by, people will age and perish. However, fame and 

honor attained from excellence in their writing will remain" (GR 8:449a). The 

year 827 saw the compilation of another imperial anthology, Collected Poems 

for Managing the State (Keikokushu), whose title was inspired by Minemori's 

words. In the introduction to the new collection, Yoshimine no Yasuyo (785-

830) and the other principal editors of the anthology wrote: "The task of writing 

is to unveil the meaning of all that transpires between heaven and the earth, 

to clearly distinguish ranks among people, and to understand the nature and 

principles underlying all things in the world" (GR 8:490a). 

Minemori and Yasuyo, both of whom were acquainted with Kiikai at 

court through their mutual interest in Chinese literature, belonged to a new 

breed of officials rigorously trained at the Confucian State College who un

derstood writing as a practical technology, mastery of which was necessary 

for the ruling class to establish and maintain the order of society. In their 

view, which represented the intellectual mainstream of the late Nara and 

early Heian periods, even the composition of poems was justified because 

of the belief that courtiers' knowledge of rhetoric and poetics would lead 

to the refinement of their writing as a means of governance. That is, in 

accordance with its Confucian political orthodoxy, the Nara and early Heian 

ritsuryo regime expected its ministers and bureaucrats to qualify themselves 

above all as literati. Modern scholars have characterized this literary prag

matism of the early Heian courtiers as keikoku shiso, "statecraftism" (IKEDA 
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Genta 1977:159-163 ) . It became particularly manifest as a ruling ideology in the 

policy of Emperor Konin (r. 770-781) both to strengthen Confucian education 

for training court officials at the State College (Daigaku) and to implement 

rigorously the ritsuryo laws.1 

Emperor Kanmu (r. 781-806 ) continued in more radical manner Konin's 

policy for solidifYing the power of the central government, which contributed 

to his decision to transfer the capital from Nara to Kyoto in 794. In the same 

year, the emperor removed the exemption for the sons of elite aristocratic clans 

from the state examination in Confucian disciplines prior to their appointments 

to governmental posts. In 802, he increased the number of the State College 

students majoring in law.2 The combination of the strict interpretation of the 

ritsuryo and the intensified Confucian education necessitated compilations of 

massive legal exegetic texts, which were carried out under the aegis of Emperor 

Saga (YosHIDA Kazuhiko 1995:51-55 ) . At the same time, one of the curricula 

of the State College, the study of textual production ( kidendo), especially 

expertise in rhetoric and narrative construction, became recognized as the 

privileged ladder for bureaucratic promotion (MoMo Hiroyuki 1993:207, 243 ). 

Replete with "statecraftism," the Chinese poems collected in the antholo

gies of the late Nara and early Heian periods were identified generically as oseishi 

(Ch. ying-chih-shih), "poems responding to the emperor's calling," and their 

purpose was to bring praise to the emperor's virtuous reign by describing the 

cultural sophistication of the imperial palace, the affluence of the capital city, 

and the peace and prosperity of the provinces under the emperor's rule. The 

court officials' pragmatic approach to poetry directly reflected their Confucian 

education at the State College. Section 9, chapter 17, of the Analects, for 

example, conveys these words of Confucius: "My young friends, why do you 

not study the Book of Poetry? Poems stimulate your emotions, broaden your 

observation, expand your fellowship, and express your grievances. They help 

you in your immediate service to your parents and in your more remote service 

to your rulers. They widen your acquaintance with the names of birds, animals, 

and plants. "3 

For these court poets, even poems on natural beauty served the same 

purpose, for such auspicious things as harmonious seasonal change, the bounty 

of nature's gifts, the calm and quiet of mountains and forests-recurring topics 

of oseishi-were regarded as heaven's blessing on the righteous rule of the 

emperor (FUJIWARA Masami 1988:72 ). For the Nara and early Heian court 

literati, poetic writing was also a political technology, which enabled them 

to capture natural beauty and transform it into an offering to the emperor 

that would enhance his authority. In this sense, their literary craft assisted the 

emperor in his rule, for writing itself became symbolic of culture's taming 
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of nature. This idea is exemplified in the following poem by Yoshimine no 

Yasuyo on the scenic surroundings of his villa, included in his own compilation 

of Collected Poems for Managing the State. 

A day of rest; to remove my idle thoughts 

I open the Odes of Ch'u in the spring breeze 

The quietude under the eaves keeps away the birds' songs 

No traces at my closed gate of interrupting visitors 

The first bamboo shoots glow in the forest's shade 

The willows play with the winds, silken threads flying away 

In the utter calm, I lie down and reach for my pillow 

When I hear a camellia flower falling on the garden ground4 

A son of Emperor Kanmu, Yoshimine no Yasuyo was a leading literati in 

Emperor Saga's court. He was the compiler, with regent Fujiwara no Fuyu

tsugu ( 775-826 ), of the Continued History of Japan ( Nihon koki), an imperial 

historiography completed in 819. 

To Yasuyo and other court literati who took pride in this pragmatic approach 

to writing, Kiikai-who was also a former student at the State College-seems 

to have been something of a mystery. On the one hand, they respected Kiikai's 

talent as a writer and calligrapher. His skill at Chinese writing was public 

knowledge at court. Emperors, ministers, ambassadors, and eminent priests 

frequently requested that Kiikai draft their edicts, public speeches, official 

missives, or liturgical prayers.5 In 819 Emperor Saga appointed Kl"1kai to a post 

in the Ministry of Secretarial Affairs (Nakatsukasasho ). The emperor's purpose 

was, it seems, to charge him with the task of improving the writing skills of 

the scholar-officials in the ministry, 6 for it was around this time that Kiikai 

composed Secret City of the Mirror of Writing ( Bunkyo hifuron ), a voluminous 

work on the poetic regulations and rhetorical techniques of classical Chinese.7 

Yasuyo himself chose seven Chinese poems by Kiikai to be included in Collected 

Poems for Managing the State, an exceptionally large number for an individual 

poet-Kiikai's were outnumbered only by the poems of Emperor Saga and 

Shigeno no Sadanushi (785-852), the imperial tutor of Chinese classics and an 

authority in Confucian studies ( ICHIKAWA Mototaro 196978).H 

Despite his involvement in and responsibility for literary activities in the 

imperial palace, Kiikai regularly abandoned his duties at court for his meditative 

retreats at Mount Takao and Mount Koya. Once he began a retreat in the 

forests of these mountains, Kiikai insisted, under his oath to the Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas he had to complete it without any interruption; thus he 

declined all requests to participate in social functions-whether the funeral 
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of the Minister of the Right, an important religious ceremony at a major 

Nara temple, or a visit to a prominent patron who had fallen seriously ill. 9 

On the twenty-seventh day of the sixth month ofKonin 7 (816), for example, 

Emperor Saga had his messenger deliver to Kukai at Mount Takao a blank 

byobu screen decked with brocade fringes, on which he desired to have a poem 

and calligraphy. However, Kukai did not respond to the emperor for almost 

two months, until the fifteenth day of the eighth month, the day of a full 

moon, when his meditative retreat was completed. In the letter he wrote to 

the emperor on that day, Kukai offered his apology: "I had immersed myself 

in the visualization of emptiness during the day and in the breath-counting 

concentration at night. I thus found no time for sharpening my sword of 

brushes or sporting in the pond of ink.1° Kukai's behavior, suggestive of lack 

of respect, or even disloyalty, to the throne, seems to have invited criticism 

from his fellow courtiers. The following poem sent to Kukai by Yoshimine no 

Yasuyo sounds an unmistakably vilifying note: 

What pleasure do you find in the mountains? 

You even became oblivious of returning to our world 

A secret scripture and a robe of a hundred shreds 

All your belongings there, soaked in the rain clouds 

The harsh sun will soon turn them to dust blown in the wind 

For what do you vainly starve yourself to death? 

No teacher in any discipline would ever approve you11 

Kukai replies: 

A priest living a solitary life of poverty 

I have no family, no nation, no homeland 

No one's child, no one's subject, that is who I am 

Water scooped from the moonlit valley stream 

sustains my life 

A breath of evening mist returning from the peaks 

refreshes my spirit 

Creepers and blades of glass are my robe 

pine leaves and cedar bark, my bedding 

For my night's sleep heavenly gods kindly draw across dusk 

its indigo blue draping 

The dragon kings devotedly spread forth white clouds 

their white curtain 
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At times mountain birds visit me to sing their songs 

joined by monkeys dancing on branches 

an entertainment tar superior to our own 

Smiling, the cherry blossom in spring 

and the wild chrysanthemums in fall keep me company 

The moonbeams before dawn and the breeze at daybreak 

wash away dust from my mind 12 

Unlike Yasuyo, Kiikai highlights nature in its naked, wild aspect. Yet he also 

seems to suggest that because of its unadulterated quality, nature cultivates 

his mind. For Kiikai, it is nature's taming of the mind, rather than culture's 

control over nature, that provides inspiration for his poetic compositions. His 

poetic enterprise was grounded more securely in the wilds than in the imperial 

palace. Elsewhere, Kiikai presented the following reminder to Yasuyo. 

Haven't you seen? Haven't you seen the crimson flowers of the peach and 

pear trees in the imperial garden in the capital? They vie with one another 

in their fragrance and beauty. Spring rains bring them to bloom, yet winds 

soon carry them away. Wafting upward into the sky and then drifting down, 

they light on the garden. Courtesans rush to snatch them for their own 

adornment. Spring birds also rush for them and carry them once again into 

the sky. 

Haven't you seen? Haven't you seen the spring water ofShinsen'en Park 

in the royal palace? Once it wells up from the deep, it begins to flow down a 

stream. Endlessly flowing away, the water appears always the same. Yet in no 

one place is water, continually flowing, the same. Changing itself into myriad 

forms, it is never the same and returns to the unfathomable depths. 

Haven't you seen? Haven't you seen the countless people who lived 

in the world? The ancient sage-kings, infamous rulers, loyal ministers, and 

usurpers ... none of them enjoyed a lite of myriad springs. All of them, lofty 

and humble alike, died . Dying, dying, and dying, they all returned to ashes.13 

Kiikai takes as his inspiration several of the early Heian court poets' favorite 

topics, the spring blossoms and the pristine stream in the imperial palace garden 

ofShinsen'en, which was said never to have dried up, even during the severest 

drought. Shinsen'en, with its inexhaustible spring water and constant seasonal 

change, provided many court poets with a dual metaphor for nature's bounty, 

perfectly framed by the palace architecture and the health and longevity of the 

emperor who secures the order in his realm. However, in this passage Kiikai 
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has converted the royal icon ofShinsen'en into a sign for the ephemeral nature 

of all cultural constructs. Kiikai seems to be saying that for him peace is to 

be found not in the royal palace, which was the center of cultural activity, 

but rather in his hermitage in the deepest recesses of the mountains. Kiikai 

unreservedly asserts that for him, writing is not a practical utility to be used in 

managing the state. As is discussed later in this chapter, Kiikai did understand 

writing as a technology; however, it was for him not a tool for statecraft but a 

sacred technology necessary for creating and maintaining cosmic order. 

This difference may be the reason that Kiikai became the object ofYasuyo's 

criticism; Many eminent Nara priests engaged in religious exercises in mountain 

forests, including Gomyo (750-834), Shiien (769-833) and other elite Nara 

clerics who served the court, as did Kiiaki, as officials at the Sogo, or Office 

of Priestly Mfairs (SoNODA Koyii 1957). Yet these others, in their practices of 

writing and reading texts, seem not to have challenged the ritsuryo political 

establishment with regard to what the orthodox model of the text had to 

be. That is, the central point at issue in Kiikai's debate with Yasuyo was not 

Kiikai's occasional disappearance into the mountains but his view that text, 

writing, and signs were linguistic manifestations of the Buddhist philosophy of 

emptiness. Naturally, Kiikai dissimulated significantly with Yasuyo and other 

court literati when he positioned writing in relation to the imperial palace 

and forests, between culture and nature. Kiikai introduced to the early Heian 

court a unique theory of writing, literary craft, and the text, which posed a 

threat to the conventional mode of literary production employed by the court 

scholar-officials, whose intellectual outlook was notably Confucian. Kiikai's 

theory also seems to have addressed the failure of the Nara Buddhist establish

ment until that time to develop a particularly Buddhist theory of writing that 

could compete with those of Confucian officials for hegemony in the produc

tion of the political, religious, and aesthetic discourse of the Nara and early 

Heian society. 

Rectification of Names and the Ritsmyo State 

For the literati-officials in the Nara and early Heian ritsuryo state, compiling 

imperial histories was one of their most essential tasks, for it legitimized the 

reigns of emperors and their succession that maintained the Yamato dynasty. 

The Emperor Kanmu, tor example, is described in one of the imperial histories 

as tallows: 

When virtue drives the movement of heavens, the gods and spirits manifest 
auspicious signs on earth. When peoples' behavior corresponds to [this 
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activity of virtue], then the gods and spirits make propitious the movements 

of the sun, the moon, and stars. His Majesty Emperor [Kanmu] has founded 

his reign on the example of the [ancient] sage rulers. Having thus acquired a 

penetrative vision into the affairs of the gods, he extends his rule. His merit 

has been accumulated for years and his virtue illumines all corners of the 

universe .14 

This is exactly the type of reasoning through which Kanmu justified the cam

paign to expand his territories in the northern frontiers and the transfer of the 

capital from Nara to Kyoto, aimed at centralizing his power. When approached 

as Confucian historical narratives, the imperial historiographies of the Nara 

and Heian courts highlight auspicious natural signs that correspond to the 

righteous rule of the emperors-the episodic patterns are reiterated stubbornly 

until they virtually become self-parodies. For example, the Continued History of 

Japan reports that in 785, as if to praise Emperor Kanmu's decision to abandon 

the capital city ofNara, crimson sparrows symbolic of good fortune alighted in 

the imperial garden (KT 2:507). Also legion are the anecdotes of ominous signs 

foreshadowing malevolent court intrigues or treason against the state. These 

offenses first were met with just punishments meted out by the emperors; in the 

end the emperors mercifully pardoned many of those punished. In this manner 

the official historical narratives of the ritsuryo state justifY the emperor's power 

as that of the Son of Heaven (Ch. t)ien-tzu; Jpn. tenshi), the ideal Confucian 

ruler. In short, in the imperial historiographies, the emperors always succeed, 

by means of their virtue, in restoring the harmonious equilibrium between the 

cultural and the natural and the appropriate correspondence between names 

and things. 

The historian FUJIWARA Masami (1988:68-79) points out that Han Con

fucian cosmology was particularly instrumental in providing the ritsuryo po

litical discourse with an ideological underpinning. Fujiwara refers to the most 

important annual ceremony of the Nara and Heian court, the celebration of 

the New Year, which, as in Chinese dynastic history, always began with the 

announcement by the emperor of new appointments of his vassals, followed 

by a royal banquet tor his courtiers. The ritual appointments and banquet are 

symbolic of the exercise of the emperor's power of naming and of the display of 

his largesse in distributing his virtue throughout the world (p. 79 ). The Written 

History of Japan ( Nihon shoki), the Continued HistoryofJapan ( Shoku nihongi), 

the Latter History of Japan ( Nihon kiiki), and other imperial histories all begin 

their annual chronologies with descriptions of the New Year rituals of the ap

pointment and banquet to demonstrate the centrality of the Japanese emperor 

in crafting and sustaining social order in the context of Confucian cosmology. 
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At the heart of the construction of the emperor as the Son of Heaven in 

the ritsuryo discourse was the Confucian notion of cheng-ming, or seimei in 

Japanese, "rectification of names." In section 11, chapter 12 of the Analects, 

Confucius explains the idea as follows: "Duke Ching of Ch'i asked Confucius 

about government. Confucius replied, "Let the ruler be a ruler, the minister be a 

minister, the father be a father, and the son be a son." The duke said, "Excellent! 

Indeed when the ruler is not a ruler, the minister not a minister, the father not a 

father, and the son not a son, although I may have all the grain, shall I ever get to 

eat it?' "15 Elsewhere in the Analects (section 3, chapter 13), one of Confucius's 

disciples, Tzu-lu, informs his master that the King ofWei is expecting Confucius 

to join his administration and asks the master what measure he will take first. 

Confucius replies: "It will certainly concern the rectification of names." Tzu -lu, 

however, fails to grasp the weight of the master's point and disagrees with him. 

With uncharacteristic impatience, Confucius censures his disciple and provides 

elucidation: "If names are not rectified, then language will not be in accord 

with truth. If language is not in accord with truth, then things cannot be 

accomplished. If things cannot be accomplished, then ceremonies and music 

will not flourish. If ceremonies and music do not flourish, then punishment 

will not be just. If punishments are not just, then the people will not know 

how to move hand or foot."16 

These words of Confucius can be taken as a manifesto of his particular 

faith in language, the faith that words in their etymological formation cap

ture accurately the nature of things. Therefore, despite misuse and abuse 

of language, which, when repeated and multiplied, leads to social decline, 

words can serve as norms for reestablishing social order, if their appropriate 

usages are preserved. The "ceremonies and music" transmitted from the golden 

past were considered the principal cultural apparatus for such a preservation 

capable of reconstructing the social order. Confucius took as his source of 

inspiration the administrative and social institutions of the early Chou feudal 

state, wherein, he believed, things of the world had corresponded correctly 

with their names. With the reconstruction of the Chou system of rites, or, 

"ceremonies and music," which typically demonstrated to the king and his 

subjects what appropriate behavior should be, the order of words of the ideal 

past could be transferred to the order among people in society in the present. 

The rectification of names, then, does not necessarily mean changing names but 

rather refers to correcting and readjusting one's behavior, relying on names as 

the standard. Kung-chuan HsiAO (1979:519) has explained this as a particularly 

conservative strand in Confucius' thought: "The starting point of Confucius's 

political thought was to 'follow the Chou,' and his concrete proposal for 

carrying it out was the rectification of names. Explained in modern terms, what 
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he called the rectification of names meant readjusting the powers and duties 

of ruler and minister, superior and inferior, according to the institutions of the 

Chou feudal world's most flourishing period." However, this conservatism 

does not necessarily translate into rigidity or inflexibility but into power and 

rule. Objecting to Hsiao's approach, David HALL and Roger AMES ( 1987:268-

275) have proposed translating cheng-ming not as "rectification of names" but 

as "ordering names," to punctuate the "performative force" of this Confucian 

concept, which they argue has as much to do with words' ability to convey 

their meanings from the ideal past as with their creative use "to realize new 

worlds appropriate to emerging circumstances" (p. 273). To demonstrate the 

power of"ordering names," which parallels ritual action, Hall and Ames quote 

the following statement by Confucius in Tso's Commentary on the Spring and 
Autumn Annals: 

Ritual vessels and names (titles) alone cannot be loaned to others-they are 

what the ruler controls. Names are used to generate credibility, credibility 

is used to protect the ritual vessels, ritual vessels are used to embody ritual 

actions, ritual actions are used to enact significance (yi), significance is used 

to produce benefit, and benefit is used to bring peace to the people. These 

are the important measures tor effecting sociopolitical order. To loan them 

to others is to give them control of the sociopolitical order. And when 

sociopolitical order is lost, that the state will follow is an inexorable factY 

Thus, with an emphasis on their performative force, "both name and ritual 

action can be viewed as formal structures used to capture and transmit meaning 

[Ch. yi; Jpn. gi]. To use the name or perform the ritual action meaningfully 

entails drawing an analogy between past and present circumstances to evoke 

this vested significance" (p. 273). This appears to be the reason, as the compilers 

of the imperial poetic anthologies of the early Heian court argued, that the art 

of employing words-rhetoric and poetics in particular-has a direct bearing 

on statetraft. 

The central stage for this collaboration between name and ritual is the 

emperor's palace. In his study of the Former Han imperial court, the cultural 

historian of ancient China OMURO Mikio (1994:57-6I), an expert on early 

Chinese cultural history, has argued that the ruling ideology of the Han 

empire can be described as a general economy of virtue (Ch. te; Jpn. toku). 
In this economy, all sorts of products-agricultural, industrial, cultural, and 

intellectual-were sent to the capital city, where the emperor designated 

himself the central axis of the universe. Even those goods collected as taxes 

were understood as offerings in praise of the emperor's virtuous rule. The 
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cream of these products were then stored as treasure in the imperial palace, 
and thus became the personal property of the emperor, both physically and 
symbolically (pp. 158-159 ). 

The productive energy thus accumulated in the emperor's body was then 
transformed into virtue, the basic currency of the system, by means of his 
performance of daily, monthly, and annual rituals at the palace. Omura points 
out that the architectural design of the emperor's residence hall of ming-t'ang 

(Jpn. meidii)-the Han reconstruction of the Chou imperial temple for the 
worship of heaven-with its interior decoration, furniture arrangement, and 
the robes worn by the emperor within, enabled the emperor in his ritual acts 
to simulate the seasonal change of nature (p. 191), emphasizing the emperor's 
role as the Son of Heaven, the pivot between nature and society. Because the 
emperor was directly linked to heaven, his ritual action was able to isolate 
the intrinsic goodness inherent in the harmonious change of nature. Omura 
points to the statement by the Former Han Confucian philosopher Han-yin: 
"The emperor's virtue captures within itself the goodness of heaven and the 
earth, equals the brightness of the sun and the moon, harmonizes the four 
seasons, and oversees the movement of yin and yang. Neither summer's heat 
nor winter's chill affects it. Nor can time diminish it." 18 Omura comments, 
"[The emperor's ritual] activities are synchronized with the movements of 
heaven and the earth, the sun and the moon, the four seasons, yin and yang. 
Yet as the embodiment of a virtue that is far more refined than the movements 
of nature themselves, the emperor stands at the central axis of the universe and 
issues forth from there the cosmic life force of virtue" (p. 162). 

The emperor in turn redistributed this virtue to his subjects throughout the 
realm as benevolent rule. The subjects then converted the emperor's virtue into 
filial piety (Ch. hsiao; Jpn. kii) for families and loyalty (Ch. chung; Jpn. chit) 

to the state to secure prosperity and harmonious order among themselves. 
This is the realization of the rectification of names-i.e., "Let the ruler be a 
ruler, the minister be a minister, the father be a father, and the son be a son." 
The harmony and prosperity thus established were to yield surplus goods for 
submission to the emperor and thereby to initiate another cycle in the general 
economy of virtue. The resultant prosperity and harmony between society and 
nature would maintain the appropriate correspondence between names and 
things of the world from the ideal past as preserved in the Confucian classics 
of the five scriptures (Ch. wu-ching; Jpn. gokyii)-the Book of Poetry, Book 

of History, Book of Change, Book of Rite, and Spring and Autumn Annals, 

the scriptural texts whose compilation was attributed to Confucius. These 
classics are generically referred to as ching-shu (J pn. kyiisho), "books of temporal 
(literally, vertical) thread," with emphasis on their textual intentionality of 
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preserving the rectifYing names of the past in order to generate and regenerate 
order in the present. In other words, these are the transmitters of the sacred 
table of the perfect correspondence between things and words. They were 
consequently the most valuable of the treasures possessed by the emperor; and 
the Confucian scholars and scholar officials, whose work it was to preserve 
these classics and elucidate their meaning, occupied positions of great prestige 
among the emperor's subjects. 

Ritsuryo Buddhism and the Discourse of Calamities 

The Classified Records of the National History ( Ruiju kokushi), compiled in 
892 by Sugawara no Michizane (845-903), reports the edict Emperor Kanmu 
issued in 795 decreeing the founding of a monastery in a remote forest in Omi 
provmce. 

Among the followers of the true teaching [of Buddhism], the king is respon

sible for bringing it to prosperity. Although the teachings of the Dharma are 

countless, their essentials are transmitted by priests and nuns. As emperor, 

I extend my rule to the four realms [of Tao, heaven, the earth, and the 

kingly domain] and nurture millions of lives. Following the example of the 

[Confucian] sage-kings in guiding my subjects with virtue and ordering 

the world through rites, I am desirous of spreading the [Buddhist] way of 

subtle, unsurpassed enlightenment. 

I therefore cleared a site in a scenic forest in the mountains, donated land, 

trees, and other property to erect a monastery, which is named Bonshakuji. 

I have appointed as the resident priests ten meditation masters renowned 

for their untainted discipline and selected three administrators from among 

them to head the monastery. As tor the sustenance of the monastery, I have 

donated one hundred cho of paddy fields in Omi, two fiefs respectively of 

fifty farming households in Shimotsuke and Echizen provinces. My wish is 

to propagate the Dharma in our land as swiftly as breakaway horses and to 

make it a time to transform hills and valleys into shrines and temples for 

worship so that this auspicious work and merit of founding the monastery 

will be shared by all beings. ( KT 6:256) 

Kanmu's promulgation plainly indicates that the late Nara and early Heian 
ritsuryo state legitimized Buddhist worship only insofar as it did not contradict 
Confucian cosmology, at the heart of which was the emperor's rule by virtue. 
Kanmu here explains his foundation of a Buddhist institution as part of his 
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effort to rule the nation according to the principle of the emanation of his 

virtue, which takes the form of the redistribution of the properties of the 

state. For the erection of the monastery Kanmu donated not only his land but 

also the labor of carpenters and craftsmen for building the temple structures 

and producing Buddhist images, as well as farmlands and their yields. At 

Bonshakuji, Kanmu designated ten senior priests to officiate at services for the 

peace and prosperity of the nation based on Buddhist sutras copied under the 

aegis of the imperial house and circulated among state-sponsored monasteries 

and nunneries, where similar religious services had been performed. 

In the edict quoted above, Kanmu presented the erection of Bonshakuji 

as an establishment in the wilds of a new ritual center where his virtue in 

patronizing the monastery was to be converted by the priests through their 

exemplary ritual acts into a display of loyalty to the emperor and to the 

state. In this manner, the nameless mountains and forests in the wilderness 

were transformed into the landscape of a religiocultural showcase for the 

rectification of names. In other words, the ritual at Bonshakuji was expected 

to make visible the benevolent reign of the emperor over land and people as 

the ideal relationship formed between ruler, subjects, and the nation's natural 

resources. 

Although the ritual performed at the state-sponsored monasteries and nun

neries was not Confucian, the priests and nuns at these Buddhist institutions 

performed rites whose symbolic function was to distribute the emperor's 

virtue. These services were therefore the local counterparts of the rituals 

at the imperial palace presided over by the emperor and his courtiers. In 

other words, within its ritsury6 legal structure the state had every reason to 

treat the clergy as an extension of its bureaucratic system.19 In this regard, 

the Buddhist sutras on the basis of which the rituals at state monasteries 

were performed also served as counterparts to, or auxiliary extensions of, the 

Confucian classics that were essential for the rituals the emperor performed 

at the imperial palace. It was not accidental, then, that the term sutra was 

translated into Chinese as ching (Jpn. kyo), "vertical (or temporal) thread," 

the same word used to denote Confucian classics, reflecting the effort by 

the Chinese imperial state that sponsored Buddhism to Sinicize the Buddhist 

scriptures. Not surprisingly, the ruling class of the ritsury6 regime viewed 

the Buddhist books as ching, the Buddhist version of the "temporal thread" 

preserving the names impregnated with rectifying power given by sages of 

ancient India. The following description by OMURO Mikio (1986:54-55) of the 

correspondence between the world and the sacred text according to the Con

fucian cosmology also applies to the place given to the Buddhist scriptures in 

ritsury6 society. 
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The emperor deserves to be seated steadfast at the center of the universe, 

because he personifies virtue most completely and purely, as illustrated in 

the summae mundi of all humanity-that is, the classic books (ching/kyo) 

of Poetry, History, Rites, Change, and the Spring and Autumn Annals, the 

scriptures that abound with exemplary visions of the acts of ancient sages 

and sage rulers, as well as the correct meaning of their acts. The emperor 

therefore is the source of law, of the nation, for the rise or fall of the world 

depends on his being. 

According to Hsiin-tzu, the virtue of the summae mundi embodied in 

the emperor defies such spatial limitations as geographic distance or political 

or military spheres of interest and permeates the whole universe. It is also 

eternal, transcending all sorts of historical changes. His virtue is thus the 

absolute fountainhead of meaning or meaningfulness that makes the world a 

cosmos. The virtue emanating from the emperor's body flows over from 

his seat at the summit of the world and travels downward through the 

conical hierarchy of things to reach the bottom-periphery. It then reverses 

its movement and returns to the center-summit, completing its circulatory 

system transforming the world into a realm of harmony and vigor. 

In the official ritsuryo discourse of the Nara and early Heian periods, the 

practice of Buddhism was legitimized as a means of complementing the state's 

Confucian ideological control-that is, the Buddhist practices of siitra recita

tion and other rituals were instrumental in distributing and invigorating the 

flow of virtue in this Confucian model of the universe (KAWANE Yoshiyasu 

1988:288). Buddhist siitras, the other sets of ching, or kyo, the "temporal thread" 

of scriptural literature popularized in Nara and Heian Japan, were accepted 

as supplementary corpora of the ritsuryo canon. They provided the textual 

foundation for the ritual services performed at state monasteries and nunneries, 

which served as strategic relay stations for the circulatory system of virtue in 

the organic cosmos of which the Japanese emperor was the center. 

However, the social order depicted in ritsuryo writings (the emperor's 

edicts, court poetry, imperial history, for example)-which were grounded 

in the Confucian model of the classical texts, especially with respect to the 

principle of the rectification of names-seems to have had one weak link. 

Despite the idealized description of the social and natural order in ritsuryo 

discourse, in actuality Nara and early Heian society was continually shaken 

by drought, famines, epidemics, and other disasters, whose recurrence was 

not in keeping with the principle of a harmonious universe grounded in the 

emperor's virtue. These disasters were believed to be caused by kijin ("demonic 

spirits," a generic term for ghosts, monsters, goblins, and other nonhuman 
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existences of ominous nature, particularly those deceased souls who hold 

vengeance against the living) that frequently invaded the cosmic order. For 

example, the imperial history of the Sequel to the Continued History of Japan 

( Shoku nihon koki) quotes the following edict of Emperor Ninmei, dated the 

third day of the fourth month of Jowa 2 (835): "1, the emperor, have been 

informed that an epidemic has recently spread throughout many provinces. 

Those suffering from the illness are legion. Such an epidemic is caused by 

demonic spirits ( kijin ), and therefore must be dealt with through Buddhist 

services" (KT ns). 

Probably the most dreaded threat to the ritsuryo state was illness on the part 

of the emperor, the embodiment of virtue, who in theory had to be beyond 

the reach of any evil spirits causing disease. The same imperial historiography 

reports that in 850 Emperor Ninmei fell ill. As if to parallel the weakening 

of the emperor as the source of universal goodness, there were recurrent 

earthquakes in and near the capital, which led to looting, riots, arson, and other 

disturbances. Then, an epidemic broke out. In response, the court ordered the 

major national monasteries to recite siitras, declaring that "pacifying the nation 

and repelling disease depend on the power of the Buddhas. "20 These examples 

show that despite the Confucian outlook exhibited in its official documents, 

the ritsuryo state relied on Buddhism to control contingencies. From this point 

of view, the imperial historiographies composed with Confucian motifs can be 

read as a discourse on an endless series of disasters that had to be contained with 

Buddhist services. The following are just a few examples of such emergencies 

and the remedies pursued by the court as recorded in the Continued History 

of Japan. 

720 (third month) Earthquake. By imperial edict, 320 novices were or

dained. 

725 (ninth month) There were drought, storms, and other unfavorable 

weather in the provinces. Three thousand novices were ordained. 

726 (sixth month) The Grand Emperor Gensho fell ill. The court ordered 

national monasteries and nunneries to copy the Lotus Siitra. 

728 (twelfth month) To ensure peace for the nation, 640 copies of the 

Golden Light Siitra were produced for distribution throughout the pro

vinces. 

740 (ninth month) The rebellion of Fujiwara no Hirotsugu. The court 

ordered the copying of the Avalokitefvara Siitra at the major monasteries 

and nunneries. 

745 (fifth month) There were earthquakes, and volcanoes erupted. The 

court ordered major Buddhist institutions to recite siitras. 
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745 (ninth month) Emperor Shomu fell ill. Thirty-eight hundred novices 

were ordained. 

772 (eleventh month) There were winter storms and flooding. A repentance 

rite dedicated to the goddess Lak�ml was held at court. 

774 (second month) An epidemic spread to many provinces. The court 

ordered priests of the major Buddhist temples to recite the Greater 

Prajnii-piiramita Sutra. 

778 (third month) The crown prince fell ill. Thirty novices were ordained21 

Obviously, not only the recitation of siitras and the performance of rites of 

repentance but also the ordination of more priests and nuns to carry out 

these responsibilities were considered to be acts generating merit. This seems 

to explain the extremely large number of priests and nuns ordained during 

national crises, when it was necessary to create merit of cosmic proportions. 

There appear to be two reasons for the ritsuryo state's heavy reliance 

on Buddhism tor crisis management. First, the Confi.ICian principle of the 

rectification of names was ineffective against such problems. It excluded from 

its own rationalist discourse the evil spirits that were believed to have caused 

disasters for the state, tor they were antithetical to the very principle established 

by the ancient sage-kings tor their acts of naming. That is, as NAKAI Shinko 

( r989b:r66) has pointed out, demonic spirits, live and deceased alike, "resided 

in the realm of the unnamed, whose true identity remained unknown tor beings 

in this realm." Their presence made itself felt as tear, passion, and pain, which 

manifested themselves as particular somatic sy mptoms, rather than as concepts 

to be grasped with the intellect (William LAFLEUR 1989 ). For the Nara and 

Heian court literati, nature, which was often a source of poetic inspiration, was 

also an object of abhorrence. Nature was the abode of the unnamed, whose 

invasion of society was destructive to the order grounded upon the principle 

of the rectification of names. The following words of the Analects (section 20, 

chapter 6) sum up the Confi.tcian attitude: "Fan Ch'ih asked about wisdom. 

Confucius said, 'Devote yourself earnestly to the duties due to men and respect 

spiritual beings [Ch. kuei-shen; Jpn. kijin; literally, demonic spirits], but keep 

them at a distance.' "22 

This is not to say that Confucian tradition failed to develop a theory that 

would explain the disasters that struck society. On the contrary, it developed a 

wide range of discussions in a class of texts known as wei-shu (Jpn. isho ), "books 

of spatial (literally, horizontal) thread." In contrast to ching-shu, "books of 

temporal thread," which are essentially philosophical in tone, wei-shu literature 

abounds in anecdotes, parables, allegories, and metaphors, many of which aim 

at revealing the meaning of various sy mptoms of disorder in the universe. In 
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China, since the time of the Former Han, especially Tung Chung-shu 's (ca. 

179-ro+ B.c. ) integration of philosophical and allegorical writings in an effort 

to establish Confucianism as the state ideology, the wei-shu texts had acquired 

the status of intellectual orthodoxy (KAJI Nobuyuki 198p8). However, wei

shu literature's prognosis of cosmic disorders often found the emperor, the 

source of universal virtue, and his moral failure responsible for disasters. It 

thus pointed to the loss by the imperial house of heaven's mandate, which in 

turn justified a revolt against the emperor and dynastic change. For that reason, 

as MATSUMOTO Takuya (1990:160-161) has pointed out, the Japanese ritsuryo 

state-whose raison d'erre was the maintenance of a single imperial lineage, 

alleged to have originated with the primordial gods of Japanese myth-was 

extremely cautious and selective in adopting the wei-shu texts as its orthodoxy. 

Matsumoto summarizes his argument as follows: 

Although the Japanese imperial regime incorporated the [Confucian] theory 

on disasters, that did not lead-as did the Chinese experience-to assigning 

blame to the emperor, finding a scapegoat among his advisors, or causing 

strife among rival factions in the court that attempted to saddle their ene

mies with responsibility for disasters. The Japanese examples show that, as 

yet another demonstration of his virtue, the emperor frequently accepted 

responsibility voluntarily only to absorb the sins of his subjects, which, it was 

insinuated, were the real cause of disasters. At the same time, with regard to 

the reason for the failure to prevent disasters, the emperor often placed the 

blame on the ineffectiveness or failure of ritual services for spirits, rather than 

on the moral failure of misgovernment by the ruling class. Only then did the 

emperor order the entire nation to pray to Buddhist and Shinto divinities 

in order to halt disasters. In this manner, the authorities took the issue of 

disasters out of the arena of court politics into the field of religious ritual. 

(p. 159) 

Matsumoto's discussion leads to the second reason for the ritsuryo state's 

dependence on Buddhism in crises. In contrast to the indifference displayed 
by the Confucian classics adopted by the Japanese rulers, Buddhist scrip

tures developed a specialized vocabulary to address the subjects of spirits, 

the afterlife, and the different forms of nonhuman existence. As a result, the 
Buddhists' approach to national disasters was not so much prognostic, as in 

the Confucian wei-shu literature, but rather diagnostic. That is, rather than 

speculating on the meaning of disasters and accusing those whose presumed 

moral bankruptcy invited the disasters, Buddhist services were efforts to isolate 
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particular spirits as the cause and to pacifY them in order to reduce or end the 

suffering they caused. 

For example, around 788, according to the Continued History of Japan, 

Emperor Kanmu was struck by a series of family misfortunes; he lost his queen, 

his mother, and other close relations. In 792, his son, the crown prince Ade, 

became seriously ill. A divination revealed that this and all the other misfortunes 

were the vengeance being wreaked by the former crown prince Sawara ( 750-

785), Kanmu's younger brother, who had been wrongly implicated in a coup 

against the emperor. In 785, Sawara was to be exiled to Awaji province on 

the island of Shikoku, but on his way there committed suicide.23 In 797, 

Emperor Kanmu sent two priests to Sawara's grave in Awaji to perform a 

service conveying his apology to Sawara's soul. In 8oo, Kanmu posthumously 

enthroned Sawara as Emperor Sudo; in 805 he erected a temple in Awaji for 

Sudo's sake and sponsored in Nara a project in which all the Buddhist siitras 

were to be copied. Those novices who participated in the copying were given 

imperial permission to be ordained. While the project was in progress, Kanmu 

moved Sawara's remains from his grave in Awaji to a newly built imperial 

mausoleum in Yashima in Nara province and ordered every provincial governor 

to erect a shrine for the worship of Sudo.24 These events show that until his 

death in 8o6, Kanmu strove both to rehabilitate Sawara's honor and to remove 

his vindictiveness, so that his soul could be transformed into an ancestral spirit 

of the imperial house, that is, a Shinto god who would protect the emperors 

and their imperial lineage. 

Kanmu's treatment of Prince Sawara's soul suggests that Buddhism per

formed crisis management tor the ritsuryo state by serving as a religiocultural 

filter, neutralizing the intrusion of the unnamed into the moral cosmos of the 

ritsuryo regime, in which all things had to be properly named in order for 

there to be harmony. The Buddhist textual-ritual system of practice converted 

demons, spirits, and deceased souls into Shinto gods. Through the principle 

of the rectification of names, it converted the unnamed-the antithesis to the 

Confucian order-into the most exemplary "named" of the ritsuryo state, the 

guardian divinities of the emperor's rule. 

However, the success of Buddhism in this regard under the ritsuryo regime 

also meant its defeat. Buddhist institutions legitimized their role in ritsuryo 

society by serving as an indispensable link that maintained the Confucian 

model of cosmic order. This appears to be the reason that the Nara clergy 

never developed their own theoretical discourse on text, ritual, and language 

that could have been presented as an alternative to that of Confucianism. 

Instead, they secured power by subsuming the texts of Buddhist siitras within 
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the Confucian textual model. Buddhist sutras, kyo ( Ch. ching ), thus became 

a cultural dimorphism of the Confucian classics, kyo ( Ch. ching ), the "tem

poral thread" which preserved a lexicon of names rectified from the an

cient past. 

This meant that the state treated Buddhist scriptures, too, as a treasury 

of rectifYing names-or of names with rectifYing power. Buddhist scriptures 

differed from their Confucian counterparts only in the things to which they 

were applied: not things of this world, to be managed according to the 

Confucian principle of virtue, but things that fell out of such an ethical world 

into the dark sea of sarhsara, a realm charted not by moral laws but by the 

law of karma. In this regard, the ritsuryo Buddhist motto of chingo kokka, 

"protection of the nation," was simply a defense of the Confucian theory of 

the rectification of names, which underlay the ritsuryo state's ruling ideology 

and its defense against epidemics, famines, earthquakes, rebellions, and other 

disasters that would erode from outside the logical consistency of the social 

order built around the emperor's virtue. 

As the natural outcome of such an ideological legitimization, the state also 

treated Buddhist priests and nuns-those who preserved, studied, and recited 

sutras for ritual occasions-as quasi bureaucrats. In their work of managing kyo, 

or classics, they were as important to the state as Confucian officials, because 

the kyo had direct and practical applications for the statecraft. As a part of the 

ritsuryo, the Soniryo (Rules for Priests and Nuns) was strict in establishing 

eligibility for ordination as well as controlling the daily lives of priests and 

nuns. However, it also granted the clergy various privileges comparable to 

those of government officials, beginning with exemption from taxation and 

lenient application of punitive rules (SA To Hiroo 1989:50-51; SHIMODE S ekiy o 

199+:28-39 ). 

The Confucian model of the text and cosmic order also explains the ri

tsuryo state's sensitivity regarding mantra and dharaifl. Because they were 

considered the language for communicating with demons, evil spirits, and 

deceased souls-the unnamed, the antithesis to the rectification of names

their use had to be banned under the Soniryo, with the exception of chanting 

at state temples for the collective welfare of the nation and to heal the sick 

(articles 1, 2, and 5, NST 3:216-217). Those who dared to chant mantra and 

dharaifl on other occasions did not qualifY as officially ordained clergy, and 

the suppression of those privately ordained priests and nuns who violated the 

state's monopoly over the sacred texts and their linguistic technology was a 

perennial problem for the ritsuryo authorities in their efforts at maintaining 

social order. 
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Refiguration of the Emperor: A Reinterpretation 
of Kukai's Ten Abiding Stages 

In the summer of Tencho 4- ( 827 ), there was an extensive drought in the capital 

area. On the first day of the fifth month, Emperor J unna ( r. 823-833) summoned 

one hundred eminent priests to the imperial palace and had them perform rites 

at Daigokuden, the principal administrative hall of the court, and at Seiryoden, 

the emperor's private residence hall, in order to bring rain. The emperor's 

opening address at the ritual service, which revolved around the recitation of 

the Greater Prajiia-piiramitii Sutra, was composed by Kiikai, who then was 

the junior priest general at the Sago, Office of Priestly Mfairs.25 The Classified 

Records of National History (Ruiju kokushi), compiled in 892, contains the 

report that on the twenty-sixth day of the same month, the emperor asked 

Kiikai to perform an Esoteric Buddhist ritual concurrently with the recitation 

of the siitra and that rainfall soon followed and lasted for several hours until 

three inches of water covered the earth (KT 6:151). Emperor Junna, through 

the words of Kiikai, stated his intent in the opening address: 

On the first day of the midsummer [fifth] month ofTencho 4-, I, the Son of 

Heaven, the father of the nation, the ruler of the isles of Japan, have purified 

myself with the severest austerities in order to repent the sin of my people. In 

the palace halls of Daigokuden and Seiryoden, I bow low, offer incense and 

flowers, and beseech the three jewels [of the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 

Sangha] to grant us rainfall. I have heard that the mind of Buddha consists 

of benevolence and compassion, which aim at giving joy to sentient beings 

and removing their suffering[, respectively]. 

Kiikai resorts to the Confucian notion that the emperor sets the moral standard 

tor his nation. However, Kiikai's emperor appears most exemplary in his 

practice of Buddhist worship. Junna's address then reports that although 

numerous signs of approaching rain have been observed, such as low dark 

clouds and thick mountain mists, rain has not materialized and his nation is 

now at the brink of starvation. Junna asks whether such natural signs reflect 

the failure of his administration; that is, that appropriate policies were adopted 

and yet his subjects failed to implement them properly. He continues: 

Even if there were sins on the part of my subjects, I alone am the one 

to assume the blame, for I am responsible for spreading humaneness to 

hundreds and thousands of people. According to a siitra, when a king does 
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not understand the meaning of the name raja [king], then he would cause 

needless deaths for the people of his nation. 

When the three relations [between ruler and subjects, parents and chil

dren, husbands and wives] are in disarray and the five permanent virtues 

[humaneness, righteousness, decorum, wisdom, and trust] are in decline, a 

nation is devastated by drought, flooding, and famine. On the other hand, 

when the same nation practices the ten good deeds and cultivates the five 

precepts, it will enjoy nature's bounty, peace, and prosperity. 

I am now resolved to rectifY myself in accordance with the teaching of the 

siitra in order to provide proper guidance for my nation .... For this reason 

I have invited one hundred priests to my palace, to have them continuously 

recite the Greater Prajiia-piiramitii Sutra, and make their recitation an 

offering to the most powerful ones among the celestial gods who protect 

the Dharma. I therefore beseech you, Emperor of the Dharma [hattei, a 

reference to the Dharmakaya], to lead your army of Dharma guardian gods 

and spirits. With your sword of wisdom, destroy the evil karma of sentient 

beings. With your cakra of divine power, crush all the ills of our nation. 

Kukai's reference in Junna's edict to the teaching of the siitra that "when a 

king does not understand the meaning of the name raja, then he would cause 

needless deaths for the people of his nation" seems to echo the celebrated 

words of Confucius on the rectification of names quoted earlier: "If names are 

not rectified, then language will not be in accord with truth. If language is not 

in accord with truth, then things cannot be accomplished. If things cannot be 

accomplished, then ceremonies and music will not flourish. If ceremonies and 

music do not flourish, then punishment will not be just. If punishments are not 

just, then the people will not know how to move hand or foot."26 FUJIWARA 

Masami ( 1988:80 ), for example, has interpreted this resemblance as evidence 

that Kukai compromised with the Confucian orthodoxy of the ritsuryo state. 

Because the term sutra in Junna's address is written as kyo (Ch. ching), which 

is also the generic term for Confucian classics, such an interpretation supports 

the thesis that under the ritsuryo regime Buddhist scriptures were treated as 

supplementary to Confucian classics, whose objective was to complement the 

construction of the social order in accordance with the Confucian discourse 

of the rectification of names. That is to say, from Fujiwara's viewpoint, Kukai 

succeeded in propagating Esoteric Buddhism in early Heian society because he 

conformed to the existing ideological structure of the ritsuryo state, in which 

Buddhism occupied only a peripheral place. 
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However, a careful rereading of Emperor Junna's statement suggests that 
such an interpretation contains serious contradictions. Curiously enough, the 
term for "king" in the statement Kiikai composed for Junna is raja, the 
Japanese transliteration of the Sanskrit word for king, riijan. Had Kiikai's 
intentions been simply to demonstrate that Buddhist scriptures conformed 
with the Confucian doctrine of the rectification of names, then he would have 
achieved his goal by writing the word with the Chinese character o ( Ch. wang). 

The source for Kiikai's reference is the Sittra ofthe DhiiralJi ofthe Protection of 

a Nation,27 an Esoteric Buddhist scripture translated in 803 by Kiikai's teacher 
Prajna (734-810) and Munisrl (fl. 793-806) in Ch'ang-an and brought to Japan 
in 8o6 by Kiikai himself. Chapter ro, fascicle 10, of the siitra depicts a dialogue 
between Sakyamuni Buddha and Ajatasatru, king of Magadha, notorious for 
usurping the kingdom from his father. Ajatasatru asks the Buddha to relieve his 
nation from recurring calamities, and the Buddha agrees to teach the king the 
discipline of mantra as the means of protecting his kingdom from misfortune. 
Yet because of the king's lack of faith in the doctrine of karma and dependent 
co-origination, because of his association with evil men who are enemies of the 
Dharma, the Buddha cautions Ajatasatru, "You do not even understand what 
the name king stands for. How much less, then, would you understand other 
names that constitute mantras?" The Buddha continues: 

The word king, riijan, consists of the letters ra and ja. The letter ra [of rajas, 

defilement] is the voice of suffering crying for salvation, the voice of sentient 

beings who cannot find any refuge from their suffering . Thus every time the 

word king is uttered, be compassionate to them and resolve to be their leader, 

their protection from suffering and their comfort from sorrow. The letter ja 

[of jaya, victory] has such meanings as victory, excellence, nobility, freedom, 

and courageousness. It also stands for the victory of wisdom (prajiiii), which 

destroys the delusive arrogance of all sentient beings. (T 19:572a) 

The power of a king derives from the combination of two opposing potentiali
ties, the most abject and most sublime (Gilles DELEUZE and Felix GUATTARI 

1992:209 ), whose power, when expressed positively, is even comparable to 
the Buddhas' compassion and wisdom. The Buddha thus makes Ajatasatru 
realize that even the word king, when interpreted in light of the Esoteric 
Buddhist theory of language, transforms itself into the mantra for protecting 
the nation. The Buddha's teaching to Ajatasatru therefore serves as an example 
of Kiikai's assertion that every single letter of the alphabet is already saturated 
with numerous meanings and that all signs consisting of the alphabetic syllables 
are already mantras. 
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In short, despite its apparent similarity with the Confucian notion of the 

rectification of names, Kiikai's use of the term raja does not mean that he was 

compromising with Confucian orthodoxy. On the contrary, it exemplifies his 

strategy of infiltrating the Buddhist theory of language and text into normative 

ritsuryo discourse. The seemingly conformist rhetoric in Kiikai's writings was in 

tact a device to make Confucian concepts the primary channel for disseminating 

his new discourse. Kiikai does not aim at destroying the existing discourse on 

emperorship simply because of its dominantly Confucian content; rather, he 

attempts to refigure its trope in such a way that Confucian ideology no longer 

occupies a privileged, hegemonic position. For Kiikai, the king who knows the 

meaning of the word king cannot simply be explained as the Confucian Son of 

Heaven whose reign is grounded in the principle of the rectification of names. 

He is first and foremost a Buddhist monarch who, endowed with wisdom and 

compassion, knows the secret of reading every word as a mantra and thereby 

unleashing the power that inheres in each name and using that power for his 

peaceful rule over the realm. 

In 830, only a few years after promulgating the decree drafted by Kiikai, 

Emperor Junna requested that representatives of the Six Nara Schools and the 

Tendai and Shingon Schools each submit an explanation of their teachings.2H 

Kiikai's response to the imperial behest took the form of Ten Abiding Stages 

of Mind According to the Secret Ma1Jrfalas ( Himitsu mandara jitjitshinron, KZ 

r:125-415). Existing modern studies on Kiikai have made this work famous 

as his magnum opus and have argued that therein he presented the Esoteric 

Buddhist system of"doctrinal judgment" (Ch. p'an-chiao; Jpn. hangyo), aimed 

at establishing the superiority of the Shingon School over other major Buddhist 

schools. TAKAGAMI Kakusho (1992:42-60), for example, as an outline of 

Kiikai's work offers the following scheme, in which the ten stages correspond 

to the ten fascicles of the tome. 

I. Pre-Buddhist Stages 

Fascicle 1. The stage of uncontrolled desire driven by the urge tor 

food and sex. 

Fascicle 2. The stage of ethical actions, corresponding to Confucianism 

and to the Buddhist teaching of the precepts for the laity. 

Fascicle 3. The stage of primitive worship of gods and celestial beings, 

corresponding to religious Taoism and to various non-Buddhist 

Indian religious and philosophical systems. 

II. Buddhist Stages 

A. Hinayana 

Fascicle 4. The stage of sravakas. 
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fascicle 5. The stage of pratyeka-buddhas. 

B. Mahayana 

fascicle 6. The stage of the Yogacara (Hosso) School. 

fascicle 7. The stage of the Madhyamika (Sanron) School. 

Fascicle 8. The stage of the T'ien-t'ai (Tendai) School. 

Fascicle 9. The stage of the Hua-yen (Kegon) School. 

C. Vajrayana or Mantrayana 

Fascicle 10. The stage of the Shingon School. 

For Miyasaka and other sectarian scholars, Kiikai's work was a declaration 

that all Buddhist schools and other non-Buddhist philosophical and religious 

systems known to the early Heian intelligentsia were, in tact, stages of spiritual 

ascent whose summit, the stage of enlightenment, was occupied by the Shingon 

School. However, such a reading of Ten Abiding Stages does not necessarily 

illustrate the historical impact of the work, which was neither the only nor the 

first place in which Kiikai announced his famous hierarchical schema. Already 

in 822, in the liturgical text he composed to be recited at his abhi�eka at Todaiji, 

Nara, to induct into the Esoteric Buddhist clergy the abdicated emperor Heizei, 

Kiikai illustrated how all the Nara Schools and the Tendai School, representing 

Exoteric Buddhism, could be subsumed under the authority of the esoteric 

Shingon School; and in his celebrated commentary on the Prajiiii-piiramitii 

Heart Sutra, which may have been composed as early as 8r8, Kiikai classified 

Buddhist schools as Hlnayana, Mahayana, and Vajrayana (Esotericism), in a 

manner identical to that in Ten Abiding Stages.29 

Aside from its schematic structure-in which the work's uniqueness rests 

only in the inclusion of Confucianism, Taoism, and some Hindu systems 

as the rudimentary pre-Buddhist stages of spiritual development-the most 

strikingly inventive aspect of Ten Abiding Stages is the trope by which Kiikai 

depicted each stage as a "palace" (kyu or gu). As he explains in the work's 

introduction, "the term palace means the abode that shelters beings from 

dangers and sufferings" (KZ r:401). Thus Kukai underscores the sense of 

"abiding" (ju) in his use of the concept of stage, so that it refers not only to 

processes of spiritual growth, but also in a physical sense to places, abodes, or 

habitats in the Buddhist cosmology. For example, "both the 'palace' for human 

beings and that tor celestial beings are realms of great comfort and pleasure 

compared with the three preceding transmigratory paths of hell dwellers, 

hungry ghosts, and animals. Yet neither of these escape from the world

ending fire," which symbolizes the suffering of sarhsara. Therefore, Kiikai 

continues, "the Buddha, the compassionate father, devised various vehicles 

[of Buddhist teaching] to guide beings into the realization of all-embracing 
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wisdom" (KZ I:I27). Kiikai elaborated this point further in his lecture on the 

Lotus Sutra at Todaiji in 834-: "All these schools are palaces of the King of 

Dharma, palaces that together form the entire universe."30 That is, the ten 

stages, when combined, are the grand cosmic palace ( hokkaigu, or hokkai 

shinden)-the universe as the palace of the King of Dharma-with the tenth 

and highest stage at the center, "the inmost secret palace of the King of 

Mind, the Dharmakaya Mahavairocana" (KZ 1:129 ), and the other stages, 

the outer palaces, surrounding the inner palace. In this sense, Ten Abiding 

Stages represents Kiikai's effort to construct an Esoteric Buddhist model of 

the universe in the format of writing, in which the text of Ten Abiding Stages 

itself replicates the order of the universe, thereby turning its own textuality 

into a metaphor for one of the essential themes ofKiikai's theory of language, 

the nonduality of text and worldY 

Kiikai's liberal use of the idea of the palace throughout Ten Abiding Stages 

brings to the fore the relevance of kingship to Tathagatahood-that is, the 

relationship between political authority and Buddhism. In light of the fact 

that he composed the work for Emperor Junna's perusal, his palatial trope was 

essential to Kiikai's writing, for it enabled him to broach the subject of rulership 

and integrate that subject into his discussion proper. In fact, in fascicle 2, which 

he titles the "Palace ofHuman Beings" (ningu), one of the lengthiest fascicles 

in the work, Kiikai developed a detailed discussion of ideal rulership. With 

apparently blasphemous overtones, Kiikai arranged his work in such a manner 

that Emperor Junna, in his reading of Ten Abiding Stages, would have to locate 

himself and his royal palace, a "palace of human beings," in the second-lowest 

stage in Kiikai's Esoteric Buddhist cosmology. However, Kiikai seems to have 

compensated for his derogatory positioning of the royal palace by granting the 

ruler a pivotal role in maintaining cosmic order. In Ten Abiding Stages, the 

ruler's palace symbolizes the perfection of morality, serving as the watershed 

between the state of the basest human existence in the first stage and the state 

of pious devotion in the third stage. As I discuss later in this section, Kiikai 

argued that the ruler's ethical actions, through which he supports the Buddhist 

clergy's religious life, are essential for maintaining the order of society. This 

is because only through the ruler's righteous patronage of the clergy's textual 

and ritual studies can the entire universe be revealed and made legible as the 

cosmic scripture, which not only maps out and keeps open the path for the 

nation to communicate with divinities residing in their "palaces" in the higher 

echelons of the universe but also shows that all things in the universe are already 

the sacred words of the cosmic scripture that manifests ultimate reality. 

These considerations, when taken together, illustrate that Kiikai's principal 

intent in writing Ten Abiding Stages was not so much to put forth doctrinal 
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judgment as to present Emperor Junna with a Buddhist alternative to the 

Confucian model of rulership, social order, and cosmology-an alternative 

Ki.ikai claimed was far superior in generating a righteous ruler and a peaceful 

nation. According to this reading, the discussion of the ideal Buddhist king 

and his palace in fascicle 2 provides the focal point of the entire text of Ten 

Abiding Stages; it is the core of his trope from which issues the rationale for 

characterizing other stages, too, as "palaces." 

One ofKi.ikai's central arguments in fascicle 2 is that what ultimately destines 

someone to be enthroned as king of a nation is not a royal lineage to which 

he happened to have belonged but his moral acts and merit accrued in both 

his present and past lives. Ki.ikai illustrates this point by quoting the following 

passage from the Sutra of the Virtuous King-a popular si.itra in East Asia, 

suspected to be of apocryphal Chinese origin, whose worship, together with 

that of the Golden Light Sutra, was endorsed by the Japanese imperial house.32 

To attain freedom from suffering in the bitter sea of samsara, living beings 

rely on the ten good deeds to cultivate themselves in the bodhisattva practice. 

Even those whose mastery [of the ten goods deeds] is yet imperfect attain 

the lives of ordinary kings. Those who have accomplished excellent mastery 

[of the ten good deeds] will attain the lives of universal monarchs [ Skt. 

cakravartin; Jpn. tenrin shoo.] (T 8:827b; KZ 1:189) 

Kukai underscores the observance of basic Buddhist precepts such as the five 

precepts (Skt. paiica-Hla; Jpn. gokai)-the prohibitions against murder, theft, 

lying, improper sexual acts, and intoxication-and the ten good deeds (Skt. 

dafa-kufala-karmapatha; Jpn. juzen godo)-the prohibitions against murder, 

theft, improper sexual relations, lying, duplicity, slandering, flattery, greediness, 

wrathfulness, and folly-as the essential condition for a king to quality himself 

as a righteous ruler. Yet ordinary kings, whose expertise, unlike that of the 

clergy, is not in religious cultivation, are prone to occasional moral failures. This 

is where Kukai recognizes the merit of Confucian classics-by means of his 

liberal quotes from Confucius's Analects, the Book of History, Tso's Commentary 

on Spring and Autumn Annals, and othcrs33-that describe methods by which 

a king can establish himself as an exemplar of moral virtue. In this regard, Kukai 

follows the example set by Chinese Buddhist apologetic literature and argues 

for compatibility between Buddhist precepts and Confucian moral principles.34 

Kukai does not necessarily invalidate the Confucian characterization of the 

Japanese emperor as the Son of Heaven (Ch. t'ien-tzu; Jpn. tenshi). However, 

for Kukai, such a divine status of the emperor is not congenital, bound to the 

ruler's blood lineage, but rather a natural outcome of good moral acts in his 
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previous existences. Hence Kiikai's explanation that emperors cannot alway s 

be trusted as apotheoses of moral virtue who enjoy a particular affinity with 

heaven, as theorized in Confucian classics. With their cultivation of the Dharma 

still incomplete, emperors can become morally degenerate, lose their mandate 

of heaven (Ch. t)ien-ming; Jpn. tenmei), and cause all sorts of disasters in their 

domains. That is, Confucian theories of virtue, of the righteous ruler, and of 

cosmic order sustained by the ruler's virtuous rule are true only insofar as they 

accord with the Buddhist theory of karma. 

Kiikai refers to these ordinary kings whose moral cultivation remains imper

fect as zokusanno ( Ch. su-san-wang), literally, "a scattered millet grain king," 

a king whose domain is as trifling as a scattered grain of millet, a derogatory 

term borrowed from the Virtuous King Sutra (T 8:827b ). In contrast, Kukai 

describes those extraordinary kings who have completed their moral cultivation 

in accordance with Buddhist precepts, those rulers who no longer need to 

be assisted by Confucian ethical philosophy, as cakravartin (Ch. chuan-lun 
sheng-wang; Jpn. tenrin shoo), the legendary universal monarchs of Buddhist 

literature, who, unlike scattered millet grain kings, reign over entire cosmic 

continents by means of their rule of the Dharma. Kiikai refers to fascicle 17 of 

the Dasabhumika-vibhiisa Siistra,35 attributed to Nagarjuna, which states that 

cakravartins am those bodhisattvas abiding in the second stage (the freedom 

from all defilement) in the last ten of the fifty-two stages of bodhisattva 

practice, spiritually advanced beings who through their transmigratory lives 

will eventually emerge as Tathagatas (T 26:12rb-r22a; KZ r:2r4-). 

When a virtuous king, born in the class of warriors ( k!atrya ), receives the 

abhi�eka [of enthronement], fifteen days later he is to receive the Buddhist 

precepts. Having finished his ablution and upheld the precepts, the king as

cends to his elevated palace tower accompanied by his advisors and ministers. 

If there appears suddenly in the sky in the east [the weapon of] a jeweled gold 

cakra [wheel], then, the king must be recognized as the universal monarch 

of the gold cakra ... . 36 

Just like Buddhas, no two cakravartins appear in the world simultaneously. 

No cakravartins resort to violence. They effortlessly conquer their enemy 

kings with virtue, assure these kings' rules in their domains, and guide them 

into the practice of the ten good precepts. Because of these deeds, when 

cakravartins die, they attain their next birth in celestial realms. 

Kiikai underscores that cakravartins unifY the world and realize peace by means 

of their turning the weapons known as cakra. However, their cakras are not the 

lethal disks held by some Hindu celestial gods but those of the Dharma. In this 
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manner Kiikai ascertains the claim of the tradition that all Buddhas were born 

as crown princes, that they were destined to be either cakravartins or world 

saviors, and that cakravartins represent the unutilized, secondary potential of 

Buddhas. In other words, cakravartins are the secular counterpart ofTathagatas 

and thus share some of their attributes-for example, that no two cakravartins 

appear simultaneously in the world and that cakravartins are endowed with the 

thirty-two auspicious physical marks ofTathagatas. Another important feature 

of cakravartins that Kiikai calls attention to is that they possess the seven 

imperial regalia, corresponding to the seven legs of enlightenment,37 which 

collectively are one of the emblems of Tathagatas. The seven regalia consist 

of the jeweled cakra; the mighty white elephant; the blue flying horse; the 

"jewel queen" (gyokujo), who is the paragon of wisdom, virtue, and beauty; the 

world-illuminating gem; the ministers capable of discovering hidden treasure 

in the monarchs' domain; and the loyal generals, who are geniuses of military 

strategies. Surrounded by these treasures, cakravartins rule the universe from 

their royal palaces, which are built at the most auspicious location in the world 

by celestial architects descended from their heavenly abodes to glorifY the 

monarchs with their skills.38 

Ordinarily in Buddhist commentaries, the world-conquering weapon, cakra, 

is considered the most essential of the seven regalia of the universal monarchs 

(John STRONG 1983:46 ). However, Kiikai highlights the importance of the 

gem, which he interprets as cintiima�Ji, the wish-granting jewel, an icono

graphic symbol of the power of mantra described in chapter 14 of the Golden 
Light Sutra (T I6:433b-434b ), which protects kings from every sort of calam

ity.39 With another reference to the Dafabhumika-vibhiifa Siistra, Kiikai points 

to the four wish-granted merits ( Ch. ssu ju-i-te; Jpn. shinyoitoku) of cakravartins 

symbolized by the gem. "The first virtue [of cakravartins] is their exquisite 

and dignified physical appearance, unexcelled in the four cosmic continents. 

Second, they are free of illness and pain. Third, they possess profound com

passion toward sentient beings. Fourth, they are blessed with health and 

longevity" (T 26:122a-b; KZ 1:217). With yet another lengthy quote from 

the sastra, Kiikai suggests that these four personal merits of cakravartins, 

which are comparable to the wish-granting jewel, reproduce themselves as 

peace and prosperity and guard the nation against calamities, wars, epidemics, 

and famines. 

Kiikai's argument in fascicle 2 of Ten Abiding Stages makes plain that the 

Japanese emperor, who continued to rely on Confucian classics to cultivate 

himself and who possessed no regalia symbolizing his authority comparable 

to that of the legendary cakravartin, had to be categorized as a " scattered 

millet grain king. "40 At the same time, however, Kiikai provides a method 
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by which the Japanese emperor can improve himself so that the reality of his 

rule will be brought closer to the ideal reign by cakravartins. This method is 

related to Kiikai's use of the concept of abhi�eka in the text of Ten Abiding 

Stages. Kiikai repeatedly points out that erecting a mal).<;iala altar, receiving 

abhi�eka there, and having the clergy perform homa (Jpn. goma) and other 

esoteric rituals to benefit his nation constitute the most meritorious acts for 

a king, testimony to his love of goodness and righteousness (KZ r:2oo, 206 ). 

He asserts that the ultimate goal of all cakravartins, as exemplary lay Buddhist 

practitioners, is to eventually leave behind their splendid palaces, to subject 

themselves again and again to the strenuous training of bodhisattvahood 

throughout their transmigratory lives, and finally to reach the realm of perfect 

enlightenment, described by Kiikai as the ultimate palace in the tenth stage of 

his ten-stage schema. 

The supreme vajra palace of the secret mar�<;fala is the residence ofthe King of 

Mind, the Dharmakaya Mahavairocana. There may be beings who received 

birth in the race of cakravartins, who are brave and resolved to save sentient 

beings, who do not desire the pleasures of royal palaces [of the human realm]. 

Then, Mahavairocana grants these beings his divinely swift vehicle [of the 

Esoteric Teaching], immediately gives recognition to them as his heirs by 

means of the ritual of abhi�eka, and bequeaths to them the inexhaustible 

treasure of his palace. ( KZ r: 129) 

That is, although the Japanese emperor cannot immediately be transformed 

into a cakravartin, by receiving abhi�eka, the initiation into Esoteric Buddhism, 

the emperor is granted a rare insight into the inner landscape of the ultimate 

palace, the final goal of all cakravartins. Through the ritual of abhi�eka, the 

concept of cakravartin becomes a symbol indicating the mystic affinity between 

kingship and Tathagatahood. Because the ritual of abhi�eka in the secular sense 

refers to a ceremony of royal coronation, a bodhisattva, a "prince of Dharma," 

receives the abhi�eka to establish himself or herself as an heir to the Tathagata 

on the throne. For example, the Daiabhumika Sutra -which describes the 

final ten stages of the fifty-two stages of bodhisattvas' spiritual development

portrays the final three stages prior to the bodhisattvas' realization of Buddha

hood with the simile of the birth of a prince destined to become a cakravartin, 

the universal monarch (the eighth stage), his appointment to viceroyship (the 

ninth stage), and his enthronement (the tenth stage)Y 

Throughout Ten Abiding Stages, this image of the symbolic overlapping 

between royal coronation and the attainment of enlightenment is employed 
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repeatedly, providing an important motif tor Kl"1kai's palatial trope. In fas

cicle 6, for example, Kiikai paraphrases a discussion in fascicle 39 of the 

Avatamsaka Sutra: 

When a bodhisattva, a child of the Tathagata, enters the stage of receiving 

abhi�eka, all the samadhis he has mastered in [his previous lives of bodhisattva 

practice of] billions of eons will manifest themselves at once to become his 

final samadhi-which is called the Reception of the Abhi�eka of the All

Embracing Wisdom. When the bodhisattva realizes this samadhi, a great 

jeweled lotus suddenly appears. With its countless flower petals as vast as 

the universe, the lotus grows out of all the merit accumulated [by the bod

hisattva's religious practices]. Constantly gleaming with the reflections of its 

jeweled petals, the lotus emits lights that reach all the corners of the universe. 

This is a flower that cannot be found even in all sorts of celestial palaces .... 

Thereupon the bodhisattva seats himself on this throne of the lotus, and 

all his major and minor physical features become comparable to those of the 

Buddhas. The countless bodhisattvas of his entourage seat themselves on the 

flower petals and surround him .... 

At that time, having realized that the bodhisattva has entered the stage of 

receiving abhi�eka in such and such a realm of the universe, all the Tathagatas 

of the universe at once emit beams of purity. This is the miraculous power 

of the [Tathagata's wisdom] benefiting all beings. Having illuminated all the 

corners of the universe, these beams all arrive at that bodhisattva's assembly. 

Having surrounded and glorified the bodhisattva's seat, all the beams of 

Buddha's wisdom enter the bodhisattva's body from the summit of his 

head. Thereupon the bodhisattva reaches the state in which all [the ritual 

procedures otl his abhi�eka are complete. Endowed with the ten powers of 

Tathagatas, he joins the rank of Buddhas. Now both his body and his lotus 

throne permeate the universe. (T ro #279: 205b-2o6a; KZ 1:32+-325) 

Kiikai explains that by reaching the inmost palace of enlightenment, the prac

titioner realizes the secret preserved there: that the entire universe itself is 

the most glorious palace of all. Tathagatas, perfectly enlightened ones, are 

those for whom everything in the universe manifests itself as an actualization 

of the Dharma, dependent co-origination, emptiness. That is, all things are 

what Buddhas and their Dharma embody, and therefore are extensions of their 

"bodies." However, also because all things are themselves the very marks of 

the Dharma, Kiikai understands all things of the universe, both sentient and 

nonsentient existences, as letters of sacred text, and the universe as the ultimate 

scripture. For Kiikai, therefore, the morphologies of body, palace, and text lead 
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to the same conclusion: the universe itself, as it is, is the Dharmakaya's body 

made up of the sacred letters, the body of the text manifesting itself as the 

realm of the ultimate reality, his palace ( KZ I:4-00-4-0I). 42 

When [practitioners] thoroughly understand the secret of these letters, the 

hidden treasury of the glory [of the Tathagatas' palace] unfolds itself to 

them. The prisons of hell and the celestial palaces; the Buddha nature and the 

rotten seed of enlightenment; delusion and awakening; samsara and nirval).a; 

dualism and nondualism .... To those who have realized the secret letters 

of mantra, all these [things of the universe] are just different signs for the 

originally enlightened mind [of all sentient beings]. How is it possible, then, 

for them to designate some as true and others as false? (KZ 1:128) 

By receiving abhi�eka, a king is initiated into Esoteric Buddhist training, at the 

heart of which is a study of mantra, the language that fabricates the texture of 

the cosmic text. The king then sees both inside and outside the imperial palace 

as belonging to the Dharmakaya's palace/text governed by the same law of 

karma. From Kiikai's viewpoint, the Confucian classics, the intellectual treasure 

of the ritsuryo state, are the texts already written/woven in the Dharmakaya's 

cosmic text. That is, the Confucian theory of the rectification of names can 

function because both the rectifYing names in Confucian texts and the things 

to be rectified outside the texts are but signs of the same cosmic text of the 

Dharmakaya. This, for Kukai, is why the emperor can sustain the harmonious 

order of the world by presenting himself and his court as paragons of moral 

virtue. Still, in Kiikai's model the emperor does not occupy the same privileged 

position, in terms of the control of scriptural texts and the manipulation of 

sacred language, as that assigned to the ruler in Confucian literature. The 

emperor himself cannot perform the ritual of abhi�eka, through which the 

universe unfolds itself to the emperor as the most sacred text. It is Buddhist 

clerics who are ultimately responsible for the preservation and management 

of the sacred language necessary for the maintenance of cosmic order. The 

clergy, which is identified in Kukai's cosmology with "palaces" higher than 

the emperor's palace, is no longer an inferior analog of the government 

bureaucracy loyally serving the emperor, as depicted in ritsuryo literature. 

Mantra and the New Science of Calamities 

The extent of Kukai's departure from existing ritsuryo discourse became ex

plicit in the explanation he offered for the onset of calamities. In Jeweled Key 
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to the Secret Treasury (Hizo hoyaku, KZ 1:4-17-4-73), Kiikai's own abbreviation 

of Ten Abiding Stages, he states that calamities have three causes: changes in 

the cosmic cycle, punishments by celestial gods, and repercussions of sentient 

beings' evil karma. The simultaneous manifestation of hundreds of suns that 

consume the world, the surging of all the oceans until they swallow the con

tinents, and other cosmic disasters are beyond the control of human beings. 

Heaven-sent punishments, on the other hand, occur when the unrighteous 

behavior of rulers enrages the celestial gods. The moral degeneration of rulers 

also invites "the births in [their] realms in an inopportune time of sentient 

beings with much evil karma from their previous lives, which collectively invites 

disasters" (KZ 1:4-4-2). Kiikai therefore makes kings directly accountable for 

these second and third kinds of calamities. 

In the corresponding section of Ten Abiding Stages, Kiikai relies on the 

Golden Light Sutra and argues that when a king abides by the ten good deeds, 

"he will be surrounded by guardian gods of the Dharma. With their protection, 

his kingdom will be as secure and prosperous as those of cakravartins. There, 

winds and rains rightly follow the seasons' change, and harvests are bountiful. 

Free from calamities, the nation will enjoy peace" (KZ 1:193). On the other 

hand, when a king violates the ten good deeds, "because of his lack of faith in 

the Dharma, devas, nagas, and other guardian gods of Dharma will abandon 

him. Also, because he does not practice the Dharma, all kinds of evil beings 

will approach him. "43 Kiikai then quotes from the siitra to present a list of signs 

portending the arrival of demonic spirits that cause all sorts of misfortunes to 

his kingdom: 

It is said in the siitra, "Violent rains and vicious winds assault the land, 

seasonal change is disorderly, crops fail, and the nation constantly suffers 

from famine." 

It is also said, "The most important ministers of the state fall ill, lose their 

sanity, and die my steriously, and their family fortunes decline." 

There are recurrent riots and rebellions and people die in vain. Also, there 

are frequent outbreaks of epidemics. 

It is also said, "People of the land lack vigor and courage, become 

physically weak, and cannot complete whatever work they do." 

(T 16:4-4-3a-b; KZ I:I92-193) 

These symptoms of social ills-events similar to those repeatedly described 

in the imperial histories-must have seemed ominously familiar to the ruling 

class of the tumultuous early Heian period. Kiikai adds, "When these signs are 

manifest, people realize that their lands have already been invaded by demonic 
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spirits. Even rak�asas, man-devouring devils, are often seen" (KZ 1:193). He 

then turns his discussion to the methods described in the Golden Light Sutra 

of dispelling demonic spirits and calling back the guardian gods. Of these, 

Kiikai particularly recommends, as the first measure for restoring order, that 

the ruler generate greater love for righteousness. 

What kind of king is renowned for his love of righteous acts? A righteous 

ruler believes in the law of karma that determines fortune and misfortune for 

both humans and celestial beings. He therefore knows humility, controls his 

emotions, and abstains from wrongdoing in his body, speech, and mind. He 

regularly practices charity and cultivates himself in austerities. Furthermore 

he establishes ma�<:lalas, receives abhi�ekas, and makes offerings to divinities 

through homa, the fire oblations. In this manner he develops the four 

boundless minds [Skt. catur-apramii'l}a; Jpn. shimuryoshin; the minds of 

benevolence, compassion, joy, and nonattachment ]. Such a king is renowned 

tor his love of righteous acts.44 

Kiikai's rhetoric underscoring the ruler's righteousness is congruous with the 

Confucian theory of rulership. Yet the actual method Kiikai advocates for 

repelling demonic spirits is not the ritsuryo rituals based on the rectification of 

names but, rather, the esoteric rituals of ma�<;iala, abhi�eka, and homa, all of 

which revolve around the recitation of mantra. Here again, Kiikai's aim appears 

to be to supplant Confucianism with Esoteric Buddhism as the linguistic 

foundation of the religious and political discourse essential for maintaining 

social order. In Jeweled Key to the Secret Treasury, Kiikai illustrates this point 

further by creating a fictional debate between a Buddhist priest and a Confucian 

official. Against the Buddhist priest's claim that "the recitation of a single name 

of a Buddha dissipates countless sins, the utterance of a single letter of a mantra 

generates infinite merit," the Confucian official retorts: 

If reciting a sutra and prostrating oneself to a Buddhist image create merit, we 

[Confucians], too, read the Five Classics and the Three Histories45 and bow 

before the images of Duke Chou and Confucius. Also, the letters in which 

the [scriptures of] Confucian Five Classics and Buddhist Three Treasuries are 

written are identical [i.e., Chinese characters]. How, then, can the recitation 

of these texts be different in the merit they generate? 

The Buddhist teacher responds: 

What you have said may seem correct. Yet a deep understanding [of Con

fucian and Buddhist texts] makes the differences clear. Let me explain this 
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to you with an example. The edict of the emperor and the correspondence 

among the emperor's subjects are written with identical letters. Yet their 

functions and effects are significantly ditTerent. The emperor's order, fol

lowed by the entire nation, distinguishes between those who arc rewarded 

and punished, and makes all his subjects happy or fearful. Such are the 

teachings of the Tathagatas. They are upheld by all bodhisattvas, sravakas, 

devas, nagas, and others of thc eight guardian gods,46 and by all other spirits. 

Non-Buddhist books are just like the writings of subjects, and Buddhist 

scriptures are like the edicts of the emperor .... Therefore there has never 

been an example of the chanting of the Five Classics destroying sins or the 

recitation of the Three Histories putting an end to calamities. (KZ 1:+38) 

Kukai seems to be suggesting that Confucian texts are intended primarily to be 

read or studied. Confucian language is therefore the language of denotation. 

Buddhist texts, on the other hand, are first tor chanting and only secondarily for 

academic study. Buddhist language is the language of connotation, of influence, 

eftect, and power. Whereas the application of Confucian language is limited to 

the human domain, that of Buddhist language extends to the realms of spirits 

and divinities. The most powerful forms of Buddhist language, tor Kukai, are 

mantras and dharaQ.Is. In Ten Abiding Stages, he explains this Buddhist version 

of language action theory with a medical metaphor. 

The Great Sage [Buddha] thoroughly explained the method of healing illness 

of the mind. His teaching is divided into five [textual] categories: a gam a 

(Hinayana sutras); vinaya (monastic rules); abhidharma (philosophical anal

ysis); praji'ia-paramita (Mahayana sutras); and dharaDI. These five categories 

are just like the five kinds of dairy products: milk, yogurt, fresh butter, 

cultured butter, and cream .... Just as cream is the cure for all sorts of 

diseases, dharai)I is the panacea that dissipates the heaviest sins and uproots 

delusions [from one's mind]. (KZ 1:126) 

That is, the first tour categories of Buddhist texts, those of Exoteric Teaching, 

are materials to produce the final category, that of Esoteric Teaching. Although 

the constituents of the cure are already contained in the first four categories, 

they become effective when they are extracted to become the panacea of cream, 

or dharaQ.I. Elsewhere Kukai compares the first tour categories of the Exoteric 

Teaching to medical texts that present the methods of compounding medicine 

and the Esoteric Teaching of dharaDI to the medicine thus producedY 

In fascicle 3 of Ten Abiding Stages, Kukai explains why mantra and dharaQ.I 

work as medicine, that is, as cures for demonic spirits and thus as a means 
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of restoring the cosmic order. Kiikai points out that chapter 4, fascicle 2, of 
the Mahiivairocana Sutra, entitled the "Universal Treasury of Mantras" (T 
r8:r4a-r7b ), contains the mantras not only for Buddhas and bodhisattvas and 
guardian gods of the Dharma, but even for demons, demonesses, and evil 
spirits. Kiikai states: "If one truly understands what mantras are, teachings 
prepared for gods, humans, animals, as well as demons are vehicles of Esoteric 
Buddhism. Thus it is said, 'I am devas, nagas, demons, and other spirits.'48 'I' 
here is the Tathagata Mahavairocana" (KZ 1:250 ). Kiikai suggests that this is 
the reason that the Golden Light Sutra also contains a large number of mantras 
of demons and demonesses, who, when converted by the recitation of mantras, 
turn into powerful tutelary spirits. On chapter 20 of the siitra (T r6:444c-447a) 
in which such mantras are discussed, Kiikai comments: "When beheld by the 
eye of enlightenment, the miraculously swift Yak�as, the dark spirits, will reveal 
their secret identity. The reality ofHaritis, child-eating demonesses, is nothing 
but emptiness. Do not become attached to names and forms of things that 
are but accidental. Forget names and forms and see their reality. You will then 
immediately arrive at nirvaQ.a. "49 

In this fashion Kiikai reiterates his assertion that all sentient and nonsentient 
existences are manifestations of the Dharmakaya's cosmic body. Evil spirits, 
certainly, are no exception to this rule. That is, like Buddhas and bodhisattvas, 
demonic spirits are sacred letters of the Dharmakaya's cosmic text. Kiikai then 
cites a mantra from chapter 4 of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, the general mantra 
for gods and spirits ( seten to fum yo shinshingon ). 

Lokiiloka-kariiya sarva-deva-niiga-yak�a-gandharviisura-garutf,a kimnara

mahorag'iidhi-hrdayiiny iikar�aya vicitra-gati sviihii. (T r8:rsc; KZ 1250 )50 

[To you who do worldly and otherworldly things. Draw into yourself the 
minds of all the devas, nagas, yak�as, gandharvas, asuras, garu�as, kirimaras, 
mahoragas, and other (spirits). 0, you, the diversified practice, Svaha!] 

Kiikai provides two levels of explanation for this mantra. First, relying on 
Subhakarasirhha's commentary on the siitra (T 39:686a), Kiikai characterizes 
the mantra as praise for religious practice (Skt. gatt; Jpn. gyo); specifically, of 
chanting mantras dedicated to the many of gods and spirits, which would 
deliver to supplicants both worldly and otherworldly results. "The phrase 
'diversified practice' means the manifestation [through mantra chanting] of 
the excellent forms of diverse gods and spirits to whom the supplicants devote 
themselves" (KZ 1:251). 

But Kiikai also asserts that there is yet another, secret interpretation, ac
cording to which the mantra is a eulogy not for the supplicants' mantra 
chanting but for the Dharmakaya's practice of making manifest his cosmic body 
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( hokkaishin) as the cosmic text, the mal).�ala consisting of letters ( homandara). 

In agreement with Subhakarasirhha's commentary, Kiikai takes the first word 
of the mantra tokiitoka as a compound consisting of toka (world) and atoka 

(nonworld), which, respectively, stand for sarhsara and nirval).a. However, 
unlike Subhakarasirhha who takes the word as a coordinative compound (Skt. 
dvandva; Jpn. ringon )-i.e., sarhsara and nirvaQa-Kiikai interprets the com
pound appositionally (Skt. tatpuru!a; Jpn. eshu), that is, to mean sarhsara as 
nirval).a. For Kiikai, sarhsara equals nirval).a precisely because of the letter A 

that connects toka and atoka into a compound, the letter A that is, in Kiikai's 
semiological system, the manifestation in the realm of writing of the originally 
nonarising, which in turn is the DharmakayaY The mantra is therefore a 
reminder of the nonduality of sarhsara as nirval).a in that it reveals that all 
gods and spirits, both benign and evil, are the manifestation of emptiness, the 
originally nonarising, the Dharmakaya. 

All things of the world, manifesting themselves in all sorts of color, shape, and 

modes, are the manifestation of the Dharma, of dependent co-origination. 

Once practitioners enter the samadhi of the letter A, all these things are 

[realized as] the letters [of mantra], which show their distinctive forms as 

the very emptiness free of forms. These are the letters that constitute the 

cosmic body of the Dharmakaya, which is his maQ.<,iala. If there are beings 

who thoroughly realize this, then there is no difference between mantras 

that spell the names of gods and spirits and other mantras that do the same 

for Mahavairocana's name. (KZ 1:251-252) 

Elsewhere Kiikai illustrates the same point with a simile of a foolish painter and 
his painted demons. 

Whenever people see all sorts of things, they see there the originally nonar

ising .... Therefore Mahavairocana designated the single letter A as his 

mantra. Yet ordinary people of the world fail to see this [the originally 

nonarising] as the source of all things. Deluded, they substantiate their own 

existence and entrust themselves to the current of the ocean of sarhsara with

out having the means to escape it. They are just like an ignorant painter who 

paints with all sorts of colors a picture of dreadful demons. When the picture 

is completed, he observes his own work, is horrified, faints, and collapses. 

Like this painter, sentient beings paint the threefold world with all sorts of 

things all of which are originally nonarising, then bury themselves therein, 

and develop rampantly selfish minds that receive all sorts of sufferings. 52 

(KZ 1:538) 
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That is, the belief in demonic spirits causing epidemics, natural disasters, and all 

other kinds of calamities-the belief that reifies and concretizes their presence 

as the embodiment of vice-constitutes for Kiikai the act of misreading the 

letters of the cosmic texts. Precisely because demonic spirits, once reified, are 

misconstrued words of the cosmic text, they present the most serious danger 

to sentient beings, whose gravest tragedy for Kukai is their loss of the ability 

to decipher the cosmic text, a loss that makes reality the suffering of sarhsara. 

The recitation of mantras corrects such errors in reading the cosmic text 

because mantras contain within themselves, along with the names of Buddhas 

and bodhisattvas, the proper names of man-eating demons, child-devouring 

demonesses, and other horrifYing spirits-that is, the proper usage of these 

terms in both their denotation and connotation. Mantras reveal that these 

evil spirits are just other names of the Dharmakaya in the cosmic scripture. 

The reason for this is twofold. Kiikai argues first that demonic spirits are the 

shadows of sentient beings' evil deeds. Just as the images of Buddhas and 

bodhisattvas manifest themselves as reflections of practitioners' righteous acts, 

evil spirits are the "signs" indicating that the law of karma is constantly at 

work. Secondly, because these signs are shadows and reflections, they are also 

the signs of emptiness, dependent co-origination, and the originally nonarising. 

That is, their names, when "proper"-ly read, are tantamount to the signs of 

mantra consisting of the letter A and all other alphabet letters, which are 

already the manifestation of the Dharmakaya as graphic symbols. "The letter 

A and every single other mantra letter are the secret names of the Dharmakaya 

Buddha, secret names possessed even by devas, nagas, demonic spirits, and 

others, because all names issue forth from the Dharmakaya.53 

As noted earlier, demonic spirits causing all sorts of disasters-especially 

goryo, the vengeful deceased spirits of those defeated in court political rival

ries-presented an insoluble problem for the Confucian orthodoxy of the 

ritsuryo state. These evil spirits defied the principle of the rectification of names, 

through which ancient sage kings made an effort recorded in the Confucian 

classics, and through which the emperors of the present, as the vicars of the 

sage kings, have striven to construct the order of the world by the proper 

naming of things. Yet the doctrine of "let the ruler be a ruler, the minister 

be a minister, the father be a father, the son be a son" would not work for 

demons, monsters, and ghosts. Evil spirits, when or if"rectified" according to 

their names, would dutifully introduce chaos into the cosmic order constructed 

around the emperor's palace. Therefore goryos had first to be expelled from 

the Confucian cosmos as the unnamed, and then to be converted by Buddhist 

rituals into benign gods and reintroduced into society as harmless entities, such 

as the ancestral gods of the imperial house. 
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Kukai's model certainly supports the motif of the conversion of demonic 

spirits. Yet Kukai's theory does not require for their conversion a change of 

names. Evil spirits are neutralized when it is realized that their names are already 

mantras, sacred signs of the cosmic text. That is, instead of being reduced to 

docile, harmless spirits, the goryos, even as they are feared for their power 

to cause calamities, can now be worshiped as mighty tutelary gods, precisely 

because they retain their same formidable power, which can now be applied 

to halt calamities and to remove needless tear of demonic spirits from people's 

minds. In other words, there is no such thing as the unnamed, tor everything in 

the world is first and foremost the sacred letter of the cosmic text, the cosmos as 

scripture, the text that has no outside. This means that Kukai worked not only 

to legitimize the addition of esoteric rituals to the body of services performed 

tor the state but also to provide a new Buddhist explanation for the efficacy 

of the existing official services provided by the Nara clergy tor contingency 

control, services based on the recitation of sutras that contained numerous 

mantras and dharaJ!IS. 

The True Record of the Reigns of the Three Emperors (Nihon sandai jitsuroku ) , 

an imperial history compiled in 901, reports that, in the earlier months of 

Jogan 5 (863), about three decades after Kukai's death, there was an outbreak 

of an epidemic in the capital and adjoining provinces (KT 4:112-113). On the 

twentieth day of the fifth month, at Emperor Seiwa's command and with the 

dignitaries of the court participating, there was held at the Shinsen'en imperial 

garden goryoe, a ceremony tor placating goryos, which were believed to be 

responsible tor the epidemic. The service referred specifically to Prince Sawara 

(or Emperor Sudo, posthumously), who haunted Emperor Kanmu, and to 

five other courtiers who had all been victims of factional power struggles in 

the imperial palace as the cause of the epidemic. To calm the spirits, eminent 

clerics led by the priest Etatsu ( 796-878) ofYakushiji in Nara recited the Golden 

Light Sittra and the Prajiia-piiramitii Heart Sittra. Then Etatsu, at that time 

a Vinaya Master in the Sogo, lectured on the two sutras, and an entertainment 

was presented by imperial dancers and musicians. The ordinary folk of the 

capital were permitted to enter the imperial garden and took part in the effort 

to entertain and appease the vengeful spirits. The narrator of the True Record 

describes the aim of the ceremony tor the vengeful spirits: 

What we mean here by vengeful spirits are [the deceased souls of] Emperor 

Sudo, Prince I yo, Lady fujiwara [Kisshi, the mother of I yo], the Special 

Imperial Inspector [Jpn. kanzatsushi, referring to fujiwara no Nakanari], 

Tachibana no Hayanari, Bun'ya no Miyatamaro, and others, all of whom were 

involved in scandals and punished. Recently, there have been repeated violent 
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outbreaks of a disease that has claimed many lives. It has been rumored that 

this must be the work of some vengeful spirits [of high court officials], for 

the disease always begins in the capital and spreads to neighboring provinces. 

Therefore, this service for these vengeful spirits is established so that from 

now on it will be observed regularly in summer and in autumn, during which, 

for the sake of the spirits, Buddhist divinities are to be worshiped, siitras 

recited, and songs and dances performed. 54 

This ceremony held at Shinsen'en Park in 863 under imperial auspices was 

a landmark in the rise of the worship of goryo as goryoshin, that is, Shinto 

gods capable of controlling disasters, despite their vengeful nature (KAWANE 

Yoshiyasu 1984:9-12; Ichiro HORI 1968:u2). It appears that Emperor Ka.nmu's 

effort to appease Prince Sawara by elevating him posthumously to the em

peror's throne failed to free the prince from the state of a vengeful spirit 

and make him an ancestral divinity of the imperial house. Together with the 

deceased souls of the five courtiers identified in the True Record, however, 

precisely because the prince continued to be held accountable for unleashing 

epidemics, he was now believed to have been particularly effective in halting 

and removing epidemics as well. 

Although the intense fear of goryos is an ancient Japanese tradition, the 

cult of worshiping them as they were, with all their dangerous powers, was 

a new development that began in the early Heian period. Throughout the 

late Heian and early Ka.makura periods the worship of Prince Sawara-an 

object of abomination during the reign of Emperor Ka.nmu-as a powerful 

tutelary divinity important in combating disease spread over many provinces, 

and the number of Shinto shrines dedicated to Sawara increased. At these 

shrines, the goryos gradually became identified with local tutelary gods and 

integrated with Susanoo, Amaterasu, Ninigi, and other classic Shinto divini

ties-the principal gods of the shrines-who were now understood as "tem

porary manifestation" (gongen) of Buddhist divinities described in maq.<;lalas 

(UsHIYAMA Yoshiyuki 1984). That is, Esoteric Buddhist ritual and language 

was essential for the goryo worship. They provided a major path through 

which localized and socially diversified worship of kami, including goryos, 

became vertically integrated to make a systematic religious practice, for which 

modern scholars created a conceptual category called Shinto, independent of 

Buddhism. 

Because of this change in the attitude toward goryos in the early Heian 

period, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the rise of goryo worship was caused 

by the integration within the mainstream religious and political discourse of 
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Esoteric Buddhist theories on calamity, especially of Kiikai's understanding 

of the nature of demonic spirits. In the model of maintaining cosmic order 

he envisioned, the role of the clergy is to maintain the linguistic technol

ogy of mantra, for that makes possible the unfolding of the universe as the 

ultimate scripture in which all names are already consummate and need no 

rectification, the unfolding through which order in both nature and society 

is maintained. This is also what Kiikai describes as the unfolding of the se

cret palace of the Dharmakaya. Through the practices of esoteric rituals

of mal)�alas, abhi�eka, homa, etc.-the clergy demonstrates to the emperor 

the ideal model of the royal palace . The clergy is no longer a quasi bureau

cracy, assisting the emperor's rectification of names. On the contrary, the 

emperor's hosting of Esoteric Buddhist rituals at his court legitimizes his rule 

because it is aimed at transforming the imperial palace into a replica of the 

Dharmakaya's cosmic palace. The Esoteric Buddhist scriptures describing all 

sorts of mantras and their rituals provide the emperor with the blueprint of 

the cosmic palace, the Dharmakaya's palace composed of iconographic and 

ritual symbols. The Exoteric Buddhist texts that explain the philosophy of 

dependent co-origination serve as the essential theoretical underpinning for 

the Esoteric Buddhist rituals at the palace. Together, the esoteric and exoteric 

scriptures of Buddhism form the most valuable intellectual treasure of the 

emperor's palace. 

Unlike the emperor in the Confucian cosmology, who enjoys a monopoly 

over the power of rectifYing names, the emperor in Kiikai 's model is not central 

to the exercise of mantra as a political technology. Instead, it is the symbolism 

of cakravartins-perfectly virtuous kings, the counterpart ofTathagatas in the 

worldly realm-that sets the standard for the emperor's rule. This is where 

the Confucian classics serve their purpose, as a means to further the moral 

cultivation of the emperor. However, his reliance on Confucianism is now 

interpreted as testimony to imperfection in his virtue. In short, the model of 

the royal palace envisaged by Kiikai reverses the hierarchical prioritization in 

ritsuryo discourse between the emperor and clergy on the one hand, and the 

Confucian classics and Buddhist scriptures on the other. Kiikai's writings on 

the royal palace represent an attempt at a thorough refiguration of early Heian 

discourse on emperorship, a refiguration intended to replace Confucianism 

with Buddhism as the state's hegemonic political ideology. In the final years 

of his life, through his activities centered around the imperial court, Kiikai 

seems to have striven to realize the vision laid out in his Ten Abiding Stages by 

inventing a new court ritual aimed at assigning the attributes of the cakravartin 

directly to the emperor. 
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The Mishuho and the Ritual Reconstruction of the Imperial Palace 

One of the greatest honors tor the members of the early Heian Buddhist clergy 
was to receive the emperor's invitation to his palace and to preside over the 
Misaie, the grand New Year's ritual consisting of a seven-day lecture on and 
recitation of the Golden Light Sutra. As part of the New Year's festivities at 
the imperial palace, and following the celebrations hosted by the emperor on 
the first seven days of the year, the Golden Light service was observed between 
the eighth and the fourteenth days of the first month. The purpose of these 
services was to pray for the peace and prosperity of the nation in the new year, 
to safeguard the nation from calamities and epidemics, to obtain a bountiful 
harvest, and to secure the health and longevity of the emperor-all of which the 
Golden Light Sutra promises to deliver to those nations that devote themselves 
to worship of the siitra. 55 

Ritual Compendium by the House of Oe ( Goke shidai), an authoritative 
manual on the annual rites held at the imperial palace, compiled by the court 
scholar Oe no Masafusa (104-I-IIII), describes in detail the procedure to be 
followed in the seven-day service.56 According to Masafusa, it was held at 
Daigokuden, the central edifice at the imperial palace, where the emperor's 
daily administrative duties as well as the principal ceremonies-such as the 
enthronement of a new emperor-were carried out. The essential rituals of 
the Misaie consisted of the recitation by the priests of the siitra during the day 
and a repentance rite dedicated to Lak�mi (Jpn. Kichijoten), a female divinity 
central to the siitra, in the evening. In addition to these practices, on the first 
and last days of the service, trom dawn to dusk, an extended series of devotional 
rituals were held with the participation of the crown prince, regents, ministers, 
and other nobles of the court. Court officials were employed to assist priests 
in their preparation of rituals and their execution of detailed procedures. On 
the days of the Misaie, in the presence of these dignitaries, priests presented 
lectures on the siitra and then led discussions on the lectures. 

The emperor himself participated in the service on the concluding day, 57 
when he would hold a banquet for the lay participants of the court and bestow 
alms on the priests-an act signifYing his patronage of the three jewels of the 
Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha. The emperor would also authorize new 
ordinands to be assigned annually to each school, an act corresponding to his 
New Year's announcement of new appointments of officials and ministers at his 
court. 58 These two ritual functions indicate that the Misaie was integrated into 
Confucian court rituals, which revolved around the emperor's distribution of 
his virtue throughout the realm in the form of largesse and the act of rectifYing 
names. From this it is clear that the court recognized the New Year's service on 
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the Golden Light as the most significant of the Buddhist ceremonies observed 

at the imperial palace, and one that yielded great honor to the participating 

priests. In fact, the experience of serving as the principal lecturer ( koji) of 

the Golden Light Sutra at the Misaie eventually became one of the basic 

prerequisites tor elite scholar-priests seeking appointment at the S6g6.59 

It is not clear exactly when the Misaie began. The earliest date on which 

there is a suggestion that the Golden Light was recited as part of the New 

Year's celebration at court is the first year of Jingo Keiun (768); it appears 

in the Continued History of Japan ( Shoku nihongi) (KT 2:339 ). However, not 

until the reign of Emperor Konin ( 770-780 ), a period tor which there are a 

sufficient number of historical sources, do we find unequivocal indications that 

the Misaie was firmly established as an annual ceremony at the imperial palace 

(YosHIDA Kazuhiko 1995:166-I70). In his detailed study of the ritual manuals 

of the Heian court, KuRABAYASH 1 Masatsugu (1980:35-37) has suggested that 

many of the most important procedures followed in the Misaie came into being 

after Emperor Kanmu relocated the imperial palace from Nara to Kyoto in 

794-. In fact, the Misaie continued to grow in complexity and sophistication 

throughout the early and mid-Heian periods. 

On the last day of the Misaie service in 813, tor example, Emperor Saga 

invited the eleven senior priests who had officiated at the service to Seiryoden, 

his private residence hall, to further discuss issues relating to the Golden Light 

Sutra.60 This set a precedent tor the inclusion of a debate at the emperor's 

inner palace ( uchirongi) as an extension of the service. The list of the discussants 

invited to Emperor Junna's quarters on the fourteenth day of the first month of 

Tencho 9 ( 831) included the senior priest general ( daisozu) Kiikai, the supreme 

priest (soja) Gomyo, the junior priests general ( shosozu) Shiien and Buan, and 

the vinaya master ( risshi) M yofuku-in other words, those high-ranked priests 

who belonged to the then nine-member Sog6.61 The Abbreviated History of 

Japan ( Nihon ryakki), composed during the reign of Emperor Goichijo (r. 

ror6-ro36) to compensate tor the lapses and gaps in official imperial histories, 

includes the information that on the fourteenth day of the first month of 

Tencho ro ( 832 ), at the conclusion of the New Year's lecture, the priest-officials 

of the Sogo again assembled at the emperor's residence hall, Seiryoden, tor the 

debate and were rewarded by Junna with a gift of imperial robes.62 During his 

tenure at the Sago-which extended from 824- to 835- Kiikai must have been 

a frequent participant in the Misaie. 

Another important addition to the ritual of the Misaie was instituted in 835 

by Kiikai, who was by that time privy to the details about Buddhist rituals at 

the imperial palace. On the nineteenth day of the twelfth month of Jowa r 

( 834 ), only a few months before his death on Mount Koya in the spring of the 
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following year, Kiikai sent a memorundum to the new emperor, Ninmei (r. 

833-850 ),63 requesting permission to create, as part of the New Year's festivities 

at court, an Esoteric Buddhist ritual counterpart to the recitation and lecture 

on the Golden Light Sutra at the existing Misaie. In his memorial Kiikai argued 

that, to assure the efficacy of the siitra in protecting the nation, it is necessary 

to add the esoteric ritual worship of the divinities described in the siitra, who 

would bestow merit on the practitioners. 

As for the annual lecture on the Golden Light Sutra proffered [to Your 

Majesty], the siitra's prose lines have been recited and their contents have 

been analyzed. However, there has not yet been an occasion on which the 

images of the divinities [in the siitra] were painted and altars built for their 

worship in the appropriate manner as suggested [in the surra]. [As a result,] 

the nation has merely heard of the surra's meaning-which is said to be 

as sweet as am rita or cream-and yet has been deprived of the pleasure of 

tasting it. 

I beseech you[, Your Majesty,] to allow me to select fourteen senior priests 

well versed in [esoteric] rituals, together with fourteen junior priests to assist 

them. Grant me your permission to designate a separate area [in the court] to 

be decorated for the enshrinement of a multitude of divinities and to prepare 

rows of offerings. Let us make it the custom to have the chosen priests chant 

at that location every year, in the precise manner prescribed in the siitra, the 

mantras for the seven days during which the lecture on the siitra is to be 

delivered. Only then will the two teachings of the exoteric and esoteric join 

together to manifest the Tathagatas' original vow [to save living beings]. 

(KZ nr8-sr9) 

Only ten days after he had submitted his memorial, on the twenty-ninth day 

of the twelfth month ofJ6wa r (834), Ninmei's court hastily granted Kiikai's 

request.64 On the eighth day of the first month of the following year, the 

court provided Kiikai with the office of Kageyushich6 (the agency in charge 

of overseeing the transfer of senior personnel in provincial governments) as 

a temporary facility in which to perform the seven-day esoteric service.65 To 

stage this esoteric ritual extension of the Misaie the following new year, when 

its creator had already passed away, the court designated an area immediately 

north of Daigokuden, at the center of the imperial palace compound, for the 

construction of the Shingon'in, the Mantra Chapel,66 that the new annual 

service could be observed. There at the heart of the palace, Kiikai's senior dis

ciples Shinzei ( 8oo-86o ), Shinsh6 ( 797-873 ), and Shinga ( 801-879) continued 

the new ritual traditionY The erection of the chapel is significant not only for 
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Esoteric Buddhism but for the history ofJapanese Buddhism in general and for 

the change in religiosity of the imperial palace. It was the first permanent fixture 

constructed in the palace exclusively for the performance of Buddhist rituals. 

Popularly known as Goshichinichi mishuho, the "Imperial Rite of the 

Second Seven Days of the New Year," or simply the Mishuho, this esoteric 

service grew into perhaps the most extravagant ritual performed at the palace, 

exemplifYing the sophistication of Heian court culture. Sei Shonagon, the 

celebrated female writer active in the court of Emperor lchijo (r. 986-wn), 

described the Mishuho as first among the "most splendid things" ( kirakirashiki 

mono) that took place at the palace.68 Along with the Misaie, the Mishuho was 

observed long after the decline of the imperial court in the mid-Kamakura 

period, until the fourteenth century, when the split of the imperial lineage into 

two competing factions reduced the number and scale of the ritual activities at 

the palace.69 Although the Misaie itself was never revived, cooperation between 

the abbot Gien (r558-r626) ofDaigoji and Emperor Gomizunoo (r. r6n-r629) 

led to the reinstitution of the Mishuho at the imperial palace in r623, shortly 

after Japan was reunified under the Tokugawa shogunate. The policy of the 

Meiji state to separate Shinto from Buddhism, or to create "Shinto" as if it 

were a historical entity completely separable from Buddhism, which made 

it necessary to efface any Buddhist element from the symbolization of the 

emperor, ended the observance of the Mishuho at court, but since r883 it has 

been performed at Toji.7° 

The earliest surviving record describing the actual procedure followed in 

the Mishuho appears to be Origin and Practice of the Mishuho ( Goshichinichi 

mishuho yuisho saho, ZG 25B2:ro6a-noa), an undated diary by an anonymous 

author, which recounts the ceremony performed in 921 by the abbot Kangen 

of Toji (853-925). The earliest dated record of the Mishuho is Diary of the 

Mishuho at the Imperial Mantra Chapel in the Second Year ofEichi (Eichi ni'nen 

shingon'in mishuhoki, ZG 25B:nob-r68b ), written in II42 by an anonymous 

attendant to Kanjin (ro84-II53), an abbot ofToji, who officiated at the service 

that year. 

These sources and other records suggest that the Mishuho, an elaborate 

ritual consisting of hundreds of ritual sequences, quickly grew into a major 

court ritual and continued to develop further complexity in the late Heian 

and early Kamakura periods. To study the Mishuho's early history is difficult 

because none of the ritual manuals that Kiikai and his immediate disciples may 

well have composed to illustrate the procedures followed in the service in its 

original form have survived. However, even these later sources are capable of 

demonstrating the Mishuho's essential structure-not so much the details of 

individual ritual actions, but the ways in which they were strung together to 
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form an integrated ritual service-pointing to the original form, or at least 

the original ritual intentionality, of the grand esoteric service at the imperial 

court. The intricate ritual procedures described in these sources can be divided 

into two large systems of offering (Skt. puja; Jpn. kuyobo) and empowerment 

(Skt. adhi!tiina; Jpn. kaji), which in turn can be broken down further into the 

following subsystems: 

OFFERINGS 

1. The ritual of offering to Mahavairocana and his mai?<;iala ( daidanku) 

2. The homa aimed at preventing calamities (sokusaigoma) 

3. The homa aimed at increasing fortune (zoyakugoma) 

4. The ritual offering to the five wrathful divinities (godaisonku) 

5. The ritual offering to the twelve gods (junitenku) 

6. The ritual offering to Garyapati (shotenku) 

7. The ritual offering to Shinto gods (jinku) (ZG 25B:w8b-109a, 135b) 

EMPOWERMENTS 

1. The empowerment of scented water ( kozui kaji) 

2. The empowerment of the emperor's robe (gyoi kaji) 

3. The empowerment of the emperor's body (gyokutai kaji) (136b-137b) 

All seven rituals of offering were performed three times a day, for seven days

except for the sixth and seventh rituals. The offering to Galfapati was made 

twice every day for seven days; the offerings to Shinto gods were made only 

three times in the course of the Mishuho, on the first, fourth, and last day. 

The first ritual is the most important, and is performed only by the presiding 

Mishuho master, that is, the abbot ofToji.71 The responsibility for performing 

the other six rituals were distributed among his fourteen assistant ritual masters 

(ZG 25B:108b, 136a-b). 

According to the architectural layout in the Diary of the Second Year of Eichi 

(ZG 25B:130-135), the Imperial Mantra Chapel was a rectangular hall facing 

north, with its longest sides on the north and south. At the center of the chapel 

was yet another rectangular inner chamber surrounded by a corridor-shaped 

outer chamber. Hanging on the eastern and western walls of the inner chamber 

were the garbha mary<;fala of the Mahiivairocana Sutra and the vajradhatu 

mal!<;iala of the Vajrasekhara Sutra, respectively. In front of them, the two 

great ritual altars ( daidan) for performing the offering to Mahavairocana were 

placed symmetrically at the eastern and western corners of the inner chamber. 
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The abbot of Toji made his meditative offering to Mahavairocana and his 
mal) <;tala at one of these two great altars, alternating between them every year. 
For the adornment of the great altar, the abbot authorized the use of treasured 
ritual instruments from Toji. The most valuable, enshrined at the center of the 
great altar, was a miniature stupa containing grains of Sakyamuni Buddha's 
relic, which Kukai had inherited from his master Hui-kuo (ZG 25B:w6b, 132b; 
KZ 1:97). This arrangement was probably linked to chapter 26, fascicle 10, of the 
Golden Light Siitra, which encourages worship of the relic (T 16:+soc-+s+b ) .  

The ritual altar for the worship of the five wrathful divinities (godai myoo)

Acara (Fudo), Trairokavijaya (Gosanze), Kul)<;iall (Gundari), Vajrayak�a (Kon
goyasha), and Yamantaka (Daiitoku)-was located against the northern wall 
of the inner chamber, its placement suggesting that the ritual's significance was 
second only to that of Mahavairocana and his mal)<;iala. The two homa altars 
were placed at the northwestern corner of the outer chamber. Facing them at 
the northeastern corner of the outer chamber was the altar for the offering 
to Gal)apati (Kangiten), a god of fertility.72 The images of the twelve gods in 
charge of maintaining orderly seasonal change73 were displayed on the eastern 
wall of the outer chamber. Adjacent to the chapel hall in the northwest was a 
small shrine where offerings to the Shinto gods were made. 

The principal divinity to whom all the ritual systems of the Mishuho are 
dedicated is not Mahavairocana but Ratnasarhbhava (Hosho ), the "One Arisen 
trom the Jewcl,"one of the four attendant Buddhas of Mahavairocana in 
the south in the vajra and garbha mal)<;ialas, whose samaya, or, symbolic 
representation, is cintiima�Ji, the wish-granting gem (MJ appendix 3:32 #3; 33 
#rr). Both the Origin and Practice ofthe Mishuho and the Diary of the Second 

Year of Eichi indicate that the offering to the mar�<;fala over which the abbot 
of Toji officiated was addressed simultaneously to three objects: the Tathagata 
Ratnasarhbhava; the relic ofSakyamuni Buddha at the center of the great altar; 
and the cintamal)i on Mount Muroo (ZG 25B:108a, 132a). 

Both sources refer to the legend that, in Ch'ang-an, Hui-kuo entrusted 
to Kukai a cintamal)i, a ritual symbol passed down for generations through 
the lineage of Indian Esoteric Buddhist masters, which Kukai buried in the 
mountains of Muroo southeast ofNara when he restored an ancient monastery 
there and made it a center tor Esoteric Buddhism.74 It is claimed that the 
ritual offering by the abbot of Toji had to be carried out together with his 
practice of the meditation on the identity of Ratnasarhbhava, the principal 
divinity of the Mishuho, the cintamal)i of Muroo, and the Buddha's relic on 
the great altar. That is because, "on the one hand, the relic is the symbol of the 
Dharmakaya ... and, on the other, the cintamal)i is the natural body of all the 
Tathagatas" (ZG 25B: 132a-b). HASUMI Kanzen (1920:23), a modern Shingon 
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master who presided over the Mishuho in 1933, explains the official position 
of the Shingon School on the worship of the relic by way of dual symbolism: 
Sakyamuni Buddha's physical body was subject to the law of emptiness, of 
impermanence, and therefore his true body is made up of Dharma, that is, 
Dharmakaya. On the other hand, Hasumi continues, the cintamaQi, which 
Kukai interprets in his exegesis of the Golden Light Siitra as the originally 
enlightened mind of all sentient beings/5 is productive of all the Buddhas, 
the spontaneous body of Tathagatas-that is, again, the Dharmakaya (p. 24). 
"With this triple identity of Ratnasarhbhava, the relic, and the cintamaQi, the 
abbot [of Toji] visualizes for his ritual offering to the maQ�ala that all the 
divinities of the maQ�ala are making their entry to the gem-producing samadhi 
of the Buddha Ratnasarhbhava" (ZG 25B:106b, 132a). 

The oneness of the cintamaQi, the relic, and Ratnasarhbhava underscored 
in these documents is suggestive of Kukai's original design for the Mishuho. 
In the Introduction to the Golden Light Siitra (Saishookyo kaidai, KZ 1:820-
824 ), Kukai asserts that "the sutra is the unfolding of the samadhi of the 

Tathagata Ratnasarhbhava and the Buddhas and bodhisattvas of the Jewel 
Family (Skt. Ratna-kula; Jpn. Hobu), led by Ratnasarhbhava" (KZ 1:823). 
The sutra revolves around the discussion between Sakyamuni Buddha and 
the two bodhisattvas Akasagarbha ( Kokuzo) and Ratnadhvaja ( Hoto). Basing 
his interpretation on the Vajraiekhara Siitra, Kukai points out that these are 
two of the four attendant bodhisattvas to Ratnasarhbhava in the vajradhatu 
maQ�ala, whose symbolic representations are, respectively, a jeweled sword 
coupled with a cintamaQi and a banner whose pole is decked with a cintamaQi 
at its top.76 Kukai therefore reads the sutra as Sakyamuni Buddha's illustration, 
by means of his conversations with the two bodhisattvas of the maQ�ala, of 
Ratnasarhbhava's spiritual attainment symbolized by the wish-granting gem. 
"This sutra is the secret jewel of all the Buddhas because ... the terms golden 

light (Skt. suvar1Ja-prabhiisa; Jpn. konsho) of the title [of the sutra] derive from 
cintamaQi, the wisdom of enlightenment that grants all wishes" (KZ 1.82 1 ). 

This characterization by Kukai of the Golden Light Siitra appears to be 
the theoretical underpinning for his construction of the Mishuho, the esoteric 
counterpart of the Golden Light Siitra recitation and lecture at the Misaie. 
That is, the sutra itself is the cintamaQi of all the Buddhas. Whereas Misaie 
explicates what the sutra is and what it teaches, the purpose of the Mishuho is 
to demonstrate the power of the sutra as the cintamaQi. This motif seems to 
dominate other ritual sequences of the Mishuho. The abbot Shinkei (fl. 1249) 
of Shitennoji, for example, explains the five wrathful divinities worshiped at 
the central altar of the inner chamber of the chapel as the manifestation of the 
cintamaQi's work of eliminating all sorts of misfortune.77 According to Shinkei, 
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the cintamaQ.i consists of the fivefold wisdom of enlightenmenr78 personified by 

Mahavairocana and his four attendant Buddhas at the center of the maQ.<;iala. 

Just like the cintamaQ.i held high at a cakravartin's palace, whose light keeps the 

universal monarch's realm free of calamities, the cintamaQ.i worshiped at the 

Mishuho manifests the power of the five Buddhas conquering all evil spirits in 

the form of the five wrathful divinities. This seems to explain why the Diary of 

the Second Year of Eichi describes the two homa rituals for preventing calamities 

and increasing fortune as being dedicated, respectively, to Acara, who presides 

over the five wrathful divinities, and to the Buddha's relic on the great altar, 

which, it is repeatedly emphasized, is identical with the cintamaQ.i ( ZG 25B:133a

b ). In short, the two ritual procedures of homa represent the act of praying for 

the cintamaQ.i to manifest its power as the five wrathful divinities who protect 

the nation from disasters. 

Very little is said about the offerings to the twelve gods and GaQ.apati. 

However, as mentioned earlier, the twelve gods preside over both benign 

and evil spirits in all the directions of the universe as part of their work 

of maintaining cosmic order.79 The offering to the twelve gods can thus be 

understood as a ritual act of prayer for a coordinated effort, by relying on the 

power of the cintamaQ.i and the five wrathful divinities, to control vicious spirits 

and prevent disasters. By extension, the worship of the fertility god GaQ.apati 

can be interpreted as a prayer for nature to be bountiful as a result of the 

orderly, auspicious movement of natural events, and tor the emperor to have 

many children so as to perpetuate the imperial lineage. 

While these ritual offerings were maintained throughout the seven-day term 

of the Mishuho, on the fourth day (which was always the twelfth day of the 

first month) the participating priests took up the other ritual component of 

the Mishuho, the ritual system aimed at empowering the emperor. Before the 

dawn of the twelfth day of the month, fresh spring water from the imperial 

garden of Shinsen'en was collected in a container and mixed with herbs and 

particles of gems and precious metals to make a scented water (kozui) (ZG 

25B:13+a-b ).80 At the conclusion of the daily ritual practices for the final 

three days of the Mishuho, the abbot of Toji, accompanied by his attendant 

ritual masters, chanted the mantras of eight divinities in the following order, 

so that the merit accrued could be transferred to the water: Buddhalocana 

(Butsugen), Mahavairocana (Dainichi), Bhai�ajyaguru (Yakushi), Samantab

hadra (Fugen), Avalokitdvara (Kannon), Acara (Fudo ), Lak�ml (Kichijo ); and 

Ekak�ara-u�Q.i�acakra (Ichiji chorin) (ZG 25B:135b-136a). (No traditional ritual 

commentary provides explanations on the symbolism of, or reason for, the 

selection of the eight divinities. Their significance within the ritual context of 

the Mishuho will be considered shortly.) 
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When the chanting of the mantras was completed, the abbot ofToji sprin

kled the scented water on the emperor's robe-which was placed on a table for 

the empowerment ritual (kaji zukue), immediately to the south of the abbot's 

great altar-and recited the following verse: 

We sincerely express our vow: 

May this empowerment of the scented water 

Manifest its great divine power 

Protect His Majesty, our cakravartin (shoo) 

Remove all misfortune from his throne 

Guard his life, guard his health 

Make his boundless wishes of compassion 

Realize themselves completely 

Make his palace safe and secure 

Have the people of the palace enjoy peace 

Under heaven, everywhere in the universe 

May all beings equally share this merit! (ZG 25B:135a) 

On the last day of the Misaie, when all the rituals at the Mantra Chapel had 

been completed, the abbot ofToji, leading the other ritual masters, brought 

the vase of scented water and the emperor's robe to Seiryoden, the emperor's 

private quarters. There they were greeted by the Misaie priests, who were 

waiting to enter into the debate on the siitra at the inner palace ( uchirongi). 

When the emperor emerged, dressed in the robe delivered from the chapel, the 

abbot of Toji sprinkled the scented water directly on him. The priests of the 

Nara Schools who had officiated the Misaie, as well as the princes and ministers 

who had participated in the Misaie and had now returned from Daigokuden, 

attended the emperor and became the beneficiaries of this act of blessing. At 

the completion of the ritual, the participating priests began their debate on the 

Golden Light Sutra (ZG 25B:137a-r38a). In this manner, the threefold ritual of 

empowerment of the water ( kozui kaji), the emperor's robe (gyoi kaji), and 

the emperor's body (gyokutai kaji) was completed. 

The Diary of the Second Year of Eichi includes a letter signed by the abbot 

Kanjin, who officiated at the Mishuho that year (u42), reporting to the court 

the consummation of all Mishuho's ritual procedures. In closing, Kanjin wrote, 

"We have practiced all the rites listed above so that His Majesty will attain the 

security, health, and longevity of the highest cakravartins [ kinrin shoo]. We also 

dedicate our service to the success of this year's harvest and to the great peace 

to be enjoyed by all beings under heaven." (ZG 25B:136a). Kanjin's statement 

makes clear the intentionality of the two ritual systems of the Mishuho. The 
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rituals of offering were aimed at making visible the power of the cintamaQ.i, 
which was the symbolic representation not only of the Buddha Ratnasambhava 
but also of the Golden Light Sittra, the sutra of the Misaie that was recited and 
lectured upon at the imperial palace concurrently with the Mishuho. And the 
ritual of empowerment was an attempt to collect the power of the cintamaQ.i 
in the scented water and bestow it upon the emperor. 

The emperor, now ritually endowed with that power, was worthy to be 
addressed as a cakravartin, for the cintamaQ.i is one of the seven royal regalia of 
cakravartins, the wish-granting jewel whose symbolism for universal monarchs' 
rules of Dharma was given particular emphasis by Kl"1kai in his discussion of 
rulership in Ten Abiding Stages. The chanting of mantras of the eight divinities 
named above played a pivotal role in the transfer of merit between the ritual 
system of offering and that of empowerment-merit that was finally deposited 
in the emperor's body. Here again, the ritual culminates in the chanting of the 
mantra of the Buddha Ekak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra (literally, the Buddha of the Single 

Word Whose Crown is the Wheel of Dharma), who is equipped with the seven 
regalia and is identified in scriptures as the manifestation ofSakyamuni Buddha 
in the form of a cakravartin in order to save the world.81 

This seems to explain the order of the eight divinities selected for chanting 
mantras at the Misaie. The first divinity, Buddhalocana (literally, the Eye of 
the Buddhas), is a female bodhisattva characterized in Mahayana literature as 
the mother of all the Buddhas, the personification of prajiia-paramita.82 On the 
other hand, in Notes on the Secret Treasury ( Hizoki), Kukai identifies Buddhalo
cana as the consort of the Buddha Ekak�ara-U�Q.I�acakra (KZ 2:40 ). Kukai bases 
that identity on several esoteric sutras on the worship of Ekak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra 
that describe Buddhalocana as Ekak�ara-u�1�t�acakra's seed mantra Bhrum.83 
The Buddha's recitation of his mantra, that is, his union with Buddhalocana, 
is crystallized in the prajiia of all Buddhas, which in turn is symbolized by their 
crowns (Skt. U!U'f!t!ii�; Jpn. butcho). In other words, the scripture equates the 
mantra and Buddha's crown, both symbolizing the prajiia, via the Buddha's 
chanting of the mantra, that is, his turning of the wheel of Dharma-and it is 
from this that the name "Buddha of the Single Letter Mantra Whose Crown 
is the Wheel of Dharma" derives. 

Furthermore, these scriptures interpret the royal symbolism of Ekak�ara
U�Q.I�acakra not merely as representing Sakyamuni's princely origin but also as 
the manifestation of Mahavairocana, the King of Dharma (Skt. dharma-riija; 

Jpn. hoo), who reigns in his universal palace. Buddhalocana in the universal 
palace is identified in the Mahiivairocana Sittra as vidyii-riijiii, the Queen 
ofWisdom, Mahavairocana's consort, who personifies prajiia as the power of 
mantra (T 18:6c; T 39:631c). In other words, Buddhalocana's quality as the 
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mother of all Buddhas in exoteric scriptures is explained in esoteric texts as 
deriving from the union of Mahavairocana and Buddhalocana, who, respec
tively, stand for samadhi and mantra, and whose union is said to complete the 
practitioner's meditative exercise. In short, mantra in the sense of the feminine 
symbolism of prajiia reveals that Ekak�ara-u�Q.i�acakra is a unique divinity 
simultaneously representing Mahavairocana and Sakyamuni.84 Kiikai himself 
said of the relationship between Mahavairocana, Buddhalocana, and Ekak�ara
u�Q.I�acakra that Mahavairocana was the head of the Tathagata Family (Nyorai
bu) of the divinities in the maQ.�ala, Buddhalocana, the mother of the family, 
and Ekak�ara-u�Q.i�acakra, its protector.85 The placement ofMahavairocana im
mediately after Buddhalocana is therefore suggestive ofEkak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra's 
dual symbolism: he represents both the Exoteric and Esoteric Teachings, 
suggesting the compatibility envisaged by Kiikai between the Misaie and the 

Mishuho. 
Bhai�ajyaguru and Samantabhadra, whose mantras were recited next, are the 

divinities worshiped for the roles they play in healing and providing longevity, 
respectively. Many of the ritual manuals describing the esoteric worship of these 
divinities were imported by Kiikai.86 In his interpretation of the Golden Light 

Siitra, Kiikai names Avalokitdvara, Acara, and Lak�ml as the divinities who 
reveal mantras that provide the king who upholds and propagates the siitra 
with protection from calamities, steadfastness in his worship of the Dharma, 
and increased wealth and fortune, respectively.87 

Altogether, the mantras of the eight divinities appear to have been arranged 
in an order that endows the emperor with many of qualities of the cakravartin
such as health, long life, freedom from disasters, moral resoluteness, wealth, 
and power-so that he may lead his nation to prosperity, as advocated in the 
Golden Light Siitra. These mantras, which play a critical role in joining the 
two ritual systems of offering and empowerment, are indicative of the goal 
of the entire Mishuho ritual service-that is, to present by means of esoteric 
ritual reconfiguration a new way to legitimize the emperor as the model of 
the cakravartin for the Japanese state. This also meant the redescription of 
the emperor's palace as a ritual theater in which the particularly Buddhist 
authorization, as well as control, of the ruler's power could be achieved. In 
this regard, the identity of the cintamaQ.i and the Buddha's relic in the ritual 
system of offering of Mishuho may be of particular significance. It was the duty 
of virtuous kings to erect stiipas and preserve there grains of the Buddha's relic 
to give proof to the uninterrupted transmission of the Buddhist Dharma. A 
particularly celebrated example of this is King ASoka's erection of eighty-four 
thousand pillars so as to redistribute widely the relic over his unified empire. 
The number of pillars were intended to match that of minute parts constituting 
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the Buddha's body and also that of divisions in his teaching. ASoka's action 
was therefore a gesture symbolic of the cakravartin's offering of his realm to 
the Buddha and his Dharma (John STRONG I983:us-u7). 

In sum, the Mishuho aimed at granting the emperor the power represented 
by the cintamal}i, one of cakravartin's regalia, by ritually engendering that 
power through the union of Ekak�ara-U�I)!�acakra and Buddhalocana. It was 
also a ritual attempt to unleash the power of mantra as femininity to elucidate 
the polysemy inherent in the symbolism ofEkak�ara-u�l}l�acakra in two ways: 

Ekak�ara-U�I)I�acakra as simultaneously a Buddha and a cakravartin for legit
imizing the emperor's authority; the same divinity as simultaneously Sakyamuni 
and Mahavairocana for demonstrating the complementarity of the Esoteric and 
the Esoteric. The institution of a new type of annual ceremony at the court, the 
Mishuho-together with the erection within the palace of the Mantra Chapel, 
the first structure in the palace exclusively for performing Buddhist rituals
was a token of the acceptance of Ki.ikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism 
by both the Nara Buddhist establishment and the Heian court. It was, in 
this sense, a landmark in the dissemination of Esoteric Buddhism throughout 
early Heian society. The establishment of the Mishuho both actualized Ki.ikai's 
strategy of propagation and anticipated some significant new developments 
in the mid- and late Heian periods-developments that would make Esoteric 
Buddhism the dominant force in shaping the relationship between Buddhism 
and the state. 

The historians SATo Hiroo (1992:84) and KURODA Toshio (1994:2ro) have 
pointed out an apparently contradictory phenomenon, namely that in the mid
and late Heian periods, when Buddhism established itself as the ideology of 
the state and when major monastic institutions enjoyed their greatest political 
autonomy and economic power, cases of interference in the court's politics 
by clerics declined. No longer were there priests such as Genbo (?-746) and 
Dokyo (?-772), who gained the favor of Emperor Shomu (r. 724-749) and the 

Empress Shotoku ( r. 764-770 ), respectively, served as their trusted advisors, 
and attained power far greater than that of the lay administrators of their 
courts. The entrenchment of such priests in the government in the Nara period 
may well have derived from the ritsuryo system itself, which was supposed to 
contain the influence of the clergy by making it the secondary bureaucracy 
of the state. Precisely because clerics were treated under the ritsuryo laws as 
analogous to government officials, when charismatic priests were promoted 
to personal attendants of the emperor, they were able to acquire enormous 
leverage by functioning as political advisors as well. That is, they could make 
themselves de facto ministers far more powerful than lay ministers, because they 
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possessed the means, or technologies, to bring about such ends as healing the 

sick, quelling rebellions, and averting natural disasters. This seems to explain 

the celebrated appointment in 765 of Do kyo as grand minister ( daijo daijin ), 

the supreme post in the court bureaucracy, as well as the decision of Empress 

Shotoku the next year to create for him the special office of King of Dharma 

(hoo),88 staffed with Dokyo's priestly proteges, for whom the titles of Dharma 

minister (hoshin) and Dharma counselor (hosangi) were invented.89 In this 

anomalous manner, Dokyo succeeded in dominating court politics. Yet his 

undermining of the ritsuryo system without proposing an alternative principle 

for rule only invited chaos. 

Kukai's strategy tor shaking up the ritsuryo authority structure seems to 

have taken a course opposite from Dokyo's. In Ten Abiding Stages of Mind, he 

boldly proposed that the emperor-for whose perusal the work was originally 

prepared-occupied the second-lowest realm of the universe/spirituality, in 

contrast with the clerics of the esoteric and exoteric schools of Nara, Tendai, 

and Shingon, who inhabited more advanced stages. That is, in his model, priests 

and nuns were no longer regarded as if they were secular officials serving the 

emperor, as the Soniryo had it. For the Nara Buddhist establishment, the most 

immediate outcome of the institution of the Mishuho at court was that it paved 

the way for the clergy to de-bureaucratize themselves. 

This also meant restricting the clerics' activities in the imperial palace. 

Because they were no longer likened to government officials, priests and nuns 

had no reason to involve themselves in political rivalries at court. Instead, they 

were expected, by their performance of exoteric and esoteric religious services, 

to provide a particularly Buddhist ideology through which the authority of 

the emperor and the court bureaucracy were to be shaped, legitimized, and 

controlled from outside. Kukai once told his disciples: "The goal tor us, as 

ordained practitioners, is the attainment of Buddhahood. Neither the palaces 

of cakravartins nor the celestial residence ofBrahma or lndra should interest us. 

How much less should we be concerned with the trifling rewards the human 

world may offer. "90 According to Kukai, the goal for the ordained was to leave 

behind even the royal palace of cakravartins and to strive for the universal palace 

of the Dharmakaya, the realm of enlightenment, depicted in mar�<;ialas. For the 

same reason, the Mishuho ritual also prohibited the emperor from assuming the 

religious authority that would make him the head of the Sangha. That is, against 

the precedents once set by Emperor Shomu and Empress Koken, as well as by 

Dokyo, the ruler could no longer be an ordained (KisHI Toshio 1986). This 

seems to have necessitated that the ruler abdicate his or her throne and leave 

the imperial palace if he or she was to represent the authority of the Sangha, 

and that development gave rise to the system of Dharma Emperor (boo), which 
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will be discussed in the next chapter. The restriction of the emperor's authority 

was symbolic of the greater autonomy the Buddhist community had attained 

in relation to the state. At the same time, from the point of view of the court, 

the debureaucratization of the clergy, which also derived from the Mishuho's 

Buddhistic legitimization of the emperor's power, provided a deterrent against 

ecclesiastic interference in the political process, a deterrent that was probably 

more effective than Emperor Kanmu's transfer of the court from Nara to Kyoto 

in 79+- In the same way, the reformulation of the relationship between secular 

and religious authorities that Kukai proposed in his ritual system foreshad

owed the kind of symbiosis that emerged between Buddhism and the state 

in medieval Japanese history: Buddhism, institutionally, never infiltrated the 

government, but instead completely enveloped it with opulent layers of ritual 

services, which justified and controlled its exercise of power. 



CHAPTER 9 

A Genealogy of Mantra 

Kiikai's Legacy 

It is hoped that the major developments discussed in 
the foregoing chapters-Kiikai's alliance with the Nara Buddhist establish
ment; his construction of the categories of the exoteric and esoteric in which 
the two were understood as complimentary; his Buddhistic legitimation of 
emperorship, which challenged the Confucian ideology of the state-have 
moved Kiikai out of the narrow confines of conventional sectarian history and 
Buddhological studies. It now appears that in order to thoroughly understand 
the impact of Kiikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism, his work has to 
be assessed in the context of the political, social, and cultural conditions in 
which the Buddhist community existed in early Heian society and functioned 
in relation to the state. The discussion in this chapter brings this study to a 
close by observing the repercussions, ramifications, and implications of the 
manner in which Kiikai introduced Esoteric Buddhism to Japan, placing them 
in a long-range historical perspective. To that end some key events symbolic 
of the congenial relationship between Buddhism and the state that emerged 
in medieval society are sketched out and their relevance to Kiikai's theories 
of ritual language, textuality, and discursive practices particular to Esoteric 
Buddhism are considered. 

The Emperor's Coronation Abhi�eka (sokui kanjo) 

At the coronation ceremony of Emperor Gosanjo (r. ro68-ro72) in ro68, Oe 
no Masafusa ( I04I-IIII ), a celebrated statesman, scholar, and poet who served 
the courts of three successive emperors, bore witness that after the emperor 
made his ascent to takamikura, the enthronement altar, he formed his hands 
into the mudras of Mahavairocana.1 This is the first reference to the secret 
ritual later described as sokui kanjo, the coronation abhi�eka, or rinno kanjo, 
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the cakravartin abhi�eka, having been performed at an emperor's coronation.2 

It is probably a reflection of the ritual's secret transmission that no existing 

document hints at how Esoteric Buddhism came to be incorporated into 

the coronation ceremony. However, Emperors Fushimi (r. 1289-1298 ) and 

Hanazono ( r. 1308-1318 ) described their reception of the coronation abhi�eka 

in their diaries, suggesting that during the Kamakura period ( 1192-1333 ), the 

esoteric rite became established as a part of the coronation ceremony. 3 

Modern studies on the rituals of the imperial succession have concentrated 

almost exclusively on Shinto services. However, as TAKAGI Hiroshi (1989:172-

177 ) has demonstrated, prior to 1868, when Buddhism was excluded by the 

Meiji government from the ceremonies conducted at the imperial palace, there 

was a plethora of Buddhist rituals, both esoteric and exoteric-including the 

first Mishuho following the imperial succession and celebrated on a particularly 

grand scale ( lchidai ichido mishuho)-that had to be observed if new emperors 

were to be considered legitimate. Of these, the coronation abhi�eka-which 

also continued to be performed until the enthronement of Emperor Komei 

in 18+7 (p. 176 )-is unique, for it is indicative of the buddhisization of the 

emperorship itself, as envisaged by Kiikai. 

OKADA Seishi ( 1989:30-31 ) has summarized the sequence of rituals that took 

place at a coronation, as it had been standardized by the late Nara period, in 

the following eleven procedures. 

1. The entry of the emperor-to-be into the Daigokuden: the crown prince 

is surrounded by eighteen female attendants who screen him from the 

sight of participants by holding a curtain up around him. 

2. Concealed behind the curtain, the emperor-to-be ascends to the takami

kura, the octagonal coronation platform, whose sides are covered with 

drapes. 

3. The queen and ladies-in-waiting raise the front drapes of the takamikura, 

and the new emperor emerges before the audience. 

4. Incense is offered by imperial scribes. 

5. Princes, ministers, and officials bow before the emperor. 

6. The edict of the new emperor announcing the beginning of the new reign 

is read. 

7. Auspicious divine hymns are offered by ministers. 

8. The three imperial regalia (sanshu no jingi), the gem (Yasakani no ma

gatama), sword (Ama no murakumo no tsurugi), and mirror (Yata no 

kagami ), are presented to the emperor. 

9. Princes, ministers, and officials bow twice before the emperor and offer a 

ritual dance. 
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10. Military officers hail the emperor. 

II. The emperor retires, again surrounded by the eighteen female attendants. 

These procedures are a combination of the Chinese coronation rite aimed at 

establishing the emperor as the Son of Heaven (procedures 4, 5, and 10 ) , who 

presides over a court bureaucracy, and the native Japanese rites legitimizing 

the emperor as the descendant of the sun goddess Amaterasu (OKADA Seishi 

1989:31-32). The coronation abhi�eka, which was integrated within these ritual 

procedures, consists of two parts. First, prior to the emperor's coronation, he 

receives from his Esoteric Buddhist master the transmission of secret mantras 

and mudras for his enthronement;4 second, upon being crowned, he repeats 

the mudra sequence on the takamikura. 

ABE Yasuro (1989:140) has studied a ritual manual on the coronation 

abhi�eka preserved in the Kongozo archive of Kanchiin Hall at Toji, which 

bears a copying date of 1272, and as such it is probably the earliest surviv

ing document in its genre. Entitled simply Mudrii of Coronation ( Sokuiin ) ,5 

the manual divides the ritual procedures of the coronation abhi�eka into 

five sections. 

r. Granting the five mudras of the five eyes. 

a. The mudra of the wisdom fist ( chiken'in ): the first eye, the human 

eye ( nikugen). 

b. The mudra of the perfect permeation ( musho fushiin ): the second 

eye, the heavenly eye (tengen). 

c. The mudra of stiipa ( sotobain ): the third eye, the wisdom eye ( egen ). 

d. The mudra of guidance ( indoin ): the fourth eye, the Dharma eye 

(hagen). 

e. The mudra of the Buddha's eye (butsugen'in): the fifth eye, the eye 

of Buddhahood ( butsugen ); the mudra that resembles cintamai�i. 

2. Granting the mudra of the wisdom fist (chiken'in) and two of 

Mahavairocana's mantras based on the Mahiivairocana and Vajrafekhara 

Sutras. 

3- The mudra of reigning over the four cosmic oceans ( shikai ryoshoin ), the 

mudra of the external five-prong vajra (gegokoin ). 

4- Granting the precepts of the ten good deeds, which enable the emperor 

to ascend to his throne. 

a. The three precepts of the body: the prohibitions against killing, 

stealing, and improper sexual acts. 

b. The four precepts of speech: the prohibitions against lying, flattery, 

slander, and duplicity. 
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c. The three precepts of mind: the prohibitions against greed, rage, and 

folly. 

s. The mudras and mantras of the four masteries. 

a. Expedient means. Mudra: the wisdom fist. Mantra: Vajra dhatu vam. 
b. Peace and pleasure. Mudra: the perfect permeation. Mantra: A Vi Ra 

HiimKham. 
c. Eternal life. Mudra: the stiipa. Mantra: Vam Hum Trat Hrih A�. 
d. Universal salvation. Mudra: the guidance. Mantra: A A Am A� A�. 

This ritual sequence makes the intentionality of the coronation abhi�eka clear: 

to ritually transform the emperor into a cakravartin, the ideal virtuous ruler 

and the exemplary lay Buddhist patron of the Sangha. As such, the coronation 

abhi�eka demonstrates a congruence in its motif with the Mishuho. To begin 

with, according to Mahayana scriptures, particularly the Prajii.a-paramita siitras, 

the five eyes consist of ( 1 ) the perfect physical eyesight attainable by human 

beings; ( 2 ) the unlimited vision into the distance of celestial beings; (3) the eye 

of emptiness attained by Hlnayana practitioners;(+) the eye of compassion of 

bodhisattvas; and (5) the eye of the Buddhas, which is the aggregate of all the 

four preceding eyes.6 On the other hand, in the esoteric literature, the five eyes 

are the five powers of the female bodhisattva Buddhalocana, the Eye of the 

Buddhas, which manifest themselves as her five mudras? 

The first two sections of the coronation abhi�eka can thus be understood 

as a juxtaposition of Buddhalocana and Mahavairocana. This is the same 

combination of divinities that plays such an important part in the concluding 

section of the Mishuho, one based on their secret identities: Buddhalocana 

is the consort of Ekak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra; and the royal symbolism of Ekak�ara

U�Q.I�acakra derives from his identity with Mahavairocana, the King of Dharma, 

who reigns in his universal palace. In other words, as in the case of the Mishuho, 

the transition in the coronation abhi�eka from Buddhalocana to Mahavairocana 

can only be explained by means of Ekak�ara-u�Q.I�acakra, the Buddha who 

manifests himself as a cakravartin. This seems to explain why immediately prior 

to the mudra of Mahavairocana in the second section, the ritual sequence in 

the first section culminates in the mudra of the eye of the Buddha. This mudra 

takes the form of cintamaQ.i, one of the seven regalia of the cakravartin and 

one whose sy mbolism for the Japanese emperor is particularly emphasized in 

Kiikai's Mishuho. 

In short, the combination of the mudras of Buddhalocana and Maha

vairocana in the first two sections secretly imparts the quality of cakravartin 

to the emperor. Based on this characterization, in the third section the em-
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peror replicates the abhi�eka-the coronation ceremony-of the cakravartin 

at which the crown prince is sprinkled with water collected from the four cosmic 

oceans, as a token of his universal sovereignty.8 The fourth section pertains to 

the essential moral qualifications of the cakravartin, which Kukai discussed in 

detail in Ten Abiding Stages (KZ 1:188-189 ), in his discussion of the Sutra of the 

Virtuous King.9 That is, the perfect mastery of the ten good deeds alone makes 

it possible for a king to rule as a universal monarch. Finally, the fifth section 

describes the power of a ruler as a cakravartin, a ruler who is now capable of 

employing skillful means to maintain his virtuous rule, who sustains the peace 

and prosperity of his realm, who enjoys long life, and who strives to guide all 

beings to salvation. To mark these accomplishments, the first four mudras of 

the first section, which together constitute the eye of the Buddha, are repeated 

at the close of the coronation abhi�eka.10 

The number of documents relating to the coronation abhi�eka increased 

greatly from the mid-Kamakura period on, when it became customary for the 

Esoteric Buddhist master to give instruction in the mudras of the coronation 

abhi�eka not directly to the emperor but through the emperor's regent, so 

the secret was also transmitted from one generation to another in the houses 

of regents.11 It appears that the ritual procedure for the coronation abhi�eka 

became standardized by the mid-Kamakura period, at the latestY 

It is not clear at what stage of the enthronement the emperor performed 

the coronation abhi�eka. However, it appears that the royal abhi�eka had a 

strong affinity with the ritual in which the three Japanese imperial regalia, the 

gem, sword, and mirror, were bestowed on the emperor. For example, the 

celebrated Tendai abbot Jien (II55-1225), a younger brother of regent Kujo 

Kanezane (II+9-1207), performed various esoteric rituals at the imperial palace 

as an attendant priest (gojiso) ofEmperors Gotoba (r. u83-II98), Tsuchimikado 

(r. 1198-1210), and Juntoku (r. 1210-1221). In 1203 Jien had a dream about the 

regalia, in which the crescent-moon-shaped gem turned into a sheath to encase 

the sword. Inspired by this vision, the following year he wrote his interpretation 

of the coronation abhi�eka and showed it to Gotoba. 

The divine gem, one of the treasures of the king of our land, is the jewel 

queen [of cakravartin], who in turn is the essence of Her Majesty. Since 

the gem is the pure, immaculate jewel [cintama�i], there is no fault in His 

Majesty's union with Her Majesty, the jewel queen . . .. 

The divine gem is none other than Buddhalocana, who manifests her

self as the jewel queen (gyokujo) [of the cakravartin]. On the other hand, 

the emperor, our cakravartin, is Ekak�ara-u����acakra. The divine sword is 
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therefore the sword of the cakravartin. His union with Buddhalocana ... 

that is, the oneness of the sword and the gem [i.e., the sheath], is the greatest 

accomplishment under heaven. Therefore, the law of Buddhas ( buppo) and 

the law of kings ( obo) complete one another, so as to bring order to the 

nation and benefit to its people. They arc indeed the treasure of the king. 

This union gave birth to the divine mirror ofNaishidokoro [the hall in which 

the mirror was enshrined in the palace], which is none other than the Son 

of Heaven, the embodiment of the sun goddess Amaterasu, for she is the 

manifestation [in the land of Japan] of Mahavairocana .... 

This is why, the ruler of our world, when he ascends to [the enthrone

ment altar] takamikura, forms [with his hands J the mudra of the vajra fist 

( chiken'in) to emulate Ekak�ara-u�1�1�acakra, a manifestation of Mahavairo

cana.13 

In his attempt to characterize the Japanese emperor as a cakravartin, Jien 

emphasizes here the role ofBuddhalocana and Ekak�ara-u�l)l�acakra, as well as 

Ekak�ara-U�l)l�acakra's association with Mahavairocana, logic strikingly similar 

to that by which the ritual components of the Mishuh6 were put together. 

Ekak�ara-U�l)l�acakra's dual symbolism ofTathagata and king, Buddhalocana's 

femininity and the wisdom of enlightenment, and the union between these 

two divinities that was to engender power for the emperor-all these central 

motifs observed in the ritual of Mishuh6 constitute the logic of]ien's dream. 

That is to say, despite some differences in the manner in which canon and 

doctrine were formulated by the Tendai and Shingon Schools of his time, 

and some differences in their ritual practices,14 Jien, in describing, symbolically 

constructing, and legitimizing the emperorship, employs a vocabulary identical 

to Kukai's. Yet, reflecting the fact that in late Heian society, Esoteric Buddhism 

was integrated firmly within the political and religious mainstream, Jien seems 

to have gone much further than did Kiikai in the effort to buddhistize the 

emperorship. 

The meaning of the three regalia in Japanese mythology is not always clear. 

In general, it is said that the gem is associated with the moon, the mirror is 

symbolic of the sun, and the sword demonstrates the charismatic power of 

imperial ancestors. The sun goddess Amaterasu was said to have given all the 

three to the god Ninigi as he descended from the celestial realm on the earth.15 

Jicn, on the other hand, attempts to ground the meaning of three regalia

testimony to the imperial clan's descent from the sun goddess Amaterasu, 

according to Japanese mythology-on Buddhist symbolism, as shown in the 

following table. 



IMPERIAL 

REGALIA HOUSE 

gem empress 

sword emperor 

mirror crown prince 
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IDEAL RULERSHIP 

cakravartin's queen 

cakravartin 

Son of Heaven 

DIVINITIES 

Buddhalocana 

Ekak�ara-u�l!l�acakra 

Amaterasu 

( Mahavairocana) 

Jien seems to interpret the image in his dream of the crescent-moon-shaped 

gem sheathing the sword as the harnessing of the power of the sword, which 

is also violence. The gem is identified with the empress; with a cakravartin's 

queen, or the jewel queen of perfect virtue; and with Buddhalocana, mother 

of all Buddhas, who is symbolic of the Dharma. The sword, on the other hand, 

stands for the ruler's power to be controlled by the Dharma. That is, the gem of 

the Dharma, rather than the sword, plays the active role in shaping the character 

of the emperor as cakravartin, the sovereign who rules the universe with his 

virtue. The cakravartin's rule by the Dharma serves, in turn, as a metaphor for 

the conquest of the world by the Buddhas by means of their turning of the 

wheel of the Dharma, an act personified by the Buddha Ekak�ara-U�Q.I�acakra. 

The emperor's union with the empress is symbolic of the envelopment of the 

ruler's power within the Buddhist Dharma. 

Jien also interprets his dream as an image of procreation. The same union 

of the emperor and the empress not only constructs the Buddhistic charac

terization of the emperor on the symbolic plane but is also productive of 

their offspring-most typically, the crown prince, through whom the imperial 

lineage is sustained. According to Shinto rites, the crown prince becomes a 

full-fledged emperor, the Son of Heaven, not at the time of enthronement 

but through the performance of the Daishoe, a grand ceremony held in the 

first autumn of his reign, in which in private he shares the new harvest of 

rice with Amaterasu and receives her spirit-thereby establishing the identity 

between the emperor and Amaterasu (KAWADE Kiyohiko 1973:17-18, 330; 

OKADA Seishi 1989:16-20 ) . This explains why the mirror is central to Shinto 

worship. Symbolizing the sun goddess's power of illumination bestowed upon 
the emperor, the original was enshrined at the grand shrine of Ise and the 

reproduction in the imperial palace's inner sanctuary, the Naishidokoro. 

By contrast, ]ien indicates that the mirror of Amaterasu derived from the 

union between the sword and the gem. This explanation suggests that the 

identity of the crown prince with Amaterasu has already been established, 

secretly, prior to his coronation. The symbolism of the sword and the sheath at 
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the highest level, the union between Buddhalocana and Ekak�ara-u�l).i�acakra 

evokes the latter's hidden identity as Mahavairocana, the Buddha of "Great 

Permeating Radiance" who, according to Jien, manifested himself in the nation 

of Japan as the sun goddess. That is, both Amaterasu and the crown prince 

arose from the same union on different symbolic planes, the former through 

the oneness of Buddhalocana and Ekak�ara-U�l).i�acakra,16 the latter through 

the oneness of the emperor and the empress. No sooner does the crown prince 

receive the regalia at his coronation than his bond with Amaterasu is cemented, 

authenticating him as the emperor in a dual sense: as the direct descendant 

of the sun goddess, endowed with the authority to officiate at Shinto rites, 

and consequently, as the Son of Heaven, who is also the virtuous ruler in the 

Confucian sense who presides over the court bureaucracy. In short, according 

to Jien, the qualities of the Japanese emperor as both the supreme Shinto 

priest and the Confucian sovereign are constructed by means of the Buddhist 

symbolization of the imperial regalia, rather than through the observance of 

the Daishoe. 

Jien notes in the same source that he later submitted his diary describing his 

dream of the regalia to the abdicated emperor Gotoba for his perusal. Gotoba 

read it in the presence of Jien, and, delighted, awarded him a copy of the first 

fascicle of the Written History of Japan ( Nihon shoki) in which the mythologies 

of the three imperial regalia are describedY Gotoba's acknowledgment of 

Jien's interpretation of the regalia and coronation is indicative of the extent 

to which Buddhism dominated discourse on emperor and emperorship in the 

late Heian and early Kamakura periods. That is, the power of the emperor, 

or the law of kings ( obo), symbolized by the sword could only be legitimized 

by encasing it in its sheath, the gem that stands for the law of the Dharma 

(buppo). 

In clear contrast to the dominantly Confucian depiction of the emperorship 

in the late Nara and early Heian periods, in Jien's Buddhistic construction the 

emperor no longer held the privileged position-the pivot of the rectifica

tion of names-in the simultaneous creation of the hegemonic discourse of 

society and the political, social, and cosmic order. Rather, the emperor was 

yet another sign generated from the intertwining of diverse symbols of royalty 

in the Buddhist scriptures-cakravartin, cintamal).i, abhi�eka, to name a few

symbols that in turn created as their differences other qualities of the emperor in 

accord with Shinto and Confucian discourse. This semiotic refiguration never 

effaced the symbolism of emperor as supreme Shinto priest and Son of Heaven. 

However, they were now prefigured by and enveloped within the Buddhist 

system of signification-that is, the Esoteric Buddhist language theory, which 

excelled in the production of polyvalent signs. 
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In a clear illustration of the polysemic nature of the emperor's symbolism, 

m the first year of their reigns following their coronations (to which the 

esoteric ritual of the sokui kanjo, or coronation abhi�eka, was integral) new 

emperors established their authority by hosting several annual ceremonies 

on a grand scale. Of these, as ABE Yasuro (1989:122) has pointed out, two 

were particularly significant. One was the lecture on the Siitra of the Virtuous 

King in the fourth month, in which the siitra was recited and lectured upon 

simultaneously at court and at the principal monasteries in the provinces 

(Ichidai ichido ninnoe ) .18 The other was the Mishuho in the first month, at 

the conclusion of which the grains of the Buddha's relic preserved at Toji

symbolizing the cintamaQi, one of the cakravartin's regalia-were distributed 

to major Shinto shrines ( Ichidai ichido busshari) .19 Therefore, only through 

such exemplary acts of patronizing Buddhist Dharma-that is, by hosting 

Buddhist ceremonies that likened them to the cakravartin, who was, according 

to scriptures, not merely the universal monarch but the ideal Buddhist lay 

practitioner, who humbled himself in his service to the Sai:tgha-could new 

emperors present themselves to be paragons of virtuous rule and the supreme 

priests of Shinto worship. 

Growth of the Extra-ritsuryo Esoteric Monasteries 

A great majority of historians of the Japanese medieval period have explained 

the decline of the ritsuryo state from the point of view of materialist history: 

the rapid increase in the number of private manors ( shoen) in the possession 

of powerful aristocratic clans beginning in the late ninth century weakened 

the land taxation system essential to the ritsuryo state and by the late tenth 

century caused the total collapse of the ritsuryo regime (ABE Takeshi 1960:3-
25; MURAl Yasuhiko 1965; SAKAMOTO Shozo 1985; YoSHIDA Takashi 1983 ) .  
By and large, the Sangha emerged as a beneficiary of such a change, which 

gave it an opportunity to attain greater political and economic autonomy. On 

the other hand, as the examples of the notably Buddhistic characterization of 

the Japanese emperor strongly suggest, the spread of Esoteric Buddhism seems 

to have directly contributed and accelerated, rather than been induced by, the 

process of the disintegration of the ritsuryo system, especially in the area of 

ritsuryo laws aimed at controlling the Sangha. This seems true not only in the 

area of ideology but in that of monastic institutions as well. 

In 851, the Shingon priest Shinga (801-879 ), one of the youngest ofKiikai's 

disciples and a chaplain (gojiso) at the court of Emperor Ninmei, founded 

Kashoji in Fukakusa in the southeastern outskirts of the capital. Officially, the 
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purpose of the new monastery was to facilitate Emperor Montoku's prayers 

commemorating his father, the abdicated emperor Ninmei, who had passed 

away the previous year. The court granted Kashoji the privileged status of 

goganji, temple of imperial prayer. However, Shinga's monastery was sup

ported not through state funds but through private estates donated by Fujiwara 

no Yoshifusa (804--872), then minister of the right (udaijin) at the Grand 

Ministry, the second-highest court post. Yoshifusa was a brother ofNinmei's 

wife and father to Meishi, Montoku's royal consort. According to the True 
Record of the Reigns of the Three Emperors ( Nihon sandai jitsuroku ), an official 

national history compiled in 901, Shinga was particularly renowned for his 

beautiful chanting of mantra and "at the time of the birth of the Grand Emperor 

Seiwa [ 850], attended the queen [ Meishi] and prayed for a safe delivery [of 

Seiwa]. Thereupon, with the cooperation of the grand minister [Yoshifusa], 

he [Shinga] erected his monastery [Kashoji]."20 Thus, in reality, Kashoji was 

established to celebrate the birth of Crown Prince Korehito, who succeeded 

Montoku to the throne at age nine and reigned as Emperor Seiwa ( r. 858-

876 )-an event the late Heian historiography Great Mirror ( Okagami) de

scribed as "extremely auspicious" for the rise of Yoshifusa and his descendants 

in the Hokuke branch of the Fujiwara clan.21 

With his new status as father-in-law of the reigning emperor, Yoshifusa set a 

precedent for subsequent heads of the Hokuke branch by appointing himself 

regent in order to ensure control over affairs of state. Immediately following 

Seiwa's enthronement in 858, the court granted Shinga's monastery the right 

to acquire, every year on Seiwa's birthday, three ordinands who would devote 

themselves to the study of the phonetics and grammar of Buddhist texts in 

Sanskrit (shomyogo), which were essential to the chanting of mantra in esoteric 

ritual services.22 It is possible to interpret this as a measure Yoshifusa had 

taken to safeguard the health of the emperor, upon which the power of his 

regency rested. 

Kashoji served as the forerunner of a large number of grand Esoteric 

Buddhist monasteries erected throughout the mid- and late Heian periods 

through the direct patronage of the imperial house and prominent clans. The 

list of these temples includes Daikakuji, founded in 876 by the Shingon priest 

Kojaku, a son of Emperor Junna, and by Kojaku's mother Empress Shoshi; 

Gangyoji, established in 877 by the Tendai priest Henjo ( 816-890 ), Emperor 

Kanmu's grandson; Ninnaji, founded in 888 by Emperor Uda (r. 887-897); 

Kajiiji (also known as Kanshiiji), erected in 905 by the Empress Inshi, wife of 

Emperor Uda and mother of Emperor Daigo; Hosshoji, the monastic complex 

completed in 925 and previously the Fujiwara regent Tadahira's (880-94-9) 

private chapel; and En'yiiji, constructed by Emperor En'yii on his abdication 
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and concomitant ordination in 983; and Myokoin on Mount Hiei, erected in 

990 by the Tendai abbot ( tendai zasu) Jinzen ( 943-990 ), a son of the Fujiwara 

regent Morosuke (908-960 ).23 

Unlike the major monasteries and nunneries founded by the state in the 

Nara and early Heian period under the ritsuryo system, these Esoteric Buddhist 

monasteries enjoyed freedom trom government supervision.24 The ritsuryo 

temples were required to produce annually a shizai rukicho, a detailed report 

to the to the Office of Priestly Aff-airs (So go), in the Ministry of Aristocracy 

(Jibusho ), on their assets, including images of divinities, ritual instruments, 

temple buildings, and landholdings acquired through donations.25 Based on 

this report, the state provided the temples with the funds needed to sustain 

normal operations, carry out ceremonies, make repairs, and meet other contin

gencies. The approval of the So go was required for the appointment of abbots 

and other top administrators. 

By contrast, the Esoteric Buddhist monasteries of the mid- and late Heian 

periods, which did not depend on the patronage of the state, received the 

court's permission to be exempted trom these ritsuryo obligations.26 Further

more, each of these monasteries was entitled to receive an allotment of annual 

ordinands ( nenbundosha ), which during the Nara and early Heian periods 

was normally awarded to schools (shu) rather than individual monasteries 

or nunneries.27 Some of these temples even earned the right periodically to 

have one of their resident priests appointed as a provincial lecturer (shokoku 

kodokushi).28 This arrangement made possible a rapid increase in the mid

Heian period of the number of priests who studied Esotericism and the spread 

of Esoteric Buddhism to the provinces. These examples suggest that Esoteric 

Buddhist monasteries of the Shingon and Tendai Schools accumulated their 

institutional strength primarily by eroding the ritsuryo principles, on which the 

state relied heavily to check the power of the major temples established in the 

Nara and early Heian periods. 

However, these Shingon and Tendai temples were not alone in working 

to expand their power by evading state control. In 848, under the aegis of 

Empress Dowager Fujiwara Junshi, the Todaiji priest Eun (798-869) of the 

Hosso School erected Anshoji in Yamashina to the northeast of the capital, a 

vast Esoteric Buddhist monastic complex that grew into a prominent center 

tor ritual studies within the Shingon School.29 In 874, Sh6b6 (832-909) of 

the Sanron School, another Todaiji scholar-priest, founded Daigoji in Fushimi 

in the southeast of Kyoto, another important center tor the ritual studies of 

the Shingon School. His esoteric ritual services to secure the sate birth of the 

imperial princes earned Shobo the devotion of Emperors Uda and Daigo.30 In 

875, Shobo instituted Tonan'in in Todaiji, a temple dedicated to the combined 
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study ofSanron philosophy and Esoteric Buddhism. Tonan'in soon grew into 

an elite institution within Todaiji, and the chief administrator ( betto) ofTodaiji 

was frequently selected from among the successive head priests of Tonan'in. 

This arrangement encouraged appointment of priests of noble descent to the 

head ofTonan'in (RIRAOKA Jokai 1981:337-339 ). From the time ofSaikei (985-

10+7), that is, from the seventh head priest on, the leadership of Tonan'in 

was reserved for priests of high birth, often the sons of leading courtiers and 

imperial princes.31 

The priest Josho (906-983) of Kofukuji, the stronghold of Rosso studies 

in Nara, was a son of the minister of the left Fujiwara no Morotada (d. 969 ). 

In addition to having mastered Rosso doctrine, Josho studied Esotericism 

under the Shingon master Kangii ( 88+-972 ), Dharma heir of Kongogaku, or 

the abdicated emperor Ucla (r. 887-897). In 96+, Josho was awarded by Kangii 

with the abbotship of Daikakuji, a Shingon monastery founded in 876 in the 

northwestern corner of Kyoto by the Empress Shoshi. In 970 Josho became 

the eighteenth chief administrator ( betto) of Kofukuji. In 981 he founded 

Ichijoin, a subtemple at Kofukuji that became a center for the integrated study 

of Shingon and Rosso. Josho made it a rule that only descendants of the 

Fujiwara clan could be appointed head of Ichijoin and that only the head 

priest oflchijoin could become abbot ofDaikakuji.32 These arrangements gave 

rise to the system of monzeki, in which appointment to the abbotship of a 

particular monastery was limited to noble descendants of its patron clan who 

became Dharma heirs to the monastery's founding priest (RIRAOKA Jokai 

1981:529-551; UsHIYAMA Yoshiyuki 1990:238-299 ). In this manner, the patron 

family of the monastery was able to maintain its control over the domains 

it donated to the monastery, which were no longer subject to taxation by 

the state. This frequently resulted in a substantial increase in the monastery's 

economic prosperity. 

These examples show the initiative taken in the early and mid-Reian periods 

by the major monasteries of Nara, on the one hand, to rigorously integrate 

Esoteric Buddhism into their training regimen and, on the other, to de

velop their ties with the principal aristocratic clans in Kyoto. Previously the 

quintessential ritsuryo institutions, these Nara national temples colluded in 

subverting the ritsuryo laws in order to sustain and expand their influence

efforts that proved as successful as those of the Shingon and Tendai monasteries 

in and around Kyoto. Not only the Shingon and Tendai temples, but the major 

Nara institutions, too, collaborated in forming and sustaining the institutional 

foundation of the new religious establishment that emerged in the mid- and 

late Reian period. 
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Landscape of the Medieval Shingon School 

It seems ironic that the extra-ritsuryo monasteries attained autonomy by re

moving themselves from the supervision of the Sogo, the very institution that 

had worked to gain greater independence for the Sangha under the ritsuryo 

system. Their secession paralyzed the function of the Sogo as a government 

agency. By the mid-tenth century, the court seems to have abandoned its effort 

to enforce the Soniryo, or Rules for Priests and Nuns, part of the ritsuryo that 

had provided the So go with the power to assume collective leadership of the 

Sangha, (UsHIYAMA Yoshiyuki: 1990:185-218). Although the Soniryo itself 

was not abolished, from then on the Sogo changed from an administrative 

apparatus to a system of honorific ranks. As the only objective standard for 

comparing the status of eminent priests across the Six Nara Schools, Shingon, 

and Tendai, the appointment to the Sogo became a coveted prize, pursued 

by the major monastic institutions, which, having gained independence from 

the state, became increasingly competitive with one another, not only in the 

religious field, but also politically and economically (TAIRA Masayuki 1992:84-) .  

I n  the age o f  the powerful Buddhist monastic institutions in which the 

ritsuryo no longer exercised hegemonic control over the Sangha, Buddhist 

schools, or shu, were no longer study groups organized separately at major 

temples. On the other hand, the Shingonshii, or the Shingon School, which 

became a dominant medieval religious establishment, bore little resemblance 

to the Shingon Sect of the early modern and modern periods, complete with its 

centralized organization and exclusive structure. Ninnaji, for example, acquired 

two annual ordinands, each of whom were assigned to undertake esoteric stud

ies in the Shingon School and exoteric studies in the Tendai SchooJ.33 Daigoji 

divided its two annual ordinands between the Shingon and Sanron Schools.34 

Kajuji similarly allotted its two annual ordinands to the Shingon and Sanron 

Schools.35 An edict from the Grand Ministry dated 859 describes the study pro

gram of the three annual ordinands acquired by Anshoji, founded in 84-8 by the 

Hosso priest Eun ofTodaiji, under the auspices of the Empress Dowager Jun

shi, as follows: "The heart of all Buddhist schools, the secret of the Tathagatas, 

is the teaching of Shingon, which all students of Buddhism must study. The 

ordinands of this monastery therefore establish Shingon as their school of study. 

At the same time, they are required to select one from among the seven other 

schools to demonstrate their competence in combined studies. "36 

All these monasteries developed into prominent centers for Esoteric Bud

dhist studies, and especially ritual studies of the Shingon School. However, their 

structure for acquiring annual ordinands indicates that the study of exoteric 
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disciplines was also important there and that many of resident priests at these 

institutions belonged to the Sanron, Hosso, and other exoteric schools. This 

system suggests that schools became important disciplinary associations for 

establishing the identity of priests, traversing the boundaries of otherwise 

autonomous extra-ritsuryo monasteries. At the same time, as the example of the 

annual ordinands at Anshoji illustrates, it was not unusual for individual priests 

to have attained mastery of both esoteric and exoteric disciplines. In fact, it 

became customary in the mid- and late Heian periods for many scholar-priests 

of the Six Schools in the Nara monasteries to travel to these Esoteric Buddhist 

centers in the vicinity of Kyoto for their Shingon studiesY The reverse was 

also true for priests of Shingon Buddhism at major Kyoto monasteries who 

studied exoteric disciplines at Todaiji, KOfukuji, and other Nara monasteries. 38 

A document issued by the Grand Ministry to the Shingon monastery Daigoji in 

II3I sanctioning the appointments to the three top administrative posts (sangii) 

lists the following appointees. 

Abbot (jiiza): 

Great Dharma Master Chuga (age 6o) of the Sanron School, Todaiji. 

Chief Administrator (jishu): 

Great Dharma Master Keikan (age 49, Dharma career: 40 years) of 

the Shingon School, Todaiji. 

Chief Inspector ( tsuina): 

Great Dharma Master Junkaku (age 44, Dharma career: 31 years) of 

the Sanron School, T6daiji.39 

All three priests listed were originally residents ofTodaiji and had specialized 

there in the study of the Sanron and Shingon Schools. Although they may have 

long been senior leaders of Daigoji at the time of their appointment to the 

posts mentioned here, when registering their new posts at the authorities they 

retained their original affiliation with Todaiji. An earlier 910 Grand Ministry 

document identifies ten top administrators of Daigoji, out of which seven were 

registered as Todaiji priests.40 On the other hand, according to a record of the 

appointments of principal administrators of Todaiji compiled around 1448, 

many of the successive abbots at Todaiji belonged to-or more precisely, had 

a membership in-the Shingon School. This, however, did not mean that their 

expertise was limited to the Shingon studies. On the contrary, the abbotship 

seems to have been granted to priests who excelled in the combined mastery 

of the esoteric and exoteric disciplines.41 Although schools were important for 

establishing the identity of priests, the relationship among schools, individual 

priests, and their resident temples remained rather fluid. 
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In 1307, the court of Emperor Go'nijo (r. 130I-1308) announced it would 

grant to the Shingon priest Yakushin (827-906), one of the patriarchs ofNin

naji, the title of Great Master ( daishi), a great honor not only for Ninnaji but for 

the entire Shingon School. However, the following year, because of objections 

from Tendai priests at Mount Hiei, the court abandoned this plan, infuriating 

the priests of the Shingon community.42 Todaiji was the first to protest the 

court's decision, and its council unanimously denounced Mount Hiei's in

terference as "defaming the entire Shingon School."43 Based on the council's 

resolution, Abbot ( betto) Shochu ofTodaiji issued missives to Ninnaji, Daigoji, 

Kajuji, Toji, Kongobuji (Mount Koya), and other monasteries requesting that 

they join in boycotting all official lectures and ritual services performed for the 

state until the court reversed its decision on Yakushin's posthumous honor.44 

In the following year, having been appointed also to the abbotship ( choja) 

ofToji, Shochu enforced a blockade at the national monastery in the capital, 

which prohibited Shingon priests from conducting any religious services for 

the state there. Toji's blockade was not lifted until 1312.45 

Interestingly, in the letters Todaiji sent to Ninnaji, Daigoji, and other 

monasteries in 1307, it reterred to itself as the "original seat of the Shingon 

School" (shingonshit honjo) and to the letters' addressees as its branch temples 

( matsuji).46 The reply to this letter from Ninnaji acquiesced to-or perhaps 

intentionally overlooked-Todaiji's claim, in the interest of maintaining a 

united front against Mount Hiei and the pressure it was placing on the courtY 

Although the replies from other temples have not survived, they seem to have 

been in the same vein. However, the protracted boycott of national lectures 

and ceremonies and the blockade ofToji proved to be costly tor the priests of 

these temples. For them, the court's public invitation (kusho) to preside over 

these national events, many of them at Toji, was a major boost to a career 

and might well lead to an appointment to the Sogo. In 1312 Daigoji petitioned 

the administrative office (in no cho) of the cloistered emperor Fushimi to end 

the blockade ofToji by Todaiji, rejecting Todaiji's claim that Daigoji and Toji 

were its branch temples. In the tenth month of the same year, Fushimi, siding 

with Daigoji, decreed the lifting of the blockade of Toji and announced the 

punishment of the Todaiji priests responsible.48 In the following year, Todaiji 

appealed to the cloistered emperor's office to reinvestigate Daigoji's petition, 

and a prolonged debate began between Todaiji and Daigoji. 

Surviving records of the documents presented by Todaiji to the cloistered 

emperor's office, which arbitrated the dispute, show that Todaiji developed 

its argument for its religious suzerainty over the Shingon School around three 

foci. The first was a mythological claim that the foundation of Todaiji was 

divinely inspired by a dream Emperor Shomu had, in which the supreme Shinto 
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divinity Amaterasu revealed her identity with the Buddha Mahavairocana, the 

central divinity in Esoteric Buddhism. However, because Esoteric Buddhism 

had not reached Japanese soil by Shomu's time, the Buddha manifested himself 

as Vairocana of the Kegon School, the principal deity enshrined at Todaiji. 

The enshrinement of the Buddha Vairocana at Todaiji therefore symbolized 

the oneness of Esoteric Buddhism and Exoteric Buddhism ( and also Shinto) 

and portended that both the esoteric and exoteric doctrines would thrive at 

Todaiji under the protection of Shinto gods, the ancestral divinities of the 

imperial house.49 

The second focus is the historical claim that Kiikai first resolved to travel 

to China to pursue Esoteric Buddhism while praying before the image of 

Vairocana at Todaiji, his Dharma journey to China thus divinely motivated by 

Vairocana Buddha. This is why, on his return, Kiikai chose Todaiji as the site to 

erect the Abhi�eka Hall, the official institution for the propagation of Esoteric 

Buddhism and production of the Dharma lineages of Shingon masters. He did 

not build another Abhi�eka Hall either at Toji or Mount Koya. Todaiji was 

therefore recognized as the "original seat of the Shingon School," and Kiikai's 

importation of Esoteric Buddhism was the realization of the divine vision 

of Mahavairocana revealed to Emperor Shomu in his dream. Consequently, 

although Todaiji is renowned for promoting the integrated study of the eight 

schools, its priests have always held Shingon as the foremost among them. 50 

The third is a technical argument that although Kiikai was originally regis

tered as a resident priest at Daianji, the decree of the Grand Ministry approving 

his erection ofTodaiji's Abhi�eka Hall transferred his registry to Todaiji. Be

cause Todaiji was the original monastery of the Shingon School and Kiikai was 

a Todaiji priest, all the temples and monasteries erected by Kiikai's disciples and 

Dharma descendants to promote the Shingon studies are considered branch 

temples of the "Shingon School ofTodaiji" (Todaiji shingonshii; i.e., Shingon 

Buddhism as it was practiced at Todaiji). This is the reason that most of the 

twenty-four resident masters of Toji initially appointed by the Sogo in 836 

were Todaiji priests. As for Daigoji, its status as a branch monastery ofTodaiji 

should be obvious, as it was founded by the Todaiji priest Shobo, who had 

established Tonan'in at Todaiji for the combined study of the Sanron and 

Shingon disciplines. 51 

The surviving documents supporting Daigoji's claim are fragmentary. How

ever, the counterargument seems to have developed along two lines. First, 

Daigoji claimed that Shobo received the Dharma transmission of the Shingon 

School from Myosho ofToji and that of the Sanron School from Gangyo and 

Enshii of Gangoji. Therefore, although Shobo founded both the Todaiji sub

temple Tonan'in and Daigoji, as for Shobo's Dharma lineage, there existed no 
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main temple (honji)-branch temple ( matsuji) relationship between Todaiji 

and Daigoji. Second, regarding the alleged Shingon School ofTodaiji, Toji and 

Daigoji were to be recognized as the original seats (honjo). Daigoji asserted 

that a great number ofTodaiji priests of the Shingon School pursued the study 

of Esotericism at Shingon monasteries in Kyoto, especially Daigoji, and that 

many of the administrators at Daigoji had been officially registered as resident 

priests ofTodaiji. The Daigoji documents also point to the fact that from the 

time of the appointment of the Toji master Ningai ( 95I-ro+6) to the abbotship 

ofTodaiji, many of the abbots ofToji (who were not resident priests ofTodaiji) 

were also automatically appointed to the abbotship ofT6daiji.52 

The dispute between Todaiji and Daigoji was finally resolved in 1319 by an 

edict issued by the office of the abdicated emperor Gouda, who retained his 

power through the system of Dharma Emperor (hoo), the institution that will 

be discussed shortly. The edict read: "The two temples [Todaiji and Toji] were 

erected by the imperial vows of Emperors Shomu and Kanmu to propagate 

both the Esoteric and Exoteric Teachings. Priests of both temples are well 

versed in the two disciplines, and there has been no precedent of the two tem

ples fighting with one another. Therefore no such distinction as original temple 

and branch temple exists between the two."53 The confrontation between 

Todaiji, Daigoji, and Toji suggests that as late as the early fourteenth century, 

there was little evidence to suggest any sectarian institutional developments 

within the Shingon School. Rather, the school appeared to be a nebulous, 

even amorphous, decentralized association whose members were joined by 

a common claim that their Dharma lineages, however widely branched out, 

all issued from Kukai. True, a number of major "Shingon monasteries" did 

emerge. However, priests who resided at these monasteries did not necessarily 

study Shingon exclusively, and none of these powerful temples was formidable 

enough to make the others its branch temples. As NAGAMURA Makoto 

(r988:rr) has pointed out, the " main temple-branch temple relationship in 

medieval Buddhism is extremely variant, and, lacking any firmly established 

authoritative structure for promoting dominance of obedience, is substantially 

different from the headquarters temple-satellite temple relationship in early 

modern and modern Buddhism." According to Nagamura, the main-branch 

relationship in medieval Buddhism concerned for the most part the relationship 

between only two temples and was highly flexible, depending as it did on the 

particular criterion by which the balance of power was determined. These 

included economic relations, the exchange of students in esoteric and exoteric 

studies, prestige, ties with the ruling class, and historical authenticity. The bond 

among major Shingon monasteries appears to have been a tapestry made up 

of these diverse intertwining relations. This was the background against which 
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Todaiji attempted to impose its superiority over, on the one hand, Daigoji, and 

on the other, Toji. The outcome of the Todaiji dispute proved that not Toji, nor 

Daigoji, nor Ninnaji, nor Mount Koya, nor Todaiji was powerful enough by 

itself to establish hegemony over other monasteries, a standstill that proscribed 

the germination of a centralized institutional structure and sectarianization. 

The foregoing observations on the rise of the medieval Shingon School 

have identified several direct links between the dissemination of Esoteric Bud

dhism and the collapse of the ritsuryo structure controlling the Sangha. It 

urges students of Kiikai and early Japanese Buddhist history to reevaluate 

the significance of his introduction of Esoteric Buddhism not in the context 

of the alleged foundation of the Shingon Sect, but rather in relation to the 

broader historical issue of the development of the extra-ritsuryo alliance of 

the Sangha and the state, in which Esoteric Buddhism seems to have played a 

decisive role. The alleged institution by Kukai of the Shingon Sect according 

to sectarian scholarship appears to have little or no "institutional" reality 

in medieval Japanese Buddhist history, even during those periods in which 

the influence of the Shingon School in the Buddhist community reached its 

apex. The Shingon School of the medieval periods drew its strength from the 

principal monasteries in both Kyoto and Nara. Kiikai's uniqueness seems to 

derive from the particularly nonsectarian manner in which he organized his 

nascent Shingon School, which enabled the school to transcend the boundary 

between the ancient Buddhist establishment of Nara and the new Buddhist 

community centered on Kyoto. It is this nonsectarian trait of the prototypical 

Shingon School that in turn seems to have encouraged the emergence of the 

new type of Buddhist orthodoxy, an amalgamation of the esoteric and exoteric 

schools. 

Institution of the Dharma Emperor (hoo) 

Since the mid-Heian period, there had begun to arise several important extra

ritsuryo institutions that made possible the symbiotic alliance between the state 

and the Sangha, which in turn legitimized the allied schools of the esoteric and 

exoteric disciplines as the religious orthodoxy of the state. Probably the most 

salient example among these is the system of boo, the Dharma Emperor, which 

also served as a restraint on the emperor's religious authority. In the tenth 

month ofShotai 2 (899 ), under the guidance of the Shingon master Yakushin 

(827-906), the abdicated emperor Ucla (r. 877-897, 867-931) took the tonsure 

at Ninnaji -a monastic complex in the northwest ofKyoto that he had founded 

in 878-and the following month received the full precept ordination into the 
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priesthood at Todaiji in Nara. In the twelfth month of Engi 1 (901) at Toji 

in Kyoto, Yakushin granted the abdicated emperor the abhi�eka of Dharma 

transmission (denbo kanjo), bestowing on him the title of Esoteric Buddhist 

master (ajari), with the Dharma name Kongogaku (Awakening ofVajra).54 In 

919, with the cooperation of the abbot Kangen (853-925) ofToji, Kongogaku, 

renowned tor his worship of and dedication to Kukai, endorsed the court of 

Emperor Daigo ( r. 897-930) to give Kukai the posthumous title daishi, great 

master. In 921, the court announced that Kukai had been given the title Kobo 

Daishi (Great Master of Spreading the Dharma). 55 

Following his ordination, Kongogaku renounced the title of grand emperor 

(daijo tenno)-thc title given to abdicated sovereigns who retained his lay 

status-and instead designated himself hoo, Dharma Emperor.56 Although 

there were a few previous cases of abdicated emperors who adopted the tonsure, 

Emperor Uda established the precedent of the tradition in which the successive 

abdicated emperors received abhi�eka-their "coronation" as monarchs in the 

realm of the Dharma-and assumed the title of Dharma Emperor, a tradition 

that continued until the fall of the Tokugawa shogunate in 1868Y From 

that time on, an abdicated emperor received ordinations in both the exoteric 

and esoteric disciplines, thereby qualifYing himself as a master of Esoteric 

Buddhism, and cloistered himself in a monastery as its abbot. Furthermore, the 

Dharma Emperor established at the monastery his private administrative office, 

through which he presided as the head of the entire Sangha and managed its 

affairs its relation to the state. Dharma Emperor became not merely a title 

of a cloistered emperor but more important a unique institution that was 

utterly external to the Soniryo, a division of the ritsuryo regulating the clergy's 

activities, or other laws of the ritsuryo. 58 

As in the case of Uda, it was not unusual for emperors of the mid- and 

late Heian periods to provide tor their ecclesiastic retirement by lavishing their 

wealth on the building of grand monasteries containing gigantic images of 

Buddhas, numerous prayer halls, soaring stiipas, ponds, and gardens. Partic

ularly celebrated for their grandeur arc Emperor En'yii's En'yuji, established 

in 983, Emperor Gosanjo's EnshtJji ( 1070 ), both located next to Ninnaji; and 

Emperor Shirakawa's Hoshoji (1077), Emperor Horikawa's Sonshoji (1102), 

and Emperor Tuba's Saishoji ( III8 ), all erected at Shirakawa, east of the capital, 

Kyoto. The resident priests at these monasteries were selected evenly from the 

Nara, Shingon, and Tendai Schools, most typically from the four monasteries 

of Kofukuji, Toji, Enryakuji, and Onjoji.59 

The Dharma Emperors residing at such vast temple structures became sym

bolic of the symbiotic relationship among Buddhism, the state, and Shinto wor

ship, a relationship made possible by Buddhist ideology. In 1122, for example, 
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in his opening address of a devotional ritual performed at lwashimizu Shrine, 
a major Buddhist-Shinto complex in Kyoto, Dharma Emperor Shirakawa (r. 
1072-1086, 1053-u29 ) announced: "Tathagatas entrusted the law of kings ( obo) 

to sovereigns so that they may lead their nations to prosperity. Therefore the 
law of the Buddhas ( buppo) can only be propagated through the patronage of 
the kingly law. "60 In u28, Shirakawa donated to the same shrine newly copied 
texts of the entire Buddhist canon, 5,312 fascicles in all. At the beginning of an 

Esoteric Buddhist service held at the shrine to glorifY the Dharma Emperor's 
offering, he declared: 

It is the law of the Buddhas that enhances the power of [Shinto] gods. It 
is also the Buddhas' law that protects the reigns of the emperors. Therefore 
while I, a disciple of the Buddhas, was occupying the royal throne, I generated 
a vow, selected a splendid site east of the capital, and erected the grand 
monastery of Hoshoji. Enshrined in the Golden Hall there are the gold
hued [image of] Mahavairocana, three jo [approximately thirty-two feet] 
high, surrounded by the two-jo Buddhas of the four directions of the garbha 
mal)<;iala .... Enshrined in the Lecture Hall are the gold-hued Sakyamuni 
Buddha, three jo tall, accompanied by Samantabhadra and Maiijusri:. In the 
tenth month of every year, I invite priests of all schools to this monastery to 
hold lectures on the sutras of the great vehicle of the five divisions.61 

The juxtaposition of Mahavairocana and Sakyamuni as objects of worship at 
Shirakawa's monastery is indicative of the complementary function of the 
esoteric and exoteric disciplines in their legitimation of the imperial authority. 
According to KURODA Toshio ( 1975:464 ), Shirakawa's pronouncement reflects 
the idea that "the ultimate goal of the kingly law-that is, the principle for 
the emperor's rule of the nation-was to propagate the Buddhas' law, the 
Dharma, and that the emperor's authority was justified as a means of making 
manifest the divine will of the Buddhas." Although Buddhism and the state 
depended on one another, they formed an oblique relationship in which the 
Buddhas' law validated the kingly law. 

Paradoxically, the emperor-the Son of Heaven, according to Confucian 
political discourse, as well as the head priest at Shinto rites held at the im
perial palace-was able to assume the higher religious authority by means 
of abdication. That is because his ordination into the clergy upon abdication 
granted the emperor the power to legitimize, or not to legitimize, the rule 
of his successor at the imperial palace. The Dharma Emperor's propagation 
of the Dharma of both the exoteric and esoteric disciplines-through the 
erection and management of grand monasteries; patronizing the copying and 
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circulation of sutras; and sponsoring lectures, ritual services, and festivals-can 

be considered a demonstration that his authority was greater than that of the 

emperor. 

Because he was vested with this unique privilege, the Dharma Emperor 

emerged in the second half of the Heian period as the virtual leader of the 

Sangha. TAIRA Masayuki (1992:96) has identified three areas in which the 

Dharma Emperor monopolized power as the unifYing force within the Bud

dhist community: it was he who (1) authorized the succession of the abbacy 

at major monasteries, (2) mediated conflicts between monastic establishments, 

and (3) managed Buddhist services for the state. In theory, these were powers 

reserved for the Sogo, whose duty it was to maintain order within the Sangha by 

enforcing the Soniryo. By the middle of the Heian period, the So go had lost 

its function of administering the Soniryo (UsHIYAMA Yoshiyuki I990:I8+

I85). The Sogo continued to be an important institution, however, because 

appointments to its ranks meant prestige; as a result, the powerful monasteries 

of the Nara, Shingon, and Tendai Schools vied with one another for the 

honor (TANAKA Fumihide 1983:9-10 ). Reflecting the increased competition, 

the number of priests appointed to the Sogo increased dramatically-from 

twelve in 885 to twenty-four in 988 to fifty-two in m8.62 By the late Heian 

period, it became the norm for a priest to be made an official in the Sogo before 

being named to a top administrative position at his monastery (HIRAOKA Jokai 

1981:372-380 ). Despite the increase in appointees to the Sogo, in this age the 

Sogo had been stripped of its leadership, the Soniryo had been eviscerated, and 

the administrative office of the Dharma Emperor, whose authority was by def

inition above the ritsuryo, assumed functions originally assigned to the Sogo. 

Esotericism, Orthodoxy, and the Relic 

Perhaps the most salient example of the authority of Dharma Emperors in 

shaping Buddhism as the religious orthodoxy of the state was their role in 

standardizing the procedure for the appointment of priests to the Sogo. The 

appointment system created in the early Heian period -when the ritsuryo rules 

were more strictly enforced-was tailored to favor elite scholar priests of the 

Nara Buddhist establishment. Under this system, priests of all disciplines were 

required to master the doctrines of the Six Nara Schools and to complete 

the principal lectureships (koshi) at the annual ceremonies of the Yuimae, 

Misaie, and Saishoe, as the prerequisites for their nomination as Vinaya Masters 

( risshi) at the Sogo. The power to appoint ( kusho) principal lecturers lay with 

the emperor (HIRAOKA Jokai 1981:367-371). Those priests specializing in the 
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Esotericism of the Shingon or Tendai disciplines therefore had to either study 

the doctrines of the Six Nara Schools and compete with Nara experts for 

appointments or have the state grant them exceptions.63 

Six Nara Schools: Yuimae (Lecture on the Vimalakirti Sidra) at Kofukuji 

Misaie at the imperial palace 

Saishoe (Lecture on the Golden Light Siitra) at Yakushiji, Nara 

(established 859) 

In the latter half of the Heian period, however, Dharma Emperors established 

additional services over which priests with expertise in the disciplines of the 

Shingon and Tendai Schools might preside and thereby become eligible for 

appointment to the Sogo. Such services included the following: 

Joint studies of the Six Nara Schools and Tendai Exotericism 

Kyuchu Saishoko (Lecture on the Golden Light in the fifth month) at 

the Imperial Palace (est. 1002) 

Sento Saishoko (Lecture on the Golden Light in the seventh month) 

at the Dharma Emperors' residence halls (est. III3) 

Hokke hakko (Eight-day lecture on the Lotus) at Hoshoji (est. II31) 

Tendai Exotericism 

Daijoe (Lecture on the five divisions of Mahayana sutras) at Hoshoji 

(est. 1078) 

Hokkee (Lecture on the LotusSiitra) at Ensoji (est. 1073) 

Saishoe at Enshuji (est. 1082) 

Shingon Esotericism 

Abhi�eka at Toji (uo4) 

Abhi�eka at Kannon'in Hall, Ninnaji (est. II40) 

Tendai Esotericism 

Abhi�eka at Sonshoji (est. 1104) 

Abhi�eka at Saishoji (est. n22) 

All these services were official ceremonies of the state; that is, they were 

hosted by the emperor and run by the court. These new services provided 

institutional support for the idea that rites performed to ensure the emperor 

long life, to avert natural disasters, and to promote a bountiful harvest could be 

conducted not only by priests of the Six Nara Schools, but also by those versed 

in the exoteric and esoteric disciplines of the Shingon and Tendai Schools. 

They also served as forums in which the representatives of the schools could 

exchange views and encourage study.64 The creation of these services by the 
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Dharma Emperors signaled the transfer from reigning emperors to the Dharma 

Emperors of the power to appoint the principal lecturers or the officiating 

ritual masters at the services tor the state (ENDo Motoo 1994-:34-35; TANAKA 

Fumihide 1988:165; TAIRA Masayuki 1992:4-70 ) . Thus the Dharma Emperor 

had come to embody the authority that acknowledged the "Eight Schools" 

of the exoteric and esoteric disciplines (kenmitsu hasshu) of Nara, Shingon, 

and Tendai as the orthodoxy of the state.65 He now represented the religious 

establishment, which was grounded in the idea that the exoteric and esoteric 

disciplines were to complement one another in the services they rendered to 

the state. 

This consensus on the complementarity of the exoteric and esoteric disci

plines underpinned the relatively loose alliance of major monastic institutions 

that began to emerge in the mid-Heian period as the new structure of the 

Buddhist establishment, a development coterminous with the formation of the 

system of Dharma emperorship. As can be seen from the polemic involving 

Todaiji, Daigoji, and Toji, discussed earlier, this structure of the religious 

establishment, which KuRODA Toshio ( 1975:4-13-4-15 ) has designated kenmitsu 

taisei, "exoteric-esoteric establishment," consisted not of schools (especially 

in the sense of the sectarian organizations of the early modern period) but 

of relatively autonomous monastic institutions that acknowledged the Eight 

Schools as the authentic disciplines of Buddhism. The religious authority of 

the Dharma Emperor, who stood at the summit of the exoteric-esoteric estab

lishment, was crucial to sustaining such unity, tor these powerful monasteries 

often tound that their political as well as economic interests conflicted with 

one another (TAIRA Masayuki 1992:95-97 ) . 

In this sense, the system of official annual services tor priestly promotion 

that developed around the authority of the Dharma Emperor in the late Heian 

and early Kamakura periods can be seen as the institutional embodiment of 

the compatibility of the esoteric and the exoteric disciplines, or the conceptual 

groundwork that made the emergence of the exoteric-esoteric establishment 

possible. The state-sponsored lectures in exoteric disciplines delineated the 

essential Buddhist theories-the ideological backbone for the ideal rule of 

a virtuous sovereign-whereas the esoteric ritual services demonstrated the 

methods through which such principles could be actualized. This explains 

why the exoteric annual services-the two services at the imperial palace 

( Misaie, Kyi!chu Saishoko ), one at the Dharma Emperor's residence hall (Sen to 

Saishoko), one at Yakushiji, Nara (Saishoe), and a fifth at Ensoji (Saishoe)

consisted principally of lectures on the Golden Light Sutra, the scripture that 

portrayed the ideals of the sovereign in the image of the cakravartin. On 

the other hand, the esoteric services consisted of abhi�eka, the ordination 
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that Buddhism had made of the royal coronation, which was symbolic of the 

Buddhist refiguration of the emperor's authority. 

In short, the development of these official annual services of the exoteric 

and esoteric disciplines can be considered an expansion of the combined 

performance of the Mishuh6 and Misaie, the exoteric and esoteric services 

on the Golden Light Sutra celebrated simultaneously at the imperial palace in 

the second week of every new year. These two services remained central for 

all the state-sponsored Buddhist ceremonies, for they provided an opportunity 

for the priests of all the Eight Schools of the exoteric and esoteric disciplines 

to be represented at the palace. 

As discussed earlier, on the evening of the fourteenth day of the first 

month, following the completion of the two services, the participants in the 

Mishuh6 and Misaie met at the emperor's residence hall. There the abbot 

of Toji, who had officiated at the Mishuh6, sprinkled sacred water over the 

emperor to transfer the merit of the cakravartin to him. The abbot also 

gave blessings to the princes and ministers attending the emperor and to 

the priests who were to initiate uchirongi, an additional discussion on the 

sutra in the emperor's private quarters. This discussion was presided over 

by tsugai so, the moderator priest, a responsibility assigned to the abbot of 

Kofukuji ( kofukuji betto).66 It appears that from the mid-Heian period onward, 

there was inserted between the consecration by the abbot of Toji and the 

discussion led by the Abbot of Kofukuji a short ceremony called hasshuso, 

the "Announcement of the Eight Schools," at which the secretary-priest 

( igishi) of the S6g6 recited the list of the names of the priests who were to 

take part in the discussion. For example, the following list was submitted to 

Emperor Goreizei (ro2s-ro68) on the fourteenth day of the first month of 

Tenki 3 (ross). 

Names of the priests engaging in the imperial debate, submitted to His 

Majesty by the Sogo 

Kegon School 

Chohan, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission (dento 

daihosshii) 

Ikai, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Sanron School 

Raien, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Jinne, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Hosso School 

Inhan, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Gensho, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 
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Ritsu School 

Kensho, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Jojitsu School 

Keii, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Kusha School 

Ryozen, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Gyogen, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Shingon School 

Seicho, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Kenju, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Tendai School 

Shiisan, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission 

Eigo, Great Dharma Master of Dharma Transmission67 

The list concludes with the date and the signatures of the priests in the Sogo, 

who ascertained the names of priests representing the Eight Schools for the 

debate. As KAMIKAWA Michio (1991:50) has suggested, despite its brevity and 

simplicity, the hasshiiso ceremony must have been of extreme importance, 

for it provided an official occasion to acknowledge in the emperor's presence 

the schools that represented the orthodoxy of the state. The names of the 

representatives of the Eight Schools were announced to the emperor imme

diately following the esoteric ritual, which, as mentioned, portrayed him as a 

cakravartin. To the emperor, who was now recognized as the ideal Buddhist 

ruler and the model patron of the Sangha, the chosen priests of the Eight 

Schools unfolded the exoteric theories underlining the peace and prosperity of 

a nation ruled by such a sovereign. 

Yet another significant addition to the combined service of the Misaie

Mishuho concerned the relic. The most sacred ritual item in the Mishuho 

was grains of the relic of Buddha preserved at Toji, one of which was gold 

hued, one of the eighty grains Kiikai inherited from Hui-kuo at Ch'ing-lung

ssu in Ch'ang-an in 805. As discussed in the previous chapter, the relic grains, 

identified in the Mishuho as cintamaJ!i (the wish-granting jewel, one of the 

cakravartin's regalia) and with the Buddha Ratnasambhava, were essential to 

bestowing the quality of the cakravartin on the emperor. It was widely claimed 

that these relic grains increased and decreased in number, reflecting the rise and 

fall of the nation's fortunes.68 Therefore the ritual of counting and recording 

the exact number of the grains of the relic ( kankei) at the completion of the 

Mishuho was most important for the state. The earliest surviving record of 

the exact number of grains of the relic dates from the fifteenth day of the first 

month ofTenreki 4 (950 ), when the abbot Kangii (884-972) ofToji performed 
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the counting ritual at the Mantra Chapel and reported to the emperor the 

number of grains contained in the two crystal containers to be, respectively, 

4-,259 and 535.69 These two containers were sealed by the abbot and preserved 

at the archive ( kyozo) of Toji. Whenever the number of grains increased, the 

abbot of Toji distributed ( busho) a small number to the emperor, members 

of the imperial house, and dignitaries of the court who were present at the 

ritual of counting the grains. The earliest example of the distribution of the 

relic grains dates from ro62. From then on, fortunately and conveniently for 

both the clergy and the emperor, the grains of the relic continued to replenish 

themselves, and the ritual of distribution became integral to the Mishuh6, 

performed at the Mantra Chapel in order to mark the successful conclusion of 

the seven-day service.7° 

In turn, it was the emperor who had the power to authorize the abbot of 

Toji to break the seals on the two containers and count and distribute the 

grains. It was also the emperor's responsibility to select from among the most 

distinguished representatives of the aristocracy, clergy, and military, who were 

instrumental in managing the affairs of the state, those who would attend the 

ritual counting and distribution. The dignitaries who received the grains of the 

relic in turn redistributed them to the Sangha as precious donations, which were 

often used to found new monastic institutions or to raise funds for extensive 

repairs of great monasteries.71 Naturally, the ritual accrued a significant political 

implication in which those invited received not only great honor but the official 

recognition of their power and influence from the emperor. As HASHIMOTO 

Hatsuko ( 1986:209 ) has observed, 

The seating order in which the dignitaries were ranked for the ritual of 

distribution directly reflected the power structure of the regime. This explains 

why the emperor's letters of authorization ( bushojo) [to the abbot ofToji to 

engage in counting and distribution] were written on the highest quality 

paper, and why, in size and format, they were identical to the state edicts 

issued by the emperor or the Grand Ministry. 

Viewed as a whole, these concluding rituals of the Misaie and Mishuh6 

demonstrate the mutual reliance of the emperor and the clergy. The Sangha 

legitimized the emperor's authority by characterizing him as the ideal Buddhist 

ruler, the cakravartin, while the emperor affirmed the authenticity of the Eight 

Schools of the exoteric and esoteric disciplines as the religious orthodoxy of the 

state. Yet the most crucial link between the emperor and the clergy-as in the 

cases of the consecration of the emperor and the distribution of the relic-took 

the form of esoteric rituals. This state of affairs suggests that the structure of the 
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sy mbiosis between emperor and clergy, grounded in their mutual understand

ing that the complementary integration of the exoteric and esoteric systems 

formed the Buddhist orthodoxy, was in fact constructed in the language of 

Esoteric Buddhism. However, Esoteric Buddhism in medieval society was not 

the overarching ideological principle integrating within itself all Buddhist and 

other religious traditions, as presumed by KuRODA Toshio (1975:428-432). 
If Esoteric Buddhism were the hegemonic ideology, as Kuroda suggested, 

it would have to have esotericized all medieval religious traditions, or sub

sumed Exoteric Buddhist and Shinto practices within itself as supplementary 

or nonessential elements of its teaching. On the contrary, Esoteric Buddhism 

served as the metalanguage that continued to support Exoteric Buddhism, 

both in its doctrinal studies and its practice of lectures and sutra chanting, as 

a crucial part of the Buddhistic sy mbolization of the emperor and his Shinto 

ritual functions, bearing witness to the continued influence in medieval society 

of Kukai's initial formulation of Esoteric Buddhist discourse. The mediating 

function Esoteric Buddhist language served also suggests that the political and 

religious establishment of medieval society, which Kuroda described as the 

exoteric-esoteric regime, emerged not from the Tendai hongaku philosophy, 

as he postulated, but instead from the manner in which Kukai and the Nara 

monastic establishment forged their alliance. (See the postscript for a further 

critical reappraisal of Kuroda's theory.) 

Conclusion: Kukai and Writing-Toward the Kukai of 
Extra-sectarian History 

The foregoing review of the emperor's coronation abhi�eka, the institutional

ization of the Dharma Emperor, and the establishment as the state orthodoxy 

the Eight Schools of exoteric and esoteric disciplines makes it possible to see 

Kukai's institution of the Mishuho in the imperial palace in 835 as a watershed 

in the displacement of Confucianism by Buddhism as the state's dominant 

ideology. The establishment of the Mishuho was by no means a triumph of the 

Shingon Sect, a victory over other Buddhist sects in the race to win imperial 

favor, as is often suggested by sectarian studies. Neither the Shingon School nor 

the Six Nara Schools of 835 existed as sectarian organizations that would have 

vied with one another institutionally. On the contrary, founded as a companion 

to the Misaie of the Six Nara Schools, the Mishuho can be considered as the 

first step by which Buddhism developed a new discourse effective enough 

to describe and construct in its own language rulership and social order. In 

other words, the Mishuho represented a challenge to the "statecraftist" state 
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of the late Nara and early Heian period, to its Confucian ideology, and to 

its use of the ritsuryo to contain the influence of the Sangha within itself. 

What emerged from Kiikai's prototypical Mishuho is a genealogy of Esoteric 

Buddhist symbols, such as mantra, abhi�eka, cintamal)i, and the relic, which 

were crucial in legitimizing Japanese emperorship and constructing medieval 

social order around it. 

Certainly, this is not to suggest that with the institution of the Mishuho, 

all the subsequent historical developments in the relationship between the 

state and Buddhism were foreordained, nor that Kiikai was aware of all the 

ramifications of introducing Esoteric Buddhism to Japan. The Mishuho itself 

seems to have gone through some significant historical changes, to which the 

arrival from China of additional Esoteric Buddhist transmissions following 

Kiikai's, in both the Shingon and Tendai Schools, must have contributed. 

However, unless it is understood that the Mishuho was originally inseminated 

as an esoteric extension of the Misaie in the ritual system of the imperial 

palace, it is difficult to explain how the general contours of the relationship 

between the state and Buddhism developed in the medieval period, as this 

development was grounded in an ideology that held that the law of kingship 

and that of the Dharma were one. Such an ideology developed in turn along 

a juxtaposition, on the one hand, of the Esoteric Buddhist characterization 

of the emperor, and, on the other, of the complementarity of the exoteric 

and esoteric disciplines. Kiikai's theories of language and ritual, which made it 

possible to graft the esoteric Mishuho on to the exoteric Misaie, were therefore 

instrumental in setting the course for events that transformed the landscape of 

Japanese Buddhist history in the mid- and late Heian periods. 

This positioning of Kiikai in relation to the development of the extra

ritsuryo Buddhist establishment seems to justify the basic approach of this 

study. It has sought to disengage Kiikai from the narrative structure of modern 

sectarian history of the Shingon School, in which Kiikai has always been 

portrayed as an exemplary Heian Buddhist, the founder of the Shingon Sect. 

It has also striven to recontextualize Kiikai in the historical conditions of the 

early Heian intellectual community, guided by three hypotheses. 

First, Kiikai introduced Esoteric Buddhism to Japan at the apogee of the 

ritsuryo state, when the ancient Japanese regime solidified its power by the 

promotion of Confucianism as the ideological orthodoxy of the state and 

through the strict imposition of ritsuryo rules. This timing of events meant 

that the ritsuryo system significantly preconditioned Kiikai's activities at every 

stage of his life-for example, when he was a student of Confucian disciplines 

at the State College; when he was an official representative of Japan on a 

diplomatic mission to China, studying Buddhism for the sake of his nation 
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and, at the end of his career, when he was a high-ranking priest-official in the 

court bureaucracy's Sogo. At the same time, Kiikai seems to have maintained 

throughout his career an opposition to the manner in which Buddhism was 

integrated within the ritsuryo system. His transformation from a cadre of the 

Confucian intelligentsia to an illegal, privately ordained Buddhist mendicant; 

his introduction of a new type of Buddhism from China, an introduction that 

refused to conform to the structure of Buddhist schools that had been allowed 

to exist in Japan; and his bold attempt to reduce the religious authority of the 

emperor to a level below that of the clergy-all these acts are expressive of 

the critical stance at the heart of his writings, a stance resisting the suppressive 

authority structure of the ritsuryo system. 

Second, within the context of ritsuryo society, it was Kiikai's success in 

building an alliance with the Nara Buddhist establishment-rather than found

ing his own "sect"-that made possible the swift dissemination of Esoteric 

Buddhism in the early Heian Buddhist community. The late Nara and early 

Heian courts maintained their policy of restraining monastic institutions' po

litical and economic influence in order to prevent the infiltration of the court 

bureaucracy by Buddhism, a policy symbolized by Emperor Kanmu's transfer 

of the court from Nara to Kyoto in 794 and the simultaneous prohibition 

against the relocation of monasteries and nunneries from Nara to the new 

capital. As a result, long after the transfer was made the center of activity for 

the Buddhist community remained in Nara. Although on the defensive, the 

Buddhist establishment at Nara was searching for new alternatives to rebuild 

its ties with the court in Kyoto when Kiikai returned to Japan in 806 with his 

transmission of Esoteric Buddhism. Despite its apparent heretical tendencies, 

the Nara Buddhist leaders recognized that it had the potential to alter their 

relationship with the court to their advantage. Nara's consequent acceptance 

of Kiikai resulted in the erection in 822 of the Abhi�eka Hall at Todaiji, the 

first architectural structure constructed for the purpose of performing Esoteric 

Buddhist ordinations, and in the induction ofKiikai to the Sogo in 824, a privi

leged appointment hitherto limited to eminent priests of the Nara monasteries. 

The centrality of Kiikai's relations with the Nara establishment for his 

propagation of Esoteric Buddhism necessitates a reassessment of the inten

tionality with which Kiikai engaged in his prolific textual production. The 

Nara Buddhist intelligentsia did not adopt Esotericism overnight. It was rather 

a protracted, often arduous process in which Kiikai was required not only to 

legitimize his new form of Buddhism but to demonstrate its merit for the 

established Buddhist schools. In contrast with his immediate disciples, who 

had already embraced Esotericism and to whom he was able to transmit his 

teaching orally, it was his potential allies within the Nara clergy with whom 
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Kukai had greater reason to communicate in writing-the medium available 

in the public domain. In other words, many of Kukai's major works that are 

recognized today as the essential canon of the Shingon School may well have 

been written principally not tor the circle of Kukai's private disciples, but, 

instead, tor scholar-priests in the Nara Buddhist order, whose collaboration was 

of the highest priority if his dissemination of Esoteric Buddhism was to succeed. 

This observation leads to the third hypothesis of this study: insofar as the 

historical recontextualization of Kukai is concerned, the significance of his 

writing is not that he formulated a set of doctrines or ritual secrets essential 

tor the foundation of an exclusive order, but rather that he constructed an 

Esoteric Buddhist discourse consisting of new language theory and ritual 

system. Because Kukai's general theory of language is based on the working 

of Buddhist ritual language, it provided the Nara Buddhists with the linguistic 

tool they needed to present Buddhism as an alternative discourse to that of 

the Confi.1cian ritsuryo system. The Nara Schools, which developed within 

the ritsuryo system, lacked their own conceptual apparatus to explain what 

language is, how signs form relationships with objects, and how discourse 

constructs the order of society. Kukai's theory not only filled this vacuum in 

the knowledge of the Nara Schools, but provided them with the ritual system in 

which to demonstrate to the state the Buddhist model of how to linguistically 

construct the order of society. With the introduction of Esotericism by Kukai, 

the early Heian Buddhist community began to develop its own discourse to 

explain, in a manner different from that of the orthodox Confucian model, 

such matters as how the emperor should rule the nation, why calamities strike 

societies, and how a nation's peace can be restored. 

In short, Kukai's critical stance against ritsuryo authority, his alliance with 

Nara, and his reintroduction of Buddhism as an alternative language for cre

ating social and political discourse constituted the principal strands tor the 

production of his texts, strands that imparted to Kl"1kai's writing a particular 

historical texture. The sectarian reading of Kukai's texts-a set of doctrinal 

claims, such as the absolute superiority of the esoteric over the exoteric, the 

instantaneity of enlightenment, and the use of mantra and dhararyi purely tor 

spiritual progress-has pictured Kukai's Buddhism as utterly distinct from that 

of the Nara monasteries and from their ritual services performed for the state 

and the emperor, and as a result seems to have fallen short of grasping the 

major impact Kukai's innovative textual production had on the technology of 

writing and discourse formation in early Heian society. 

This conclusion makes it possible to rethink the meaning of medieval legends 

that assert that it was Kukai who invented the native Japanese syllabary-
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that is, to approach the legends as indicative of the influence his introduction 

of mantra, its orthography, and the mantra-based language theory exercised 

on the development of the Japanese writing system. Early Heian Japan was 

on the eve of the birth of the native kana phonetic script. To compose in 

Japanese at that time required the appropriation of Chinese characters for 

their tonal values: the hieroglyphic Chinese characters were used as if they 

were a phonetic alphabet, by bleaching them of their semantic values. The 

Chinese characters used in this way were referred to as man yogana, a term 

derived from the text in which they were typically employed: Collected Waka 

of Myriad Generations (Man'yoshii), compiled circa 759. The orthography of a 

purely phonetic system of kana eventually developed, as the Chinese characters 

were further abbreviated and simplified in order to avoid the diseconomy 

of inscribing complex hieroglyphic letters that were now employed solely as 

tonal signs. 

However, the process of transition from the orthography of the man'yogana 

to the native kana syllabary seems to have been seriously hindered by the 

political climate in late Nara and early Heian society, where the state was 

consolidating its power by advocating things Chinese as the norm, such as 

the Confucian ideology, the ritsuryo legal system, and the production of 

writings in Chinese language. In his edict of 812, which made it mandatory 

that all imperial princes and sons of aristocratic clans aspiring to government 

appointment first receive a Confucian education at the State College, Emperor 

Saga declared: "There is no better means of preparing oneself for governing 

the state or managing a clan than the cultivation of [the art of] writing. In 

order to enable oneself to achieve excellence in one's service to the nation or 

promote the honor of one's family, there is nothing better than lcarning."72 

What he meant by "writing" was, of course, writing in Chinese, the language 

in which official documents of state were composed. For example, Saga held 

numerous celebrations at his court to encourage poetic compositions by his 

courticrs.73 However, these were all Chinese poems (kanshi), and particularly 

those extolling the emperor and his virtuous rule ( oseishi), entailing mastery 

of a rhetorical technique said to be of practical usc for court officials. Saga's 

words just quoted faithfully echo the Confucian philosophy of the rectification 

of names- "Let the ruler be a ruler, the minister be a minister, the father 

be a father, and the son be a son"74-which held that maintaining a precise 

correspondence between signs and their objects is the foundation of society. 

This seems to explain why, in order to both centralize his power and to 

maintain social order, Saga also avidly promoted the compilation of legal 

exegeses that encouraged the implementation of the ritsuryo codes as literally 

as possible. As KAJI Nobuyuki (1984:498) has demonstrated, as a semantic 
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theory the rectification of names is grounded in the hieroglyphism of the 

Chinese script system. "Chinese characters consist of a rich material imagery. 

That is, the writing system presupposes that things exist first to be replicated 

and represented in language, which results in the formation of the Chinese 

characters .... By things, I mean here things in the broadest sense, including 

both material objects and events." 

Each Chinese character contains within itself the raison d'etre for a particular 

object, or the principle that underlies the appropriate relationship between 

that object and other events in the world, which in turn is the meaning of the 

character expressed through, or as, its graphic pattern. The use of Chinese 

characters merely as phonetic letters, stripping them of their meanings, as 

exercised in man 'yogana, was therefore to deprive the hieroglyphic characters 

of their inherent and necessary identities with external objects. The application 

was therefore potentially detrimental to the Confucian state ideology grounded 

on the principle of the rectification of names and also to the state's policy of 

literally enforcing the ritsuryo. It is possible to speculate that the governing 

philosophy of the ritsuryo state in the late Nara and early Heian periods 

suppressed the development of a Japanese phonetic script. It is for this reason, 

it seems, that this period is described by historians ofJapanese literature as the 

"dark age of literature composed in Japanese " (kokufo ankoku jidai) (OKADA 

Mareo: 1984:293). Still, it was also the golden age of literature composed 

in Chinese, an age as mentioned before of keikoku shiso, "statecraftism," in 

which writing was appreciated above all for its practical contribution to the 

management of the state. Under the statecraftist regime, texts written in 

Japanese were thought to have no immediate use in the running of the 

government and were pushed away into the margins of cultural activity, where 

Japanese was employed for purely private purposes, such as writing memos, 

letters, and diaries (KONISHI Jin'ichi 1993:49)?5 

It is therefore by no means coincidental that the decline of statecraftism in 

the mid- and late Heian periods took place at the same time as the popular

ization of the kana syllabary and the dramatic growth of poetic and fictional 

works composed in kana. Under the aegis of Emperor Daigo (r. 885-930), 

the first state-sponsored anthology of Japanese poems ( chokusen wakashu ), 

the Collected Waka of the Old and New (Kokin wakashu), was compiled in 

905?6 The work marked the beginning of a new epoch, in which Japanese 

poetry was officially acknowledged as a literary genre as legitimate as that of 

Chinese poetry (KoNISHI Jin'ichi 1993:50 ). It was also the age that witnessed 

the flourishing of monogatari, the genre of fictional narratives composed in 

kana, as represented by the Tale of Ise ( Ise monogatari) and the Tale of Genji 

( Genji monogatari).77 
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It appears then that the growth in the popularity of writing in Japanese was 
linked to the disintegration of the ritsury6 state. Although modern scholarship 
on the Japanese language has mapped out the process by which the kana 
syllables came to be widely used, it has yet to identity what prompted this 
important development that began at the end of the early Heian period. 
For the native kana scripts to be acknowledged by society and the state as a 
legitimate method of writing, two conditions had to be met. First, a mechanism 
had to be established that made possible the transition from the Chinese 
man'yogana scripts to a Japanese script system. The native scripts developed 
as abbreviated versions of the more complex Chinese characters used for the 
man'ty6gana. However, in the man'yogana, there were a significant number of 
Chinese characters whose tones could have been, and were, appropriated for 
each of the forty-eight Japanese syllables. To complicate the situation further, 
more than one system for pronouncing Chinese characters was adopted in 
ancient Japan, reflecting the dialectic variations of and the diachronic changes 
in spoken Chinese. This meant that before a Japanese script could become 
functional, there had to be established a standard for selecting and adapting 
Chinese characters so that they would most closely approximate the sound 
of the native syllabary. Second, a theoretical basis had to be developed for 
legitimizing writing in the native phonetic script rather than with Chinese 
hieroglyphic characters. This second area has largely escaped the attention of 
contemporary scholarship. Kukai seems to have been deeply involved in both 
developments/8 

One of the milestones for the growth of the kana syllabary is the Iroha poem. 
Prior to the introduction of Western phonetics in the modern era, the most 
common standardization of the Japanese kana syllabary was the Iroha, in which 
the forty-seven syllables of classical Japanese are arranged in a waka poem of 
alternating seven- and five-syllable lines. As Christopher SEELEY (1991:106) has 
pointed out, the Iroha, which originally was one of several mnemonic devices 
invented for the syllabary, proved to be most effective in popularizing the use 
of kana. "In an age when a number of different kana were often employed to 
represent one and the same syllable, there was a clear need for an inventory of 
this type. Orthographic awareness in relation to kana was promoted in part, 
then, by the Iroha)) (p. 107). 

Throughout the medieval period it was widely held that the Iroha poem, 
together with its kana syllabary, was invented by Kukai. The earliest written 
assertions to this effect appear in the works of Oe no Masafusa ( 1041-1111 ), 
Fujiwara no Mototoshi (?-1142), and Tachibana no Tadakane (fl. 1144-1181), 
leading literati of the late Heian court/9 The earliest surviving commentary on 
the Iroha poem is by Kakuban (1095-1143),80 the late Heian Shingon scholar-
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priest of Mount Koya renowned for his pioneering work in creating a systematic 

interpretation of Kukai's doctrinal works.81 Kakuban argued that the poem 

was an expression in the plainest terms possible of the Buddhist doctrine 

of impermanence. His interpretation suggests the origin of the syllabary in 

Buddhist academies. 

I Ro Ha Ni Ho He To 

Chi Ri Nu Ru Wo 

Wa Ka Yo Ta Re So 

Tsu Ne Na Ra Mu 

U Yi No 0 Ku Ya Ma 

Ke Fu Ko E Te 

A Sa Ki Yu Me Mi Shi 

Ye Hi Mo Se Su82 

Although its scent still lingers on 

the form of a flower has scattered away 

For whom will the glory 

of this world remain unchanged? 

Arriving today at the yonder side 

of the deep mountains of evanescent existence 

We shall never allow ourselves to drift away 

intoxicated, in the world of shallow dreams 

Belief in Kukai's authorship of the Iroha poem went unchallenged until the 

late Tokugawa period, when the Kokugaku scholars Tamura Harumi (174-6-

18rr) and Kurokawa Harumura ( 1799-1866) asserted, with their nationalistic, 

anti- Buddhist tone, that there was no textual evidence of the circulation of 

the Iroha poem prior to the reigns of Emperors Hanayama ( r. 984--986) 

and Ichij6 (r. 986-1016 ).83 Modern Japanese language scholars are generally 

skeptical about the notion of Kukai's having created the Iroha poem and the 

kana syllabary. OKADA Marco (1984-:272-284-) has summarized the arguments 

against the proposition as follows. First, waka poems in alternating seven- and 

five-syllable lines, typically known as imayo, seem to have come into existence in 

the mid-Heian period. Second, in the ancient usage ofJapanese, at least until 

the time of Emperor Hanayama in the late tenth century, there was a clear 

distinction between E and Ye, which makes the number of the kana alphabet 

symbols forty-eight, instead of the forty-seven included in the Iroha poem. 

Third, in the earliest surviving kana chart of the Iroha syllabary-a manuscript 

copy of a concordance of the Chinese characters for the Golden Light Sittra 
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(Konkomyo saishookyo ongi), which carries a copying date of 1079-the Iroha 
syllables are written with the Chinese characters in man 'yogana, rather than 
with the native characters. Therefore, the Iroha poem and the kana script may 
well have had separate origins. On the other hand, as Okada himself has pointed 
out, other scholars, though fewer in number, have found sources containing 
textual and linguistic evidence that counters these arguments and supports the 
claim that Kiikai was the author (pp. 274ft� 288 ff). 

The fact that modern scholars have not resolved this question, however, 
should not prohibit students of Kiikai and his language theory from investi
gating the reason t<>r the rise of the legend of Kiikai as creator of the kana 
syllabary, a belief that tor generations governed the way the Japanese viewed 
their writing system. 

Ordinarily, man'yogana is thought of as a unique Japanese invention. This, 
however, may not necessarily be true. Buddhist scriptures in the Chinese canon 
abound with terms, both philosophical concepts and proper nouns, that are 
transliterations of Sanskrit words-pan-jo (Jpn. hannya) tor prajnii, p'u-t'i 

(Jpn. bodai) t<>r bodhi, Shih-chia-wen (Jpn. Shakamon) tor Sakyamuni, Wei
mo-ch'i (Jpn. Yuimakitsu) tor Vimalaklrti, to name a few. Just as occurred 
in man 'yogana, these are instances in which Chinese characters have been 
appropriated for their phonetic values. The most extensive demonstration of 
phoneticism in the Chinese canon is, of course, provided by dhara9ls and 
mantras, which, by definition, were never translated but only transliterated into 
Chinese. Dhara1�ls and mantras in the Chinese canon may well have inspired 
the Japanese invention of man 'yogana, tor they constitute a rich depository of 
Chinese characters stripped of their semantic values. In fact, as TsUKISHIMA 

Hiroshi (1981:38) has indicated, of the 152 man'yogana characters employed in 
the Record of Primordial Affairs (Kojiki), an exemplary man'yogana text on 
Japanese mythology compiled in 712, at least 19 perfectly match the Chinese 
characters used tor dhara9is in the translation in 703 by I -ching of the Golden 

Light Sutra (T 16 #665). 
Nonetheless, throughout the Nara period, dhara1�is circulated almost exclu

sively in Chinese transliterations, and knowledge of the exact correspondence 
between the original Sanskrit scripts and their Chinese counterpart was not 
available (NuMAMOTO Katsuaki 1986:155). This seriously limited the possibility 
of using dhara1�i as a tool for the further phoneticization of Chinese characters. 
Against this historical background, in 8o6 Kiikai brought to Japan a large 
number of scriptural texts written in the Sanskrit Siddham script, together with 
textbooks in Chinese on the Sanskrit script system, phonetic and grammatical 
rules, and concordances of Sanskrit syllables and their Chinese translitera
tions.84 Drawing on these works, Kiikai composed his own textbook on the 
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Sanskrit syllabary, in which he identifies the fifty-nine essential Siddham letters 
with the Chinese characters used to transliterate them.85 Kiikai is also renowned 
for his composition of the first dictionary of Chinese characters, in which he 
often provides the pronunciation of characters by means of notations written 
in man'y6gana.86 Knowledge of the phonetic rules of Sanskrit and those of 
Chinese therefore merged in many of Kiikai's writings. In his commentary 
on a scripture concerning the worship of the Buddha Ekak�ara-u�l)l�acakra, 
he employs man'yogana characters to indicate the pronunciation of Sanskrit 
terms more accurately than the Chinese transliterations in the sutra allowed.87 
For example, sha-men (Jpn. shamon ), a transliteration of the word framana, 

mendicant, is rendered by Kiikai through man'yogana as shi-ra-ma-na. In 
this manner, it became possible to designate through two additional methods 
the tonal values of Sanskrit terms: directly by use of the Siddham script; or 
indirectly with man'yogana. This innovation appears to have been crucial for 
the justification of writing in Japanese rather than in Chinese. Kiikai's invention 
demonstrated that Sanskrit words could often be transliterated with greater 
ease into Japanese than into Chinese and that Chinese characters could be ap
propriated more effectively as phonetic letters in the polysyllabic, phonetically 
oriented environment ofJapanese language than in the monosyllabic, strongly 
hieroglyphic environment of Chinese language. 

Between Kiikai's return from China in 806 and the decision by the Japanese 
court in 894 to end its mission to the T'ang court due to the decline of the 
Chinese dynasty, there were six Japanese priests of the Shingon and Tendai 
Schools who traveled to China to study Esoteric Buddhism. Their names 
and dates of study are as follows: Jogyo, 838 to 839; Engyo, 838 to 839; 

Ennin, 838 to 847; Eun, 842 to 847; Enchin, 853 to 858; Shiiei, 862 to 865. 

In Secret Interpretations of the Works of the Eight Priests (Hakke hishaku), 

the scholar-priest Annen (841?-915?) of the Tendai School wrote that these 
Esoteric Buddhist teachers brought back to Japan a total of 170 scriptures 
in Sanskrit and 37 Sanskrit textbooks (T 55 #2I7TIII3C-II32C). These priests 
followed Kiikai's lead in increasing the Japanese intelligentsia's knowledge of 
the Sanskrit language, syllabary, and phonetic and grammatical rules. 

As NUMAMOTO Katsuaki (1986:156-I6o) has demonstrated, these develop
ments gave rise to the system of adding diacritical marks ( shoten) to the Chinese 
characters in dharal)l to indicate the subtle differences in the original Sanskrit 
sounds that were often blurred in Chinese transliteration. For example, a copy 
of a ritual manual on the worship of the Cintamal)i Avalokitdvara-a text im
ported first by Ennin,88 which was copied in 889 and preserved at Ishiyamadera, 
a major center for the study of Esoteric Buddhism in the province of Omi
carries six types of diacritical signs indicating the following distinctions: ( 1) soft 
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as opposed to hard consonants; (2) semivowels added to other consonants and 

syllables (e.g., r for dharma andy for dhyiina); (3) visarga, namely, the spirant 

sign at an ending for nouns and verbs (e.g., nama�, buddha�); (4) double 

consonants, as in suddha; (5) aspirated consonants (kha, cha,jha, tha, dha, etc.) 

as opposed to nonaspirated consonants ( ka, ca, ja, ta, da, etc.); and ( 6) the 

distinction between r and /, which were often confused in Chinese translit

erations. These diacritical marks indicate a completion of the technological 

innovation in writing that took place in early Heian society, in which Chinese 

characters were deprived of their seemingly sanctified status as the orthography 

for the hegemonic Chinese language. They were now systematically modified 

and transformed into purely phonetic symbols. That is, with Sanskrit phonetics 

as a point of reference, a criterion was established for standardizing the use of 

a wide spectrum of Chinese characters in the kana script. 89 

This new development in the treatment of Chinese characters suggests the 

emergence of a new theory of writing that both challenged the Confucian 

notion of the rectification of names and favored writing with phonetic letters 

over writing with hieroglyphic characters. In Notes on the Secret Treasury, Kiikai 

compares Sanskrit script and Chinese script. 

[Question:] Between Sanskrit script ( bonji) and Chinese script (kanji), which 

is true, which is false? 

[Answer:] Sanskrit script originated in the ever-present principle [i.e., of 

emptiness, the originally nonarising], and Chinese script arose from delusions 

( miizii). Therefore, Sanskrit script is true and Chinese script is false. 

[Question:] Sanskrit script may have arisen from the ever-present principle. 

However, the same script is used by heretical schools in India. These are 

false teachings. On the other hand, Chinese script may have originated in 

delusions, but it is used in Buddhist scriptures, which represent the true 

teaching. How is it possible, then, to identifY Sanskrit script as true and 

Chinese script as false? 

[Answer:] Sanskrit script is formed from the originally pure, untainted prin

ciple. Its use by heretics does not affect this inherent quality. After all, a 

piece of rubbish floating on the sea does not alter the purity of the water. 

By contrast, although Chinese script is used by both non-Buddhists and 

Buddhists, its essentially delusive quality, which can only produce further 

delusions, remains unchanged. Therefore with regard to these two scripts, 

there is a clear distinction between the true and the false. ( KZ 2:26) 

Kiikai's valorization of Sanskrit script over Chinese script derives from his 

theory of the origin of Sanskrit. In his textbook on the Sanskrit syllabary 
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and phonetic system, he asserts that Sanskrit is a naturally formed language, 
rejecting popular assertions by Sanskrit grammarians that it was created by 
Brahma, Siva, or Narayana. Basing his argument on the Mahiivairocana Sittra 

(T r8:roa), Ki.ikai suggests that Sanskrit is not even a creation of the Tathagatas, 
tor it is ever present, regardless of the presence or absence in the world 
of a Buddha or his teaching.90 In fascicle ro of Ten Abiding Stages, Ki.ikai 
repeats his claim that Sanskrit has primacy over the Tathagatas, as all Sanskrit 
syllables are, first and foremost, seed mantras, the source of all mantras and 
Buddhist teachings (KZ r:+o8-+ro). According to Ki.ikai, all Sanskrit syllables 
originate in the syllable A, which as a negative prefix is a semiotic mani
festation of the originally nonarising (Skt. iidyiinutpiida; Jpn. honpusho). All 
other syllables posit themselves as differences from the syllable A, the origin 
of no origin, making the Sanskrit syllabary a semiotic network of emptiness 
(KZ 2:729-730).91 

Ki.ikai also asserts that language is, above all, letters, "which are none other 
than differentiation" ( Skt. vise!a; Jpn. shabetsu ), which is diametrically opposed 
to identity, essence, and constancy.92 A thing is recognized as distinct not 
because of its substance but because of the difference in its pattern from other 
things. Therefore, even voices are letters, in the sense that they are patterns 
inscribed in the air. The syllable A of the originally nonarising is always the letter 
A first, and the Sanskrit syllabary arising from it manifests itself most effectively 
as a network of differentiation, the originally nonarising, or emptiness when it is 
presented as a script system (rather than as a phonic system). To read and write 
Sanskrit letters is to experience the force of emptiness that inheres in them, the 
force that reminds one of the impermanent, illusory, and evanescent nature 
of objects. For ordinary beings yet to be awakened, the objects of the world 
appear autonomous, stable, and real only because of the signifYing practices 
of language that give rise to them by articulating them and assign a particular 
meaning to each of them. 

By contrast, the origin of the Chinese script is understood by Ki.ikai as 
congeneric with Fu-i's invention of the hexagram, that is, the ancient sages' 
expedient to provide people with the means of communication by inventing 
a system of signs that appears to replicate in letters the order of the things of 
the world.93 The hieroglyphism of Chinese script is productive of an illusion in 
which external objects appear to exist independently from language, having 
a substance of their own. From Ki.ikai's point of view, this illusion is the 
semiological precondition of the Chinese ideographic scripts and for the theory 
of the rectification of names, which holds that what language does is to 
put or change labels on external objects and the manner of labeling either 
improve or degenerate the order of things in society and nature. Therefore 
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"the essentially delusive quality of the Chinese script is productive of more 

delusions. "94 

Kukai's theory of signs and writing contained the force that was to legitimize 

phonetic orthography, which in turn was subversive of the statecraftist author

ities and their linguistic foundation in the Confucian theory of the rectification 

of names. The movement to legitimize the act of writing in man 'yogana and, 

fi.1rther, to create the Japanese kana script was homologous with Kukai 's project 

of challenging the hegemony of ritsuryo discourse. To write in man'yogana or 

kana meant to deprive Chinese script of its hieroglyphism and remove what 

Kukai suggested were its delusive tendencies by means of reformulating the 

relationship between signs and their objects, bringing that relationship closer 

to that present in Sanskrit script, the script in which mantras are written. It may 

be recalled that in his language theory, Kukai frequently interpreted mantra 

through the lens of feminine symbols-vidya-rajiil (Queen ofWisdom), the 

mother of all Buddhas; the female warrior bodhisattva Prajiia; and Buddhalo

cana, the eye of the Buddhas, to name a few. In this sense, the semiological 

affinity between mantra and kana may have been linked to the role kana script 

played in legitimizing women's share in the technology of writing and in giving 

rise to the great tradition of feminine literature, developments that coincided 

with the decline of the age of statecraftism in the mid-He ian period. 

The Iroha poem, as an alphabetical table, has customarily been rendered 

not in alternating lines of 7 and 5 syllables but in seven lines in which the first 

six lines contained 7 syllables, and the last line, 5 syllables. 

I Ro Ha Ni Ho He To 

Chi Ri Nu Ru Wo Wa Ka 

Yo Ta Re So Tsu Ne Na 

Ra Mu U Yi No 0 Ku 

Ya Ma Ke fu Ko E Te 

A SaKi Yu Me Mi Shi 

Ye Hi Mo Se Su 

KoMATSU Hideo ( 1979:51-63), who studied earliest examples of the Iroha chart 

in a commentary on the Golden Light Sittra of which the earliest copy dates 

from 1079, discovered that this arrangement of the forty-seven syllables derived 

from the necessity of vocalization tor chanting the poem as part of a Buddhist 

liturgy. The last syllables of each line, when read vertically in the preceding 

table (or horizontally in the vertical form in which classical Japanese is written), 

unveils another, hidden sentence in the Iroha poem: toka nakute shisu,95 "died 

without sin." 
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Although its scent still lingers on 

the form of a flower has scattered away 

For whom will the glory 

of this world remain unchanged? 

Arriving today at the yonder side 

of the deep mountains of evanescent existence 

We shall never allow ourselves to drift away 

intoxicated, in the world of shallow dreams 

Thus those who studied the lroha read the poem in the polyphonic reso

nance of toka nakute shisu. With this paragramatic secret engraved within, the 

lroha poem appears to be a subtle eulogy for Kiikai, who involved himself so 

deeply in the life of the early Heian imperial palace and audaciously attempted 

to tame the power of emperorship with the reins of the Dharma, yet kept 

himself untainted by court politics and retired to the recesses of Mount Koya to 

die in peace. Such indeed was the image ofKiikai that gave rise to the numerous 

medieval legends in which he was transformed into the most popular saint 

of medieval Japan, legends in which his death was believed to be his eternal 

samadhi on Mount Koya, where he awaits the arrival of the Buddha of the 

future Maitreya. 

In this regard, in his/her/their propagation of writing in Japanese, the 

anonymous author( s) of the Iroha poem succeeded in encapsulating in the 

poem's uniqueness the gist of Kiikai's approach to language-the approach 

through which he aimed at transposing the religious philosophy of Buddhist 

emptiness into general theories of writing, text, and ritual practice. The lroha 

poem is at once an alphabetical chart of the phonetic kana script, a Japanese 

poem written in kana, and a liturgical verse or popular song plainly expressing 

the Buddhist theory of the originally nonarising, which rejects as illusory 

the self-presence of things external to language. Analogous in all respects to 

mantra-phoneticism, polysemy, and the primacy of language over the factual

ity of objects-the Iroha poem seems to have crystallized within its forty-seven 

kana letters a challenge that led to the fall of the system of dominance in ancient 

Japanese society, a system grounded in the hieroglyphism of Chinese language, 

the Confucian political ideology, and the enforcement of the ritsuryo according 

to that ideology. 



Postscript 

An ((age)) does not pre-exist the statement which expresses 

it, nor the visibilities which jill it. These are the two essential aspects; on the one 

hand each stratum or historical formation implies a distribution of the visible and 

the articulable which acts upon itself; on the other, from one stratum to the next 

there is a variation in the distribution, because the visibility itself changes in style, 

while the statements themselves change their system. -Gilles Deleuze 

The particular manner in which Kiikai constructed Japanese Esoteric Bud

dhist discourse, as has been examined in the foregoing chapters, makes the 

conclusion of this study immediately relevant to two ongoing debates among 

historians of Japanese Buddhism. One has to do with a growing skepticism 

about the typical textbook depiction of] apanese history, which is in turn largely 

grounded in sectarian historical narratives developed in the early modern 

and modern periods. The other concerns a controversy surrounding Kuroda 

Toshio's kenmitsu theory, a manifestly revisionist reading of]apanese Buddhist 

history, which significantly contributed to debunking the limitations and biases 

inherent in sectarian narratives. 

Problems with the Category of Heian Buddhism 

Heian Buddhism: A JYpology or Periodization? 

In an authoritative multitvolume introduction to Japanese Buddhism edited by 

historian Iyenaga Saburo, SONODA Koyii (1967:175), an expert in early Japanese 

Buddhist history, has delineated Heian Buddhism as follows: 
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In the ninth month of the thirteenth year ofEnryaku [ 794], Emperor Kanmu 

abandoned the construction of a new capital at Nagaoka and moved the 

capital to Ucla in the county of Kuzuno in Yamashiro Province, which became 

Heiankyo [Kyoto]. The transfer of the capital [from Nara] to Heiankyo 

was aimed at breaking free from the obstacles [in Nara] that suffocated 

the ritsuryo political system and at reconstructing the powerful, centralized 

administrative apparatus revolving around the emperor. It also presented an 

opportunity to rescue Buddhism from the stagnation that had continued 

since the Tenpyo years [ 729-749] and to urge the appearance of new forms 

of Buddhism for the Heian period. As expected, in the final years of Emperor 

Kanmu's reign, two new religious leaders, Saicho and Kiikai, emerged. Both 

of them journeyed to China, imported to Japan, respectively, the Tendai and 

Shingon Schools, and purified and regenerated the Buddhist community. 

We call these two schools Heian Buddhism, as distinguished from Nara 

Buddhism, which comprised the Six Schools of Nara. 

The Heian Buddhism as cogently defined by Sonoda is built around three foci. 

First, it consists of the Tendai and Shingon Schools, which are represented 

most typically by Saicho and Kukai, the founders of the two new schools. 

Second, Heian Buddhism of the Tendai and Shingon Schools is posited as 

a reform waged against the corruption of the Six Schools (Sanron, Hosso, 

Kegon, Jojitsu, Kusha, and Ritsu) of Nara Buddhism, which often interfered 

in the court politics of the ancient capital of Nara. Sonoda states: "The de

generation and secularization of Nara Buddhism and the stringent policy of 

controlling Buddhism imposed by the courts of Emperors Konin (r. 770-781) 

and Kanmu ( r. 781-806) set the historical conditions tor the formation ofHeian 

Buddhism" (p. 175-176 ). That is to say, the schools of Nara Buddhism were 

"the primary cause that suffocated the ritsuryo political system" (p. 175), the 

system of government whose strict implementation-at least, ideally-was the 

ideological backbone of the Nara regime. By contrast, the Tendai and Shingon 

Schools are associated by Sonoda with Emperor Kanmu 's policy of separating 

religion and politics, a policy symbolized by his transfer of the court to the new 

capital in Kyoto, which prohibited the "degenerate" monastic institutions in 

Nara from relocating there. 

According to Sonoda, therefore, as soon as the capital was moved away 

from Nara in 794, Nara Buddhism was replaced by Saicho's Tendai and Kiikai's 

Shingon, the new standard of Buddhism in the Heian period, which pushed 

the Nara Schools to the backstage of history and made them things of the past. 

This is the argument that constitutes the third focus of Sonoda's definition, 

on which the first and second foci are in fact based. That is, Heian Buddhism 
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is not merely a classification for a particular type of Japanese Buddhism but 

a category representing a historical period. Sonoda's argument appears to 

be that the typological change in the Buddhist establishment (i.e., the new 

dominance established by Shingon and Tendai) directly corresponds to, or 

is perhaps even the natural outcome of� the change in political authority. In 

other words, Japanese Buddhist history can be divided into separate periods 

by means of the periodization used in political history. Thus Heian Buddhism, 

comprising the Tendai and Shingon Schools, was, according to Sonoda, a 

form of Buddhism that flourished under the aegis of the Heian court and 

maintained its dominance during the historical period of Heian, which be

gan with Kanmu's transfer of the capital to Kyoto in 794- and ended when 

Minamoto no Yoritomo established the Kamakura shogunate in II92. By the 

same logic, with the displacement of the aristocratic regime by the warrior class 

in II92, Heian Buddhism became passe, became the "Old Buddhism" (kyit 

bukkyo), and was replaced by the reform movement, the "New Buddhism" 

(shin bukkyo), of the Jodo, Zen, and Nichiren Schools (pp. 24-1-256 ). In this 

manner, Sonoda's paradigm also confines the age of Esoteric Buddhism to 

the tour centuries of the He ian period: by and large, Esoteric Buddhism lost 

its relevance to Japanese Buddhist history upon the collapse of the Heian 

aristocratic regime in II92. 

In introductory texts on Japanese Buddhist history, both in Japanese and 

English, this view has remained the standard interpretation of the way Bud

dhism developed in the Heian period.1 It is hoped that the observations this 

study has presented on key historical events within the Buddhist monastic com

munity in the early Heian period and their consequences have problematized 

the conventional wisdom in understanding the Buddhism of Heian society. 

These observations suggest that the three focal points of Sonoda's argument, 

which provided the foundation tor validating Heian Buddhism as a typological 

and periodizing category, have no obvious foundation in historical facts but 

rather are, as will be examined later, untested assumptions underlying the 

modern construction of Japanese Buddhist history carried out by Meiji and 

post-Meiji Buddhological scholars. 

First, as discussed in detail in the first section of chapter r, the Buddhism of 

early Heian society consisted not solely, or even primarily, of Shingon and 

Tendai. Although the court maintained its policy of strictly checking the 

clergy's interference in state politics, it nevertheless continued its patronage 

of the major monasteries in Nara and promoted their religious activities. As a 

result, the Nara clergy enjoyed prosperity far greater than they had experienced 

in the late Nara period, in terms of both their scholarly activities and the 

ritual functions they performed tor the state. Indeed, the development of 
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"Nara Buddhism" reached its apex in the early Heian period. On the other 

hand, the new monasteries of the Shingon and Tendai Schools founded by 

Kiikai and Saicho at Toji, Mount Takao, Mount Hiei, and Mount Koya 

occupied only a marginal place in the Buddhist community, as they remained 

dwarfed by the powerful monastic institutions of Nara, both politically and 

economically. The Shingon and Tendai Schools did establish themselves as the 

religious mainstream in the mid- and late Heian periods, thanks to greater 

integration of Esoteric Buddhist rituals within the core of ceremonies at the 

imperial palace. By then, however, Todaiji, Kofukuji, and many other Nara 

monasteries had already incorporated Shingon Buddhism within their own 

training regimen, which had previously comprised the study of the Six Schools; 

and they succeeded in exercising far greater power than they did in earlier 

periods by producing eminent experts in performing esoteric rituals for the 

state from within the ranks of their own scholar-priests. 

Second, as has been studied in the second and third sections of chapter 9, 

the manner in which the Shingon and Tendai Schools grew into hegemonic 

religious institutions suggests that these schools did not represent a reform of 

Nara Buddhism, which Sonoda described as disruptive of the ritsuryo state. 

These two schools gained power not because they gave their cooperation to 

the state in preserving Emperor Kanmu's policy of centralizing the power of 

the state and upholding the ritsuryo system. On the contrary, priests of the 

two schools were instrumental in establishing a new type of monasteries that 

were exempted from the controls and restrictions imposed by the ritsuryo. 

They accomplished this often by recruiting novices from powerful aristocratic 

clans, preferentially promoting them through the ecclesiastic ranks because of 

merit the influence of their family would bring to monasteries, and performing 

esoteric rituals for the sake of promoting the prosperity of these clans. In 

return, the monasteries received political protection and the donation of private 

manors from the aristocratic clans. In this way, they succeeded in creating a 

system of patronage that completely bypassed the official legal channels of 

the state, which not only reflected the general historical change in which the 

emperor lost his actual political power and the Fujiwara clan dominated court 

politics but also contributed to the disintegration of the ritsuryo system. 

Third, throughout the four centuries of the Heian period, Japanese Bud

dhism as a religious institution not only grew dramatically in size but went 

through a radical structural change. Probably the most salient sign of such a 

change was Buddhism's replacement of Confucianism as the ideology of the 

state. The early Heian period, in which the Sangha functioned largely within 

the framework of the dominantly Confucian ritsuryo state, meant an utterly 

different historical environment for Buddhism from those of the mid- and 
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late Heian periods, in which the Sangha led by the Dharma Emperor (hoo) 

played the pivotal role in legitimizing the authority of the Japanese emperor 

and in constructing the social order through its Buddhistic discourse. fu for 

periodizing Japanese Buddhist history, the division between the early Heian 

period of the ritsuryo state and the mid- and late Heian periods of the extra

ritsuryo establishment appears far more significant than Kanmu's transfer of 

the capital in 794, which Sonoda and other textbook authors have chosen as 

the landmark for their creation of the division between Nara Buddhism and 

Heian Buddhism. 

In short, the Buddhism of the four centuries of the Heian period cannot 

be reduced to a uniform category, as has repeatedly been done by modern 

Buddhological historians by using the term Heian Buddhism. It was rather an 

aggregate of diverse, often mutually contradictory factors in which continuity 

and contrast with the Buddhism of the Nara period were simultaneously 

manifest . .A5 a concept, Heian Buddhism is bankrupt both as a classification of a 

particular form of Buddhism and as a periodization that designates a historical 

age in which such a form of Buddhism prospered. 

This new paradigm demands a reassessment of the historical significance of 

Kiikai and of Saicho. It seems obvious now that neither Kiikai nor Saicho can 

be singled out as representative of the Buddhism of the Heian period, Heian 

culture, or Heian society, in its entirety. To begin with, Saicho and Kiikai 

already had begun their Buddhist careers before the close of the Nara period.2 

They should therefore be properly designated late Nara-early Heian Buddhists, 

rather than Heian Buddhists, and certainly not exemplary Heian Buddhists. 

Nor does it make much sense to understand these teachers, who lived in 

the age of transition between the Nara and Heian periods, as two founding 

fathers ofHeian Buddhism whose importance for history was matched, or even 

homologous, just because of their alleged works of establishing the Shingon 

and Tendai "sects." One must not forget that Shingon and Tendai came into 

being in significantly different way s and that neither represented the religious 

mainstream within the Sangha of their day. True, the importance of Kiikai 

and Saicho hinges largely on their introduction of new forms of Buddhism; 

however, the strategies they adopted to propagate their own schools were 

diametrically opposed. Saicho eventually chose isolationism, divorcing Tendai 

from the institutional framework of the Buddhist establishment of Nara and 

searching for constituencies tor his new order. Kiikai, on the contrary, worked 

to integrate Shingon within the Buddhist establishment in order to make it 

possible for him to represent the Sangha and negotiate for it a greater influence 

in its dealings with the state. It is in light of the sharply contrasting manner 

through which they introduced their schools and of the historical repercussions 
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of these initial developments that the importance of Kiikai and Saicho has to 

be reassessed. 

Heian Buddhism and Kamakura Buddhism: A Comparison 

It� as discussed, the modern textbook construct of Heian Buddhism can

not describe properly the historical conditions under which Kiikai's career 

developed, what alternative context should be provided to illustrate Kiikai 

and his success in constructing Esoteric Buddhism as a legitimate category 

in Japanese Buddhist history? To solve this problem, it is helpful to review 

the development of scholarship on Kamakura Buddhism, an academic field far 

more developed than that ofHeian Buddhism. In his reevaluation of medieval 

Japanese Buddhism, SA To Hiroo (1991 ) has summarized the evolution of the 

study of Kamakura Buddhism in the postwar period as taking place in the 

following three stages. 

First, until the mid-196os, historians of Japanese Buddhism understood 

Kamakura Buddhism as consisting of the Buddhist schools founded during 

the Kamakura period ( I192-1333 ) by reformers, such as Honen ( II33-1212 ), 

Shinran ( II73-1262 ), Eisai ( II41-1215 ), Dagen ( 1200-II53 ), and Nichiren ( 1222-

1282 ) , who were said to have founded, respectively, the Jodo and Jodo shin 

Schools of Pure Land Buddhism, the Rinzai and Soto Schools of Zen, and 

the Nichiren School. According to this still widely espoused interpretation, 

particularly common in introductory texts on the subject, the New Buddhism 

(shin bukkyo) of the Kamakura period represented by these schools is rigorously 

separated from the Old Buddhism (kyu bukkyo), or the Buddhism of antiquity, 

which consisted of the eight classical schools, namely, the six exoteric schools of 

Nara (Sanron, Hosso, Kegon, Ritsu, Jojitsu, and Kusha) and the two schools of 

Heian (Tendai and Shingon), which introduced Esoteric Buddhism to Japan. 

In this manner, the new Buddhist Schools of Kamakura are identified as the 

mainstream Buddhism of medieval Japan. 

Needless to say, this approach to Kamakura Buddhism is congeneric to 

that of textbook Heian Buddhism. As demonstrated most plainly by the 1957 

Study of the History of Kamakura Buddhism ( Kamakura bukkyoshi no kenkyu) 

by AKAMATSU Toshihide and the 1962 essay "Formation of the Medieval 

Religions" (Chiisei shiikyo no seiritsu) by FUJII Manabu (1962:203-210 ) , it 

is an interpretation that treats the shift of political authority from the Heian 

court to the shogunate in Kamakura in n92 as a critical watershed in Buddhist 

history, the sociopolitical transformation that, according to these authors, 

caused the decline of the Old Buddhism and the rise to eminence of the New 

Buddhism. They also have sought to explain the rise of New Buddhist schools 

in medieval Japan in comparison with the Reformation in medieval Europe, 
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pointing to the new schools' attitude of exclusion toward Buddhist practices 

other than their own, their populist proselytizing strategy, and their manifestly 

sectarian institutions. Some scholars have even referred to the character of 

New Buddhism as monotheistic (isshinkyoteki).3 For Akamatsu, Fujii, and 

other scholars who have taken this stand, Kamakura Buddhism began at the 

moment at which Honen, Eisai, Shinran, and other types of early Kamakura 

teachers founded their schools. The study of these founders' lives and thoughts 

accordingly becomes the central task tor understanding Kamakura Buddhism 

as a whole. 

The late 1960s witnessed the rise of the second approach to the study 

of Kamakura Buddhism, as scholars urged that the contours of Kamakura 

Buddhism be redrawn because the reform movements were not limited in New 

Buddhism but in fact widespread in Old Buddhism. In his pioneering research 

on the old schools during the Kamakura period, ISHIDA Yoshito (1967:292-

353) argued that the renaissance in the studies of doctrine and precepts in 

the Nara Schools, Tendai, and Shingon cannot be understood as a reaction 

to the rise of the new schools but, rather, as internal developments within 

the old schools, developments that had begun the late Heian period. IMAI 

Masaharu (1975:24--27) and 6suMI Kazuo (1975:230-232), though working 

independently, developed a similar, effective method as they refined Ishida's 

argument further. They divided the Kamakura period into several historical 

stages and demonstrated that at each stage, the representatives of both New 

and Old Buddhism strove to formulate their thoughts as a means of resolving 

identical sociohistorical issues. It was through these effort that reformers 

within Old Buddhism, such as Jokei (rr55-1213), Koben (also known as Myoe, 

1273-1232 ), and Eizon ( 1201-1290 ), became as important as Honen, Shinran, 

or Dogen. Following this lead, TAKAGI Yutaka's 1982 Study of Kamakura 

Buddhist History ( Kamakura bukkyoshi kenkyu ), a comprehensive review of 

principal Kamakura-period Buddhist figures, their philosophies, and their social 

and political implications, attached an equal weight to the descriptions of 

progressive movements in both New and Old Buddhism. Takagi's work made 

it clear that Kamakura Buddhism could no longer be viewed as consisting solely 

of New Buddhism.4 

However, perhaps the most radical reevaluation ofKamakura Buddhism be

gan in the third stage of study, with KuRODA Toshio's 1975 State and Religion 

in Medieval Japan ( Nihon chusei no kokka to shukyo). Kuroda represents a breed 

of medieval historians whose primary interests rest not on Buddhist doctrines 

but on monastic institutions, and especially their economic foundations

scholars such as Ishimoda Tadashi, Abe Takeshi, and Amino Yoshihiko, to 

name a few. The innovation of Kuroda's seminal study lies in his critical 
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redrawing of the categories of medieval Japanese Buddhist schools, a redrawing 

he accomplished by applying information widely available to institutional his

torians. He contended that the most prominent monasteries of the Kamakura 

period all belonged to Old Buddhism, and those monasteries continued to be 

the wealthiest landholders, while their political thought continued to supply 

the ruling ideology for the shogunate in Kamakura, whose military rule was 

legitimized by the emperor and his court. Old Buddhism must therefore be 

considered as the religious mainstream of the Kamakura period. 

Kuroda's argument seriously challenged the validity of the very idea of 

Kamakura New Buddhism, both as a paradigm and as a historical entity. 

According to Kuroda, despite the change in regime from Heian court to 

Kamakura shogunate, the schools of Old Buddhism remained throughout 

the Kamakura period the religious orthodoxy endorsed by the state. Kuroda 

also underscored in his work the fact that the religious establishment of Old 

Buddhism had come into existence by the mid-Heian period and continued 

its dominance until the Muromachi period (1333-1600 ). The disintegration 

of the Ashikaga shogunate subsequently brought on the age of the warring 

states (Sengoku jidai), and in the ensuring social upheaval the institutional 

foundation of the monastic centers of the Old Buddhist establishment was 

destroyed. Thus, clearly, Old Buddhism, consisting of the amalgamation of 

the six exoteric schools ofNara Buddhism and the esoteric schools of Shingon 

and Tendai, was not at all passe in the Kamakura period. Kuroda proposed the 

new term kenmitsu bukkyo, "Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism," for this dominant 

form of religion, and another neologism, kenmitsu taisei, "exoteric-esoteric 

establishment," for the institutional structure through which kenmitsu bukkyo 

maintained its hegemony politically, economically, and socially. 

Kuroda selected the term kenmitsu to point out that at the core of what 

was referred to as Old Buddhism were the monasteries that all recognized 

as orthodoxy the combined study of both exoteric and esoteric disciplines. 

Although the terms kenmitsu bukkyo (Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism), kenmitsu 

shugi (Exoteric-Esotericism ), and kenmitsu taisei (exoteric-esoteric regime) are 

Kuroda's own creations, 5 the term kenmitsu (exoteric-esoteric) itself figures 

prominently in primary sources. Citing such usages from medieval docu

ments as kenmitsu shoji (monasteries of Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism), ken

mitsu soshu (combined study and practice of exoteric-esoteric disciplines), and 

kenmitsu gakusho (the scholar-priests of exoteric-esoteric schools), Kuroda 

emphasized that the "term kenmitsu was a concept that existed as a historical 

fact" (1994:291). In other words, the idea that Exoteric Teaching (kengyo) and 

Esoteric Teaching ( mikkyo) together constituted the religious orthodoxy of the 

age was already prevalent in medieval Buddhist discourse and did not originate 
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with Kuroda (1994-:291, 3II-312). Thus he redefined medieval Japanese reli

gious history as the periods during which the exoteric-esoteric establishment 

held hegemony. In an essay written in 1977, Kuroda summarized his point 

as follows: 

To believe that the rise of the New Buddhism in the Kamakura period 

dramatically changed the Japanese religious scene and caused the demise of 

the Old Buddhism is merely an illusion produced by the one-dimensional, 

naively simplistic views disseminated by school textbooks. Anyone who has 

delved into medieval historical documents is aware that the existing sources 

on medieval religions concern almost exclusively the temples and shrines of 

the exoteric-esoteric system, which were issued by the court, the shogunate, 

or by these religious institutions. This makes it clear how trivial and limited 

was the influence of"New Buddhism" and how vast and ubiquitous was that 

of the "Old Buddhism." The dominance of Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism was 

a reality due to not only the sheer number of temples, and branch temples, 

priests and nuns, and temple domains, but also because of the influence of 

Buddhism on chronicles, historiographies, poems, and other literary texts, in 

the annual festivals of the common people, and in other aspects of medieval 

culture .... The natural outcome of these observations is that Exoteric

Esoteric Buddhism was closely linked to the authority of the state and had 

been a part of its system of rule. A knowledge of Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism 

is necessary to understand the structure of the medieval Japanese state and 

the political ideologies of the court and the shogunate. (1977:177-178) 

Initially, the arguments of Kuroda, who began his career as an institutional 

historian specializing in medieval land ownership, were received rather poorly 

by historians of Buddhism and Japanese religion. However, in recent years 

medievalists have shown a growing interest in Kuroda's theory of an exoteric

esoteric regime, a development that has made him perhaps the most influential 

thinker in leading the reevaluation ofKamakura Buddhism. The most obvious 

reason for his theory's attractiveness is that it immediately made the princi

pal issues within Kamakura Buddhism relevant to other fields of Kamakura 

history-political economy, gender and class distinctions, literature and art, 

and science and technology, to name a few. 

Kuroda's treatment of Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism as the dominant form 

of medieval Japanese religion also provided a new perspective from which to 

approach developments in Kamakura Buddhism that formed a continuum with 

those in the Buddhism of the Heian, Muromachi, and Tokugawa periods-a 

historical long view that challenged the hitherto normative method of study 
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followed by Buddhist historians who treated Heian Buddhism, Kamakura 

Buddhism, and Tokugawa Buddhism as if they were separate, autonomous 

units. Following the publication ofKuroda's works, FUJII Manabu (1975:154), 

originally a proponent of the textbook versions of Kamakura Buddhism, for 

example, revised his thinking and wrote: "The inception of the Nichiren 

School, the Jodo shin School, and other [schools ofKamakura New Buddhism] 

as church organizations cannot be traced back earlier than the Sengoku [i.e., 

Muromachi, 1336-16oo] period. They thus would be considered more appro

priately as products of 'Sengoku Buddhism.' " 

In this manner, Kuroda's thesis stirred new interest in the study of the 

Old Buddhist schools in the Kamakura period-not only of their reformers 

but of their stereotypical, mundane character, training regimen, ritual services, 

monastic management, economic foundations, and so forth-and urged an 

extensive reevaluation of the significance in history of the founders ofKamakura 

New Buddhism, as well as of their relationship to the old schools. In 1988, the 

CHOSE I Jiinshi Kenkyiikai, (Association for the Study of Medieval Monastic 

History), a study group consisting of scholars who found in Kuroda their 

source of inspiration, published a two-volume anthology of studies by twenty

five of its members. Recent monograph publications building on Kuroda's 

research include SATo Hiroo's (1987) survey of Buddhism's involvement in 

medieval Japanese statecraft, which, among other things, illustrated the reli

gious role of emperors of the late He ian period and of the Kamakura shogun in 

maintaining the exoteric-esoteric regime; TAIRA Masayuki's (1992) rethinking 

of the founders of the Kamakura Pure Land schools, which departed from 

past studies in considering them not in the context of sectarian genealogical 

history but as leaders who, standing at the margins of society, rebelled against 

the religious orthodoxy at its center; and OISHIO Chihiro's (1995) rewriting 

of the history of the Nara Buddhist schools, which demonstrated that the 

regenerative processes taking place within these schools spanned the early 

Heian to late Muromachi periods, therefore transcending the divisions of 

history conventionally employed by Japanese Buddhologists. These works have 

secured the acceptance of Japanese medievalists for Kuroda's concept of the 

exoteric-esoteric regime.6 

This is not to say that Kuroda's theory is without flaws, as will be discussed 

later in relation to the general strategy I believe should be taken in reevaluating 

Kukai. However, of all the alternative theories formulated and applied to 

Japanese Buddhist history, Kuroda's appears to have provided the most effec

tive conceptual apparatus currently available for identifYing the shortcomings 

of the modern approach to the Buddhism of the Heian period, especially the 

introduction and development of Esoteric Buddhism during that period. 
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Reading History Backward: Tokugawa and Meiji Sectarianism 

The foregoing review has made plain that scholarship on Kamakura Buddhism 

evolved as a process through which it gradually extricated itself from the text

book paradigm, which has identified the schools ofKamakura New Buddhism 

as the religious orthodoxy of medieval Japanese society. By contrast, the field 

of Heian Buddhism is still dominated by studies of Ki.ikai, Saicho, and the 

Shingon and Tendai Schools, the great majority of which have been produced 

by sectarian scholars of the present-day Shingon and Tendai sects. Thus, the 

field remains bound by the textbook paradigm in which knowledge of Heian 

New Buddhism and its founders is considered to be sufficient in explaining 

the essential nature of the Buddhism of the Heian period. Studies on the 

Nara Schools during the Heian period are not only limited in number but 

have been carried out largely on the basis of the same paradigm . Worse, these 

studies frequently base themselves on historical documents on the Nara Schools 

produced and preserved in the Tendai and Shingon traditions. The result is a 

rather uncritical treatment of the subject as representing Heian Old Buddhism, 

that is, as-or more appropriately perhaps, as if it were-an obsolescent form 

of the religion, which was superseded by the New Buddhism of the Shingon 

and Tendai Schools. 

TAIRA Masayuki (1992:13-20) points out that the categories of New Bud

dhism and Old Buddhism, which have now entrenched themselves in modern 

Buddhological discourse, originate in fact in "sectarian history" (shuhashi)

a type of historical discourse developed by those Buddhist schools that grew 

into full-fledged sectarian organizations during the Tokugawa period (r6oo

r868). The narrative of sectarian history consists principally of hagiographies 

of sect founders and patriarchs, Dharma lineages of subschools within sects, 

and the foundation and growth of sect headquarter monasteries and their 

branch temples. Taira, however, maintains that sectarian history provides only 

a perverted view ofKamakura Buddhist history, because it arbitrarily highlights 

historical events crucial to schools that happened to have succeeded in establish

ing themselves as major sects under the rule of the Tokugawa shogunate. That 

is, the distinction between Kamakura New Buddhism and Old Buddhism was 

not grounded in the historical conditions of the Kamakura period but resulted 

from the manner in which schools-turned-sects of the Tokugawa period created 

their own history to legitimize their social status. Taira explains: 

We all know Shinran as the founder of the Jodo shin School. But on what 

grounds is he the founder of the Shin School? As his statement "I do not 

have even a single disciple" indicates, it is well known that Shinran himself 
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did not intend to create a church organization. True, he did use the terms 

Shin School (shinshii) and Jodo shin School (jodo shinshii). However, such 

words also occurred in the writings of the Chinzei branch of the Jodo School, 

the Seizan branch, and the Ji School to refer to themselves. There are even 

cases in which the word shinshii was used by the Shingon, Hosso, Kegon, 

and Zen Schools to describe themselves. Thus, in Shinran's day, the word 

Shin School was used by both New Buddhism and Old Buddhism to refer to 

the "true teaching" or "true Buddha Dharma." . .. 

The same is true for Nichiren, who identified his goal as the restoration 

of the Tendai School. In that sense, he must obviously be counted as 

one of the reformers of Old Buddhism. However, Nichiren is included in 

New Buddhism because those who regarded him as the progenitor of their 

tradition succeeded in forming an independent sect [from the Tendai Sect] 

during the Tokugawa period. (p. 19) 

Taira's point can be applied to other major figures ofKamakura Buddhism. For 

example, as illustrated by IMAI Masaharu (1975) the Buddhism oflppen (1239-

1289) is a composite ofTendai philosophy, Pure Land Buddhism, and Esoteric 

Buddhism. However, under the Tokugawa regime, precisely because the school 

of his followers, the Ji School, was integrated into the J odo Sect, lppen has 

been viewed as a representative of the New Buddhism ( OSUMI Kazuo 1975 ) . On 

the other hand, the Hosso reformer Jokei (II55-1213) vehemently rejected the 

traditional Yogacara stand and upheld the theory of the original enlightenment 

of all beings. Furthermore, just as Shinran did, Jokei proclaimed that being 

evil could give rise to a genuine faith in salvation among practitioners? Should 

he not, then, be grouped among the New Buddhists? In short, once these 

Kamakura Buddhists are viewed as what they were and not through the lens of 

the sectarian developments of later ages, especially the Tokugawa period, the 

classifications of New and Old Buddhism do not hold up.8 

Modern Japanese Buddhology, heir to the Western positivist bibliograph

ical-historical tradition, purged legends and myths from sectarian history. As 

Taira's analysis has revealed, however, the distinction between New Buddhism 

and Old Buddhism that underlies the current academic view of Kamakura 

Buddhism is a result of modern Buddhology's rather uncritical adaptation of 

the particular reading ofJapanese Buddhist history given in sectarian historical 

narratives. 

Taira's critique is applicable not only to Kamakura Buddhism but to other 

areas of Japanese Buddhist history as well. KuRODA Toshio (1994:294-295) 

points out in his reply to the opponents of his theory of the exoteric-esoteric 

regime that all the major pioneering works of modern Buddhology on Japanese 
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Buddhist history-beginning with Murakami Seisen's 1889 Essays on Japanese 

Buddhist History (Nihon bukkyoshiko), Shimaji Daito's 1932 History of Japanese 

Buddhist Doctrines ( Nihon bukkyo kyogakushi), Tsuji Zennosuke's 194-4--1955 

History of Japanese Buddhism ( Nihon Bukkyoshi) in ten volumes, and Ui 

Hakuju's 1951 Survey of Japanese Buddhist History (Nihon bukkyo gaishi)

adhere to a rather simple skeletal structure in their narratives that can be 

schematized as follows. 

Pre-Nara Development 

Prince Shotoku (573-621) and the introduction of Buddhism to Japan 

Nara Period (710-794) 

Six Nara Schools (Sanron, Hosso, Kegon, Jojitsu, Kusha, and Ritsu) 

Heian Period (794-II92) 

Tendai School and the Shingon School 

Kamakura Period ( II92-1336) 

Kamakura New Buddhism: Jodo School, Jodo shin School, Ji School, 

Rinzai School, Soto School, Nichiren School 

Restoration of the Old Buddhism 

Muramachi Period ( 1333-1600) 

Persecution of Buddhist schools by Nobunaga, Hideyoshi, and other 

warlords 

Religious rebellions and the decline of doctrinal studies 

Tokugawa Period (1600-1868) 

Institutionalization of Buddhist schools under the jidan system 

Restoration and standardization of sectarian doctrines 

The narrative structure as such gives the reader the impression that the ma

jor sects of Buddhism, which had all been established by the end of the 

Kamakura period, survived the turmoil of the Muromachi period and were 

"recognized and preserved by the Tokugawa shogunate, which placed them 

under the supervision of its Magistrate of Shrines and Temples (jisha bugyo)." 

However, Kuroda continues, such a reading is only an illusion because, in 

reality, "only those schools that pledged allegiance to the authority of the 

shogunate received the official sanction of the state, and all other schools and 

religions were prohibited and persecuted as heresies" (1994:321). To illustrate 

the shogunate's control over Buddhism, Kuroda describes the temple-patron 

system (jidan seido ), in which, as a means of proving that their faith was not 

Christianity, a religion banned by the shogunate, all households in the nation 

were forced to register as patrons of local temples that, in turn, had to belong 

to one of the recognized schools. This made it impossible for priests and nuns 
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to practice, as medieval clerics often did, the combined study (kengaku) of 

diftcrent Buddhist schools. The temples within each school were ranked and 

organized in hierarchical order that started with the headquarters monastery 

(honzan ), which managed the school's main temples (honji); proceeded next 

to the secondary temples ( naka honji); followed with the branch temples 

( matsuji); and continued on down. In this manner, the Buddhist schools (shit) 

sanctioned by the state were transformed into centralized sects (shuha). With 

the growth of such sectarian organizations, the shogunate encouraged each 

school to engage in doctrinal studies that would standardize its teaching, that 

is, to establish interpretations acceptable to the state as orthodoxy and eliminate 

others within the schools as heretical.9 

As a part of the effort to legitimize such a new order of Buddhist orthodoxy, 

these schools developed their own sectarian histories in a particular manner that 

made it possible for them to blur the fact that they had become sects only in 

the recent past. 

Throughout Japanese Buddhist history, the idea for shit (school) continued 

to change from one historical age to another. There is a significant difference 

between the term shit as it is used to refer to the ancient Six Nara Schools, 

medieval Shingon and Tendai Schools, and Kamakura New Buddhism. Our 

current use of shit to mean sects dates only from the Tokugawa period. 

This is the idea that enabled each sect to go back through history to set its 

fountainhead in antiquity or in medieval times by isolating particular Dharma 

lineages [from among diverse lineages of successive masters and disciples 

from diverse schools]. (KuRODA Toshio I97TJ84-I85, emphasis in original) 

In other words, sectarian histories project into the past claims of orthodoxy 

grounded in the sects' alliance with the shogunate. For example, although 

biographies ofKiikai began to emerge shortly following his death in 835, these 

early hagiographies describe him as just one of many eminent priests of antiq

uity. As MATsuo Kenji (1988b:290-291) has pointed out, biographies written 

with the clear intention of describing the establishment of the Shingon School 

as Kukai's original goal appeared only in the thirteenth century, principally in 

reaction to the biographies ofHonen, Shinran, Nichiren and other "founders" 

of the new schools of the Kamakura period. Yet the Shingon School of the 

time was a loose affiliation of monasteries, in which Shingon was one of several 

disciplines practiced. The Shingon Schools at these monasteries were connected 

through diverse master-disciple lineages, some based on doctrinal studies, 

others on ritual training, and yet others on the transmission of meditative 
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secrets. The resultant primary-branch relationship between monasteries had 

no hierarchical structure and was fluid, to say the least. 

This image of the medieval Shingon School was already lost in the Spring 

and Autumn Annals of Mount Koya ( Koya shunju hennen shuroku ), a compre

hensive historiography compiled in r694- by the priest Kaiei (r64-2-r727), who at 

that time was Inspector (kengyo) of Mount Koya. He prepared the historiogra

phy when the direct intervention of the Tokugawa shogunate ended a perennial 

factional strife on the mountain, discord that had resulted from rivalry between 

conservative scholar-priests (gakuryo) and meditation practitioners (gyonin ), 

the latter of whom tended to advocate the mixed practice of Esotericism and 

Pure Land Buddhism. The shogunate's mediation settled the rivalry in favor 

of the scholar-priests, the faction to which Kaiei belonged. Kaiei presented 

a picture in which Kukai during his study in China ( 804--4-06) was already 

intent upon establishing Mount Koya as the headquarters monastery of the 

Shingon School and, together with its branch monasteries, preserved the pure 

lineage of the Shingon School. Kaiei's history directly reflects the policy of 

the shogunate, which, beginning in r6o4-, issued a number of restrictive laws 

( hatto) relating to the principal monasteries of the Shingon School to transform 

it into a centralized sectarian institution under the direct supervision of the 

state (TAMAMURO Fumio I98TIO-I7; MATSUNAGA Yukei r969:258-259). In 

r6n, another law designated as Shingon's headquarters the five monasteries of 

Mount Koya, Ninnaji, Jingoji, Toji, and Daigoji and ordered other monasteries 

to subordinate themselves to one of these, thereby prohibiting themselves from 

engaging in the study of or propagation of any schools other than Shingon.10 

The example of Kaiei's historiography helps explain why modern schol

arship's standard textbook discourse on Japanese Buddhist history-which 

Kuroda describes as a "bundle of sectarian histories"-tends to create illusions 

masking the sects' recent origin: that the founders of schools ( shuso) themselves 

established, or aimed at instituting, sectarian organizations and that from the 

time of their beginning in ancient or medieval periods, these major Tokugawa 

schools had been the mainstream of Japanese Buddhism and always existed 

as sects, replete with exclusive memberships, centralized bureaucracies, and 

fixed doctrines. By contrast, those events in antiquity and medieval periods 

not immediately relevant to the early modern major sects are marginalized in 

or omitted from modern scholarly discourse, as is most vulgarly demonstrated 

in textbooks. 

Only in the context of such deception does another illusory reading of 

Japanese Buddhist history become possible: when at each historical stage 

"new" (i.e., better) sects were formed-such as Saicho's "Tendai Sect" and 

Kukai's "Shingon Sect" in the early Heian period, or Shinran's "Jodo shin Sect" 
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or Nichiren's "Nichiren Sect" during the Kamakura period-these forces of 

New Buddhism quickly made obsolete the schools from the previous historical 

periods, namely, Old Buddhism, in order to justifY themselves in their sectarian 

narrative history as the dominant form of Buddhism. of their day. 

Why, then, did Japanese Buddhologists, who have espoused positivist histor

ical scholarship, carry out their modern construction of Japanese Buddhist his

tory on the basis of early modern sectarian histories, whose narrative abounds 

with mythical, supernatural episodes? Kuroda argues that it was because the 

introduction of modern Western scholarship to Japan was contemporaneous 

with the growth of the Meiji state, which attempted to implement its national

ist, imperialist agenda grounded in its religio-political ideology of state Shinto 

( kokka shinto), the mandatory worship of Shinto gods, which in turn made it 

possible to absolutize the authority of the Meiji emperor, elevating him to a 

living god, or kami. 

Although the Meiji state destroyed many institutions created under the 

Tokugawa regime, it preserved the Tokugawa shogunate's policy toward 

the Sangha, which had already tamed Buddhism in the form of the state

sanctioned sects under the Tokugawa Neo-Confucian ruling ideology 

(KuRODA 1994:322). This "divide-and-rule" policy toward the Buddhism of 

the Tokugawa regime, and the resulting sectarian reading of Buddhist history, 

was "inherited and preserved as it was by the ruling class and intelligentsia of 

the Meiji state, which reconstructed Japanese history in accordance with the 

ruling ideology of the Meiji emperor system" (KURODA Toshio 1977:197-198). 

To complete their taming of Buddhism under state Shinto, the Meiji rulers 

banned all forms of Buddhist practices that permitted the mixed worship 

of Shinto gods and Buddhist divinities (James KATELAAR 1990:45, 130-131). 

Meiji intellectuals, in this case, the historians of modern Buddhology, followed 

suit. Under a heavy influence of dominantly Protestant Western study of re

ligion, and employing their objectivist-positivist method, they first carefully 

weeded out from their primary sources all mythological events-in which 

the syncretism of Shinto and Buddhist practices manifests itself most promi

nently. Next, they stitched together historical narratives developed separately 

within each sect, now freed of their mythologies, to create a modern Japanese 

Buddhist history for the Meiji state . Finally, this new historical discourse on 

Japanese Buddhism, often in vulgar, simplified form, was distributed to the 

school system for consumption in classrooms. Thus was born the standard 

textbook version ofJapanese Buddhist history. 

The Meiji state's incentive given to the intelligentsia to absorb modern West

ern disciplines contributed to distort further the picture of Buddhist history. 

The cultural differences between the West and Asia, which corresponded with 
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the origins of, on the one hand, the academic discipline of Buddhology and, 

on the other, its objects of study, further complicated the distortion, giving 

rise to a problem Edward SAID (1978:4-0-4-1) has described as "Orientalism."11 

Interestingly, modern Japanese Orientology, of which Japanese Buddhology 

was a part and which has grown to be most dominant in modern scholarship 

on the Buddhism of East Asian nations in general, did not escape from this 

Orientalist trap. As KoYASU Norikuni (1996:65-67) has pointed out, Naito 

Kanan ( 1866-1934-), the pioneer of modern Japanese Sinology, introduced his 

1914- Discourse on China ( Shinaron) with the following words: "This book is 

to study China, for the sake of the Chinese, in place of the Chinese."12 Naito's 

words inevitably convey his sense of sympathy for the Chinese people who had 

not yet developed modern discipline for studying themselves, the sense of pity 

that is at once an expression of superiority and will for intellectual dominance. 

Japanese Orientology's formative development was congeneric with the rise 

of the Meiji regime, whose policy of modernization and Westernization led to 

the regime's militarist, imperialist expansion to the adjacent nations of Asia. 

In short, for Japan's modernization, knowledge of the originally foreign, 

"Oriental" religion of Buddhism was to be "corrected" (to use Said's expres

sion) according to the "Western" disciplines to which Japanese Buddhological 

scholars were now integral (Robert SH ARF 1995:109-112; James KATELAAR 

1990:206-207). The idea of Japanese Buddhism they constructed persuaded 

their audience that Shinto and Buddhism should never have been intermixed, 

or were in reality always separate, inasmuch as they only became mixed because 

of syncretic "mythologies" now revealed to be false. It also attempted to 

demonstrate that those sanctioned sects that agreed to cede control over the 

worship of Shinto gods represent the orthodox Buddhist tradition because their 

history can be properly described without recourse to myth. And those that 

did not or could not do so, such as the Shugen School (Shugenshu), which was 

dedicated to mountain asceticism for the worship of particularly syncretized 

divinities, and one of the legitimate sects under the Tokugawa shogunate, had 

to be prohibited (Allan GRAPARD 1984-). 

The artificial separation of Buddhism and Shinto in Japanese history also 

meant the authorities' encouragement of sectarian studies aimed at legitimizing 

the sects' status quo in Meiji society (KURODA Toshio 1994-:294--297). Modern 

studies adopted by sectarian scholars, which redescribed their heritage with 

accurate chronological histories free of mythological claims, made it possible 

for them to present their doctrines as philosophies. However, these modern sec

tarian studies produced another modern myth that their recently constructed 

doctrines sanctioned by the Tokugawa and Meiji regimes had been origi

nally formulated by the founders of the schools. Once established, Japanese 
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Buddhology pushed to its margins many subjects essential for the understand

ing of ancient and medieval Japanese Buddhist history-the cohabitation of 

Shinto and Buddhist priests in major religious institutions, the combined study 

of exoteric and esoteric doctrines commonly practiced by scholar-priests, and 

a plethora of Buddhist rituals at the imperial palace necessary for legitimizing 

the emperor's authority, to name only a few. 

Interestingly, these modern myths that upheld that the mainstream of 

Japanese Buddhist history comprised the traditions represented by the state

sanctioned Buddhist sects, outlived the Meiji state. Despite the death of state 

Shinto with the collapse of the Japanese militarist empire in 194-5, the Meiji 

construct of]apanese Buddhist history has continued to shape postwar histor

ical research and its textbook discourse. This is because its two primary objects 

of legitimization, the emperor system, though eviscerated of power, and the 

sectarianism underlying Japanese Buddhism, though one no longer sanctioned 

by the state, survived the war. As the present-day Japanese Buddhist community 

remains dominated by the sects with their institutional origin in the Tokugawa 

and Meiji periods, the sects continue to be the beneficiaries of a discourse 

that privileges their positions in history. The seemingly innocuous textbook 

version of Japanese Buddhist history developed in postwar Japan is, then, a 

product of these modern myths, which have not ceased serving their function 

of preserving the vision of the past of Japanese Buddhism advocated by the 

now long-defunct Tokugawa and Meiji ruling ideologies. 

Kiikai and the Limitations of Kuroda's Kenmitsu Theory 

Once removed from the confines of sectarian historical narrative, as has been at

tempted in this study, Kiikai's introduction of Esoteric Buddhism, his creation 

of the taxonomy of the exoteric and the esoteric, and his relationship with 

the Nara Buddhist establishment all appear directly relevant to the current 

debate among Japanese historians surrounding Kuroda Toshio's thesis of 

kenmitsu taisei, or the exoteric-esoteric establishment. Kuroda's new reading 

of medieval Buddhist history has become perhaps the single most influential 

perspective among younger generations of not only historians of Buddhism 

but medieval scholars in general in Japan. However, Kuroda has also attracted 

some serious criticism, which has exposed certain deficiencies, misconcep

tions, and inconsistencies in his theory. A brief review of the arguments 

Kuroda and his critics have advanced, opposing views that nevertheless both 

help to define issues central to the understanding of Kiikai and his texts, is 

in order. 
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Kuroda's thesis of kenmitsu taisei, which aims at illustrating the normative 

institutional structure of Japanese Buddhism prior to the formation ofToku

gawa and Meiji sectarian Buddhism, gravitates around three foci. The first is 

the integration of Buddhist schools under the canopy of Esoteric Buddhism. 

This integration within the Sangha, which Kuroda says began to develop in 

the mid-ninth century and was completed by the end of the tenth, became the 

foundation of the exoteric-esoteric establishment ( 1994:64 ). The Eight Schools 

of the so-called Old Buddhism (the Six Nara Schools, Tendai, and Shingon ), 

according to KURODA (1975:442-443), 

did not exist in a mutually exclusive, conflictive relationship, as they are often 

understood today. Rather, sharing a common ground, these schools formed 

an associative order in which they were only loosely competitive with one 

another. In this order, the [eight] schools were in accord in recognizing the 

superiority of Esoteric Buddhism with regard to theoretical sophistication 

and efficacy in performing magico-placatory (chink on jujutsuteki) services 

[tor effecting peace by appeasing evil spirits]. Upon this common ground, 

each school expressed its own features and differences from other schools. 

In other words, there was a general accord among the Eight Schools in the 

medieval period that the studies of Exoteric and Esoteric Buddhism comple

mented one another-that is, esoteric ritual had to be grounded in exoteric 

doctrines, and exoteric doctrines could be actualized as experience by means of 

esoteric rituals. In the monastic centers of both exoteric and esoteric schools, 

the combined study of the two disciplines was promoted. Furthermore, the 

state recognized as orthodoxy the agglomerated study of the Exoteric and Es

oteric Teachings, which culminated in the religious services tor protecting the 

nation ( chingo kokka) that were conducted by the priests of both persuasions. 

Kuroda also indicates that the integration of Esoteric Buddhism reached 

beyond the Buddhist community to embrace the worship of native Japanese 

gods (kami). The incorporation of Shinto gods into Buddhism is confirmed 

in sources dating from the mid-Nara period. As illustrated by SHIROYAMA 

Shunsuke ( 1986:258-260) and NAKAI Shinko ( 1991:417-,t-23), it began as shinjin 

ridatsu (the gods' desire to be released from their godly existence, regarded 

as part of the realm of suffering of sarhsara ), revelations from the native gods 

to shamans and shamanesses that just like humans, they too were suffering in 

sarhsara and pleading to be saved by Buddhist divinities. The late Nara period 

witnessed an increase in another form of revelation in which the gods mani

fested themselves as goho zenshin, virtuous spirits who pledged they would be 

protectors of the Buddhist Dharma (SHIROYAMA Shunsuke 1986:261; NAKAI 
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Shinko 1991:4-14- ) . Kuroda notes, however, that the introduction in the early 

Heian period of Esoteric Buddhism accelerated this process, giving rise to the 

idea of honji suijaku, Shinto gods as the local manifestation in the land of 

Japan of Buddhist divinities. As in the case of those Hindu gods incorporated 

into Esoteric Buddhist mal)<;ialas, Shinto gods became a part of the Japanese 

Buddhist pantheon. 

The integration of Buddhist schools and other religions in the ninth and tenth 

centuries evolved around Esoteric Buddhism as the ultimate doctrine. Both 

the encouragement of a combined course of study at more than one Buddhist 

school and the integration of Shinto and Buddhism proceeded on the premise 

of the superiority of Esoteric Buddhism. Whether it took the form of shinjin 

ridatsu or goho zenshin, the integration of Shinto and Buddhism always 

resulted in the subjugation of Shinto gods by Buddhist divinities .... The 

religious history of the early Heian period can therefore be seen as a process 

in which all Buddhist schools and other religions were permeated by Esoteric 

Buddhism to form an integrated structure. (KURODA Toshio 1994-:64) 

The second focal point of Kuroda's discussion is the growth and estab

lishment of the exoteric-esoteric institutions as feudal powers, which was the 

direct result of the integration of exoteric and esoteric schools. The aristocracy 

recognized the efficacy of esoteric rituals not only in the official services for the 

peace of the nation but for private purposes, such as ensuring the prosperity 

of a particular clan. This led to direct patronage by prominent branches of 

the imperial family and noble clans of monastic centers of Exoteric-Esoteric 

Buddhism, which accordingly accumulated vast domains and acquired exemp

tions from a range of state controls. The monasteries in turn encouraged 

the entry into the clergy of the sons of their patron clans, who maintained 

a secular influence within the monastic community and achieved swift pro

motion through the ecclesiastic ranks.13 Under their leadership, the monas

tic institutions functioned in a manner analogous to secular feudal powers, 

overseeing agricultural production and distribution within their vast domains, 

organizing lower-ranked priests into militia forces, and deploying them to 

protect the interests of the monasteries (KURODA Toshio 1980:29-34 ) . An 

identical development took place in Shinto shrines, many of which now formed 

Buddhist-Shinto institutional complexes (Allan GRAPARD 1992:9-12 ) . The rise 

of the exoteric-esoteric institutions as feudal powers makes plain what Kuroda 

means by asserting that exoteric-esotericism (kenmitsu shugi) was not simply a 

system of belief developed within the Sangha that integrated medieval religious 

communities, but a particular structure of authority, power, and rule-which 
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Kuroda refers to as kenmitsu taisei, the exoteric-esoteric establishment, or 

regime. 

As a regime, Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism developed a unique ideology to 

legitimize its power and justifY the rule of the state that recognized it as the 

religious orthodoxy of the nation. The analysis of this ideology, the "oneness 

of kingly law and Buddhist law" (buppo abo ichinyo), and its formation in the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries, which was consummated with the creation of 

the exoteric-esoteric regime as a ruling system, constitutes the third focus of 

Kuroda's thesis. 

Ordinarily, this ideology is understood as the mutual dependence of the 

ruler and Buddhism. The Sangha, who performed rites for the peace of the 

nation, prospered by receiving the patronage of the ruler, while the ruler's 

power was justified and secured by the role he played as cakravartin ( tenrin 

shoo), the ideal image of the ruler in Buddhist scriptures, who reigns over 

the universe by advocating the Dharma.14 As stated in a celebrated passage in 

the petition from the residents of the Todaiji estate in Mino province to the 

administrators ofTodaiji, dated 1053, 

The kingly law and the Buddhist law are predestined for each other. They are 

just like the two wheels of a cart or the two wings of a bird. If one of them 

is harmed it becomes impossible for either to advance or ascend. Without 

the Buddhist law, there would be no kingly law; without the kingly law, no 

Buddhist law. Thus, precisely because of the rise of the Buddhist law, the 

king's law will also prosper.15 

To clarifY the extent to which rulers and Buddhism in medieval Japan were 

dependent on each other, however, Kuroda adds another dimension to the 

interpretation of this ideology-the role the emperor played as the head priest 

in the worship of native Japanese gods, as exemplified in the Shinto court 

rituals, from many of which Buddhists were excluded even at the apogee of 

medieval Buddhism's ideological hegemony.16 With citations from historical 

documents such as those that follow, KURODA (1994-:95-97) emphasizes the 

trinity of the emperor, Shinto gods, and Buddhism: 

The emperor rules in order to increase the power of the gods. The virtue of 

the gods becomes manifest through the virtue of the emperor. Gods are not 

themselves sublime. They become sublime through the reverence of people. 

In the same manner, the Buddhas' teachings do not disseminate themselves. 

They are propagated only through the work of people. 

Emperor Toba's vow at Iwashimizu shrine (III3)Y 
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It is the Buddhist law that guarantees the authority of gods. It is also the 

Buddhist law that protects the rule of the emperor. 

Cloistered Emperor Shirakawa 

on copying the entire Buddhist canon (n28).18 

Indeed, both the Buddhist law and the law of the nation have prospered only 

because of the support of our gods. 

Proclamation by Emperor Shijo (1235)19 

With his emphasis on the mutual dependence of the emperor, Shinto gods, 

and Buddhism, Kuroda explains the disappearance at the beginning of the 

medieval period of the contradiction between the emperor's functions as the 

primary patron of the Buddhist community and his functions as the supreme 

Shinto priest. Kuroda's argument makes immediately relevant the union of the 

kingly law and the Buddhist law with the incorporation of Shinto gods into the 

Buddhist pantheon (honji suijaku). The mutual dependence of the state and 

Buddhism was legitimized by the Esoteric Buddhist theory integrating non

Buddhist gods within the Buddhist maQ.�ala, in which Shinto gods were not 

merely the guardian spirits of the Dharma (goho zenshin) but the provisional 

manifestations (gong en) of Buddhas and bodhisattvas tor the Japanese nation 

(1975:466; 1980:45-48). 

These developments led to legitimization at another level, the ideological 

justification that made it possible for the monastic institutions to grow as feudal 

powers: now that local Shinto gods worshiped by the residents of a monastic 

domain became the manifestations of a particular Buddha or Buddhas, often 

the principal divinities enshrined at the monastery that owned the domain. 

As indicated by SA To Hiroo (1992:74-76 ), this relationship gave rise to the 

argument that in fact the feudal domain of the monastery belongs to a Buddha 

or to Buddha's Dharma (shakusonryo, bupporyo), providing the domain with 

"extraterritoriality" IJunyu), shielding it tram the state's police power. The 

ideology of the exoteric-esoteric regime thus achieved vertical integration for 

major monasteries to solidity their power structure: at the top, the justification 

of the rule of the emperor, the chief priest of Shinto, by Buddhist law; in the 

middle, the integration of Shinto shrines into the institutional framework of 

Buddhist monasteries; and, at the bottom, the transformation of local Shinto 

gods into diverse Buddhist divinities ( KuRODA Toshio 1994:81-85). 

Kuroda presents the formation in the eleventh and twelfth centuries of 

the idea of the "oneness of kingly law and Buddhist law"-which he identifies 

as kenmitsu shugi, exoteric-esotericism, the legitimating ideology of the 

exoteric-esoteric establishment-as the final stage in the consolidation of the 
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exoteric-esoteric regime, whose dominance as the religious orthodoxy contin

ued until the end of the medieval age in the sixteenth century. 

The mutual dependence of secular and religious authority-authorities that 

maintained their strength as allied feudal powers and, through their strength, 

imposed their legitimacy upon society-entrenched itself as the unchallenged 

order of the state. As a result, this [constructed)legitimacy, when it was 

consolidated as the traditional establishment, metamorphosed into ortho

doxy .... With its traditionalism wrought in the crucible of history, with its 

universality integrating all religions, and with its authority complementing 

that of the state, exoteric-esotericism grew into the religious orthodoxy, 

or orthodox religion, throughout medieval Japan. The formation of the 

exoteric-esoteric regime marked the end of a historical stage at which the 

emperor was still possessed of his selfevident numen justifYing his despotic 

rule over the ancient state and opened a new stage that was unmistakably 

medieval. ( 1994:99) 

By taking this approach to understand the arrival of medieval society, Kuroda 

draws a clear distinction between the medieval Buddhist ideology of obo 

ichi,nyo, or the "oneness of kingly law and Buddhist law," and its ancient 

counterpart, chingo kokka, the "protection of the nation." For Kuroda, the 

difference between obo ichi'nyo and chingo kokka serves as a criterion for 

illustrating the change in the relationship between Buddhism and the state 

that in his view made the transition from antiquity to the medieval period in 

Japanese history. 

The theory of the mutual reliance of kingly law and Buddhist law is often 

carelessly confused with the ancient idea of "protection of the nation" 

and understood as a product of ancient society. However, are they indeed 

identical? True, the expression chingo kokka appeared in the discussion of 

the relationship between kingly law and Buddhist law in documents of the 

twelfth century as well as of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. True, also, 

that the theory of the mutual reliance of kingly law and Buddhist law inheres 

in the meaning of"protection of the nation." ... However, the weight of its 

assertion ( chingo kokka) was on the utility of Buddhism f(x serving the state, 

a utility that would enable the Sangha to assert the value and raison d'etre 

of the Buddhist religion. Instead of having a complementary relationship, 

Buddhism subjugated itself to and served the state, as can be seen in the 

manner in which the grand national monasteries functioned within ancient 

society .... By contrast, in the theory of the mutual reliance of kingly law 
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and Buddhist law of the twelfth century, the two are equal, just like the two 

wheels of a cart or the two wings of a bird. (1977:177) 

Kuroda's argument seems to imply that the idea of the mutual reliance of 

kingly law and Buddhist law was put forward by the Sangha as a means 

of legitimizing the state's rule. That is, through the rhetoric of equality, 

the Buddhist community exerted its power over the state by providing the 

justification for its authority. In other words, the medieval period distinguishes 

itself from the ancient period in the ideological hegemony Buddhism achieved 

over the state. 

In this manner, Kuroda has carved out an extensive span of Japanese 

history-roughly from the tenth to the fifteenth century-as the medieval age 

in religious history, the period during which the exoteric-esoteric institutions 

maintained their status as the source of religious orthodoxy, boasted of their 

economic and political influence as the leading feudal powers, and, finally, 

provided the state with its ruling ideology. This thorough rereading of medieval 

Japanese history enabled Kuroda to fault the distinction previously drawn 

by most scholars between Kamakura New Buddhism and Old Buddhism, 

a distinction that has long been the norm for studying medieval Japanese 

Buddhism, and replace it with the distinction between heresy and orthodoxy. 

According to the conventional explanation, the exoteric-esoteric schools 

have been viewed as "ancient," and therefore "Old Buddhism," while the 

reform movements have been understood as "medieval" and thus "New 

Buddhism." That is, these two forms of Buddhism have been aligned in 

the historical time scale as if they were successive stages of development. 

However, there is no truth to such an interpretation. In reality, the two are 

juxtaposed, one with the other-not in an equal, parallel relationship but 

in an oblique relationship, in which various historical and social contradic

tions within the hegemonic orthodoxy gave rise to discordant, dissenting 

movements that came to make up the heterodoxy. True, the heterodoxy 

of "New Buddhism" was a radical expression of several facets of medieval 

intellectual development. However, there is no instance during the medieval 

period in which the heretical schools of new Buddhism replaced Exoteric

Esoteric Buddhism and assumed the hegemony. (199+:292) 

Kuroda dispels the taxonomic confusion inherent m the concepts of Old 

Buddhism and New Buddhism: they are not "before and after" but "side 

by side." Against the backdrop of Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism's dominance, 

Kuroda argues that the alleged founders of Kamakura New Buddhism and 
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their schools existed, economically, politically, and ideologically, at the pe

riphery of society. Kamakura New Schools and their founders by no means 

set the standard for medieval Japanese Buddhism. On the contrary, they 

positioned themselves as dissension from the center. For Kuroda, the impor

tance of Shinran, Dogen, and Nichiren rests not in their sanctified status as 

the founders of particular sects but in representing the schism and critique 

of the center, a dissension that provides rare insight into the nature of the 

hegemonic regime. 

It is often overlooked that the progressive movements of Kamakura [New] 

Buddhism at all their historical stages developed through confrontation 

with Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism. Shinran, Dogen, Nichiren and other new 

leaders all advanced their movements not in isolation from Exoteric-Esoteric 

Buddhism but amidst a religious order that Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism 

dominated. In sectarian history, naturally, the thoughts of Shinran and 

Dogen are explained in relation to their masters, Honen and Eisai, and 

then in the genealogical context of their Pure Land and Zen predecessors in 

Japan and China. However, in reality, their religions did not develop in such 

lineage successions .... The activities of Shinran, Dogen, Nichiren, Ippen, 

and all these progressive leaders were conditioned by their relationship to 

Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism. That is, all of them began their careers with 

the traditional study of Buddhism within Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism, raised 

doubts about it, and, struggling with the words, phrases and logic of the 

scriptures of the orthodoxy, took their stand against it. ( 1994:114) 

Kuroda argues here that the sphere of influence of Esoteric Buddhism was 

limited neither to the Heian historical period nor to the social class of the He ian 

aristocracy. According to Kuroda, throughout the medieval period, Esoteric 

Buddhism was disseminated through the institution of the exoteric-esoteric 

establishment that was accessible to the masses, which included farmers and 

servants of temple domains worshiping their local Shinto- Buddhist divinities, 

who sanctified the domains, and warrior-monks who relied on the authorities 

of these divinities to protect their domains.20 This also makes it inappropriate 

to simply tie the Old Buddhism to aristocracy and the New Buddhism to 

the masses (1994:175-182, 185-196). In support of Kuroda, TAIRA Masayuki 

( 1992:86) has argued that "the increasing speed with which Buddhism and 

Buddhist activities took hold among ordinary folk from the mid-Heian period 

on means neither that popular Buddhism was becoming independent move

ments nor that the foundation was being established for the Kamakura New 

Buddhism." On the contrary, according to Taira, these developments were 
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witness to the "further penetration of the ideology of the Old Buddhism, or, 

Exoteric-Esoteric Buddhism, into the consciousness of ordinary people" (pp. 

86-87). Old Buddhism may well have grown degenerate by the late Heian 

period. However, contrary to the arguments advanced by proponents of the 

idea of New Buddhism, it is no longer possible simply to identify the alleged 

degeneration of Old Buddhism as the cradle that prepared Kamakura New 

Buddhism to take root among ordinary folk. 

Despite its achievements in radically redrawing the contours of medieval 

Japanese Buddhism, Kuroda's thesis of the exoteric-esoteric establishment 

suffers from some critical flaws. To begin with, as SUEKI Fumihiko (1994c:2) 

has pointed out, Kuroda has never provided exacting definitions of his use of 

the terms exoteric (ken) and esoteric ( mitsu ), except to say in overly simplistic 

manner that the esoteric was represented by the Tendai and Shingon Schools, 

and the exoteric, by the Six Nara Schools (KURODA Toshio 1994:291). At 

the heart of Kuroda's model of the exoteric-esoteric establishment is the 

compatibility, both theoretical and institutional, between the exoteric and 

esoteric disciplines. Yet the ambiguity in his use of these terms seems to 

have prevented him from explicating how the seemingly diametrically opposed 

concepts were made compatible. 

The strength of Kuroda's thesis derives in great part from his ability to ex

pose a basic error made in many studies on Japanese Buddhist history: treating 

the idea of shu, or school, as referring to centralized sectarian organizations 

created during the Tokugawa and Meiji periods as if it were a historical param

eter. Kuroda's approach has enabled students ofJapanese Buddhism to observe 

the historical metamorphosis of the concept of shu in which the modern shu, 

or sects, are clearly contrasted with the ancient shu, which were study groups 

established at major monasteries in the capital, and with the medieval shu, 

which were decentralized intermonastic associations for doctrinal and ritual 

studies. On the other hand, in his writings Kuroda treats the Exoteric Teaching 

( kengyii) and Esoteric Teaching ( mikkyii) as if they were categories transcending 

historical changes. Yet prior to Kukai, there is no evidence that either of the two 

categories or methods of distinguishing between them in a systematic manner 

were available to Japanese Buddhists.21 In reaction to Kukai's theorization, the 

early Heian scholar-priests ofTendai Esotericism, such as Ennin, Enchin, and 

Annen, formulated their own theories with respect to the distinction between 

the exoteric and the esoteric.22 That is, in the early phase ofJapanese Buddhist 

history, the classification of the exoteric and esoteric had to be constructed, and 

there were advanced more than one theory for understanding the relationship 

between the two categories, prior to their standardization in the Shingon and 

Tendai Schools. Because of his insensitivity to these developments, Kuroda's 
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discussion provides no clue to understanding the origin and growth of the 

particular theories, or the institutions that encouraged the developments of 

these theories, that paved the way tor the emergence of the exoteric-esoteric 

establishment. 

Another serious, closely related problem in Kuroda's thesis concerns his 

assertion that Esoteric Buddhism served as the overarching doctrinal principle 

that integrated all Buddhist schools and Shinto as well, within the exoteric

esoteric establishment (Ku RODA Toshio 1975:4-28-4-32). To illustrate his point, 

Kuroda resorts to the Tendai doctrine of original enlightenment ( tendai hon

gaku shisho)-a nondualist philosophy, which held that all beings are inherently 

enlightened, a radicalism that rendered religious practice for the sake of attain

ing enlightenment tor the most part unnecessary. Kuroda's argument seems to 

have two inconsistencies. 

First, as Jacqueline STONE (199P9) has put it: "Though it was strongly 

influenced by esotericism, Tendai hongaku doctrine was developed under the 

rubric of 'exoteric teachings' ( kengyo) and associated specifically with the 

Lotus Siitra. )) In addition, the principal theories of Tendai hongaku thought 

emerged in the late He ian and Kamakura periods. In other words, the hongaku 

doctrine was developed in the Tendai School as an exoteric discipline that 

incorporated within itself the influence of Esoteric Buddhism, which was 

already the dominant f(xm of religion in medieval Japan. The Tendai hongaku 

doctrine may be an exemplar of what Kuroda refers to as the exoteric-esoteric 

amalgamation. However, it does not constitute an esoteric theory capable of 

integrating the esoteric and the exoteric or promote the formation of the 

exoteric-esoteric establishment. 

Second, the Tendai hongaku doctrine was a development within the Tendai 

School, whereas Kuroda's theory relates to the integration across diverse 

schools of both exoteric and esoteric disciplines. As discussed earlier, the 

Esoteric Buddhism adopted by Nara monasteries was exclusively from the 

Shingon School, and the influence of Tendai Esotericism on the Six Nara 

Schools remained negligible throughout the medieval period (HIRAOKA Jokai 

1981:287 ff). In her study of the development of the Buddhism of the Nara 

Schools in the medieval period, OISHIO Chihiro (1995:6) has schematically 

illustrated this point. 

If I may draw on the concepts and schemas used in the textbooks, Ka

makura New Buddhism branched out from the Tendai School, not from 

the Shingon School. On the other hand, all the progressive movements in 

the Nara Buddhist Schools during the Kamakura period were based on the 

Shingon School. In other words, the "Kamakura New Buddhism" produced 
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by the Shingon School was a regeneration of the Buddhism of Nara. T his 

necessitates a further study of the development of the Shingon School in the 

Buddhism ofNara during the Heian period. 

The Nara monastic establishment's adoption of the Esotericism exclusively 

of the Shingon School was largely due to the fact that during the critical phase 

in the early Heian period in which Nara monasteries began to absorb Esoteric 

Buddhism, their relations with the Tendai School were particularly inimical. 

Their opposition to Tendai was the consequence of Saicho's establishment 

of the Mahayana precept platform on Mount Hiei, which competed directly 

with the authority of the traditional precept platform at Todaiji and led to the 

subsequent secession of the Tendai School from the institutional structure of 

the Sogo, Office of Priestly Mfairs, the administrative apparatus dominated by 

eminent priests of the Nara Schools. By contrast, the Nara monasteries formed 

an alliance with Kukai, and they continued to accelerate their adoption of 

Shingon Esotericism through their coalition with Kukai's disciples, probably 

to contain the influence of the Tendai SchooP3 It seems, therefore, that the 

center of gravity of the theoretical amalgamation of the exoteric and esoteric 

disciplines was in the interaction between the Nara Schools and the Shingon 

School, instead of in the doctrinal developments that were taking place within 

the Tendai School. 

In his effort to redefine Kamakura New Buddhism, MATsuo Kenji 

(I995:++-+5) has expressed his dissatisfaction with the distinction between 

orthodoxy and heterodoxy with which Kuroda has replaced the conventional 

distinction between Old Buddhism and New Buddhism. Although Matsuo 

finds merit in Kuroda's definition of Old Buddhism as the religious orthodoxy 

of medieval Japan, he rejects Kuroda's concept of the exoteric-esoteric estab

lishment, which Matsuo argues makes no clear distinction between religious 

orthodoxy ( seito) and political establishment ( taisei). Matsuo explains his point 

with a reference to Saicho's Tendai School. 

It is not always the case that a school with a progressive, heterodox doctrine is 

repressed by the secular authorities. For instance, Saicho's effort to establish 

the precept ordination platform on Mount Hiei [for the institutional inde

pendence of his Tendai School] was extremely progressive and heterodoxical 

by the standard of his day. However, it [Tendai] was recognized by the 

emperor as an orthodoxy .... In other words, if a certain school chose to 

coexist symbiotically with the secular authorities, it does not necessarily mean 

that that school was devoid of progressive, heterodox characteristics. 

(pp. ++-45) 
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Matsuo's point makes clear that the Tendai School was exceptional for 

what Kuroda has described as the kenmitsu taisei in that it first received 

the recognition as orthodox by the ritsuryo state and that only after the 

official recognition, it developed the compatible system of the exoteric and 

esoteric disciplines within the single school. In order to understand the original 

formation of the kenmitsu taisei, the theory of integration across esoteric and 

exoteric schools, which provided the ruling ideology for the medieval Japanese 

state, one has to first look at the growth of the alliance between the Shingon 

School and the Nara Schools, which appears to be responsible for initiating the 

shift of the power balance between the state and the Sangha in the latter's favor. 

Once the focus for understanding the origin of the kenmitsu system is 

moved away from the developments within the Tendai School to the inter

action between the Shingon and the Nara Schools, another important issue 

that escaped Kuroda's observations emerges. This has to do with a different 

approach required for each of the major Nara Schools to integrate Shingon 

Esotericism into its discipline. It appears that the Sanron School had the most 

natural fit with Shingon, due to the integration-both among sutras and their 

commentaries-that had already been achieved between the Prajfia-paramita 

texts, which were the canonical foundation of the school, on the one hand, 

and, on the other, the esoteric scriptures ofShingon. As in the case of the Path 

of the Reality ( Prajiiii-piiramiia naya) and their ritual commentaries, there 

were a significant number of scriptures that could be classified as either prajfia

paramita texts or esoteric texts. Kukai took advantage of this affinity esoteric 

scriptures had with prajfia-paramita literature to demonstrate that Esoteric 

Buddhism was already an integral part of the Buddhism ofNara (as discussed 

in the second section of chapter 6 ) .24 The importance of this affinity for Kukai 

helps explain why among those figures who took the lead in the Nara monastic 

community's absorption of Esotericism in the early Heian period many were 

renowned for their joint mastery ofSanron and Shingon-among them Enmyo 

(d. 851 ), Dosho (798-875), and Shobo (832-909 ) . Shobo, for example, founded 

both Tonan'in (at Todaiji) and Daigoji, which provided institutional footholds 

for furthering the Sanron-Mikkyo integration throughout the medieval period. 

In contrast, scholars in the Hosso School needed more homework before 

they were able to achieve the kenmitsu integration comparable to that accom

plished in the Sanron School. This was due in large part to a strong emphasis 

in the Hosso doctrine on gradualism regarding the process of enlightenment. 

The priest Shinko (934-1004) ofKofukuji appears to have played a critical role 

in the early phase of the Hosso-Shingon synthesis. Later in his life, he was 

the abbot of Kojimadera and made the monastery a center for the combined 

study of Hosso and Shingon. Although he was recognized as a prominent 
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Shingon master, Shinko was unique in that he insisted that the garbha and 

vajradhatu traditions were transmitted through separate lineages of progenitors 

and in that he understood Mikkyo as a means for the mastery of Hosso. For 

Shinko, the instantaneous enlightenment in Esotericism was only an entry 

point for bodhisattvas of the Hosso School to launch their work of saving 

others. In other words, the three eons of gradual enlightenment for Hosso 

bodhisattvas were not inferior to Mikkyo's instantaneous enlightenment, as 

it was described in Kiikai's writings, but rather constituted a more advanced 

religious practice. However, to give proof to Hosso's superiority, Esotericism 

became an indispensable part of its religious training.25 Shinko appears to be 

one of the important forerunners of innovative thinkers of the Hosso School 

during the Kamakura period, as represented by Jokei (II55-1213), who aban

doned the traditional Hosso doctrine and embraced the principle of original 

enlightenment of all beings. 

It is evident from this comparison of the Sanron and Hoss6 Schools that 

Esoteric Buddhism was not the overarching doctrinal principle that uniformly 

imposed its integration within each exoteric school, as suggested by Kuroda. 

On the contrary, it served as a common ground, or metalanguage, for the 

schools to achieve their alliance, because all these schools understood that 

the esoteric and exoteric disciplines were mutually complementary and that 

either an esoteric or the exoteric school needed the other for fully realizing its 

potential, as their relationship was originally formulated by Kukai. This explains 

why, as Kuroda has rightly pointed out, the alliance between the Eight Schools 

remained loose and flexible, and yet resilient. That is to say, the conceptual 

foundation of what Kuroda Toshio has referred to as the medieval exoteric

esoteric establishment was first developed in Kiikai's writings, in which the term 

kenmitsu was invented and employed liberally and through which the alliance 

between Shingon and the Nara School was brought about. In this regard, 

Kiikai's founding in 823 of the Abhi�eka Hall atTodaiji and in 836 of the Mantra 

Chapel at the imperial palace can be understood as institutional protoplasts of 

the mutual reliance between the state and the Sangha-the state gave patronage 

to the amalgamated practice of the exoteric and esoteric disciplines, which in 

turn legitimized the emperor's rule-that made possible for Buddhism's rise 

to the hegemonic ideology in medieval society. 
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hiz6 M. (sambbhogakaya) fli� 

Hobu "li$ Hosho �I:£ 

Haei !'!� Hoshoji i*Mf� 

hogen i'!H& hosshi !'!8ill 

hogo 'li-% hosshinno l'!mi 

Hojitsu �� hosshin seppo !'!��!'! 

Hoki ��. Hosshoji i'!tt� 

hokkai i'!!f hossho !'!·� 

hokkaigii i'!!f'§ Hosshoshii !'!·�� 

hokkaishin i*!f� Hosso i'!;f§ 

hokkaishinden i'!!f-L.'bN Hoto � .. 

hokkai taishochi i'!!f-f*·�� hotsugan �1m 

Hokke hakko �*•))\.� Hozo �*• 

Hokkee I*$� hsiao See ko. 

Hokkeji I*$� Hsien-tsung �* 

hokku �11] hsin Seen shin. 

Hokuke ::j�* Hsiian-ch'ao �M[ 

homandara �*��a Hsiian-tsang �� 

homu l'!f9} Hsiian-tse ��!J 



Hsi.ian-tsung K* 
hsi.ieh-fa kuan-ting 

See gakuho kanjo. 

Hua-yen See Kegon. 

Hui-ch'ao ,!;rB 
Hui-jih jj B 
Hui-kuo ,!;51'!: 
Hui-lang jj�A 
Hui-lin ljlft; 
Hui-yi.ian jjii 
hyo � 
hyohaku �EI 
i See gi. 

IanJm 

1-chi 

ich'ieh-chih-chih 

Ichidai ichido 

busshari 

Ichidai ichido 

mishuho 

Ichidai ichido 

ninn6e 

ichigo 

I-chih 

Ichiji chorinno 

Ichijo (emperor) 

ichijo ( ekayana) 

Ichijoin 

I-ching 

igishi 

I-hsing 

Ikai 

iki 

i-kuei See giki. 

imayo 

I-ming 

in (cause) 

in (mudra) 

indo in 

�'f/�'L' 
�a 

See issai chichi. 
--1-t-Ji 

f;t�flj 
-1-t-Ji 

tillf�i! 
-{-t-Ji 

t:J:.% 
-A 

1=1 

�� 
-'f]J[�J:. 
-* 
- * 
-*illt 
�;$ 

�fiHillf 

-:fr 

�tt·ii 

1.\LliC. 

�ft 

���A 

iZil 
En 
'71 �En 

Inhan 

inke 

Ins hi 

in no cho 

Ippen 

Iroha 

Ishikawa no 

Michimasu 

ishiki 

Ishikori todome 

Ishiyamadera 

isho 

issai chichi 

Issai mukeronho 

Issai nozen 

konryiisho 

byoooho 

issai shoho 

fukatoku 

isshinkyoteki 

I-t'ien 

Ito 

Iwashimizu 

I-yi.ian 

I yo 

Izumi 

jakujo 
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illtfE 
illt* 
mL-T 
illtrt 
-� 
�� 

::fi J II:@:� 
�� 
EM�� 
:ow� 
i.itf;S: 
--f;J]�� 
-tJJ�JtHifUi! 

--f;J]f!���j'[ 
·ii��?t 

--f;J]�$ 
�PJ1� 

-:fljll!zi¥1 
fix 

fttJJ 
:fiii'fl.K 
fip:j 

ftFf 
;f!l* 
atft 

Jell See jin (humaneness) 

Jl '¥ 
Jian-an 

Jibusho 

jidan seido 

Jien 

jijuyo j6do 

Jikokuten 

Jikun 

Jimuge 

jimyoz6 

jin (humaneness) 

��J¥] 
ra'S'IH:� 
�±i:l!JiJJI 
�p:j 

§stffli$± 

t�oox 

�-wll 
!¥�liYk 

t�aA• 

1= 
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jin (exhaustion) m jiiaku +� 
jinaishochi § rJ;J�iE� Jucho %8 
jinenchishii §��* jujutsuteki See chinkon jujutsuteki. 

Jingo Keiun fiji��� jukai �fiX 
Jingoji fljf�1f juki 1�1rc. 
jinjo �� Ju-li �O.f.!ll. 

Jinki 11j!fl Junkaku )lli'[Jl; 

jinku fljff� junmitsu M\l$ 
Jinne �� Junna y.Jfll 
jinsen ��� Junnin i¥1= 
jintsujo 11j!J.m* Juntoku )Iii'[� 

Jinzen .eyf_� Jiidaiji +::k1¥ 

jisha bugyo 1ff±:$1'r jiigishi lft�mti 

jishu 1¥.:1:: jilichimen no keka +-OO#lf� 
jisho jiyii richi §·!i§ffl.f.!ll.� jiinitenku +=7(1� 

hosshin �:!Jt jiisho 11m 
jishoshin § ·!i:!Jt jusshu monji +fix'¥ 
jisso 1it§ jilzen g6d6 +��:@: 
Jitchii 1€.\!:, kaeshigoe JSJ'f 
Jitsue *� Kaga :IJD'M 

Jito *� Kageyushicho WJMIE�IT 

JlZat §{E Kai (province) ftl� 
Jiz6 ft!!::t: kai (moral 

jo (feet) :st princeple) fiX 
jo (official rank) 'J'U'§" kaicho f�XIl* 
jo (vehicle) * kaidan fiX if 
jobon IT� Kaidan'in t�Xifli!Jt 

JOdoin l$±11Jt Kaiei ·tl� 
Joooshii flft±* Kaiinji i'fitEn1f 
jogakuji !EffJI1¥ kaiji gonyii lm�HtA. 
J(j)yogyo l$fr Kaimyo f�XIjij 
Jojitsu JtZ1€ K'ai-yiian !m:J(; 
Jokei �m kaji :hot� 

Joken ;$* kaji zukue :IJotHJl 

Jon en kannon'in 'lit�iltifi!Jt Kajiiji (Kanshiiji) i!J1�1¥ 

joshosachi JtZYfft� Kakuban jt£l 
Josho IE liB Kakucho j[;� 
Joto 'litJ!i Kamakura iil1!" 
Jowa jf.tfll Kamei kotsuju {Jj � Z::£ 

JU D}l kami (divinities) �ljl 
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kami (official rank) �-g· keikoku jidai t:�OOI!i¥1� 

kana f&� keka tf!J� 

kanbun ¥�)( ken (both the 

kanbyo zenji lf:lliHitifml exoteric and 

Kancho Ji� color) M 

Kangen ill.!{ kendatsuba ���� 

Kangiten i}::g:J( kengaku 'Mt'+ 

Kangil �� kengyo ( exteric 

kanji �� teaching) M� 

Kanjin Jif§ kengyo (inspector) tiH:lt 

kanjo illJi Kenjakuin .m�� 

Kanjooo ilrri'!it Kenju 'Mt% 

kanjo dojo mrn:m.tlff Kenkei ilt� 

kankei Wnrr kenki IJ%1ic 

Kankyo tax kenmitsu bukkyo _lij{�ffl;� 

Kanmu t!!Ji\': -gakusho "til[ 

Kannon ti{f -hasshii !\.* 

Kannon'in ti{f� -shoji �� 

Kannonji ti{f� -shugi .i:fi 

kan'on rl1f -soshii �1� 

kanshi r�*i¥ -taiseiron 1-*iMliifU 

kanso '§1� Kenne �j,f 

kanzatsushi im�f� Kensho *liB 

Kao-tsung -s-� kento fukushi il$'iiJf� �71"' 

karoda ;lill!�!!t* kento hangan il:$'!)':1]'§ 

Kasagi �:I kento taishi il$':7d� 

Kase �tit keshin metsuchi Ek��� 

Kashoji �H-F� kesho ft:t 

katsuma ajari m�llPioo� Ketatsu .t! 

katsuma mandara ml!3'Bi€B ketsujo nijo !J(J£=* 

katsuma shin ml!� Kichijo t:f:f-F 

Kawachi 1iiJii;J Kichijoten t:f:f-F 7( 

kechien kanjo ��illJi kidendo fo.rc.f�m 

Kegon .j§: Kii #.![.# 

Keiun m� kijin *:fiji 

Keii m� Kim a tl'E 

Keijin :l?:� kinnara iUI�B 

Keikai :l?:� kinoto-hitsuji z:.* 

Keikan !Jlji kinrin shoo :@:��_:E 

keikoku shiso t:�[EJ,�,f� Kiss hi tiT-
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Kissuiz6 �*· Kongoin �IMJtllliG 
ko 1f- Kongoji �IMJtl� 
Kobe F.ff-B' kongojo �IMltl* 
Koben �:#- kongojokyo �IMltl*� 
Kobo Daishi �LJ!::kfljjj kongokai �IMJtl:W 
Kochi Jl� kongokai mandara �IMJtl:W-�9iHi 
K6da Rohan $8Htf¥ Kongoken �IMJtl� 
k6dokushi See shokoku k6dokushi. Kongoki �IMJtl:m: 
Kofukuji JIH«i� Kongoko �IMJtl:Jlt 
Ko Hung �m Kongori �IMJtlfiJ 
Kojaku tl!lR Kongo satta �IMJtljltj 
Kojimadera rKh� Kongosho �IMJtl� 
Koken 1f-� Kongoto �IMJtl!Jrl 
kokka shinto OO*;fl!!ll! Kongoyasha �IMJtlUtX 
kokubun'niji OO?t�� Kongoz6 �IMJtll! 
kokubunji ['E]:)t� Kongoo �IMJtli 
kokucho "i:'rll* Konjii �-
kokudaiji OO::k� Konkomyo 

kokufii ankoku shitenno �:JltllJl [9 :XI 

jidai 00 J@.B'/i �IIi¥ 1-t gokoku no tera ij(�� 
kokuga 001ij Konin (Emperor) 161= 

Kokugaku 00* Konin (years) �t.1= 

kokugun rNtm Konin (Toji 

kokushi OOfljjj priest) !l1= 

KokiizO w�• konsho �1m 
Komokuten Jl§:7( Korehito •11£1= 

Komyo :Jltlljj Koretoki i.ttlli¥ 

kon * Koryo p� 

Kongoai �IMJtl� Koryiiji Jl�� 
kong6choshiikyo � IMltln'Dia.m: koshi fiRfljjj 

Kongogaku �IMJtl1t Koshu '*"f' 

Kongoge �IMJtl>f Koya �ll!f 

Kongogo ( -bhasa) �IMJtlmt Kozanji �LlJ� 

Kongogo ( -raksa) �IMJtlij( Kozen �� 

Kongogo �IMJtl� kozui kaji w7t1Jot� 

Kongoho Kozuke _tll!f 

(-dharma) �IMJtlr! Kuang-fu-ssu !Iii� 
Kongoho ( -ratna) �IMJtl'li Kuan-ting-yiian iiffllliG 

kongo kokkaigii �IMJtlr!:W'§ kugen 0.� 

kongo ichijo �IMJtl�* K'uei-chi :(l¥ 



kuie-shen See kijin. 
Kujo Kanezane fL*�* 
KUk.ai �#l} 
kumonjo 
kuni no otera 
Kuo-ch'ing-ssu 
Kurokawa 

0:>c§f 
See kokudaiji. 

00¥A'� 

Harumura 
Kush a 
kushi 
kusho 
Kusuko 
Kuwahara 
kuyo 
kuyobo 
Kyobu 
kyo (scripture) 
kyo (vibration) 
kyoju ajari 
Kyoko 
kyosho 
kyoso hanjaku 
kyoz6 
kyii See gii. 
kyii bukkyo 
Kyiichii saishoko 
li See rai. 
Li-ch'iian-ssu 
Liao 
Liu-hsia Hui 
Lo-yang 
Lu 
Iii See R(r)itsu. 

�J,IwH 
�* 
'5'1� 
0iiW 
�-T 
�@: 
f:j!;j: 

f:Jl;ll¥! 

m.t: 

�� 
� 
��Ifill IV]� 
�� 
��
�j>f§�IJtR 
��-

Iii-ling See R(r)itsuryo. 
Lung-meng See R(r)yiimyo. 
Lung-shu See R(r)yiiju. 
magoraka $111'*� {/JD 
man 
man'yogana 
mandokoro 
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mappo 
Mas ami 
matsuji 
meido 
meiho hakase 
meihooo 
Meiji 
meikeido 
Meishi 

*¥! 

lE�5 
*� 
a}l� 

llJl¥!1W± 
a}l ?!ill 
a}l ¥tl 
a}l��:ii 

llJl-T 
Miao-yiin See Myoun. 
mi-chiao See mikkyo. 
mikkyo If� 
Ming a}j 
mmg See myo (mantra). 
Ming-chou a}j +1·1 
ming-fei See myohi. 
Mino �it 
mint-t'ang See meido. 
Miroku �:lttfJ 
Misagi no tsukasa 
Misaie 
Mishuho 
ffilSOgi 
Miteshiro no 

Azumabito 
mitsu 
mitsugo 

Mlll!� 
IWR� 

1W1�¥! 

� 

IW¥1-�*A 

If 

If� 

mitsuz6 Ifill\ 
mi-yii See mitsugo. 
mogo �� 

mon 
mondo ketsugi 
monji 
monjooo 
Monmu 
monogatari 
Montoku 
monzeki 
Motogangoji 
mozo 

)C 
r .. ,;;§f�� 
)C� 
:>c�:ii 
)CJi\:: 
!1-m� 

)C{Jg 
r� ��t:iF 
:2js:j[;�� 
��.! 
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mu 1!!ii nichimotsu 8¥5/: 

mujisho 1!!ii§tl: Nigatsudo =Jl¥: 

mujlisho nehan 1!!iif:t J'JT {j!_ � nihyaku gojukkai =sli+f!X 

Muromachi �lilT nikugen �H� 

Muroo �'i: run 'lJ J�' 

Muroto �p Ningai f=#li: 

Muryojuin 1!!ii:i:%� ningii A'§ 

musho fushiin 1!!iiJi)f:;f�E'p Ninmei f=� 

mushotoku 1!!iiJiJf�� Ninnaji f=fll'¥ 

Mutsu lltll!: Nishidera ®'¥ 

myo (mantra) � Niwamaro Jjf)fi;§ 

myo (name) � nosen fi�� 

Myoe �,!; nosho fi��iE 

myohi ��2. Noto fi�� 

Myoitsu �� nyogtgo �n�mf 

myoji �* nyoho nenju �nl!�im 

myokanzatsuchi rY��� nyo'nyo �n�n 

Myoken rY� Nyorai byooo �n7!Piz.� 

Myokoin rYw� shogon zanmai M±jf-=:� 

myoo �.:E. Nyoraibu �n*$ 

Myosho �[JI 0 .:E 

Myoun rY'* abo .:El! 

Nagaoka -RIMJ Oe no Chikamichi *Wm:ii 

Nagate j)<-¥ Oe no Masafusa *rt�m 

Nagaya -R� Okada no Ushikai IMJffitf:i' 

naiho !AJl! Omi Jliri 

naijin rtJI\ll! Omi no Mifune rik #li: -=: JMJ-

Naishidokoro iAJ f� Jijf Omizutori JWJj(� 

naisho iAJ �iE on'indo if�:�!! 

naishochi pg�� Onjoji !EfJ!X'¥ 

naisho shogyo rJ-J��fr Ono no Minemori I Nlff -9-'<T 

Naito Konan pg§it'JJ¥] Ono no Shigeno I N!f itt !Iff 

naka honji q:t:zjs:'ij: onn �� 

N akatsukasasho q:tTf]� ontai ?'�Xi 

Namukanji 1¥J1!!iift'¥ Onyii �� 

Naniwa itt&: oomi zenji *g!�mp 

Nan-shan l¥JL1J oseishi Jt:iM�iJ 

Nanto rokushu 1¥J1'f�/\7% oshin )1:� 

Nara *� Otokuni L.Wil 

nenbundosha i¥51-ilff Otokunidera L.Wil'¥ 



C>tomo no 
Tsuguto 

Otsu 
Owari 
Paekche (Kudara) 

7cW�ltA 

*� 

�* 

sm 

p'an-chiao See hangyo. 
Pan-hong #'Jl. 

pan-JO See hannya. 
Pao-shou-ssu 1*%� 

Pe-huai WJ#li 
Pien-chao Chin-kang 

See Henjo Kongo. 
pien-wen See henmon. 
pu-erh mo-ho-yen 

See funi makaen. 
p'u-sa shih-lu-ta-

sheng if�+-/\ 7c 1=. 
p'u-t'i See bodai. 
p'u-t'i-hsin See bodaishin. 
P'u-yang tJU� 
ra1 tL 
raido tL:lit 
Raien U fil 
Raishin U 1§ 
raJa 
rakuzetsu muge 
rei See rai. 
rengyoshu 
nngon 
rinno kanjo 
risshi 
Risshu 
R(r)itsu 
R(r)itsuryo 
ritsuryo kokka 
ritsuz6 
rokudai 
rokuji 
rokujin 
ryobu shinto 

#-*17� 

�il[ 

�±.tim: 

W:(frp 

W:� 

W: 

W:� 

W:�[l']* 

W:. 

/;;jc 

jffi:� 

/,Jm 

Rif$:flj!J!! 

ryohonshi 
Ryosen 
Ryosho 
Ryozen 
ru 
rutsiibun 
R(r)yiiju 
R(r)yiirnyo 
sabenkan 
sadaijin 
sado 
Saeki 
Saeki no 

Imaemishi 
Saga 
sago 
Saicho 
Saidaiji 
Saiei 
Saigyo 
Saiji 
saijojo 
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T:;t;:(:ijf 

'$1llJ 

�Jm 

�:fit! 

rm 

rm:ii?t 

�1\tt 

�51 

tr.#-'§ 

tr.7chl: 

tr.J!l 

ftc18 

ftc18�'€;A 

�� 

f'F� 

B:W: 

j!!jjc� 

}\JI};� 

wrr 

w� 

saijojo mitsuz6kyo 
saika 

iii.* 

!i_l_**•#� 

�tr.J 

Saikei 
Saimei 
Saisen 
saishi 
Saish6e 
Saishoji 
sanbun kakyo 
sanbo 
san do 
sanga1 
san gedatsu 
sang1 
san go 
sanjo 
sanki 

m• 

RaA 

m:il 

�HE 

iilm% 

!ilm� 

.=7tf-H� 

_=¥,: 

.:11! 
� w 

.=Mim 

�-
� ?.illfij 

-=* 
.=9w 

san-lao-shu See sanro no sho. 
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San-lun See Sanron 

sanmaya =IPt:.lf� 

sanmaya kai =IPt:.lf�Rlt 

sanmaya mandara =IPt:.lf��*H 

san-mi See sanmitsu. 

sanmitsu =* 

sanmitsu kyomon =lfiqxp� 

san-mo-yeh See sanmaya. 

sanne =% 
Sanron =ilifU 

Sanronshu (group) =ilifU* 

Sanronshu 

(school) 

sanro no sho 

sansanmaya 

sanshu seken 

sanshu no jingi 

Sanuki 

Sanuki no 

Naganao 

Sanzen'in 

Sawara 

Sayadera 

se 

Sehei 

Seicho 

seidon 

Seihan 

Se!mel 

seishi 

SeiShonagon 

seito 

Seiwa 

Sengoku jidai 

Senju kannon 

senmyo 

scnpen 

senteki 

Sento saishoko 

seten to fumyo 

�*· 

==IPt:.lf� 

=fititP� 

=fitU� 
�II&: 

�II&: jj( ill 
=-=fM; 
lf-!i! 

�1¥� 

1i& 

n&� 
1i't� 
tl:i4: 
1i't$E 
lE� 
lE� 

1J'tj?t.fj1§" 
1Efo.\1t 
1i'f;f!l 
�OOBiff� 
-=f-¥ill-l§
'§"$ 
il� 
�1'4& 
fllJ?fliJ:liii�Hl4 
tlt:JC�tf� 

shinshingon 

Settsu 

shabetsu 

shabetsu chiin 

shaissaikyosho 

shajomon 

Shakamon 

'L'Ja:a 
tll� 
��lj 
��IJI'fP 

�-tJ] ti�J>JT 
i!lh'tf!P� 

�J.Il!!)C 
�J.Il!!"*-� 
�-� 
�� 
�*Jll.Yf 

Shaka muni 

shakusonryo 

shakuten 

Shakyosho 

sha-men See shaman. 

shami 

shamini 

shaman 

shen-i shen-i-ti 

Shiban 

shibi chUdai 

shibun 

Shichi diaji 

shichi kakushi 

shido 

shidoso 

Shigeno no 

Sadanushi 

fYIW 
fYIW� 
tpp� 

See shogi shogitai. 

flllf� 

��9=ti:l" 

st?t 

{;j;:� 

{;'))t)t 

f[.JJ( 
f[.JJ(ffl 

Shih-chia mou-ni See Shaka muni 

Shih-chia-wen See Shakamon. 

shih-lu-ta p'u-sa-

sheng 

shijlikin 

Shijlikuin 

shikai ryoshoin 

Shikibusho 

shikidai 

shiko 

Shimotsuke 

shimuryoshin 

shin 

shin bukkyo 

shinbutsu shiigo 

�mm� 
lmi-JLM; 
[9#JHj1jtfp 
j\$1i:J 
�* 
iiJ\:� 
rll!f 
lm1!!1i:i:'L.' 
1� 
filiffllqx 
tljlffllW/-f; 
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Shin'en J{p:j shod a .:I]! 
Shin'yakushiji lif�m!f� shoen 51± IE 
Shinga 1{¥![ shogakuto ;Jv'f]!j 
shingon 1{� shogeki ;J\5'Hic 
shingon daraniz6 J{�lltB!f:Jl shogi shogitai MJ�MJ�� 
shingon hiz6 J{�f£'. shojo kai 'H!€11X 
Shingon'in J{�llJ'L shojo ritsu ,HI€1$ 
shingonjo 1{�* shokai fukasetsu tl: #lJ: /F PJ � 
shingonjokyo 1{�*� shokoku 

shingonkyo 1{�� k6dokushi MfOO��m!f 

S(s)hingonshii JtS* shaman gusoku 

shingonshii honjo J{�**Yr kai .Fif*JJ'I.-JE11X: 
shingonz6 1{�- Shomu �� 
shinjin ridatsu :flll:51-MlM sham yo FillA 
Shinkei J{Jl shomyogo FillA* 
Shinko J{JN shonagon ;j\tfj� 
shinmitsu (body) :51-W shoo See tenrin shoo. 

shinmitsu (mind) 'L'W Shoren'in wJtllJ'L 
Shinn yo 1{�� Shorinji �#� 
Shinsen'en flj!JR� sharon �� 
shinshin shiig6 tlj!tlj!Wiif shoronshii m�� 

Shinsho 1{� shosen Yffi 
shinshii J!-* shosetsu lj\� 
Shinteki J{n!! Shoshi (queen) iEr 
shinyoitoku Q]�Q:�� shoshi (witness) �if m!f 

Shinzei J{m shosho Yfhl 
Shinz6 1{. shoshiibun iE** 
shira PB sh6s6 1]\1\'!1 
shi-ra-ma-na ;t��* Shosoin iEitllJ'L 
Shirakawa 81ilJ shosozu ,H\'!11$ 
shishosetsu ff.;J\� Shotai /§* 
Shitennoji 1!!17(£� shot en �"" F""' 

Shitsuga koshi !llf�0r shotenku �7({� 
Shittan �ft Shotoku (empress) fji}� 
shiyobon Q]�£ Shotoku (prince) �� 
shizai rukicho lf{Ml'frti'lC� shoya w� 
sho (life) 'i_ shu � 

7K 

sho (voice) 
±: 

Shubin 'it' fiN F' 

Shabo �'k Shucho 'it'lll 
Shochu �!L\1', Shiiei *� 
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Shiien {� fil Su-tsung ll* 
sh6en :I± iii su-san-wang 

Shugenshii {�it* See wkusanno. 

shugyo nyiiiso {� 1-T A 1il 11 Sudo *lll: 
shiiha *i* Sufukuji *:ffli� 
shiihashi *i*� Sugawara no 

shuji fi-T Kiyokimi f:!J¥:1�0 
shiiji fM� Sugawara no 

shukan §� Michizane f.'JJ¥:Jll:� 
shunie 1�=� Sui � 
S(s)hukongo fJL�IMJ� suke IX§ 
shiimatsu �1* Sun-ching 1it!b. 
Shunjo wm Sun-k'ang t�� 
Shun-tsung )llfi* Susanoo 3JH�Z.� 
Shiisan {�� Tachibanadera m� 
Shiisho *lti Tachibana no 

shiiso *1ll Hayanari m�� 
Shiitetsu {�tf Tachibana no 

Silla (Shiragi) ¥-JT,;f Tadakane :ji,�,1ft 
so t§ Tado �)j 

Sogi *tl:l; Ta-hsing-shan-ssu :*:00�� 
Sogishi �-R] Ta-hua tzu-tsai-t'ien 

So go 11t.¥!J See Take jizaiten. 

sogyo hachiman 11%/\.!Jll tai mw 
soi 111il taihi taizosho :*:;LI;Jlft:ll'i: 

soji i'i.l� Tai-po �HB 
sojikisha Jitt:J!f Taira no 

sojizo tf:M�:ll Shingehira -'¥-:1:� 
soja filE tairaku *� 
sokui kanjo &P1il:lill Tairyii :*:if!E 
sokusai goma ,\'ll,lX�- taisei -l*iM 
sokushin jobutsu &P:!it �$ t'ai-tsang See taiz6. 

songen m� Tai-tsung 1-t* 
Soniryo 11JE4' taiz6 Jlft:ll 
Sonshoji -Jm� taizo mandara JlftllliJHI 
sotaranz6 ��'I,- taiz6shiiky6 Mlll**� 
sotobain Zi"t��Ep tajuyo jooo ft�Jfl11t± 
SSU-JU-1-te See shinyoitoku. Takamagahara �7()]¥: 
Ssu-t'o (Shitaku) ��\� takamikura �m� 
Su-ch'in �� Takaoka �ffi 



Takashina no 

T onari 

Take jizaiten 

Ta-kuang-chih 

ta-lo See tairaku. 

tamamo 

yorutokoro 

no shima 

Tamonten 

Tamura Harumi 

T 'an-chen 

T 'ang 

Tanoura 

T 'an-sheng 

tao 

Tao-an 

i!11illlfilnlt 

ft!J.ft § :tr:� 

:kill' 

.:E.� M 9w z A\ij 

$11tl� 

H3H�#!i 

fi:� 

)\! 

H3fi'§ 

��� 

:@: 

:@:� 

:@:iiiE 

:@:'§ 

Tao-cheng 

Tao-hsiian 

Tao-seng-kuo 

Tao-shih 

See Dosokyaku. 

:@:tit 

Tao-sui 

Taruho 

ta-te See daitoku. 

te See toku. 

Te-tsung 

tei risshi 

Ten' an 

Ten bun 

Ten chi 

Tencho 

Tendai 

tendai hongaku 

shiso 

tendai zasu 

tengen 

Tenki 

tenmei 

Tenpyo 

Tenpyo Shoho 

Tenpyo Hoji 

ili� 

�t!\ 

t!Wifl1i 

�� 

�)C 

*�' 

:7(-R 

�Er 

� Er * jt .\1t*J;t 

�Ei'fi.:E 

�H� 

�:g 

�ill 

�� 

���'i' 

���'¥ 
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�Fs 

���I 

xr 

Tenreki 

tenrin shoo 

tens hi 

t'ien-ming 

T 'ien-pao 

See tenmei. 

�'i' 

T 'ien-t'ai See Tendai. 

t'ien-tzu See tenshi . 

to 

to 

Toba 

!odaiji 

!odaiji shingonshii 

Toji 

toji choja 

toji ichi no choja 

toji ni no choja 

Tokaku 

tokokii 

toku 

tokii 

tokuchi 

tokudo 

Tokuitsu 

fiE 

jjJ[ 

.�.'f:l 

**� 

**�J!t.1f?% 

*� 

*�-R1lf 

*�--R1lf 

*�=-R1lr 

%f:fl 

t'o-lo-ni See darani. 

Tomi no Naona W:�J!t.i'i 

Torno no Yoshio f'IO�� 

Ton'a '1\l'[IWJ 

Tonan'in *1¥ri!Jt 

torushin �¥fif.!it 

Tosa ±ftc 

Toshi 1!1111 

toshogaku � lE 'Jt 

Tosoritsu 

Totomi 

Ts'ao Chih 

Tsuchimikado 

tsugai so 

tsuina 

Tsukuba 

Tsukushi 

lU'�W 

tlu 

-� 

±mJP� 

iif� 

��Mt�� 

�i'Jt 

�'M' 
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Tsung-mi 
tsiiji 
tsiiju bosatsuso 
Tsushima 
Tung Chung-shu 
ubai 
ubasoku 
ubasoku koshinge 
ubenkan 
uchirongi 
Uda 
udaijin 
udana 
Umazake no 

Kiyonari 
Undo 
Uzumasa 
wajo 
waka 
wakamizu 
Wakasa 
Wakasai 
Wake no Mazuna 
wang See 6. 

J!$ 

jj�i?fiifl 

:x-1.� 

j[{rpff 

fl�:?:! 

11�£ 

fi�£Jf�M 

:tl#'§ 

IAJ�iii 

f$ 

:tl:k§ 

JH't�� 

�wr-JnX: 

*� 

** 

fjl_t 

;fQf!X 

;5'7}( 

;ff� 

;ff�:#

fll�1J;_t.¥DJ 

Wei-mo-ch'i See Yuimakitsu. 
Wei-shang ·!t_t 

wei-shu See isho. 
Wu � 

wu-ch'ang See gojo. 
wu-ching See gokyo. 
Wu-t'ai-shan li@ LiJ 

Wu-tsung �* 
Wu-yin (Hui-kuo's 

disciple) �� 

wu-yin (phonetic system) 
See goon. 

yah an 
Yakushi 
Yakushiji 

Yakushin 
Yamada no Oba 
Yamashiro LIJit 

Yamato :kfll 

Yasakani no 
magatama 1\.JVI (!!J :li 

yasha 1iX 

Yata no kagami /\.Mil 

ying-chih-shih See 6seishi. 
ym See in (mudra). 
Y6r6 lf� 

Yoshimine o 
Yasuyo 

Yoshino 
yosho hi o kakusu 

no ura 
Yotsuji no 

Yoshinari 

yU 
Yuan-chao 
Yuan-chiao 
Yuan-ho 
Yuan-t'se 
yii-ch'ieh See yuga. 

lmJ±�nX: 

1f 

fiH« 

:]Gf!X 

:JG;f!l 

fil ii!IJ 

Yueh-chou iMI·I 
yuga !ilii1bo 

yuigo �i!r 

Yuimae Mtff% 

Yuimakitsu ME!f� 

Yuishikishu ill�� 

Yung-chen 7K� 
Zengai � ·tlf 
Zengi �iii 

zenJI �flllf 

Zenju �� 

z6 • 

z6 toji betto .i!t * � �H � 

z6bu •$ 

z6bu shingonkyo •$1l;.1H.!l!: 
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ZOjoten �-Lx z6mitsu •w 

wku betto f��lj¥3 ZOshun -� 

wkusankoku ��00 z6yaku goma ��HinJ 

wkusanno ��]:_ zmen lliiU 

Zokutoritsu li!X�� zuitaigo llilftkiil 

z6mandara -��a 
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Notes 

Introduction 

1. Throughout this volume, my use of the term shinto does not imply that 

there existed in Japan from its antiquity an autonomous form of religion called 

Shinto-the idea that has been repeatedly advocated by many modern Shinto 

scholars. I used the term to refer generically to the indigenous practice of the 

worship ofkami, which was highly diversified in terms of social stratification and 

local variety, which consisted of a seemingly arbitrary mixture of such elements 

as ancestor worship, shamanism, and animism, and which, prior to early modem 

and modern periods, did not have a consistent universal doctrine, a body of 

canonical texts, or a centralized ecclesiastic organization totally independent 

of those ofBuddhism. Therefore the medieval Shinto-Buddhist amalgamation 

(or shinbutsu shugo as modern Japanese scholars refer to it) should not be 

understood as a marriage of two discrete religions. Rather, it was a process 

through which Buddhism, especially Esoteric Buddhism, provided a channel 

for diverse forms of kami worship-of tutelary gods in provincial villages, 

of ancestors of powerful aristocratic clans, and of the primordial Goddess 

Amaterasu in the imperial palace, etc.-to be vertically integrated into a 

system of religious authority and rule. Some Japanese scholars (e.g., KAMATA 

Toji 1995:IIo) described this process as the "integration among Shinto gods" 

(shinshin shugo, as opposed to shinbutsu shugo). However, it is also important 

to note that the Shinto- Buddhist integration did not result in the complete 

buddhization of kami worship: it gave rise to certain areas of Shinto worship, 

both spaces and times (such as the inner sanctuaries of the shrines at Ise and 

Kamo and the periods during which major Shinto services were observed at 

the imperial palace), which strictly refused the entry of Buddhist priests and 

even prohibited any Buddhist terms to be uttered within or during them. 

That is, the Shinto-Buddhist amalgamation also provided kami worshipers 
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with an opportunity to develop an awareness of Shinto as a religion, or at 

least a religious practice, separate from Buddhism (SAT6 Masato 1995). For the 

practice of Shinto rituals (saishi) within the ritsuryo system, see OKADA Seishi 

1991 and YANO Ken'ichi 1991. 

2. My understanding of the medieval period differs from that of tradi

tional Japanese Buddhologists, who have uncritically adopted the periodization 

of Japanese political history and identified it with the Kamakura (u92-1333) 

and Muromachi (1333-1600) periods-periods that they have assumed, were 

dominated by the Pure Land, Zen, and Nichiren sects. I have relied on the 

works of a newer generation of scholars who view the medieval period as 

the age in which Buddhist discourse held a hegemonic position in justifYing 

political rule, landholdings, and production of academic texts and artwork. 

See, for example, William LAFLEUR's (1983:9-13, 26ff) study of the centrality of 

Buddhist cosmology in medieval Japanese literature, Allan GRAPARD's ( 1992:8-

13) characterization of medieval religious institutions as "combinatory" ones 

in which Buddhism enabled the assimilation of diverse religious traditions. 

Also see KURODA Toshio's (1975:4-28-4-36) thesis that the Six Nara Schools, 

the Shingon School, and the Tendai School ("Old Buddhism") formed an 

alliance based on their shared interest in Esoteric Buddhism and maintained 

their dominance, both political and economic, throughout the medieval pe

riod. According to these studies, the medieval period had already begun 

in the mid-Heian period (the tenth century) and continued until the mid

Muromachi period (the fifteenth century). Kiikai can thus be located at the 

critical phase of historical transition that prepared the birth of the medieval 

social order. 

3. A large number of the sacred texts of medieval Shinto-in particular, 

those ofRyobu Shinto, a prominent medieval school based at the grand shrine 

of Ise, such as Tenchi reikiki and Ryogu gyomon jinshaku-are attributed to 

Kiikai. Many other legends claim that Kiikai was the first to make sculptures 

of Shinto gods in human form. A legend preserved at Otokunidera, Nagaoka, 

relates an episode in which the Shinto god Hachiman, out of appreciation to 

Kiikai for carving a sculpture of him, provided Kiikai with a sculptural self

portrait in which he represented himself as Kiikai-that is, a legend explaining 

the origin of a Shinto god manifesting himself as a Buddhist priest (sogyo 

hachiman). 

+· This is the case not only for Buddhology but also for modern Hindu 

studies, where more works focused on mantra are available. Yet absolutely no 

agreement has been reached regarding what mantra is; its definition ranges 

from utter nonsense (Frits STAAL 1989:280-293) to metasemantic language 

action (Ellison FINDLY 1989:27). 
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5. Because of their seeming senselessness, accompanied by their claim to 

supernatural "magical" effects, dharal).l and mantra have been largely ignored 

by the post-Enlightenment, rationalist academic disciplines, to which modern 

Buddhology is integral. On the other hand, within many Buddhist tradi

tions they have held a privileged position, having been preserved as the very 

source of the sacred, which is said to be suprarational and supratemporal. In 

other words, dharal).l and mantra as they are understood by the traditions are 

beyond conceptualization and have no history. Therefore they are the very 

antithesis to the essential approach of modern Buddhology, which, having 

been forged within the framework of nineteenth-century Western intellectual 

traditions, developed along and has shown a tendency to be bifurcated into two 

distinct paths: bibliographical-historical research and doctrinal-philosophical 

inquiry. It appears that one of the difficulties for modern Buddhologists of 

the study of dharal).l and mantra derives from their insistence on defining 

them-that is, their goal of rationalizing linguistic phenomena that have 

a tendency to defY their modern rationalist thinking. In this study, I am 

least concerned with producing definitions. My essential approach is first to 

observe the general pattern in which dharal).l, mantra, and diverse ideas and 

concepts related to them were distributed throughout the religious, political, 

and cultural discourse of the late Nara and early Heian society; and then to see 

how Kiikai's work of introducing Esoteric Buddhism contributed to changing 

that general pattern of distribution. It is in this regard that I discuss how 

Kiikai defined mantra and distinguished it from dharal).l. That is, my primary 

focus is to illustrate the actual use of the ritual languages of dharal).l and 

mantra-how they were chanted, where and by whom they were studied, 

how the authorities treated those who resorted to these languages, etc.

in one historical condition (pre-Kiikai) and to identifY what exactly (among 

the many things Kiikai accomplished) contributed to the change in the use 

of mantra and dharal).l in another historical condition (post-Kiikai). I hope 

to suggest that a study of mantra or dharal).l can be, on the one hand, a 

force of mediation between the seemingly polarized historical and doctrinal 

methods in modern Buddhology and, on the other, a force to create an 

effective integration between conventional Buddhological studies and such 

other disciplines as literary criticism, linguistic philosophy, and political and 

cultural studies. 

6. I am here employing the concept of mediation in reference to a distinc

tively intertextual quality of Kiikai's writings. For intertextuality as mediation, 

see Julia KR!STEVA 1980:66. 

7. As already demonstrated by William LAFLEUR (I983=I07-II5 ) ,  Buddhist 

scriptural texts are often richly figured with rhetorical and tropical strategies. 
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Drawing from examples in medieval Japanese literary texts, LaFleur has sug

gested that by studying the process through which such figurative aspects of 

Buddhist canonical works were absorbed in individual society, one can illustrate 

the manner in which indigenous Buddhist literature developed in Asian nations 

(pp. ix-xii). 

r. Kukai and (Very) Early Heian Society: A Prolegomenon 

r. Historical sources provide conflicting information regarding the date 

of Kii.kai's birth. However, the most reliable historical document is a letter 

sent by Saicho to Kii.kai dated the twenty-fifth day of the eleventh month of 

Konin 4 (813 ), in which Saicho expresses his intention to celebrate the fortieth 

anniversary ofKii.kai's birth by sending him a poem (DZ 5:466-467; KZ 5:375). 

The original handwritten letter is preserved in the Nara National Museum. 

For a systematic study of primary sources relating to Kii.kai's date of birth, see 

UEYAMA Shunpei 1981:43-6r. Also see TAKAGI Shingen 1990:5-33. 

2. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 33, KT 2:416. For the precedent of the similar edict 

issued by the imperial court, see Shoku nihongi, fscl. 21, KT 2:254. Unless 

indicated otherwise, all quotations in this volume from non-English texts 

represent my translations. 

3. Fuso ryakkyi, fscl. 2, KT 12:96; Shoku nihongi, fscl. 17, KT 2:202, 203. 

4. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 23, 26, KT 2:287-288, 315. 

5. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 26, 27, 30, KT 2:324, 332-333, 368-371. 

6. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 25, KT 2:306-307. 

7. See, for example, fascicle 8 of the Golden Light Sutra, T 6:442a-444a. 

8. One exception to this general rule is Emperor Heizei (r. 806-809 ), whose 

principal constituency seems to have been the Nara clergy and those aristocrats 

who were opposing Kanmu's transfer of the capital away from Nara. After his 

abbreviated reign of three years, Heizei retired to Nara and attempted a coup 

aimed at returning the capital to Nara. Heizei's failed coup forced him to take 

the tonsure and spend the rest of his life as priest confined in his residence 

in Nara. In 822, Heizei received Kii.kai's abhi�eka and became an Esoteric 

Buddhist practitioner. 

9. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 36, KT 2:456. 

10. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 10, KT 2:135. 

n. See for example, the edict of the seventeenth day of the seventh month 

ofJinki 2 (725 ). Shoku nihongi, fscl. 9, KT 2:103. 

12. For an overview of the Shinto rituals conducted by the emperor at the 

imperial palace, see KAWADE Kiyohiko 1978:199-407. For an analysis of the 
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numinous quality attributed to the Japanese emperor that legitimated his role 
as the supreme priest at Shinto rituals, see KOBAYASHI Toshio I994:223-287. 

I3. See, for example, KuROSAKI Teruto's ( I992:57-68 ) study of the analo
gous structure shared by the Shinto service Daijoe and the Buddhist service 
Misaie, both aimed at intensifYing the emperor's power as a ruler. 

I4. For a historical overview of the development of the Chinese legal systeym 
and the Iii-ling codes compiled and promulgated in the Sui and the T'ang 
dynasties, see HoRI Toshikazu I982. Also see INOUE Mitsusada I982:75-91. 

IS. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. I, KT 25:1-3. 

I6. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 3, KT p2-I3. 

I7. The Daijokan consisted of three ministerial posts (kami)-grand min
ister ( daijio daijin ), minister of the left ( sadaijj"in ), and minister of the right 
( udaijin)-which were served by one vice ministerial office ( suke) of dainagon, 

three secretarial offices (jo), shonagon, sabenkan, and ubenkan, and two offices 
of scribes, daigeki and shogegi. The eight ministries under the jurisdiction of 
the Daijokan consisted of four ministries of the left-Nakatsukasasho (Im
perial Documents), Shikibusho (Rites), Jibusho (Aristocracy), and Minbusho 
(Commoners)-and four minstries of the right-Hyobusho (Military Mfairs), 
Gyobusho (Law), Okurasho (Finance), and Kunaisho (Imperial Palace). 

I8. The educational system at the Daigaku and Kokugaku are described in 
the Gakuryo, chapter n of the YOro ritsuryo, NST 3:262-268. 

I9. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 2, KT 2:n. 

20. "Konin kyakushiki jo," Ruiji sandaikyaku, fscl. I, KT 25:2-3. 

21. Beyond the lightest punishment of forced labor, the ritsuryo distin
guished penalities in five categories in twenty grades: (I ) whips (ten, twenty, 
thirty, forty, fifty whips); ( 2 ) sticks (sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety, one hundred 
sticks); ( 3 ) imprisonment (one, one and a half, two, two and a half, three years); 
(4) exile (to lands close to, distant from, and most distant from the capital); 
and ( 5 ) capital punishment (hanging or beheading). 

22. For the significance of the Tao-seng-kuo in the T'ang legal system, see 
FUTABA Kenko I994- For comparison of the Tao-seng-kuo and the Soniryo, 
see NAKAI Shinko I994-

23. The ritsuryo divided government officers into ten ranks. Elite aristocrats 
occupying offices in the higher echelon of the court bureaucracy were custom
arily given the fifth rank (goi) or higher. Jibusho was in charge of supervising fa
milial successions, marriages, celebrations, funerals, awards, and other matters 
relating to those who held the fifth rank or higher, namely aristocratic officers. 
Under the jurisdiction ofJibusho were four agencies: the Gagakuryo (Agency 
of the Court Orchestra), which appointed and trained court musicians, dancers 
and singers; the Genbaryo (Agency of Buddhists and Foreigners), which was in 
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charge of welcoming foreign diplomatic missions, supervising foreign visitors 

and residents in the capital, and overseeing Buddhist temples and Buddhist 

priests and nuns in the capital; the Misagi no tsukasa (Agency of Imperial 

Mausoleums); and the Sogishi (Agency of Funerary Rites). See fascicle 2, 

Shokuinryo, of the Ritsuryo, NST p68-I70. 

24. Siigii bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 6p-I8. 

25. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 3I; Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2p23; KT 2:392; 

NI 1:430. 

26. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 9, KT 2:93-94. 

27. Sandai jitsuroku. 2/I6 Jogan 6, KT 4:I3I. 

28. See articles 3, 5, I3, 20 of the Soniryo, NST 3:2I6, 2I7, 2I9, 220. 

29. See the decrees of the Daijokan to Enjoji (7/25 Kanpyo I) and Kajiiji 

(9/2I Engi 5) in fascicle 2 of the Ruiju sandaikyaku, KT 25:62, 104-105. Also, 

see the decrees to Kashoji (2/5 Gankei 2) and Gangyoji (2/7 Gankei 2) in 

Nihon sandai jitsuroku, KT 4:421. For an interpretation of these sources, see 

NAKAI Shinko I99I:2o6-2IO. For the rise of the betto system, see NAGAMURA 

Makoto I986. 

30. See "Daianji garan engi narabi ni ruki shizaicho," "Horyiiji engi narabi 

ni shizaicho," and "Saidaiji shizai rukicho," NI I:382a-b, 394a, 429b-430b. 

31. See the decree ofi/II Enryaku 23, Nihon kiryaku, fscl. I2, KT 3:29. Also 

see the decree of 3/25 Enryaku I5, Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2s;II5-II6. 

32. Daijo kanpu, 12j25 Enryaku 24, Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2s;I25-

I26; Daijo kanpu, 3/20 Konin 3 (Masani shokuku koshi ni kokubun niji o 

kengyo seshimuru koto), Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2s;IIO-III. 

33. For discussions on the relationship between the Office of Priestly Affairs 

and Provincial Masters, see INOUE Kaoru I966:3I6-3+4; USHIYAMA Yoshiyuki 

I990:I53-I83, esp. I63-I70; NAKAI Shinko I99I:82-86; TAIRA Masayuki I992:87-

94. 

3+. Ritsuryii, fscl. 7, NST 3:2I9-220. 

35. Siigii bunin, fscls. I-2, DBZ 6p-21. 

36. Based on literal reading of the Soniryo descriptions, earlier studies by 

Japanese scholars often understood Sogo merely as a government agency whose 

jurisdiction was limited to the capital. For a summary of research carried out 

by scholars who hold this position, see FUTABA Kenko I984:I72-I84. However, 

more recently, studies of the Ryii no gige, Ryii no shitge, and other authoritative 

exegeses of the ritsuryo literature by the experts in ancient Japanese law have 

shown that the Sogo's primary function was to administer naihii, the law within 

Buddhism, that is, the vinaya. In this regard their authority was not limited to 

the geographical confines of the capital. Added to this function was the Sogo's 

role to exert further control over the Buddhist community at the capital by 
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means of geho, the external law of Soniryo. This explains why the Sago was 

often at odds with the imperial court over implementing strict policies toward 

the Buddhist community. See NAOBAYASHI Futai 1994 and INo Hideaki 1994. 

For the regulations specifying the Sago's jurisdiction within the government, 

see articles 3, 8, and 13 of the Soniryo and article r2 of the Kiijikiryo, NST 3:262, 

264, 265-266, 379-380. Also see NAKAI Shinko 1994:83-86. 

37. For laicization without a reduction in punishment, see article 1 of the 

Soniryo, NST 3:216; for the penalty for killing resulting from physical fight, see 

article 5 of the Toshoritsu, NST p2o. 

38. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 23, KT 2:275-276. 

39. It appears that Gyoshin was a prominent Hosso priest. According to a 

document of Daianji dated 747, he was the senior priest general of the Office 

of Priestly Mfairs (NI r:382a). On the other hand, the Sogo bunin list his name 

as one of the vinaya masters of the same office, whose tenure extended from 

738 to 749 (DBZ 6s:3a-c). 

40. For the general punishment against imprecation resulting in the death of 

the imprecated, see article 17 of the Zokutoritsu (NST 3:97); for the amendment 

of that law to require capital punishment for imprecations that constituted 

political treason by those who served the court, including officially ordained 

priests and nuns, see the decree of 4/2 Tenpyo r, Shoku nihongi, fscl. 10, KT 

2:II6-II7. 

41. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 19, KT 2:222-223. 

42. Nihon koki, fscl. 21, KT pr6. 

43. Article 27, Koryo, NST 3:234. Because the ancient Japanese marriage 

customs assumed premarital relations, the punishment for an extramarital 

relation between an unmarried couple, based on the Chinese law imbued with 

Confucian ideology, seems never to have been exercised. See NST 3:563-564 

(sec. 27c). 

44. For other examples of priests who violated the rule of celibacy receiving 

especially severe punishments see YosHIDA Kazuhiko 1986:57. 

45. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. r86, KT 6:301. 

46. Daijo kanpu, 7/10 Konin 3, Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 25:139. 

47. A case in point is an incident involving priest Zengai of Horyiiji, who 

in 846 brought a lawsuit before the Grand Ministry against Tomi no Naona, 

a courtier and one of Horyiiji's principal patrons, who had allegedly appro

priated Horyiiji's public resources and profited from their sale. The counsel 

of the Grand Ministry led by the vice ministers (sangi) Prince Masami and 

Wake no Mazuna found Naona guilty of embezzlement and sentenced him 

to exile in an extremely remote land. However, Torno no Yoshio, another 

officer at the Grand Ministry, objected to Prince Masami's ruling, asserting 
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that the case constituted a mistrial. Yoshio argued that the Rules for Priests 

and Nuns strictly prohibited priests or nuns from bringing lawsuits against 

government agencies, including the direct petitions to the Grand Ministry 

(article 8, NST 3:218). The only exceptions to this rule were those petitions 

processed at the Office of Priestly Affairs, in which cases priests and nuns 

were required to appear as plaintiffs by temporarily dressing themselves in 

white-symbolizing lay status-to avoid conflict with the above-mentioned 

Soniryo law and with vinaya rules prohibiting the ordained from pressing 

charges against others through official legal procedures (article 17; NST 3:221). 

Sanuki no Naganao (?-862) and four other legal scholars (meiho hakase) sum

moned by the court to investigate the alleged mistrial of Prince Masami's 

council produced recommendations in favor of Yoshio. Accordingly, Prince 

Masami, Wake no Mazuna, and other officers in the council were expelled from 

their Grand Ministry posts, and, on retrial, Zengai was found guilty of violating 

the Rules for Priests and Nuns and punished with forty lashes. Montoku tenno 

jitsuroku, fscls. 4, 5, KT 3:43-44, 53-54; Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 16, KT 3=191-

193. For the political implications of the Zengai incident, especially with regard 

to the strife between the Fujiwara clan and anti-Fujiwara factions in the early 

Heian court, see SONODA Koyii 1981:133-160. 

48. For the history of the seven great temples and Toshodaiji in Nara, see 

0TA Hirotaro 1979. Gufukuji (also known as Kawaharadera) in the ancient 

capital of Asuka, Shitennoji in Naniwa, and Koryiiji at Uzumasa were among 

the other monasteries with the title of daiji located outside the city ofNara. For 

the formation of the system of great temples, see NAKAI Shinko 1991:135-169. 

49. See, for example, Shinsho HANAYAMA 1960:19; Dale SAUNDERS 1964:105; 

Daigen and Alicia MATSUNAGA 1974:26. 

so. Horyiiji garan engi narabini ruki shizaicho, NI 1:347a. Note that in 

this and many other documents dating from the early and mid-Nara period, 

the Chinese character used to indicate schools is chung (Jpn. shu), which 

means "group" or "gathering," and not tsung (Jpn. shu), the most standard 

character employed in later documents to indicate schools. Betsu sanronshii, 

the study group for "separate transmission Madhyamika" was by far the largest 

study group at Horyiiji in 747, followed by Yuishikishii, the Yogacara study 

group, Sanronshii, the Madhyamika study group, and Risshii, the Vinaya 

study group. As discussed by INOUE Mitsusada (1982:276-280 ), "separate 

transmission Madhyamika" was a school primarily concerned with the study of 

later Indian Madhyamika philosophy, especially of Bhavaviveka 's Torch of the 

Prajiiii-piiramitii ( Prajiiii-pradipa-mulamadhyamaka-vrtti. [ Ch. Pan-jo teng

lun; Jpn. Hannya toron], T 30 #1566) and related texts, which became available 

in Chinese in the mid-seventh century. 
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sr. Daianji garan engi narabini ruki shizaicho, NI 1:369b. The name of 

the Yogad.ra School at Daianji is given as shoronshu, instead of the standard 

Yuishikishii (Consciousness-only ) or Hosshoshii (Nature of Dharma); it refers 

to the school grounded on the later Indian Yogacara systematically imported 

to China by Hsiian-tsang (596-664). (Although the standard Japanese term 

for Yogacara is hosso, the "aspects of dharma," the school is referred to in Nara 

documents most frequently as hossho, the "nature of dharma.") Shoronshii, 

literally, means the study group for the Mahiiyiinasamgraha (Ch. She ta

ch'eng-lun; Jpn. Sho daijoron ), T 31 #1593, suggesting that the Yogacara studies 

at Daianji emphasized the earlier transmission of Indian Yogacara to China, 

especially that of Paramartha ( 499-569 ), who translated into Chinese Asailga's 

seminal Yogacara text (INOUE Mitsusada 1982:274-276 ). 

Very little is known about Shutarashii, or the Siitra School, which was the 

recipient of the largest stipend at Daianji. ISHIDA Mosaku ( 1930:67) considers it 

to be another name of the Yogacara School, whereas TAMURA Encho ( 1969:113-

133) regards it as a school devoted to the study of prajfta-paramita siitras. INOUE 

Mitsusada (1982:280-282) has speculated that it was the Jojitsu (Satyasiddhi) 

School whose doctrine was closely linked to the Sautrantika School. Recently, 

SHINKAWA Tokio (1994:251-252) suggested that the Siitra School, whose pres

ence was ascertained also at Gangoji and Todaiji, was not a doctrinal school 

but consisted of experts on the ritual recitation and liturgical use of scriptures 

essential for the Six Schools. 

52. Masani shohon o kou mokuroku, DK 12:17; Kegonshii fuse hojomon an, 

DK 11:557; Shasho fuse kanjocho, DK 12:42; Kushashii shasho fuse kanjocho, 

DK 12:42; Toji daishutarashii narabini risshii fuse hojomon an, DK 11:569. 

53. So chikei shiishohon o koi tatematsuru no kei, DK 13:36. 

54. Zushi e zo narabi ni gashi mokuroku, DK 12:247. 

55. The Todaiji documents that Futaba drew on to determine the size of 

the membership of the three schools at Todaiji can be found at DK 11:569; DK 

12:147; and DK 12:42. 

56. In its 747 report, Daianji lists the number of its resident practitioners 

at 887-of whom 473 were fully ordained priests and the rest were advanced 

novices-supported by the income from the temple's fief domains in thirteen 

provinces with a total of one thousand farming households (Daianji garan engi 

narabi ni ruki shizaicho, NI 1:378a-b ). By contrast, Todaiji was provided with 

domains of five thousand farming households in twenty provinces (Todaiji 

hoko shobun chokusho. HI 2:46ob.). These figures suggest that the number 

of priests who belonged to the study groups at Daianji and other great temples 

was significantly smaller than that at Todaiji. 

57. See FUTABA Kenko 1984:289. The only exception to this rule is Gufukuji, 
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a daiji located at the ancient capital of Asuka, which, unlike other daiji at 

Asuka, was not transferred to the new capital of Nara in 7IO. INOUE Mitsusada 

(I982:283) has reported a document from Gufukuji preserved at the Nezu 

Museum in Tokyo dated the eleventh day of the fifth month of Enryaku I3, 

confirming the existence of Betsu sanronshu and Shutarashu. 

58. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, 6/I+ Enryaku I7, KT 25=124-I25. 

59. KusHIDA Ryoko (I98I:3I2), for example, speculates that the Emperor 

Saga's court's entrusting of Toji to Kukai was a means for the state to defray 

the burden of the costly national project initiated by Kanmu. 

6o. Emperor Saga entrusted the construction of Saiji to the Sanron priest 

Shubin ofDaianji in 823. Later, Shubin's master Gonso was appointed admin

istrator of Saiji. In 824, the Ritsu priest Choe (d. 826) became supervisor of 

construction and the Sanron priest Saiei (d. 837) became chief administrator. 

Honcho kosoden, fscls. 5, 46, DBZ 63:45c, 282b; Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:8a-c, 

I7a-b. 

61. Daijo kanpu, ro/w Konin I4, Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:55-56. 

62. Nihon kiryaku 2, fscl. I4, 4/28 Tencho I, KT 10:3I9. 

63. Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 6, KT 3:66. 

64. Shoku nihon koki, fscl. w, KT 3=124. 

65. Ch. Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng-wang-ching; Jpn. Konkomyo saishookyo, 

T I6 #665. 

66. Wei-mo-ch'i so-shuo-ching (Jpn. Yuimakitsu shosetsukyo), T I4 #475. 

67. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, I/I2 Enryaku 2I, KT 25:55. 

68. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, I/22 Enryaku 23, KT 25:50. 

69. ]en-wan pan-jo-ching-su (Jpn. Ninno hannyakyo sho), T 33 #I707. 

70. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, 4/25 Enryaku 25, KT 25:50. 

71. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, ro/3 Tencho 9, KT 25:50. 

72. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, 9/I+ Tencho 7, KT 25:50. 

73. The Four Guardian Kings are legendary protectors of the Dharma 

residing in their heavenly realm of Citurmahara:jakayika in the Sumeru. As 

the four generals serving Indra, they protect the four directions of the world: 

Dhrtaragra (Jpn. Jikokuten) in the east, Viru<;lhaka (Zojoten) in the south, 

Virupaka�ya (Komokuten) in the west, and VaisravaQa (Tamonten) in the 

north. The worship of the four kings is described in chapter I2, fascicle 7 of the 

sutra. T I6:427b-432C. 

74. Shoku nihongi, fscl. I4, KT 2:164. 

75. "Gokoku o shugyo suru wa soni no michi nari," Shoku nihongi, fscl. 22, 

KT 2:264. 

76. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 2, I/8 Jogan I, KT 4:I5. 

n. Nihon shoki, SNB I:H. 
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78. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. 187, 1/26 Enryaku 22, KT 6:237. 

79. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. 187, 1j26 Enryaku 25, KT 6:238. For Saicho's recom

mendation, see Kenkanron engi, DZ 1:292-293; NST 4-:187-188, 359. 

8o. Tendai hokkeshu nenbun tokudo gakusho meicho, DZ 1:250-253; NST 

4-:187-188, 359. 

8I. In this regard, I am in support of the critique by YosHIDA Kazuhiko 

(1995: 192-193) of the sectarian approach to the study of early Heian Buddhism: 

It is insufficient, even inappropriate, to delineate the prototype of Japanese 

Buddhism that came into being in the early Heian period by reducing it 

to Saicho and Kiikai. We should look at it as the development of a religious 

authority of a broader range that cannot be represented merely by Saicho and 

Kiikai. Although Saicho and Kiikai are doubtless of critical historical impor

tance, ... it is impossible to understand -only by means of their thoughts, 

their activities, or their Tendai and Shingon Schools-Japanese Buddhism 

that emerged [in the early Heian period] as a classic Japanese culture or 

as classic religious establishment. The power of Todaiji and other ancient 

temples predating the Tendai and Shingon Schools remained enormous. 

Precisely because of the institutional conglomeration with these ancient Bud

dhist forces, the Tendai and Shingon Schools were able to form themselves 

into the dominant authority structure of the religious mainstream. 

82. Jitsue's letter was given, first, to his fellow Shingon priest Shinzei ( 8oo-

86o ), who attempted to travel to China in the fifth month ofJ owa 3 ( 853 ), only 

shortly after their master's death in the third month. Shinzei's ship encountered 

a severe storm near the island of Tsushima and was destroyed. In the fifth month 

ofJowa (838), another colleague ofJitsue's, Engyo, was chosen to be included 

in the Japanese mission to the T'ang court headed by Ambassador Fujiwara 

no Tsunetsugu. Engyo succeeded in reaching the Ch'ing-lung monastery in 

the first month of next year and delivered Jitsue's letter to his hosts there. See 

two documents produced by Jitsue, one in 835, the other in 838, requesting 

the court to add first Shinzei and Engyo to the Japanese embassies to the 

T'ang court. Tsuikai bunso #4-, 6, KZ 5:390, 396. Tsunetsugu's emissary also 

included Ennin (794--864-) and Ensai (?-877) of Mount Hiei and Jogyo (?-

866) of Horinjji, another disciple of Kiikai's, all of whom rose to eminence as 

masters of Esoteric Buddhism upon their return to Japan. Shoku nihon koki, 

KT 3=51-52, 55, 77; Reigenji shorai mokuroku, KSZ 3=14-7-16I. 

83. Tsuikai bunso #5, KZ 5=391-392. 

84-. See fascicle 3, Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, KZ 3:4-26, 4-30, 4-35, 4-37, +38-

+++· Among them, one letter from Kiikai to Saga relates directly to Kiikai's 
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Buddhism-the letter dated in 8ro in which Kukai asks for the emperor's 

permission to perform at his resident temple ofTakaosanji the esoteric rituals 

for the promotion of the peace of the nation, KZ 3:4-35-4-36. 

85. Zoku henjo hakki seireishii hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3=523; "Daijokanpu kii 

kokushi," KZ 5:4-26-4-28. 

86. Koya daishi gokoen, fscl. I, KDZ I:252b-253a; Daishi gyokeki, KDZ 2:67b. 

Also see Heizei tenno kanjomon. KZ 2:I50-I74-. 

87. Shoku nihongi, fscl. I5, KT 3=175, 2I3-2I4-. For the construction of koku

bunji and kokubun'niji, see Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25=107-III. 

88. Perhaps the most reliable source for Saga's consignment ofToji to Kukai 

appears to be Kukai's 835 letter to Emperor Ninmei's court quoted in Shoku 

nihon koki ( fscl. 4- ) and in Ruiju kokushi ( fscl. I8o ), KT 3=35; KT 6:260. Also 

see two of Daijokan 's documents dated the tenth day of the tenth month of 

K onin I4- ( 823 ) and the sixth day of the sixth month of Tencho I ( 824-), both 

empowering Kukai to manage Toji. KZ 5:4-35-4-36. 

89. Daijo kanpu, Jibusho, Ruiju sandai kyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:55-56. 

90. Kobodaishi gyokeki, fscl. 3, KDS: 510; Toyoki, fscl. 1. ZZG I2:2b. 

91. For the ritual procedure followed in granting the samaya precepts, see 

chapter 2, fascicle I, of the Mahiivairocana Siitra, T I8:5c-6b. Also see Kukai's 

Himitsu sanmaya bukkaigi, KZ 2:I4-0-I4-9· 

92. Ta-p'i-lu-che-na ch'engfo sheng-pien chia-ch'ih-ching (Jpn. Daibiru

shana jobutsu jinpen kajikyo), T I8 #84-8; Chin-kang-ting i-ch'ieh ju-lai chen

shih-she ta-ch'eng hsien-cheng ta-chiao-wang-ching (Jpn. Kongocho issai nyorai 

shinjitsusho daijo gensho daikyookyo), T I8 #865. 

93. For the pictorial arrangement of divinities in the two mal).�alas, see MJ, 

appendix 3, 32-33. Also see SJ 292,295. It is also noted that there are three levels 

of abhi�eka. The introductory abhi�eka (kechien kanjo) is aimed at generating 

karmic affinity between recipients and the divinities in the mal).�ala, thereby 

establishing recipients as practitioners of Esoteric Buddhism. The intermediate 

abhi�eka (gakuho kanjo) enables a recipient to master ritual practices through 

which to attain the meditative union, or yoga, with one or more of the 

divinities in the mal).�ala. Finally, the most advanced abhi�eka ( denkyo kanjo) 

is to empower the recipient as a master of Esoteric Buddhism responsible for 

preserving the tradition for future generations. 

94-. Kenkairon engi, DZ I:279; Dengyo daishi shorai esshiiroku, DZ 4-:23-36. 

95. The earliest surviving letter from Saicho to Kukai is dated the twenty

fourth day of the eighth month ofDaido I (809 ). DZ 5:4-50-4-51. However, the 

contents of the letter suggest that their interaction had already begun by that 

date. 
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96. Discussed in detail in Ryiiichi ABE 1995. Also see Paul GRONER 

1984:77-87. 

97. Kanjo rekimyo, KZ 3:620-627. There is a discrepancy on the list between 

the number of students originally registered for initiation ( 145) and the number 

who actually received initiation ( 191). 

98. The process of the disintegration of their relationship, which ceased in 

816, is discussed in Ryuichi ABE 1995=127-133-

99. Zoku henjo hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 10, KZ 3:542. There exists no 

record that shows how many priests accompanied Gonso in receiving Kukai's 

abhi�eka. However, perhaps among them was the Daianji priest Hojitsu ( 737-

82o ), who in 812 served as one of the precept masters at the ordination of 

Saicho's disciple Kojo. Denjutsu isshin kaimon, DZ 1:531. According to the 

Genko shakusho, Hojitsu received abhi�eka at age eighty, that is, in the year 

816. Subsequently, Hojitsu was said to have devoted himself to the study of 

Esotericism but expressed regret that his encounter with Esotericism came 

much too late in his life. DBZ 62:79. 

100. Ch. Chin-kuang-ming-tsui-sheng-wang-ching; Jpn. Konkomyo saishoo

kyo, T 16 #66s. 

101. Genko shakusho, fscl. 2, KT 31:51-52. 

102. Koya daishi gokoden, KDZ 1:252b-253a; Genko shakusho, fscls. 2, 3, KT 

31:53, 65; Kobo daishi deshifu, fscls. 2, 3, KDZ 10:83b, 96b, 104b, n6b. 

103. Kobo daishi deshifu, fscl. 2, KDZ 10:62a-98a. 

104. Kobo daishi deshifu, fscls. r, 2, KDZ 10:99a-10oa. 

105. Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, fscl. 7, KZ 3:4-76-477. 

106. After Saicho's death in 822, Kukai resumed his training in Esoteric 

Buddhism of Encho (772-837) and many other disciples of Saicho's, who 

received Kukai's 812 abhi�eka in Takaosanji. See Encho's 831 letter to Kukai 

in Rankei ionshu, KZ 5=383-385. Also see Ryiiichi ABE 1995:II9 n22. 

107. It remains unknown exactly how many people received this letter, but 

in Koya zappitsushu, another collection of the letters ofKukai, ten cover letters 

attached to it show that Kukai sent the letter at least to the eastern provinces of 

Mutsu, Hitachi, Shimotsuke, and Kai, and to the southern province of Tsukishi 

in Kyiishu. 

The actual letter consisted of three parts: the cover letters Kukai prepared 

separately for individual recipients; the letter proper, requesting cooperation 

in copying and circulating scriptures; and the list of Esoteric Buddhist scrip

tures Kukai had selected from the texts he imported from China. That list 

did not survive, and exactly what texts selected scriptures comprised remains 

unknown. Based on the Seireishu binmo by Unsho (1614-1693), modern Shin-
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gon scholars claim that the 35 fascicles of scriptures were the Mahiivairocana 

Siitra ( 7 fascicles); Vajrafekhara Sutra (3 ); Abbreviated Vajrafekhara Siitra ( 4 ); 
Mahiivairocana Siitra Commentary ( 20 ); and the Treatise on the Enlightened 

Mind (I). SZ 42:310. However, this cannot be accurate because the version 
of Subhakarasirhha's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Siitra imported by 
Kiikai was the ten-fascicle version, not the twenty-fascicle version widely cir
culated from in the mid-Heian period. 

108. Zoku henjo hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:526-529. Kochi was a 
teacher ofEnnin and Anne before they went to Mount Hiei to join the Tendai 
School. For Kochi see Genko shakusho, fscls. 2, 3, KT 3I:53, 6o. 

109. Dating based on the analysis of Tokuitsu's profile in the Nanto kosoden 

(DBZ 64:108a) by TAKAHASHI Tomio (I986:49-5I). 
uo. For Kiikai's address to Kochi, see Koya zappitsushii, KZ 3:565-566. 

Kiikai's cover letter to Ky6k6 did not survive. However, there exists in the 
archive of Kozanji a copy of the Vajrafekhara Sutra that carries a colophon 
signed by Ky6k6 stating: "On the fifth month of Konin 6 [8IS], in response to 
Master Kai [Kiikai]'s request, I have copied out these Esoteric Buddhist siitras 
in 36 fascicles" (KTM I:I2). 

III. The Chinese translation of the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya, T 22 #I428. 
u2. Todaiji yoroku, fads. 4, 9, ZZG u:64a-67a, I79a-I8ob. 
u3. Genko shakusho, fscls. I, 27, KT 3I-32, 405. For a review of major studies 

by Japanese historians of the two precept platforms at Kannonji and Yakushiji 
and for the most recent study of these two institutions, see MATsuo Kenji 
I988a:7s-us. 

II4. The term daijo ritsu does appear from time to time in the writing of 
modern Japanese scholars, pointing to the extent of the confusion created by 
the vagueness of the Chinese translations. See for example IsHIDA Mosaku 
I930, furoku 53. 

us. The bodhisattva precepts are discussed in detail in fascicles I8 and 24 
of the sixty-volume edition (T 9 #278) of the Avatamsaka, in Vasubhandu's 
commentary on the Dafabhumika Sutra (T 26 #I522), and in several variant 
translations of the Yogiiciira-bhumi (T 24 ##I499, ISOI, I503; T 30 #I583 ), and 
the Brahmajiila Sutra (Ch. Fan-wan-ching p'i-lu-che-na-jo-shuo p'u-sa hsin

ti chieh-p'in ), T 24 #I484, which is of apocryphal origin in China. See, for 
example, T 9:5I3b, 548c, ssob-ssia; T 26:I45c, T 24:I107-Ino. For an overview of 
the development of the principal scriptural sources of the bodhisattva precepts, 
see IKEDA Rosan I993:44I-468; and MIZUNO Kogen I993:485-504. 

u6. For a study of the Nan-shan precept school founded by Tao-hsiian (596-
667), to which Chien-chen belonged, as a Mahayana movement, see MIZUNO 
Kogen I99no4-510. 
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117. Todaiji jukai hoki, T 74 #2349. 

118. Tii daiwajii toseiden, NI 2:9o6a-b. 

119. Denjutsu isshinkai mon, fscl. I, DZ I:528-529. 

I20. That is, the three most essential pledges of the bodhisattvas precepts

to uphold all the rules (slla for the laity, and both slla and vinaya for the 

ordained); to do all good acts; and to do all acts of helping others. Discussed 

in detail in the Avatamsaka Sutra (T 9:513b ) and the Yogiiciira-bhumi (T 

24:1104 ff). 

I2I. Denjutsu isshinkai mon, fscl. I, DZ I:532; Eizan daishiden, KZ 5 bekkan:2, 

32-33-

I22. Kuan-p>u-hsien p>u-sa hsing-ja-ching (Jpn. Kanfugen bosatsu gyobiikyo), 

T 9 #277. 

I23. Tendai hokkeshu nenbundosha esho kodai shiki (shijii shiki), DZ I:I7-I8. 

I24. Sago bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:8c-9a. 

I25. Denjutsu isshin kaimon, fscl. 2, DZ I:570-571. 

I26. Gomyo's letter, dated the nineteenth day of the fifth month of Konin 

10 (8I9 ) is quoted in toto in Saicho's Kenkairon, fscl. I, DZ I:33-35. There 

was yet another, lengthier letter of protest sent by the So go to the court. That 

letter, however, survived only as quotations in Kenkairon. In Kenkairon, Saicho 

breaks the letter into short passages, single sentences, and phrases and presents 

his extensive refutation of the Sago's arguments to each of the fragments. 

Thus it is not clear whether the entirety of the Sago's letter was represented 

in Saicho's work or whether the original order of the Sago's arguments is 

preserved there. However, even in the version that appears in Kenkairon, the 

use of "Mahayana precepts" and "Hinayana precepts" in the Sago's letter 

seems to be restricted to the occasion at which the letter refers to Saicho's use 

of those terms in his original petition. DZ I:I3-48. 

I27. Kenkairon engi, DZ I:288. 

128. Many sectarian scholars of the Tendai School have asserted that Saicho 

was a "pure-hearted" idealist who attempted to reform the corrupt conventions 

ofNara Buddhism. On the other hand, scholars outside the Tendai Sect have 

often pointed out that Saicho's attempt to secede from the Nara ordination 

system was motivated by other practical aims, such as halting the stream of 

defectors from among his new disciples to the Nara Schools. They also have 

described Saicho's skill in manipulating his political ties with influential court 

nobles, which finally enabled him to overcome the opposition from Nara. See, 

for example, NAKAO Shunbaku I987:238-256. 

I29. Kenkairon engi, DZ 1:266. 

I30. Meihii shishiiron. The text is referred to in Saicho's Kenkairon as one 

of the documents from Nara denouncing Saicho's Shijoshiki, DZ I:266. It was 
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originally quoted in toto in the second fascicle of the Kenkairon, which did 

not survive. 

131. Eizan daishi den, DZ 5 bekkan: +1-+2. 

132. The development of the Tendai School as a powerful religious insti

tution from the mid-Heian period onward was coterminous with the decline 

of the system of zoku betto and the school's reconciliation with the Sogo. See 

TAIRA Masayuki 1992:95. 

133. A document issued on the eleventh day of the second month ofKonin 

13 ( 822 ) by the Daijokan (Grand Ministry) states: "Minister of the Right 

( udaijin) [Fujiwara Fuyutsugu, 775-826 ] proclaims to the Jibusho (Ministry 

of Aristocracy): This is to report the imperial order ... to consign Dharma 

Master Kilkai to institute for the prosperity of our nation a hall of abhi�eka 

(kanjo dojo) and permit him during the months of the summer retreat and the 

three months of penance [the first, fifth, and ninth months] to perform the rite 

[of initiation] to make calamities in our land to cease and to increase happiness 

of our people." Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:67. Also see Todaiji yoroku, 

fscl. +, ZZG n:69a-b. 

13+. Todaiji zokuyoroku, ZZG n:287a-b. 

135. The three refuges (Jpn. sanki) are the practitioners' pledge to devote 

themselves to the three jewels (Skt. tri-ratna; Jpn. sanbo), the Buddha, the 

Dharma, and the Sangha. The five precepts (Skt. paiica-Hla; Jpn. gokai) are 

the prohibitions against killing, stealing, improper sexual conduct, lying, and 

intoxication. These two are essential sets of precepts for lay Buddhist practi

tioners. The eight precepts (Skt. a�anga-samanviigatopaviisa; Jpn. hassaikai) 

are another set of precepts for the lay practitioners to observe for one day on 

occasions of penance. The eight are designed so that the laity are to observe, in 

addition to the five precepts, three essential monastic rules for the ordained: (I ) 

the prohibitions against decorating one's body and hair and against song and 

dance, (2 ) the prohibition against resting and sleeping on raised bedding, (3 ) 

the restriction of meals to only twice a day, in the morning and before noon. 

I36. Lay male practitioners (Skt. upiisaka; Jpn. ubasoku ), lay female prac

titioners (Skt. upiisikii; Jpn. ubai), priests (Skt. bhik!u; Jpn. biku), and nuns 

(Skt. bhik!U1ft; Jpn. bikuni). 

137. Yuikai (Konin yuikai), KZ 2:86r. 

138. Chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh-chung Ja-a-nou-to-lo san-miao-san-p'u-t'i

hsin-lun (Jpn. Kongocho yugachu hotsu anokutara sanmyaku sanbodaishinron ), 

T 32 #1665. 

139. Murder, theft, improper sexual acts, lying, slander, flattery, duplicity, 

greed, rage, and folly. 

I+O. Heizei tenno kanjomon, KZ 2:170-17I. 
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I4-I. Shingonshii shogaku kyoritsuron mokuroku, KZ I:I20-I2I. For Kukai's 

emphasis on the vinaya of the Sarvasvastivada tradition, see TAKAGI Shingen 

I982b. 

I4-2. Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:9a-b; Toji choja bunin, GR 4-:622a-b. 

I4-3· See the discussion in the first half of this chapter. 

I4-4-· Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:9a. 

I4-5· For the biographies of Choe (d. 826), Shutetsu (d. 831), and Sehei 

(d. 832), see Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:8a-9c, I7C. Also see Honcho kosoden, 

fscl. 5, DBZ 63:4-6b. The Sanron master Gonso of Daianji, who received 

Kukai's abhi�eka in 8I2, has been discussed earlier. The Hossho master Shuen 

of Kofukuji will be discussed in chapter 5. The abbot of Toshodaiji Buan is 

discussed in the following. 

I4-6. Ritsuen soboden, fscl. w, DBZ 64-:2o8a; Toshodaiji ge, DBZ 64-:I5Ib; 

Genko shakusho, fscl. I3, KT 3I:I96; Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:9b-wb. 

I4-7· Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 4-, KT n8. Also see an official document issued 

by Jibusho to exempt Kukai from taxation. HI 8 #3252. The same document is 

quoted in Koyadaishi gokoden, KDZ I:24-2. 

I4-8. The list of the appointees in the Sogo bunin throughout the Nara 

and early Heian periods contains a few names of priests whose monasteries 

of residence cannot be ascertained from other historical sources. However, 

there is no positive evidence for the possibility that, prior to Kukai, there 

was an example of the Sogo appointment involving a priest who was nei

ther a resident of the Nara monasteries nor the member of one of the Nara 

Schools. 

I4-9. Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:9a-b. 

I 50. Toji choja bun in, GR 4-:622b; Kobo daishi gyokeki, KDZ 2:n6a-b. 

I5I. "Kanmu kotei no ontame ni daijo gyosho no kinji no hokke o kozuru 

dasshin," Henjo hakki seireishii, fscl. 6, KZ 3:4-64--4-65. 

I52. "Tencho kotei ko nakatsukasa kyo shinno no tameni den oyobi dojo no 

shigu o sutete tachibanadera ni iruru ganmon," Henjo hakki seireishii, fscl. 6, 

KZ 3:4-66-4-67. 

IS3. "Kyiichu shingon'in no shogatsu no mishuho no s6j6." Zoku henjo 

hakki seireishii hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ ni8-5I9. The memorial included in the 

Seireishii, that is, the one copied and edited by the priest Saisen ( I025-III5) of 

Ninnaji, gives its date as the day of kinoto-hitsuji in the eleventh month of 

Jowa I. However, there was no kinoto-hitsuji in the eleventh month of that 

year. On the other hand, the same memorial reproduced in fascicle 3 of the 

national history of Shoku nihon koki (KT n2) gives a date for kinoto-hitsuji in 

the twelfth month of the same year that corresponds to the nineteenth day of 

the month. 
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154-. "Kyiichii shingon'in no shogatsu no mishuho no s6j6," Zoku henjo 

hakki seireishii hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ n18-519. 

155. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:67; KDS:778. 

156. Toji choja bunin, GR 4-:623a. There exists no contemporaneous record 

that describes the actual ritual content ofKilkai's New Year service ofMishuho. 

The administrative office accommodated for the performance of the first 

Mishuho was Kageyushicho, the agency responsible for overseeing the transfer 

of senior personnel at provincial governments. For the earliest detailed records 

of the ritual procedures of the Imperial Rite, which date from late tenth and 

early eleventh century, see Goshichisho and Goshichinichi mishuho burui, ZG 

25B, 63a-105b; 110-127a. 

157. For the location in the imperial palace ofShingon'in and a detailed floor 

plan indicating the layout of ritual altars and other instruments in the chapel's 

interior, see Eiji ni'nen shingon'in mishuhoki, ZG 25B, 128a-14-3a. 

158. Toji choja bunin, GR 4-:623a-627b. 

159. Nihon sandai jutsuroku, fscl. 7, 7/27 Jogan 5, KT 4-:114-; Ruiju kokushi, 

fscl. l82, KT 6:281. Cf. ISHIDA Mizumaro 1986:286. 

160. "Sogo cho toji betto sango, 4-/5 Jowa 4-," Toboki, fscl. 7, ZZG 12:14-1b-

14-2b. 

161. Toboki, fscl. 7, ZZG 12:14-1b-14-2b. For the rise of Toji as a principal 

monastic institution, which only began in the late Heian period, see KAMIKAWA 

Michio 1985. 

162. "Kanjin shite butt6 o tsukuri tatematsuru chishiki no sho." Zoku henjo 

hakki seireishii hoketsusho, fscl. 8, KZ n16. 

163. " D aijo kanpu jibusho, 10/10 Konin 14-," KZ 5:4-35. 

164-. See, for example, KusHIDA Ry6k6 1981:319; and WATANABE Sh6k6 and 

MIYASAKA Yiisho 196TI59· 

165. Sogo cho toji betto sango, 4-/5 Jowa 4-, Toboki, fscl. 7, ZZG 12:14-1b-14-2b. 

The names of the fifteen priests are listed as follows: 

Master of Dharma Jucho (age 57; Dharma career, 32 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Dharma Chikai (age 38; Dharma career, 18 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Dharma Shinzo (age 35; Dharma career, 15 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Dharma Shinko (age 62; Dharma career, 12 years) ofKofukuji 

Master of Dharma Shinshii (age 32; Dharma career, 12 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Practice Eun (age 30; Dharma career, 20 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Practice Shunjo (age 40; Dharma career, 19 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Practice Jogyo (age 40; Dharma career, 10 years) ofGangoji 

Master of Practice Eto (age 30; Dharma career, 8 years) ofTodaiji 
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Master of Practice Ankan (age 29; Dharma career, 8 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Training Shinteki (age 35; Dharma career, 11 years) ofTodaiji 

Master of Training Gennin (age 32; Dharma career, 13 years) ofGangoji 

Master of Training Konin (age 39; Dharma career, 10 years) ofHoryiiji 

Master of Training Anryii (age 32; Dharma career, 25 years) ofTodaiji 

166. See, for example, Shinga's 878 list ofKiikai's twenty-one leading disci

ples, submitted to the court, which is discussed immediately below. 

167. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:67; Todaiji yoroku, fscl. 4-, ZZG 

11:69a-b. 

168. There are two indications of Saicho's original intention to establish his 

school within the existing institutional framework (instead of pursuing separa

tion from it). The first is his Lotus Siitra lecture on Mount Takao in 802. Under 

the aegis ofKanmu and his ministers, Saicho underscored to the Nara scholar

priests invited to the lecture the importance of the addition to the existing 

schools of his Tendai as the superior doctrine that would resolve the ongoing ri

valry between the Nara Schools, especially between Sanron and Hosso (TAKAGI 

Shingen 1990:75-97; Paul GRONER 1984-:34--37 ). The second is Saicho's pro

posal to establish a new system of allocating the annual ordinands to Tendai and 

the five Nara schools, which was adopted by Kanmu's court in 8os. The new sys

tem required the ordinands of all the schools to first receive the precept ordina

tion given at Kaidan'in in Nara (SoNE Masato 1984-:685; Paul GRONER 1984-:68-

70 ). These two factors seem to explain why one of the severest criticisms of 

Saicho's bodhisattva precepts system leveled by the Sago was that Saicho was 

contradicting his own earlier stand and also the system instituted by Emperor 

Kanmu, who particularly favored Saicho. See Kenkairon, fscl. 3, DZ 1:150. 

169. Himitsu mandara jiijiishinron and Hizo hoyaku, KZ 1:125-4-15; 4-17-4-73. 

170. Himitsu mandara jiijiishinron, KZ 1:125-4-15. 

171. Heizei tenniJ kanjomon, KZ 2:164--165. 

172. See, for example, Kan)ensho (KZ 3:526-529 ) , Benkenmitsu nikyoron (KZ 

1:4-74--505 ), and the introduction to the Hizohoyaku (KZ 1:4-17-4-20 ). 

173. See, for example, Makinoo kuketsu (T 78 #24-65 ) and Takao kuketsu (T 

78 #24-66 ), which are records of Kiikai's oral instruction given to his disciples 

handwritten by Jitsue and Shinzei, respectively. For Kiikai's explanation on the 

importance of menju over hitsuju, see Issaikyo kaidai (KZ 1:851-853 ). I have 

discussed Kiikai's confrontation with Saicho regarding menju and hitsuju in 

Ryuichi ABE, 1995=121-130. Also see Kiikai's letter to Saicho, "Eizan no cho 

hosshi rishushakukyo o motomuru ni tosuru sho," Henjo hakki seireishii, fscl. 

ro, KZ 3:54-9-552. 
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174. The first volume of the Kobo daishi zenshit, which contains those of 
Kiikai's theoretical writings whose authenticity have been verified, includes 
fourteen treatises on exoteric scriptures and the same number on esoteric 
scriptures. Kiikai's commentaries on exoteric texts include the exegesis on 
the Heart Sittra ( Hannya shingyo hiken ); the summary discussion of the 
Interpretation of the Mahiiyiina, an extensive Chinese commentary on the 
Awakening of Faith, T 32 #1668 ( Shaku makaenron shiji); two commentaries on 
the Prajfia-paramita naya chapter of the Greater Prajfta-piiramitii Sittra, T 8 

#240 ( Shinjitsukyo mongu and ]isso hannyakyo toshaku ); an introduction to the 
Sittra ofthe Virtuous King, T 8 #246 (Ninnokyo kaidai); three introductions 
to the Lotus Sittra (Hokekyo kaidai); two interpretations of the Lotus Sittra 

( Hokekyo shaku and Hokekyo mitsugo); an introduction to the Brahmiijiila Sittra 

(Bonmokyo kaidai); two commentaries on the Golden Light Sittra (Saichookyo 

kaidai and Konshookyo himitsu kada ), and an introduction to the Vajracchedikii 

Sittra, T 8 #235 (Kongo hannya haramitakyo kaidai). 

175. Konshookyo himitsu kada, KZ 1:825-835. 

176. ]issohannyakyo toshaku, KZ 1:747-751. 

177. Bonmokyo kaidai, KZ 1:809-819. 

178. Hokekyo kaidai ("Koko ni daijokyo o kaiji su"), KZ 1:762-764. 

2. KO.kai's Dissent: Of Mendicancy and Fiction 

1. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 37, 38, KT 2:492-493, 495, 503. 

2. Because it was located by a major canal system leading to the bay of 
Naniwa (Osaka), Nagaoka was susceptible to flooding. In 792, for example, 
the western half of the city was completely inundated. 

3. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 37, 38, KT 2:512. 

4. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 40, KT 2:535-538. 

5. Ibid., 547-548. 

6. Ibid., 553. 

7. Ryo no shitge, fscl. 15, KT 23:447-448. 

8. Ibid., 448. 

9. Because of the uncertainty as to the exact date at which Nagaoka was 
abandoned, it is not clear to which capital, Nagaoka or Nara, Kiikai went to 
begin his student life. However, experts in Kiikai's biography agree that Kiikai 
most likely went to Nara. Kiikai's original aim in studying at the capital was 
to enter the state college (Daigaku). When Kanmu hastily moved his court 
to Nagaoka, the new capital was still under construction, and it is doubtful 
that the college had already been relocated there. Kiikai's autobiographical 
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writings also suggest that, while staying at the capital, he was in close contact 

with Buddhist priests and nuns and had access to a large collection of Buddhist 

texts, which could have been readily available only from the archives of major 

temples in Nara. See WATANABE Shako and MIYASAKA Yush6 I96T32. 

ro. Bunkyii hifuron, KZ 3:2. 

II. Kukai siizuden, KZ shukan: 33. 

12. KZ shukan: 33-37. Although the biography was said to have been com

posed by Kukai's disciple Shinzei (8oo-86o ), the corruption of the text both 

in its style and grammar suggests otherwise, as Saisen, a renowned late Heian 

scholar-priest ofNinnaji, indicated in his Gonyujii kanketsushii. On the twenty

second day of the tenth month of Ten'an r (857 ), at Shinzei's recommen

dation, the imperial court posthumously granted Kukai the title of daisiijii 
(archbishop). Because the text does not mention this event, and because the 

text's references to Kukai were not influenced by it, historians generally agree 

that Kukai siizuden was composed prior to 857. The chronology of events in the 

text is generally regarded as reliable, because it largely agrees with the "Daisozu 

dent6 daihosshii kukai," the earliest record of Kukai with an established date 

of composition included in the national history Shoku nihon kiiki (fscl. 4, KT 

3:38 ), compiled in 869. For a study of the Kukai siizuden as a historical source, 

see SHINPO Ryiish6 1984. 

13. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 32, KT 2:421. 

14. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 39, 40. KT 2:520, 533. For the relationship between 

Tanetsugu's assassination and the decline oflmaemishi, see TAKAGI Shingen 

1990:7. 

15. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 5, KT 4:82. Also see Otomo keizu, KDS:ro. 

r6. Gakury6, Ryii no shuge, fscl. 15, KT 23:443-445, 453-454. 

17. Ibid., 445. However, there is evidence that exceptions to this rule were 

made quite often in order to accommodate the entrance of able students and 

sons of politically influential families. See TAKAGI Shingen 1990:8-9. 

18. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 40, KT 2:557. 

19. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 33, KT 2:422-423. For shakuten, see the Gakury6. 

Ryii no shuge, fscl. 15, KT 23:445. For a detailed study of the Japanese adoption 

of the ritual of shakuten, see ToGAWA Motoru 1995. 

20. For the administrative structure of daigaku, see the Gakury6. Ryii no 
shuge, fscl. 15, KT 23:443-462. For a detailed study of daigaku in Kukai's time, 

see MoMO Hiroyuki I993=19I-2I9. Also see TAKAGI Shingen 1990:5-19; and 

SHIZUKA Jien 1983=116-II9. 

21. Gakury6, Ryii no shuge, fscl. 15, KT 23:447. 

22. Ibid., 443-454. 

23. Sangii shiike, KZ 3:324. Kukai is referring to four legendary figures in 
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Chinese history celebrated tor their devotion to learning: Sun-k'ang in the 
Meng-ch'iu, Ch'e-yin in the Chin-shu, Sun-ching in the Hsien-hsien-chuan, 

and Su-ch'in in the Chan-kuo-t'se. 

2+. KZ shukan: 33. 

25. See the concluding poem in Sango shiiki. Also see Kiikai's poem in Roko 

shiiki, KZ 3:355-356, 320. 

26. KZ 3:32+-356. The original text of Sangii shiiki, which he composed at 
age twenty-four, was entitled Riiko shiiki, Demonstrating the Goal to Those Who 

Are Blind and Deaf to the Truth. Years later, most likely after his return to 
China, Kiikai wrote a new introduction and closing verse to the work and gave 
it the new title, by which the work is now known. For the revision of Riiko 

shiiki, see Yoshito HAKEDA 1972:r6-r7. Also see KAJI Nobuyuki 1978. 

27. T 20:6o2c. Paraphrased. 
28. KZ n2+. 

29. T 20:6ora-6o3a. 

30. The gumonjiho was said to have been transmitted from the Indian 
tripiraka master Subhakarasirhha ( 637-735) to the Japanese Hosso priest Doji 
( 675-756 ), one of Zengi's masters. The Esoteric Buddhist text describing the 
meditation on the bodhisattva is Hsii-k'ung-ts'ang p'u-sa neng-man chu-yiian 

tsui-sheng-hsin t'o-lo-ni chiu-wen-ch'ihfa (Jpn. Kokuzii bosatsu niiman shogan 

saishiishin darani gumonjiho), T 20 #rr+s. For the relationship between Kiikai 
and Gonso regarding this meditation, see, for example, Goyuigo, KZ 2:782. 

31. Ryo no shuge, fscl. rs, KT 23:+58, +59-+6o. 

32. HAKEDA Yoshito (1975:+2 ) has explained Kiikai's metamorphosis in 
this way: 

The text of gumonjiho, as Kiikai practiced it, proclaims that its benefit 

of improving one's memory and intelligence is a skillful means to attract 

one's attention on Buddhist teaching. It reflects an Indian way of thinking 

prevalent in the Mahayana scriptures, which promise merit and salvation to 

those who recite, copy, and uphold the siitras .... Its true aim is to guide the 

practitioner to the depth of experiencing the three-mystery yoga (sanmitsu 

yuga) that is, forming one's hands into Bodhisattva Akasagarbha's mudra, 
reciting his mantra with one's mouth, and having one's mind abide in the 
bodhisattva's samadhi. The esoteric yoga's goal is the attainment of Buddha 

wisdom. It aims at restructuring the basis of one's personality, that is, the 

purifYing of one's karma by illuminating the dark region of one's unconscious 

with the light of wisdom. 

33. Sangii shiiki, KZ 3:32+. 
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34. KZ shukan: 33. 

35. The scholars whose works are cited by Futaba include Hori Ichiro and 

Nakamura Myozo, who understand ubasoku as shidoso, anti-authoritarian, self

ordained priests; Sakuma Ryti and Nemoto Seiji, who view ubasoku as Buddhist 

novices who trained themselves in monasteries; and Matsumoto Nobumichi, 

who emphasizes the shamanistic function of ubasoku in healing illness and 

performing rites of ancestor worship. See FUTABA Kenko 1984:371 nn. 1-5. 

36. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 11, KT 2:134-135· 

37. Keikai's introduction to the third and last fascicle of Ryoiki bears the 

date of the sixth year ofEnryaku (787 ). See Nihon ryoiki, fscl. 3, NKZ 6:260. 

38. Nihon ryoiki, NKZ 6:65. 

39. Ibid. 

40. Ritsuryo, fscl. 3, NST 3:22. Also see Ryo no shitge, fscl. 7, KT 23:249-250. 

41. Soniryo. Ryo no shitge, fscl. 8, KT 23:249-250. 

42. Keikai's Miraculous Episodes provides a vivid example of this phe

nomenon, a story involving a certain Niwamaro, son of a noble family in the 

capital, which points to a rising tension between the shidoso and the state. 

There lived in the county of Kaga in the province of Echizen an officer 

whose responsibility it was to capture drifters. He would pursue them, 

forcing them into hard labor and using them as a source of wealth. At 

that time there was a man named Ono no Ason Niwamaro, a registered 

resident of the capital. He became an ubasoku and lived his life constantly 

chanting the dharaQ.I of the Thousand-armed Avalokite5vara [Jpn. Senju 

kannon]. Niwamaro wandered into the mountains of Kaga and remained 

there to practice austerities. Around noon on the twenty-seventh day of 

the third month of Jingo Keiun [ 769], the official, who happened to be 

in the village of Mimakawa in Kaga county, came across this practitioner 

and said, "From which province are you?" Niwamaro answered, "I am a 

religious practitioner and not a householder." Enraged, the official vilified 

the practitioner: "No, you are just a drifter. Why do you not pay the tax?" The 

officer arrested Niwamaro, whipped him and forced him into the corvee. Yet 

Niwamaro did not accede to the officer and, making reference to a parable, 

said, "I heard that even a dark-colored flea in one's hair becomes light

colored when it goes down to live in one's white robe. Holding a dharaQ.I 

scroll upon my head and carrying siitras on my back [i.e., dressed in the 

priest's gear], I am already exempted from worldly duties and punishments. 

On what grounds do you chastise me, humiliate me, an upholder of the 

Mahayana siitra? There will soon be retribution for your evil action." 

Nihon ryoiki, episode 14, fscl. 3, NKZ 6:295-296. 
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+3· For Gyok.i's biography, see Shoku nihongi, fscl. 17, KT 2:196-197. Also see 

Genko shakusho, fscl. I+, KT 3I :206-207. For modern scholarship on Gyok.i, see 

YosHIDA Yasuo I987, I988; NEMOTO Seiji I99I; NAKAI Shink6 I989a; FUTABA 

Kenk6 I98+:236-278; INOUE Mitsusada I982:335-+11. For the locations of the 

forty-nine temples built by Gyok.i, see YosHIDA Yasuo I987=3I8-321. 

++· Shoku nihongi, fscl. 7 KT 2:68. 

+5· Shoku nihongi, fscl. I7 KT 2:I96-I97. 

+6. Shoku nihongi, fscl. u, KT 2:126. 

+7· S6niry6, Ryo no shuge, fscls. 7, 8, KT 23:2I7, 2I9, 220. 

+8. For example, the Continued History of Japan ( Shoku nihongi) reports, 

"On the sixteenth day of the tenth month of Tenpy6 I3 ( 7+I ), a bridge was 

constructed over the River [Kizu] to the east of Mount Kase. The work began 

in the seventh month and was completed this month. Ubasoku in the provinces 

in the vicinity of the capital gathered to assist in the work of construction, and 

upon the completion of the bridge, 750 of them received permission to receive 

ordination." Shoku nihongi, fscl. r+, KT 2:I66. For the construction of the 

bridge and its relationship to ubasoku, see YosHIDA Yasuo I98T2+0. 

+9- See Shomu's edict inviting ordinary people to participate in erecting 

the statue. Shoku nihongi, fscl. IS, KT 2:I75-I76. 

so. Shoku nihongi, fscl. I6, KT 2:182. 

51. For example, An ubasoku named Konjii practiced austerities m the 

mountains east of the capital ofNara. In response to his devotion, the image of 

Vajradhara (J pn. Shukong6 ), his tutelary deity, emitted a light, which reached 

the palace of Emperor Shomu. Konjii was lauded by the emperor and inducted 

into the priesthood. Later the emperor erected Todaiji at the site of Konjii's 

practice (episode 2I, fascicle 2). In another episode, Tokai, an ubai famed for 

her beautiful chanting of the Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra, was summoned by Yama 

(Jpn. Enma), the guardian king of the gate of hell, who wished to listen to 

her recitation. In order to accept Yama's invitation, Tokai died and came 

back to life three days later (episode I9, fascicle 2 ). In yet another example, 

Fujiwara leyori, son of the prominent statesman Nagate (7I+-77I ), became 

ill. He invited ascetics, zenji and ubasoku, to his residence and asked them 

to heal his illness by reciting dharai).!S. When one of the ascetics pledged 

to exchange his life with that of leyori, the spirit of the deceased Nagate 

possessed the ascetic and revealed the cause of his son's illness (episode 36, 

fascicle 3 ) . 

52. Nihon ryoiki, episode 3I, fscl. I, NKZ 6:128. 

53. It appears that Kanmu intended to apply to the selection of candidates 

for Buddhist ordination the strict standard adopted for selecting candidates 

for the State College. In 793 he decreed that only those who had mastered 
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the recitation of texts in the han pronunciation ( kan ,on), the standard dialect 

of Chang-an and its vicinity, which had been adopted at the State College, 

could become candidates for ordination. This seems to have posed a significant 

difficulty for many candidates who, according to the tradition in the Nara 

temples, studied scriptures using the wu pronunciation (goon), the dialect 

of the southern Chinese provinces. Kanmu's edict of the fourth month of 

Enryaku 17 ( 798 ) imposed the further restriction that the ordinands had to 

be age thirty-five or over. In addition, a new system of testing candidates was 

developed, modeled on the examination system of the State College (shiko). 

Only candidates who were able to answer at least five out of ten questions on 

the siitras in which they had specialized qualified for ordination. Ruiju kokushi, 

fscl. 187, KT 6:313-314. The restriction on the age of candidates was lifted three 

years later. However, the examination administered in connection with the 

ordination remained in effect. 

54. Ruijiu kokushi, fscl. r86, KT 6:300. 

55. Ibid. 

s6. Nihon koki, fscl. 8, KT 3:2r. 

57. Ruijiu kokushi, fscl. 79, KT 5:4-24-. Also see TAKAGI Shingen 1990:15. 

58. Nihon koki, fscl. 8, KT 3:22. 

59. Seireishii, fscl. 9, KZ 3:523-524-. 

6o. Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 4, KT 3:38. For a detailed study of the date of 

Kiikai's ordination, see TAKAGI Shingen 1990:20-33. 

6r. Those later works include the Transforming One's Body Into the Realm 

of Enlightenment ( Sokushin jobutsugi), Voice, Letter, Reality (Shoji jissogi), and 

On the Sanskrit Letter Hiim ( Unjigi). 

62. Kiikai originally named his work Roko shiiki (Demonstrating the Goal 

for Those Blind and Deaf to the Truth). Years later, after his return from China 

in 804, having prepared a new introduction to the text, he made a few minor 

alterations and, using a revised version of the concluding poem, changed its 

title to Sango shiiki. Therefore, although the introduction was dated 797, it was 

actually written later. See Yoshito liAKEDA 1972:r6-r7; 1975:44-49; and KAJI 

Nobuyuki 1978:82-88. 

63. According to Katsumata Shunkyo's annotation (KCZ 3:2-27), there 

are twenty-one Confucian texts to which Kiikai makes reference in fascicle 

r of the Sango shiiki including Li-chi (Raiki), Shih-ching (a.k.a. Moa-shih; 

Jpn. Shikyo, Moshi), Shu-ching (a.k.a. Shang-shu; Jpn. Shokyo, Shosho), Lun-yii 

(Rongo), K'ung-tzu chia-yii (Koshi kego), Yen-tzu chia-hsiin (Ganshi kakun), 

and Hsiao-tzu-chuan ( Koshiden). Katsumata also identifies eleven Chinese his

toriographical texts Kiikai cites in the same fascicle. Principal historiographical 

works include Shih-chi ( Shiki), Han-shu ( Kanjo ), Wu-han-shu ( Gokanjo ), and 
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Tsin-shu (Shinjo). For the influence of Confucian texts on Kiikai's writing, see 
SHIZUKA Jien 1985. 

6+. As in the Chiiang-tzu, the text consists of inner and outer sections. The 
inner chapters discuss various techniques of medicine, physical training, and 
alchemy for attaining immortality. The outer chapters study ethical and political 
application of Taoist religious ideals. For the Pao-p'oh-tzu's presentation of 
immortality as its central religious concept and its influence in the Nara and 
Heian Japan, see MURAKAMI Yoshimi 1956. For translation into English of the 
text, see Jay SAILY 1978 and James WARE 1966. 

65. Katsumata's annotation identifies six other Taoist texts to which 
Kiikai refers to in fascicle 2: Shen-hsien-chuan ( Shinsenden ), Li-hsien-chuan 

( Ressenden ), Yang-hsin yao-chi ( Yiijo yoshii ), Yang-hsin-lun ( Yiijoron ), Shen-i

ching Uin'ikyo), and Pieh-kuo tung-ming-chi (Bekkoku domeiki). KCZ p8-39. 

66. Ryo no shiige, fscl. 7, KT 23:21+-215. 

67. Nagaya, grandson of Emperor Tenmu, was a leading statesman in 
Emperor Shomu 's court. In the second month of Tenpyo r ( 729 ), Nagaya 
was calumniated by his political foes as a patron practitioner of Taoist alchemy 
whose intention it was to topple Shomu trom throne, and he was forced to 
commit suicide ( Shoku nihongi, fscl. ro, KT 2:II5-II6 ). As SHINKAWA Tokio 
( 1986:30+-305 ) has pointed out, the existing historical documents do not 
suggest any immediate link between Nagaya's religious interest in Taoism 
and his possible plot against the Emperor. What the incident does illustrate 
is the heterodox quality the ritsuryo authority attributed to Taoism in order 
to prevent it from asserting influence upon political decision-making. 

68. As in the examples here, Kiikai often gives his notations in man'yogana. 

Roko shiiki, KZ 3:3ro. Kiikai's birthplace is identified in the national history of 
the Shoku nihon koki, fscl. +, KT n8. For the homologous relationship between 
Kiikai's personal life and that ofKamei narrated in Sango shiiki, see KATSUMATA 

Shunkyo 198+:280-282. 

69. A quote from the Li-chi (Book of Rite), fascicle of tsi-i. 
70. As described in the wu t'ai-po shih chia fascicle ofSsu-ma Ch'ien's Shih

chi, Prince Wu T'ai-po of Chou realized that his father, when abdicating his 
throne, favored T'ai-po's younger brother as his successor. To avoid political 
strife in the Chou court T'ai-po abandoned his princely rank and lived among 
a barbarous tribe in the South. 

71. The reference is to one ofSakyamuni Buddha's jataka episodes, in which 
he was Prince Mahasattva, a son of King Maharatha. One day the king and 
his sons went out to a forest and encountered a starving mother tiger and her 
dying cubs. Out of compassion, Mahasattva offered his own body to save the 
hungry tigers. See the Golden Light Siitra. T r6:+5rb-+52c. 
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72. Examples of the practice of transferring one's merit (Skt. pari1Jiima; 

Jpn. eko) to the deceased. See Yii-lan-pen-ching (Jpn. urabonkyo), T I6:779b 

and Kuan-ting-ching (Jpn. kanjokyo), T 2I:53oc-53IC. The first sutra describing 

Maudgalyayana 's filial act of saving his mother from the suffering of a hungry 

ghost has provided a textual foundation to the popular ancestral Yii-lan-p)en 

festival (Jpn. urabon) in East Asia. See Stephen TEISER I988. 

73. According to KAWAGUCHI Hisao (I978:269), the prominent Meiji nov

elist Koda Rohan was the first modern student ofKukai who understood Sango 

shiiki)s literary value as a fiction. For a study of Sango shiiki as a forerunner of 

Heian fictional literature, see KAWAGUCHI Hisao I982:4I4-4I5. 

7+. Chapter 9 of the Mahiiyiina-sa1}graha (Jpn. Sho daijoron) gives the three 

meanings of paramita as traversal to the shore of nirval).a: 

(I) When the practitioner finishes his training, exhaustively, without any 

remaining goals, that is called the traversal to the shore. That is because the 

unordained and the practitioners of Hlnayana may practice the same, but 

they will never complete their training [of the six paramitas]. (2) Just as the 

ultimate goal of all streams is the ocean, the ultimate goal of the six paramitas 

is entrance into Suchness ( tathatii). Therefore the bodhisattva's entry into 

Suchness is the traversal to the shore .... (3) Because the bodhisattva's 

[paramita] practice delivers an unparalleled reward, it is call the traversal 

to the shore. The bodhisattva's paramita practice is simultaneously endowed 

with these three meanings. T 3I #I595:2I6b-c. 

75. There exist two formulations of daia-bhumika in Mahayana literature. 

According to the tradition of the Prajfia-paramita sutras, the ten stages con

sists of (I) iukla-vidarianii-bhumi (Jpn. kenneji); (2) gotra-bhumi (shoji); (3) 

a[tamaka-bhumi (hachininji); (4) dhariana-bhumi (kenji); (5) tanu-bhumi 

( hakuji); ( 6) vitariiga-bhumi ( riyokuji); ( 7) krtiivi-bhumi ( isakuji); ( 8) pra

tyekabuddha-bhumi ( byakushi butsuji); (9) bodhisattva-bhumi ( bosatsuji); 

( 10) buddha-bhumi ( butsuji). The Avata1}saka Sutra gives the following names 

of the ten stages: (I) pramuditii-bhumi (Jpn. kangiji); (2) vimalii-bhumi 

(rikuji); (3) prabhiikari-bhumi (myoji); (4) arci!mati-bhumi (enji); (5) sudur

jayii-bhumi ( nanshoji),; ( 6) abhimukhi-bhumi (genzenji); ( 7) dura1}gama

bhumi ( ongyoji); ( 8) acalii-bhumi (fudoji); ( 9) sadhumati-bhumi ( zenneji); 

( 10) dharmameghii-bhumi ( hounji). 

76. Ta-chih-tu-lun (Jpn. Daichidoron ), T 25 #I509:86c-87a. 

77. Because in this episode the Naga princess first becomes a male and then 

manifests herself as a Buddha, it is often argued that the story supports the sexist 

interpretation that only males are capable of attaining Buddhahood. However, 
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a careful reading of the text shows that even before her transformation, the 

princess's enlightenment was already ascertained by Bodhisattva Manjusri, and 

her change of gender first to a male and then to a Tathagata was her expedient 

means for making visible her enlightenment to those Hinayanists of biased 

view who did not believe in women's ability to attain enlightenment. As Rita 

GRoss (1993:71) has pointed out, "the sex change is a mockery of slow-witted 

conservatives, who believe in some essence of gender that defines and limits 

women, not an improvement to the main character. She already is clearly 

superior to all the males present except for the reigning Buddha." 

7S. The distinction between the exoteric and esoteric in Kii.kai's own writing 

will be discussed in detail in chapters 5 and 6. For Kii.kai's own explanation of 

the distinction, see KZ 1:127, 129, +II-+12, +7+, 506. For a summary of the 

discussion as understood in the traditional scholarship within the Shingon 

School, see Yoshito HAKEDA 1972:61-66; TAKAGAMI Kakusho 1992:3+-+1; 

KATsUMATA Shunkyo 19S2. 

79. See, for example, the discussion by Matsunaga Yii.kei, Gorai Shigeru, and 

Yoritomi Honko on the gumonjiho's influence on Kii.kai's thought in UEYAMA 

Shunpei 19S+:121-171. Also see UEYAMA Shunpei 19SJ:3S. 

So. For the text of Pan-cheng-lun (Jpn. Benshoron ), see T 52 #2no. Also see 

FUKUI Kojun's annotation in KIK 97:67-333. For Fa-lin's biography, see T'ang 

hu-Ja sha-men fa-tin pieh-ch1uan (J pn. To goho shamon horin betsuden ), T so 

#2051. 

Sr. KZ 3:2S7-323. According to the colophon of the original manuscript 

preserved at Mount Koya, the manuscript is Kii.kai's own handwriting, and it 

had long been preserved in the archive ofNinnaji in Kyoto. It was donated to 

Mount Koya in the third month ofTenbun 5 (1537). The colophon also states 

that the manuscript was annotated in Genna + (1615) by a group of Mount 

Koya priests led by the abbot Chokai of Muryojuin. 

S2. HAKEDA Yoshito (1975:++-+9) has argued that Kii.kai's introduction 

to Sango shiiki reflects both his mature thinking and style, and accordingly 

should be considered one of his later compositions. KAJI Nobuyuki, (197S:S2-

SS), on the other hand, has suggested that Kii.kai's revision reflects the change 

in the political climate in the mid-T'ang, in which, in contrast to the fierce 

ideological rivalry between Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism of the early

Tang period, the harmonious integration of the three teachings encouraged 

by the T'ang court had come to characterize the academic mainstream. Kaji 

argues that Kii.kai, who studied the relationship between the three teachings 

in Pan-cheng-lun and other early-T'ang texts, witnessed this shift during his 

stay in Ch'ang-an and incorporated the new knowledge in his revision of Roko 

shiiki. 
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83. Ts'ao Chien (I92-233 ) was the third son of Ts'ao Ts'ao, the founder of 

the kingdom ofWei. He is said to have mastered classical literature by the age of 

ten. He is renowned for an episode in which, in response to his elder brother's 

request, he composed a poem while walking seven steps. Ch'en Hsiu ( 44I-

5I3 ) was a prominent scholar-poet in the Southern and Northern Dynasties 

period, who is renowned for his study of phonetics. He served the courts of 

the Southern kingdoms of Sung, Ts'i, and Liang. 

8+. For the text of Yu-hsien-k'u, its detailed annotation, and its influence 

on Japanese literature, see KuRANAKA Susumu I979- The text's Japanese com

mentaries are important sources for the study of Nara Japanese phonetics. 

According to Kawaguchi Hisao, the style of Yu-hsien-k'u is closely related to 

pien-wen (Jpn. henmon ), a genre of popular Chinese Buddhist literature that 

developed as a variation of the siitra format. Kawaguchi believes that Kiikai's 

alternating use of prose and poetry in fascicle 3 of the Sangii shiiki was inspired 

by the similar style of Yu-hsien- k'u. For the influence ofYu-hsien-k'u on Kiikai's 

earlier writing, see KAWAGUCHI Hisao I99I:59-ro6. 

85. Lun-yii, fscl. I5, sec. I3; fscl. I8, sees. 2, 8. 

86. This explains why the powerful aristocratic clans, such as the Fujiwara, 

worked hard to establish their private colleges to challenge the intellectual 

monopoly of the state. As !NOGUCHI Atsushi ( I984:99 ) has demonstrated, the 

kanbun texts of the Nara and early Heian periods were read in the original 

Chinese pronunciation (which may have been significantly Japanized), and the 

dialectical variation of Chinese was a major source of confusion. Earlier in the 

Nara period, wu-yin (J pn. goon), the southern Chinese dialect, which was in

traduced early and became a standard pronunciation for Buddhist studies, was 

gradually replaced by han-yin (Jpn. kan'on ), the standard dialect ofCh'ang-an 

and its vicinity. Emperor Kanmu, in his edict of Enryaku II and I2 ( 792, 793 ), 

prohibited the students of the state college and the Buddhist ordinands from 

reading the texts with wu-yin. See Ruiju kokushi, fscl. I87, KT 6:3I3. 

87. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 8, KT 2:74-75. 

88. T 55 #2I83; DBZ 65:I-22. 

89. In Eicho's catalog, the titles preserved in temples, monasteries, and 

nunneries other than Kofukuji are marked with notations that indicate owners. 

90. The concept of gokoku is discussed in the first section of chapter r. For 

the centrality of the concept ofgokoku to the Nara Buddhist establishment in 

the ritsuryo political framework, see SONE Masato I98+. 

91. Ch'eng-wei-shih-lun shu-chi (Jpn. Jiiyuishikiron jutsuki), T +3 #I830, 

Ch'eng-wei-shih-lun chang-chung shu-yao (Jpn. Joyuishikiron shiichu suyii), T 

+3 #I83I, Ta-ch'eng pai-ja ming-men lun-chieh (Jpn. Daijii hyakuhii myiimon 

ronge), T ++ #I836, and Ta-ch'engfa-yiian i-lin-chang (Jpn. Daijii hiien girin-
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sho), T +5 #I86I, by K'uei-chi ( 632-682 ); and Ch'eng-wei-shih-lun liao-i-teng 

(Jpn. ]oyuishikiron ryogito), T +3 #I832, by Hui-chao (d. 7I+). 

92. The preface signed by a certain Hidefusa, dated the fourteenth day of the 
fourth month ofBunpo 3 (I3I9) that appears in the Keian 5 wood block edition 
of the Yu-hsien-k'u. The preface is printed in IMAMURA Yoshio I99o:29I-292. 

93. The tension between Confucian doctrine and fictional writing became a 
major issue once again during the Tokugawa period, in which the state adopted 
Neo-Confucianism as its ideological orthodoxy. In her study of the origin of 
the modern Japanese concept of shosetsu, or fiction, Tomi SuzuKI (I996:I7) 

writes, 

In the Tokugawa period, the word shosetsu was similarly interchangeable with 

the term haishi (vulgar, unorthodox history) as opposed to seishi (official, 

orthodox history) .... The shosetsu, which were referred to as "defective or 

dubious historical writings," were thought to be inferior yet more entertain

ing than "official historical writings," and their authors were content to call 

them "playthings," or "amusements" (nagusamimono or gesaku). Under 

the pretense of being "playthings," shosetsu in fact could deviate from the 

official histories (seishi) and satirize orthodox social values. They were so 

potentially subversive that beginning in the late eighteenth century successive 

governments frequently banned them. When the shosetsu attempted to justifY 

itself, however, it always did so by claiming a close relationship to seishi, 

the "official histories." Even when the shosetsu differentiated itself from 

the "official histories," it did so by claiming to be a more effective vehicle 

for popularizing and transmitting Confucian moral values than the "official 

histories" themselves. 

9+· For the nonrhetorical function ofKii.kai's citations in his doctrinal texts 
and their idiosyncrasies, see MATSUNAGA Yiikei I982. 

95. In his introduction to the Bunkyo hifuron, reminiscing about his earlier 
training in the Chinese classics with Otari, Kiikai wrote, "In particular, I 
devoted myself to the study of poetry and rhetoric." KZ 3:2. 

96. KZ p-206. The Bunkyo hifuron's date is unknown. However, Kiikai 
composed a synopsis of it entitled Bunpitsu ganshinsho in 820. Therefore most 
scholars believe that Kiikai composed the former several years prior to 820. Avid 
students of Kiikai's rhetorical text include such renowned poets as Fujiwara 
no Teika and Matsuo Basho. For a detailed study of the Bunkyo hifuron, see 
KoNISHI Jin'ichi I9+8-I952. 

97. See, for example, fascicle I, episodes r, 5, 25; fascicle 2, episodes, 3, I5; 

fascicle 3, episodes r6, 38. 
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98. Recent developments in historiographical research have revealed that 
many biographical texts traditionally regarded within the Shingon School as 
Kiikai's own writings are in fact later forgeries. Most typical of these are a 
group of texts known as yuigo, Kiikai's bequests to his disciples (KZ 278I-
86o ). Even some leading Shingon scholar-priests of the modern era, such as 
Hase Hoshii and Gonda Raifu, have raised questions about their authenticity. 
Most traditional accounts of Kiikai's activity in the period 797-804-including 
his precept ordination and his visit to famous pilgrimage sites-derive from 
these sources. Although they are not totally devoid of historical fact, their 
chronology of events has proven erratic. For a detailed bibliographical study 
of these spurious sources, see UEYAMA Shunpei 1981:43-187. 

99. "Shion no ontame ni nibu no daimandara o zo suru ganmon," Seireishii, 

fscl. 7, KZ 3:476. 
100. The three vehicles are the teachings for the sravakas, the pratyeka

buddhas, and bodhisattvas. The five vehicles add to these three categories the 
teachings for human beings and devas. The twelve divisions are classifications 
of scriptural languages according to their figurative distinctions: siitra (prosaic 
lines), geya (summary verses), vyiikarat:a (pronouncements), giithii (poems), 
udiina (the Buddha's poetic utterances), nidiina (episodes explaining a descent 
of a particular event or person), avadiina (parables), itivrttaka (stories of 
events that took place in the Buddha's disciples' former lives),jiitaka (episodes 
of the Buddha's former transmigratory lives), vaipulya (philosophical discus
sions), adbhutadharma (episodes of miraculous manifestations), and upadea 

(debates). 
101. See, for example, Yuigo shodeshi to, KZ 2:822. According to popular 

medieval legends, Subhakarasirhha, who accompanied Doji on his return to 
Japan, hid a copy of his translation of the Mahiivairocana Siitra at the stiipa 
at Kumedera and returned to China. See Kobo daishi nenpu, fscl. 2, KDZ 

n7a. 
102. Shosoin monjo, DK T75; DK 9:77; DK 10:476; DK 12:445. The earliest 

date of copying the siitra falls shortly after the return in 735 of the Sanron 
priest Genbo, who brought back from China a new set of the entire Buddhist 
scriptures collected in accordance with the classification in Chih-sheng's K'ai

yuang catalog. Therefore it is believed that the Mahiivairocana Siitra was first 
imported by Genbo in 735. 

103. See SAKAI Shinten 1962:3-14. The discussion of chapter r of the siitra is 
condensed in the following exchange between Vajrap3.1).i and Mahavairocana. 

Vajrapal}i: "Bhagavat, what are the cause, the root and the ultimate of this 

[omniscient] wisdom?" ... 
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Mahavairocana: "The Enlightened Mind (bodhi-citta) is its cause, com

passion (karu1Jii) is its root and skillful expedient (upiiya) its ultimate. 0, 

Lord of Secrecy [VajrapaQ.i], enlightenment is nothing but realizing your 

mind as it truly is. There is nothing for you to obtain in realizing the genuine, 

unsurpassable enlightenment (anuttara-samyak-sambodhi). That is because 

enlightenment is none other than the state of empty space, which cannot be 

intellectually analyzed, nor can it be revealed. Why? Because enlightenment 

knows no form. Lord of Secrecy, all the dharma are formless, formless as 

empty space." 

Thereupon Vajrapal).i asked the Buddha, "Who, then, is capable of pursu

ing the omniscient wisdom? Who attains the enlightenment of Tathagatas? 

Who makes the omniscient wisdom visible?" 

The Buddha said, "0, Lord of Secrecy, it is your mind that pursues 

omniscient wisdom; it is also your mind in which enlightenment is pursued. 

Why is it so? Because, the original nature of your mind is pure, limpid, and 

pristine. You obtain that mind neither within nor without. Nor can it be 

found in between. (T I8:1b-c) 

104. Because the five chapters of fascicle 7 exist only in the Chinese trans

lation of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, it is believed that the entirety of fascicle 

7 was originally a separate meditation manual associated with the siitra, which 

was later incorporated into it. The siitra exists only in Chinese and Tibetan. 

For the correspondence of chapters in the Chinese and Tibetan translations, 

see 0NOZUKA Kicho 1984. 

ros. See, for instance, TAKAGI Shingen I990:2o-n; and UEYAMA Shunpei 

I98I:Is6-I87. Both Takagi and Ueyama identified as the only texts that could 

be relied upon to determine the date ofKiikai's ordination the national history 

of 869 Shoku nihon koki and a small group of extant ordination certificates, and 

they rejected the traditional view of the Shingon School that Kiikai took the 

tonsure at age twenty. 

106. Soniryo Ryo no shuge, fscl. 7, KT 23:206. 

ro7. "Daijo kanpu jibusho," KDS:1097. Also see, Koya daishigokoden, fscl. 

I, KDZ I:242. 

108. Fuso ryakki, fscl. I2, KT 12:116. 

109. Koya daishigokoden, fscl. I, KDZ I:242. 

110. Nihon kiryaku, vol. I, fscl. I3, KT ro:3I4. 

111. For the same reason, Shinzei (8oo-86o) and Shinzen (804-89I), Kiikai's 

senior disciples, who unsuccessfully attempted to travel to China in 836, were 

not allowed to participate in the diplomatic journey of the following year. See 

Jitsue's petition to the court in the Tsuikai Bunso. KZ s:396. 
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II2. Shoku nihon koki, fscl. r2, KT 3:31. 

II3. In his 8o6 obituary of his master, Wu-yin, one ofHui-kuo's lay disciples, 
says that Kiikai was able to converse with Hui-kuo both in Chinese and Sanskrit. 
Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang (Jpn. Keika ajari gyojo), KZ r:43. 

II4. For example, because of his inability to speak Chinese, Saicho, who 
departed for China in the same 804 mission, was allowed to bring with him 
his disciple Gishin as a translator. Eizan daishiden, DZ 5: furoku 13. In the 
tenth month of8o4, when their ship arrived at the port city ofFu-chou, Kiikai 
composed the Ambassador Kadonomaro's letter addressed to the magistrate 
ofFu-chou and negotiated with the authorities for permission to land. Henjo 

kongo hakki seireishu, fscl. 5, KZ 3:454-456. Kiikai also composed another 
diplomatic missive for the ambassador during their stay inCh 'ang-an. Seireishu, 

fscl. 5, KZ 3:463. 

Two years later, in 8o6, in response to the enthronement of the new 
T'ang emperor Hsien-tsung, Kanmu's court sent an ad hoc mission led by 
the ambassador Takashina no Tonari. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. 99, KT 6:1. It was 
Tonari's ship that made possible Kiikai's safe return to Japan. The Heian court 
did not send its next envoy to China until 836, the year after Kiikai's death. 

Had Kiikai failed to depart in 804, he might have arrived in China in 8o6, when 
his master Hui-kuo had already passed away, and he might well have had to 
wait another thirty years for a ship back to Japan. For a study of the Japanese 
embassies to China in the eighth and early ninth centuries, see ToNO Haruyuki 
!990. 

II5. One should not exclude the possibility that prior to his departure to 
China Kiikai had studied other esoteric siitras. For example, he may have 
been interested in the Abbreviated Vajrafekhara Sutra (T r8 #866 ), which 
also purports to be the teaching of Mahavairocana. However, this does not 
necessarily mean that Kiikai recognized those siitras as belonging to a class of 
their own, distinct from Mahayana. For example, in his letter dated the tenth 
month of Chen-yiian (803) requesting permission from the magistrate ofFu
chou to travel to Ch'ang-an, Kiikai merely states that his aim was to study 

Buddhism. There is no hint in his letter that Kiikai was then associating his 
goal of studying the Mahiivairocana Sutra with Mikkyo as a particular category 
ofBuddhism. Seireishu, fscl. 5, KZ 3:456-457. 

3· Journey to China: Outside Ritsuryo Discourse 

1. The earliest recorded mention of Kiikai as the inventor of the kana 
syllabary is in the Godansho by Oe no Masafusa (ro4r-rm), quoted in fascicle 
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12 of the 1367 Kakaisho by Yotsuji no Yoshinari, a voluminous exegesis in the 

Tale of Genji. Other earlier sources for Kiikai and his alleged invention of the 

kana include Irohashaku by Kakuban (I095-II+3 ), Etsumokusho by Fujiwara 

no Mototoshi ( ?-rr+2 ), and Iroha jiruisho by Tachibana no Tadakane (fl. rr++

rr81 ). For a study and discussion ofKiikai and the kana syllabary, see MORIYAMA 

Shoshin 1933:706-753; MATsuoKA Seigo 198+:2+1-252. 

2. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:87-91. The textbooks on Sanskrit phonetics and 

syllabary imported by Kiikai were Hsi-t'an tzu-chi (Jpn. Shittan jiki), Hsi

t'an shih (Jpn. Shittan shaku ), Fan-tsu hsi-t'an-ch'ao (Jpn. Bonji shittansho), 

and Yii-ch'ieh chin-kang-ting-ching shih-tsu-mu-p'in (Jpn. Yuga kongochogyo 

shaku jimobon ). Of these, the first and the last texts are included in the Taish6 

daiz6ky6 collection, T 5+ #2132; T 18 #880. 

3. Following Kiikai's China journey, there were six Japanese priests in 

the early Heian period who traveled to China to study Esoteric Buddhism. 

Their names and years of study were Jogyo, 838-839; Engyo, 838-839; Ennin, 

838-8+7; Eun, 8+2-8+7; Enchin, 853-858; and Shiiei, 862-865. The decline of 

the T'ang empire and the decision in 89+ by the Japanese court to end its 

diplomatic missions to China appear to be primary reasons that the flow of 

Japanese pilgrims to China to study Esoteric Buddhism diminished. In his 

Hakke hishaku, scholar-priest Annen ( 8+1?-915? ) of the Tendai School recorded 

that the total of 170 scriptures in Sanskrit and 37 Sanskrit textbooks were 

imported by these Esoteric Buddhist teachers. T 55 #217TIII3C-II32C. 

+· Shingonshu shogaku kyoritsuron mokuroku, KZ 1:rr7-120. 

5. Nihon koki, fscl. 12, KT 3:+1-+2. 

6. Nihon koki, fscl. 13, KT 3:+5-+6; Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 5, KT 3:52. 

After Michimasu 's death, the mission of the second ship was led by Secretary 

(hangan) Sugawara no Kiyokimi (d. 832). It departed Ming-chou on the first 

day of the ninth month and arrived at Ch 'ang-an on the fifteenth day of the 

eleventh month of the same year. Nihon koki, fscl. 12, KT 3:+1-+2. 

7. Nihon koki, fscl. 12, KT 3:+2. 

8. Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, fscl. 5, KZ 3:+5+-+56. 

9. Citing his inability to speak in Chinese, Saicho requested the permission 

of Emperor Kanmu's court to have his unordained disciple Gishin accompany 

him to China as his interpreter. Kenkairon engi, DZ 1:267-268. Also see Saicho's 

Tendaishu miketsu, which indicates that Saicho relied on his written Chinese 

tor his studies with the T'ien-t'ai masters. DZ 5:+3-+7-

ro. Nihon koki, fscl. 12, KT 3:+2. This certainly was not unusual. The 

diplomatic protocol of China and its neighboring nations required the host 

nation to pay the cost of a mission's travel from the port of entry to the 

capital, and it was therefore unlikely that an entire party was ever permitted 
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to accompany the ambassador. In the case of the Japanese mission to the 

T'ang court in 778, Ambassador Ono no Shigeno selected from among those 

on the first and third ships that arrived in Yang-chou eighty-five officers and 

students to accompany him to Ch'ang-an. However, only forty-three received 

the Chinese authorities' permission to enter the capital. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 35, 

ro/23 and rr/r3 Hoki 9, KT 2:443-445. 

rr. Nihon koki, fscl. r2, KT 3:42. 

12. "Fukushii no kanzatsushi ni ataete nikkyo suru no kei," Henjo kongo 

hakki seireishu, fscl. 5, KZ 3:456. 

13. Ntto guho junreiki, fscl. r, ZZG r2:r8rb-r82b. 

14. Nohon koki, fscl. u, KT 3:42. 

15. Shorai mokuroku, KZ r:69, 98. 

r6. To taishi no bokkai no oji ni atauru ga tame no sho, Henjo kongo hakki 

seireishu, tscl. 5, KZ 3:463. 

17. Koya zappitsushu, fscl. 2, KZ n96-597. 

r8. Sung kao-seng-ch'uan (Jpn. So kosoden ), fscl. 5, T 50:732c-733c. 

19. Shorai mokuroku, KZ r:69, 98. For an outline of the foundation and 

history of the Hsi-ming monastery, see Liang-ching hsing-chih (Jpn. Ryokyo 

shinki), fscl. 3, CJS:227b-228a. 

20. Ta-t'ang ta-tz'u-en-ssu san-ts'ang Ja-shih-ch'uan (Jpn. Daito daijionji 

sanzo hosshiden ), fscl. ro, T 50:275b-276a. 

21. "Hongoku no shi to tomoni kaeran to kou kei," Henjo kongo hakki 

seireishu, fscl. 5, KZ 3:77. 

22. !Cai-yuan shih-chiao-lu (Jpn. Kaigen shakkyoroku), T 5s:56ob-c; Sung 

kao-seng-ch'uan (Jpn. So kosoden ), fscl. 5, T 50:725b-c, 727b. 

23. K'ai-yuan shih-chiao-lu, T 55:567a. Also see DK 7:178, 212. 

24. The text translated was Hsu-k'ung-ts'ang p'u-sa neng-man chu-yuan 

tsui-sheng-hsin t'o-lo-ni chiu-wen-ch'ih-Ja (Jpn. Kokuzo bosatsu noman shogan 

saishoshin darani gumonjiho), T 20 #rr45. For information on the date of the 

translation, see K'ai-yuan shih-chiao-lu, T 5s:572c. 

25. See Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. ]ogan shinjo shakkyo 

mokuroku ), T 55:773b-c. The stiira mentioned above is Ta-ch'eng li-ch'u liu-po

lo-mi-to-ching (Jpn. Daijo rishu rokuharamitsukyo), T 8 #26r. 

26. This point will be explored in detail in chapter 5. 

27. Jpn. Daito naitenroku, T 55 #2149. For the number of scriptures collected 

at the Hsi-ming-ssu library, see T 55:337c. 

28. Jpn. Shokyo yoshu, T 54 #2123; Jpn. Hoen jurin, T 53 #2122. 

29. Jpn. ]ogan shinjo shakkyo mokuroku, T 55 #2157. 

30. Jpn. Fuku sanzo hyoseishu, T 52 #2r2o. 

3r. Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu, T 55:774-a. 
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p. Described in the Sung kao-seng-ch'uan, fscl. 5, T so:8osb. 
33. Jpn. Issaikyo ongi, T 53 #2128. 
3+- Sung kao-seng-ch'uan, fscl. s, T so:738a-b. 
35- Ibid., 738b. 
36. Ki.ikai made this point clear by listing separately in his Shorai mokuroku 

(Catalog of Imported Items) thirteen texts translated by Amoghavajra that are 
not included in Yuan-chao's Chen-yiian Catalog. See Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:81. 

37- Chen-yiian hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu, T ss:772a-773b, 879a-88Ia. 
38. Pu-k'ung san-ts'ang piao-shih-chi, T 52:852b-c, 857b-c. 
39. Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, fscl. I, KZ 1:9-10. 
4-0. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:98-99. 
4-1. Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang (Jpn. Keika ajari gyojo). Quoted in toto 

in Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ 1:4-2-4-5. 
4-2. Chih-kuang gives the name of his teacher not as Prajiia but as Prajiia

bodhi (Pan-jo p'u-t'i). See T 54-:II86a. However, this appears to refer to 
Prajiia for several reasons. First, Prajiia's biographies point out that he took up 
residence on Mount Wu-tai during the period when Chih-kuang was active. 
Second, it is unlikely that an Indian priest would have a name consisting of a 
single word. Typically, an Indian priest's name is a compound of two terms, 
such as Subhakara-sirhha, the Lion of Pure Acts, or, Jiiana-garbha, the Womb 
of Consciousness. It is also unnatural for a priest to have a name consisting 
only of a word with feminine ending, as is the case with Prajiia. The name 
Pan-jo, as Prajiia was known in China, therefore appears to be only a part of 
his original Indian name. 

4-3. A colophon attached to a manuscript of Ta-ch'eng pen-sheng hsin-ti kuan

ching (Jpn. Daijo honsho shinchi kangyo), T 3 #159, preserved in Ishiyamadera. 
Printed in HORIIKE Shunp6 1982:281-282. 

4-4-- Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu, fscl. I7, T ss:89IC. 
4-5. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:98-99. 
4-6. Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ 1:4-1. 
4-7. Unless otherwise indicated, the biographical information on Hui-kuo 

in this section is based on Ta-t'ang ch'ing-lung-ssu san-chao kung-Jeng ta-te 

hsing-chuang (Jpn. Daito shoryuji sancho kubu daitoku gyojo), T so #2057, 
composed in 826 by an anonymous author. This work, the most comprehensive 
biography ofHui-kuo, imported to Japan by priest Engy6 in 839, is predated by 
two shorter biographical texts: Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang (Jpn. Keika ajari 

gyojo), quoted in toto in Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ 1:4-2-4-5, composed 
on the third day of the first month ofYi.ian-ho I by Hui-kuo's disciple Wu-yin; 
and the epitaph ofHui-kuo composed by Ki.ikai no later than the seventeenth 
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day of the first month of the same year, when Hui-kuo's funeral was conducted 
by his disciples (Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, fscl. 2, KZ 3:420-425). 

48. It remains unclear who taught Hui-kuo the garbha maQ.c:lala tradi
tion. According to the Ta-t'ang ch'ing-lung-ssu san-chao kungfeng ta-te hsing

chuang, Hui-kuo was trained by Hsiian-ch'ao of Pao-shou-ssu, a disciple of 
Subhakarasirhha (T 50:295a). However, the earlier sources by Wu-yin and Kiikai 
do not mention Hsiian-ch'ao's name. Kiikai, on the other hand, suggests that 
Hui-kuo studied both the Mahavairocana and Vajrasekhara traditions with 
Amoghavajra. Although Amoghavajra is generally renowned for his expertise 
in the Vajrasekhara tradition, his translations also include ritual manuals on 
the Mahiivairocana Sutra (Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu, fscl. 17, T 
55:773a). It therefore appears not impossible that Hui-kuo studied both of the 
traditions with Amoghavajra. Perhaps more important, that was Kiikai's under
standing about Hui-kuo's Dharma lineage. See Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, KZ 

3:422-423; Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:83; Himitsu mandarakyo fuhodan, KZ 1:39. 
49. Pu-k'ung san-ts'ang piao-shih-chi, fscl. 3, T 52:844a-b. 
so. Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, fscl. 2, KZ 1:40. 
51. Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang, KZ 1:44. 
52. Sung-kao-seng-ch'uan, fscl. 1, T 50:713b, 714a. Also see Pu-k'ung san

ts'ang piao-shiuh-chi, fscl. 6, T 52:86ob. 
53. Ta-t'ang ch'ing-lung-ssu san-chao kungfeng ta-te hsing-chuang, T 

so:295b-296a. 
54. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:98-99. 
55. The fivefold wisdom is originally described not in the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra but in the Vajrafekhara Sutra. However, it is mentioned in several places 
in Subhakarasirhha's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra. See Ta-p'i-lu

che-na chengfo ching-su (Jpn. Daibirushana jobutsu kyosho), T 39:627a, 634-a, 
635a, 644b. 

56. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:98-99. 
57. Chin-kang-ting i-ch'ieh ju-lai chen-shih-she ta-ch'eng hsien-cheng ta-chiao

wang-ching (Jpn. Kongocho issai nyorai shinjitsusho daijo gensho daikyookyo), 

T I8:218a-219a. Also see Chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh-chung liao-chu nien-shung

ching (Jpn. Kongocho yugachu ryakushutsu nenjukyo), T 18:2soc-252a. 
58. For the iconographic structure ofthe two maQ.c:lalas, see Pierre RAM BACH 

1979:44-55, 90. For identification of the individual divinities in the maQ.c:lalas, 
see MJ, appendix, pp. 32-46, and SJ: 292-301. 

59. Ta-p'i-lu-che-na chengfo ching-su, fscl. 3, ch. 3, T 39:613a-c. 
6o. KZ 2:1-74. There have traditionally been two theories within the Shin

gon School regarding the origin of Hizoki. According to the first, the work 
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should be regarded as the record of Amoghavajra's instruction to Hui-kuo. 
According to the second, it is a record made by Kiikai of instruction received 
from Hui-kuo. The first interpretation is based on the identity of one of the 
ritual procedures for giving offerings to hungry ghosts (preta) in the Hizoki 

with the content of a colophon attached to a ritual manual imported by 
Ennin, which relates Amoghavajra's instructions on performing the same ritual. 

However, because Hui-kuo studied with Amoghavajra, such an identity does 
not necessarily suggest that he is the author of the Hizoki. On the other hand, 
the Hizoki contains many elements that emphasize the unity of the garbha 
and vajradhatu maQ<:lalas and highlight the distinction between the exoteric 
and esoteric. These elements, absent in Amoghavajra's other writings, are the 
hallmark ofKiikai's texts. For these reasons, as discussed in detail in KATSUMATA 

Shunkyo's philological study (I98I:I86-2IO ), I have treated Hizoki as a record 
ofHui-kuo's instruction to Kiikai. 

61. Henjo hakki seireishu, fscl. 2, KZ 3:+2o-+25. 

62. Kiikai descrbes eight items that origially belonged to Vajrabodhi and 
were then entrusted first to Amoghavajra and then to Hui-kuo, and five items 
that belonged originally to Hui-kuo and were given to Kiikai. The first eight 
items Hui-kuo passed on to Kiikai were eighty grains of Sakyamuni Buddha's 
relics in a stiipa-shaped container, images of Buddhas and bodhisattvas carved 
inside a sandalwood case, two maQ<;falas on white silk screens, a vajra decked 
with five kinds of gems, two pieces of a bronze begging bowl, an ivory folding 
chair, and a white conch shell. Among the personal belongings of Hui-kuo 
that he gave Kiikai were a ritual robe, two ritual vessels made of lapis lazuli, 
a ritual vessel made of amber, a ritual vessel made of a white gemstone, and a 
pair of ritual chopsticks made of lapis lazuli. Shorai mokuroku, KZ I:9+-96. 

63. Shorai mokuroku, KZ I:98-99. 

6+. Hsin t'ang-shu (Jpn. Shin tojo), fscl. 220, TJ +:+53b. 

65. Kobo daishi gyojo shuki, KDZ I:I62b; Kobo daishi gyoden, fscl. I, KDZ 

I:I99b. 

66. Shorai mokuroku, KZ I:70. 

67. "Moromorono uen no shii o susumete himitsu no hozo o utsushi 
tatematsuru beki mon." Also known as Kan'ensho. Zoku henjo hakki seireishu 

hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:528. 

68. Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ I:+. 

69. Sokushin jobutsugi, KZ I:5I3. 

70. Hizoki, KZ 2:+o-+L 

71. This visualization exercise is preceded by the seven-day preparatory ritual 
during which the master constructs the altar upon which the pattern of the 
maQ<;iala is to be drawn and painted. On the evening of the seventh day, 
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the practitioner receives from the master the Esoteric Buddhist precepts of 
samaya (Jpn. sanmaya kai). The visualization ofMahavairocana and Vajrasattva 
begins on the day immediately following the ritual of the samaya precepts. 
See fascicle 5 of Subhakarasimha's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra, 
T 39:629c-63oa. 

72. The eleven verses, in Vasantilaka, are described, translated, and explained 
by Subhakarasirhha in fascicle 8 of his Commentary, T 39:667a-669c. However, 
for the actual liturgical recitation, the Shingon tradition has adopted only three 
out of eleven verses, which are based on a slightly different Sanskrit version 
in Bonji kikkeisan, one of the texts Kukai received from Hui-kuo (Shorai 
mokurokuo, KZ r:88). This may be suggestive of the manner in which the 
Sanskrit hymns had been treated in the abhi�eka Kukai received from Hui
kuo. The three verses adopted describe, respectively, the scenes of the Buddha's 
conception in the womb of his mother, the Queen Maya, his birth as the crown 
prince in the castle ofKapilavastu, and his conquering of Mara under the bodhi 
tree at his enlightenment. The three appear to have been selected to emphasize 
the parallelism between Sakyamuni's life and the ritual procedures of students' 
entry into the maQ<:fala of the "womb," their emergence from it, and their 
establishment as enlightened beings. 

Yad mangalam tu�ita-deva-mimiina-garbhiit I Asid ihiivatarato jagato hi
tiiya I Sendrai� surair anugatasya tathiigatasya I Tad mangalam bhavatu 
siintikaram taviidya II 

[The auspiciousness of the Tathagata when he left his inner palace in the 

Tu�ita Heaven, receiving the reverences oflndra and other gods, to light on 

the earth-that auspiciousness is to be yours now.] 

Yad mangalam kapilavastuni riijadhiine I Garbhiid vini�s,_-tavata� sniipitasya 
devair I Sodhadiinair am,_-ta-viiribhir iisu-v,_-ddhyai I Yad mangalam bhavatu 
siintikaram taviidya I I 

[The auspiciousness of the birth in the royal palace of Kapilavastu (of that 

child), who received amrita for his newborn ablution from the gods, who 

blessed him for his swift growth-that auspiciousness is to be yours now.] 

Yad mangalam sakala-do�a-viniisa-hetor I Vajriisane sthitavata� pravaram 
babhuva I Miiram vidh,_-tya satru-viniisiivasiine I Yad mangalam bhavatu 
siintikaram taviidya II 

[The auspiciousness of the most excellent one who sat on his seat of vajra to 

remove all sorts of sins that arose when he conquered Mara by annihilating 

all his enemies-that auspiciousness is to be yours now.] 
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73. The first mode of invocation consists of two kinds of visualization: the 
first is visualization of divinities' physical forms, and the second is the same 
meditative exercise aimed at visualizing the mudras of individual divinities, 
which are symbolic of their original, individualized vows of saving beings 
through particular expedient means. The sutra also describes an abbreviated 
manner of carrying out the third mode of invocation, that is, relying on the 
gestural imitation by practitioners with their hands of the mudras of individual 
divinities. 

4· (No) Traces of Esoteric Buddhism: Dhararyl and the Nara 

Buddhist Literature 

r. For Doji's study with Subhakarasirhha, see Genko shakusho, fscl 2, KT 
31:46. Also see ISH1MURA Kiei 1987= 348-354. 

2. For Subhakarasitnha's activity in China, see Shan-wu-wei san-ts'ang hsing

chuang (Jpn. Zenmuni sanzo gyojo), T 50:290. The text he translated imme
diately following his arrival in China was Hsii-k'ung-ts'ang p'u-sa neng-man 

chu-yiian tsui-sheng-hsin t'o-lo-ni chiu-wen-ch'ih-fa (Jpn. Kokuzo bosatsu noman 

shogan saishoshin darani gumonjiho), T 20 #n45. 

3. For the growing popularity ofgumonjiho in the mid- and late Nara period 
and its relationship to the formation of Jinenchishu (the school of natural 
wisdom) at Hisosanji in Yoshino, see SONODA Koyii 1957. For Kukai's practice 
of the gumonjiho, see Sango shiiki, KZ 3:324. 

4. Genko shakusho, KT 31:320. 

5. For Genbo's biography, see Genko shakusho, KT 31:233. 

6. Fo-ting tsun-sheng t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Butcho sonsho daranikyo), T 19 

#967. For the popularity of this sutra and other esoteric texts used to promote 
healing, See YosHIDA Yasuo 1988:155-186. 

7. Shosoin monjo, 5/4 Tenpyo n, Nf 2:615. 

8. Ch'ien-shou ch'ien-yen kuan-shih-yin p'u-sa kuang-ta yuan-man wu-ai ta

pei-hsin t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Senju sengen kanzeon bosatsu kodai enman muge 

daijihishin daranikyo), T 20 #1060. For Genbo's copying of the sutra, see 
Shosoin monjo, 7/15 Tenpyo 13, DK 7=542-554. 

9. Shosoin monjo, DK 7:75; 9:77; 10:476; 12:445. Also see Ishida Mosaku's 
Naracho genzai issaikyo mokuroku in ISHIDA Mosaku 1930:80. 

10. See HoRnKE Shunpo 1960:625-636; SoNODA Koyii 1957:45-60; M1sAK1 

Ryoshu 1968:55-73. For a list of Mikkyo sutras copied during the Nara period, 
see ISHIDA Mosaku 1930:81-91. Also see MATSUNAGA Yukei 1969:155-164. 
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rr. See OSABE Kazuo I9S2:rS2-2ro. Also see MATSUNAGA Yukei I973:I9, 34. 

For its application to India, see ToGANOO Shoun I93p6-r7; KIMURA Ichiki 
1965. 

I2. MISAKI Ryoshu ( I9SS:I46-I47 ) states that although terms similar to 
zomitsu such as zobu (miscellaneous class) and zomandara ( micellaneous 
mary<;iala) appeared in Kukai's and Saicho's writings, they do not have the 
sense of zomitsu as opposing junmitsu. The earliest known use of the term 
junmitsu can be found in Eko's Mikki monben and Mikki monben keiteki. See 
MisAKI Ryoshu I9SS:I+7· 

I3. Chin-kang-ting i-ch,ieh ju-lai chen-shih-she ta-ch,eng hsien-cheng ta-chiao

wang-ching (Jpn. Kongocho issai nyorai shinjitsusho daijo gensho daikyookyo), T 
rS #S65. 

I+. Chin-kang-ting yii-ch,ieh-chung liao-chu nein-shung-ching (Jpn. Kon

gocho yugachii ryakushutsu nenjukyo), T IS #S66. For a detailed study of the 
copying of these sutras in the Nara period, see IsHIDA Mosaku I930:I4-I4S. 

I5. Prajnii-piiramitii naya satapanchiitikii, also known as Adhyardhasatikii 

prajnii-piiramitii. For the copying of the sutra during the Nara period, see 

Shosoin monjo, DK 3:602, 6ro; T2I, 25; 9:65, 6S. Popularly known in Japan 
as Rishukyo and originally a chapter in the Greater Prajnii-piiramitii Siitra 

(fascicle 57S in Hsiian-tang's translation of the 6oo-fascicle version), it was first 
translated as an independent text into Chinese by Bodhiruci as Shih-hsiang 

pan-jo-po-lo-mi-ching (Jpn. Jisso hannya haramitsukyo), Ts #240, and then by 
Vajrabodhi as Chin-kang-ting yiich'ieh li-chii pan-jo-ching (Jpn. Kongocho yuga 

rishu hannyakyo), T S #241. Kukai brought to Japan yet another translation 
by Amoghavajra, entitled Ta-lo chin-kang pu-Pung chen-shih san-ma-ya-ching 

(Jpn. Tairaku kongo Juku shinjitsu sanmayakyo), T S #243. 

I6. The full title of the catalog is Shingonshii shogaku kyoritsuron mokuroku, 

"Catalog of the Sutras, Sastra, and Vinaya Texts for the Shingon School," KZ 

I:I05-I24. 

I7. Todaiji yoroku, fscl. I, ZZG rr:4b-5a. 

IS. For the origin and development of shakyosho, See ISHIDA Mosaku I930: 

IS6-2or. Also see INOUE Kaoru I966:345-4So. 

I9. Inoue argues that Komyo, as an imperial patron of Buddism, modeled 
her activity after that of Empress Wu (624-705 ) of T'ang (Chou), and that 
Komyo made efforts to rival Wu's sutra translation project by promotig the 
copying of circulation of scriptural texts. INOUE Kaoru 1966:263-275. 

20. Shosoin monjo, DK 7=7S6. The shakyosho of the court and the shaissaikyosho 

of Todaiji were the leading Nara institutions promoting the sutra-copying 
project. For the locations and activities of these and other surra-copying offices 
active during the Nara period, see IsHIDA Mosaku I930:IS7-254. 
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21. Shosoin monjo, DK 14:73-419. 

22. ICai-yiian shih-chiau lu (Jpn. Kaigen shakkyo roku), T 55 #2154. In the 

760 project, of the 2,173 fascicles of Mahayana sutras listed in the K)ai-yiiang 

shih-chiau lu, 2,135 were actually reproduced. It is thought that the discrepancy 

is due to the fact that not all of the sutras had been imported to Japan. For a 

detailed analysis of the copying project, see YAMAMoTo Sachio 1988. 

23. Shosoin monjo, DK 2:157. 

24. See, for example, Shosha fuse kanjocho, dated 751, and Hosha daijo 

kyoritsu ron mokuroku, dated 772. Shosoin monjo, DK 12:61-90; 21:1-56. 

25. ISHIDA Mosak (1930:81-91) puts the number of Mikkyo texts copied 

durig the Nara period at two hundred. Because this number includes the 

sutras that are circulated under different titles, his estimate does not necessarily 

contradict Matsungaga's. 

26. Ta-pao-chi-ching (Jpn. Daihoshakukyo; Skt. Mahiiratnakitta dharma

paryiiya satahatasrikii grantha ), T II #310 

27. Ta-Jang-teng ta-chi-ching (Jpn. Daihoto daijukkyo; Skt. Mahiisamnipiita 

sittra), T 13 #387. 

28. Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. ]ogan shinjo shakkyo moku-

roku ), T 55 # 2157. 

29. Pu-k)ung san-ts)ang piao-shih-chi (Jpn. Fukit sanzo hyoseishit ), T 52 #2120. 

30. See ISHIDA Mosaku 1930: 155-157. 

31. For a thorough study of the images of typically Mikkyo deities produced 

throughout the Nara period, see SAWA Ryiiken 1961:64-104. 

32. Author Keikai in his introduction to fascicle 3 of the Nihon ryoiki gives 

the date of composition as Enryaku 6 (787 ). However, the volume included 

events that took place in the thirteenth year of the reign of Emperor Saga 

( 810-823 ). It therefore appears that the compilation of the volume continued 

until about 822. NKZ 6:7, 260, 378. 

33. Preserved in Shosoin monjo, DK 1:447, 583; 2:314-317, 319, 321, 323-324, 

331, 333; 8:134-136, 138, 149, 153, 161-162, 164; 24:42-43, 47, 297-305; 25:83, 89, 

166. HoRIIKE Shunp6 1960: 627-633. 

34. S6niry6, Ryo no shitge, fscl. 7, KT 23:206. For a detailed analysis of the 

Nara ordination system, see NAKAI Shinko 1986. 

35. YOSHIDA Yasuo ( 1988:156-157 ) lists the twelve most popular sutras (in de

scending order, Esoteric texts with asterisk): (1 ) Konkomyo saishooko; (2 ) Myoho 

rengekyo; (3 ) Yakushi rurikonyorai hongan kudokukyo*; ( 4 ) Senju sengen kodai 

en man muge daijihishin daranikyo*; (5) Hannya haramita shingyo; ( 6 ) Daitsit 

hokokyo; ( 7 ) Rishukyo*; (8) Buccho sonsho daranikyo; ( 9) Kanzeonkyo*; (10 ) ]iti

chimen shinju shingyo*; (11) Daihan nehangyo; (12 ) Fukit kenjaku shinju 

shingyo*. 
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36. Ch)ien-shou ch)ien-yen kuan-shih-yin p)u-sa kuang-ta yuan-man wu-ai ta

pei-hsin t)o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Senju sengen kanzeon bosatsu kodai enman muge 

daijihishin daranikyo), T 20 #1060. Fo-ting tsun-sheng t)o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. 

Butcho sonsho daranikyo), T 19 #967. Shih-i-mien shen-chou hsing-ching (Jpn. 

Juichimen shinju shingyo), T 20 #1071. Pu-k)ung chiian-so shen-chou hsin-ching 

(Jpn. Fuku kenjaku shinju shingyo), T 20 #1094-. 

37. Italic added. Soniryo, Ritsuryo, fscl. 3, NST 3:216; Ryo no shuge, fscl. 7, 

KT 23:215. 

38. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 19, KT 2:225. For a study of the significance of kanbyo 

zenji for Nara court politics, see FuNAGASAKI Masataka 1985:158-I77. 

39. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 19, KT 2:225. 

4-0. Stories in which dharal)l chanting is mentioned (stories about dharal)l 

as medication identified with asterisk): fascicle 1, episodes 28, 31*; fascicle 2, 

episodes 8, 15, 16; fascicle 3, episodes 2 *, 14-, 32, 34-*, 36 *, 38. Additional episodes 

on healing: fascicle 2, episodes 5 (releasing animals), 24- (the Diamond Sutra), 

4-1 (herbal medicine); fascicle 3, episodes 9 (the Lotus Sutra ) , n (Bhai�ajyaguru ), 

12 (Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara), and 21 (the Diamond Sutra). 

4-1. Nihon ryoiki, fscl. 3, NKZ 6:265. 

4-2. In another of the Miraculous Episodes, dated the fifth year of Ten pya 

Hoji ( 761 ) , a certain Kose no Asame, a woman in the village ofHanyii in Kusano 

county of Kii province, suddenly developed a tumor on her neck, which soon 

grew to the size of a melon and caused her unbearable pain. Convinced that 

her strange illness resulted from wrongdoing in previous lives, Asame took the 

tonsure, received the Buddhist precepts, and assumed a nun's robe. Taking 

up residence in a chapel outside the village, she spent her days reciting the 

Prajiiii-piiramitii Heart Sutra. Fifteen years later, Chiisen, a priest of Nara, 

came to the village and took up residence in the same chapel. Taking pity on 

Asame's sufferings, Chiisen vowed to recite Mahayana siitras constantly until 

the symptoms of her illness disappeared. "By the time another fourteen years 

had passed, [Chiisen] had completed reciting the Bhai!ajyaguru Sutra 2,500 

times, the Diamond Sutra I,ooo times and the Avalokitefvara Sutra 250 times. 

In addition, at all other times, he incessantly chanted the Thousand-Armed 

Avalokitdvara dharal)l .... On the twenty-seventh day of the eleventh month 

of Enryaku 6 [ 787], Asame's tumor spontaneously opened and vanished, in 

accordance with [Chiisen's] pledge." Nihon ryoiki, fscl. 3, KBZ 6:350 

4-3. For the orgin and significance of keka during the Nara period, see 

HoRIIKE Shunpo 1979:60-61. Also see HoRIIKE Shunpo 1985. 

4-4-. A temple that has not survived, formerly located at Kuwahara in the Ito 

region ofKii province, which corresponds to the present-day city ofKatsuragi, 

Wakayama prefecture. 
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+5· Ryoiki, episode u, fscl. 2, NKZ 6:176-177. 

+6. See NAKAMURA Hajime 1985; also see MrsAKI Ryoshii 1968:60. For the 

influence of misogi, a native Japanese purificatory rite, on keka, see GoRAl 

Shigeru 1985. 

+7· T 9:58b-59b. For the intrinsic affinity between chapters 25 and 26 of the 

Lotus, see SuGURO Shinjo 199n25-390. 

+8. An analysis of the difference in the functions of exoteric and esoteric 

dharal).Is is presented later in this section. 

+9· DK 1:++7, 583; 8:153; 2+:300-302. 

so. Nihon ryoiki, KBZ 6:296, 350. 

51. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:7o; Hizohoyaku, KZ 1:++0, +72; Benkenmitsu 

nikyoron, KZ 1:+7+· 

52. Shih-i-mien shen-chou-hsin-ching. Translation by Hsiian-tsang ( 602-

66+), T 20 #ro71:152a-15+c. 

53. Sanboe, fscl. 3, SS: 266. 

5+· Todaiji gon bett6 Jitcii nijiikyii ka jo, in Todaiji yoroku, fscl. 7, ZZG 

11:133a-137a. For an annotated text, see Yamagishi Tsuneto 1980:21-23. 

55. See FUKUYAMA Toshio 19+7 and HoRIIKE Shunp6 1985:+o-+I. Cf. 

YAMAGISHI Tsuneto 1980:28-29, where he disagrees with Fukushima and 

Horiike and, based on his observations on the opposing political constituents 

on which K6my6 and Jitchii based themselves, rejects the link between the 

shibi chudai and Nigatsud6. 

56. GANGoJr BUNKAZAr KENKYii.Jo 1979b:s-+93. 

57. For the historical evolution of the shunie, see SAT6 Michiko 1985:213-21+. 

58. For an ethnological study of the shunie, see GoRAl Shigeru 1985:203-211. 

Also see SHIBATA Minoru 1979:+5-+9. 

59. Original manuscript at Todaiji. For the reproduction and the illustra

tion of the text, see MoRIYA Kosai, SAT6 Michiko, and HoRIIKE Shunp6 

1985:260-261. 

6o. For a detailed description of the liturgical and ritual sequence of each 

component of the shunie, see SAT6 Michiko 1975, 1977, 1980, 1982. 

6r. The shunie at the Nigatsud6 is currently practiced for fifteen days 

beginning on the first day of March, in accordance with the solar calendar. For 

ten days before the actual service begins, the rengyoshii isolate themselves in a 

hall called Bekkab6 and engage in a series of preparatory training procedures. 

62. For the liturgical text, see SAT6 Michiko 1977:158-167. 

63. Here, and also at the beginning of the third section, Namu is chanted 

by the daidoshi, the head priest of the rengyoshii, who assumes the role of 

the lead chanter. For all other h6g6 chanting, the role of the lead chanter is 

assigned to a younger priest. 
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64-. For the liturgical text, see SAT6 Michiko 1977:218-225. 

65. Nanto shichidaiji junreiki, fscl. 1, ZZG 11:555a-b. Also see MoRIYA Kosai, 

SATo Michiko, HoRIIKE Shunpo 1985:267-268. 

66. Currently, the dharal).l recitation is performed only by the wajo, the 

precept master in the rengyoshil, who recites, instead of the lengthy root 

dharal).l, a short mantra of the Eleven-Faced Avalokitdvara, which reads On 

maka kyaronikya sowaka (Skt. Om mahii karuiJika sviihii). However, this 

mantra does not appear in the Eleven-Faced Avalokite6vara DhiiraiJi Sutra. 

For the omission of the nyoho nenju from the shoya session, see SATo Michiko 

1985:214--215. For the root dharal).l, see T 18 #901:813b-c; 20 #1069:14-0c, 14-2a-b; 

20 #1071:153a. 

67. SATo Michiko 1977:24-9. This liturgical section is called gobutsu gomyo, 

the names of the five Buddhas. The liturgy actually does not mention any of 

the five wisdom Buddhas and the reason for its title remains unknown. 

68. The primordial phase of discursive formation consisting of diverse enun

ciative premises, as well as associative relations based on theses premises, that 

form themselves into what can be referred to as (pre )knowledge, which in turn 

gives rise to the constellation of knowledge particular to a specific historical 

age. Michel FoucAULT (1972a:I91), for example, has referred to this inmost 

level of discourse by the term episteme: 

By episteme, we mean .... the total set of relations that unite, at a given 

period, the discursive practices that give rise to epistemological figures, 

sciences, and possibly formalized systems; the way in which, in each of these 

discursive formations, the transitions to epistemologization, scientificity, and 

formalization are situated and operate .... The episteme is not a form of 

knowledge ( connaissance) or type of rationality which, crossing the bound

aries of the most varied sciences, manifests the sovereign unity of a subject, 

a spirit, or a period; it is the totality of relations that can be discovered, for 

a given period, between the sciences when one analyses them at the level of 

discursive regularities. 

69. For discourse, selectivity, and exclusion, see, for example, Michel 

FOUCAULT ( 1972b:216) 

In every society the production of discourse is at once controlled, se

lected, organised and redistributed according to a certain number of pro

cedures, whose role is to avert its powers and its dangers, to cope with 

chance events, to evade its ponderous, awesome materiality. In a society 

such as our own we all know the rules of exclusion. The most obvious and 
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familiar of these concerns what is prohibited .... We know perfectly well 

that we are not free to say just anything, that we cannot simply speak 

of anything, when we like or where we like; not just anyone, finally, may 

speak of just anything. We have three types of prohibition, covering objects, 

ritual with its surrounding circumstances, the privileged or exclusive right to 

speak of a particular subject; these prohibitions interrelate, reinforce and 

complement each other, forming a complex web, continually subject to 

modification. 

70. For the crucial role played by taxonomy for producing not only discourse 

systems but also social order, see, for example, Bruce LINCOLN (1989:7-8): 

Taxonomies are regarded-and announce themselves-as systems of classi

fYing the phenomenal world, systems through which otherwise indiscrimi

nate data can be organized in a form wherein they become knowable. Know

ers do not and cannot stand apart from the known, however, because they are 

objects as well as subjects of knowledge; consequently, they themselves come 

to be categorized within their own taxonomic systems. Taxonomy is thus not 

only an epistemological instrument (a means for organizing information), 

but it is also (as it comes to organize the organizers) an instrument for the 

construction of society. 

71. Chin-kang shou-ming t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Kongo jumyo daranikyo), 

T 20 #n34; Chin-kang-ting-yu-ch'ieh-chung liao-chu nien-sung-ching (Jpn. 

Kongocho yugachu rakushutsu nenjukyo), T 18 #866; Pu-k'ung chiian-so shen

pien chen-yen-ching (Jpn. Fuku kenjaku jinpen shingonkyo) (fscl. 6 only), T 20 

#1092; and Chu-fo hsing-t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Shobutsu shin daranikyo), T 20 

#1095-

72. Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ 1:1-5; Shingon fuhoden, KZ 1:50-53; 

Benkenmits nikyoron, KZ I:+7+-+76. 

73. See chapter 3, note 62, for details. 

7+- Hsii chen-yuan shih-chiao-lu (Jpn. Zoku jog en shakkyoroku ), T 55 #2158. 

75- For the gradual decline and the legacy of the Esoteric Buddhism in 

medieval China, see ToGANOO Shoun 1933=122-1++-

76. For countertaxonomy, discourse, and the power to construct and re

construct social order, see, for example, Bruce LINCOLN (1989:8 ): "To the 

extent that taxonomies are socially determined, hegemonic taxonomies will 

tend to reproduce the same hierarchic system of which they are themselves the 

product. Within any society, nonetheless, there exist countertaxonomic dis

courses as well (inversions and others): Alternative models whereby members 
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of subordinate strata and others marginalized under the existing social order 

are able to agitate tor the deconstruction of that order and the reconstruction 

of society on a novel pattern." 

5· Category and History: Constructing the Esoteric, I 

I. Genko shakusho, fscl. 16, KT 31:233-234; Honcho kosoden, fscl. 4, DBZ 

63:43c-44a. For other stories about Gyoga and his life, see Senjusho, fscl. 1, 

SJS: 50-55. 

2. Myoitsu, who composed Hokke ryakusho (T 56 #2188), one of the few 

surviving commentaries on the Lotus Sutra from the Nara period, may have 

been well versed in the T'ien-t'ai philosophy. For Myoitsu's scholarship, see 

Genko shakusho, fscl. 2, KT 31:49-50. Also see INOUE Mitsusada 1982:234, 254. 

3. The earliest example of Buddhist hagiographical writing in Japan. The 

Enryaku soroku was lost as an independent text, but some of its contents are 

preserved in fascicle 3 of Nihon kosoden yomonsho, compiled in the years 1249-

1251 by priest Shiisho ofTodaiji (KT 31:78-92). 

4. K aimyo's exact dates are unknown. According to fascicle 4 of Honcho 

kosoden, Kaimyo passed away during the Enryaku years ( 782-806 ). DK 63:44b. 

5. Ssu-t'o gives the name of the siitra as Daibutchokyo, which is as an abbrevia

tion commonly used for the full title of the Surangama Sutra ( Daibutcho nyorai 

mitchin shusho ryogi shobosatsu mangyo shuryogongyo; T 19 #945). However, as 

ISHIDA Mosaku (1930:85) has indicated, the siitra had already been introduced 

to Japan prior to Kaimyo's time. In the archive of Shosoin, there is a record of 

the copies that were made of the siitra in the sixth year ofTenpyo (734) (DK 

7=25). It is thus not clear exactly what Buddho�Qi�a siitra Kaimyo had imported. 

6. Mifune's letter to Kaimyo is preserved in toto in fascicle 8 of Hosakusho, 

compiled by priest Gobo (1306-1362) ofToji (T 77:82oc-821a). For Mifune's 

letter and its criticism of Kaimyo, also see fascicle 2, section 4, of Yuishikiron 

dogakusho, T 66 #2263. 

7. Shih mo-ho-yen-tun (Jpn. Shaku makaenron ), T 32 #1668. 

8. Ta-ch'eng ch'i-hsin-tun (Jpn. Daijo kishinron ), T 31 #1666. 

9. K'ai-yuan shih-chiau tu, T 55 #2154. For the authority this catalog had with 

regard to the Nara Buddhist community's collection of Buddhist scriptures, 

which was patronized by the imperial house, see YAMAMOTO Sachio 1988. 

Interestingly, however, no record suggests that the authenticity of Shih mo-ho

yen-tun was ever questioned in China, and such celebrated figures as Hui-yiian 

of Ching-ying-ssu (523-592 ), K 'uei-chi ( 632-682 ), and Tsung-mi ( 780-841) all 

recognized its authority. See NASU Seiryii 1982:4-5. 
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ro. Dating based on TAKAHASHI Tomio's ( I986:+9-5I) analysis ofTokuitsu's 
profile in the Nanto kosoden (DBZ 6+:ro8a). 

II. Shugo kokkaisho, fscl. I, sec. 2, DZ 2:278. Saicho here refers to the 
priest who rejected the authenticity of the Shaku makaenron merely as "owari 

daisozu." However, according to Sogo bunin, in the years between Kaimyo and 
Saicho, Kenkei was the only priest from the province of Owari who rose to the 
rank of daisozu (DBZ 6s;sb-6c). 

I2. Nihon ryoiki, fscl. 3, episode I9, NKZ 6:309. 
I3. In his Shorai mokuroku (KZ I:69-ro2), Kiikai lists the following texts 

on the worship of Buddho�J!I�a: P'u-t'i-ch'uang so-shuo i-tsu ting-lun-wang

ching (Jpn. Bodaijo shosetsu ichiji chorinnokyo), T I9 #950; 1-tzu ting-lun-wan 

yii-ch)ieh-ching (Jpn. 1chiji chorinno yugakyo), T I9 #955; 1-tzu ting-lun-wan 

nien-sun i-kuei (Jpn. 1chiji chorinno nenju giki), T I9 #95+a; and Chin-tun

wang Ju-ting yao-liao-nien-sungfa (Jpn. Konrinno butcho yoryakunenjuho), T 
I9 #9+8. 

I+. Shingonshu shogaku kyoritsuron mokuroku, KZ I:I05-I22. 
I5. For the centrality of this text in Kiikai's theoretical system of Esoteric 

Buddhism, see 0DA Jishii I982 and KATSUMATA Shunkyo I98I:8I-ro8. 
I6. See, for example, the obituary of Hui-kuo written by Kiikai at the 

master's death, "Keika wajo hibun," Henjo kongo hakki seireishu, fscl. 2, KZ 

3:+20, +23, +2+, +25. Also see Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang, Hui-kuo's biog
raphy composed by his lay disciple Wu-yin, quoted in toto in Kiikai's Himitsu 

mandarakyo fuhoden, KZ I:++· 
I7. See Pu-k)ung-san-ts)ang piao-shih-chi, T 52:829b, 832c, 838c, 8+5C, 8+7a, 

858b. 
I8. See, for example, Ta-p)i-lu-che-na ch)engfo-ching-su, Subhakarasimha's 

commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra, T 39:6o9c, 612b, 6r5c, 6r6c, 62oc, 
633C, 6++b, 65IC, 68Ia, 696a, 709b, 725C, 729C, 733C, 7+6C, 75Ib, 769C, 787b. 

I9. The title given by Kiikai himself to this letter is "Moromoro no uen no 
shii o sususmete himitsu no hozo o utsushi tatematsurubeki mon." Zoku henjo 

hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:526-529. 
20. The date that has been attributed to this text is based on the similarity 

between its contents and Kan)ensho, the Letter of Propagation written in 8I5. 
KATSUMATA Shunkyo I98I:22-25. However, as will be discussed below, because 
of the relationship between the Nikyoron and the priest Tokuitsu's letter to 
Kiikai, the former must have been composed at least a few years after 815. See 
SUEI<I Fumihiko I99+b:90-96. Cf. TOMAMECHI Seiichi I98+:72. 

21. The date is based on the composition of Shingon fuhoden, an abbreviated 
version of this text. 
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22. The date is based on the composition of Hizo hoyaku, an abbreviated 

version of this text. 

23. To locate the terms listed in the table, I have relied on the index to 

Kiikai's works published in 1968 by Mnaa6 BUNKA KENKYOJO ( ed. Nakano 

Gish6, et al. ), as a supplementary volume to the original KZ. 

24. See, for instance, Ihon sokushingi (a) and Sango jujogi, KZ 4:1, 6, 8, 

280, 282. 

25. Shingonshu miketsumon, T 77:862c-865b. 

26. There are a total of seven government documents issued to Kiikai that 

contain the term shingonshu. The first two-issued respectively on the tenth 

day of the tenth month of Konin 14 and the second day of the twelfth month 

of Konin 14 (823)-concern Emperor Saga's granting to Kiikai of Toji as a 

new center of Esoteric Buddhist studies and ritual service. The third -issued 

on the eighth day of the fourth month of Tench6 2 (825)-empowered Kiikai 

to perform a rite to promote the prosperity of the nation based on an esoteric 

scripture. The fourth-issued on the twenty-ninth day of the twelfth month of 

Jowa 1 (834)-permitted Kiikai to perform an esoteric service at the imperial 

palace. The fifth-issued on the sixth day of the first month ofJowa 2 (835)

concerns the government's stipends to support the activity of resident priests 

at Toji. The sixth and seventh -issued on the twenty-second and twenty-third 

days of the first month ofJ6wa 2 (835)-granted Kiikai's school the allotment 

of three annual ordinands. See documents n, 12, 17, 23, 24, 25, and 26 in Kanpu 

hennen zasshu, KZ 5:435-449. 

27. Daij6 kanpu, rj2r Jowa 2 (835), KZ 5:444-447. 

28. Nihon koki, fscl. 17, KT 3:84. For the importance of this incident in early 

Heian political history, see TAKINAMI Sadako 1991:258-324. 

29. Honcho rekidai hoko geki, KDS:481. 

30. Genko shakusho, fscl. r6, KT 31:234. 

31. For the historical significance of the failure of Kusuko's coup attempt, 

especially as a watershed between the Nara-style court politics and that of the 

Heian court and as a landmark for the rise of the Hokuke branch of the Fujiwara 

clan, see HASHIMOTO Yoshihiko 1984. 

32. Todaiji gusho, a collection of documents prepared by Todaiji at its 

polemic with Daigoji and Toji as a proof of its claim that Todaiji, with Kiikai's 

establishment of Abhi�eka Hall there, was indeed the headquarters temple of 

the Shingon School (ZG 27B:8b-9b ). For a detailed study of this document, 

see NAGAMURA Makoto 1988:5-28. 

33. Liao-shu chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh fen-pieh sheng-wei hsiu-cheng fa-men 

(Jpn. Ryakujutsu kongocho yuga funbetsu shoi shusho homon ), T 18 #870. 
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34. Note the significant difference in understanding of the ekayiina in the 

Hua-yen and T'ien-t'ai traditions. In the former the ekayiina, that which 

integrates the vehicles of the triyiina and paiicayiina, is intrinsically separate 

from those that are integrated (Ch. pieh-chao i-sheng; Jpn. bekkyo ichijo); 

whereas the latter sees that each vehicle of the triyana and paii.cayana is equal to 

the ekayana ( Ch. t'ung-chao i-sheng; Jpn. dokyo ichijo). See YosHIZU Yoshihide 

1991:421-489. 

35. Ch. Ta-ch'eng li-ch'ii liu-po-lo-mi-to-cheng (Jpn. Daijo rishu rokuhara

mitsukyo), T 8: #261. The siitra has not survived as a part of the Sanskrit canon. 

36. This must be a mistake made either by Kiikai or by whoever copied 

the document. Enryaku 24 (8os), the year in which Kiikai was ordained by 

Hui-kuo into Esoteric Buddhism, corresponds to Chen-yiian 21. 

37. Heizei tenno kanjomon, KZ 2:I57. 

38. See, for instance, Henjo kongo hakki seireishit, fscl. 6, KZ 3:467; Hizoho

yaku, fscl. 3, KZ 1:464. In the first example, Kiikai lists the names of priests 

who, as representatives of four different schools including shingon, attended a 

ritual hosted by Emperor Junna. Kiikai's use of the term in the second example 

will be discussed below. 

39. This method of textual analysis appears to be of Chinese origin. The 

San-lun theoretician Chi-tsang (549-623), for example, says: "Originally, there 

was no division into chapters and sections in the Buddhas' discourses. It was 

Dharma Master Tao-an (312-385) who first devised the method of partitioning 

[the scriptural text] into three sections" (fascicle l,jen-wang-pan-jo-ching-su, T 

33 #1705). As Chi-tsang shows here, it is widely held that Tao-an was the inven

tor of this method. However, the actual practice of implementing this method 

for textual study seems to have begun later, after the arrival of Kumarajlva in 

Lo-yang in 401, at the earliest. For examples of commentaries based on this 

system, see Hui-yiian's Wu-liang-shou-ching i-su (Jpn. Muryojukyo gisho), T 37 

#I745; Chih-i's Miao-Ja lien-hua-ching wen-chii (Jpn. Myoho rengekyo mongu), 

T 34 #I7r8; and Chi-tsang's Sheng-man pao-k'u (Jpn. Shaman hokutsu), T 37 

#1744. For the examples of the adoption of this method of textual analysis 

by Japanese scholar-priests, see Hokke ryakusho (T 56 #2188) and Konkomyo 

saishookyo chitshaku (T 57 #2197) by the priest Myoitsu (728-798) of Todaiji; 

and Gokokusho (DBZ r #r) by the priest Kakucho of Mount Hiei (960-1034). 

40. Kongo hanna haramitakyo kaidai, KZ I:836-848. 

41. As Stanley WEINSTEIN (1987a:262-264) has pointed out, the mention 

of Esoteric Buddhism as an independent school in Chinese Buddhist literature 

first appears only in the two T'ien-t'ai historiographies of the Sung dynasty, 

the 1237 Chih-men-cheng-t'ung (Jpn. Shakumon shoto), NZ 2b.3.5, and the 

1269 Fo-tsu-t'ung-chi (Jpn. Busso toki), T 49 #2053. In both these works, 
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Esoteric Buddhism is referred to as mi-chiao (Esoteric Teaching), or, more 
specifically, as yii-ch'ieh-mi-chiao (Esoteric Teaching of Yoga). However, as 
evidence of the existence of Esoteric Buddhism in Chinese history as a full
fledged school, Weinstein finds this classification in the two historiographies 
as rather "dubious." "The Fo-tsu t'ung-chi lists three patriarchs, but two of 
these, Vajrabodhi ( 671-7 41) and Amoghavajra ( 705-77 4 ), are simply translators 
of Esoteric (i.e., Vajrayana) texts. The third, Hui-liang, who was a disciple of 
Amoghavajra, had already become a totally obscure figure by the time the Fo-tsu 

t'ung-chi was compiled. Virtually nothing is known about him, nor do any of 
his writings survive. Although a large number ofVajrayana texts were translated 
into Chinese and many esoteric practices eventually incorporated into Chinese 
Buddhist ritual, no attempt was made in China to develop a comprehensive 
system of Esoteric Buddhism, as had been done in Japan" (p. 263). It is also 
important to note that the genealogy of the Esoteric Teaching identified in the 
two Sung historiographies does not include the lineage ofSubhakarasirhha and 
1-hsing, who transmitted the tradition of the Mahiivairocana Sutra and the 
garbha ma�<;fala. As a result it only indicates a partial picture of the genealogical 
background of the esoteric tradition that later prospered on Japanese soil. 

42. Zoku henjo hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:526-529. 
43. As will be discussed below, Tokuitsu's response to Kiikai's request 

identifies at least three titles, the Mahiivairocana Sutra (T 18 #848) in seven 
fascicles, Subhakarasirhha's Commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra (T 39 
#1796) in twenty fascicles, and Discourse on the Enlightened Mind (T 32 #1665) 
in a single fascicle. 

44. Koya zappitsushu, fscl. 1, KZ 3=565-566. 
45. Gonko shakusho, fscl. 4, KT 31:73; Nanto kosoden, DBZ 64:108a. 
46. Gonko shakusho, fscl. 4, KT 31:73; Honcho kosoden, fscl. s, DBZ 63:49a. 
47. Shugo kokkaisho, tscl. 3b, DZ 2:615. 
48. For a survey of some thirty temples in northeastern Japan that claim to 

have been founded by Tokuitsu, see SHIOIRI Ryochii 1986:23-29. 
49. Kobo daishi gyojo shuki, KDZ I:173b-174a; Gonko shakusho, fscl. 4, KT 

3r:73; Nanto kosoden, DBZ 64:108a. 
so. Dating based on Encho's Sosho kechimyaku and Ennin's account of his 

accompaniment of Saicho to the eastern provinces related in Jikaku daishiden. 

For a detailed discussion of the dating of Saicho's pilgrimage to the eastern 
provinces, see SoNODA Koyii 1952 and Paul GRONER 1984:90 n. 10. Also see 
TAMuRA Koyii 1975. 

51. Toiki dento mokuroku, DBZ 95:5c, 14c, r9c. 
52. Chushin hossoshu shosho, DBZ 95:127a, 128c, 129b, 13ra. 
53. For a bibliographical survey of Tokuitsu's writings, see TAMURA Koyii 
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I973:78r-803. For a study of Tokuitsu's works in the context of Tokuitsu's 

debate with Saicho, see TAMURA Koyii 1980. Another work by Tokuitsu entitled 

Shikanron, an elucidation from the Hosso viewpoint of samatha and vipaiyanii, 

is quoted in toto in Saicho's Shugo kokkaisho, fscl. 3c, DZ 2:3I0-3+7. 

54. The edition of Shingonshit miketsumon collected in the Taisho daizokyo 

volume has another lengthy passage that follows the apparently concluding 

remark I have translated above. As ToMAMECHI Seiichi (r986:3I0-315) has 

demonstrated, the discussion in this lengthy passage presupposes the knowl

edge of both Kiikai's reply to Tokuitsu's questions and Saicho's debate with 

Tokuitsu. Furthermore, it misrepresents Tokuitsu's original question to Kiikai. 

Therefore it must be regarded as an addendum provided to the original text 

by a later anonymous editor. 

55. The catalog that originally accompanied the Letter of Propagation did 

not survive. Thus, the actual content of the thirty-five scriptures sent by Kiikai 

cannot be determined, except for the titles Tokuitsu mentions in his letter to 

Kiikai. 

56. The five Buddhas are Ak�obhya (east), Ratnasambhava (south), Ami

tabha (west), Amoghasiddhi (north), and Mahavairocana (center). They 

represent, respectively, the wisdoms of action (joshosachi), of observation ( myo

kanzatsuchi), of equality ( byodoshochi), of the great mirror ( daienkyochi), and 

of the essence of the realm of the Dharma (hokkai taishochi). 

57. This passage in chapter 3 of the Lotus is generally referred to in the 

traditional Japanese priestly community as the theoretical problem of the kaiji 

gonyit, "opening, demonstrating, realizing, and entering." The standard Tendai 

interpretation of this passage can be found in fascicle 4a of Chih-i's Fa-hua

hsiian-i, T 33 #r7r6. 

58. Miao-Ja lien-Jua-ching yu-po-t'i-she (Jpn. Myoho rcngekyo upadaisha). 

Commonly known as Fa-hua-lun (Jpn. Hokkeron ), T 26 #1519. 

59. Chin -kang-ting yii-ch'ieh-chung fa -a -nou -to-lo san -miao-san -p 'u -t'i -hsin

lun (J pn. Kongocho yugachit hotsuanokutara sanmyaku sanbodaishinron ), T 32 

#r665. 

6o. Yii-ch'ieh chin-kang-ting-ching shih-tzu-mu-p'in (J pn. Yuga kongochogyo 

shaku jimobon ), T r8 #880. Kiikai discusses the nature of Sanskrit language in 

his commentary on this text, composed in 814 to be presented to Emperor 

Saga, entitled Bonji sittan jimo narabi ni shakugi, KZ 2:719-720. The assertion 

that Sanskrit is a natural language can also be found in the Mahiivairocana 

Sittra, T r8:9b-12b, 4rc-42a. 

6r. Chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh san-shih-ch'i-tsun ch'u-sheng-i (Jpn. Kongocho 

yuga sanju shichison shusshogi), T r8 #872:299a-b. 

62. Here my historical reconstruction of the order of events surrounding the 
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exchange between Tokuitsu and Kukai differs from that ofToMAMECHI Seiichi 
( 1984, 1986 ), who has argued that the content of Kukai's Letter of Propagation 

was plain enough to be grasped by Tokuitsu and, therefore, that Tokuitsu's 
Unresolved Issues cannot be understood as his reply to Kukai's Letter. Also see 

SuEKI Fumihiko (1994b:93) for his refutation ofTomamechi's interpretation. 
63. This is Kukai's paraphrase of a passage in fascicle 4 of the Shih-mo-ho

yen-lun (Jpn. Saku makaenron ), T 32:623c. 
64. Pan-jo teng-lun shih (Skt. Prajiiii-piiramitii-mula-madhyamaka-vrtti; 

Jpn. Hannya toron shaku ), T 30 #1566; Ta-chih-tu-lun (Jpn. Daichidoron ), T 
25 #1509; Ta-ch'eng fa-yiian i-lin-chang (Jpn. Daijo hoen girinsho), T 45 #r86r; 
Mo-ho chih-kuan (Jpn. Maka shikan ), T 46 #1911; Hua-yen wu-chiao-chang 

(Jpn. Kegon gokyosho), T 45 #1866. 
65. Shih mo-ho-yen-tun (Jpn. Shaku makaenron ), T 32 #1668. 
66. Kukai's discussion here recapitulates the point he has raised in the 

introduction of Distinguishing the Two Teachings: "For the sake of expressing 
his own bliss of the Dharma, the Buddha in his intrinsic Dharmakaya form 
expounded the [teaching] gate of the three mysteries to his entourage, which 
was also his own manifestation. This gate of the three mysteries is the revelation 
of the realm of the wisdom of the Tathagatas' inner enlightenment ( nyorai 

naishochi)" (KZ 1:474). 
67. Skt. mantra-pada . Mantra is simultaneously a phrase and the path to

or, literally, the practitioners' "leg" to progress toward-enlightenment. For 
a discussion of mantra as both a phrase to be recited and a path for progress, 
see fascicle 1 of Subhakarasirhha's commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra, 

T 39:583a. 
68. Trisamaya is the equality of the three positions regarding enlightenment, 

i.e., of the enlightened ones, the practitioners, and sentient beings. In the 
abhi�eka of the garbha ma!!<;iala described in the Mahiivairocana Sutra, this 
equality of the three viewpoints is realized by reciting the mantra of the 
trisamaya: "Nama� samanta-buddhiiniim asame trisame samaye sviihii" (T 
I8:I2C-I3a). 

69. As will be noted below, Kukai's reference to the Nikyoron as Hosshin 

sepposho occurs at the conclusion of Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden, suggesting 
a close association between the two works. See KZ 1:49. 

70. So SUEKI Fumihiko (1994b:93), too, has recently speculated, but by 
different reasoning from mine. 

71. The most obvious addition made in Short History is the patriarchal 
lineage ofSubhakarasirhha and 1-hsing, the translators of the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra. However, Kukai grants them only a secondary place in the esoteric 
lineage. For Kukai, they preserved ony the tradition of the Mahiivairocana 
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Sittra, whereas other patriarchs mentioned in Short History were said to have 
upheld the transmission in a single lineage of both the Mahiivairocana Sittra 

and the Vajrafekhara Sittra. See KZ r:62-65; also see MATSUNAGA Yfrkei 
1973:56-58; 1978:4. 

72. The story of the lineage of the masters who carried on the teaching 
of Sakyamuni Buddha until it reached the Bhik�u Sirhha appears in the Fu

fa-tsang yin-yiian-chuan (Jpn. Fuhiizii innenden), T 50 #2058:297-322, a his
toriography purporting to be a Chinese translation of a Sanskrit work and 
widely regarded in China as the standard for understanding the lineage history 
in India. Chih-sheng's K'ai-yiian Catalog, for example, endorses it as an 
authentic text of Indian origin by citing three separate occasions on which 
the text was translated into Chinese (T 55:525C, 539C, 72Ia). However, modern 
historians and bibliographers generally agree that it is of Chinese origin. For 
an explanation of the significance of Fu-Ja-tsang yin-yiian-chuan in relation to 
other major Buddhist historiographical texts in China describing transmissive 
lineage, especially about the disagreement between T'ien-t'ai and Ch'an about 
the interpretation of the lineage presented in this text, see Philip YAMPOLSKY 
196]:6. 

73. Chin-kang-ting i-ch'ieh ju-lai chen-shih-she ta-ch'eng hsien-cheng ta

chiao-wang-ching (Jpn. Kongiichii issai nyorai shinjitsushii daijii genshii daikyii

iikyii), T r8 #865; Liao-shu chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh fen-peih shen-wie hsiu-cheng 

fa-men (J pn. Ryakujutsu kongiichii yuga funbetsu shiii shitshii hiimon ), T r8 #870. 
74. In addition to scriptural accounts to be discussed below, Kfrkai's sources 

for Nagarjuna include Fu-Ja-tsang yin-yiian-chuan (Jpn. Fuhiizii innenden ), T 
50 #2058, Lung-shu p'u-sa ch'uan (Jpn. Ryitju bosatus den), T 50 #2047; and 
Ta-t'ang hsi-yii-chi (Jpn. Daitii saiikiki), T 51 #2087. The principal sources for 
Nagabodhi's profile include Ta-t'ang ku-san-ts'ang hsiian-tsang Ja-shih hsing

chuang (Jpn. Daitii kosanzii genjii hosshi gyiijii), T 50 #2052, Ta-pien-cheng 

san-ts'ang p'iao-chih-chi (Jpn. Daibenshii sanzii hyiiseishit ), T 52 #2120, and 
Chen-yiian-hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. ]iigen shinjii shakkyii mokuroku), 

T 55 #2157. 
75. Hsii ku-chih i-ching t'u-chi (Jpn. Zoku kokon yakkyii zuki), T 55 #2r52; Ta

t'ang chen-yiian hsii-k'ai-yiian shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. Daitii jiigen zoku kaigen 

shakkyii mokuroku ), T 55 #2159; Ta-t'ang ku-san-ts'ang hsiian-tsangfa-shih hsing

chuang (Jpn. Daitii kosanzii genjii hosshi gyiijii), T 50 #2052; Ta-pien-cheng san

ts'ang p'iao-chih-chi (Jpn. Daibenshii sanzii hyiiseishit), T 52 #2r2o; Chen-yiian

hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. Jiigen shinjii shakkyii mokuroku), T 55 #2157; 
Ta-t'ang ch'ing-lung-ssu tung-t'a-in kuan-ting kuo-shih hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing

chuang (Jpn. Daitii shiiryitji tiitiiin kanjii kukushi keika ajari gyiijii), quoted in 
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toto in Himitsu mandarakyii fuhiiden, KZ r:+3-+5· For studies of Kiikai's use 

of Chinese historiographies, see MATSUNAGA Yiikei 1982 and KoDA Yiiun 1985. 

76. Chin-kuan-ting-ching man-chu-shih-li p'u-sa wu-tsu hsin-t,o-io-ni-p,in 

(Jpn. Kongiichiigyii monjushiri bosatsu goji shindaranibon), T 20 #n73; Kuan

tzu-tsai ju-i-lun p,u-sa yu-ch,ieh Ja-yao (Jpn. Kanjizai nyoirin bosatsu yuga 

hiiyii), T 20 #ro87. 

77. Ta-t,ang ch,ing-lung-ssu tung-t,a-in kuan-ting kuo-shih hui-kuo a-tu-li 

hsing-chuang (Jpn. Daitii shiiryuji tiitoin kanjii kokushi keika ajari gyojii), quoted 

in toto in Himitsu mandarakyii fuhiiden, KZ r:+3-+5· 

78. Wu-yin quotes Hui-kuo's words identifYing the six disciples who would 

carry on the torch of his Dharma. Of them only I -ming and Kiikai received 

the transmission in the traditions of both the Mahiivairocana Sutra (garbha 

maQ.<;iala) and the Vajrafekhara Sutra (vajradhatu maQ.<;iala). 

The great teachings of the two maQ.<;ialas of the vajradhatu and the garbha 

are the secret treasury of all the Buddhas, the direct path to attaining 

Buddhahood in one's own lite. May the Dharma pervade the whole universe 

and give salvation to living beings. I have granted mastership in the garbha 

maQ.<;iala to Pan-hong of Java and Hui-li of Silla. I have entrusted the great 

teaching of the vajradhatu maQ.<;iala to Wei-shang of ]ian-nan [southern 

Szechwan] and Yi-yuan of Ho-pei. To imperial chaplain I-ming, I have 

conferred the great teachings of the two maQ.<;ialas. Today I have among 

my disciples the Japanese priest Kukai. To him who came to seek the sacred 

teaching, I have granted the most secret maQ.<;iala rituals and the mudras of 

the two maQ.<;ialas. KZ 1:44. 

The identical passage describing Hui-kuo's transmission of the Dharma to his 

six disciples appears in Ta-t,ang ch'ing-lung-ssu san-chao-kung-Jeng ta-te hsing

chuang (Jpn. Daitii shiiryuji sancho kubu daitoku gyojii), T so #2057, another 

biography ofHui-kuo, composed by an anonymous author in 826. 

79. Concept originally developed by Stephen PEPPER (1942:91-92 ) . I am 

using the term here in light of Paul RicoEUR's (1977:242-247 ) interpretation of 

it as the central nexus of "metaphorical network" essential to the construction 

of a narrative. "The referential function of metaphor should be carried by 

a metaphorical network rather than by a isolated metaphorical statement" 

(p. 24+ ). 

So. Synecdoche is a type of metaphor in which the part stands for the whole, 

or that which metaphors and that which is being metaphored form a part-whole 

relationship. Kenneth BuRKE (1969:503-517 ) has identified it as one of the four 
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master tropes required to construct a narrative. For an interpretation ofBurke's 
theory of trope and narrative, see Hayden WHITE 1973:31-38. 

Sr. Mo-ho mo-ya-ching (Jpn. Maka mayakyo), T 12 #383. The earliest date 
recorded for the copying of this siitra in Japan in 736 (DK 12:127 ). 

82. Chin-kang-ting-ching i-chiieh (Jpn. Kongochogyo giketsu), T 39 #1798. 

83. In his study of Nagarjuna's biography, TERAMOTO Enga (1925=30-79 ) 

pointed out that the name of the bodhisattva referred to in the Buddha's 
prophecy in the Sanskrit text of the Lankiivatiira is not Nagarjuna but Nagah
vaya (literally, the One Who is Addressed as Naga). Based on this, Teramoto 
argued that, to legitimize his transmission, Kukai intentionally distorted the 
fact that Buddha's prediction in the Lankiivatiira was not given to Nagarjuna 
(pp. 201-206 ). However, Teramoto seems to have overlooked the fact that, in 
order for his thesis to be justified, Kukai would have had to know that the bod
hisattva's name in the Sanskrit text of the Lankiivatiira was not Nagarjuna but 

Nagahvaya. Considering that translators of Buddhist texts in China did poorly 
in the preservation of Sanskrit texts and texts in other Indian Central Asian 
langauges from which Chinese translations were produced, it seems unlikely 
that Kiikai knew the difference between the two names in the Sanskrit texts. 
In the Chinese canon, not only Bodhiruci's translation of the Lankiivatiira 

but Sik�ananda's translation, too, identifY the bodhisattva's name as Lung
shu, the standard rendering ofNagarjuna's name in Chinese (T r6:627b ). This 
suggests that among the Indian translators who were active in T'ang China 
there was general understanding that the name Nagahvaya was one of the 
ways to refer to Nagarjuna. In this regard it is also important to note that, as 
MATSUNAGA Yiikei (r982:2o6-2o8 ) has suggested, there exist several scriptural 
and historiographical texts of the Tibetan tradition-such as chapter 35 of the 
Maiijusri-mulatantra and the history of the Deb ther snon po-that identifY 

Nagahvaya as a name for Nagarjuna. Also see R.ahula SAMJ(J!..TYAYANA 193+:18. 

8+. A legend described in Fa-tsang's Hua-yen-ching t)an-hsiian-chi (Jpn. 
Kegongyo tangenki), T 35 #1733=122b. 

85. Ta-t)ang his-yii-chi (Jpn. Daito saiikiki), T sr:896b. 

86. A quote from Hui-chao's Ch)eng-wei-shih-lun liao-i-teng (Jpn. ]oyuishi

kiron ryogito), T +3 #r832:659c. 

87. See fscl. I+, Chen-yiian hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. ]ogen shinjo 

shakkyo mokuroku ), T 55:876b-878a. 

88. Ta-t)ang his-yii-chi) T 51 #2o87=912c. 

89. One of the meanings of the term arjuna is the name of a tree whose 
trunk has a light color. This derived from a more common meaning of arjuna 

that translates as "white," "bright." 
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90. As Fa-tsang has pained out in his Shih-erh-men-lun tsung-chih-i-chi (Jpn. 
Jitnimonron shitchigiki, T +2 #1826 ), this obviously is an interpretation inspired 
by the name of the protagonist in the Bhagavat-g:Ztii. 

91. Ta-t'ang ta-kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang ying-tsan (J pn. Daito taikochi 

sanzo wajo eisan ), T 52:8+7a; Ching-kang-chih san-tsang hsing-chi (Jpn. 
Kongochi sanzo gyoki), T 55:875a-876b; Ta-t'ang tung-ching ta-kuan-J'u-ssu 

ku-ching-kuand san-tsang ta-ming (Daito tokyo dai kubukuji kokongo sanjo to 

mei), T 55:876b-877a; Ta-t'ang ku-ta-te ta-hsing-shan-ssu san-tsang ho-shang 

chih pei (Jpn. Daito kodaitoku taikozenji sanzo wajo shihi), T 52:8+8b; Ta-t'ang 

ta-kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang ying tsan (Jpn. Daito taikochi sanzo wajo 

eisan), T 52:8+7a; T'ang ta-hsing-shan-ssu ku-ta-te ta-pien-cheng kuang-chih 

san-tsang ho-shang pien ming (To taikozenji kodaitoku daibensho kochi sanzo 

himei), T 52:86oa. All these sources, except for the last one listed in this note, 
are collected in Ta-pien-cheng san-ts'ang p'iao-chih-chi (Jpn. Daibensho sanzo 

hyoseishit ), T 52 #2120 and in Chen-yiian hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. Jog an 

shinjo shakkyo mokuroku), T 55 #2157. Ta-t'ang ku-ta-te ta-pien-cheng kuang

chih p'u-k'ung san-tsang hsing-chuang (Jpn. Daito kodaitoku daibensho kochi 

fukit sanzo gyojo), T so #2056. 
92. Ta-chih-tu-lun-su (Jpn. Daichidoronsho), NZ L7+-3, r.87.3; Shih-erh

men-lun tsung-chih-i-chi (Jpn. Jitnimonron shitchigiki), T +2 #1826. 
93. This still leaves unresolved another question. If the scriptural texts 

sent by Kiikai to Tokuitsu did not contain a mention of Nagarjuna's date as 
eight hundred years after Sakyamuni, from what source did Tokuitsu gain the 
informationa that determined the date ofNagarjuna's entry into the iron tower 
as such? As SuEKI Fumihiko (199+b:97-98) has recently suggested, Kiikai may 
have sent to Tokuitsu an earlier edition of the Himitsu mandarakyo fuhoden. 

It is probable that as his reponse to Tokuitsu's questions, Kiikai added to this 
"ur-text" of the Fuhoden the third chapter to settle the ambiguities surounding 
the of the iron tower. 

9+- Lung-shu p'u-sa ch'uan (Jpn. Ryitju bosatus den), T 50 #20+7· 
95. For example, both Fu-Ja-tsang yin-yiian-ch'uan (J pn. Fuhozo innenden ), 

T so #2058, and Mo-ho mo-ya-ching (Jpn. Maka mayakyo), T 12 #383, the two 
texts Kiikai cites in his Fuhoden for the genealogy of the exoteric transmission, 
end with the projection that the Buddha's Dharma will disappear at some point 
in the future. 

96. Dengyo daishiden, DZ 5 furoku:32-33. 
97. Rokujoshiki, DZ 1:rr-13. 
98. Denjutsu isshin kaimon, DZ 1:566-572. For a summary of Saicho's 

confrontation with Gomyo and the Sago, see Paul GRONER 198+:1+6-158. 
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6. The Discourse of Complementarity: Constructing the Esoteric, II 

I. Hua-yen wu-chiao-chang (Jpn. Kegon gokyosho), T 45:477a. 

2. Mo-ho chih-kuan (Jpn. Maka shikan ), T 46:26c. 

3. "Moromoro no uen no shii o sususmete himitsu no hozo o utsushi 

tatematsurubeki mon," Zoku henjo hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:527. 

4. Ch. Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng-wang-chin; Jpn. Konkomyo saishookyo, 

T 16 #665:427b-43ob. 

5. In his edict of 734, Emperor Shomu (r. 724-7+9) made the ability to 

recite this scripture and the Lotus Sutra from memory the basic requirement 

for novices wishing to be ordained. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 12, KT 2:135. 

6. T 16 #665. Prior to this translation, the siitra had been translated twice: 

first during the rule of the Northern Laio (T 16 #663), and the second time 

during the rule of the Sui (T 16 #664). 

7. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 12, KT 2:163-164. 

8. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 12, KT 2:147-148. 

9. Engi shiki, fscl. 21, KT 26:532-533. 

10. For the centrality of the siitra to the relationship between the Nara 

state and the Buddhist community, see INOUE Mitsusada 1982:254-264. For a 

detailed study of the Misaie's ritual, see KuRABAYASHI Masatsugu 1980. For 

the importance of this service for the ritsuryo regime, see YoSHIDA Kazuhiko 

1995:150-202. For an outline of the Golden Light Sutra and its relationship to 

the ritual of the Misaie, seeM. W. de VISSER 1935:471-488. 

II. Nihon koki, fscl. 22, KT 3=121. 

12. Within the circle of Shingon scholar-priests, it is believed that the one 

who asked Kiikai for his poetic commentary on the siitra was Shin'en, one 

of Kiikai's disciples, whose dates are unknown. This is merely based on an 

unascertained legend that claims that Shin'en was known by the sobriquet 

tei risshi, "Vinaya Master of Tamarisk." However, Shin'en's name cannot be 

found in the Sogo bunin, and there exists no evidence that he actually held 

the post of risshi in the Sogo. Furthermore, the character tei was used in 

early Heian documents to refer to the Mount Muroo monastery, where Shiien 

took residence (Shoshu shoshoroku, DBZ 95:6c; HoRIIKE Shunpo 1979:22), 

suggesting that Shiien's name was confused with that ofShin'en in later sources 

within the Shingon School. It also seems highly unlikely that as early as 813 a 

disciple of Kiikai's would have attained an appointment to the Sogo office 

or would have been elected as a Misaie lecturer, an honor that would have 

exceeded any accorded to his master. For a sketchy biography of Shin'en, see 

Kobo daishi deshifu, fscl. 4, KDZ w:I29a-130a. 
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I3. For Shiien's writings, see Toiki dento mokuroku and Shoshu shoshoroku, 

DBZ 95:6a ff, 78c; also see INOUE Mitsusada I982:234- ff. 

I4. Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:8c; also see HORIIKE Shunpo I979:2I-27. 

IS. Shui zasshu, KZ 3:643 

I6. Sogo bunin, fscl. I, DBZ 65:9a-b. 

I7. See, for example, Konkomyo saishookyo chushaku, by Myoitsu (T 57 

#2I97 ), Konkomyo saishookyo gensu, by Gangyo (T 57 #2I96 ), Chit konkomyo 

saishookyosho, by Jato (ND 4), and Saishookyo usoku, by Heibi (T 57 #2I98). 

Additionally, Toiki dento mokuroku, a catalog of the collections at Kofukuji 

library compiled in !094 by priest Eicho, lists the following no longer extant 

titles of exegeses on the Golden Light: Saisho sokosho gesetsuki, by Gomyo; 

Saishookyo yushinketsu, by Zenju; and Saishookyo daiki, also by Zenju. DBZ 

95:9b-roa. 

I8. Chin-kuang-ming tsui-sheng-wang-ching-shu (Jpn. Konkomyo saishookyo

sho), T 39 #I788. For Myoitsu's indebtedness to Hui-chao's commentary, 

see the acknowledgment at the opening of Myoitsu's commentary, T 56: 

7I7C-7I8a. 

I9. Transliteration of Chinese into Sanskrit based on the annotation pro

vided by the editors ofTaisho daizokyo, T I6:433-

2o. Zoku henjo hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. ro, KZ 3=542. 

2r. In his Saishookyo gensu (T 57 #2I96 ), Gangyo occasionally cites the two 

principal Esoteric scriptures Kiikai imported: the Vajrafekhara Sutra and the 

Susiddhikara Sutra. 

22. See, for example, the Hokke ryakusho (T 56 #2I88), by Myoitsu, the 

Ninno gokokukyosho (DBZ I #I), by Gyoshin (fl. 729-748), and the Maka hanna 

haramita shingyo jutsugi (DBZ I #7), by Chiko. 

23. The four kings residing in their heavenly realm ofCiturmaharajakayika in 

the Sumeru. As the four generals serving Indra, they protect the four directions 

of the world. Dh�taragra (Jikokuten) in the east, Viru9haka (Zojoten) in the 

south, Viriipaka�ya (Komokuten) in the west, and VaisravaQa (Tamonten) in 

the north. 

24. The eloquence in the Dharma (Skt. dharma-pratisamvit; Jpn. homuge), 

the eloquence in the meaning of the Dharma (Skt. artha-pratisamvit; Jpn. 

gimuge ), the eloquence in local dialects (Skr. nirukti-pratisamvit; Jpn. jimuge ), 

and the eloquence in preaching (Skt. pratibhiina-prasamvit; Jpn. rakuzetsu 

muge). 

25. Shih-hsiang pan-jo po-lo-mi-ching (Jpn. Jisso hannya haramitsukyo), T 

8 #240. 

26. For the date of translation, see Wu-chou k'an-ting chung-ching mu-lu 
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(Jpn. Bushu kanjo shukyo mokuroku), fscl. 2, T 55 #2153=382b. Also see K'ai

yiian shih-chiao-lu, T 5s:569b. For Bodhiruci's biography, also see the K'ai-yiian 

Catalog, T 55:570a-57Ia. 
27. Prajiiii-piiramitii-naya-iatapaiicaiatikii; also known as Adhyardhaiatikii 

prajiiii-piiramitii. Generally known in East Asia as Pan-jo po-lo-mi-to li-ch'ii

ching (Jpn. Hannya haramita rishukyo), or, simply, Li-ch'ii-ching (Jpn. Rishu

kyo). 

28. Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to-ching li-ch'iifen (Jpn. Daihannya haramitakyo 

rishubun ), T 7:986a-991b. For the date of Hsi.iang-tsang's translation of the 
Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra, which took from 660 to 663, see fascicle 8 of 
the K'ai-yiian shih-chiao-lu, T 55:555b. 

29. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 9, KT 2:ro2. 
30. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 12, KT 2:138. 
31. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 12, KT 2:142. 
32. Engishiki, fscl. 21, KT 26:533-534. 
33. The episodes collected in other chapters of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii 

take place in renowned preaching sites in northwestern India-such as the 
Vulture Peak (Grdhhrakuta; chs. r-6, 15) and the Bamboo Forest Park (VeQU
vana-kalandakanivapa; ch. r6) in R.ajagrha or the Jetavana Park (Jetavana 
AnathapiQ9adasyarama; chs. 7-9, u-14) in Sravastl. In general, Paranirmi
tavasavartina, which is also known as the abode of Mara, the Evil One, who 
attempted to prevent the Buddha from attaining enlightenment, is an unlikely 
place for the Mahayana scriptures to be preached. An important exception 
to this rule is the Dasabhumika and other related chapters of the Avatamsaka 

Sutra. For the significance ofParanirmitavasavartina for the Avatamsaka Sutra 

and for the Hua-yen theory, see ITo Zuiei 1983:61-8. 
34. Trailoka-vijaya (Jpn. Sangai shoshu), T 7:988a; Sarvadharmasamata

pra���hita (Jpn. lssai nozen konrylish6 by6d6h6 ), T 7:989c; Sarvadharma
prapaii.ca (Jpn. Issai mukeronho), T T988b. 

35. DK 1:382; DK T2I. Also see Naracho genzai issaikyosho mokuroku in 
ISHIDA Mosaku 1930:29. 

36. In the Sh6s6in archive at Todaiji, there survive I04 letters of recommen
dation written between 732 and 773 by priests and nuns requesting their novice 
disciples' ordination into the ranks of the clergy. Out of these, 38 letters list 
the titles of scriptures the candidates for ordination had studied. The Path of 
Prajiiii-piiramitii is mentioned in 14 of them. Shosoin monjo, NI 2:5o8b-534b. 

37. For the third translation during the T'ang, see the discussion that follows 
in the text. The three translations that appeared after the T'ang dynasty are 
Pien-chao pan-jo po-lo-mi-ching (Jpn. Henjo hannya haramitsukyo), T 8 #242, 
translated in 980; Tsui-shang ken-pen ta-lo-chin-kang pu-k'ung san-mei ta-
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chiao-wang-ching (J pn. Saijo konpon tairaku kongo fukii sanmai daikyookyo), T 
8 #786, translated in 1001 or earlier; and Chin-kang-ting yii-ch'ieh li-chii pan-jo

ching (Jpn. Kongocho yuga rishu hannyakyo), T 8 #241. This last text claims to 
be a translation by Vajrabodhi ( 671-741), the esoteric master who brought the 
tradition of the vajrasekhara sutras to China. In fact, this translation presents 
the Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii as one of the vajrasekhara sutras. However, the 
title of the text can be found nowhere in the official catalogs of the Buddhist 
canon compiled during the T'ang and the Sung and is listed only in Chih

yiian fa-pao-k'an-t'ung-tsung-lu (Jpn. Shigen hobo kando soroku, M 35:5-6 ), 
another extensive catalog compiled in 1287 under the auspices of the first 
emperor of the Yuan. Accordingly, it is believed that this translation was carried 
out under the sponsorship of the Yuan imperial house. See ToGANOO Shoun 
1930:28-29. 

38. For Doyil's biography, see Genko shakusho, fscl. 2, KT 31:53. For a 
prestigious place reserved for D6yil within Shingon tradition, see Kobo daishi 

deshifu, fscl. 2, KDZ 10:96b-98a. 
39. According to fascicle rr of Chih-sheng's Kai-yiian Catalog, the textual 

variation between the Reality of the Prajiiii-piiramitii and chapter 10 of the 
Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii derived from the two distinct Sanskrit texts from 
which the two translations were produced. See Kai-yiian shih-chiao-lu, T 
55:584a. 

40. DK 1:443. Also see Naracho genzai issaikyo mokuroku, in ISHIDA Mosaku 
1930:85. 

41. Based on the 1090 Hsin-pien chu-tsun-chiao-ts'ang tsung-lu (T 55 #2184 ), 
by I -t'ien (d. rro1) and the 1094 Toiki dento mokuroku (T 55 #2183 ), by Eich6 
(1014-?), which are the earliest examples of catalogs exclusively of Buddhist 
works composed originally in Chinese and circulated in China, Korea, and 
Japan. 1-t'ien's catalog (T 55:rr71a) lists, under the heading of the exegetic 
works on the Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii, three commentaries composed in 
China and four more works composed in Korea. The three commentaries of 
Chinese origin are Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to-ching pan-jo-li-chu-Jen shu-tsan (Jpn. 
Daihannya haramitakyo hannya rishubun jutsusan ), T 33 #I695, and K'uei-chi 
(632-682); Pan-jo li-ch'ii-Jen ching-su (Jpn. Hannya rishubun kyosho), by Tao
cheng (fl. 692 ); and Pan-jo li-ch'ii-Jen-chingyu-tsang (Jpn. Hannya rishubunkyo 

yiisan), by I-chi (fl. 690-705). Tao-cheng and 1-chi were scholar-priests from 
Silla who journeyed to Ch'ang-an for their study of the Fa-hsiang theories. 
For their biographies, see San-kuo-i-shih (Jpn. Sangoku iji), DZK 2b.23.3. In 
addition to these three words, Eich6's catalog (T 55:rr48a) lists y et another 
T'ang commentary on the Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii: Li-ch'ii-Jen-su (Jpn. 
Rishubun sho), by Ju-li, another Fa-hsiang scholar, a disciple of Chih-chou 
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(678-733), who is generally recognized as the third patriarch of the Fa-hsiang 

lineage. Only K'uei-chi's commentary has survived. 

42. Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to-ching pan-jo li-chu-Jen shu-tsan. See the previous 

note. 

43. Eicho's 1094 Toiki dento mokuroku (T 55:II48a) lists the following 

three commentaries composed in Japan: Daihannyakyo rishubun sho, by Heibi; 

Daihannyakyo rishubun chit, by Seihan (d. 999 ); and Daihannyakyo rishubun 
hiseki, by Hozo (d. 970 ). None of these works has survived. Heibi's date is 

unkown. However, fascicle 5 of Honcho kosoden (DBZ 63 #472)-the most 

comprehensive hagiographical record of Japanese Buddhist priest, composed 

in 1702 by Shiban (1626-1710 )-gives a brief profile ofHeibi under the heading 

of another Hosso priest, Shucho ( 786-841 ), suggesting that Heibi was Shucho's 

disciple. 

44. DK 7:488; DK 8:388; DK 2:443; DK u:r2. 

45. Pan-jo li-ch'ii-Jen-ching yu-tsang (Jpn. Hannya rishubunkyo yitsan ). For 

the date of copying in Japan of this commentary, see DK r6:4or. 

46. The catalog was Hossoshit shosho, composed by the priest Heiso in 

response to the request of Emperor Daigo. T ss:u38b. 

47. It is true that ...ffak is the root form of a Sanskrit verb that means "to be 

able to," whose future passive participle is fakya (but not fiikya). However, the 

term fiikya on Sanskrit literature is generally understood as a proper noun

designating a particular clan to which the Gautama Buddha belonged-which 

is in turn a patronymic form of faka, the name of a fair-skinend race, rather 

than a derivative of ...ffak. As for muni, it is a term indicating a seer, an ascetic, a 

mendicant, a hermit, and other types of religious pracitioners. It is not known 

from which source K'uei-chi chose extinction as his translation for this term. 

For fiikya and muni, see Arthur A. MAcDONELL 1954:231, 305, 311. 

48. Ta-lo chin-kang pu-k'ung chen-shih san-ma-ya-ching (Jpn. Tairaku kong a 

Juku shinjitsu sanmayakyo), T 8 #243. 

49. One of the thirty-eight Esoteric Buddhist texts Saicho collected in Yiieh

chou prior to his return voyage to Japan; see Dengyo daishi shorai esshitroku, 
DZ 4:371-382. 

so. Ta-lo chin-kang p'u-k'ung chen-shih san-mei-ya-ching pan-jo-po-lo-mi-to 
li-ch'ii-shih (Jpn. Tairaku kongo Juku shinjitsu sanmayakyo hannya haramita 
rishushaku), T 19 #1003. The text is popularly known as Hanna rishushaku, or 

Rishushakukyo. 
sr. For the "lives of the sixteen great bodhisattvas," see chapter 10 of the 

Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii, T 7:987b. 

52. For a detailed discussion ofVajrasattva and his samadhi, see fascicle r of 

the Vajrafekhara Sittra, T r8:2o8b-209a. 
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53. Ch. Chin-kang-ting yii-ch,ieh-chung Ja-a-nou-to-lo san-miao san-p,u-t,i

hsin-lun; Jpn. Kongocho yugachu hotsuanokutara sanmyaku sanbodaishinron, T 

32 #r665. 

5+· The sixteen bodhisattvas are the attendants of the Buddhas of the four 

directions, i.e.,  Ak�obhya in the east, Ratnasarhbhava in the south, Amitabha in 

the west, and Amoghasiddhi in the north. Ak�obhya's attendants are Vajrasattva 

(Jpn. Kongosatta), Vajrarajas (Kong66 ), Vajraraga (Kongoai), and Vajrasadhu 

(Kongoki). Ratnasarhbhava's attendants are Vajraratna (Kongoho ), Vajrateja 

(Kongoko ), Vajraketu (Kongoto ), and Vajrahasa (Kongosho ). Amitabha's at

tendants are Vajradharma ( Kongoho ), Vajratlk��a ( Kongori ), Vajrahetu 

(Kongoin), and Vajrabha�a (Kongogo ). Amoghisiddhi's attendants are Va

jrakarma (Kongogo ), Vajrarak�a (Kongogo ), Vajrayak�a (Kongoge ), and Vajra

sarhdhi (Kongoken). For the scriptural description of the sixteen bodhisattvas, 

see the Vajraiekhara Sutra, T r8:2o8b-2r3c. For the location of these divinities 

in the ma�9ala, see MJ, appendix 3, pp. 33, 39. 

55. The text of the Path of the Prajiiii-piiramitii in chapter ro of the Greater 

Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra is identical with the passage quoted from the Reality 

of the Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra with respect to its description of emptiness as 

transcending intrinsic nature, forms, and desires. However, following these 

three items, chapter ro describes eight additional qualities of emptiness

transcendence of permanence, of self-identity, of linguistic designations, etc.

before it discusses the intrinsic pureness of the prajna-paramita. 

56. Chin-kang-ting-ching yii-ch,ieh shih-pa-hui chih-kuei (Jpn. Kongochogyo 

yuga juhatte shiiki), T r8 #869. 

57. For the scriptures Kukai imported, see Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:72-87. For 

the titles included in Kukai's official catalog, see Shingonshu shogaku kyoritsuron 

mokuroku, KZ r:ror-ro7. 

58. P,u-t'i-ch'uang so-shuo i-tsu ting-lun-wang-ching (Jpn. Bodaijo shosetsu 

ichiji chorinnokyo), T 19 #950. For the date of Amoghavajra's translation of this 

text, see fascicle 9 of the K'ai-yiian Catalog, T 5s:569c. For the entry of this title 

in Kukai's catalog of importation, see Shorai mokuroku, KZ r:73. The earlier 

translation of this sutra by Bodhiruci, I-tsu Jo-ting lun-wang-ching (Jpn. Ichiji 

butcho rinnokyo), T 19 #951, was copied in Japan as early as 7+8 (DK ro:325 ). 

59. In addition to the Mahiivairocana Sutra and the Vajraiekhara Sutra, 

already introduced to Nara Japan, Pu-k,ung chiian-so shen-pien chen-yen-ching 

(Jpn. Fuku kenjaku jinben shingonkyo), translated by Bodhiruci, also translates 

the mantra as chen-yen, or shingon. The earliest record of this sutra copied in 

Japan dates from the year 753. See DK I2:+rr. 

6o. Hizoki, KZ n-73. 

6r. Reflecting this secret identity, Ekak�ara-u����acakra is represented either 
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as Sakyamuni or as Mahavairocana in the Buddhist iconographic tradition of 
East Asia. See Hisatoyo ISHIDA 198]:52-54. 

62. Ta-ch'eng li-ch'u liu-po-lo-mi-to-ching (Jpn. Daijo rishu rokuharamitsu

kyo), T 8 #26r:868b. 

7· Semiology of the Dharma; or, The Somaticity of the Text 

1. Dainichikyo kaidai ( «hokkai joshin''), KZ 1:634-. 
2. As Kukai puts it in Kyookyo kaidai, an introductory essay on the Va

jrasekhara Sutra, "Both this siitra and the Mahiivairocana Sutra are the root 
of the Tathagata's secret that Bodhisattva Nagarjuna received in the iron stiipa 
in southern India" (KZ 1:719 ). Elsewhere he states that the Prajiia-piiramitii

naya Sutra, the sixth of the eighteen vajrasekhara class siitras, was likewise 
transmitted from Vajrasattva to Nagarjuna in the iron stiipa. See Rishukyo 

kaidai, KZ 1:728-729. 
3. It is unknown whether Kiikai's paradigm of the entire universe as the 

primordial siitra is his original formulation or an idea passed on to him by Hui
kuo. There are several passages in the Avatamsaka Sutra that are suggestive of 
this idea. Fascicle 51 of the eighty-fascicle siitra relates the words of Bodhisattva 
Samantabhadra to the effect that when any particle of dust in the universe is 
crashed into finer particles, it produces from within a chapter of the text of 
the Avatamsaka (T 10:272c-273a). Luis GOMEZ (1995:107-108) has presented 
a translation of the Sanskrit version of the siitra passage corresponding to this 
section, demonstrating that the idea of the universe as a scriptural text can also 
be found in Buddhist literature in Indian languages. As Gomez has pointed 
out, "the idea is developed with a metaphor that has interesting connotations 
for our understanding of what a religious text or image is, and what it means to 
interpret, render, or imagine religious truths. The whole universe is represented 
on a text or a canvas, but this representation is itself contained in every particle 
of dust in the universe. With this tantalizing image the text can lead us to reflect 
on the relationship between text and interpretation, or between representation 
and reality." 

Inspired by such imagery, the Hua-yen theorizer Fa-tsang categorizes the 
text of the Avatamsaka Sutra into six levels: the permanent text, the vast 
text, the advanced text, the intermediate text, the rudimentary text, and the 
abbreviated text. He identifies the permanent text with the whole universe, as 
does Kukai. See Hua-yen t'an-hsiian-chi (Jpn. Kegon tangenki), T 35:122a-b. 
Also see TAMAKI Koshiro I98P70-I72. 
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4. Michel FoucAULT ( 1970:85-86 ), for example, speaks of this as follows: 

"In so far as language can represent all representations it is with good reason 

the element of the universal. There must exist within it at least the possibility 

of a language that will gather into itself, between its words, the totality of the 

world, and, inversely, the world, as the totality of what is representable, must 

be able to become, in its totality, an Encyclopaedia." 

5. For example, the Prajniiprad:Zpa-mulamadhyamaka-vrtti (Jpn. Hannya 

toron shaku), T 30 #1566, and Nyiiypravefaka (Jpn. Inmyo nissho riron), T 44 

##1628-1629, had already been copied in 738 and 735, respectively. However, 

there is no record of Japanese works from the Nara period dealing with 

these texts. 

6. Yoshito HAKEDA (1972:234) has translated the title of this work as Mean

ings of Sound, Word, Reality. Hakeda seems to have intended to reflect in his 

translation the wide range of Kiikai's usage of sho and ji, which literally mean 

"voice" and "letter," respectively. For example, Kiikai uses sho to refer to the 

roaring of thunder, the howling of the wind, or any natural sound. On the other 

hand, for the current discussion it is important to maintain Kiikai's distinction 

between the phonic and graphic aspects of signs, as demonstrated in his original 

title in classical Chinese. I have therefore chosen a literal translation of Kiikai's 

title and avoided using the term word as Hakeda did in his translation, which 

blurs the distinction between the phonic and the graphic. 

7. See Katsumata Shunkyo (KCZ 1:577-578); HATTA Sachio 1994:II7. 

8. For the simultaneity of sign production and the procreation of cosmic 

and social order as well as the subject that situates itself in that order, see Julia 

KRISTEVA 1969:9; IzUTsu Toshihiko 1983:238; 1985:245. 

9. Robert MAGLIO LA ( 1984:87-129) and David LoY ( 1988:248-260 ), for ex

ample, have compared Derrida's deconstructive critique of the Western meta

physical tradition based on a dichotomous opposition of values to Nagarjuna's 

refutation of dualism in the theory of the middle path. Harold COWARD 

( 1990:125-146) has approached Nagarjuna via Derrida by placing Nagarjuna 

in the general context of Buddhist theories of language. On the other hand, 

the existing studies seem to have paid insufficient attention to the fact that 

Derrida's poststructuralist approach to language is grounded in his analysis 

of gramme. That is, to make the comparison more effective, Derrida's theory 

should be compared to Buddhist traditions that developed philosophy that 

not only separate the graphic and phonic aspects of language but make writing 

a central topic of their theoretical inquiry-especially Esoteric Buddhist tra

ditions, of which Nagarjuna is also an indispensable part (Robert THURMAN 

1984:22, 76 ) . From this perspective, Morimoto's study presents itself to be 
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seriously limited in scope, for he fails to see Kiikai's prioritization of writing 
over speech, which results from the two distinct semiological strategies in 
Kiikai's writings mentioned earler. In my discussion in this chapter, I indicate 
my finding of some parallelism between Kiikai and Derrida in the notes, as 
counterpoint to my analysis of Kiikai's language theory in the main text. I 
offer this approach with the caveat that, although a direct comparison between 
Buddhism and Derrida of the kind attempted by Morimoto, Loy, Coward, 
and others may inspire further studies of either or both, the similarity between 
Derridian grammatology and Kiikai's mantra-based semiology may be a mere 
coincidence (of course, coincidences are not necessarily without meaning). 

10. The traditional reading of this line in the Shingon School makes the 
causal relationship between voice (sho) and vibration (kyo) the reverse of my 
interpretation here. This is obviously contrary to what Kiikai asserted in his first 
sentence, and, as Yoshito HAKEDA noted (I972:236 n8), it has created exegetic 
difficulties for Shingon scholars. It appears to me that the problem derived 
from a rather simple mistake in transliterating the original Chinese text into 
classical Japanese, which, according to the tradition, reads <<kyo wa kanarazu sho 

ni yoru. sho wa sunawachi kyo no motonari. '' I have changed the transliteration 
to read as follows: «kyo wa kanarazu sho no yue nari. sho wa sunawachi kyo, sono 

moto nari." 

II. Benkenmitsu nikyoron, KZ I:4-76. 
I2. The ten evil acts (juaku) are killing, stealing, committing improper sexual 

acts, lying, flattery, slander, duplicity, greediness, wrath, and folly. The five 
cardinal sins (gogyaku) are killing one's father, killing one's mother, killing 
arhats, causing a Buddha's body to bleed, and destroying the harmony of the 
Sangha. 

I3. Cf. Jacques DERRIDA I974-:85-86. 
I4-. Issaikyo kaidai, KZ I:8so. 
IS. Dainichikyo kaidai ("hokkaijoshin"), KZ I:639. The term in (Ch. yin ),for 

"seal," is a translation of the Sanskrit mudrii, that is, the Dharmakaya's physical 
acts manifesting his work of saving beings. The Sanskrit term in its original 
usage also has the meaning of "seal." For the scriptural foundation of Kiikai's 
definition of shabetsu chiin, see fascicle I of Subhakarasimha's commentary 
on the Mahiivairocana Sutra (T 39:58ob) and the Discernment of the State 

of Enlightenment (T I8:29Ia-b ), a commentary on the Vajrafekhara Sutra. 

For the relationship between Kiikai's notion of shabetsu chiin and the four 
categories of the Dharmakaya's manifestation (i.e., svabhiiva-kiiya, sambhoga

kiiya, nirmii1Ja-kiiya, and ni!Janda-kiiya ), see KATo Seiichi I989:252-254-. 
I6. Kiikai's reasoning here can be compared with what Derrida has described 

as to "think of writing as a game," the game of the absence of the transcendental 
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signified, which is "not a play in the world . .. but the game of the world.'' Jacques 

DERRIDA 1974:50, original italic. Curiously, this paradigm ofKukai's seems to 

be a cognate of that of Derrida, who understands his differance as play and 

signs as its effect. On differance Derrida states: "There is no name for it at all, 

not even the name of essence or of Being, not even that of "differance, '' which 

is not a name, which is not a pure nominal unity, and unceasingly dislocates 

itself in a chain of differing and deferring substitutions ... . This unnamable 

is not an ineffable Being which no name could approach: God, for example. 

This unnamable is the play which makes possible nominal effects, the relatively 

unitary and atomic structures that are called names, the chains of substitutions 

of names in which, for example, the nominal effect differance is itself enmeshed, 

carried off, reinscribed, just as a false entry or a false exit is still part of the game, 

a function of the system" (DERRIDA 1982:26-27, original italic). One must note, 

however, that Kukai's term differentiation (shabetsu) is interchangeable with 

dharmakiiya (hosshin ). As for Derrida, for Kukai, if there is anything that is 

truth, or reality, it can only be located in play. However, unlike Derrida's play, 

which is the endless process of differance multiplying itself without creating 

anything else, Kukai's play is the Dharmakaya's cosmic speech that proliferates 

its own intentionality of saving beings. From Kukai's viewpoint, one fails to 

read a sense of nihilistic cynicism in Derridian play. 

17. A passage from fascicle 3 of the Mahiivairocana Siitra (T 18:21a ), quoted 

in Kukai's Sokushin jobutsugi, KZ 1:506. 

18. "Yama ni asonde sen o shitou no shi," Henjo hakki seireishii, fscl. 1, KZ 

3:402. 

19. Bonji shittan jimo narabi ni shakugi, KZ 2:729. 

20. Ibid., 724. 

21. Hizoki, KZ 2:21-22. 

22. Yii-chieh chin-kang-ting-ching shih-tzu-mu-t' ing (J pn. Yuga kongochogyo 

jimobon ), T 18 #880. 

23. For a scriptural discussion of the letter A as the source of all letters, see 

fascicle 5, chapter 16, of the Mahiivairocana Siitra, T 18:38b. 

24. In this sense, Kukai's letter A seems to resemble Derrida's letter a in 

the spelling of the term differance. Cf. DERRIDA 1982:5-6. "What am I to do 

in order to speak of the a of difjerance? It goes without saying that it cannot 

be exposed. One can expose only that which at a certain moment can become 

present, manifest, that which can be shown, presented as something present, 

a being-present in its truth, in the truth of a present or the presence of the 

present." For Derrida, the letter a becomes the most effective mark exposing 

the fictionality of the self-presence of things represented by signs, because the 

signs, as writing, are traces: "Always differing and deferring the trace is never 
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as it is in the presentation of itself. It erases itself in presenting itself, muffles 
itself in resonating, like the a writing itself, inscribing its pyramid in differance)) 

(Derrida 1982:23). For Kiikai, too, the letter A is the presence of absence, the 
presentation of the originally nonarising, the deferred presence via other signs, 
which inscribes itself unostensibly in all other letters for the production of their 
"meanings," that is, their power to express the movement of differentiation, 
or emptiness. In this sense, Kiikai's letter A embodies the Dharmakaya's 
"preaching" of the Dharma, his compassionate act of saving beings, the act 
that is to be ritually emulated by the practitioners through their training in the 
three mysteries. Unlike Derrida's deconstruction for deconstruction's sake, the 
one attempted by Kiikai seems always to return to the construction of specific 
ritual actions capable of demonstrating the empty as the form. 

25. Cf. Julia Kristeva's notions of signifying differential and palagram, the 
two semioanalytic concepts that Kristeva introduced to illustrate the polysemic 
signifYing practices of poetic text (Kristeva 1969:293, 298). 

26. Cf. Roland BARTHES 1975:64. "Text means Tissue; but whereas hitherto 
we have always taken this tissue as a product, a ready-made veil, behind which 
lies, more or less hidden, meaning (truth), we are now emphasizing, in the 
tissue, the generative idea that the text is made, is worked out in a perpetual 
interweaving; lost in this tissue-this texture-the subject unmakes himself, 
like a spider dissolving in the constructive secretions of its web." Original italic. 

27. Paraphrasing of a discussion in fascicle 20 of Subhakarasirhha's Com-

mentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra, T 39:788c. 

28. Dainichikyo kaidai ("hokkai joshin"), KZ 1:639. 

29. A quote from fascicle 2 of the Mahiivairocana Sutra, T 18:roa. 

30. For two other places in the siitra where the letter A is discussed as the 
source of all languages, see T 18:22b-c, 38b. 

31. Interestingly, Jacques Derrida also speaks of the overpowering signifYing 
force inherent in each letter, which he calls "animality," the force against 
Reason, which strives to keep language as its faithful servant for conveying 
controlled meanings. In his characteristically pessimistic tone, Derrida discusses 
the spacing between printed letters as symbolic of differance. For Derrida, 
this absence, the interstice from which the letters' animality expresses itself, 
points at the impossibility of the metaphysical, or "ontotheological," projects of 
philosophy based on the presence and self-presence of things. Yet, placed in the 
context of Kiikai's discussion of the polysemy of writing, Derrida's argument 
seems almost comically optimistic. 

Absence is the permission given to letters to spell themselves out and to 

signify, but it is also, in language's twisting of itself, what letters say: they say 
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freedom and a granted emptiness, that which is formed by being enclosed in 

letters' net. 

Absence, finally as the breath of the letter, for the letter lives. "The name 

must germinate, otherwise it is false," says Andre Breton. SignifYing absence 

or separation, the letter lives as aphorism .... 

The animality of the letter certainly appears, at first, as one metaphor 

among others. But, above all, it is metaphor itself, the origin of language 

as metaphor in which Being and Nothing, the conditions of metaphor, the 

beyond-metaphor of metaphor, never say themselves. Metaphor, or the ani

mality of the letter, is the primary and infinite equivocality of the signifier as 

Lite .... This overpowcrfulness as the life of the signifier is produced within 

the anxiety and the wandering of the language always richer than knowledge, 

the language always capable of the movement which takes it further than 

peaceful and sedentary certitude. (Derrida 1978:72-73, original italic) 

Kfrkai seems to be fully aware of what Derrida refers to as the animality of the 

letter, which threatens, with its saturating semantic richness, the certitude of 

language as a communicative tool. However, for Kfrkai, this animality is itself 

the key to the materiality and somaticity of language, through which ordinary 

language transforms itself into mantra. 

32. Shoji jissogi, KZ 1:523. 

33. Kyookyo kaidai, KZ 1:721. 

34· Unjigi, KZ r:547. 

35. "The prisons of hell and the celestial palaces; the Buddha nature and the 

rotten seed of enlightenment; delusion and awakening; sarhsara and nirvaQa; 

dualism and nondualism .... For those who have realized the secret letters 

of mantra, all these are just different signs for the originally enlightened 

mind [of all sentient beings]. Yet, by applying this same medicine, those who 

attach themselves to falsity of identity will endanger their lives, and those who 

understand the rightness of differentiation will attain eternal life" ( Himitsu 

mandara jujushinron, fscl. r, KZ r:r28-129 ) . 

8. Of Mantra and Palace: Textualizing the Emperor, Calamity, and 

the Cosmos 

r. According to IKEDA Genta ( 197?:20!-202 ), the period of "statecraftism" 

began under the reign of Emperor Konin (r. 770-781) of the late Nara period, 

reached its apogee during the reign of Emperor Saga (r. 809-823) , and rapidly 

declined during that of Emperor Ninmei (r. 833-850 ) . This seems to support 
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my thesis, developed in this chapter, that the Esoteric Buddhist theory of 

language and ritual developed by Kiikai was antithetical to statecraftism and 

was instrumental in causing the decline of Confucian ideology that served as 

the underpinning of the statecraftist regime. 

2. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. I07, KT 6:61. For the growth of the Confucian 

educational system at the Daigaku in the early Heian period, see MoMo 
Hiroyuki I993:205-2IO. 

3. Translation by Wing-tsit Chan in CHAN I963:47. Translation partially 

modified. 

4. Keikokushu, fscl. II, GR 8:5I8a. 

5. See, for example, Henjo hakki seireishii, fscls. 5, 6, 9, KZ 3:454, 462, 463, 

466, 467, 5I9, 522, 523. 

6. Koya zappitsushu, fscl. I, KZ 3:588. 

7. See Kiikai's introduction to Bunpitsu ganshinsho composed in the summer 

ofKonin II (820), KZ 3:207. 

8. It may have been the fact that in his youth Kiikai received the Confucian 

education at the State College, unusual for a Buddhist priest of the Nara or 

early Heian period, that made him a writer whom court officials approached 

as a model. 

9. See, for example, Kiikai's letters in Koya zappitsushu, KZ 3:582, 590, 

594,602. 

IO. Henjo kongo hakki seireishii, fscl. 3, KZ 3:426. 

II. Henjo kongo hakki seireishii, fscl. I, KZ 3:408. 

I2. Ibid. 

I3. Ibid., 407. 

I4. Ruiju kokushi, fscl. 74, KT s:372. 

I5. Translation by Wing-tsit Chan in CHAN I96n9. Italic by the translator. 

I6. Translation by Wing-tsit Chan in CHAN I963:4o. 

I7. Ch'un-ch'iu tso chuan, fscl. 2II. Translations by Hall and Ames in David 

HALL and Roger AMEs I987:273. 

I8. Han-shih-wei-chuan, fscl. 6, quoted in OMURO Mikio I994:I62. 

19. Discussed in detail in the first section of chapter I of this book. 

20. Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 20, KT 3:234. 

21. KT 279, I04, I05, II4, I58, I82, I84, 407, 4I3, 44I-442. 

22. Translation by Wing-tsit Chan in CHAN I963:30. Italic added. 

23. Shoku nihongi, fscl. 38, KT 2:5I3-5I4. 

24. Nihon kiryaku, fscl. I3, KT ro:266, 275; Ruiju kokushi, fscls. 25, 36, KT 

P55, 246; Nihon koki, fscl. 12, KT n8-39. 

25. "Tencho kotei daigokuden ni oite hyakuso o kusshite amagoi suru 

ganmon," Henjo kongo hakki seireishii, fscl. 6, KZ 3:467-469. 
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26. Translation by Wing-tsit Chan in CHAN 1963:40. 

27. Shou-hu kou-chieh-chu t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Shugo kokkaishu daranikyo), 

T 19 #997. It is unknown from what language the text was translated into 

Chinese. No Sanskrit or Tibetan text with this title exists today. 

28. Genko shakusho, fscl. 2, KT 31:53. Also see SUEKI Fumihiko 1993:229-239. 

29. For the Esoteric Buddhist ordination of Heizei, see Heizei tenno kan

jomon (KZ 2:160-163 ) ; for Kukai's commentary on the Heart Sutra, see Han

nya shingyo hiken (KZ 1:5s8-561 ). Also see my discussion in the first section of 

chapters. 

30. Hokekyo shaku, KZ 1:782. 

31. As discussed in the second section of chapter 7. 

32. ]en-wan pan-jo-ching (Jpn. Ninno hannyakyo), T 8 #245. For the effort 

by the Nara and Heian courts to promote the sutra and for the canonicity 

of the sutra for the public services performed by the Nara clergy, see FUTABA 

Kenko 1984:232-233, 292. 

33. Kukai's other quotes of Confucian classics include Lun-yu chi-chieh (Jpn. 

Rongo shugi), Lun-yu i-shu (Jpn. Rongo gisho), and Shang-shu cheng-i (Jpn. 

Shosho seigi). 

34. For example, paraphrasing the Pan-cheng-lun (Jpn. Benshoron, T 52 

#2110 ), by the T'ang theorizer Fa-lin (572-640 ), Kukai asserts that the items 

of the Buddhist five precepts are tantamount to humaneness, righteousness, 

propriety, wisdom, and trust (Ch. jen, i, li, chih, hsin; Jpn. jin,gi, rei, chi, shin), 

the ethical principles of the Confucian virtue of the "five permanents" ( Ch. 

wu-ch'ang; Jpn. gojo). "The five precepts correspond to the five permanents 

of the non-Buddhist teaching. Abstaining from killing out of pity for sentient 

beings is called humaneness. Avoiding damage to others by abstaining from 

improper sexual acts is called righteousness. Keeping one's mind free from 

intoxication is called propriety. Living a life of purity and contentment and not 

stealing from others is called wisdom. Finally, preventing oneself from stating 

untruth is called trust. These are the five essential virtues from which people 

should never deviate, even for a moment. Thus, sage kings rule their nations 

based on these rules, and gentlemen also establish themselves by abiding by 

these principles. Because they constantly promote these five, they are called the 

"five permanents" (T 52:493b; KZ 1:183 ). Also see Fukui Kojun's annotation in 

KIK 9?:67-333-

35. Shih-chu p'i-p'o-sha-lun (Jpn. juju bibasharon ), T 26 #1521. 

36. Kukai notes that Buddhist literature on kingship distinguishes four 

classes of cakravartins-the universal monarchs of gold, silver, copper, and 

iron-because of the difference in the profundity of their grasp of the Dharma. 

The monarchs of gold rule all the four cosmic continents of Buddhist cosmo)-
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ogy. Those of silver rule over three of the four continents, those of copper, 

two, and those of iron, only one. For the classification of cakravartins, see 

John STRONG I983:+9-56. 

37. Skt. sapta-bodhyanga; Jpn. shichi kakushi. The seven legs consists of 

(I) the ability to correctly distinguish the true from the false; ( 2) the courageous 

effort to pursue the Dharma; (3) joy in abiding in the Dharma; (+) the 

attainment of physical comfort through training; (5) nonattachment to external 

objects; ( 6) the mastery of meditation; and (7) the perfect unity of meditation 

and wisdom. 

38. Kukai's description of the attributes of cakravartins is largely based on 

fascicle 2 of the Ch)i-shih yen-pen-ching (Jpn. Kise inponkyo), T I #2+:3I7a-

3I9a. For a study of the symbolism of these attributes of cakravartins and their 

relationship to the Tathagatas, see John STRONG I983:+5-72; Frank REYNOLDS 

I972:6-3o; and Paul Mus I935:91. 

39. See Kukai's explanation of cintama!)i in the Hizoki, KZ 2:3, +5· Also see 

fascicle 7 of the Mahiivairocana Siitra, T I8:+5b. 

+O. SuEKI Fumihiko (I993=IIO-II2) has pointed out that the idea that the 

islands of Japan were a peripheral kingdom, zokusankoku, a "scattered millet 

grain nation," became widely accepted in intellectual writings from the mid

Heian period. Sueki has argued that overcoming such a geographical inferiority 

complex was a major issue for many political thinkers of the Kamakura period, 

who invented a new kind of discourse for advocating their nationalistic and 

ethnocentric agenda of intregrating Shinto and Buddhism for the defication 

of the Japanese emperors. Kukai's public characterization in his Ten Abiding 

Stages of the Japanese emperor as zokusanno may have been one of the sources 

for the antiethnocentrist force in Japanese Buddhist discourse that became an 

object of criticism in the Kamakura period. 

+I. P)u-sa pen-yen-ching (Jpn. Bosatsu hongokyo), T ro #28I:+5oa-c. For the 

metaphor of royal coronation and the completion of the bodhisattvas' ten 

stages, see Edward THOMAS I933:202-203; and ARAMAKI Noritoshi I983:99-

IOI. 

+2. Kukai states that body, palace, and text represent the three media 

through which the Dharmakaya is expressed as ma!)�ala: maha-ma!)�ala (dai

mandara ), consisting of (the pictorial representation of) the physical presence 

of Buddhas; samaya ma!)�ala (sanmaya mandara), made up of the symbolism 

of ritual instruments, the treasures of the palace; and the dharma ma!)�ala 

(homandara), composed of letters. The universe, where all these qualities 

meet, is identified as the karma ma!)�ala (katsuma mandara), the ma!)�ala 

of the Dharmakaya's action of saving beings. 
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43. A discussion in fascicle 6 of the Golden Light Sutra paraphrased by Kukai 
(T 16:430a; KZ 1:191-192 ). 

44. A discussion in Wang:fa cheng-lun-ching (Jpn. Obo seironkyo) para
phrased by Kukai (T 14 #524-798b; KZ 1:205-206 ). 

45. The Three Histories (San-shih; Jpn. Sanshi) consist of Shih-chi (Jpn. 
Shiki), Han-shu (Jpn. Kansho), and Hou-han-shu (Jpn. Gokansho). 

46. Yak�as (yasha), gandharvas (kendatsuba), asuras (ashura), garu�as (kar
oda ), kirhnaras ( kinnara ), and mahoragas ( magoraka ). 

47. "Kylichu shingon'in no shogatsu no mishuh6 no s6j6," Zoku henjo hakki 
seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ n18-519. 

48. A quote from fascicle 20 of Subhakarasirhha's Commentary on the 
Mahiivairocana Sutra, T 39:788c. 

49. Konshomyokyo himitsu kada, KZ 1:830. 

so. For the transliteration of this mantra, originally written in Chinese 
characters in the sutra, into the roman alphabet, I have relied on Hatta Sachio 
( S J: 120 ). Hatta 's interpretation differs slightly from the conventional manner in 
which the mantra is understood in the modern Shingon School. Cf. YosHIDA 

Eko 1960:456. 

sr. The relationship between writing, the originally nonarising (emptiness), 
and the Dharmakaya is discussed in the third section of the previous chapter. 

52. Unjigi, KZ r:s38. 

53. Shoji jissogi, KZ 1:526. 

54. Sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 7, KT 4:rr3. Prince I yo, one of Kanmu's sons, 
was arrested in 8o6 for an attempted coup against Emperor Heizei. In the 
same year, the prince was confined to Kawaharadera in Asuka, and there 
committed suicide. His mother also killed herself upon the prince's death. 
Fujiwara no Nakanari ( ?-8ro ), a trusted advisor to Emperor Heizei, schemed to 
reenthrone Heizei immediately following his abdication in 8ro, fought against 
the court of Emperor Saga, and was defeated. Tachibana no Hayanari ( ?-842) 

was implicated in the attempted coup in 844 by Prince Tsunesada and died 
of illness on his way to exile in T6t6mi province. Bun'ya no Miyatamaro 
is unidentified. He may be related to Bun'ya no Akitsu, advisor to Prince 
Tsunesada, who was punished with Hayanari. 

55. For a detailed study of the ritual procedure of the Misaie and an analysis 
of its purpose, see KURABAYASHI Masatsugu 1980. Also see YoSHIDA Kazuhiko 
1995:150-202. 

56. Goke shidai, fscl. 3, ZKS 36:71a-78b. 

57. Ibid., 73a ff. 
58. Ibid., 73b. 
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59. Other prerequisites included the principal lecturership at Saishoe at 

Yakushiji and Yuimae at Kofukuji. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:58-59; 

Nihon sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 2, KT +:ns. 

6o. Nihon koki, fscl. 22, KT 3=121. 

61. Nihon kiryaku I, fscl. I+, KT 10:333; Ruiju kokushi, fscl. I77, KT 6:209; 

Kobodaishi gokoden, KDZ I:26Ib. Since 8I9, the number of officials in the Sogo 

had been set at eight: one sojo, one daisozu, two shosozu, and four risshi. 

Beginning in 823 the ninth member, occupying the new post of gonrisshi, 

Assistant Vinaya Master, was added. See Sogo bunin, DBZ 65:9a, I7b. 

62. Nihon kiryaku I, fscl. I+, KT Io:n+. 

63. "Kyiichii shingon'in no shogatsu no mishuho no sojo," Zoku henjo 

hakki seireishu hoketsusho, fscl. 9, KZ 3:5I8-5I9. The memorial included in the 

Seireishu, which is the one copied and edited by the priest Saisen (1025-III5) 

ofNinnaji, gives its date as the kinoto-hitsuji in the eleventh month ofJowa 1. 

However, there was no kinoto-hitsuji in the eleventh month of that year. On 

the other hand, the same memorial in Kukai's hand, reproduced in fascicle 3 of 

Shoku nihon koki (KT 3:32), has the date of kinoto-hitsuji in the twelfth month 

of the same year, which corresponds to the nineteenth day of the month. 

6+. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:67; KDS:778. 

65. Toji choja bunin, GR +:623a. There exists no contemporaneous record 

describing the actual ritual content of Kukai's New Year's service, which 

was later known as Goshichinichi mishuho, the Imperial Rite of the Second 

Seven Days of the New Year. For the earliest records and details of the ritual 

procedures followed in the Imperial Rite beginning in the late tenth and 

early eleventh centuries, see Goshichisho and Goshichinichi mishuho burui, ZG 

25B:63a-105b; noa-I27a. 

66. For the location of Shingon'in in the imperial palace and a detailed floor 

plan indicating the layout of ritual altars and other facilities in the chapel's 

interior, see Eiji ni>nen shingon>in mishuhoki, ZG 25B:128a-I+3a. 

67. Toji choja bunin, GR+:623a-627b. 

68. Makura no soshi #295, NKT I9:309. 

69. See the document of Toji dated from the first year of Jochi (I36I), 

collected in Toji monjo, DK Toji monjo I:3+o. The priest Kosai of Toji, who 

was to serve as the presiding master for the Mishuho, deplores the cancellation 

of Misaie that year. 

70. For the origin, growth, and decline of the Mishuho, see HASUMI Kanzen 

I920, HAsE Hoshu I92+, and TAKAMI Kankyo I975-

7I. From the late Heian period onward, the abbot of Toji, or, toji choya, was 

referred to as toji ichi no choya, the First Abbot of Toji, who was supported 

by toji ni no choji (the Second Abbot), san no choji (the Third Abbot), and, 
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eventually, yon no choji (the Fourth Abbot). At times of illness or when the First 
Abbot was otherwise indisposed, the assisting abbots performed the Mishuho. 
See KAMIKAWA Michio 1985. 

72. Also known as Nandikdvara or Gaqe�a, the elephant-faced divinity, 
known to be a son of Siva and Uma. For the ritual worship of Gaqapati, see 
Ta-shen-t)en huan-hsi shuang-hsen p)i-na-yeh-chia-Ja (Jpn. Daishoten kangi 

soshin binayakaho), T 21 #1266. 

73. The twelve gods consist of the gods of the ten directions-Indra 
(east), Agqi (southeast), Yama (south), Rak�asa (southwest), Varuqa (west), 
Vayu (northwest), Vaisvaraqa (north), !sana (northeast), Brahma (above), and 
Pfthivl (below)-plus Aditya, the sun, and Candra, the moon. Agqi (fire), 
Varuqa (water), Vayu (wind), and Prthivl (earth) are also the gods of the four 
great elements. Each of these twelve gods presides over various other gods and 
spirits, including vicious spirits believed to be the cause of calamities. Yama, 
for example, is said to preside over all the many spirits that spread epidemics; 
Rak�asa heads all the bloodthirsty demons; Varuqa leads nagas causing rains 
and floods; and Isana presides over vengeful spirits. For the scriptural sources 
for the worship of the twelve gods, see Kung-yang shih-erh ta-wei-te-t)ien pao

en-p)in (J pn. Kuyo juni daiitokuten hoonbo), T 21 #129, and Shih-erh-t)ien-kung 

i-kuei (Jpn. Junitengu giki), T 21 #1298. 

74. For the legend of Kiikai's cintamaqi and the restoration of the Mount 
Muroo temple, see the biography of the Hosso priest Kenne, who was said to 
have assisted Kiikai in his esotericization of the mountain temple. Kobo daishi 

deshifu, fscl. 3, KDZ w:I04a-1o7a. 

75. Saishookyo himitsu kada, KZ 1:830. 

76. The Esoteric Buddhist names of these bodhisattvas in the vajradhatu 
maqqala are Vajraratna (Kongoho) and Vajraketu (Kong6t6 ). Vajraketu is 
also understood as �itigarbha. Kiikai identifies Ratnadhvaja with Vajrakuta, 
suggesting that Ratnadhvaja is another name for �itigarbha (KZ 1:823) . For a 
description of these two bodhisattvas, see fasicle 1 of the Vajrafekhara Sutra, 

T I8:209C-2IIOb. For the location of these divinities in the maqqala, see MJ, 
appendix J:33 #12, #14. 

77. Goyuigo shichiko hikuketsu, Shinkei's ritual manual preserved at Kajiiji, 
quoted in TAKAMI Kankyo 1975:15-16. 

78. The wisdoms of the original nature of the universe (hokkai taishochi), 

of the great mirror ( daienkyochi), of equality ( byodoshochi), of observation 
( myokanzatchi), and of action (joshosachi). 

79. See notes 75 and 76. 

So. For the actual ingredients used to make the scented water, see Ytiwa 

ni)nen goshichi)nichi mishuhoki, ZG 25B:150b. 
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81. The iconographic features of Ekak�ara-u�QI�acakra include the seven 
royal regalia of a cakravartin, namely, the cakra, the mighty elephant, the flying 
horse, the undefeatable general, the sagacious minister, the virtuous queen, and 
the cintamaQi. See the Mandarashit by Kazen (rr21-1203), T zuzo 4 #3018. For 
the symbolism ofEkak�ara-u�QI�acakra as the manifestation ofSakyamuni's true 
identity, see p>u-t,i-ch,uang so-shuo i-tsu-ting lun-wang-ching (Jpn. Bodaijo 

shosetsu ichiji chorinnokyo), T 19 #950. Also see I-tsu fo-ting lun-wang-ching 

(Jpn. Ichiji butcho rinnokyo), T 19 #951. 
82. See, for example, chapter 48, fascicle 14, of the Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii 

Sittra: "Buddhas always see through the most profound prajiia-paramita with 
their Buddha Eye .... That is because the deepest prajiia-paramita is capable 
of producing all Buddhas and endows all Buddhas with their all-embracing 
wisdom" (T 8:323a-b ). 

83. See, for example, p>u-t,i-ch,uang so-shuo i-tsu ting-lun-wang-ching (Jpn. 
Bodaijo shosetsu ichiji chorinnokyo), T 19 #950, and I-tsu fo-ting lun-wang-ching 

(Jpn. Ichiji butcho rinnokyo), T 19 #951, especially T 19:195b-c, 227a-b. For the 
worship ofBuddhalocana in Japan as the consort ofEkak�ara-u�QI�acakra and 
its scriptural sources, see MISAKI Ryoshii 1988:524 ff. 

84. Among the scriptural sources brought to Japan by Kiikai that discuss the 
dual identity of the Buddha is Chin-kang-ting i-tsu-ting-lung-wang yii-ch,ieh 

i-ch,ieh-shih-ch,u nien-sang ch'eng-Ju-i-kuei (Jpn. Kongocho ichiji chorino yuga 

issai jisho nenju jobutsu gigi), T 19 #957. See Shorai mokuroku and Sangakuroku, 

KZ 1:76, 107. Kiikai's discussion of the dual identity ofEkak�ara-U�QI�acakra is 
considered in the fourth section of chapter 6. 

85. See Gobu darani mondo ge san shithiron, KZ 2:91. 
86. The Esoteric worship of Bhai�ajyaguru is described in Yao-shih ju-lai 

kuan-hsing i-kuei-Ja (Jpn. Yakushi nyorai kangyo gikiho), T 19 #923, and in 
Yao-shih ju-lai nien-sung i-kuei (Jpn. Yakushi nyorai nenju giki), T 19 #924. 
The worship of Samantabhadra as a divinity of longevity is described in Chin

kang shou-ming t,o-lo-ni ching-Ja (Jpn. Kongo jumyo darani kyobo), T 20 #1134, 
and Chin-kang shou-ming t>o-lo-ni nien-sung-Ja (Jpn. Kongo jumyo darani 

nenjuho), T 20 #rr33. Both of these ritual manuals were imported from China 
by Kiikai. See Shorai mokuroku and Sangakuroku, KZ 1:75-76, 106-107. 

87. Saishookyo himitsu kada, KZ 1:830. Although Acara does not appear in 
the Golden Light Sittra, Kiikai suggests that the goddess of the earth Pfthivl, 
who manifests the virtue of steadfastness, represents Acara. For the mantras of 
Avalokitdvara, Prthivl, and Lak�uml, see fascicles 14, 17, and 18 of the siitra, T 
16:433b-c, 439C, 440C-441a. 

88. Although pronounced the same way, the title given Dokyo, "King of 
Dharma," is written differently from, and must not be confused with, the title 
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"Dharma Emperors" given cloistered emperors. Cf. Wm. Theodore DEBARY 
I958:I57. 

89. Shoku nihongi, fscls. 26, 27, 30, KT 2:324-, 332-333, 368-371. 
90. Yuikai, KZ I:86I. 

9· A Genealogy of Mantra: Ki:ikai's Legacy 

I. Gosanjoin gosokuiki, GR T8Ib. 
2. The term rinno kanjo can be found in fascicle 3 of Subhakarasimha's 

commentary on the Mahiivairocana Sutra, T 39:610c. 
3. Fushimi tenno nikki, 3/I3 Shoo I (1288); Hanazono tenno nikki, 5/I8 

Bunpo I (I3I7). 
+· It appears that by the late Heian period, it became customary for the 

emperor to receive the coronation mantras and mudras not directly from 
Esoteric Buddhist priests but from his regent, who was of the Kujo or Sanjo 
branch of the Fujiwara clan. See ABE Yasuro I989:120-12I; KAMIKAWA Michio 
1989:121-125. 

5. Toji kanchiin kongozo shogyo, box 24-8, no. 17. 
6. See, for example, the discussions in the Greater Prajiia-piiramitii Sutra, 

fscls. 4-04-, 4-79, T 7 #220. Also see the Vajracchedikii Sutra, T 8 #235:755c. 
7- For the illustration ofBuddhalocana's mudras and mantras, see Subhaka

rasimha's commentary on the Mahiivairocanii Sutra, T 39:633c, 716b, 720c. 
8. For the ritual procedures of the abhi�eka as a royal coronation, see ibid., 

666c-667a,736a-b. 
9. fen-wan pan-jo-ching (Jpn. Ninno hannyakyo), T 8 #24-5:827b. Kiikai's 

emphasis on the ten good deeds for cakravartins is described in the third section 
of the previous chapter. 

10. The four accomplishments of the ruler in the fifth section were inspired 
by the four essential chapters ( shiyobon) of the Lotus Sutra: chapters 2, 14-, 
r6, and 25 (T 8:wb, 37a, 4-2a, 56c). The four mantras that correspond to the 
four mudras are, respectively, of Mahavairocana of the vajradhatu ma�<;lala, 
Mahavairocana of the garbha ma�<;iala, the five central Buddhas of the va
jradhatu ma�<;iala, and the five central Buddhas of the garbha ma�<;iala (T 
r8:2oa, 24-2b, 263b; T 39:722c). 

II. For the role of the houses of regency of Ichijo, Nijo, and Kujo in pre
serving the coronation abhi�eka, see KAMIKAWA Michio 1989:I14--II5, 
128-131. 

12. KusHIDA Ryokyo ( 1964-:318-319) has pointed to another ritual man
ual preserved at the Shomyoji archive, Kanazawa, entitled Abhi!eka of the 
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Cakravartin ( Rinno kanjo), which describes the coronation abhi�eka in exactly 

the same manner as in the Kong6z6 document discussed earlier (see note 5). 

Kushida's manual, which carries the date of copying as 1324, states that it was 

composed in 1154 by a certain Choshin ofToji, who asserts that this coronation 

abhi�eka was transmitted secretly through Amoghavajra, Hui-kuo, and Kiikai 

and that because the priest Kanshuku, abbot of Toji between 926 and 930, 

transmitted this secret to his disciple Kanky6, the abbot of Jingoji, the exact 

genealogy of the masters who sustained the tradition was known to his school. 

(There exists no earlier record indicative of Kiikai's receiving of the corona

tion abhi�eka from Hui-kuo. However, as MISAKI Ryoshii [1994:132-133] has 

pointed out, there are some Chinese sources that suggest that Amoghavajra re

ferred to the abhi�eka he bestowed upon the T'ang emperors as the coronation 

of the cakravartin.) Although Kushida was not able to find other sources that 

confirm the transmission from Kanshuku to Kanky6, he did discover several 

documents on the coronation abhi�eka associated with certain priests of the 

late Heian period described in Choshin's genealogy (pp. 315-317). 

13. ]ichin kasho musoki, the Kissuiz6 archive, Shoren'in, Kyoto, reproduced 

in toto in AKAMATSU Toshihide 1957:318-322. For a bibliographical study of the 

manuscript, see TAGA Munehaya 1970:421-429. 

14. KAMIKAWA Michio (1989:119-121) has introduced yet another ritual 

manual, entitled the Abhi!eka of the Enthronement of the Son of Heaven ( Tenshi 

sokui kanjo), a document dated 1474 and preserved at the En'yiiz6 archive at 

Sanzen'in, Kyoto. A record of the transmission of a secret teaching given to 

the Tendai abbot ( tendai zasu) Gyoin by the former Tendai abbot K6sh6, it 

describes the coronation abhi�eka in exactly the same manner as the Mudra 

of Coronation and Jien's interpretation, depicting it as consisting of (1) the 

mudras of the five eyes, ( 2) Mahavairocana, ( 3) the rule over the four cosmic 

oceans, (4) the ten good deeds, and (5) the four powers. It indicates that the 

Tendai School held the identical interpretation of the ritual procedure of the 

coronation abhi�eka, speaking further for its standardization. For an outline of 

the development of Tendai Esotericism in the mid-Heian period and how it 

differed from the Shingon School, see KrucHI Gy66 1984:309 ff and MrsAKI 

Ryoshii 1988:515-605. 

15. According to Nihon shoki, the sword, Ama no murakumo no tsurugi, 

was obtained by Susanoo, a younger brother of Amaterasu, from within the 

stomach of the eight-headed dragon that he slew in the land oflzumo. It was 

then proffered to Amaterasu by Susanoo. The gem, Yasaka ni no magatama, 

was granted by Amaterasu to Ninigi when he was to descend from Amaterasu's 

celestial realm of Takamagahara to the earth to found the nation of Japan. 

The mirror, Yata no kagami, was forged by god Ishikori todome to illumine 
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the world, while Amaterasu, the sun goddess, hid herself in the cave of Ama 

no iwato. 

I6. For a list of the ritual manuals of both the Shingon and Tendai Schools 

circulated during Kamakura period that revolve around the union of the two 

divinities, see MISAKI Ryoshu I99+:I37 ff. 

I7. ]ichin kasho musoki, Al<AMATSU Toshihide I957:3I9. 

IS. Goke shidai, fscl. 3, ZKS 36:438a-439a. 

I9. The Ichidai ichido ninnoe was instituted by Emperor Seiwa in the Jogan 

years ( 859-866 ). Its ritual is described in detail in fascicle 2I ( Genbaryo) of 

Engishiki. For a detailed study of the emperor's distribution of the relics, see 

Toji busshari kankeiki in KAGEYAMA Haruk.i I986:230-257. 

20. Nihon sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 35, KT 4:443. 

21. Okagami, fscl. 2, NKT 2I:66. 

22. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:96. 

23. For Daikakuji, see Nihon sandai jitsuroku, fscl. 28, KT 4:370. For Gan

gyoji, see Nihon saidai jitsuroku, fscl. 32, KT +:+I+. For Ninnaji, see Ruiju 
sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:Ior-102. For Kajuji, see Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, 

KT 25:104-105. For Hosshoji, see Nihon kiryaku 2, fscls. I, 2, KT n:26, 28, 32. 

For En'yiiji, see Ninnaji shoinkeki, NS I:33+. For Myokoin, see Eigaku yoki, 
GR I6:6p. Also see Sanmon doshaki, GR I6:557. 

24. See TsucHIYA Megumi I983:49-58. For the extra-ritsuryo status attained 

by these temples, see TAIRA Masayuk.i I992:98-109; HIRAOKA Jokai I98I:49I 

ff, 507 ff, 529 ff, S+I ff, 58I ff; TAKEUCHI Rizo I958:5I8-565. For Jinzen and the 

aristocratization of the Mount Hiei leadership, see HoRI Daiji I986. 

25. Examples of these reports submitted by Gubukuji, Horyiiji, Daianji, 

Gangoji, and Saidaiji can be found in NI I:3+3-340. 

26. The exemption from the ritsuryo duties of the major monasteries erected 

in the early and mid-Heian period proceeded in two stages. Earlier, private tem

ples built through the patronage of powerful aristocrats and imperial princes 

and princesses applied for the status of jogakuji, literally, the temples of fixed 

stipends. The jogakuji were given the full recognition by the state, but, unlike 

the national and provincial temples erected by the state, the jogakuji had their 

own temple estate and did not rely on the state's funding. In exchange for 

the submission of the temples' financial report, the state provided the jogakuji 

with the funds for everyday staples, such as candles and fuels, and for major 

repair. However, many jogakuji monasteries opted not to request these state 

funds in order to be exempted from the duty of reporting annually to the court 

the status of their properties. (For an example of this exemption from the early 

Heian period, see Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2pi6.) Already by the mid

Heian period, there were no longer major monasteries that made request for 
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the title of jogakuji. They instead asked the court's recognition as goganji, 

which meant either the temples erected by the emperor, empress, and imperial 

princes and princesses, or the temple built by the imperial liege to pray for 

prosperity of the emperor, the imperial house, and the nation. To begin with, 

goganji did not receive the state's support for everyday supplies and repairs 

and were not subject to the state's supervision in the management of temple's 

property. As a means to alleviate the pressure the state felt to support Buddhist 

institutions, the Heian court seems to have eagerly issued the recognition to 

private temples of jogakuji and, later, goganji. For the development of the 

systems of jogakuji and goganji, see TAKEUCHI Rizo I958:509-586; HIRAOKA 

Jokai I98I:+I7-+52. 

27. For the number of the nenbundosha alloted to these temples, see the 

edict issued by the Grand Ministry ( daijokan) collected in fascicle 2 of the 

Rujiju sandaikyaku, KT 25:95, 96, 97, 99, IOO. 

28. Daijo kanpu, 9/I6 Gankei 5, 3/2I Ninna I; Ruiji sandaikyaku, KT 

25:I32-I33· 

29. Ruiju sandaikyaku, fscl. 2, KT 25:97; Honcho kosoden, fscl. 7, DBZ 

63:56b-c. 

30. Honcho kosoden, fscl. 7, DBZ 63:63b-c. 

31. Tonan'inmu shidai, DBZ 65:I9+a-I98. 

32. Kofukuji betto shidai, fscl. I, DBZ 6po5a-c; Honcho kosoden, fscl. +8, 

DBZ 63:292c-293b. For Josho, also see Nanto kosoden; Shingonden, fscl. 7; 

Kechimyaku ruijuki, fscl. 3. 

33. Ruiji sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 25:I01-102. 

3+. Daijo kanpu jibusho, 6/3 Shohei I; Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 

28A:+o7b-+o8b. 

35. Ruiji sandaikyaku, fscl. 3, KT 2s:IO+. 

36. Ibid., 98. 

37. See the list of prominent Nara priests in the Shingon Dharma lineage 

chart in the Nanto kosoden DBZ 6+:I08b-mc. 

38. See, for example, the biographies ofYakushin (827-906), Kangen (853-

925), and Kakuban (1095-11+3), all of whom were renowned as founders of 

major ritual schools within the Shingon School. They received training at 

Daianji, Kofukuji, or Todaiji in the Sanron and Hosso studies prior to their 

Esoteric Buddhist training. Kangen, for example, served the lecturership at 

Yuimae at Kofukuji. See Honcho kosoden, DBZ 6+:63a, 65a, 86a. 

39. Daigo zojiki, GR 25:+67b. 

+O. Daijokan cho daigoji, 9/I7 Engi 10; Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 

28A:+IOa-b. 

+L Todaiji betto shidai, GR +:569a-597b. 
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42. Todaiji chojo an, Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 28A:42Ib-422a. 

43. Todaiji kitsujo, Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 28A:422b. 

44. Ibid., 422a-b. 

45. Toji choja bunin, GR4:678b-677b; Daigoji shoshin gusho an, fourteenth 

cho, manuscript copy at Shiryo hensanjo library, Tokyo Universtiy. 

46. Todaiji kitsujo, Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 28A:422b. 

47. Ninnaji kitsujo, Shingon shosan kanpu an, ZG 28A:423a. 

48. Todaiji gusho, ZG 27B:79a. 

49. Ibid., 32a-33a. 

so. Ibid. 

51. Ibid., 3Ia, 46b, 8oa. 

52. Ibid., 3Ia, 73a. 

53. Toboki, fscl. I, ZZG 12:sa-b. 

54. Ninnaji gyoden, fscl. I, GRs:430a-b; Genko shakusho, fscl. I7, KT 31:243. 

ss. Nihon kiryaku 2, fscl. I, KT u:24. Also see MoRIYAMA Shoshin 1933: 885. 

s6. Nihon kiryaku 2, fscl. I, KT u:s-7. Fuso ryakki, fscl. 23, KT 12:I70. 

57. For a list of the names of successive Dharma Emperors up to the end of 

the Tokugawa period, see MJ :622. 

58. Another institution closely linked to the Dharma Emperor was hosshinno, 

Dharma princes, imperial princes who, although ordained, retained their im

perial privileges and, supporting the Dhama Emperor, continued to participate 

in statecraft from administrative offices in their resident temples. For example, 

Ninnaji attained a particular eminence throughout the mid- and late Heian 

periods through its monzeki system that limited its abbacy only to Dharma 

princes. While retaining their privileges external to the jurisdiction of the 

ritsuryo, they supervised the work of the Office of Priestly Mfairs, which was 

now located at Ninnaji. 

For the formation of the system of hosshinno and its relationship to 

Ninnaji's monzeki system, see END6 Motoo I994; NISHIGUCHI Junko I986; 

USHIYAMA Yoshiyuki 1990:238-299; and HIRAOKA Jokai I98I:529-551. Ninnaji 

was originally erected for the Emperor Uda's son Prince Atsuzane, who was 

then ordained. Following his abdication, Uda was ordained in 899 by Shingon 

master Yakushin (827-906) and cloistered to Ninnaji. In 901 Yakushin gave 

Uda the esoteric initiation of the highest order, denbo kanjo, and made Uda 

an Esoteric Buddhist master, whose Dharma name was Kongokaku. In 967 

Uda's Dharma heir Kangii (884-972), then the abbot of Ninnaji, designated 

Kancho (9I6-998), a son of Prince Atsuzane and grandson ofUda, to succeed 

his abbotship of the temple. In 986 Kancho retired and gave the abbotship to 

Gakei (926-1012), another grandson of Uda and Kancho's younger brother. 

After that point, a rule was established at Ninnaji that only the imperial princes 
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affiliated with Uda's branch of the imperial house who became the esoteric 

masters in the Dharma lineage originating with Yakushin would assume the 

monastery 's abbotship. 

59. For studies of the emergence of the emperors' private mona

steries and their significance as religious institutions, see TAKEUCHI Rizo 

1958:555-566; HIRAOKA Jokai I98I:S+I-68I, 600-679; NISHIGUCHI Junko 1986; 

END6 Motoo I99+-

6o. DK lwashimizu monjo 1 #8. 

61. Honcho zokubunsui, tscl. 29b, KT 30:206. 

62. Sogo bunin, fscls. 2, 3, s, DBZ 65:19a, 37a, Sob-c. 

63. See HIRAOKA Jokai 1981:367 ff for some instances in which So go appoint

ments violated the general rule. For the acceptance of priests of the Tendai 

School in the Office of Priestly Affairs, see TAKAGI Yutaka 1973:23-30. 

6+. For example, the Buddhist chronicle Fuso ryakki reports that in 1072, 

when the first Saishoe was held at Enshoji, the Tendai priest Raizo of Onjoji, 

the lecturer, was asked by the Kofukiji priest Raishin, who served as one of 

the discussants, to interpret the Golden Light Sutra from the point of view 

of Buddhist logic. In the presence of Emperor Gosanjo (r. Io68-1072), Raizo 

refused to do so, retorting, "the discipline of Buddhist logic was originally de

veloped by Vasubandhu, Dignaga, and other Indian masters to defeat heretics. 

It is not needed for Japanese Buddhism, which is already grounded deeply in 

Mahayana doctrines" (Fuso ryakki, fscl. 29, 10/25 Enkyli +, KT 2BII-3I2) . In 

response to this statement Raizo's candidacy was approved by the attending 

scholar-priests. 

As Raizo's example shows, these national lectures (or, for esoteric priests, 

national initiatory rites) served as important occasions for priests of different 

schools to exchange their views and display their mastery. At the same time, it 

encouraged them to become well versed in disciplines other than their own, 

including both Exoteric and Esoteric Teachings. 

65. To officially attest to the status of kenmitsu hasshu as orthodoxy, there 

was added to the service of Misaie at the imperial palace the ritual of hasshuso, 

public announcements by the eight schools. See KAMIKAWA Michio 1991:50 ff. 

Also see SAT6 Hiroo 1987:152. 

66. Goke shidai, fscl. 3, ZKS 36:75b-77b; Goke hisho, ZKS 36:5+8a. 

67. Goshichisho, ZG 25B:88b-89a. 

68. Toboki, fscl. 2, ZZG 12:+3a. 

69. Toji busshari kankeiki, a document formerly preserved at the Kong6z6 

archive at Toji and currently preserved at the S6g6 Shiryokan Library of 

the Kyoto prefectural government. Reproduced in toto in KAGEYAMA Haruki 

1986:230-257-
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70. Toji busshari kankeiki, KAGEYAMA Haruki 1986:231. 

71. For example, in u8o during the war of Chish6, Taira no Shigehira and 

his forces attacked the Nara Buddhist monasteries that sided with Dharma 

Emperor Gotoba. The great majority of the temple halls of Todaiji were 

reduced to ashes. Following the defeat of the Taira clan, the court appointed 

the Daigoji priest Chogen ( rm-r2o5 ) as the head of fund -raising ( daikanjin) 

for the restoration of Todaiji. In u85, Chogen received five grains of the relic 

from the court to aid him in advancing his project. Toji busshari kankeiki, 

KAGEYAMA Haruki 1986:23+-235. 

72. Nihon koki, fscl. 21, 5j2r Konin 3, KT pr+. 

73. See, for example, Nihon koki, fscl. 22, 2/12 Konin 3, KT 3:ur. Also see 

Shoku nihon koki, fscl. 17, roj26 Jowa 14-, KT 3:201. 

74-. Section u, chapter 12, of Confucius's Analects. Translation by Wing-tsit 

Chan in CHAN 196n9. Italics added by the translator. 

75. One important exception to this rule is senmyo, the emperor's decrees, 

which, reflecting the archaic function of the emperor as the supreme shaman of 

Shinto worship, were often recorded in man'yogana. However, the frequency 

of the use of senmy6 declined significantly during the age of statecraftism, and 

most of the emperor's decrees came to be written in Chinese. Henceforth 

the use of senmy6 was limited only to certain ceremonial functions. See 

Christopher SEELEY 1991:54--55; 90-91. 

76. The completion of the Kokin wakashit coincided with the arrival of the 

tail end of production of official tomes in Chinese, the discursive backbone 

of the ritsury6 state; for example, the 901 True Record of the Three Emperors 

( Nihon sandai jitsuroku ), the final work of the six imperial histories of the Nara 

and Hein periods (rikkokushi), and the 907 Engi Amendments (Engi kyaku), 

the last state-certified collection of imperial edicts and legislation crucial for 

the interpretation of the ritsury6 rules. 

77. For the significance of Buddhist motifs in the Tale ofGenji, especially its 

later chapters, see Haruo SHIRANE 1987:169 ff. Although he does not identify 

the sources for his assertion, Kojin KA.RATANI (1993:167 ) has pointed out that 

the influence of Esoteric Buddhism was essential to the construction of the 

narrative structure of the Gen ji. 

78. It is hoped that the following discussion will support the general theory 

advanced by Victor MAIR ( 1994- ) that the introduction of Buddhism and Bud

dhist literature in East Asia was instrumental in developing popular, vernacular 

literary traditions and writing systems that could be used to approximate 

speech. On the other hand, the history of the Japanese kana script does not fully 

support Mair's argument that the development of vernacular literary traditions 

led to the rise of national languages. 
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79. The earliest recorded mention of Kiikai as the invertor of the kana 
syllabary is in Godansho by 6e no Masafusa, quoted in fascicle 12 of the 1367 

Kakaisho by Yotsuji no Yoshinari, a voluminous exegesis on the Tale ofGenji. 

Other early references to Kiikai's invention of kana include Etsumokusho, by 
Fujiwara no Mototoshi, and Iroha jiruisho, by Tachibana no Tadakane. For a 
study and discussion of other medieval sources claiming Kiikai's authorship of 
Iroha, see MoRIYAMA Shoshin 1933:706-753; MATSUOKA Seigo 198+:2+1-252. 

8o. Iroha ryakushaku, KGZ 2:1+11-1+1+. 

81. For Kakuban's work of creating an integrated hermeneutic system for 
the study of Kiikai's texts, see ABE Ryiiichi 1992. 

82. The manner in which the kana syllabary is written in the lroha poem does 
not reflect the distinction between hard and soft consonants. Thus, the poem 
is rendered as follows in modern pronunciation: "Iro wa nioedo chirinuru o 
I Wagayo darezo tsune naram I Ui no okuyama kyo koete I Asaki yume miji 
yoimosezu. '' 

83. Harumi's objection to the view that Kiikai authored the lroha poems 
can be found in his ]isetsu bengo. The argument by Harumura is found in his 
Sekiso manpitsu. For a summary discussion of the arguments of Harumi and 
Harumura, see OKADA Mareo 198+:26+ ff. 

8+. Shorai mokuroku, KZ 1:87-91. The textbooks on Sanskrit phonetics and 
the Sanskrit syllabary brought back to Japan by Kiikai were Hsi-t'an tzu-chi 

(Jpn. Shittan jiki), Hsi-t'an shih (Jpn. Shittan shaku ), Fan-tsu hsi-t'an-ch'ao 

(Jpn. Bonji shittansho), and Yii-ch'ieh chin-kang-ting-ching shih tsu-mu-p'in 

(Jpn. Yuga kongochogyo shaku jimobon). The first and the last of these are 
included in the Taisho daizokyo collection, T 5+ #2132; T 18 #88o. 

85. Bonji shittan jimo narabi ni shakugi, KZ 2:719-736. 

86. Tenrei bansho meigi. The photocopy edition of the manuscript preserved 
in the Kozanji archive was published in 1966 as volume 6 of the Kobo Daishi 

Zenshu ( KZ). 

87. Ichiji chorinno giki ongi, KZ 2:528-529. 

88. Kongocho rengebu shinnenju giki kanpyo hachinen ten. A manuscript copy 
is preserved at Ishiyamadera, Otsu, and the work is reproduced and discussed 
in TSUKISHIMA Hiroshi 1972:+2-+8. 

89. This evolution seems to explain why kana letters were arranged phoneti
cally into the syllabary of Gojiionzu, the table of the fifty syllables. Although its 
historical origin is extremely vague, the gojiionzu places the vowels A, I, U, E, 

and 0 in a column on one side and the consonants ka, sa, ta, na, ha, ma, ya, ra, 

and wa in a row; all the kana syllables are obtained at their intersections. This 
arrangement directly parallels the similar table in Sanskrit, giving rise to a belief 
that the standardizing of the kana script was carried on by those knowledgeable 
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about Sanskrit, for the most part, Esoteric Buddhist priests of the early Heian 
period. For the affinity between the Gojuonzu and Sanskrit phonetic systems, 
see MoRIYAMA Shoshin 1933742. 

90. Bonji shittan jimo norabi ni shakugi, KZ 2:719, 723. 
91. Ibid., 729-730. 

92. Shoji jissogi, KZ 1:528, 530, 531, 534. 
93. Bunkyo hifuron, fscl. 4, 6:92, 183-184. 
94. Hizoki, KZ 2:26. 
95. The ka is read as ga in toka, which means sin, blame, or punishment, 

because in the context of the original poem ka appears as wa-ka-yo, which must 
be read as wagayo, "this world," "our world," or "my life." This cipher seems 
to have been well known in premodern Japan. The eighteenth-century drama
tists Takeda Izumo, Miyoshi Shoraku, and Namiki Senryii entitled their play 
dedicated to the celebrated forty-seven retainers of Ak.ao province Kanadehon 

chitshingura, "Treasury of loyal retainers of the Iroha poem." Taking advantage 
of the fact that the number of the kana syllables and that of the retainers 
happened to be the same, they suggested that the forty-seven retainers, in 
carrying out their vendetta against the enemy of their lord and their subsequent 
killing of themselves, were free of sin. KoMATSU Hideo 1979:37-39. Cf. Donald 
KEENE 1971:ix-x. 

Postscript 

1. See, for example, TAMURA Yoshir6 1969:67-89; HIRAOKA Jokai 1986:3-
30; Charles ELIOT 1935:233-253, Shinsho HANAYAMA 1960:43-67; Ryusaku 
TSUNODA, William de Bary, and Donald Keene 1958:109-171; Dale SAUNDERS 

1964:134-184; William de Bary, 1972:277-279, 287; Daigen and Alicia MATsu

NAGA 1974:139-200. 
2. At the time of the Emperor Kanmu's shift of the capital to Kyoto in 

794, Kukai was twenty-one years old. In an autobiographical work dated 797, 
Kukai states that he entered the State College at age eighteen and that he was 
disillusioned shortly thereafter with the Confucian education he was receiving 
at the college and began his Buddhist training as a lay practitioner. See Sango 

shiiki, KZ 3:324. Also see Yoshito HAKEDA 1972:15-16, 102. Saicho was twenty
seven years old in 794. He had already begun his formal career as a priest 
with his precept ordination at age nineteen and with his rise to the rank of 
training priest (shugyo nyitiso) at the state temple (kokubunji) in Omi Province 
at age twenty-five. See Saicho's kokufucho and docho, DK 6:604; HI 8 #4281; 
DZ 5 furoku:101. For a discussion of Saicho's ordination and an example of 
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the standard procedure for inducting novices into the priesthood, see NAKAI 

Shinko 1986:88-89. 

3. Probably the earliest examples of the analogy drawn between the leaders 

of the Reformation and founders of the Kamakura New Buddhist schools were 

Uchimura Kanzo's 1894 Daihyoteki nihonjin, Tamura Tsutomu's 1896 Shiteki 

hyoshaku shinran shinden and his 1909 Shukyo kaikakushi, Kimura Shako's 19rr 

Honen to Shinran, and Hara Katsuro's 19rr Nihon chuseishi no kenkyu. With 

his emphasis on the parallels between the European Reformation and Japanese 

"reformation" Buddhism, I YENAGA Saburo 's 194 7 Chusei bukkyo shisoshi kenkyu 

provided a critical link between the prewar and the postwar studies ofKamakura 

New Buddhism. For an example of the characterization of Kamakura New 

Buddhism as monotheistic, see FUJII Manabu 1962:248 ff. 

4. Among works in Western languages, Robert MoRREL's (1987) study of 

Jien, Myoe, Jokei, and other reformers of the Old Buddhism schools of the 

Kamakura period represents the approach of this group of scholars. 

5. Interestingly, Tamamura Taijo, one of the historians of Japanese Bud

dhism in the prewar period, whose study, exceptionally, recognized the impor

tance of institutional history to any understanding ofJapanese Buddhism, em

ployed the term kenmitsu bukkyo to describe the Old Buddhism, the eight Bud

dhist schools established prior to Kamakura New Buddhism. See TAMAMURO 

Taijo 1940:205-238. However, Tamamuro's usage does not hint at the decon

structive sense in which Kuroda uses the same term to discredit the rationale 

for separating medieval Japanese Buddhism into New Buddhism and Old 

Buddhism. 

6. Although various aspects of Kuroda's thought have already made their 

influence felt on the study ofJapanese religious history in Western languages, 

a systematic treatment of his theory of kenmitsu taisei and its implication 

for reevaluating the history of Japanese Esoteric Buddhism seem to have 

escaped the attention of scholars in the West. Kuroda's discussion of the 

oneness of Buddhist law and kingly law (buppo obo ichinyo) has provided 

the principal theoretical framework for Neil McMullin's 1984 Buddhism and 

the State in Sixteenth-Century Japan, which illustrates how Oda Nobunaga's 

military campaign finally destroyed the medieval power equilibrium between 

Buddhism and the state. Kuroda's argument against treating medieval Japanese 

Shinto as a separate, autonomous religious entity is strongly echoed in Al

lan GRAPARD's 1992 The Protocol of the Gods. Works on secular medieval 

Japanese history that indicate Kuroda's influence includes Paul Varley's 1971 

Imperial Restoration in Medieval Japan, Thomas Keirstead's 1992 Geography 

of Power in Medieval Japan and Hitomi Tonomura's 1992 Community and 

Commerce in Late Medieval Japan. More recently, James DoBBINS (1996) 
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prepared as a guest editor one of the issues of Japanese Journal of Reli

gious Studies 23 (3-+), Fall 1996 to be dedicated to Kuroda, which made 

available some of his key works in English translation. The volume also has 

introductory essays by Dobbins and other scholars, which assess the Im

portance of Kuroda's scholarship for the study of Japanese religions and 

history. 

7. See Jokei's discussion in his Myohonsho (T 69 #228r) and Hosso shin)yosho (T 

71 #23rr). Also see his Jizokoshiki, a Kasagidera manuscript at the Nara National 

Museum, printed in TAIRA Masayuki 1992:280-28+. For the affinity ofJ6kei's 

thought to Shinran's, see TAIRA 1992:r26-r3+, 266-279. 

8. Taira Masayuki ( 1992:20) elaborates this point further as follows: 

Kamakura New Buddhism is, in short, an aggregate of Buddhist schools 

that received recognition [by the shogunate] in the Tokugawa period as 

independent church organizations, and designate as their founders religious 

leaders of the Kamakura period. In other words, we historians of Bud

dhism have developed a perverted method of classifying Shinran, Dagen, 

Nichiren, Jokei, Eizon, and others as New or Old Buddhist figures. That 

is, our criterion derives not from the analysis of their thoughts and acts 

in their historical period but from the fate of their followers in later ages 

(especially the Tokugawa period). The distinction between New Buddhism 

and Old Buddhism originates not in medieval religious history but in late 

Muromachi and Tokugawa religious history. It may be a useful conceptual 

tool for analyzing the history ofTokugawa Buddhism, but for understanding 

medieval Buddhist history, it is of no value and is even harmful. 

9. This explanation reveals the reason underlying the importance the Toku

gawa shogunate placed on suppressing heretical branches within officially sanc

tioned Buddhist schools, such as the Fuju fuse branch of the Nichiren school 

and various ianjin, antiorthodox interpretations of Shinran's teaching in the 

J6do shin School, many of which represented antiecclesiastic, lay movements. 

See TAMAMURO Taij6 I9+0:331-35I 

ro. Kii zoku fudoki, Koyasan no bu, tscl. sr, KZF s:6r. 

rr. Said has identified as Orientalism counterparts of the European colo

nialism in intellectual productions and academic institutions. Elsewhere Said 

remarks, "So far as the West was concerned during the nineteenth and twenti

eth centuries, an assumption had been made that the Orient and everything in it 

was, if not patently inferior to, then in need of corrective study by the West. The 

Orient was viewed as if framed by the classroom, the criminal court, the prison, 

the illustrated manual. Orientalism, then, is knowledge of the Orient that places 
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things Oriental in class, court, prison, or manual for scrutiny, study, judgment, 

discipline, or governing (pp. +o-.p )." Also see Donald LOPEZ I99S:XI ff. 

I2. Cf. Edward SAID (I978:21 ): "The things to look at are style, figures 

of speech, setting, narrative devices, historical and social circumstances, not 

the correctness of the representation nor its fidelity to some great original. 

The exteriority of the representation is always governed by some version of 

the truism that if the Orient could represent itself, it would; since it cannot, 

the representation does the job, for the West and faute de mieux, for the poor 

Orient. ccsie konnen sich nicht vertreten, sie mussen vertreten werden" [They 

cannot represent themselves, they have to be represented by others], as Marx 

wrote in the Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (original italic, translation 

added). 

I3. As the case in point for this aristocratization of the monastic institutions, 

Kuroda refers to the system of monzeki in which the abbotship of a monastery, 

or of a subtemple ( inke) in a monastic complex, was reserved for the princes 

of a particular imperial line or sons of prominent noble clans that supported 

the monastery. The monzeki system was established not only at major temples 

of the Shingon and Tendai Schools, but at the principal monasteries of Nara, 

such as Todaiji and Kofukuji, which encouraged the combined study of exoteric 

and esoteric discipline ( I99+:36-90 ). As KURODA discussed at length in his I980 

]isha seiryoku (Buddhist-Shinto Establishment), the monzeki priests established 

their own administrative office ( kumonjo or mandokoro) and seized control 

of the management of the monasteries and their properties, often overriding 

official administrative procedures (I980:+9-5+ ) . 

I+. For an analysis of the ideas of cakravartin and the relationship between 

religion and state in Indian Buddhist history, see John Strong I983:7I-I33- Also 

see Stanley TAMBIAH I976, I978. 

I5. "Todaijiryo minonokuni akanebesho junin to ge," TOdaiji monjo, HI 3 

#331. 

I6. For a summary of Shinto court rituals, see KAWADE Kiyohiko I978:199-

+07. For the relationship between Buddhist and Shinto rituals at the imperial 

palace, see KuROSAKI Teruto I992. 

I7. DK, Iwashimizu monjo, I #18. 

I8. Honcho zokubunsui, KT 29:206. 

I9. Tendai zasuki, DS series 5, 10:208. 

20. For the worship of Shinto gods in Buddhist temple domains, see BABA 

Ayako I988. For a study of militia-monks and their reliance on the religious 

authority of Shinto gods, see HIRATA Toshiharu I986. 

21. This point is discussed in detail in chapters + and 5 of this book. 

22. For a summary discussion of the theories about distinguishing the 
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esoteric and exoteric advanced by Ennin, Enchin, and Annen, see KrucHI 

Gyoo 198+:201 ff, 309 ff. 

23. Saicho's and Kiikai's contrasting attitudes toward the Nara monasteries, 

the controversy over Saicho's interpretation of Buddhist precepts, and the 

implications of these two issues for the dissemination of Esoteric Buddhism 

are discussed in chapter I. 

2+. It is interesting to note that the Madhyamika School, the Indian pre

cursor to the Japanese Sanron, has been the principal doctrinal underpinning 

for Esoteric Buddhism within the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition. 

25. For a summary discussion ofShinko and his innovative interpretation of 

Shingon rituals for the practitioners of the Hosso School, see OrsHIO Chihiro 

(1995:+7 ff). 
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Shingon fuhoden. KZ 1. 

�11f11r!1� 
Shingonshii shogaku kyOritsuron mokuroku. See Sangakuroku. 

� § *���J.ll:f*iii § � 
Shinshorai no kyoto no mokuroku o tatematsuru hyo. See Shorai mokuroku. 

_tf#("lit*�Jil:� § � *-

"Shion no ontame ni nibu no daimandara o z6 suru ganmon?' H enjo kongo hakki 

seireishii. fscl. 7· KZ 3· 

��IJ!IJ�.m=$::kli*�Jm{:>c 

ShOji jissqgi. KZ 1. 

Ff*t§� 
Shorai mokuroku (Shinshorai no kyoto no mokuroku o tatematsury hyo). 

KZL 

"lit*§� 

Shiii zasshii. KZ 3. 

1€H!�� 
Sokushin jobutsugi. KZ 1. 

&P�nltffli� 
Takao kanjoki. See Kanjo rekimyo. 

"Tench6 kotei ko nakatsukasa kyo shinn6 no tameni den oyobi d6j6 no shigu 

o sutete tachibanadera ni iruru ganmon?' Henjo kongo hakki seireishii. fscl. 6. 

KZ3. 

���*���---�Mm&mW�AAM�Jm{)C 

Tenrei bansho meigi. KZ 6. 

*�:n��� 

Unjigi. KZ 1. 

D4f� 
"Yama ni asonde sen o shitou no shi?' Henjo kongo hakki seireishii. KZ 3. 

ih1 LlJ �{LlJ �if 
Yuikai (!Conin yuikai). KZ 2. 

�fit (5L1=�Rtl 
Zoku henjo hakki seireishii hoketsusho. KZ 3. 

t.ai:�P.�H1H,,I1� �IHm � J'Y 

2. Doctrinal Sources and Ritual Manuals 

Ch>eng-wei-shih-lun chang-chung shu-yao (Jpn. ]1Jyuishikiron shochii suyo) T 4-3 

# 1831. 
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Ch)eng-wei-shih-lun litW-i-teng (Jpn. j[Jyuishikiron ryogito). T 43 # 1832. 
n�tlllmfffiUT�� 

Ch)eng-wei-shih-lun shu-chi (J pn. j[Jyuishikiron jutsuki). T 43 # 1830. 

n�tlllmfffie��c 

Ch)ien-shou ch)ien-yen kuan-shih-yin p)u-sa kuang-ta yuan-man wu-ai ta-pei

hsin t>o-lo-ni-ching (J pn. Senju sengen kanzeon bosatsu kiidai enman muge 

daijihishin daranikyo). T 20 # w6o. 
=ff--TH&ti tltirif�Jl:k fil i�1!!H!k:k;lli·l.'W���*� 

Chin-kang-ming tsui-sheng-wang-ching. (Jpn. Konkomyo saishookyo). T 16 
# 665. 

� :J't aA :fi 1m �H� 
Chin-kang-ming tsui-sheng-wang-ching-shu (Jpn. Konkiimyo saisookyosho). T 39 

# 1788. 
�:J'taA:fi!m I*�� 

Chin-kang shou-ming t>o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Kongo jumyo daranikyo). T 20 # 
II34. 

�IIUJ��ifP���*� 

Chin-kang shou-ming t>o-lo-ni nien-sungfa (Jpn. Kongo jumyo darani nenjuho). 
T 20 # II33-

�IIUJ�%1f!J�.�J'E��IIll'! 

Chin-kang-ting-ching i-chiieh (Jpn. Kongochqgyo giketsu). T 39 # 1798. 
���UJmu��� 

Chin-kang-ting-ching man-chu-shih-li p>u-sa wu-tsu hsin-t>o-lo-ni-p)in (] pn. 
Kongochiigyo monjushiri bosatsu goji shindaranibon ). T 20 # II73. 

� IIUJHIH� � 1JIC�-frJ :g: � 1i �.c.'��� «it 
Chin-kang-ting-ching yu-ch)ieh shih-pa-hui chih-kuei (] pn. Kongochiigyo yuga 

juhatte shiiki). T 18 # 869. 
�[iijmH�lil«if!Jo+ /\.1;-:t�#w 

Chin-kang-ting i-ch)ieh ju-lai chen-shih-she ta-ch)eng hsien-cheng ta-chitW-wang

ching (Jpn. Kongocho issai nyorai shinjitsusho daijo gensho daikyookyo). T 18 
## 865 (3 vols.), 874 ( 2 vols.). 

��m-m�*•�•*�mhl:kti£� 

Chin-kang-ting i-tsu-ting-lung-wang yii-ch)ieh i-ch)ieh shih-ch)u nien-sung ch)eng

fu i-kuei (] pn. Knngocho ichiji chOrinnii yuga issai jisho nenju jobutsu giki ). T 19 
# 957· 

��m-¥mMilil«i�-m���•n�t••� 

Chin-kang-ting yii-ch)ieh-chung fa-a-nou-to-lo san-mitW-san-p)u-t>i-hsin-lun. (] pn. 
Kongocho yugachii hotsuanokutara sanmyaku sanbodaishinron). T 32 
# 1665. 
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Chin-kang-ting yu-ch>ieh-chung litw-chu nien-sung-ching (J pn. Kongacho yugachu 

rakushutsu nenjukyo). T 18 # 866. 
� IMJ� ]J[ ll�diJD � � t±L� �ill *,m: 

Chin-kang-ting yu-ch>ieh li-chu pan-jo-ching (J pn. Kongocho yuga rishu 

hannyakyo). T 8 # 2+1. 
� IMJ� ]J[ � {IJD JJUJ!JN:;ff �,m: 

Chin-kang-ting yu-ch>ieh san-shih-ch>i-tsun ch>u-sheng-i (J pn. Knngocho yuga sanju 

shichison shusshqgi). T r8 # 872. 
�IMJ�]J[�{IJD�i--t�l±\'i:� 

Chin-tun-wang fit-ting yao-liao-nien-sungfa (J pn. Konrinna butcho yllryakunen

juho). T 19 # 9+8. 
� � :E fJI: rn:� ���ill)'! 

Ch>i-shih yen-pen-ching (Jpn. Kise inponkyo). T 1 # 2+. 
®ttf:�;zjs:�,m: 

Chu-fo hsing-t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Shobutsu shin daranikyo). T 19 # 918. 
Mf fJI: , L., w� a � �.m: 

Chit konkl»nyokyo saishookyosho. ND hotobusho r. 

U: � :J't;f!JHHlMJ :E �.m:Mt 
Fan-wan-ching p>i-lu-che-na-fo-shuo p>u-sa hsin-ti chieh-p>in (Jpn. Bonmokyo 

birushana bussetsu bosatsu shinchi kaibon.) T 2+ # r+8+. 
� m *.m: m • � �� f� -m w-ii 'L' :11!u1X � 

Fo-ting tsun-sheng t>o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Butcho sonsho daranikyo). T 19 # 
967. 

f� rn: � MJ �a� *.m: 
Gokokusho. DBZ 1. 

�OOtJ> 

Hokke ryakusho. T 56 # 2188. 
i'!��:J?J; 

Hosakusho. T 77 # 2+53· 
3Ullt:t9 

Rosso shinyosho. T 71 # 2311. 
J'!:f�'L'�tJ> 

Hsu-k>ung-ts'ang p>u-sa neng-man chu-yuan tsui-sheng-hsin t'o-lo-ni chiu-wen

ch>ihfa (J pn. Kokuz0 bosatsu nl»nan shogan saishoshin darani gumonjiho). T 20 
# 11+5· 

IE 22 •w-iifl�mJMfU:IiMJ1L'W�a�* llflt�i'! 
Hua-yen-ching t'an-hsiian-chi (Jpn. Kegongyo tangenki). T 35 # 1733. 

�IX *,m: �]:tic 
Hua-yen wu-chiao-chang (Jpn. Kegon gokyosho). T +5 # r866. 

�JlX:li�-
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1-tzu fo-ting lun-wang-ching (Jpn. 1chiji butcho rinniikyo). T 19 # 951. 
-ff�rn:�::EJ� 

1-tzu ting-lun-wan nien-sungi-kuei (Jpn. 1chiji chorinno nenju giki ). T 19 
# 954a. 

-f m � ::t. ;i1: �m 1i *lL 
1-tzu ting-lun-wan yu-ch)ieh-ching (Jpn. 1chiji chiirinnii yugakyo). T 19 # 955-

-flJl:�::EJlfbO�� 

]en-wan pan-jo-ching (Jpn. Ninnii hannyakyo). T 8 # 245. 
1= ::E liN: ;ff �� 

]en-wan-pan-jo-ching-su (Jpn. Ninnii hannyakyosho). T 33 # 1707. 
1=::t.f.N:;ff��� 

KonklJmyo saishookyo chiishaku. T 57# 2197. 
�16 � :iiOO ::E �� �HR 

KonklJmyo saishiiiJkyo gensii. T 57 # 2196. 
�16� :iiOO ::E���ii 

Kuan-p)u-hsien p)u-sa hsingfa-ching. Jpn. Kanfugen bosatsu gyobokyo. T 9 # 
277-

��Wt!fli1'Ti'!�� 
Kuan-ting-ching (Jpn. Kanjokyo). T 21 # 1331. 

tim�� 

Kuan-tzu-tsai ju-i-lun p)u-sa yu-ch)ieh fa-yao (Jpn. Kanjizai nyoirin bosatsu yuga 

buyo). T 20 # 1087. 
� § f:E�u:¥:�Wfli Jttfboi'!� 

Kung-yang shih-erh-ta-wei-te-t>eitn pao-en-p)in (Jpn. Kuyo jiini daiitokuten 

hiionbon). T 21 # 1297. 
f:!t. -t- = ::k � � x fiUJ J'b 

Liao-shu chin-kang-ting yu-ch)ieh ftn-pieh sheng-wei hsiu-cheng fa-men (Jpn. 
Ryakujutsu kongocho yuga funbetsu shOi shusho hiimon). T 18 # 870. 

�;&� !MltllJl:Jttfbo7HIJ � ffl. f� �iE ?* r� 
Maka hanna haramita shingyo jutsugi. DBZ 1. 

• fpJ f.N:;ff ilU!Bf $ -L.-��;& ¥t 
Mandarashii. T zuz6 4 # 3018. 

�9HI� 
Miaofa lien-fua-ching yu-po-t>i-she (Jpn. Myoho rengekyo ubadaisha). T 26 # 

1519. 
!& i'!jl. �� �ilttll'di 

Miaofa lien-hua-ching wen-chit (Jpn. Myoho rengekyo mongu). T 34 # 1718. 
!& ?* jl. �� )C 1ij 

Mo-ho chih-kuan (Jpn. Maka shikan). T 46 # 1911. 
.fp!J!:.� 
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Mo-ho mo-ya-ching (Jpn. Maka mayakyo). T 12 # 383. 
�fpf�IlM� 

Myohonsho. T 69 # 228r. 
HAljs:ty 

Ninno gokokukyosho. DBZ r. 

1=-:HIOO��� 

Pan-cheng-lun (Jpn. BenshiJron). T 52# 2no. 
#lE� 

Pan-jo teng-lun shih (Jpn. Hannya tOron shaku). T 30 # 1566. 
JiN;ff��V{ 

Pien-chao pan-jo po-lo-mi-ching (Jpn. Henjo hannya haramitsukyo). T 8 # 242. 
Jli1i �� JiN;ff r&: a��� 

Pu-k)ung chuan-so shen-chou hsin-ching (Jpn. Fuku kenjaku shinju shingyo). T 20 
# !094--

/f�m!�;flf!'J-E·IA� 

Pu-k)ung chuan-so shen-pien chen-yen-ching (Jpn. Fuku kenjaku jinpen 

shingonkyo). T 20 # ro92. 
/f�m�tlf!�J!t1f�� 

P'u-sa pen-yen-ching (Jpn. Bosatsu hongokyo). T ro # 28r. 
��*��� 

P'u-t'i-ch)uang so-shuo i-tsu ting-lun-wang-ching (Jpn. Bodaijo shosetsu ichiji 

chOrinnlJkyo). T 19 # 950. 
�m� ?film -�=nl� _=H� 

Saishookyo usoku. T 57# 2198. 
!iMJ-.=E �� 5fj JE 

She ta-ch)eng-lun (Jpn. Sho daijwon). T 31 # 1593. 
Wi:k*� 

Sheng-man pao-k)u (Jpn. ShlJman hokutsu). T 37 # 1744-. 
MI-!l�Jil 

Shih-chu p)i-p)o-sha-lun (J pn. Juju bibasharon ). T 26 # 1521. 
i-fi!V�fY� 

Shih-erh-men-lun tsung-chih-i-chi (Jpn.junimonron shuchigiki). T 4-2 # 1826. 
+-=-r��*J&llHrc. 

Shih-erh-t'ien-kung i-kuei (Jpn. junitengu giki). T 21 # 1298. 
+ =7( f�fiUJL 

Shih-hsiang pan-jo po-lo-mi-ching (Jpn. ]isso hannya haramitsukyo). T 8 # 240. 
* ;f§JiN;ffi'&:ft��� 

Shih-i-mien shen-chou hsing-ching (J pn. ]uichimen shinju shingyo). T 20 # 1071. 
+-!if ;fiji 'JE•IA� 

Shih mo-ho-yen-lun (Jpn. Shaku makaenron). T 32 # 1668. 
V{�fpf17r� 
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Shingonshu miketsunon. T 77 # 2458. 
Jj;.11f**lR:)C 

Shou-hu kou-chieh-chu t'o-lo-ni-ching (Jpn. Shugo kokkaishu daranikyo). T 19 # 
997· 

"'fill 00 W _iJtJI � �� 
Shugo kokkaisho . DZ 2. 

"'filiOOW¥ 

Ssu-fen-lu (Jpn. Shibunritsu). T 22 # 1428. 
lm7Hf: 

Ta-ch)eng ch)i-hsin-lun (Jpn. Daijo kishinron). T 31 # 1666. 
**�f1'1MU 

Ta-ch) eng fa-yuan i-lin-chang (J pn. Daijo hoen girinsho). T 45 # 186r. 
**�:%fii*¥ 

Ta-ch)eng pai-fa ming-men lun-chieh (Dai.fo hyakuho myamon ronge). T 44 # 1836. 
**a�aJH �MUM 

Ta-ch)eng pen-sheng hsin-ti kuan-ching (Jpn. Daljo honsho shinchi kangyo). T 3 # 
159-

***'li'L.':I1fi.WH� 

Ta-ch) eng li-ch)u liu-po-lo-mi-to-ching (J pn. Daljo rishu rokuharamitsukyo). T 8 # 261. 
**JJI!JJV, rJUI � $ �� 

Ta-chih-tu-lun (Jpn. Daichidoron). T 25 # 1509. 
*�llMU 

Tafang-teng ta-chi-ching (Jpn. Daihoto daijukkyo). T 13 # 397. 
*n�*!JiffJ� 

Ta-lo chin-kang pu-k)ung chen-shih san-ma-ya-ching. (Jpn. Tairaku kongo Juku 

shin.fitsu sanmayakyo). T 8 # 243. 
*��IMJ��:z2Jj;. �=Jill"�*� 

Ta-lo chin-kang p)u-k)ung chen-shih san-mei-ya ching pan-.fo-po-lo-mi-to li-ch)u-shih 

(Jpn. Tairaku kongo Juku shin.fitsu sanmayakyo hannya haramita rishushaku). 

T 19 # !003. 
*����:2JJ;.�����ft��-�$�-� 

Ta-pan-.fo po-lo-mi-to-ching (Jpn. Daihannya haramitakyo). T 5-7# 220. 
*H�r.&:.ll�$�� 

Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to-ching li-ch)u-fen (Jpn. Daihannya haramitakyo rishubun). 

T 7: 986a-991b. 
*H�r.&:M����J.1@:5t 

Ta-pan-jo po-lo-mi-to-ching pan-.fo li-chu-fen shu-tsan (J pn. Daihannya harami

takyo hannya rishubun jutsusan). T 33 # 1695. 
*H�r.&:M����ft�J.1@:5t�lil 

Ta-pao-chi-ching (Jpn. Daihoshakukyo). T n # 310. 
*'EfJJ� 
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Ta-p]i-lu-che-na cheng-fo ching-su (Jpn. Daibirushana jobutsu kyasho). T 39 # 
I796. 

:* � li:i!!OJ� $; ffl; *Jll:i!m 
Ta-p]i-lu-che-na ch]eng-fo sheng-pien chia-ch]ih-ching (J pn. Daibirushana jobutsu 

jinpen kajikyo). T 18 # 8+8. 
:*lit lii!IJJJ� nV; '$ :fljl3t 1Jo t�HJll: 

Ta-shen-t>en huan-hsi shuang-hsen p]i-nayeh-chiafa (J pn. Daishoten kangi soshin 
binayakaho). T 21 # I266. 

:*� 7( ill-& �:5H'UI� �Jm!?! 

Tsui-shang ken-pen ta-lo chin-kang pu-k]ung san-mei ta-chiao-wang-ching (J pn. 
Saijo konpon tairaku kongo fokii sanmai daikyookyo). T 8 # 22+. 

·�***·������:*tii� 

Yao-shih ju-lai kuan-hsing i-kueifa (Jpn. Yakushi nyorai kangyo gikiho). T 19 # 
923. 

� mtl�U*i!l1'JfNtfL?! 

Yao-shih ju-lai nien-sung i-kuei (J pn. Yakushi nyorai nenju giki). T I9 # 92+. 
� fljp�Q*��il'ifNttL 

Yii-ch]ieh chin-kang-ting-ching shih tsu-mu-p]in (Jpn. Yuga kongochqgyo shaku 
jimobon). T 18 # 88o. 

$ {bo � �MJmHJll:tR '¥-BJ: � 
Yuishikiron diJgakusho. T 66 # 2263. 

Pi�I"J�ty 

Yii-lan-pen-ching (Jpn. Urabonkyo). T I6 # 685. 
�M�JJll: 

Wangfa cheng-lun-ching (Jpn. Obo seironkyo). T I+# 52+. 
I?!if;((MfHJll: 

Wei-mo-ch]i so-shuo-ching (Jpn. Yuimakitsu shosetsukyo). T I+# +75· 
�t-Mf JiJf i'ilHJll: 

Wu-liang-shou-ching i-su (J pn. MuryOjukyo gisho ). T 37 # 17+5· 
1!!1i!l�f*Jll:�i!m 

3. Other Sources in Classical Chinese and Japanese 

Chen-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (Jpn. ]qgan shinjo shakkyo mokuroku). T 55 
# 2157· 

�jC§gfJ:EtRti§� 

Chih-men cheng-t>ung (Jpn. Shakumon shOto). NZ 2b.3.5. 
tRrriEME 

Chih-yiianfa-pao k]an-t>ung tsung-lu (Jpn. Shigen hobo kandiJ siiroku). DZK 35/5-6 . 
.3:?: :7C?! � WJ 1"1 *:i. � 
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Chu-ching yao-chi (Jpn. Shokyii yiishu). T 5+ # 2123. 

Mf*��-

Ch)un-ch)iu ku-liang-chuan (Jpn. Shunju kokuryiiden). + vols. Hu-pei kuan-shu-

chu, 1886. 

�tk:®tW21� 
Ch)un-ch)iu kung-yang-chuan (Jpn. Shunju kuyiiden). + vols. Hu-pei kuan-shu

chu, 1886. 

�tk0$1� 
Daigo zojiki. GR 25. 

MIM*¥tie. 

"Daianji garan engi narabi ni ruki shizaicho." NI 1: 383a. 

**�f!Jniiu,gft:riticjtf�J� 
Daishi gyiikeki. KDZ 2. 

*�1l'ftlle. 
"Daisozu demo daihosshii kiikai:' Shoku nihon koki. fscl. +· KT 3· 

j(f�U'I5f��*r!��� 
Dengyo daishiden. DZ 5 furoku. 

f���j(�f� 
Dengyii daishi shiirai esshUroku. DZ +· 

f���*�¥f*�Hin 
Denjutsu isshinkaimon. DZ I. 

f��--L.,JlX:)C 

Eigaku yoki. GR 16. 

t-Hfi�tic 
Eiji nfnen shingon)in mishuhoki. ZG 25B. 

jJ<. m = 4 Jt 1r 1\Jt fff1l 1� rt tic 
Eizan daishiden. DZ 5 bekkan. 

�Li�j(�f� 
Engi shiki. KT 26. 

�:g):\; 
Enryaku siiroku. KT 31. 

�mf!!ln 
Fa-yiian chu-lin (Jpn. Hoen jurin ). T 53 # 2122. 

r!%�;j;t 

Fo-tsu �ung-chi (Jpn. Busso toki). T +9 # 2035. 

f;l;;t!Utf*C 

Fufa-tsang yin-yiian-chuan (Jpn. FuhOziJ innenden). T 50 # 2058. 

Hrt•!;§ Uf� 
Fuso ryakki. KT 12. 

���tic 
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Gakuryo. Ritsuryo. fscl. 4 (Ch. u). NSf 3. Ryo oo shiige. fscl. IS. KT 4. 

�� 
Genko shakusho. DBZ 62; KT 31. 

��tR� 
Goke shidai. ZKS 36. 

rt�OJ;:� 
GosanjOin gosokuiki. GR 7. 

1�.::: 5}mJ llP 1il:liC. 

Goshichinichi mishusho burui. ZG 25B. 

1�-t s mJ1�7!$� 
Goshichisho. ZG 25B. 

mJJat:Y 
Goyuigo. KZ 2. 

mJi!1!f 
Honcho kosoden. DBZ 63. 

*��111� 

Honcho rekidai hoko geki. KDS: 481. 

* � Bi1H� 7! �"�lie. 

Honcho zokubunsui. KT 30. 

;zjs:�Ml:)Cfi" 

"Horyiiji engi narabi ni shizaicho." NI I: 390a. 

r!����ff�M� 

"Horyiiji garan engi narabi ni ruki shizaicho." NI I: 344a. 

r!��iiJDiH��ffmtliC.�M� 

Hiisha daijo ky[Jritsuron mokuroku. DK 2I: I-56. 

��::k*�JHfmfU §if< 
Hossoshii shosho. T ss # 2180. 

7! ;f§ * !j[: iFiiE 
Hsi-t>an tzu-chi (Jpn. Shittan jiki). T 54# 2I32. 

rJHt'¥lic. 
Hsin-pien chu-tsung chiao-ts)ang tsung-lu (Jpn. Shinpen shoshii kyOzii sfJroku). T 55 

# 2I84. 

ilf iHl*�-tta:i if< 
Hsii ku-chih i-ching t>u-chi (Zoku kokon yakkyo zuki). T 55 # 2I52. 

**�4-aR����.c 
Hsin t>ang-shu (Jpn. Shin tojo). TJ 4. 

ilfi!f� 
Hsii chen-yuan shih-chiao-lu (J pn. Zoku jog en shakkyoroku ). T 55 # 

2158. 
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Hui-kuo a-tu-li hsing-chuang (Jpn. Keika ajarigyiijo). Quoted in toto in Himitsu 

mandarakyo fuhoden. KZ I: 42-45. 

l! :�<UliiJ riJ � 1'1 :{j( 

1-ch)eih-ching yin-i (Issaikyo ongi). T 53 # 2I28. 

--t:JJ��fi"R 

Ihon sokushingi. KZ 4. 

�*!!P�R 

Iroha ryakushaku. KGZ 2. 

���V{ 

]ichin kasho musoki. The Kissuiz6 archive, Shoren'in, Kyoto. Reproduced in toto 

in AKAMATSU Toshihide I957: 3I8-322. 

� iJJ; ;fO r�U � r� �c 

K)ai-yiian shih-chiau-lu (Jpn. Kaigen shakkyaroku). T 55 # 2I54. 

IU1 ]tV{�� jj 

"Kegonshii fuse hojomon an?' DK n: 557. 

$ Jllt * 1fi M!U! iE :>c � 

Keikokushii. GR 8. 

����� 

Kenkairon. DZ 1. 
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128-129, 158-159, 182, 195, 197, 
207, 213, 218, 226-227, 261, 351; 
preaching of the Dharma by, 195, 
198, 213, 214-219, 233-234-, 267, 
281-285; see also Five great elements; 

Mahavairocana; Six great elements; 

Voice, Letter, Reality 
Dharma ma!f<;iala. See Mandala 

Dhara!fl, 2, 5-6, II9, 159-168 passim, 
240, 245-246, 260, 263-264-, 267; 
difference in the exoteric and 

esoteric functions of, 165-167, 176; 
as medicine, 161-163; as practiced in 

the cultural context ofNara society, 

159-165, 176-179 
Diary of the Mishuho at the Imperial 

Mantra Chapel in the Second Year 
of Eichi (Eichi ni'nen shingon'in 
mishuhoki), 34-7-352 passim 

Differentiation ( Shabetsu). See Voice, 
Letter, Reality 

Discernment of the State of 
Enlightenment, 194-, 197, 198, 
216 
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Discourse: and episteme, 495n68; 

Mikkyo as: see Mikkyo; of the Nara 
clergy: see Writing; of the ritsury6 
state: see "in Chinese," under 

Writing; and system of exclusion, 
495n69; see also Language and 
Writing 

Discourse on the Enlightened Mind 

(the), 54, 208-209, 2ro, 2II, 255 

Discourse on the Greater Prajiiii

piiramitii (the), 95, r66, 177, 214, 

215, 217, 218, 230, 233, 267-268 

Distinguishing the Two Teachings 

of the Exoteric and Esoteric 

(Benkenmitsu nikyoron ), ro-II, 207, 

212, 213-219, 232-233, 234, 26!-262, 

267-270 

Dochii, 47 

Doji, 151, r83, 239, 247 

Dokyo, 21-22, 355-356 

D6sh6, 45, 427 

Doyii, 45, 249 

Edo period. See Tokugawa 
developments 

Eichi ni'nen shingon'in mishuhoki. See 

Diary of the Mishuho at the Imperial 

Mantra Chapel in the Second Year of 

Eichi 

Eich6. See Catalog of the Transmission 

of the Torch to the East 

Eight Schools (the, of the exoteric 
and esoteric disciplines, Kenmitsu 
hasshii ), 381, 382, 383, 384, 385 

Ekak�ara-u�ry.i�acakra (lchiji ch6rinn6 ), 

266, 268, 269, 351, 353-354, 355, 362, 

364-366 

Eleven-Faced Avalokitdvara. See 

Avalokitdvara 
Eleven-Faced Avalokiteivara Dhiirani 

Sutra (the), r6o, r6r, 167, 170, 174 

Emperorship, r, 5, 14, 20-23, 26-29 

passim, 41-42, 59, 239, 3!0-312, 

314-315, 318, 330, 351-353, 359-363 

passim, 364-367 passim, 378-379; see 

also Son of Heaven; Cakravartin; 
"jewel queen" under Femininity; 
Zokusann6 

Engyo, 461n82 

Enmy6, 45, 427 

Enryakuji, 377; see also Mount Hiei 
Esoteric Teaching. See Mikkyo 
Essential Characters of the Sanskrit 

Siddham Script and Their 

Interpretations (Bonji shittan jimo 

narabini shakugi), 291-293; see also 

"Sanskrit script" under Writing 
Exoteric Teaching. See "kengy6" 

under Mikkyo; see also Mahayana; 
Sakyamuni 

Eun, 369, 371 

Fa-chin (Hoshin), 49 

Fa-lin. See On Distinguishing Orthodoxy 

Female divinities. See Amaterasu; 
Buddhalocana; Mahasri; Prajna; 
Lak�mi; Sarasvati; see also Femininity 

Femininity and feminine symbols: eye, 
266, 362; jewel queen (gyokujo), 331, 

363-366 passim; and kana syllabary, 
397; mantra as the feminine, 139, 

300-301, 355; mother, 137, 138, 280, 

300, 354; and sexual union, 300-303, 

353-355, 362, 363-366; source of 
power, 137-139, 355; vidya-rajni 
( myohi), 137, 139, 300, 353-354, 397; 

warrior, 137-138; womb, 132, 138, 

303, 489n72 

Five great elements (godai), 281-282, 

298-302 passim 

Fudo. See Acara 
Fugen. See Samantabhadra 
Fujiwara no Fuyutsugu, 307 

---Kadonomaro, II4-II6 passim 

---Yoshifusa, 368 

Fukiijoju. See Amoghasiddhi 



Fukukenjaku kannon. See 
Avaloki tdvara 

Gakuryo, 71-73 

Gangoji, 34, 37, 6o, 77 

Gangyo, 240, 244 

Gangyoji, 368 

Garbha maQ.<;iala. See MaQ.<;iala 

Genbo, 151-152, 183, 355 

Gien, 34 

Gishin, 52 

Godai. See Five great elements 

Goke shidai. See Ritual Compendium 
by the House ofOe 

Golden Light Sutra (the), 24, 38-39, 58, 

IOI, II6, 160, 164, 238-240, 329, 331, 

338, 341, 344-346 passim, 349-350, 

353, 354-355, 381-382 

Goma. See Homa 

Gomizunoo, 347 

Gomyo, 40, 51-52, 310, 345 

Go'nijo, 373 

Gonso, 10, 45, 56, 63, 74, 151, 244 

Gorin, 45, 61 

Goryo, 340, 34.1-342; see also Demonic 

spirits 

Gosanjo, 359, 377 

Gosanze. See Trailokavijaya 

Goshichinichi mishuho. See Mishuho 

Goshichinichi mishuho yuisho sahii. See 
Origin and Practice of the Mishuhii 

Gotoba, 366 

Gouda, 375 

Great Collection Sutra (the), 164, 166 

Greater Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra (the), 

37, 63, 93, 160, 164, 228, 247-249, 

250, 252, 254, 258, 260, 319, 323, 

324 

Great Miiyii Sutra (the), 224, 225 

Great Mirror ( Okagami), 368 

Gumonjiho, 74-75, 95, II6-II7, 151, 156; 

see also Kukai 

Gundari. See KuQ.<;iall 
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Gyoga, 187 

Gyoki, 78-8o passim, 100 

Gyokujo. See "jeweled queen" under 
Femininity 

Hasedera, 169 

Hasshuso, 382-383 

Heian Buddhism, 16, 19, 399-401, 403 

Heizei, 33, 42, 43, 45, 62, 113, 189, 

193-194, 454n8 

Heizei tennii kanjiimon. See Abi!ekha of 
the Abdicated Emperor Heizei 

Henjo, z, 368 

Himitsu mandara jujushinron. See Ten 
Abiding Stages of Mind According to 
the Secret Mandalas 

Hlnayana, I, 48-52 passim, 156, zoo, 

231; see also Vehicles 

Hi no Obito, 98, 103 

Hiziihoyaku. See Jeweled Key to the 
Secret Treasury 

Hiziiki. See Notes on the Secret Treasury 
Hokekyii shaku. See Interpretation of the 

Lotus Sutra 
Hokkee, 38, 380 

Homa, 167, 332, 336 

Homage to the Secret of the Golden Light 
Sutra ( Konshiimyiikyii himitus kada ), 

II, 239, 244-246 

Hoo. See Dharma Emperor 

Horyiiji, 34, 35, 37, 6o, 61, 168 

Hosho. See Ratnasambhava 

Hoshoji, 377, 378, 38o 

Hosshinno. See Dharma princes 

Hosshoji, 368 

Hosso School (the), 35, 36, 39,227,228, 

239, 240-244 passim, 250, 370, 372, 

427-428 

Hsi-ming ssu, II6-II8 passim, 120 

Hui-kuo, 9, II6, II8, 120-127 passim, 
129, 130, 131, 135, 146, 148, 149, 181, 

198-199, 222-223, 349-350, 383 

Hui-lnag, I2I-I22 
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Hsi-ming-ssu, II6-II8 passim, 120 

Hsiian-tsang, II6, 228, 229, 231, 

2+8-2+9, 250 

Ichijoin. See Kofukuji 
Interpretation of the Lotus Sutra 

( Hokekyo shaku ), 26+, 265, 266 

Interpretation of the Reality of Prajfiii

piiramitii Uisso hannyakyo toshaku), 

II, 2+7, 252-260 

Interpretive Guide to the Path of 

Prajfiii-piiramitii (the), 251,256-257, 

259 

Introduction to the Diamond Sutra 

( Kongo hannya haramitsukyo 

kaidai), 192, 201 

Introduction to the Golden Light Sutra 

( Saishookyo kaidai), 350 

Introduction to the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra ( Dainichikyo kaidai), 192, 

200-201 

Iroha. See Writing 
Iyo, 57, 71, 3+I 

jeweled Key to the Secret Treasury 

(Hizohoyaku), 202, 33+-335, 

336 

Jien, 2, 363-366 

Jikun, 39 

Jinzen, 369 

]isso hannyakyo toshaku. See 

Interpretation of the Reality of 

Prajfiii-piiramitii 

]itchii, r68-r7o passim 

Jitsue, +I, +2, +5, +7, 57, +6rn82, 

+69n173 

]izo. See �itigarbha 
]osho, 370 

Journal of the Realms West of the Great 

T'ang ( Ta-tang hsi-yii-chi), 227, 228, 

231 

Journey Into the Cave of Immortals 

( Yu-hsien-Fu ), 98-99, ro2-ro3 

Junmitsu, 152-15+ passim, r6o, 165, 

178, r8o; see also Mikkyo; Zomitsu; 
Zomitsu/junmitsu scheme 

Junna, 23, 3+, 38, +2, +3, +5, 55, 57, 6o, 

323-325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 3+5 

]iiichimen kannon. See Avalok.itdvara 

K'ai-yiian Catalog (K'ai-yiian shih

chiao-lu ), II7, II8, 155, 156, 159, 179, 

182, r88, 210, 2+8 

Kaidan'in. See Todaiji 
Kaimyo, 75, 187 

Kajiiji, 368, 371, 373 

Kakuban, 391-392 

Kami. See Shinto and Shinto gods 
Kana syllabary. See Writing 
Kan'ensho. See Letter of Propagation 

Kangen, 3+7, 377 

Kanjin, 3+7, 352-353 

Kanjodo. See Abhi�eka Hall 
Kanmu, 22-23, 38-+o passim, 69-70, 

80-83, 19+, 306, 307, 3I0-3II, 315, 

321, +OO 

Kannon. See Avalok.itdvara 
Kashoji, 367-368 

Kegon School (the), 35, 39, r87, 202, 

203, 237, 2+9, 37+ 

Keikoku shiso. See Statecraftism 
Keikokushu. See Collected Poems of 

Managing the State 

Keka, 163, 16+, 167, 169-176 passim 

Kengyo. See Mahayana; Mikkyo; 
Sakyamuni 

Kenmitsu hasshii. See Eight Schools 
Kenmitsu taisei and kenmitsu taiseiron, 

r6, 381, 385, +06-+o8, +r6-+2+; a 
critical reappraisal of, +2+-+28 

Kenne, +5 

Kichijo. See Lak�ml; Maha�n 
Kijin. See Demonic spirits 
Kingly law ( obo ), 36+, 378, +19-+22 

Kobo Daishi, 2-3, 377; see also "kana 
syllabary" under Writing 



Kochi, 4-7 

Kofukuji, 34-, 36, 37, 38, 6o, 239, 24-o, 

24-7, 370, 377,4-02, 4-27; lchijoin, 370 

Kojaku, 368 

Kojo, 4-9-51 passim 

Koken, 21, 162, 356 

Kokudaiji (Kuni no otera), 34-, 37 

Kokiizo. See Aldsagarbha 
Komyo, 155, 168 

Kongogaku. See Uda 
Kongo hannya haramitsukyo kaidai. See 

Introduction to the Diamond Sutra 

Kongojo. See Vajrayana 
Kongoyasha. See Vajrayak�a 
Konin, 20, 22, 24-, 194-, 306, 34-5, 4-00 

Konin kyaku, 34-

Konin shiki, 34-

Konshookyo himitsu kada. See Homage 

to the Secret of the Golden Light Sutra 

�itigarbha (Jizo ), 158 

K'uei-chi, u6, 250-251, 252-253 

KuQ.<;iall (Gundari), 34-9 

Kuni no otera. See Kokudaiji 
Kuroda Toshio. See Kenmitsu taisei 
Kiikai: alliance with the Nara clergy, 

8, 10, n-12, 4-0-4-1, n-ss, 59, 

269-270, 387-388; attitude toward 
Confucianism, 23, 73-74-, 84--86, 

89-91, !01-102, !03-!05, 323-326, 

329-330, 336; autobiographical 
writings of, 74-, 75, 84--85, 89-90, 

I04--I05, ro6; on Buddhism and 
the state, 328, 334-, 34-3, 355-357; 

date of birth, 20, 4-54-nr; date 
of receiving precepts ordination, 
uo; departure to and return from 
China, uo, II4--II5, 127; discovery 
of Esoteric Buddhism, rog-n1, 120, 

127-128, 14-8-14-9, 183-184-, 4-83nn5; 

early training in Buddhist texts, 
94--95; Confucian education at 
the State College, 70, 72-74-, 86; 

on emperorship, 323-326, no; on 
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Exoteric Buddhist texts, 63, 201-

202, 34-6; and gumonjiho, 74--75, 

95; and importation of Esoteric 
Buddhist texts, 179-183, 188-189; 

initiation into Esoteric Buddhism, 
120, 122-125, 199, 4-89n72; and the 
kana syllabary: see Writing; and 
medieval social order, 2-3, 15-16, 

355, 356-357, 359, 364-, 376, 385-386; 

on Nagarjuna, 226, 229-232; revised 
biography of; 4--5, 7-8, 22-23, 

4-0-4-2, 4-6-4-7, 55-57, 59-63, 65, 

386-388; and the role of the clergy 
redefined, 328, 334-, 34-3, 356-357; 

and Sanskrit studies, n8-n9, 123; 

on sense of history, 233-234-, 237; 

on Shingon Dharma transmission, 
197-199, 221-224-, 226-235, 276; 

and the Sago, 23, 55-58, 61, 190, 

24-0, 323, 34-5-34-6; as an ubasoku, 
83, 89, 95, 101, 104-, 107-ro8; as a 
writer and poet, 4-3, 97-98, I01-I05, 

307-310, 323-324-; see also DharaQ.I; 
Kobo Daishi; Language; Mantra; 
Mikkyo; Nagarjuna; Ritual(s); 
Shinto; Textuality; Writing 

Kukai sozuden. See Biography of the 

Priest Kukai 

Kyok6,4-7 
Kyii bukkyo. See New Buddhism/Old 

Buddhism scheme 

Lak�ml (Kichijo ), 163, 34-4-, 351, 354-

Language and language theories: 
Buddhist theory constructed by 
Kiikai, 5-7, 13-15, 268-271, 310, 

336-337, 34-0-34-1, 34-3, 366-367, 

515n9; Confucian theory adopted 
by the ritsuryo state, 3II-315; see also 

Discourse; Textuality; Voice, Letter, 

Reality; Writing 
Lankiivatiira Siitra (the), 95, 166, 207, 

215, 218, 220, 226, 231, 233 
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Latter History of Japan ( Nihon kiiki), 

3II 

Letter A. See Voice, Letter, Reality 

Letter of Propagation (Kan'ensho), 48, 

I90, 204-208 passim, 2I3, 2I9 

Li-chiiang-ssu, n8, II9 

Lineage, 3, I29, I46, I48-I49, I8o, I8I, 

I96, I98-I99, 223-224, 228-229, 23I, 

232-234, 300 

Lotus Sutra (the), 24, 38, 44, 64, roi, 

I6o, I64, I65, 209, 239, 244, 328 

Madhyamika. See Sanron 
Mahasri (Kichijo ), I 58 

Mahavairocana (Dainichi), 3, 6, ro8, 

I09, I28, I29, I3I-I4I passim, I42-I45 

passim, I82, I95, I98, 2I7, 22I, 225, 

353-354, 364-366, 373-374 

Mahiivairocana Sutra (the), 44, 

!08-III, II4, II9, I2I, !28, I3I-I4I 

passim, I53, I56, I8o, I98, 20I, 

208, 2I0-2I2 passim, 218, 256, 

266, 275-276, 296, 298, 299, 302, 

338, 35I, 353-354, 355, 36I 362, 

364-366, 378, 396; see also Abhi�eka; 
MaJ?.<:fala 

Mahayana, I, 48-53 passim, 9I, 94, 

95, III, I56, I64, I65-I66, I78, I83, 

196, 200, 208, 2II, 214, 2I5, 2I8, 

23I, 240, 246, 247-248, 259; see also 

Sakyamuni; Vehicles 
Mahiiyiina Six Piiramitii Sutra (the), 

II7, I98, 266 

Maitreya (Miroku), I58, I96, I97- 228, 

232 

MaJ?.<:fala, I, 44, I27, I38, I58-I59, 

348-350 passim, 522n42; dharma 
maJ?.<:fala, 275, 339; of the garbha 
type, !09, I2I, 122-I23, I3I, I34-I37, 

I38, I40, 348; of the vajradhatu type, 
I2I, I23-I24, I42-I46, 348; of the 
Path of the Prajiiii -piiramitii Sutra, 

257-260 

Maiijusri (Monju), 197, 225, 258, 

265-268 passim 

Mantra(s), 2, 5-6, I2-13, 262-264; in 
abhi�eka, I37-I4I passim, I43-145 

passim; compared with dharaJ?.I, 246, 

263-265, 267; and cosmic and social 
order, 336-338, 340; for demonic 
spirits, 338; Kiikai's definition of, 
6-7, 263-265, 264-265, 268-27I; 

as medicine, 337-338; method of 
studying, 453n5; as a ritual language, 
138-I4o, I4I, 146-I49; see also 

Dharmakaya; Discourse; Mikkyo; 
Language; Rituals; Textuality; Three 
mysteries; Voice, Letter, Reality 

Mantra Chapel (the Shingon'in), I3, 58, 

59, 346, 348-349, 352, 384, 428 

Mantrayana, I29, I30, I65, 203-204 

Man'yogana. See Writing 
Mara, I43, I66, 248, 25I, 257 

Materiality. See "materiality and 
somaticity of the text" under Voice, 

Letter, Reality 

Medicine, 20, 37, 58, 79, I6I, I62-I63, 

I77, 238, 295, 337-338, 493nn4o, 42 

Medieval period, 452n2 

Meiji developments, 16, 347, 360, 401, 

404-405, 4I0-4II, 414-4I6, 536n 3; 

see also Tokugawa developments 
Mikkyo: adoption by the Nara clergy, 

II, 53-55, 62-63, 64-65, 238, 269-27I; 

complementary relationship with 
kengyo, ro-u, I2, 54-55, 59, I94, 

2I4, 233-234, 237-238, 245-246, 

254, 258-260, 269-270, 345-346, 

354-355, 38I-382, 384-385; as a 
discourse, 5, 7, 9, u-12, I3-I5, 62, 

I79-I84, I95, I97, I99, 200, 207, 

232-234, 259-260, 270-271, 340-343, 

366-367, 388; as a dominant form 
of medieval Japanese religions, 1-4, 

15-16, 384-386, 406-408, 417-424; 

as opposed to kengyo, 9-ro, 12-13, 



128, 165, 167, 180-182, 197, 207, 213, 

220-221, 225; scriptures particular 

to, 264--265, 275-277 

Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil 

Karmas in the Nation of Japan 

(Nihonkoku zen'aku genpo ryoiki), 

77, 8o, 106, 158, 162, 163, 165, 176, 

263 

Miroku. See Maitreya 

Misaie, 38, 39, 58-59, 239, 34-4--34-6, 379, 

382, 383-384-

Miscellaneous mantra class siitras. See 

Zobu shingonkyo 

Mishuho: historical developments of, 

34-7-34-8, 364-, 367, 382, 383-386 

passim; institution by Kiikai, 13, 

58-59, 34-5-34-7, 385-386; and Misaie, 

34-5-34-6, 354--355; as a part of imperial 

coronation, 360,362, 367,383,384-; 

and relic worship, 34-9-350, 367, 

383-384-; and Ten Abiding Stages, 

34-3, 353, 365; and vidya-rajii.l: see 

Femininity; see also Buddhalocana; 

Carkravartin; Cintama�i; Ekak�ara

u����acakra; Emperorship; Misaie; 

Ratnasarhbhava; Mahavairocana 

Mitsuzo, 190, 196-199 passim 

Montoku, 368 

Monzeki, 370 

Mount Hiei, so, 52, 55, 6o, 373, 4-02 

Mount Koya, 4-3, 6o, 83, II3, 307, 373, 

376, 4-02, 4-13 

Mount Koya Diary (Koya nikki), n3 

MountMuroo,24-0,34-9 

Mount Takao, 4-4-, 307, 308, 4-02 

Mudra, 123, 124-, 125, 128, 129, 130-131, 

134-, 14-7, 303, 361-362; see also Three 

mysteries 

Myoitsu, 187, 24-0-24-4- passim 

Myoken. See Sudmi 

Myokoin, 369 

My66. See Vidya-raja 
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Nagaya, 88 

Nagabodhi, 129,198, 221-222 

Nagarjuna, 129, 198, 221-222, 225-226, 

229-232 passim, 275, 276, so6n 83; 

see also Lineage 

Naishidokoro, 364-, 365 

Nara monastic community: interest 

in and acceptance of Mikkyo, 4-1, 

53-56, 59, 62-65, 188-189, 238, 24-6, 

269-271, 369-370; as a center of 

medieval Esoteric Buddhist studies; 

369-370, 372, 373-376; Esoteric 

Buddhist elements pre-existed in, 

151-152, 154--159, 160, 163, 182-183; 

and the ritsuryo state, 24--26, 29, 

32-34-, 38-4-1, 76-77, 78-83, 100-101, 

369-370; as the seat of the early 

Heian Buddhist establishment; 

4-1-4-2, 55, 59-61; seven great temples 

(the Shichi daiji), 34-; and Six 

Schools (the Rokushii), 35-36, 

37-4-0 passim, 326, 379, 380, 4-00 

Nenbundosha. See Annual ordinands 

New Buddhism/Old Buddhism 

scheme, 4-01, 4-04--4-06, 4-22-4-24-

Nigatsudo. See Todaiji 

Nihon koki. See Latter History of Japan 

Nihon kiryaku. See Abbreviated History 

of Japan 

Nihon sandai jitsuroku. See True Record 

of the Reigns of the Three Emperors 

Nihon shoki. See Written History of 

Japan 

Nihonkoku genpo zen'aku ryoiki. See 

Miraculous Episodes of Good and Evil 

Karmas in the Nation of Japan 

Ningai, 375 

Ninmei, 23, 58, 6o, 318, 34-6, 367-368 

Ninnaji, 368, 373 

Nirma�akaya. See Dharmakaya 

Notes on the Secret Treasury (Hizoki), 

124--125, 263, 353, 395, 4-87n6o 
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Nun(s), 79, 89, 163; see also Koken; 
Shotoku 

Nyiiya-praveiaka, 101 

Obo. See Kingly law 
Oe no Masafusa, 344, 359, 391 

Office of Priestly Mfairs. See Sago 
Office of Siitra Reproduction. See 

Shakyosho 
Okada no Ushikai, 71 

Okagami. See Great Mirror 
Old Buddhism. See New 

Buddhism/Old Buddhism 
scheme 

Omi ni Mifune, 49, 188 

Omizutori. See Shunie 
Onjoji, 377 

Ono no Minemori, 305 

On Distinguishing Orthodoxy (Pan
cheng-lun ), 96-97 

On the Interpretation of Mahiiyiina 
(Shih mo-ho-yen-lun ), 188, 214 

On the Sanskrit Letter Hum ( Unjigi), 
13-14, 277, 289, 293 

Ordination. See Samaya; Abhi�eka; Sila; 
S6niry6; Vinaya 

Orientalism, 415 

Origin and Practice of the Mishuhii 
( Goshichinichi Mishuhii yuisho sahii), 
347, 349 

Oseishi, 306-307 

Palace: imperial palace, 309-3!0, 

3H-312, 343; metaphorical use of, 
327-328, 356; universal palace of the 
Dharmakaya, 14-15, 131, 198, 208, 

2II, 223, 300, 303, 328, 332, 343, 

356; see also Daigokuden; Rituals; 
Naishidokoro; Seiryoden 

Pan-cheng-lun. See On Distinguishing 
Orthodoxy 

Paranirmitavasavartina (Take jizaiten ), 

247, 251 

Path of Prajiiii-piiramitii (the), 153, 

160, 247-260 passim, esp. 247-248 

Pi�aka. See Treasury 
Prajiia (Kiikai's teacher), II6, H8-II9, 

I20, 325 

Prajiia (female bodisattva), 137, 140; see 
also Buddhalocana 

Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra of the Virtuous 
King. See Virtuous King Sutra 

Prajiiii-piiramitii Heart Sutra, 244, 

341 

Precepts. See Samaya; Sila; Vinaya 
Protestantism, 404-405, 414, 536n3 

Pu-k'ung san-ts)ang piao-shih-chih. See 
Collected Writings of the Tripitaka 
Master Amoghavajra 

Ratnasambhava (H6sh6 ), 123, 144, 

349-350, 353, 383 

Reality of Prajiiii-piiramitii Sutra, 
245-260 passim 

Record of the Transmission of the 
Dharma of the Secret Ma1Jif.ala 
Teaching (Himitsu mandarakyii 
fuhiiden ), II, 212, 220-234 

Rectification of names ( cheng-ming ), 
312-315 

Reformation. See Protestantism 
Relic. See Mishuho 
Ritsury6 (the), 4, 26, 28, 78, 81, 82, 

161, 162, 306; discourse grounded 
in, 4-5, 99-!01, 306-307, 3!0-315, 

389-390, 479n86; and the state, 4, 

23, 26-27, 29, 32-34, 38-41, 52-53, 

69-70, 161, 367, 371, 379, 386-387; see 
also S6niry6 

Ritsu School (the), 35, 39, 47, 49, 50, 

383 

Ritual(s): Esoteric Buddhist theory 
of, 125, 126, 129-133, 137-138, 141, 

146, 167, 259, 336-338, 340-341, 

388; esoteric services initiated by 
Kiikai, 57-59, 323, 345-347; at the 



imperial palace, 57-58, 239, 3II-3I2, 
314, 323-324, 346-347, 359 362, 
363-366, 380, 382-385; and language, 
137, r38-r4o, 141, 146-148, 165-166, 
167, 223-224, 317-318, 322, 338-339, 
340-341; practiced by the Nara 
clergy, 20, 25, 37, 38, 163-166, 
168-176, 239, 318-319, 323, 341, 380, 
381-383; and the ritsuryo state, 
3II-314, 316, 318-319, 322 

Ritual Compendium by the House ofOe 
( Goke shidai), 344 

Ritual manuals ( viddhi), 125-126 
Roko shiiki. See Demonstrating the 

Goals for Those Who are Deaf and 
Blind to the Truth 

Rokudai. See Six great elements 
Rokushu. See Nara monastic 

community 
Ruiju kokushi. See Classified Records of 

the National History 
Ryogi no ge, 34 
Ryoiki. See Miraculous Episodes of Good 

and Evil Karmas in the Nation of 
Japan 

Ryosen, II9 
Ryounshu. See Collected Poems of 

Managing the State 

Saga, 23, 34, 42-43, 46, 52, 55, 62, 102, 
II4, 153, 193, 194, 239, 305, 306, 307, 
308, 345, 389 

Saicho, 4, n-12, 39, 40, 42, 44-45, 
50-53, 56, 59, 6r, r88, 199, 205, 234, 
251-252, 400, 469ni68 

Saidaiji, 34, 37, 6o 
Saigyo, 2 
Saiji, 37, 57 
Saishoe, 38, 39, 380, 381, 532n64 
Saishoji, 377, 380 
Saishookyo kaidai. See Introduction to 

the Golden Light Sutra 
Sakyamuni (Shaka), 129, 142, 145, 158, 
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160, !82, 194, 196, 198, 224, 226, 
230, 250-251, 260, 261-262, 265, 
266, 349-350, 378, 489n72; see also 
Mahayana; "as opposed to kengyo" 
under Mikkyo 

Samantabhadra (Fugen), 142, 144-146 
passim, 195, 208, 225, 351, 354 

Samaya, 43-44, 53-55, 109, 134, 256 
Sarhbhogakaya. See Dharmakaya 
Sangakuroku. See Catalog of the Three 

Studies 
Sango shiiki. See Demonstrating the 

Goals of the Three Teachings 
Sanne, 38, 39, 379-380 
Sanron School (the), 35, 36, 39, 187, 

227, 229, 250, 372, 374, 427 
Sanskrit. See Writing 
Sarasvati, 239, 245, 246 
Sarvajnaji'iana, ro8, 131, 146 
Sarvarthasiddhi, 142, 143 
Sawara, 321, 342 
School (shu), 35, 59-60, 191-193, 

199-204 passim, 213, 375-376, 383, 

412 
Scripture. See Textuality 
Secret City of the Mirror of Writing 

(Bunkyo hifuron), 104, 307 
Sectarianism and sectarian studies, 3-4, 

59, 60-61, !53-154, 203, 204, 270-271, 
326-327, 386, 399-404, 409-414; see 
also Meiji developments; Tokugawa 
developments 

Seiryoden, 323, 345, 352 
Sei Shonagon, 347 
Seiwa, 39, 341, 368 
Senju kannon. See Avalokitdvara 
Sequel to the Continued History of Japan 

( Shoku nihon koki), 37, 83, 318 
Sexuality. See "and sexual union" under 

Femininity 
Shabetsu. See Voice, Letter, Reality 
Shih mo-ho-yen-tun. See On the 

Interpretation of Mahayana 
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Shaka. See Sakyamuni 
Shakyosho (Office of Siitra 

Reproduction), 108, 155 

Shibunritsu (Ssu-fen-lii). See V inaya 
Shidoso, 78-8o, 83, 99; see also Soniryo; 

Ubasoku 
Shin bukkyo. See New Buddhism/Old 

Buddhism scheme 
Shinga, 367-368 

Shingon. See Mantra; Shingon School 
Shingon fuhoden. See Short History of 

Shingon Dharma Transmission 

Shingon'in. See Mantra Chapel 
Shingon School (the Shingonshii), 4, 

54, 59-61 passim, 191-193 passim, 

199-204 passim, esp. 200, 2n, 

371-372, 373-376, 380, 400, 412-413 

499n26; see also Sectarianism 
Shingonshu miketsumon. See Unresolved 

Issues of the Shingon School 

Shingonshu shogaku kyoritsuron 

mokuroku. See Catalog of the Three 

Studies 

Shinkei, 350-351 

Shinko, 427-428 

Shinnyo, 45, 193 

Shinsen'en, 309-3ro, 341, 351 

Shinto and Shinto gods (kami): 

definition in this volume, 451n1; 

kami, Buddhism, and the state, 1, 

16, 25, 320-321, 342, 347, 364-365, 

373-374, 377-378, 414-416, 417, 

454nr2; Mikkyo reinterpretation of 
the imperial mythology, 363-366; 

Shinto- Buddhist integration, 3, 

417-420, 452n3; see also Demonic 
spirits; Goryo; Misaie; Shunie; 
Sawara 

Shinzei, 71, 461n82, 469n173; see also 

Biography of Priest Kukai 

Shobo, 369, 374-375, 427 

Shoji jissogi. See Voice, Letter, Reality 

Shoku nihongi. See Sequel to the 

Continued History of Japan 

Shomu, 21, 24, 8o, 154, 355, 356, 373-374 

Shorai mokuroku. See Catalog of 

Imported Items 

Short History of Shingon Dharma 

Transmission ( Shingon fuhoden ), 

220, 503n71 

Shotoku, 21-22, 162, 355 

Shii. See Schools 
Shiiei, 61 

Shiien, 40, 56, 63, 205, 239-240, 3ro, 

345, 508nr2 

Shiihashi. See Sectarian history 
Shukongo. See Vajrapal).i 
Shunie (Omizutori), 168-176 

Siddham script. See Writing 
Siddhartha, 142, 145, 146 

Signs. See Language; Textuality; Voice, 

Letter, Reality; Writing 
STia, 48-53 passim, 54-55, 329 

Six great elements ( rokudai), 2, 281-282 

Six Nara Schools (the). See Nara 
monastic community 

Sogo, ro, 13, 23, 30-33, 39, 51-53, 76, 

190, 239, 323, 369, 371, 379, 380-381, 

456n36 

Sokui kanjo. See Abhi�eka 
Sokushin jobutsugi. See Transforming 

One's Body into the Realm of 

Enlightenment 

Somaticity. See Body; "materiality and 
somaticity of the text" under Voice, 

Letter, Reality 

Soniryo: as an apparatus for 
bureaucratizing the clergy, 4-

5, 28, 322, 356; actual enforcement 
of, 33-34, 371, 457n47, 529n26; on 
ordination procedures, 76-77; on 
ristrictions on reciting dharal).is 
and mantras, 161-162, 263, 322; on 
Sogo appointments, 31-32; overall 



structure of, 28-30; on prohibiting 
the practice of shidoso, 29-30, 81-82 

Son of Heaven, 20-21, 70, roo, 3II, 323, 

329, 361, 364-366 passim 

Sonshoji, 377, 380 

State College (the), 8, 22-23, 26, 70, 

71-74 passim, 86, 95, 99, 101, 102, 

103, 106, 305-307, 389 

Statecraftism ( keikoku shiso), 5, 305-306, 

390, 519n1 

Subhakarasimha, n6, 120, 124, 151, 155, 

262; see also Commentary on the 

Mahiivairocana Siitra 

Sudo. See Sawara 
Sudr�� (Myoken), 157 

Sutra of the Virtuous King. See Virtuous 

King Sutra 

Taihan, 61 

Takashina no Tonari, 127, 418nn4 

Take jizaiten. See Paranirmita-
vasavartina 

Ta-kuang-chih. See Amoghavajra 
T'ien-tzu. See Son of Heaven 
Ta-p)i-lu-che-na cheng-fo ching-su. See 

Commentary on the Mahiivairocana 

Sutra 

Tao-hsuan, II7 

Taoism, 87-88, 97 

Ta-tang hsi-yii-chi. See Journal of the 

Realms West of the Great T)ang 

Taxonomy, 9-ro, 182-184, 496nn70, 76; 

countertaxonomy, 183; of scriptures 
according to the Nara scholarship, 
155-158, 177-178, 182; Kiikai on 
classifYing Buddhist canonical texts, 
149, 179-180, 182-183, 190-193, 194, 

196, 199, 200, 203, 207, 2II, 212, 234, 

261, 262, 264, 269 

Ten Abiding Stages of Mind According 

to the Secret Mat:ttf-alas ( Himitsu 

mandara jujushinron ) : 14-15, 202, 

261-262, 267, 269, 295, 353, 363, 
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396; the sectarian interpretation of, 
326-327; importance reconsidered 
in the early Heian historical context, 
327-329; rhetorical and tropical 
inventions in, 327-329, 332-333; 

as an attempt to buddhicize 
the Japanese emperor, 328-334; 

Kiikai's construction of an 
Esoteric Buddhist model of the 
universe in, 328, 333-334, 343; 

abhi�eka as a central concept in, 
332-333 

Tendai School (the), 4, n-12, 39, 55, 

61-62, 189, 194, 199, 200, 234, 237, 

270, 364, 369, 370, 379-380, 400, 

425-427 passim 

Tenrin shoo. See Cakravartin 
Tenshi. See Son of Heaven 
Textuality, 12-13, 63-65, I03-I05, 

ros-ro6, 126, 165, 259, 275-276, 

514n3; and textile analogy, 293-294, 

297, 303; intertextuality, 104, 453n6; 

particular to esoteric texts, 12-13, 

167, 249, 259-260, 268-269; of 
scriptures, Buddhist and Confucian, 
316-317, 319-322; world as the text, 
275-277, 278-280,285-287,297-300; 

see also Language; Voice) Letter, 

Reality; Writing 
Three mysteries, I02-I03, 109, 129-132, 

138, 142, 147, 195, 198, 199, 201, 216, 

218, 234, 246, 261, 265, 269, 277 

Thousand-Armed Avalokitdvara. See 

Avalokitdvara 
Thousand-Armed Avalokitefvara 

Dhiirat:ti Sutra (the), 108, 152, 160, 

165 

Todaiji, 34, 35, 37, 45, 55, 6o, So, 

168, 247, 249, 372, 373-376, 402; 

Abhi�eka Hall (Kanjodo), ro, 

43, 45, n-ss passim, 194, 374, 

428; Kaidan'in, 47, 49, so; on 
Kiikai, 374; Nigatsudo, 168-176 
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T6daiji ( contd.) 

passim; Tonan'in, 369, 370, 374-, 

4-27 

Tiiiki dentii mokuroku. See Catalog of 

the Transmission of the Torch to the 

East 

T6ji, 37, 4-3, 4-5, 6o-6r, 373-376 passim, 

375, 376, 380, 383-384-, 4-02, 4-68ni65 

Tokuitsu, 4-7, 188, 204--205, 208, 

211-212, 214-, 220, 225, 234--235 

Tokugawa developments, 153, 392, 

4-11-4-12, 4-13-4-14-, 4-15, 4-80n93; see 

also Meiji developments 

Torno no Yoshio, 4-57n4-7 

Ton'a, 2, 113 

T6nan'in. See T6daiji 

T6riten. See Trayastrirhsa 

T6sh6daiji, 34-, 37, 38, 4-7, 57, 157 

Tosotsuten. See Tu�i�a 

Transforming One's Body into the 

Realm of Enlightenment ( Sokushin 

jiibutsugi), 13-14-, 277, 281, 298, 

300-302 

Trailokavijaya (Gosanze), 257, 34-9 

Trayastrirhsa (Toriten), 14-4-

Treasury (Pi�aka), 190, 196-199, 

212-213, 234-, 262 

Triguhya. See Three mysteries 

True Record of the Reigns of the Three 

Emperors ( Nihon sandai jitsuroku ), 

71, 34-1, 368 

Tu�i�a (Tosotsuten), 169 

Ubasoku and ubai, 8, 70, 76, 78, So, 83, 

89, 95, 101, 104-, 107-108 

Ubasoku koshinge, 159 

Uchirongi, 239, 34-5, 352, 382 

Uda, 368, 370, 376-377 

Umazake no Kiyonari, 71 

Unresolved Issues on the Shingon School 

( Shingonshii miketsumon ), 204--213 

passim, 219, 220, 229 

Unjigi. See On the Sanskrit Letter Hum 

Vajra, 123-124-, 14-2-14-3, 14-4--14-5, 14-6, 

195, 203, 225, 252, 253, 254-, 255, 259 

Vajrabodhi, 116, 121, 129, 155, 181, 198, 

222-223, 228, 230, 233, 262, 263 

Vajradhatu maQ.<;iala. See MaQ.<;iala 

Vajradhatu (Tathagata), 14-4--14-6 

passim 

VajrapaQ.i (Shukong6 ), 157, 210-211, 266 

Vajrasattva (Kong6 satta), 129, 131-133, 

137, 14-0-14-4- passim, 14-5, 14-6, 181, 

195, 198, 211, 212, 222, 223, 225, 226, 

228, 230, 234-, 254-, 276 

Vajraiekhara Interpretation of Sanskrit 

Vowels, 211 

Vajraiekhara Siitra (the), 4-4-, 121, 128, 

14-2-14-6 passim, 153, 180, 181, 198, 

276, 303, 350, 361 

Vajratr1c�na (Kongori), 258, 259 

Vajrayana, r, 127, 165, r8r, 182, 190-196, 

218, 254-, 259-260 

Vajrayak�a (Kongoyasha), 34-9 

Vehicles (Yana), 182, 190-196, 212-213, 

226-227, 234-, 256 

V iddhi. See Ritual manuals 

Vidya-raja ( myiiii), 158 

Vimalakirti Siitra (the), 38, 101 

V inaya, 24-, 4-8-53 passim, 54--55; 

Shibunritsu, 4-7, 54-; Yiiburitsu, 54-

Virtuous King Siitra (the), 38, 39, 101, 

329, 330, 363, 367 

Voice, Letter, Reality (Shoji jisiigi), 

13-14-; all sensory objects as letters of 

the world texts, 283-284-, 287-288; 

differentiation ( shabetsu) as the force 

of emptiness in the realm of writing 

278, 282, 287-288, 293; and the 

Derridian notion of differance, 280, 

516n16, 517n24-, 518n31; Kiikai on the 

general theory of language, 275-280, 

289; mantra as the generative 

process of signs, 279, 282-284-, 286, 

296-298, 300-304-; letter A as the 

source of all signs, 280, 289-291, 



293, 296; materiality and somaticity 

of the text, 284--285, 295, 299-304-, 

esp. 302-303, 303-304-; writing and 

its primacy over speech, 282, 288; 

see also Dharmakaya; Language; 

Mantra; Textuality 

World-text (the). See Dharmakaya; 

Textuality; Voice, Letter, Reality 

Writing: in Chinese, 19-20, 99-100, 

306-307, 310-315, 389-390, 4-74-n53, 

4-79n86; and femininity, 397; Iroha, 

391-392, 397-398; kana syllabary, 3, 

19, 113-114-, 390-398 passim, 4-83n1; 

Kukai on writing, 10, 63-65, 103-106, 

182, 183, 275, 307-308, 309-310, 388, 

395-397, 514-n3; man'yogana, 389, 

393, 394-, 398, 533n75; monogatari, 

19, 390; by Nara Buddhist clergy, 4-0, 

100-101, 107-108, 177-178; Sanskrit 

(Siddham) script, 2, 6-7, 109, 210, 

291-292,295,298,300,393-394-,396; 

Sanskrit texts, 113, 118-119, 393-395, 

4-89n72; waka, 2-3, 19, 389, 390; 

see also Discourse; Statecraftism; 

Textuality; Voice, Letter, Reality 

Written History of Japan ( Nihon shoki), 

99, 366 
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Wu-yin, 118, 121, 126 

Yakushi. See Bhai�ajyaguru 

Yakushiji, 31, 34-, 37, 38, 6o, 24-7 

Yakushin, 373, 376 

Yamantaka (Daiitoku), 34-9 

Yana. See Vehicles 

Yogadra. See Hosso 

Yogiiciirabhumi, 4-9, 166, 177 

YOro ritsuryo (the). See Ri tsuryo 

Yoshimine no Yasuyo, 305-309 passim 

Yi.ian-t'se, 116 

Yuburitsu. See V inaya 

Yu-hsien-k'u. See Journey Into the Cave 

of Immortals 

Yuimae, 38, 39, 379-380 

Zengai, 4-57n4-7 

Zengi, 75, 151 

Zobu shingonkyo (Miscellaneous 

mantra class sutras), 154-,261,270 

Zokusanno, 330, 522n4-o 

Zomitsu, 152, 153, 165, 167, 178, 

180; see also Junmitsu; Mikkyo; 

Zomitsu/junmitsu scheme 

Zomitsu/junmitsu scheme, 152-154-, 

165, 178, 271 




